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PREFACE

Computer-aided design (CAD) of digital circuits has been a topic of great importance
in the last two decades, and the interest in this field is expected to grow in the
coming years. Computer-aided techniques have provided the enabling methodology
to design efficiently and successfully large-scale high-performance circuits for a wide
spectrum of applications, ranging from information processing (e.g., computers) to
telecommunication, manufacturing control, transportation, etc.
The hook addresses one of the most interesting topics in CAD for digital circuits:
design synthesis and oprimization, i.e., the generation of detailed specifications of
digital circuits from architectural or logic models and the optimization of some figures
of merit, such as performance and area. This allows a designer to concentrate on the
circuit specification issues and to let the CAD programs>laborate and optimize the
corresponding representations until appropriate for implementation in some fabrication
technology.
Some choices have been made in selecting the material of this book. First, we
describe synthesis of digital synchronous circuits, as they represent the largest portion
of circuit designs. In addition, the state of the an in synthesis for digital synchronous
circuits is more advanced and stable than the corresponding one for asynchronous and
analog circuits. Second, we present synthesis techniques at the architectural and logic
level, and we do not report on physical design automation techniques. This choice is
motivated by the fact that physical microelectronic design forms a topic of its own and
has been addressed by other books. However, at present no textbook describes both
logic and architectural synthesis in detail. Third, we present an algorithmic approach
to synthesis based on a consistent mathematical framework.
Infhis textbook we combined CAD design issues that span the spectrum from
circuit modeling with hardware description languages to cell-library binding. These
problems are encountered in the design flow from an architectural or logic model of
a circuit to the specification of the interconnection of the basic building blocks in any
semicustom technology. More specifically, the book deals with the following issues:
Hardware modeling in hardware description languages, such as VHDL, Verilog,
UDWI, and Silage.

.

Compilation techniques for hardware models.
Architectural-level synthesis and optimization, including scheduling, resource sharing and binding, and data-path and control generation.
Logic-level synthesis and optimization techniques for combinational and synchronous sequential circuits.
Library binding algorithms to achieve implementations with specific cell libraries.

These topics have been the object of extensive research work, as documented by the
large number of journal articles and conference presentati'ons available in the literature.
Nevertheless, this material has never been presented in a unified cohesive way. This
book is meant to bridge this gap. The aforementioned problems are described with their
interrelations, and a unifying underlying mathematical structure is used to show the
inherent difficulties of some problems as well as the merit of some solution methods.
To be more specific, the formulation of synthesis and optimization problems considered in this book is hased upon graph theory and Boolean algebra. Most problems
can be reduced to fundamental ones, namely coloring, covering, and satisfiability. Even
though these problems are computationally intractable and often solved by heuristic
algorithms, the exact problem formulation helps in unaerstanding the relations among
the problems encountered in architectural and logic synthesis and optimization. Moreover, recent improvements in algorithms, as well as in computer speed and memory
size, have allowed us to solve some problems exactly for instances of practical size.
Thus this book presents both exact and heuristic optimization methods.
This text is intended for a senior-level or a first-pear graduate course in CAD of
digital circuits for electrical engineers andlor computer scientists. It is also intended to
be a reference book for CAD researchers and developers in the CAD industry. Moreover, it provides an imponant source of information to the microelectronic designers
who use CAD tools and who wish to understand the underlying techniques to he able
to achieve the best designs with the given tools.
A prerequisite for reading the book, or attending a course hased on the book,
is some basic knowledge of graph theory, fundamental algorithms, and Boolean algebra. Chapter 2 summarizes the major results of these fields that are relevant to the
understanding of the material in the remaining parts of the book. This chapter can
serve as a refresher for those whose knowledge is rusty, hut we encourage the totally
unfamiliar reader to go deeper into the background material by consulting specialized
textbooks.
'This book can he used in courses in various ways. It contains more material
than could be covered in detail in a quarter-long (30-hour) or semester-long (45-hour)
course, leaving instructors with the possibility of selecting their own topics. Sections
denoted by an asterisk report on advanced topics and can he skipped in a first reading
or in undergraduate courses.
Suggested topics for a graduate-level course in CAD are in Chapters 3-10. The
instructor can choose to drop some detailed topics (e.g., sections with asterisks) in
quarter-long courses. The text can be used for an advanced course in logic synthe-
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sis and optimization hy focusing on Chapters 3 and 7-10. Similarly, the book can
be used for an advanced course in architectural-level synthesis by concentrating on
Chapters 3 4 .
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For senior-level teaching. we suggest refreshing the students with some background material (Chapter 2). covering Chapters 3-4 and selected topics in scheduling
(e.g., Sections 5.2 and 5.3). hinding (e.g.. Section 6.2). two-level logic optimization
(e.g., Section 7.2), multiple-level optimization (e.g.. Sections 8.2 and 8.3). sequential
synthesis (e.g., Sections 9.2 and 9.3.1). and library binding (e.g., Section 10.3.1). Most
chapters start with a general introduction that provides valuable information without
digging into the details. Chapter 4 summarizes the major issues in architectural-level
synthesis.
The author would like to thank all those who helped him in writing and correcting the manuscript: Jonathan Allen. Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Gactano
Boniello, University of Washington: Donald Bouldin. University of Tennessee; Raul
Camposano, Synopsys: Maciej Cicsielski. University of Massachusetts at Amherst;
JosC ~ o r t e s Purdue
,
University: David Ku. Stanford University and Redwood Design
Automation: Michael Lightner. Univerlity of Colorado at Boulder: Sharad Malik,
Princeton University: Victor Nelson. Auburn University: Fabio Somenri, University
of Colorado at Boulder; and, Wayne Wolf. Princeton University. The author would
also like to acknowledge enlightening di\cussions with Robert Brayton of the University of California at Berkeley. with Randall Bryant and Robert Rutenbar of Carnegie
Mellon University, and with Alcc Stanculescu of Fintronic. The graduate students
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of the CAD synthesis group at Stanford University provided invaluable help in improving the manuscript: Luca Benini, Claudionor Coelho, David Filo, Rajesh Gupta,
Nonis Ip, Polly Siegel, Thomas Tmong, and Jerry Yang. Thanks also to those brave
students of EE318 at Stanford, of ECE 560 at Carnegie Mellon and of CSE590F at the
University of Washington who took courses in 1992 and in 1993 based on a prototype
of this book and gave intelligent comments. Last but not least, I would like to thank
my wife Marie-Madeleine for her encouragement and patience during the writing of
this book. This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under
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SYNTHESIS AND OPTIMIZATION
OF DIGITAL CIRCUITS
I

PART

CIRCUITS
AND
MODELS

CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION

Wofur arbeitet ihr? Ich halte dafur, dass das einzige Ziel der Wissenschaft d a r k
besteht, die Miihseligkeit der mer~schlichenExistenz zu erleichtern.
What are you working for.7 I maintain that the only puTpose of science is to ease
the hardship of human existence.
B. Brecht. Leben des Galilei.

1.1 MICROELECTRONICS
Microelectronics has been the enabling technology for the development of hardware
and software systems in the recent decades. The continuously increasing level of
integration of electronic devices on a single substrate has led to the fabrication of
increasingly complex systems. The integrated circuit technology, based upon the use
of semi~onductormaterials, has progressed tremendously. While a handful of devices
were integrated on the first circuits in the 1960%circuits with over one million devices
have been successfully manufactured in the late 1980s. Such circuits, often called Very
Large Scale Integrution (VLSI) or microelecrronic circuits, testify to the acquired
ability of combining design skills with manufacturing precision (Figure I .I).
Designing increasingly integrated and complex circuits requires a larger and
larger capital investment, due to the cost of refining the precision of the manufacturing
process so that finer and finer devices can be implemented. Similarly, the growth in
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FIGURE 1.1
Moore's law showing the growth
of microelectronic circuit aire,
measured in terms of devices per
chip.

scale of the circuits requires larger efforts in achieving zero-defect designs. A particular
feature of microelectronics is the near impossibility to repair integrated circuits, which
raises the importance of designing circuits correctly and limiting the manufacturing
defects.
The economics of VLSl circuits relies on the principle that replicating a circuit
is straightforward and therefore the design and manufa'cturing costs can be recovered
over a large volume of sales. The trend toward higher integration is economically
positive because it leads to a reduction in the number of components per system, and
therefore to a reduced cost in packaging and interconnection, as well as to a higher
reliability of the overall system. More importantly, higher integration correlates to
faster circuits, because of the reduction of parasitic effects in the electronic devices
themselves and in the interconnections. As a result, the higher the integration level is,
the better and cheaper the final product results.
This economic analysis is valid under the simplifying assumption that the volume
of sales of a circuit (or of a system with embedded circuits) is large enough to
recapture the manufacturing and design costs. In reality, only few circuit applications
can enjoy a high volume of sales and a long life. Examples have been some general
purpose microprocessors. Unfortunately, the improvement in circuit technology makes
the u n u i t s obsolete in a short time.
At present, many electronic systems require integrated dedicated components
that are specialized to perform a task or a limited set of tasks. These are called
Application Specijic Integrated Circuir.~.or ASICs, and occupy a large portion of the
market share. Some circuits in this class may not he produced in large volume because
of the specificity of their application.
Thus other factors are important in microelectronic circuit economics. First, the
use of particular design styles according to the projected volume of sales. Second,
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the reduction of design time, which has two implications. A reduction of design
cost, associated with the designers' salaries and a reduction of the time-to-market.
This last factor has been shown to be key to the profitability of many applications.
Third, the quality of the circuit design and fabrication, measured in performance and
manufacturing yield.
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) techniques play a major role in supporting the
reduction of design time and the optimization of the circuit quality. Indeed, as the
level of integration increases, carrying out a full design without errors becomes an
increasingly difficult task to achieve for a team of human designers. The size of the
circuit, usually measured in terms of the number of active devices (e.g., transistors),
requires handling the design data with systematic techniques. In addition, optimizing
features of large-scale circuits is even a more complex problem, because the feasible
implementation choices grow rapidly in number with the circuit size.
Computer-aided design tools have been used since the inception of the integrated
circuits. CAD systems support different facets of the design of microelectronic circuits.
CAD techniques have reached a fairly good level of maturity in many areas, even
though there are still niches with open problems. Moreover, the continuous growth in
size of the circuits requires CAD tools with increased capability. Therefore continuous
research in this field has targeted design and optimization problems for large-scale
circuits, with particular emphasis on the design of scalable tools. The CAD industry
has grown to be a substantial sector of the global electronic industry. Overall, CAD
is as strategic for the electronic industry as the manufacturing technology is. Indeed,
CAD is the codification of the design-flow technology.
In the following sections, we consider first the different microelectronic circuit
technologies and design styles. We consider then the des&n flow and its abstraction
as a series of tasks. We explain the major issues in synthesis and optimiratiou of
digital synchronous circuits, that are the subject of this hook. Finally, we present the
organization of the book and comment on some related topics.

1.2 SEMICONDUCTOR TECHNOLOGIES
AND CIRCUIT TAXONOMY
Microelectronic circuits exploit the properties of semiconductor materials. The circuits
are constructed by first patterning a substrate and locally modifying its properties
and then by shaping layers of interconnecting wires. The fabrication process is often
very complex. It can he classified in terms of the type of semiconductor material
(e.g., silicon, gallium-arsenide) and in terms of the electronic device types being
constructed. The most common circuit technology familles for silicon substrates are
~ o r n ~ l ~ r n e n tMetal
a r y Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS), Bipolar and a combination of
the two called BiCMOS. Even within a family, such as CMOS, different specific
technologies have been developed. Examples for CMOS are: single-well (P or N), hvinwell and silicon on sapphire (SOS). Specific technologies target particular markets:
for example, SOS is less sensitive to radiation and proper for space applications.
Electronic circuits are generally classified as analog or digital. In the former
class, the information is related to the value of a continuous electrical parameter, such
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as a voltage or a current. A power amplifier for an audio stereo system employs analog
circuits. In digital circuits, the inionnation is quantized. Most digital circuits we binary, and therefore the quantum of information is either a TRUE or a FALSE value. The
information is related to ranges of voltages at circuit internal nodes. Digital circuits
have shown to be superior to analog circuits in many classes of applications, primarily
electronic computing. Recently, digital applications have pervaded also the signal processing and telecommunication fields. Examples are compact disc players and digital
telephony. Today the number of digital circuits overwhelms that of analog circuits.
Digital circuits can be classified in terms of their mode of operations. Synchronoits circuits are characterized by having information storage and processing synchronized to one (or more) global signal, called clock. Asynchronous circuits do not
require a global clock signal. Different styles have been proposed for asynchronous
design methods. When considering large-scale integration circuits, synchronous operation is advantageous because it is conceptually simpler; there is a broader common
knowledge of design and verification methods and therefore the likelihood of final
correct operation is higher. Furthermore, testing techniques have been developed for
synchronous digital circuits. Conversely, the advantage of using asynchronous circuits
stems from the fact that global clock distribution becomes more difficult as circuits
grow in size, therefore invalidating the premise that designing synchronous circuits
is simpler. Despite the growing interest in asynchronous circuits, most commercial
digital designs use synchronous operation.
It is obvious that the choice of a semiconductor technology and the circuit
class affect the type of CAD tools that are required. The choice of a semiconductor
technology affects mainly the physical design of a circuit, i.e., the determination
of the geometric patterns. It affects only marginany functional design. Conversely.
the circuit type (i.e., analog, synchronous digital or asynchronous digital) affects the
overall design of the circuit. In this book we consider CAD techniques for synchronous
digital circuits, because they represent the vast majority of circuits and because these
CAD design techniques have reached a high level of maturity.

1.3 MICROELECTRONIC DESIGN STYLES
The economic viability of microelectronic designs relies on some conflicting factors,
such as projected volume, expected pricing and circuit p"eonnance required to be
competitive. For example, instruction-set microprocessors require competitive petformance and price; therefore high volumes are required to be profitable. A circuit for a
space-based application may require high performance and reliability. The projected
volume may be very low, but the cost may be of no concern because still negligible
with respect to the cost of a space mission. A circuit for consumer applications would
require primarily a low cost to be marketable.
Different design styles, often called methodologies, have been used for microelectronic circuits. They are usually classified as custom and semicustom design styles.
In the former case, the functional and physical design are handcrafted, requiring an
extensive effort of a design team to optimize each detailed feature of the circuit. In
-:.SA
--"- *ha A-c'-- -ffn.t mi r n c t are hieh. often compensated by the achievement

of high-quality circuits. It is obvious that the cost bas either to be amortized over a
large volume production (as in the case of processor design) or borne in full (as in the
case of special applications). Custom design was popular in the early years of microelectronics. Today, the design complexity bas confined custom design techniques to
specific portions of a limited number of projects, such as execution and floating point
units of some processors.
Semicustom design is based on the concept of restricting the Circuit primitives
to a limited number, and therefore reduting the possibility of fine-tuning all parts
of a circuit design. The restriction allows the designer to leverage well-designed and
well-characterized primitives and to focus on their interconnection. The reduction of
the possible number of implementation choices makes it easier to develop CAD tools
for design and optimization, as well as reducing the design time. The loss in quality
is often very small, because fine-tuning a custom design may be extremely difficult
when this is large, and automated optimization techniques for semicustom styles can
explore a much wider class of implementation choices than a designer team can afford. Today the number of semicustom designs outnumbers custom designs. Recently,
some high-performance microprocessors have been designed fully (and partially) using
semicustom styles.
Semicustom designs can be partitioned in two major classes: cell-based design
and array-based design. These classes further subdivide into subclasses, as shown in
Figure 1.2. Cell-based design leverages the use of library cells, that can be designed
once and stored, or the use of cell generators that synthesize macro-cell layouts from
their functional specifications. In cell-based design the manufacturing process is not
simplified at all with respect to custom design. Instead, the design process is simplified,
because of the use of ready-made building blocks.
Cell-based design styles include standard-cell design (Figure 1.3). In this case,
the fundamental cells are stored in a library. Cells are designed once, but updates are
required as the progress in semiconductor technology allows for smaller geometries.
Since every cell needs to be parametrized in terms of area and delay over ranges
of temperatures and operating voltages, the library maintenance is far from a trivial
task. The user of a standard-cell library must first conform his or her design to the
available library primitives, a step called library binding or technology mapping. Then,
cells are placed and wired. All these tasks have been automated. An extension is
the hierarchical standard-cell style, where larger cells can be derived by combining
smaller ones.
Macro-cell based design consists of combining building blocks that can be synthesized by computer programs, called cell or module generators. These programs vary
widely in capabilities and have evolved tremendously over the last two decades. The
first generators targeted the automatic synthesis of memory arrays and programmablelogic arrays (PLAs). Recently highly sophisticated generators have been able to syothesize the layout of various circuits with a device density and performance equal or
superior to that achievable by human designers. The user of macro-cell generators has
just to provide the hnctional description. Macro-cells are then placed and wired. Even
though these steps have been automated, they are inherently more difficult and may
be less efficient as compared to standard-cell placement and wiring, due to the irreg-
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Anti-fuse based
Memory-based

FlGURE 1.2
Semicustom design styles: a taxonomy.

ularity in size of the macro-cells. A major advantage of cell-based design (standard
and macro-cells) is the compatibility with custom design. Indeed custom components
can be added to a semicustom layout, and vice versa. The combination of custom
design and cell-based design has been used often for microprocessor design, and also
referred to as structured custom design (Figure 1.4).
Array-based design exploits the use of a matrix of uncommitted components,
often called sites. Such components are then personalized and interconnected. Arraybased circuits can be further classified as predi@sed and prewired, also called mask
programmable and field programmable gate arrays, respectively (MPGAs and FPGAS). In the first case hatches of wafers, with arrays of sites, are manufactured. The
chip fahrication process entails programming the sites by contacting them to wires,
i.e., by manufacturing the routing layers. As a result, only the metal and contact layers
are used to program the chip, hence the name "mask programmable." Fewer manufacturing steps correlate to lower fahrication time and cost. In addition, the cost of
the prediffused batches of wafers can be amortized over several chip designs.
There are several styles of prediffused wafers, that often go under the names
of gate arrays, compacted arraysM and sea-of-gates (Figure 1.5). The circuit designer
that uses these styles performs tasks similar to those used for standard cells. He or
sbemust first conform the design to the available sites, described by a set of library
primitives, then apply placement and wiring, that are subject to constraints typical of
the array image, e.g., slot constraints for the position of the sites. Also in this case,
all these tasks have been automated.
Prewired gate arrays have been introduced recently and are often called "field
programmable gate arrays" because these can be programmed in the "field," i.e.,
outside the semiconductor foundry. They consist of arrays of programmable modules,
each having the capability of implementing a generic logic function (Figure 1.6).
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FIGURE 1.4
Microphotograph of the Alpha AXP chip by Digital Equipment Corporation, using several macro-cells
designed with proprietary CAD tools. (Courtesy of Digital Eqt~ipmentCorporation.)

In a prewired circuit, manufacturing is completely carried out independently of
the application, hence amortized over a large volume. The design and customization
can be done on the field, with negligible time and cost. A drawback of this design style
is the low capacity of these arrays and the inferior performance as compared to other
design styles. However, due to the relative immaturity of the underlying technology, it
is conceivable that capacity and speed of prewired circuits will improve substantially
in the future. At present, prewired circuits provide an excellent means for prototyping.
We would now like to compare the different design styles, in terms of density,
performance, flexibility, design and manufacturing times and cost (for both low and
high volumes). Manufacturing time of array-based circuits is the time spent to customize them. The comparison is reported in the following table, which can serve as

FIGURE 1.5
A mask programmable gate a r a y from the IBM Enterprise Sysfem/9000 air-cooled procmsor technology.
(Courtesy and copyright of IBM. reprinted with permi<sion.)

a guideline in choosing a style for a given application and market:
Densit)
Performance
Flexibility
Design time
Manufncturing time
Cost - low volumc
Cost - high volume

Ct~storn
Very High
Very Hiph
Very High
Very Long
Medium
Very High
Low

Cell-bared
High
High
High
Short
Medium
High
Low

Prrd(ffu.wd

Prewir~d

High
High
Medium
Shon
Short
High
Low

Medium-Low
Medium-Low
Low
Very Short
Very Shon
Low
High

Even though custom is the most obvious style for general purpose circuits and
semicustom is the one for application-specific circuits, processor implementations

FI(;LRI< 1.6
A IirliiLprograrnmehle gate anay: ACT'"' 2 by Artel Corporation. (Courtesy 01' ACTEL Corporarion.!

have been donc in semicustom and ASIC in custom, as in the case of some space
applications. It is important to stress that ASIC is not a synonym for semicustom style,
as often enoneously considered.

1.4 DESIGN OF MICROELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS
There arc four stages in the creation of an integrated circuit: design, fabrication,
resring and packaging [Y. 101 (Figure 1.7). We shall consider here the design stage in
and modeling,
more detail. and we divide it into three major tasks: coru.~~pfuulkution
synthe~isand optifnnimtion,and ~juiid[~tion.
The first task consists of casting an idea into
a model, which captures the function that the circuit will perform. Synthesis consists
of relining the model, from an abstract one to a detailed one, that has all the features
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FIGURE 1.7
T h e four phases in

creating a microelectronic chip.

-

required for fabrication. An objective of design is to maximize some figures of merit
of the circuit tlial relale lo its quality. Validation consists of verifying the consistency
of the models used during design, as well as some properties pf the original model.
Circuit models are used to represent ideas. Modeling plays a major role in
microelectronic design, because it represents the vehicle used to convey information.
Modeling must be rigorous as well as general, transparent to the designer and machinereadable. Today, most modeling is done using Hardware Description Languages, or
HDLs. There are different flavors of HDLs, which are described in detail in Chapter
3. Graphic models are also used, such as flow diagrams, schematic diagrams and
geometric layouts. The very large-scale nature of the problem forces the modeling
style, both textual and graphical, to support hierarchy and abstractions. These allow
a designer to concentrate on a portion of the model at any given time.
Circuit synthesis is the second creative process. The first is performed in the
designer's mind when conceptualizing a circuit and sketching a first model. The overall goal of circuit synthesis is to generate a detailed model of a circuit, such as a
geometric layout, that can be used for fabricating the chip. This objective is achieved
by means of a stepwise refinement process, during which the original abstract model
provided by the designer is iteratively detailed. As synthesis proceeds in refining the
model, more information is needed regarding the technology and the desired design
implementation style. Indeed a functional model of a circuit may be fairly independent
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from the implementation details, while a geometric layout model must incorporate all
technology-dependent specifics, such as, for example, wire widths.
Circuit optimization is often combined with synthesis. It entails the selection of
some particular choices in a given model, with the goal of raising one (or more) figures
of merit of the design. The role of optimization is to enhance the overall quality of the
circuit. We explain now in more detail what quality means. First of all, we mean circuit
performance. Performance relates to the time required to proc'ess some information,
as well as to the amount of information that can be processed in a given time period.
Circuit performance is essential to competitive products in many application domains.
Second, circuit quality relates to the overall area. An objective of circuit design is to
minimize the area, for many reasons. Smaller circuits relate to more circuits per wafer,
and therefore to lower manufacturing cost. The manufacturing yield2 decreases with an
increase in chip area. Large chips are more expensive to package too. Third, the circuit
quality relates to the testabilify, i.e., to the ease of testing the chip after manufacturing.
For some applications, the faulr coverage is an important quality measure. It spells
the percentage of faults of a given type that can be detected by a set of test vectors. It
is obvious that testable chips are desirable, because earlier detection of malfunctions
in electronic systems relates to lower overall cost.
Circuit validation consists of acquiring a reasonable certainty level that a circuit
will function correctly, under the assumption that no manufacturing fault is present.
Circuit validation is motivated by the desire to remove all possible design errors, before
proceeding to the expensive chip manufacturing. It can be performed by simulation and
by verification methods. Circuit simulation consists of analyzing the circuit variables
over an interval of time for one specific set (or more sets) of input patterns. Simulation
can be applied at different levels, corresponding to4he model under consideration.
Simulated output patterns must then conform to the expected ones. Even though
simulation is the most commonly used way of validating circuits, it is often ineffective
for large circuits except for detecting major design flaws. Indeed, the number of
relevant input pattern sequences to analyze grows with the circuit size and designers
must be content to monitor a small subset. Verification methods, often called formal
verification methods, consist of comparing two circuit models, and to detect their
consistency. Another facet of circuit verification is checking some properties of a
circuit model, such as, for example, whether there are deadlock conditions.

1.5 COMPUTER-AIDED SYNTHESIS AND
OPTIMIZATION
Computer-aided tools provide an effective means for designing microelectronic circuits
that are economically viable products. Synthesis techniques speed up the design cycle

he yield is the percenmge of manufacrured chips that operate correctly. In general, when fabrication
faults relate to spots. the defect density per unit area is constant and typical of a manufacturing plant and
process. Therefore the probability that one cpot makes the circuit function incorrectly increases with the
chin area.

and reduce the human effort. Optimization techniques enhance the design quality. At
present, synthesis and optimization techniques are used for most digital circuit designs.
Nevertheless their power is not yet exploited in full. It is one of the purposes of the
hook to foster the use of synthesis and optimization techniques, because they can be
instrumental in the progress of electronic design.
We report in this hook on circuit synthesis and optimization for digital syuchronous circuits. We consider now briefly the circuit models and views and then
comment on the major classification of the synthesis tasks.

1.5.1

Circuit Models

A model of a circuit is an abstraction, i.e., a representation that shows relevant features
without associated details. Synthesis is the generation of a circuit model, starting
from a less detailed one. Models can be classified in terms of levels of abstraction
and views. We consider here three main abstractions, namely: architectural, logic and
geometrical. The levels can he visualized as follows. At the architectural level a circuit
performs a set of operations, such as data computation or transfer. At the logic level,
a digital circuit evaluates a set of logic functions. At the geometrical level, a circuit
is a set of geometrical entities. Examples of representations for architectural models
are HDL models or flow diagrams; for logic models are state transition diagrams or
schematics; for geometric models are floor plans or layouts.
Example 1.5.1. A simple example of the different modeling levels is shown in Figure
1.8. At the architectural level, a processor is described by an HDL model. A schematic

captures the logic-level specification. A two-dimensio~lalgeometric picture represents the
mask layout.
Design consists of refining the abstract specification of the architectural model into
the detailed geomettical-level model, that has enough information for the manufacturing
of the circuit.
We consider now the views of a model. They are classified as: behavioral,
structural and physical. Behavioral views debcribe the function of the circuit regardless
of its implementation. Structural views describe a model as an interconnection of
components. Physical views relate to the physical objects (e.g., transistors) of a design.
Models at different levels can be seen under different views. For example, at
the architectural level, a behavioral view of a circuit is a set of operations and their
dependencies. A structural view is an interconnection of the major building blocks. As
another example, consider the logic-level model of a synchronous circuit. A behavioral
view o f i h e circuit may be given by a state transition diagram, while its structural view
is an interconnection of logic gates. Levels of abstractions and views are synthetically
represented by Figure 1.9, where views are shown as the segments of the letter Y. This
axial arrangement of the views is often referred to as Gajski and Kuhn's Y-chart [3].
Example 1.5.2. Consider again the circuit of Example 1.5.1. Figure 1.10 highlights
behavioral and structural views at both the architectural and the logic levels.
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FlGURE 1.9
Three absmtion levels of a circuit representation
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Levels of abstractions and corresponding views

1.5.2 Synthesis
The model classification relates to a taxonomy of the synthesis tasks. Synthesis can
be seen as a set of transformations between two axial views. In particular we can
distinguish the synthesis subtasks at the different modeling levels as follows:
Architectural-level synthesis consists of generating a structural view of an architectural-level model. This corresponds to determining an assignment of the circuit
functions to operators, called resources, as well as their interconnection and the
timing pf their execution. It has also been called high-level synthesis or structural
synthesis, because it determines the macroscopic (i.e., block-level) structure of
the circuit. To avoid ambiguity, and for the sake of uniformity, we shall call it
architectural synthesis.
Logic-level synthesis is the task of generating a structural view of a logic-level
model. Logic synthesis is the manipulation of logic specifications to create logic
models as an interconnection of logic primitives. Thus logic synthesis determines
the microscopic (i.e., gate-level) structure of a circuit. The task of transforming a

a-synthesis

p-design

p-view

FIGURE 1.11
Levels of abstractions, views and

synthesis tasks.
logic model into an interconnection of instances of library cells, i.e., the hack end
of logic synthesis, is often referred to as library binding or technology mapping.
Geometrical-level synrhesis consists of creating a physical view at the geometric
level. It entails the specification of all geometric patterns defining the physical
layout of the chip, as well as their position. It is often called physical design, and
we shall call it so in the sequel.
The synthesis tasks are synthetically depicted in Figure 1.11. We now describe
these tasks in more detail. We consider them in theorder that corresponds to their use
in a top-down synthesis system. This sequence is the converse of that corresponding
to their historical development and level of maturity.
ARCHITECTURAL SYNTHESIS. A behavioral architectural-level model can be abstracted as a set of operations and dependencies. Architectural synthesis entails identifying the hardware resources that can implement the operations, scheduling the execution time of the operations and binding them to the resources. In other words,
synthesis defines a stmctural model of a data path. as an interconnection of resources,
and a logic-level model of a conrrol unit, that issues the control signals to the data
path according to the schedule.
The macroscopic figures of merit of the implementation, such as circuit area and
performance, depend heavily on this step. Indeed, architectural synthesis determines
the degree of parallelism of the operations. Optimization at this level is very important,
as mentioned in Section 1.5.3. Architectural synthesis is described in detail in Part 11.

Example 1.53. We consider here first an example of a behavioral view of an architectural model. The example has been adapted from one proposed by Paulin and Knight
161. It models a circuit designed to solve numerically (by means of the forward Euler
method) the following differential equation: y" + 3xy' + 3y = 0 in the interval [O, a ]
with step-size dx and initial values x(0) = x ; y(0) = y : y'(0) = u .
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Example of structural view at the architectural level
The circuit can be represented by the following HDL model:
diffeq !

read I x , y , u , dx, a I ;
repeat
!
xi =
x + dx;
.a1 =
u - l 3 ~ x * u ' d x i i 3 * y * d x l ;
yl =
y + u * dx;
c
=
x i < a;
x = xl : u = ul ; y = y i :

I
until ( c I :
write I Y I:

Let us now consider the architectural synthesis task. For the sake of simplicity,
let us assume that the data path of the circuit contains twa resources: a multiplier and
an ALU, that can perform additionlsubtraction and comparison. The circuit contains also
registers, steering logic and a control unit.
A structural view of the circuit, at the architectural level, shows the macroscopic
smchlre of the implementation. This view can be described by a block diagram, as in
Figure 1.12, or equivalently by means of a stmctural HDL.
LOGIC SYNTHESIS. A logic-level model of a circuit can be provided by a state
transition diagram of aJinite-state machine, by a circuit schematic or equivalently by
an HDL model. It may be specified by a designer or synthesized from an architecturallevel model.
The logic synthesis tasks may be different according to the nature of the circuit
(e.g., sequential or combinational) and to the starting representation (e.g., state diagram
or schematic). The possible configurations of a circuit are many. Optimization plays
a major role, in connection with synthesis, in determining the microscopic figures
of merit of the implementation, as mentioned in Section 1.5.3. The final outcome of
logic synthesis is a fully structural representation, such as a gate-level netlist. Logic
synthesis is described in detail in Part In.

Example 1.5.4. Consider the control unit of the previous circuit. Its task is to sequence
the operations in the data path, by providing appropriate signals to the resources. This is
achieved by steering the data to resources and registers in the block called "Steering &
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FIGURE 1.13
(a) Enample of

behe*iural view at the logic level. (b) Example of structural view

at the logic level

Memory," in Figure 1.12. A behavioral view of the control unit at the logic level is given
by a transition diagram, sketched in Figure 1.13 (a), where the signals to the "Steering
& Memory" block are not shown for the sake of simplicity. The control unit uses one
state for reading the data (reset state s,), one state for wriring the data (sg) and seven
states for executing the loop. Signal r is a reset signal.
A structural view of the control unit at the logic level is shown by the hierarchical
schematic of Figure 1.13 (b), which shows the logic gates that implement the transitions
. and that enable the reading and writing of the data. The
among the states (s,.s ~ ss]
subcircuit that controls the iteration is represented by the box labeled "loop control."
PHYSICAL DESIGN. Physical design consists of generating the layout of the chip.
The layers of the layout are in correspondence with the masks used for chip fabrication.
Therefore, the geometrical layout is the final target of microelectronic circuit design.
Physical design depends much on the design style. On one end of the spectrum, for
custom design, physical design is handcrafted by using layout editors. This means
that the designer renounces the use of automated synthesis tools in the search for
optipizing the circuit geometries by fine hand-tuning. On the opposite end of the
spectrum, in the case of prewired circuits, physical design is performed in a virtual
fashion, because chips are fully manufactured in advance. Instead, chip personalization
is done by afuse map or by a memop map.
The major tasks in physical design are placement and wiring, called also routing.
Cell generation is essential in the particular case of macro-cell design, where cells are
synthesized and not extracted from a library. These problems and their solutions are
not described in this book. A brief survey is reponed in Section 1.7.1.
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1.5.3 Optimization
Circuit optimization is often performed in conjunction with synthesis. Optimization
is motivated not only by the desire of maximizing the circuit quality, but also by the
fact that synthesis without optimization would yield noncompetitive circuits at all, and
therefore its value would be marginal. In this book, we consider the optimization of
two quality measures, namely, area and perfarmance. We shall comment also on the
relation to testability in Sections 6.8, 7.2.4 and 8.5.
Circuit area is an extensive quantity. It is measured by the sum of the areas of
the circuit components and therefore it can bc computed from a structural view of a
circuit, once the areas of the components are known. The area computation can be
performed hierarchically. Usually, the fundamental components of digital circuits are
logic gates and registers, whose area is known a priori. The wiring area often plays an
important role and should not be neglected. It can be derived from a complete physical
view, or estimated from a structural view using predictive or statistical models.
Circuit performance is an intensive quantity. It is not additive, and therefore its
computation requires analyzing the structure and often the behavior of a circuit. To be
more specific, we need to consider now the meaning of performance in more detail,
according to the different classes of digital circuits.
The performance of a combinational logic circuit is measured by the inputloutput
propagation delay. Often a simplifying assumption is made. All inputs are available
at the same time and the performance relates to the delay through the critical path of
the circuit.
The performance of a synchronous sequential circuit can be measured by its
cycle-time, i.e., the period of the fastest clock that can be applied to the circuit. Note
that the delay through the combinational component of a sequential circuit is a lower
bound on the cycle-time.
When considering an architectural-level model of a circuit as a sequence of operations, with a synchronous sequential implementation, one measure of performance
is circuit latency, i.e., the time required to execute the operations 141. Latency can
be measured in tenns of clock-cycles. Thus the product of the cycle-time and latency
determines the overall execution time. Often, cycle-time and latency are optimized
independently, for the sake of simplifying the optimization problem as well as of
satisfying other design constraints, such as interfacing to other circuits.
Synchronous circuits can implement a sequence of operations in apipeline fashion, where the circuit performs concurrently operations on different data sets. An
additional measure of performance is then the rate at which data are produced and
consumed, called the throughput of the circuit. Note that in a non-pipelined circuit, the
throughpa is less than (or equal to) the inverse of the product of the cycle-time times
the latency. Pipelining allows a circuit to increase its throughput beyond this limit.
Maximum-rate pipelining occurs when the throughput is the inverse of the cycle-time,
i.e., when data are produced and consumed at each clock cycle.
According to these definitions and models, performance optimization consists
in minimizing the delay (for combinational circuits), the cycle-time and the latency
(for synchronous circuits) and maximizing the throughput (for pipelined circuits).
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Alternative example of srmctural view at the architectural level
Example 1.5.5. Consider the circuit of Example 1.5.3. For the sake of simplicity, we
assume that all resources require one cycle to execute. The structure shown in Figure
1.12 has a minimal resource usage, hut it requires seven cycles to execute one iteration
of the loop. An alternative structure is shown in Figure 1.14, requiring a larger area (two
multipliers and two ALUs) but just four cycles. (A detailed explanation of the reason
is given in Chapters 4 and 5.) The two structures correspond to achieving two different
optimization goals.
We consider here design optimization as the combined minimization of area
and maximization of performance. Optimization may be subject to consuaints, such
as upper bounds on the area, as well as lower bounds On performance. We can abstract
the optimization problem as follows. The different feasible structural implementations
of a circuit define its design space. The design space is a finite set of design points.
Associated with each design point, there are values of the area and performance
evaluation functions. There are as many evaluation functions as the design objectives
of interest, such as area, latency, cycle-time and throughput. We call design evaluation
space the multidimensional space spanned by these objectives.
Example 1.5.6. Let us construct a simplified design space for the previous ex&nple, by
just considering architectural-level modeling. For the sake of the example, we assume
again that the resources execute in one cycle and the delay in the steering and control
logic is negligible. Thus we can drop cycle-time issues from consideration.
The design space corresponds to the structures with a, multipliers and a2 ALUs,
where a , . a2 are positive integers. Examples for a , = I ; a2 = 1 and for a , = 2; a2 = 2
'
were shown in Figures 1.12 and 1.14, respectively.
For the sake of the example, let us assume that the multiplier takes five units of
area, the ALU 1 unit, and the control unit, steering logic and memory and an additional
unit. Then, in the design evaluation space, the first implementation has an area equal to
seven and latency proportional to seven. The second implementation has an area equal
to 13 and latency proportional to four.
When considering the portion of the design space corresponding to the following
:
I): (1. 2): (2, 1): (2, 2)). the design evaluation space is shown in
pairs for ( o l , u 2 ) ((1,

FIGURE 1.15
Example of
space.

design evaluation

Figure 1.15. The numkrs in parentheses relate to the corresponding points in the design
space.
Circuit optimization corresponds to searching for the best design, i.e., a circuit
configuration that optimizes all objectives. Since our optimization problem involves
multiple criteria, special attention must be given to defining points of optimality. For
the sake of simplicity and clarity, and without loss of generality, we assume now that
the optimization problem corresponds to a minimization-one. Note that maximizing
the throughput corresponds to minimizing its complement.
A point of the design space is called a Pareto point if there is no other point (in
the design space) with at least an inferior objective, all others being inferior or equal
[I]. A Pareto point corresponds to a global optimum in a monodimensional design
evaluation space. It is a generalization of this concept in the more general context. Note
that there may he many Pareto points, corresponding to the design implementations
not dominated by others and hence worth consideration.
The image of the Pareto points in the design evaluation space is the set of the
optimal trade-off points. Their interpolation yields a trade-off curve or surface.
Example 15.7. Consider the design space and the design evaluation space of Example
1.5.6. The point (1.2) of the design space is not a Pareto point, because it is dominated
by p i n t (1, 1) that has equal latency andsmaller area. In other words, adding an ALU to
an implementation with one multiplier would make its area larger without reducing the
latency: hence this circuit structure can be dropped from consideration. The remaining
points ((1. 1); (2, I ) ; (2. 2)) are Pareto points. It is possible to show that no other pair
of positive integers is a Pareto point. Indeed the latency cannot be reduced further by
additional resources.
We now consider examples of design (evaluation) spaces for different circuit
classes.
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points far a M-bit adder. (Area and delay are
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COMBINATIONAL LOGIC CIRCUITS. In this case, the design evaluation space objectives are (area, delay). Figure 1.16 shows an example of the trade-off points in this
space, for multiple-level logic circuit implementations. These points can be interpolated to form an arealdelay trade-off curve.
Example 1.5.8. A first example of arealdelay trade-off is given by the implementation

of integer adders. Ripple-carry adders have smaller area and larger delay than cany
lwk-ahead adders. Figure 1.16 shows the variation in area and in delay of gate-level
implementations of a 64-bit integer adder ranging from a two-level cany look-ahead to
a ripple-carry style.
As a second example, consider the implementation of a circuit whose logic behavior is the product of four Boolean variables (e.g., x = pqrs). Assume that the
implementation is constrained to using two-input andlor three-input AND gates, whose
area and delay are proportional to the number of inputs. Assume also that the inputs
arrive simultaneously. Elements of the design space are shown in Figure 1.17, namely,
four different logic suuctures.
The corresponding design evaluation space is shown in Figure 1.18. Note that
stmctures labeled c and d in Figure 1.17 are not Pareto points.
SEQUENTIAL LOGIC CIRCUITS. When we consider logic-level models for sequen-

tial synchronous circuits, the design evaluation space objectives are: (area, cycle-time),
where the latter is bounded from below by the critical path delay in the combinational
logic component. Therefore, the design evaluation space is similar in concept to that
for combinational circuits, shown in Figures 1.16 and 1.18.
When considering nonpipelined architectural-level models, the design evaluation
space objectives are: (area, latency, cycle-rime), where the product of the last two
yields the overall execution delay. An example of the design evaluation space is
shown in Figure 1.19. Slices of the design evaluation space for some specific values
of one objective are also of interest. An example is the (area, latency) trade-off, as
shown in Figure 1.15.
Last, let us consider the architectural-level model of synchronous pipelined circuits. Now, performance is measured also by the circuit throughput. Hence, the design

FIGURE 1.17
Example of design space: four implementations of a logic function.
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Example of design evaluation space: (a)
and (b) are area/delay trade-off points

evaluation space involves the quadruple (area, latency, cycle-time, throughput). Architectural trade-offs for pipelined circuit implementations will be described in Section
4.8, where examples will also be given.
GENERAL APPROACHES TO OPTIMIZATION. Circuit optimization involves multiple objective functions. In the previous examples, the optimization goals ranged from
two to four objectives. The optimization problem is difficult to solve, due to the discontinuous nature of the objective functions and to the discrete nature of the design
space, i.e., of the set of feasible circuit implementations.
In general, Pareto points are solutions to constrained optimization problems.
Consider, for example, combinational logic optimization. Then the following two
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FIGURE 1.19
Design evaluation space: aredatencyicycle-time trade-off points.-

problems are of interest:

.

Minimize the circuit area under delay constraints.
Minimize the circuit delay under area constraints.

Unfortunately, due to the difficulty of the optimization problems, only approximations to the Pareto points can be computed.
Consider next architectural-level models of synchronous circuits. Pareto points
are solutions to the following problems, for different values of the cycle-time:

.

Minimize the circuit area under latency constraints.
Minimize the circuit latency under area constraints.

These two problems are often referred to as scheduling problems. Unfortunately
again, the scheduling problems are hard to solve exactly in most cases and only
approximations can be obtained. When considering pipelined circuits, Pareto points
can be computed (or approximated) by considering different values of cycle-time and
throrr~hnut.and bv solving the corres~ondingscheduling problems.
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Circuit models, synthesis and optirni~alion:a simplified view

1.6 ORGANIZATION OF THE BOOK
This book presents techniques for synthesis and optimization of combinational and
sequential synchronous digital circuits, staning from models at the architectural and
logic levels. Figure 1.20 represents schematically the synthesis and optimization tasks
and their relations to the models. We assume that circuit specification is done by
means of HDL models. Synthesis and optimization algorithms are described as based
on abstract models, that are powerful enough to capture the essential information
of the HDL models, and that decouple synthesis from language-specific features.
Example of abstract models that can be derived from HDL models by compilation,
are: sequencing and dutu-flow graphs (representing operations and dependencies),
state transition diagrams (describing finite-state machine behavior) and logic networks
(representing interconnected logic blocks, corresponding to gates or logic functions).
This book is divided into four parts. Part I describes circuits and their models.
Chapter 2 reviews background material on optimization problems and algorithms, as

well as the foundation of Boolean algebra. Abstract circuit models used in this book
are based on graph and switching theory. Chapter 3 describes the essential features
of some HDLs used for synthesis, as well as issues related to circuit modeling with
HDLs. Abstract models and their optimal derivation from language models are also
presented in Chapter 3.
Part I1 is dedicated to architectural-level synthesis and optimization. Chapter 4
gives an overview of architectural-level synthesis, including data-path and control-unit
generation. Operation scheduling and resource binding are specific tasks of architectural synthesis, that are described in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. Architectural
models that are constrained in their schedule and resource usage may still benefit
from control-synthesis techniques (Chapter 4). that construct logic-level models of
sequential control circuits.
Logic-level synthesis and optimization are described in Part 111. Combinational
logic functions can he implemented as two-level or multiple-level circuits. An example
of a two-level circuit implementation is a PLA. The optimization of two-level logic
forms (Chapter 7) has received much attention, also because it is applicable to the
simplification of more general circuits. Multiple-level logic optimization (Chapter 8)
is a rich field of heuristic techniques. The degrees of freedom in implementing a logic
function as a multiple-level circuit make its exact optimization difficult, as well as its
heuristic optimization multiform. Sequential logic models can also be implemented
by two-level or multiple-level circuits. Therefore, some synthesis and optimization
techniques for sequential circuits are extensions of those for combinational circuits.
Specific techniques for synchronous design (Chapter 9) encompass methods for optimizing jnite-state machine models (e.g., state minimization and encoding), as well
as optimizing synchronous networks (e.g., retimina Library binding, or technology
mapping (Chapter lo), is applicable to both combinational and sequential circuits and
is important to exploit at best the primitive cells of a given library.
In Pan IV, Chapter 1 I summarizes the present state of the a n in this field,
and reports on existing synthesis and optimization packages as well as on future
developments.
We consider now again the synthesis and optimization tasks and their relation to
the organization of this book. The flow diagram shown in Figure 1.21 puts the chapters
in the context of different design flows. HDL models are shown at the top and the
underlying abstract models at the bottom of the figure. Note that the order in which
the synthesis algorithm is applied to a circuit does not match with the numbering of
the chapters, for didactic reasons. We describe general issues of architectural synthesis
before scheduling and binding also because some design flows may skip these steps.
We.present combinational logic optimization before sequential design techniques for
the sake of a smooth introduction to logic design problems.

1.7 RELATED PROBLEMS
The complete design of a microelectronic circuit involves tasks other than architecturalllogic synthesis and optimization. A description of all computer-aided methods
and programs for microelectronic design goes beyond the scope of this book. We
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would like to mention briefly in Section 1.7.1 some physical design and optimization
problems. Indeed, physical design is the back end of circuit synthesis, that provides the
link between structural descriptions and the physical view, describing the geometric
patterns required for manufacturing. We comment on those topics that are tightly related to architecturaMogic synthesis, such as design validation by means of simulation
and verification, and design for testability.

1.7.1 A Closer Look at Physical Design Problems
Physical design provides the link between design and fabrication. The design information is transferred to the fabrication masks from the geometrical layout, that is
a representation of all geometries of a circuit. A layout is a set of layers, each being a two-dimensional representation. The relative position of the circuit geometries
corresponds to the electronic devices, as well as to their interconnections.
A VLSI circuit layout involves a large amount of information. For this reason, appropriate data structures that exploit the notion of hierarchy are required to
support the physical design algorithms. Designing an efficient data base for microelectronic circuits is a problem of its own, and it will not be described here. Instead,
we concentrate on the constructive techniques for semicustom layout.
The design primitives, or cells, are generally available in a library, except in the
case of macro-cell design style, where they are constructed automatically. Libraries
of standard cells contain the full definition of the layout of the cells. In the case of
prediffused arrays, libraries refer to those cells that can be obtained by wiring the
sites. The richness of a library influences the flexibility of the design implementation.
Library binding algorithms, as those described in Chapter 10, exploit the library cells
in the search for an optimal implementation.
Macro-cell generation is performed by specialized programs, called module generators. These programs range from simple to complex ones. Simple generators may
construct a personalized array of cells of a programmable-logic array, or the layout of
a logic gate. Physical synthesis involves the transformation of the logic specification
into a layout. Optimization can be done in different ways. For example, a PLA can be
compacted by folding its rows and columns. As another example, the optimization of a
logic CMOS gate corresponds to finding the linear arrangement of the transistors that
maximizes connection by abutment, and thus reducing area and parasitic capacitance.
Complex macro-cell generators often use procedural layout styles, where the
cells are the results of executing parametrized programs in specific layout languages.
q e parameters are related to the logic personality of the cell being constructed. A
full circuit layout can be constructed by procedural layout programs. However, this
approach may be inefficient for large circuits, due to the large amount of information
required in the procedural layout program itself. Conversely, competitive physical implementations of data paths can be achieved with these methods. Other approaches to
macro-cell synthesis involve a combination of techniques, ranging from the synthesis
of basic cells to their placement and wiring in arrays with dedicated tools, that support
different cell shapes and the use of privileged layers for interconnection. Optimiza-

tion is related to sizing the cell geometrical features for maximal performance and
arranging the cells to minimize the wiring and its associated delay penalty.
The two most common tasks in physical design are placement and wiring. Placement is the assignment of positions to the cells. In the case of standard cells, cells
are organized in rows, while in the case of prediffused circuits, cell positions must
correspond to some site locations in the array. For macro-cell design, placement has
to deal with irregularly shaped cells. The term floor plan is often associated with a
rough arrangement of the cells, that takes into account their relative, rather than absolute, positions. The concept of floor plan is useful to estimate the wiring area and
delay, for any circuit design that is partitioned into macro-blocks, regardless of the
implementation style.
The objective of placement is often to reduce the overall layout size; this correlates to the overall wiring length. Some distinguishing features of the different
semicnstom styles, with respect to placement, need to be highlighted. In the case of
cell-based design, the position of the cells can be fine-tuned. Since wiring occupies
often a large space, its minimization is of paramount importance. This is related to
placing heavily interconnected cells close to each other. Timing-driven placement
techniques have also been proposed; these aim at reducing the wire lengths along the
critical paths. On the other hand, in the case of array-based design styles, the overall
circuit area is fixed. Obviously the number of primitive cells must not outnumber the
sites. Similarly, the wires must fit in the dedicated wiring space. This requirement
is specifically stringent for gate arrays with fixed channels for wiring and for fieldprogrammable gate arrays. Ln these cases, the placement has to be such that there
exists a feasible wiring satisfying the channel capacity.
Wiring is the definition of the interconnections. Glohpl wiring, called also loose
wiring, determines the regions traversed by the wires. Detailed wiring determines the
specific location of the wires, as well as their layers and contacts. Wiring strategies
depend on the number of wiring layers available in a given technology. Early routers,
called river routers, used only one layer and the interconnections were required to be
shaped like the affluents of a river, i.e., without crossing. Multilevel routers use two,
three or more levels. The objective in routing is related to reduce the wiring length,
as well as the number of contacts between wire segments on different layers. Wiring
length correlates to wiring area and delay; contacts correlate to delay.
Most physical design problems are computationally intractable. However, heuristic algorithms have shown to be effective in achieving good-quality solutions. Much
work has been published on physical design automation. For this reason we do not
report on the physical synthesis problem in this book. We refer the interested reader
to the books by Lengauer [ S ] , Preas and Lorenzetti [7], and Rubin [8].

1.7.2 Computer-Aided Simulation
Simulation has been the traditional way of validating a circuit. Simulation entails
analyzing the circuit response to a set of input stimuli over a time interval. Simulation
can he performed at different levels. At the geometrical level of abstraction, circuits

can be modeled as an interconnection of electronic devices (e.g., transistors) and
parasitics, such as resistance and capacitance.
Circuit-level simulation applies to such models and it corresponds to deriving
the voltage levels at all (or some) circuit nodes as a function of time. This entails
the formulation of a large set of differential equations and its solution. The sparsity
of the equations makes the problem solvable for circuits with tenths of thousands of
devices. Larger circuits are less amenable to circuit simulation, because of the memory
and computing time requirements, as well as the difficulty in selecting a meaningful
set of node voltages, from whose analysis the circuit correctness can be inferred. The
major advantage of circuit-level simulation is the precise computation of delays, which
incorporates the parasitics associated with the geometrical layout.
Logic-level simulation is the analysis of the functionality of a circuit in terms of
logic variables. Very often, simulation of sequential circuits is referred to as registertransfer level simulation, because the variables being simulated are those stored in
registers. The simulation iterates the evaluation of logic functions feeding registers at
each clock-cycle. Today logic simulators can handle large-scale circuits.
Functional-level simulation corresponds to simulating HDL models of digital
circuits. The different flavors of the modeling languages affect the way in which
simulation is done. For example, standard programming languages can be used for
modeling circuit behavior. In this case, simulation consists of compiling and executing
the model.
Entire digital systems can be simulated, when modeled consistently. A designer
can simulate a model of a circuit under development together with models of other
previously designed (or off-the-shelf) circuits. In other words, simulation allows a
designer to validate a circuit in its environment.

-

1.7.3 Computer-Aided Verification
Verification is the comparison of two models for consistency. There are two major
classes of verification techniques. The first one relates to models that are intermediate
steps in the generation of the circuit layout. These methods are often called implementation verification techniques. The second class involves the comparison of a circuit
model at the architectural level against some abstract model, in order to prove some
circuit property. These methods are called design verification methods. In other words,
the former class of methods relates to verifying the correctness of the synthesis task;
the latter class relates to the correctness of the conceptualization and modeling.
Implementation verification methods entail two representations at different levels. An example is the e.xtrartion of a circuit schematic from a layout and the comparison to another schematic, from which the layout was derived. The verification
of congruency is not sufficient to assert the correctness of the overall design. However, the correctness of the layout implementation can be verified. Other examples
relate to the logic level of abstraction. Comparisons of combinational and sequential
logic functions are important to verify the correctness of the manipulations done by
synthesis.

At a first glance, implementation verification should play a limited role when
computer-aided synthesis methods are used. Indeed such methods should provide correctness by cunstruction. This myth has fallen with the widespread use of synthesis
systems. While synthesis algorithms have of course guaranteed properties of correctness, their software implementation (as well as the implementation of the operating
systems and on which data bases they run) cannot be guaranteed to be error-free.
Hence the need of implementation verification methods that support synthesis tools
by performing validity checks.
Design verification methods are useful for verifying the correctness of a design,
by proving assertions on the properties of the model. An example is the check as
to whether an architectural model of a processor can deadlock. Automated theoremproving techniques have been used in this perspective. Their present limitations relate
to the requirement of extensive user intervention to drive the verification method
toward its goal and to restrictions on the types and styles of models that are verifiable.

1.7.4 Testing and Design for Testability
Microelechonic circuits are tested after manufacturing to screen fabrication errors.
Thus testing is the verification of correct manufacturing. There are several testing
techniques and their relation to design is very important. Additional functions may be
added to a circuit to make it more testable. For example, self-testing techniques can
be implemented by adding pseudo-random pattern generators and signature compressors. These functions are often merged with the circuit primitives. Therefore circuit
synthesis must be extended to cope directly with self-testing functions. Similarly,
level-sensitive scan design (LSSD) techniques have been used to access the individual
bits stored in the registers. The synthesis of circuits with full, or partial, scan features
requires appropriate enhancement of the synthesis tools.
Circuit testability affects its quality. A circuit that is not fully testable, for
some fault model, is less valuable than another one that is fully testable. Enhancing
testability can be done by appropriate logic and architectural synthesis techniques.
For some kind of fault models, such as the common stuck-at model, increasing the
fault coverage is related to removing redundancies in the circuit. Logic synthesis
techniques that support redundancy removal have been developed and used. Other
faults, such as those modeled as delay faults, are more difficult to detect and remove, but promising recent research has shown viable ways. Design for enhanced
testability of sequential synchronous circuits is also a very important topic, which is
currently being researched. We refer the interested reader to reference [2] for further
details.

1.8 SYNTHESIS AND OPTIMIZATION:
AN HISTORIC PERSPECTIVE
Early efforts on logic synthesis and optimization algorithms date to the 1950s and
1960s. While this work has much historical importance, it has had less practical
impact on CAD tools for microelectronic circuit design. Indeed most of the classical
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approaches to solving logic design problems were developed before the advent of very
large-scale integration. Therefore those methods suffer from being not practical for
mediumllarge-scale problems.
The earliest physical design tools were targeted at automatic layout systems for
gate arrays, such as the ENGINEERING
DESIGNSYSTEM
of IBM, and for standard cells,
like the LTX systems of AT&T Bell Laboratories. Algorithms for placement and
routing flourished in the 1970s. Then, with the advent of low-cost,'high-resolution
color graphic workstations, physical design entry tools became popular. At the same
time, methods for procedural design and symbolic layout were developed. We refer
the reader to reference (71 for details on the development of physical design algorithms
and tools.
As soon as large-scale integration (LSI) became possible from a technological
standpoint, and LSI circuit design became practical because of the support provided
by physical design tools, the research interest shifted to the logic level of abstraction.
One major motivation was avoiding the design entry at the physical level, which is
a tedious and error-prone task. The use of logic synthesis techniques required also
a change in attitude toward problem solving. In the early 1970s the computational
intractability theory was introduced. Researchers realized that it was not useful to
extend the classical methods of switching theory, which tried to solve problems exactly. Instead, "good engineering solutions, such as those constructed by heuristic
algorithms, were the goal to pursue in order to cope with LSI.
An early example of "modem" logic optimization was IBM's program MINI,
a heuristic minimizer for two-level logic forms implementable by PLAs. MINIcould
compute solutions whose quality was near optimal and could run in reasonable time
on most circuits of interest. In the 1970s, logic synthesis teols targeted mainly twolevel logic representations, and they were coupled to macro-cell generators for PLAs.
Programs for PLA-based combinational and sequential logic design were then developed. The most prominent example was program ESPRESSO,
developed at IBM jointly
with the University of California at Berkeley.
In the early 1980s. as VLSI circuit technology matured, two requirements became important: the possibility of configuring logic circuits into multiple-level forms
appropriate for cell-based and array-based styles and the necessity of using a higher,
architectural level of abstraction in modeling and as a starting point for synthesis.
The former issue was related to the evdution of semicustom design. Technology
mapping became the primary tool for redesigning transistor-tmnsistor-logic (TTL)based boards into CMOS integrated circuits. Technology mapping, also called library
binding, was researched at AT&T Bell Laboratories, where the first algorithmic approach was implemented in program DAGONand at IBM, where the rule-based LOGIC
SYNTHESIS SYSTEM
(LSS) was introduced and used for designing mainframe computers. Multiple-level logic optimization algorithms and programs were then developed,
such as the YORKTOWN
LOGICEDITOR(YLE) program at IBM and MULTIPLE-LEVEL
INTERACTIVE
SYSTEM(MIS) at the University of California at Berkeley, that could
cope with the manipulation and reduction of large sets of logic equations. At the same
time, the transduction method was also introduced at the University of Illinois and
then used in the Fujitsu's logic design system.

As logic synthesis tools matured and companies started commercializing them,
it became apparent that VLSI design could not be started by conceptualizing systems
in terms of logic-level primitives and entering large circuits by means of schematic
capture systems. Architectural (or high-level) synthesis techniques that traced hack to
the MIMOLAsystem at Honeywell and the ALERTsystems at IBM became an important
research subject, especially at Camegie-Mellon University, the University of Southern
California and Carleton University. The early architectural synthesis systems targeted
instruction-set processor design and were not coupled to logic synthesis tools. The
first fully integrated synthesis systems were IBM's YORKTOWNSILICONCOMPILER
(YSC), G T F s SILC system and the CATHEDRAL
systems developed at the Catholic
University of Leuven, Belgium.
At present, synthesis systems are common for circuit design at all levels. Commercial systems are available from vendors and research systems from universities
and research centers. Some companies have developed their own internal synthesis
systems, such as IBM, Digital Equipment Corporation, NEC, etc. Some synthesis
systems are described in Chapter 11.
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CHAPTER

BACKGROUND

Onjkit la science avec des faits, comme on fair une maison avrc despier~-es:mais une accumulation de faits n'esr pas plus une science qu'un ras de pierres n'est une maison.
Science is built up with factr, as a house is with srones. But a collection of facts is no more a
science than a heap of stoner is a house.

H._Poincare.La Science et 1' HypothBse.

The purpose of this chapter is to review some fundamental definitions, problems and
algorithms that are necessary for the understanding of the material in the rest of this
book. Sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 are meant to be a brief refresher for the reader;
those who need more explanations should consult the related textbooks mentioned in
the reference section.

2.1

NOTATION

A set is a collection of elements. We denote sets by uppercase letters and elements
by lowercase ones. We use braces (i.e., { ] ) to denote unordered sets and parentheses
[J.c., ( ) ] to denote ordered sets. For example, an unordered set of three elements
is denoted as S = ( a ,b, c ) . The cardinality of a set is the number of its elements,
denoted by 1 1. Given a set S, a cover of S is a set of subsets of S whose union
is S. A partition of S is a cover by disjoint subsets, called blocks of the partition.
Set membership of an element is denoted by E, set inclusion by C or E, set union
by U and intersection by n. The symbol V is the universal quantifier; the symbol 3
the existential quantifier. Implication is denoted by =+ and co-implication by +.The
symbol ":" means "such that."

The set of real numbers is denoted by R, the set of integers is denoted by Z
and the set of positive integers by Z+. The set of binary values (0. 1) is denoted by
6 . Vectors and matrices are ordered sets. They are denoted by lower- and uppercase
bold characters, respectively. For example, x denotes a vector and A a matrix. We
denote a vector with all 0 entries by 0 and one with all 1 entries by 1.
The Cartesian product of two sets X and Y, denoted by X x Y, is the set
of all ordered pairs (x, y), such that x E X and y E Y. A relation R between
two sets X and Y is a subset of X x Y. We write x R y when x E X, y E Y and
(x, y) E R. An equivnlence relation is reflexive 1i.e.. (x. x) E R], symmetric 1i.e..
(x, y) E R =+ (y. x ) E R] and transitirv [i.e., (x. j) E R and (y, i) E R =+ (x, Z) E
R]. A partial order is a relation that is reflexive, auti-symmetric [i.e., (x, y) E R
and (y, x ) E R + x = y] and transitive. A partially ordered ser (or puset) is the
combination of a set and a partial order relation on the set. A rotally (or linearly)
ordered set is a poset with the property that any pair of elements can he ordered
such that they are members of the relation. A consisrenr enumeration of a partially
ordered set S is an integer labeling i(S) such that s,,Rsh implies ;(st,) < i(sh), V pair
( s < ~S, ~ ) E
S.
A function (or map) between two sets X and Y is a relation having the property
that each element of X appears as the first element in one and only one pair of the
relation. A function between two sets X and Y is denoted by f : X + Y. The
sets X and Y are called the domain and co-domain of the function, respectively. The
function f assigns to every element x E X a unique element f (x) E Y. The set
f (X) = { f (x) : x E X} is called the range of the function. A function is onto
or rirjective if the range is equal to the co-domain. A function is one-ro-one or
injecrive if each element of its range has a unique elemept of the domain that maps
to it, i.e., f (.x,) = f (x2) implies xl = x2. In this case, the function has an inver,~e,
,f-' : f ( X ) + X. A function is bijective if it is both surjective and injective. Given
a function f : X -t Y and a subset of its domain A & X, the imuge of A under f is
f ( A ) = { f (x) : x E A } . Conversely, given a function f : X + Y and a subset of its
co-domain A g Y, the inverse image of A under f is f - ' ( A ) = [x E X : f (x) E A}.

2.2 GRAPHS
A graph G(V, E ) is a p a i r (V. E ) , where V is a set and E is a hinary relation on V
[4, 13, 161. We consider only finite graphs, i.e., those where set V is bounded. The
elements of the set V are called venires and those of the set E arc called edges of the
graph ( ~ i ~ u r2.1
e (a)]. In a directed graph (or digraph) the edges are ordered pairs
of vertices; in an undirected graph the edges are unordered pairs [Figure 2.1 (b)]. A
directed edge from vertex L'; E V to LI, 6 V is denoted by ( u , . q) and an undirected
edge with the same end-points by { u , . q).We also say that an edge (directed or
indirected) is incident to a vertex when the vertex is one of its end-points. The degree
of a vertex is the number of edges incident to it. A hypergraph is an extension of a
graph where edges may be incident to any number of vertices [Figure 2.1 (c)].

FIGURE 2.1
(a) Undtrzcted graph. (b) Direcred graph. ( c ) ~ y ~ e r g a p h

2.2.1 Undirected Graphs
We consider undirected graphs first. We say that a vertex is adjacent to another vertex
when there is an edge incident to both of them. An edge with two identical end-points
is called a loop. A graph is sirnple if it has no loops and no two edges link the same
vertex pair. Otherwise it is called a multi-graph. Throughout the remainder of this
book, we shall refer to simple graphs as graphs, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
A walk is an alternating sequence of vertices and edges. A trail is a walk with
distinct edges, and a path is a trail with distinct vertices. A cycle is a closed walk
(i.e., such that the two end-point vertices coincide) with distinct vertices. A graph is
connected if all vertex pairs are joined by a path. A graph with no cycles is called an
acyclic graph or a forest. A tree is a connected aeyclic graph. A rooted tree is a tree
with a distinguished vertex, called a root. Vertices of a tree are also called nodes. In
addition, they are called leaves when they are adjacent to only one vertex each and
they are distinguished from the root.
A cutset is a minimal set of edges whose removal from the graph makes the
graph disconnected. Similarly, a venex separation set is a minimal set of vertices
whose removal from the graph makes the graph disconnected.
A complete graph is one such that each vertex pair is joined by an edge. The
complement of a graph G(V, E ) is a graph with vertex set V, two vertices being
adjacent if and only if they are not adjacent in G(V, E). A bipartite graph is a
graph where the vertex set can be partitioned into two subsets such that each edge
has endpoints in different subsets. Hypergraphs can be modeled by bipartite graphs,
by associating their vertex and edge sets to the two vertex subsets of corresponding
.bipartite graphs. Edges in the bip&ite graphs represent the incidence relation among
vertices and edges of the hypergraphs.
A subgraph of a graph G(V, E) is a graph whose vertex and edge sets are
contained in the vertex and edge sets, respectively, of G(V, E). Given agraph G(V, E )
and a vertex subset U
V. the subgraph induced by U is the maximal subgraph of
G(V, E ) whose edges have end-points in U . A clique of a graph is a complete
subgraph; it is maximal when it is not contained in any other clique [I, 4, 12, 13, 281.
(Some authors refer to maximal cliques as cliques 116, 19, 221.)
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Every graph has one (or more) corresponding diagrams. A graph is said to he
planar if it has a diagram on a plane surface such that no two edges cross. Two graphs
are said to he isomorphic if there is a one-to-one correspondence between their vertex
sets that preserves adjacency (Figures 2.2 and 2.3).

2.2.2 Directed Graphs
The definitions of the previous section can be extended to apply to directed graphs in
a straightforward way. For any directed edge ( v i v j ) , vertex v j is called the head
of the edge and vertex ui the rail. The indegree of a vertex is the number of edges
where it is the head, the ourdegree the number of edges where it is the tail. A walk is
an alternating sequence of vertices and edges with the same direction. Trails, paths and
cycles are defined similarly. The concept of head and tail are extended to trails and
paths. Given a directed graph, the underlying undirected graph is one having the same
vertex set and undirected edges replacing directed edges with the same end-points.
Given an undirected graph, an orientation is a directed graph obtained by assigning a
direction to the edges.
Directed acyclic graphs, also called dags, represent partially ordered sets. In a
dag, a vertex u, is called the successor (or descendant) of a vertex vi if u, is the
head of a path whose tail is u i . We say also that a vertex v, is reachable from vertex

(4

(3

FIGURE 2.2
(a) A diagram of the complete graph of
four vertices K4. (b) Another diagram
for Kq: the graph is planar.

(bJ

(b)

FIGURE 2.3
(a) A diagram of the three-dimensional cube graph. (b) Another diagram of the cube graph: the graph is
planar and bipartite.

ui when v; is a successor of u,. Similarly, a vertex ui is called the predecessor (or
ancestor) of a vertex v j if ui is the tail of a path whose head is v,. In addition, vertex
uj is a direct successor of, or adjacenr to. vertex vi if u; is the head of an edge whose
tail is ui. Direct predecessors are similarly defined.
A polar dag is a graph having two distinguished vertices, a source and a sink,
and where all vertices are reachable from the source and where the sink is reachable
from all venices [Figure 2.4 (a)].
Undirected and directed graphs can also be represented by matrices. The incidence matrix of a simple undirected graph is a matrix with as many rows as vertices
and as many columns as edges. An entry in position ( i . j ) is 1 if the jth edge is
incident to vertex vj; else it is 0. For directed graphs, an entry in position ( i , j ) is I
if vertex vj is the head of the jth edge, -I if it is its tail and otherwise 0 [Figure 2.4
(b)]. For both undirected and directed graphs, an adjacency matrix is a square matrix
with dimensions equal to the vertex set cardinality. An entry in position ( i , j ) is 1
if vertex u, is adjacent to vertex u,; else it is 0 [Figure 2.4 (c)]. The adjacency matrix is symmetric only for undirected graphs, because the corresponding definition of
adjacency relation is symmeuic.
Directed and undirected graphs can be weighted. Weights can be associated
with vertices and/or with edges, i.e., the graph can be vertex weighted and/or edge
wighted.

2.2.3 Perfect Graphs
We consider here properties of undirected graphs. Each graph can be characterized
~r
The first number we consider isrhe clique number o(G),which is
by f o ~ nnmhers.
the cardinality of its largest clique, called maximum clique.
A graph is said to be partitioned into cliques if its vertex set is partitioned into
(disjoint) subsets, each one inducing a clique. Similarly, a graph is said to be covered
by cliques when the vertex set can be subdivided into (possibly overlapping) subsets,
each one inducing a clique. Note that a clique partition is a disjoint clique cover. The
cardinality of a minimum clique partition is equal to the cardinality of a minimum
clique cover, it is called clique cover number and it is denoted by K ( G ) .
source
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FIGURE 2.4
(a) A polar graph. (b) Its incidence matrix. (c) It? adjacency matrix

(c)

A stable set, or independent set, is a subset of vertices with the property that
no two vertices in the stable set are adjacent. The stabiliw number u ( G ) of a graph
is the cardinality of its largest stable set.
A coloring of a graph is a partition of the vertices into subsets, such that each
is a stable set. The chromatic number x ( G ) is the smallest number that can be the
cardinality of such a partition. Visually, it is the minimum number of colors needed
to color the vertices, such that no edge has end-points with the same color.
The size of the maximum clique is a lower bound for the chromatic number,
because all vertices in that clique must be colored differently. Namely:

Similarly, the stability number is a lower bound for the clique cover number, since
each vertex of the stable set must belong to a different clique of a clique cover. Thus:

A graph is said to he perfect when the inequalities can be replaced by equalities
Example 2.2.1. Consider the graph of Figure 2.1 (a). reported again for convenience in
Figure 2.5 (a). The size of the maximum clique ( u l , u 2 , ui) is w ( G ) = 3. The graph can
be partitioned into cliques ( u , , 1'2, v,] and { u d ] . Altem~tively,it can be covered by cliques
(u,, u2, u3) and ( v , , v,, uq]. The clique cover number K ( G ) = 2. The largest stable set
is ( u 2 , u.,). Thus, the stability number is a ( G ) = 2. A minimum coloring would require
three colors for ( u , . v 2 , u3J.Vertex u4 can have the same color as u2. Hence the chromatic
number x ( G ) = 3. Therefore the graph is perfect.
Some special perfect graphs are worth considering. A-graph is said to be chordal,
or triangulated, if every cycle with more than three edges possesses a chord, i.e., an
edge joining two non-consecutive vertices in the cycle.
A subclass of chordal graphs is the one of interval graphs. An interval graph is a
graph whose vertices can be put in one-to-one correspondence with a set of intervals,
so that two vertices are adjacent if and only if the corresponding intervals intersect.
A graph G ( V , E ) is a comparabiliry graph if it satisfies the transitive orientation
property, i.e., if it has an orientation such that in the resulting directed graph G ( V , F ) ,
((ui, uj) E F and (u,, ur-) 6 F1 =$ (ui. ur) 6 F.

(a)

(bl

FIGURE 2.5
(a) Undirected graph. (b) An orientation. (c) A transitive orienlarion.

(c)

An important theorem, by Gilmore and Hoffman, relates comparability to interval graphs [151.
Theorem 2.2.1. An undirected graph is an interval graph if and only if it is chordal and
its complement is a comparability graph.

Interval, chordal and comparability graphs play an important role in synthesis algorithms, because specialized efficient algorithms exist for coloring and clique
partitioning.
Example 2.2.2. The graph of Figure 2.5 (a) is chordal. Figure 2.5 (b) shows an orientation
that does not satisfy the transitive property (because there is no edge between vertices
uz and u4). Nevertheless, the orientation shown in Figure 2.5 (c) (obtained by reversing
the direction of the edge between uz and u4) has the transitive property. Hence the graph
of Figure 2.5 (a) is a comparability graph. In addition, the complement of the graph
of Figure 2.5 (a) is also a comparability graph, and by Gilmore's theorem the graph of
Figure 2.1 (a) is an interval graph. Indeed. the graph can represent the intersection among
a set of intervals, for example, { [ I , 81. [ I , 31. [2, 61, [S, 71) associated with u l , u2, u3 and
uq, respectively.

2.3 COMBINATORIAL OPTIMIZATION
Computer-aided design of microelectronic circuits requires modeling some design
problems in a precise mathematical framework, whEh supports problem analysis and
development of solution methods. Most architectural and logic design problems for
digital circuits are discrete in nature. It is therefore necessary to solve combinatorial
decision and optimization problems.

2.3.1 Decision and Optimization Problems
A decision problem is a problem with a binary-valued solution: TRUE or FALSE. Such
problems are related to testing some properties of a model, for example, questioning
the existence of a vertex coloring with k colors in a given graph.
An optimization problem is a problem whose solution can be measured in terms
of a cost (or objective) function and such that the cost function attains a maximum
o r minimum value. For example, the search for a vertex coloring with a minimum
number of colors in a given graph is an optimization problem.
Optimization problems can be reduced to sequences of decision problems and
are always at least as difficult to solve as the corresponding decision problems. For
this reason, in problem complexity analysis, only decision problems are considered,
because they provide a lower bound on the complexity of the corresponding optimization problem. Nevertheless, solution methods to optimization problems do not
necessarily need to solve sequences of decision problems.
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2.3.2 Algorithms
An algurithm is a computational procedure that has a set of inputs and outputs, has
afirrite number of unambiguously defined steps and terminates in a finite number of
steps. Well-defined problems that can be solved by algorithms are called decidable.
Some undecidable problems do exist, like the halting problem [281.
Algorithms can be described in natural languages or in softwaxe programming
languages. In this book, we use a pseudo-code notation reminiscent of the C programming language. Algorithms can also be seen as the abstract models of the computational engines provided by computer programs, which are just descriptions of
algorithms in appropriate executable languages. Algorithms can be evaluated according to two major criteria: (i) the quality of the solution and (ii) the computational
effort required to achieve the solution. In order to quantify these two factors, some
additional clarifications are needed.
Consider all instances of decision or optimization problems of a given type. An
exact algorithm always provides the exact solution. It is obvious that exact algorithms
are desirable and indeed they can be conceived for all decidable problems. Unfortunately, some exact algorithms may have such a high computational cost that their use
can be prohibitive on problems of typical size. Hence there is a need for approximation
algorithms, which are not guaranteed to find the exact solution to all instances of the
problem but can provide good approximations to the exact solutions. These good hut
inexact solutions may be valid for practical applications. Approximation algorithms
are often called heuristic algorithms, because they use problem-solving techniques
based on experience.
The comp~ltationaleffort of an algorithm is measured in terms of time and
memory-space consumption for both the worst and average cases. Often only the
worst-case time complexity is reported, and therefore when we mention complexity, we shall be referring to worst-case time complexity unless otherwise specified.
Complexity is measured in terms of elementary operations which are repeated in
the algorithm. It is convenient to measure the growth in the number of elementary
operations as a function of the problem size, i.e., as the size of some input to the
algorithm. Let us denote by n the relevant input size. We say that the complexity is of the order o f f (n) if there exists a constant c such that cf (n) is an upper
bound on the number of elementary operations. We denote the order as O(f(n)),
e.g., O(n); O(nlogn); 0(n2): O(2").
It is often believed that algorithms with polynomial complexity are viable, while
exponential ones are not. This is generally true, but attention must also be paid to
the constant c. For example, a cubic algorithm with a very large constant may not
he viable for problems of large size and may perform worse than an exponential
algorithm on problems of small size. It is also important to hear in mind that the
average-case complexity may be much lower than the worst-case complexity.
The efficiency of an exact algorithm can be measured by comparing its complexity to that of the prohlem being solved. The complexity of the problem is a lower
bound on the number of operations required to solve it. For example, searching for
the largest element in an unordered set of integers of cardinality n requires O(n)
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comparisons, because n - 1 elements must be discarded. An algorithm is said to be
optimal when its complexity is o f the same order a s the problem complexity [3]. Thus,
a searching algorithm with O ( n ) complexity is optimal.
Note that algorithm optimality is a different concept than solution optimality.
Indeed, w e consider algorithm optimality only for exact algorithms which
compute the optimum (called also global optimum) solution to a problem. In the
case of approximation algorithms, the notion of a local optimum solution, or optimal
solution, is often used. A solution is optimum with respect to some local property
when there is no other solution with that property of lowerlhigher cost. A local optimum solution is often the result of algorithms that perform a local search, i.e., that
search for a solution in a resuicted neighborhood of the solution space.
Example 2.3.1. A vertex cover of a graph is a subset of vertices such that each edge has
an end-point in the set. A mitzimum cover is a cover of minimum cardinality. A vertex
cover is mininlal with respect to containment, when there is no vertex of the cover that
can be removed. while preserving the covering property (see Figure 2.13).
Example 2.3.2. Consider the problem of arranging n objects in a sequence while minimizing the associated cost. An uprimal solution. with respect to a single painvise swap,
is an arrangement whose cost is lower than or equal to the cost of any other arrangement
reachable from that arrangement by a single painvise swap.
As an example, consider the linear arrangement of n = 3 objects (a, b, c ] . There
are 3 ! = 6 arrangements. Figure 2.6 shows a graph representing the solution space. Each
vertex corresponds to an arrangement. A directed edge between two vertices denotes that
the head vertex is an arrangement that can he derived from the tail arrangement by a
painvise swap.
For the sake of the example, we assume an arbitrary cost of the arrangements,
as shown in Figure 2.6. Edges are shown in Figure 2.6 with solid lines when a swap
increases the cost and with dashed lines when it decreases the cost. It is straightforward to verify that configuration ( a . b, c) is a global minimum, whereas configurations
((a,b, c). ( c , a. b ) .(b. c . a ) ]are local minima.
Consider the class of algorithms which perform a local search and whose moves
are painvise swaps. Some of these algorithms can guarantee an optimal solution with
respect to a single painvise swap. For example, an algorithm may attempt to improve
upon the cost of a current arrangement by considering all swaps decreasing its cost and
choosing the local best. i.e.. maximizing the cost decrease. If such an algorithm stops
when no swap can decrease the cost, then the solution is a local optimum.
On the other hand, consider an algorithm that chooses swaps at random and that
stops when a move increases the cost. Then, the solution may not be optimal with respect
to a single painvise swap.

-

2.3.3 Tractable and Intractable F'roblems
S o m e decision problems can be solved by algorithms with polynomial complexity.
This class of problems is often referred to as P or the class of tractable problems
[14]. Unfortunately this class covers only a few of the relevant problems encountered
i n the synthesis and optimization of digital circuits.

d l ) < c(3) < c i s ) < c(Z) < c(4) < c ( 6 )

-----

decreasing cost
increasing colt

FIGURE 2.6
Solulion space for an optimum linear arrangement
problem of n = 3 objects.

Other problems could be solved by polynomial algorithms on non-deterministic
machines, i.e., on hypothetical computers that can perferm guesses. This class of
problems is called N P . Obviously P 5 N P . The question of whether P = NP has
interested computer scientists for many years and is still unsolved.
It has been shown that there are problems with the property that if any one of
such problems can be solved by a polynomial algorithm, then P = N P . The class of
such problems is called N P - h a r d , while the subclass that is contained in NP is called
NP-complete. The relation among these classes of problems is shown in Figure 2.7.
This implies that if a polynomial time algorithm is found for an NP-complete
or NP-hard problem, then many other problems for which no polynomial algorithm
has ever been known can be readily solved by polynomial algorithms. Therefore it
is highly unlikely that such problems have polynomial algorithms and thus they are
called inrractable.
Algorithms with exponential (or higher) complexity exist for intractable problems, and often they perform well on some instances. Unfortunately, problem instances
exist f o which
~
non-polynomial algorithms are impractical. Furthermore, it is always
possible to set a threshold in problem size above which those algorithms cannot be
used.
This motivates the search for heuristic algorithms that are conceived to have
polynomial complexity with small exponents. Unfortunately such algorithms do not
guarantee finding the global optimum solution, even though they often guarantee local
optima with respect to some properties.

2.3.4 Fundamental Algorithms
We now review sorrle algorithms that are very general in nature and that can be
applied to solve optimization and decision problems. We refer the reader to specialized
textbooks, such as those described in Section 2.7, for a more complete and detailed
description.
ALGORITHMS FOR LINEAR AND INTEGER PROGRAMS. Many problems can he
cast as the optimization of a linear function under linear constraints. We consider first
the general case, in which we search for a solution defined by an unknown vector x.
Such a formulation is referred to as a linearprogram (LP):

min c7x such that

Ax 3 b
X

?

O

-

where x E R"; c 6 Rn;b E R"' and A E RmX"has full rank.
Linear problems can be solved efficiently by the simplex algorithm [27, 281
in most cases, despite its complexity is above polynomial. The ellipsoid algorithm
[28] was the first algorithm with polynomial complexity to solve linear programs.
Unfortunately, its implementations are not efficient and they do not rival the simplex
algorithm. The projective algorithm due to K m a r k a r also has polynomial complexity.
It is thought that this approach may compete with or be superior to the simplex
algorithm in the future [27].
In the particular case of combinatorial optimization problems, the linear programming formulation can often be applied under the condition that the unknown is
bound to integer values. Hence the name integer linear program (ILP):
min c'x such that

The discrete nature of the problem makes it intractable. A lower bound on the
solution of an ILP can be found by relaxing the integer constraint 2.7. Note that
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rounding a real solution vector does not guarantee the achievement of an optimum.
This is especially true when ILPs model decision problems and the variables are
restricted to be binary valued, i.e., 0 or I. These ILPs are called 0-I-ILPs, or ZOLPs,
or binary linear programs.
Integer linear programs are solved by a variety of algorithms [27, 281, including
the branch-and-bound algorithm described in the next section. The solution of the
linear program derived by relaxing the integer constraint is often (Ised as a starting
point for these algorithms. We refer the reader to references 127, 281 for details.
THE BRANCH-AND-BOUNDALGORITHM. The branch-and-bound algorithm is very
general in nature. We shall introduce it here by considering its application to ZOLPs.
For example, suppose we were to solve a ZOLP with n decision variables, i.e.,
x = [ x , , xz, . . . , x,17. A simple enumerative approach is to list the 2" possible values
for x and evaluate the objective function. A systematic approach would be to choose
a variable, set it first to 1 and solve the corresponding reduced problem obtained by
deleting that variable. Then, the variable would be set to 0 and the corresponding reduced problem solved. These steps can be visualized as a decision tree, whose leaves
represent all possible solutions. Any algorithm that visits all leaves has exponential
complexity in both the worst and average cases.
The branch-and-bound algorithm is based on the idea of visiting only a part of
the decision tree. For each branch, i.e., local decision on the value of a variable, a
lower bound is computed for all solutions in the corresponding subtree. If that bound
is higher than the cost of any solution found so far, the subtree is pruned (or killed),
because all its leaves would yield a solution of provably higher cost. For example,
when solving an ILP, a lower bound can be computed by-solving the corresponding
LP after relaxing the integer constraints. When considering ZOLPs, other methods are
usually more efficient to derive bounds and may depend on the application.
The worst-case complexity of the branch-and-bound algorithm is still exponential. However, its average complexity can be much less, and so the approach can be
viable for practical problems. The features of a branch-and-bound algorithm applied
to a specific problem are related to two issues: the branching selection and the bounding function. Heuristics that lead quickly to promising solutions can be used in the
branching selection. If the cost function attains values close to the optimum for these
promising solutions, then it is likely that a large part of the tree is pruned. Similarly,
it is important that the bounding function computes a bound which is as sharp as
possible. To be practical, the bounding function should also be quick to evaluate.
Note that the heuristic selection in the branch-and-bound algorithm affects only the
execution time and not the exactness of the solution.
We describe now the general branch-and-bound algorithm. A sequence of branching decisions is denoted by s . A sequence s may identify a solution, or a group of
solutions when only a subset of decisions has been made. Let so denote the sequence of zero length, i.e., corresponding to the initial state when no decisions have
been made and equivalently corresponding to all possible solutions. The variable
Currentbest stores the best solution seen so far and variable Current-cost the
corresponding cost. The initial value of Currentbest can be any and its cost is

FIGURE 2 6
(a) Decision tree. (b) Pruned decision tree

DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING. Dynamic programming is an algorithmic method that

solves an optimization problem by decomposing it into a sequence of decisions. Such
decisions lead to an optimum solution because the following principle of optimality
is satisfied [19].
Definition 2.3.1. An optimal sequence of decisions has the property that whatever the
initial state and decisions are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal decision
sequence with regard to the state resulting from the first decision.

-

Therefore, in order to solve a problem by dynamic programming, the problem
itself must exhibit an optimal substructure [12], i.e., an optimum solution to the
problem must contain optimum solutions to its subproblems. Each decision in dynamic
programming thus involves the results of decisions on smaller subproblems. Adherence
to the principle of optimality guarantees that suboptimal subsequences will not be
generated. Thus, the decision sequence that stems from making the best decision to
every subproblem leads to the optimum. The efficiency of the corresponding dynamic
programming algorithm depends on the length of the decision sequence and of the
complexity of solving the subproblems.
Some dynamic programming algorithms are particularly appealing, because the
size of the sequence of decisions is of the order of the size of the problem and there
exists a finite upper bound on the comple?ity of solving each subproblem. In this
case, such algorithms can compute the optimum solution in linear time.
To be more concrete, we describe next a tree covering algorithm based on
dynamic programming. Consider a rooted binary tree T ( V , E), called a subject tree,
and a family of rooted pattern trees, each one associated with a non-negative cost.
We assume that the family of pattern trees contains two basic trees: (i) a two-vertex
tree and (ii) a three-vertex tree, where two of the vertices are children of the third. We
call a cover of the subject tree a partition of the edge set E, where each block induces
a tree isomorphic to a pattern tree. In other words, a set of instances of the pattern

A:.'
FIGURE 2.9
(a) Subject tree. (bl Pattern trees. (c) Cover of the subject tree.

trees cover the subject tree without covering any edge more than once. A minimum
cover is one where the sum of the cost of the covering patterns is minimum.

-

Example 2.3.4. Consider the subject graph in Figure 2.9 (a) and a set of pattern trees
shown in Figure 2.9 (b) and labeled it,. t2.13. la). The first two patterns are the basic
ones, and they are sufficient to cover any binary tree. Other patterns can yield lower cost
solutions. An example of a cover is shown in Figure 2.9 (c).

A dynamic programming algorithm for covering binary trees can be defined as
follows. There are as many decisions as the vertices of the subject tree, and they are
considered according to a bottom-up traversal of the tree. A cost is assigned to each
vertex; the cost of the leaves is zero. Each decision consists first of verifying whether
a pattern tree is isomorphic to any subtree rooted at the corresponding vertex of the
subject tree. Such pattern trees are called nratclring pattern trees. For the successful
cases, the corresponding cost is equal to the sum of the cost of the matching pattern
tree plus the cost of the vertices of the subject tree corresponding to the leaves of the
matching pattern tree. The decision process involves selecting the pattern tree leading
to minimum cost and assigning this cost to the vertex. Since every decision selects the
optimum for the subproblem corresponding to the subtree rooted at that vertex, the
sequence of decisions satisfies the optimality principle and leads to a minimum cover.
The complexity of the algorithm is O ( ( V I ) because
,
there are as many decisions as vertices and the complexity of each decision is bounded from above by the cardinality of
the pattern tree set, which is constant. Note that including the basic trees in the pattern
tree set guarantees that at least one matching pattern tree will be found at each vertex.

TREE-COVER(T(V.E ) ) 1

Set the cost of the internal vertices to - I ;
Set the cost of the l c ~ fvertices to 0;
while (some vertex has negative weight) do 1
Select a vertex u t V whose children have all nonnegative cost;
M = set of all matching pattern trees at vertex i.;
cost ( u ) = min (coxr(rn)+
cosr(u) 1;
meillti

C

u~LI",

t
t
ALGORITHM 2.3.2

In Algorithm 2.3.2, we denote by M ( u ) the set of matching pattern trees at any
vertex u E V and by L ( m ) the vertices of the subject tree corresponding to the leaves
of a matching pattern tree m E M ( v ) .
Example 2.3.5. Consider again the subject and pattern trees of Figure 2.9 (a,b). Assume
that the costs of the pattern trees 1,. i = 1.2.3,4 are (2.3.4.51, respectively.
Vertex u can he matched by r2 only. Its cost is 3. Vertex I can be matched by t,,
with cost 4, or by I , , with cost equal to the cost of 1, (i.e., 2) plus the cost of u (i.e.,
3). yielding an overall cost of 5. The first choice is minimum and thus the cost o f t is
set to 4. Vertex s can be matched by 1 , only and its cost is 2. The root vertex v can be
matched by t2 with cost 3 + 2 + 4 = 9. It can also be matched by t4 with cost 5 3 = 8.
The second match is optimum. An optimum cover is shown in Figure 2.9 (c).

+

THE GREEDY ALGORITHM. The greedy algorithm sotves a problem by making
a sequence of local decisions, as with dynamic programming. Whereas in dynamic
programming the decisions depend on the solutions to some subproblems, the greedy
algorithm makes decisions based solely on local information, and then it solves the related subproblems. In other words, dynamic programming solves subproblems bottom
up while the greedy strategy is usually top down (121.
The greedy algorithm yields an optimum solution to a prohlem when two conditions are satisfied. First, the problem must show an optimal substructure, as in the case
of dynamic programming. Second, the greedy choice must be such that the prohlem
subsuucture is exploited, by iteratively reducing the prohlem to subproblems similar
in nature [12]. There is an interesting theory on the applicability of the greedy algorithm to solving exactly some classes of problems. It can be shown formally that
the greedy algorithm returns optimum solutions on problems that have appropriate
models in f e r n s of computational structures called matroids. We refer the interested
reader to specialized textbooks [12, 221 for a detailed description of the theory of the
greedy algorithm.
In practice, the greedy algorithm is applied to many problems that do not exhibit
any specific property. Thus the optimality of the solution is not guaranteed and the
greedy algorithm is used as a heuristic method. Since the complexity of the greedy
algorithm depends on the number of local decisions, it is often implemented so that
its complexity is linear.

GREEUY.SCHED0LINGiT) (

i=1:

repeat (
while ( ( Q = (unscheduled tasks with release time c i J ) == 11) do
i=i+l:

if (3 an unschedulei [ark p : i + l ( p ) > d ( p ) )relurn(r,$ls~);
Select q t Q with smallest deadline:
Schedule q at t h e i:
i = i iiq):
I until (all taaks scheduled):

+
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ALGORITHM 2.33

We consider here as an example the sequencing problem with release times and
deadlines. The problem can be stated as follows [14]. We are given a set of tasks T
and for each task t E T a positive length / ( I ) 6 Z', a release time r ( t ) E Z+ and a
deadline d ( t ) E Z'. We would like to find an ordering of the tasks, i.e., a schedule on
a single processor such that the release times and deadlines are satisfied. This decision
problem can be transformed into an optimization problem by requiring the completion
time of the last task to be minimum.
Example 2.3.6. Consider a set of three tasks 7 = {a.b , r J with release times r ( n ) =
I: r ( b ) = I : r ( c ) = 3 and deadlines d ( a ) = 4: d ( b ) = m: d ( c ) = 6. There is only one
sequence satisfying the deadlines: (a. c . h). as shosn in Figure 2.10.

We consider now a greedy scheduling algorithm (Algorithm 2.3.3) for the sequencing problem that assigns a start time to the tasks. We assume (arbitrarily) that
the tasks start at time I .
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The algorithm increments the time counter i until there are tasks that can be
scheduled. Then it schedules the most constrained task, i.e., the one with the smallest
deadline. If at any time i we are left with unscheduled tasks whose deadline can no
longer he met, the algorithm terminates, stating that no schedule exists. The algorithm
has no backtracking capability, because scheduled tasks cannot he rescheduled. The
complexity of the algorithm is O(1TI).
Unfortunately the algorithm is not exact in the general case. It always constructs
a schedule satisfying the release times and deadlines when it terminates by returning
TRUE. Nevertheless, it may happen that it returns FALSE even though a solution to the
problem exists. The algorithm just missed it, because of its greed. In addition, the
computed sequence may not yield a minimum completion time for the last task. This
result should not be surprising, because sequencing with release times and deadlines
is intractable in the general case.
Example 2.3.7. Consider the tasks of Example 2.3.6. At time i = 1 the algorithm
can schedule Q = ( a , b ] . It chooses u because it has the earliest deadline and it sets
i = I + / ( a ) = 2. At time i = 2 the algorithm schedules Q = b. It sets i = 2 + l ( b ) = 4.
At time i = 4, Q = c. Since i + l ( c ) = 7 > d ( c ) = 6, the algorithm terminates without
completing a valid sequence.
In this case, the greedy algorithm is an example of a heuristic method that
attempts to construct a solution with low computational cost. Most scheduling algorithms are based on a greedy strategy, like 1i.v scheduling algorithms which are
described in detail in Section 5.4.3.
When considering the application of the greedy scheauling algorithm to sequencing problems without release times andlor with unit-length tasks, it is possible to show
that the greedy algorithm is exact, i.e., it returns FALSE, if and only if no schedule
exists that satisfies the given release times and deadlines. In addition, it constructs a
sequence yielding a minimum completion time of the last task. In this case, the local
best choice leads to a glob.dl optimum sequencing of the tasks. This can be proven
formally on the basis of the fact that delaying the most urgent task (i.e., the one with
the earliest deadline) leads to a subproblem whose solution is no more favorable than
the one where that task is scheduled [23].
Example 2.3.8. Consider again the tasks of Example 2.3.6, but assume that all release
times are 1 . At time i = 1 the algorithm can schedule Q = (a, b. c ) . It chwses again
a because it has the earliest deadline and it sets i = I + / ( a ) = 2. At time i = 2 the
algcrithm can schedule Q = ( b , c ] . It chwses c because it has the earliest deadline. It
sets i = 2 + I(c) = 5 . At time i = 5 it schedules Q = b and terminates successfully.

2.4 GRAPH OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
AND ALGORITHMS
We briefly review here some important graph optimization problems and algorithms
that are relevant to synthesis and optimization of digital circuits.
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2.4.1

The Shortest and Longest Path Problems

The shortest and longest path problems are central to the modeling of many other
problems. First we review the shortest path problem and some algorithms that solve
it. We then extend this analysis to the longest path problem and to solving linear sets
of inequalities.
We consider a connected and directed edge-weighted graph, with a given vertex
with zero in-degree, called the source. The single-source shortest path problem is to
determine a path of total minimum weight from the source to any other vertex. We
shall refer to it as the shortest path problem for brevity. In the most general case, the
problem can he difficult when negative cycles (closed paths with total negative weight)
are present. Therefore we restrict the shortest path problem to graphs with no negative
cycles, and we term inconsistent a problem that has negative cycles. Similarly, we
define the longest path as a path of total maximum weight from the source, we restrict
its search to graphs with no positive cycles and we term inconsistent a problem that
has positive cycles.
We consider an edge-weighted graph G(V. E, W ) ,with vertex set V = {ui,i =
0, I , . . . n ) , the source vertex being denoted as vu. The weight set is W = (wij, i. j =
0, I , . . . , nJ, where any vertex pair not joined by an edge has an infinite weight. We
denote the weight of the shortest path from the source to each vertex by (si; i =
0, 1 , . . . , n ) . Hence so = 0.
The shortest path problem is characterized by Bellman's equations [22], which
define the path weight to a vertex in terms of the path weight to its direct predecessors.
Namely:

.

-

min
k:(v,.~.,)tE

(sr

+ w ~ , ) ; i = 1.2,. . . , n

(2.9)

The simplest case for solving Bellman's equations occurs when the graph is
acyclic. Then the vertices can be ordered in a way consistent with the partial order
represented by the dag, and the equations can be solved in that order. Finding a
consistent vertex enumeration is called topological sort and can be achieved with
complexity O(IVI IEI) 5 O(n2) [ I , 121.
When the graph has cycles, Bellman's equations are cross-coupled and harder to
solve. In the special case when all weights are positive, the shortest path problem can
he solved by the greedy algorithm proposed by Dijkstra [I]. The algorithm keeps a list
of tentative shortest paths, which are then iteratively refined. Initially, all vertices are
unmarked and Is, = wo;,i = 1 , 2 , . . . , nJ. Thus, the path weights to each vertex are
either the weights on the edges from the source or infinity. Then the algorithm iterates
the following steps until all vertices are marked. It selects and marks the vertex that
is head of a path from the source whose weight is minimal among those paths whose
heads are unmarked. The corresponding tentative path is declared final. It updates
the other (tentative) path weights by computing the minimum between the previous
(tentative) path weights and the sum of the (final) path weight to the newly marked
vertex plus the weights on the edges from that vertex (see Algorithm 2.4.1).

+
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I

m=O
for (i= I r o n)
5,

I* path weight initialization *I

= 1110,,:

repeat (
Select an unmarked venex cq such that

I*

is minimal:

Mark u,:
foreach (unmarked vertex u , )
s, = minis;. (so

+ a'U.;)i:

I
until (all venices are marked):

I
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BELLMAN-FORD(G(V.E. W ) )(

s; = 0;

for (i= 1 lo n )
s; =

,",

I* path weight initialization *I

;

far ( j = l to n) (

far (i= I l o n) (
.s:+'

=min(.~!.

(5;

+ x,t.,)l;

I* path weight updale *I

l+i

I
if

(.Ti+'
== .!

~ return
i ) (TRUI):

-

I* convergence *I

I
return (~ALSE);

1' inconsistent problem *I

ALGORITHM 2.4.2

The greedy strategy pays off by providing an exact solution with computational
complexity O(IE1 + IVl log /VI) 5 O(n2). Details and examples are provided in
several textbooks [ I , 221.
Let us consider now the general case where the graph can have cycles and the
sign of the weights is not restricted. The Bellman-Ford algorithm, seen in Algorithm
2.4.2, can he used to detect if the problem is consistent and to compute the shortest
paths for consistent problems. The Bellman-Ford algorithm solves Bellman's equations by relaxation. It initializes the shortest path weights to upper bounds provided
by the weights on the edges from the source. It then refines all path weights iteratively. When the problem is consistent, the estimates of the path weights (denoted by
superscripts) converge to stable values, corresponding to the weights of the shortest
paths. If convergence is not achieved in n = / VI - 1 outer iterations, the problem is
provably inconsistent.
The complexity of Bellman-Ford's algorithm is O(IVIIEI) 5 O(n3).

FIGURE 2.11
(a) Graph with cycles and mixedsign weights. (b) Graph with

opposite weighls.

Example 2.4.1. Consider the graph of Figure 2.1 1 (a). The Bellman-Ford algorithm
initializes the shoRest paths to si = 0: s: = -3. . F ' - -1- , s', --M .
At the f i s t iteration (i.e., j = I), the path weights are updated as follows:

At the second iteration:

At the third iteration:

Since the path weights match those computed at the previous iteration, the algorithm
terminates successfully.
We consider next the longest path problem. A longest path problem can be
transformed into a shortest path problem by changing the sign of the weights. Thus it
can be solved by the same family of algorithms described before. Alternatively, the
shortest path algorithms can be transformed into longest path algorithms by replacing
the nrin operator with the max operator. The following points are worth noticing. As
with the shortest path problem, directed acyclic graphs are the simplest cases, because
a consistent enumeration of the vertices can be computed by topological sort. Dijkstra's
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LIAO.WONG(G(V. E U F, W))(
f o r ( j = I to F I + I I (
foreach venex u,
I/+' =longest path in G ( V . E . WE);
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1' compute longest *I
/* path in G(V, E . E w ) *I

flon = TRUE;

fareach edge ( u p , u,)
if

(li+l

< [,+I
p

6

F

I* verify each feedback edge *I

(

+ Up.q)(

I* constraint violation */

flag = FALSE;

E = E U ("0. u q ) ;
wo,q = (I;+' + w ~

/* add edge */
. ~ ) ;

I

I
I* convergence */

if ( flag ) rehlra mu^);

1
/' inconsistent problem *I

rehlrn (FALSE)

1
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algorithm can be applied to graphs where all weights are negative. CAD problems
modeled by negative-weighted graphs are rare, and therefore Dijkstra's algorithm is
not often used for computing the longest paths. The Bellman-Ford algorithm can be
applied to both the shortest and longest path problems mutatis mutandis.

-

Example 2.42. Consider the problem of computing the longest paths in the graph of
Figure 2.1 1 (b). The shortest path algorithm can be applied to the graph of Figure 2.11
(a), where the signs are reversed. The weights of the longest paths in Figure 2.1 1 (b) are
the opposite of the shortest paths of the graph of Figure 2.1 1 (a).

We describe now a special case of the longest path problem that has several
practical applications in CAD. Let us consider a graph G ( V , E U F . W ) where E is
the subset of the edges with non-negative weights and F is the subset of the remaining
ones, called feedback edges because each one closes a cycle. Moreover, let E induce
dag G ( V , E, W E )and let IEl >> IFI.
Liao and Wong [25] proposed a variation of the Bellman-Ford algorithm that
is specific to this situation and that has lower computational complexity than the
Bellman-Ford algorithm. The algorithm exploits the specific knowledge that the edges
in F clonethe cycles. We denote in Algorithm 2.4.3 the set of longest path weights
from the source to each vertex as ( l i ; i = 1,2,. . . ,nl.
The rationale of the algorithm is the following. It attempts to neglect the feedback edges and to derive a solution in terms of the forward edges only. If this solution
happens to he correct when the feedback edges are reintroduced, then the algorithm
terminates successfully. Otherwise, it corrects the problem by setting a lower bound
on the weight of the incorrectly computed paths. The bound can be modeled by adding
weighted edges from the source. The process is iterated IF1 1 times.

+

Algorithm 2.4.3 computes the longest path weights by construction when it
terminates favorably. Interestingly enough, Liao and Wong [25] were able to prove
that the problem is inconsistent when the algorithm fails.
The algorithm performs at most F [ + 1 longest path computations of the acyclic
graph G(V, E , Ew), where at most (Fl edges can be added. Hence the overall complexity is O((IVI+IEI+IFI)IFI) 5 O(n3). Note that when IF\ < c IEl, the algorithm
is much more efficient than Bellman-Ford's.
Example 2.4.3. Consider the longest path problem of Figure 2.1 1 (b) repeated again
for convenience in Figure 2.12 (a). At the tint iteration, the directed acyclic subgraph
induced hy the edges with positive weights is shown in Figure 2.12 (b). The longest
paths from the sources in G(V, E . WE) are 1: = 3: 1; = I : 1: = 5. When the algorithm
examines the feedback edges. it finds a constraint violation on edge ("I, u 2 ) Namely
1: = 1 < I? + w , , ?= 3 - 1 = 2. Thus, the algorithm adds edge ( u o . u2) to E with weight
111
=lj+w,.*=3-I=2.
At the second iteration the subgraph induced by the edges with positive weights
is shown in Figure 2.12 (c). T%e longest path from the sources in G(V, E, WE) are
1: = 3: 1: = 2: 1: = 6. When the algorithm examines the feedback edges, it does not find
any constraint violation and terminates successfully.
It is interesting to relate the longest (or shortest) path problem to the solution
of a linear program. Many design problems require the solution to a set of linear
inequality constraints of the type:
X,?x,+w,,:

i,j=O,I

.....n - I

-

(2.10)

These constraints can be written in matrix form as:

where x 6 R"; b 6 Rm , m equals the number of constraints and the entries of b are
[ILJ~,] for the values of I, j where a constraint is specified: A 6 FVXm.Thus, a set of

FIGURE 2.12
(a) Graph with cycles and mixed-sign weights. (b) Directed acyclic graph obtained by deleting the feedback
edges. (c) Directed acyclic graph obtained hy deleting the feedback edges and adding an edge resolving
the constraint violation.

linear inequalities can be expressed as the feasibility constraint of a linear program.
Matrix A can be viewed as the incidence matrix of a directed graph with n vertices
and m edges, each one weighted by the corresponding entry in b. Such a graph is
called the constraint graph of the problem.
Example 2.4.4. Consider the set of linear inequalities:

Let:

and b = 13. I , 1 , -1, 1,4, -61T. Then the set of inequalities can be written as ATx > h.
Note that A is the incidence matrix of the graphs shown in Figure 2.1 1.
The longest path problem can then be modeled as a solution to the minimization
of cTx, where c = 1 (i.e., a vector of Is), under the constraint 2.1 1. Note that one
vertex of the graph must be chosen as the source and the corresponding ently in x
be set to zero to have a unique solution. Conversely, a shortest path problem can be
modeled by a set of inequalities with the reversed directions and solved by maximizing

cTx.
It is often important to know whether a set of inequalities 2.11 is satisfiable.
The following key theorem relates the satisfiability of a set of linear inequalities to
the properties of the corresponding constraint graph, which has A as the incidence
matrix and b as weights.
Theorem 2.4.1. A set of linear inequalities A' x ? b is satisfiable if and only if the

corresponding constraint graph has no positive cycles.
The proof to this theorem is reported in several textbooks [12]. Intuitively, a
set of linear inequalities is satisfiable if and only if the corresponding longest path
problem is consistent.

2.4.2

Vertex Cover

A vertex cover of an undirected graph G(V. E ) is a subset of the vertices such that
each edge in E has at least one end-point in that subset. The vertex covering decision
problem is to determine if a given graph G ( V , E ) has a vertex cover of cardinality
smaller than (or equal to) a given integer. The corresponding optimization problem is
the search for a vertex cover set of minimum cardinality. The vertex cover decision
problem is intractable [14].
Heuristic and exact algorithms have been proposed to solve the minimum covering problem. Some heuristic algorithms can guarantee only that the cover is minimul
with respecr to containmenr, i.e., that no vertex in the cover is redundant and therefore
no vertex can be removed while preserving the covering property. Such a cover is
often termed irred~mdant.

Example 2.4.5. Consider the graphs of Figure 2.13 (a). Minimum covers are shown
in Figure 2.13 (b) and non-minimum irredundant covers in Figure 2.13 (c). Redundant
covers are shown in Figure 2.13 (d).
We consider two heuristic algorithms based on a greedy strategy. Algorithm 2.4.4
constructs a cover by iteratively selecting vertices
Two remarks are important. First, selecting the vertex with largest degree corresponds to covering the largest edge subset with a single vertex. Second, the deletion
of a vertex corresponds to the removal of the vertex itself and of all edges incident
to it.
This simple algorithm may perform well in some cases. but there are examples where the cardinality of the computed cover excezds twice that of a minimum
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FIGURE 2.13
(a1 Tun uzmnhr.
Ihl
.
, . Minimum
covers. (c) lrredundant covers. (d)
Redundant covers.
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VERTEX.COLOR(G(V. E l ) (
for (i = 1 to IVI) (
c = 1;

while ( 3 a vertex adjacenl to

a, with color c ) do

I

c=c+l;

I
Label u, with color c;

ALGORITHM 2.4.6

Most algorithms for graph coloring are based on a sequential scan of the vertex
set, where vertices are colored one at a time. In Algorithm 2.4.6 we consider a simple
heuristic algorithm for minimum coloring first [3]. Colors are represented by positive
integers.
The total number of colors is the maximum value that c attains. It is larger than
(or equal to) the chromatic number ,y(G(V. E ) ) . Unfortunately it may be much larger
than ,y(G(V, E)), and it is sensitive to the order in which the vertices are colored. The
algorithm can be modified to cope with the coloring decision problem by providing
an exit (with negative response) when the color counter c exceeds a given threshold.
Unfortunately, due to the heuristic nature of the algorithm, a negative response can
be given even if a proper coloring exists with c colors.
Some improvements to this basic scheme have been proposed. An example is
to allow color interchange between two (already colored) vertices when this helps in
not increasing the number of colors. We refer the intzrested reader to reference [3]
for details and examples.
Exact algorithms for coloring have been proposed with computation complexity
above polynomial. Most techniques are enumerative in nature. For example, the algorithm to solve the coloring decision problem reported in reference [I91 is also based
on a sequential scan and coloring of the vertices. When the number of possible colors
is exhausted, the algorithm backtracks and recolors previously colored vertices. In the
worst case, all color assignments to the vertices are considered.
Example 2.4.6. Consider the graph of Figure 2.14 (a). A minimum coloring is shown
in Figure 2.14 (h), where three colors are used.
Consider now the application of algorithm VERTEX-COLOR to this graph,
with the vertices sorted according to their identifiers. The first four vertices are labeled
with alternating colors. A third color is required for us and a fourth for u g . Thus the

solution, shown in Figure 2.14 (c), is not optimum.
An optimum solution would require some recoloring of previously colored venices.
For example, if we want to color the graph with three colors and we fail at coloring us
properly, then we can backtrack and try to recolor us (which is not possible) or ud (which
is possible). Once u4 is recolored, then a solution with three colors can be achieved, as
shown in Figure 2.14 (b).
A heuristic alternative to backtracking is to swap colors in colored vertex pairs.
In this case, the colors of u, and U S should have been swapped.

?*I

Ih)

FIGURE 2.14
( 8 ) Gmph. (b) Minimum coloring. (c) Non-minimum coloring

The coloring problem is solvahle in polynomial time for chordal graphs, which
are perfect graphs. Vertex coloring is tractable in this case, because chordal graphs
have a perfect vertex elimination scheme 1151. Briefly, a perfect vertex elimination
scheme is a linear order of the vertices, denoted by o , such that, for each vertex
(ui:i = 1 , 2 , .. . , /VI], the vertex subset (uj E V : {ui,u i ] E E and o(uj) > o(ui))
induces a clique. For example, when considering the graph of Figure 2.5 (a), the
sequence (uz, ul, u3, uq) is perfect while ( u l , u?, ui, u4) is not.
Coloring chordal graphs can he done by considering the vertices according to
a perfect elimination scheme. This specific order guarantees that no backtracking is
necessary to find an optimum coloring, and thus optimum coloring can be achieved
by algorithms with polynomial complexity. In pmicular, checking whether a graph
is chordal, co~nputinga perfect elimination scheme and coloring can hc done in
O(IVI+ I El) time. Moreover, scanning the vertices according to a perfect elimination
scheme allows us to determine all maximal cliques with no additional effort, and
hence we can identify a clique cover. We refer the interested reader to Golumbic's
hook [I51 for details.
Let us now consider interval graphs. which model many relevant circuit optimization problems. Since interval graphs are chordal, coloring and searching for all
maximal cliques can he done by exploiting a perfect elimination scheme, as mentioned before. Very often, problems are directly specified by the sets of intervals
I = ( [ I j , r,]: j = 1. 2 , . . . , (11) that induce the interval graph. Since intervals correspond to vertices, coloring the intervals is equivalent to coloring the vertices.
A well-known algorithm for coloring interval graphs is the LEFTEDGE algorithm (Algorithm 2.4.7), which was proposed by Hashimoto and Stevens for channel
routing 1171, where intervals correspond to wire segments to be arranged in a channel.
The name stems from the selection of the intervals based on their left-edge coordinate, i.e., the minimum value of the interval. The algorithm first sorts the intervals
by their left edge. It then considers one color at a time and assigns as many intervals
as possible to that color by scanning a list of intervals in ascending order of the left
edge hefore incrementing the color counter.
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LEFT-EDGE([) (
Sort elements of I in a list L

in

ascending order of l i ;

c = 0;

while (some interval has not been colored ) do I
S = 47;
r = 0;

while

I* initialize coordinate of rightmost edge in
element in L whose left edge coordinate is larger than r ) do1
s = Finl element in the list L with I, > r;

S *I

( 3 an

s =su(5);
i*
update coordinate of

r =rx;
Delete s from L;

rightmost edge in

S *I

I
c=c+l;
Label elements of

S wilh

color c;

t
t
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The algorithm yields a provably minimum coloring of G(V, E ) , i.e., the maximum value of c is the chromatic number x(G(V, E)). The complexity of the algorithm
is O(lVllogIV1) [17].
Example 2.4.7. Consider the set of intervals specified in the following table. Each interval is associated with a vertex, and the corresponding interval graph is shown in

Figure 2.15 (a). Recall that edges correspond to intersections of intervals, according to
the definition of the interval graph:
Vertex

Left edge

"I

"4

0
3
6
0

"5

7

06

0
2

"2
U3

"7

Right edge
3
5
8
7
8
2

6

The intervals, sorted by ascending order of the left edge, are shown in Figure 2.15 (b).
The algorithm will assign the first color to u l , v2 and q ;the second to us, v, and vs
and the last one to v 4 . The colored graph 1s shown in Figure 2.15 (c). The intervals can
. then be packed into as many windows (tracks) as the chromatic number, as shown in
Figure 2.15 (d).

2.4.4

Clique Covering and Clique Partitioning

Clique partitioning and clique covering are closely related. A clique partition is a
disjoint clique cover. A clique cover that is not disjoint can be made disjoint by
selecting a set of disjoint cliques each contained in a corresponding clique of the

1

1

1 6 1

I

Z

7

(dl

I

I

D

FIGURE 2.15
(a) Interval graph (b) Soned lnlervals
(c) Colored graph (d) Packed

-

intervals

cover. Finding a clique cover, or partition, with bounded cardinality is an intractable
problem [14].
A partition into cliques can be obtained by coloring the complement of the
graph. Indeed each clique identifies a set of painvise adjacent vertices, which are
not adjacent in the graph complement, and thus can be colored with the same color.
Therefore the clique cover number of a graph corresponds to the chromatic number of
its complement. As a result, heuristic and exact algorithms for coloring can be applied
to the search of minimum-cardinality clique partitions.
Example 2.4.8. The complement of the graph of Figure 2.14 (a), repeated again for
convenience in Figure 2.16 (a), is shown in Figure 2.16 (b). Emboldened edges correspond
to cl~ques.Three cliques cover the saph.

When directly solving the clique partitioning problem, a solution can be determined by iteratively searching for the maximum clique of the graph and then deleting
it from the graph until there are no more vertices, as seen in Algorithm 2.4.8.
Therefore the problem is reduced to that of finding the maximum clique, which
is also intractable [14]. A maximum clique corresponds to a maximum independent
set in the complement of the graph. A maximum independent set is the subset of

(b)

FTGURE 2.16
(a) Colored graph. (h) Clique
panilioning of the complement of
the graph

CLIQUE.PARTITION(G(V, E)) (

n=%
while ( G ( V , E ) not empty ) do [
C = MAX-CLlQUE(G(V,E)):

/* lnilialize partition */
I* Compute maximum
/* C

clique */

c V in G ( V , E ) */ ;

n=nuc:
Dclcle C from G ( V , E ) ;

I
I
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vertices not included in a vertex cover. Thus, exact a n d heuristic algorithms for vertex
cover can b e applied t o the maximum clique problem.

Example 2.4.9. Consider the graph of Figure 2.17 (a). Its complement is shown in
Figure 2.17 (h), and it can he covered by vertices {u2 u4J,which is a minimum vertex
cover. Thus the maximum independent set {v,, v3, u s ] identifies a maximum clique in
the original graph.

FIGURE 2.17
(a) Graph. (b) Vertex cover of the complement of the graph

MAX.CLIQUE(G(V. E ) ) (
C = vertex with largest degree:
repeat (
repeat (
U = ( u E V : u @ C and adjacent to all vertices of C);

if ( U = il)
return(C);
else (

Select vertex u t U :
C =C

u [c);

I

ALGORITHM 2.4.9

Algorithm 2.4.9 is a simple heuristic algorithm that can be used to compute a
maximal clique as an approximation to the maximum clique.
The clique partitioning problem can be solved exactly in O(IVI IEl) time
for chordal graphs [15], and therefore for interval graphs as well. It can also be
solved in polynomial time for comparability graphs by transforming the problem into
a minimum-flow computation of a related network 1151.

+

2.5 BOOLEAN ALGEBRA AND
APPLICATIONS

-

An algebraic sysrem is the combination of a set and one or more operations. A
Boolean algebra is defined by the set B 2 B = (0. 1) and by two operations, denoted
and ., which satisfy the commurarive and distributir~elaws and whose identity
by
elements are 0 and 1, respectively. In addition, any element a E B has a complement,
denoted by a', such that a + a ' = 1 and a - a ' = 0. These axioms, which define
a Boolean algebra, are often referred to as Huntington's postulates [IS]. The major
properties of a Boolean algebra can be derived from Huntington's postulates and are
shown in Table 2.1. Note that a Boolean algebra differs from an ordinary algebra
in that distributivity applies to both operations and because of the presence of a
complement.
There are many examples of Boolean algebraic systems, for example set theory, propositional calculus and arithmetic Boolean algebra [9]. We consider in this
hook only the binary Boolean algebra, where B = B
(0, 1J and the operations
+, . are the disjunction and conjrmction, respectively, often called sum and product
or OR and AND. The multi-dimensional space spanned by n binary-valued Boolean
variables is denoted by Bn. It is often referred to as the n-dimensional cube, because
it can be graphically represented as a hypercube. A point in B" is represented by a
binary-valued vector of dimension n.

+

-

TABLE 2.1

Some properties of Boolean
algebraic systems.
u

+ (h+

C)

= (n

n ( b c ) = (rib)c

u

+ ri = <r

+b) + c

Assaciatirity

Associativity
Idernpu~ence

an = o

Idempotence

+ (oh1 = u
'r(a + h ) = n
(U + h)' = n'h'

Abhorption

+ b'

De .Morgan

a

(ah)' = u'
(G')'

=0

Absorption

Ds Morgan
I~~volutioo

When binary variables are associated with the dimensions of the Boolean space,
a point can be identified by the values of the corresponding variables. A literal is an
instance of a variable or of its complement. A product of n literals denotes a point in
the Boolean space: it is a zero-dimensional cube. Often, products of literals are called
cubes.
Example 2.5.1. Let us consider a three-dimensional Boolean space, as shown in Figure 2.18 with the associated variables a. b. c. A vertex in the Boolean space can he
expressed by the product of n = 3 literals. for example, ub'c', or equivalently by the
row vector [ I 0 1 An arbitrary subspace can be expressed by a product of literals, for
example, ab, or by the row vector [ I I*], where * means that the third variable can take

any value.

-

2.5.1 Boolean Functions
A comp/erely spcclfird Boolean function is a mapping between Boolean spaces. An
n-input, m-output function is a mapping f : B" + 6"'.It can be seen as an array of m scalar functions over the same domain. and therefore we use the vector

FIGURE 2.18
The three-dimensiunal Boolean mace

notation. An incompletely specified scalar Boolean function is defined over a subset of B". The points where the function is not defined are called don'r care conditions. They are related to the input patterns that can never occur and to those
for which the output is not observed. In the case of multiple-output functions (i.e.,
m > I), don't cure points may differ for each component, because different outputs may be sampled under different conditions. Therefore. incompletely specified
functions are represented as f : 8" + (0. I. *)'", where the symbol * denotes a
don'r care condition. For each output, the subsets of the domain for which the function takes the values 0, I and * are called the off set, on e r , and dc ser, respectively.
A Boolean relutiorl is a relation between Boolean spaces. It can be seen as a
generalization of a Boolean function, where a point in the domain can be associated
with more than one point in the co-domain. Boolean relations and their optimization
play an important role in multiple-level logic synthesis and optimization, as shown in
Chapter 8.
We review some definitions and properties of Boolean functions. For the sake
be a Boolean
of simplicity, we consider single-output functions. Let f ( X I x. 2 , .... I,,)
function of n variables. The set ( x i . .YZ. . . . . I , , ) is called the support of the function.
Definition 2.5.1. The cofactor of f (.Y,. I?.. . . . r,. . . . . r , , ) with respect to variable xi is
f,, = f ( . x 1 . r 2 . .. . , I . . . . .x,). The cofactor of f ( x , . x l . . . . . s,.. . . ,x,,) with respect
to variable x,'is f; = ,f(r;,. .r2. . . . . 0. . . . . .s,,).
In this book. we shall use mainly the short notation for cofactors as i n the
definition, e.g., f,,. In Chapter 8 we shall use an extended-notation with a bar and an
to avoid confusion with the labeling of a function.
assignment, e.g., f
Boole's expansion of a function f , often called Shannon's expansion, is shown
by the following theorem, whose proof is reported in several textbooks, e.g., reference 191.
Theorem2.5.1. Let f : B"

+

B.Then f ( r l . . r 2. . . . .x,..... x,,) =

= ( . r , + f : r , , ) . ( ~ : + f r , )V i = 1 , 2

x , .f,,+x,'.f,,

. . . . . 11.

Any function can be expressed as a sum of products of n literals, called the
minterms of the function. by recursive expansion. Alternatively, it can be represented
as a product of sums of n literals. called niuvtemls. We use mainly sum of products
forms and minterms in the sequel. all considerations being applicable to product qf
sums forms and maxterms rnuraris rnlrrundis.
As a result of a complete expansion. a Boolean function can be interpreted as
the set of its minterms. Operations and relations on Boolean functions over the same
domain can be viewed as operations and relations on their mintertn sets. In particular,
the sum and the product of two functions are the union (U) and intersection ( C l ) of
their minterm sets, respectively. Implication between two functions corresponds to the
containment ( 2 ) of their minterm sets. Sometimes set operators are used instead of
Boolean operators.

+

Example 2.5.2. Consider the majority function f = a h bc + ac. Its cofactor with
respect to (w.r.1.) a is computed by setting a = I . Therefore f, = b + c. Similarly, its
cofactor w.r.t. a' is computed by setting rr = 0,yielding f,, = bc. The function can be
re-written as f = a f , + a'f,. = a(b + c ) + a ' b c = a b + ac + a'bc = ab + bc + ac. By
applying the expansion further (for example. by expanding f. and fa, w.r.1. b), we obtain
fnh = I, fob. = C. fu6 = c and fu.h, = 0.Thus f = ab f a h ' c + a'bc. By repeating the
expansion w.r.1. c, we obtain f = abc + abc' ab'c. u'bc, which is a representation
of the function in terms of four minterms.

+

+

Definition 2.5.2. A function f ( x l , s 2 . .. . , r , .. . . .I,) is (positivelnegative) mate in
variable .rj if f,, 2 f,; (f,, c f,:). Otherwise it is binate (or mixed) in that variable.
A function is (positivelnegative) mate if it is (positivelnegative) unate in all

support variables. Otherwise it is binate (or mixed).
Note that stating f,, 2 f,; is equivalent to say that the set of minterms of f,,
includes the set of minterms of f,:,or f,,> f,;, for all possible assignments to the
other variables x, : j
i. j = 1.2,. .. n.

+

.

Example 2.5.3. The function f = o + b + c' is positive unate with respect to variable a ,
because ,fa = I > f,. = b+c' for any assignment to variables b and c. Alternatively, the
set of minterms associated with f,. i.e., {bc, b'c, bc', b'c'), contains the set of minterms
associated with fa., i.e.. (bc. bc', b'c'}. By a similar argument, f is positive unate with
respect to variable b and negative unate with respect to variable c.

Three operators are important in Boolean algebra: Boolean difference, consensus
(universal quantifier) and smoothing (existential quantifier).
Definition 2.5.3. The Boolean difference, or Boolean derivative, of f (x,, x2. . . . , xi,
. . . , x,) wlth respect to variable x, is af/ax, = f,, @ f,..

The Boolean difference w.r.t. x , indicates whether f is sensitive to changes in
input x i . When it is zero, then the function does not depend on x i . In that case, xi
is said to be unobservable. The concept of Boolean derivative is important in testing.
Indeed, any test applied to xi must produce effects observable at the circuit outputs
to be useful.

.

Definition 2.5.4. The consensus of f (x,. x 2 , .. . x;, . . . ,x.) with respect to variable xi

is ex,(f) = fL,- f,:.

The consensus of a function with respect to a variable represents the component
that is independent of that variable. The consensus can be extended to sets of variables,
as an iterative application of the consensus on the variables of the set.
Definition 2.5.5. The smoothing o f f (x,. I?... . . x,. . . . , x,,) with respect to variable xi

is S, (f =

fL.

+ fx:.

The smoothing of a function with respect to a variable corresponds to dropping
that variable from further consideration. Informally, it corresponds to deleting all
appearances of that variable.
Example 2.5.4. Consider again the function f = o b + hc + ac with f, = b + c and
fa, = bc [Figure 2.19 ( a ) ] . The Boolean difference w.r.1. a is 8fIiflaa= f, 8 ,fa, =
( h + c ) bc = b'c + bc'. When b'c + bc' is true, the value of f cchanges as u changes
[Figure 2.19 ( b ) ] .
The consensus o f f w.r.t. o is C,( f ) = f a . f', = ( b + c ) b c = bc, and it represents
the component of the function independent of a [Figure 2.19 (c)].
The smoothing of f w.r.1. a is S,(f) = f, + fn. = ( b + c ) + bc = b + c, and it
represents the function when we drop the dependence of f on a [Figure 2.19 (dl].
It is important to notice that Boole's expansion is a special case of an expansion
using an orthonormal basis [9]. Let @i.
i = 1. 2 , . . . , k, be a set of Boolean functions
such that
= 1 and @i. @, = 0, V i # j E ( 1 , 2 , . . . , k ] . An orthonormal
k
expansion of a function f is f =
f,,bi. The. term f,, is called the generalized
cofactor of f w.r.t. @,. Vi. Note that in the special case of Boole's expansion on a
variable x,, the orthonormal functions are just the literals xi and x/ and the generalized

x:=,

FIGURE 2.19
(a) The function f = a h
srnwthing S,(f).

xi=,

+ hc + oc. (b) The Bwlean difference af/ao.

( c ) me consensus C,(f). id) The

cofactor is the usual cofactor. The generalized cofactor may not he unique and satisfies
the following bounds 191: f . @,G f+,5 f @,!.

+

+

Example 2.5.5. Consider function f = ab + bc + ac. Let 41 = ab and $2 = a' b'.
Then ah 5 fm, C 1 and a'bc + ob'c 5 f h c ab + bc + a c . By choosing
= 1 and
f, = a'bc + ab'c, we can write:

f,,

f = 41fm, + 4?f*
= abl

+ (a' + b')(a'bc + ah'<)

The following theorem has many a$plications to the manipulation of Boolean
functions.

Theorem 2.5.2. Let f.g be two Boolean functions expressed by an expansion with
respect to the same orthonormal basis 4;.i = 1. 2.. . . k . Let O be an arbitrary binary
operator representing a Boolean function of two arguments. Then:

.

A proof of this theorem is reported by Brown [91.
Example 2.5.6. Let f = ub + bc + ac and g = c. Let 4, = ab and 42 = a'
Choosef+,= 1, fm, = a'bc + ab'c, g,, = abc, ,J*= (a' + h')c
Then, fg = be + ac can be computed as:

+ b'.

-

f g

= 41(fm,gm,I+ 4 ? ( f m l g e )

+ (a' + b')((a'bc+ ab'c)(u' + h'lc)
= ab(nbc)+ (a' + b')(a'bc+ ob'c)
= abc + a'bc + ob'c
= ob(labc)

The following corollary is widely used, and it relates to restricting the orthonorma1 expansion to Boole's expansion.

Corollary 2.5.1. Let f . g be two Boolean functions with support variables ( x i ,i =
1,2.. . . , n). Let 0 be an arbitrary binary operator, representing a Boolean function of
two arguments. Then:

The extension of these definitions and properties to multiple-output functions
can be done in a straightforward way by representing the function and its cofactors
as m-dimensional vectors, where each entry corresponds to an output of the function
itself.
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2.5.2 Representations of Boolean Functions
There are different ways of representing Boolean functions, which can be classified
into tabular forms, logic expressions and binav decision diagrams.
TABULAR FORMS. Tabular forms are two-dimensional tables. The tables can be
partitioned into two parts, corresponding to the inputs and outputs of the function.
Tabular forms are also called personality matrices of a function.
The simplest tabular form is the truth table. A truth table is a complete listing of
all points in the Boolean input space and of the corresponding values of the outputs.
Therefore the input part is the set of all row vectors in 8" and it can be omitted if a
specific ordering of the points of the domain is assumed. The output part is the set of
corresponding row vectors in (0, 1, * I m . Since the size of a truth table is exponential
in the number of inputs, truth tables are used only for functions of small size.
The most common tabular form is a list of multiple-output implicants. A multipleoutput implicant has input and output parts. The input part represents a cube in the
domain and is a row vector in (0, 1, *)". The output part has a symbol in correspondence to each output, denoting whether the corresponding input implies a value in the
set (0, 1, *] or not. There are different formats possible for multiple-output implicants;
those relevant to logic optimization will be described in detail in Chapter 7. Since
each implicant can represent a subset of the domain, the overall number of implicants
needed to represent a function can be made smaller than 2".
Example 2.5.7. Consider a three-input two-output function. The first output is x =
ab + a'c and the second is y = ab + bc + ac. The function is represented by the

following truth table:
abe

zy

000

00
10
00
11
00
01
11
11

001
010
011
100
101
110
111

-

We show next a list of implicants for the same function that represents the on set of each
output. 'll~usa 1 entry in the output part denotes that the corresponding input implies a
TRUE value of that output.
- abc
001
*II
101
II*

xy
10
I1
01

II

Operations on logic functions represented by lists of implicants are described in
detail in Chapter 7 in conjunction with two-level logic optimization.

EXPRESSION FORMS. Scalar Boolean functions can be represented by expressions
of literals linked by the and . operators. (Note that the . operator is often omitted.)
Expressions can be nested by using parentheses.
The number of levels of an expression form often refers to the number of
primitive operators applied to two or more arguments. The definition of primitive
operator may depend on the context and may be ambiguous. To remove the ambiguity,
we consider here only and . as primitive operators.
Single-level forms use only one operator. Therefore they are restricted to expressing only the sum or product of literals and cannot be used to represent arbitrary
Boolean functions.
Standard two-level forms are sum ofproducrs of literals and product of sums of
literals. All Boolean functions can be represented by such forms. In particular, sum of
minterms and product ofmarrerms are canonical forms. A truth table or an implicant
table can be represented by a sum of products expression, where the products (of
literals) correspond to the minterms or implicants, respectively. The same applies to
product of sums forms, mutaris murandis.
Most early work on switching theory was applied to functions in two-level
forms, because of its generality and because of the belief that the number of levels
relates to the propagation delay of a corresponding implementation. The advent of microelectronic circuits brought more complex relations between delay and logic forms.
As a result, multiple-level forms became of interest.
Multiple-level forms involve arbitrary nesting of Boolean operators by means of
parentheses. A particular multiple-level form is the factored form [7].

+

+

Definition 2.5.6. A factored form is one and only one of the following:

.

A literal.
A sum of factored forms.
A product of factored forms.

In other words, factored forms are arbitrary parenthesized expressions with the
only constraint being that complementation can be applied only to single variables.
Note that factored forms include sum of products and producr of sums and therefore
they can represent arbitrary functions.
Example 2.5.8. Let us consider again the majority function f = a6 + uc + bc. The
function cannot be expressed in single-level form, hut it can of course be represented
in a two-level form as sum of producrs (as above) or as producr of sums [e.g., f =
(a+b)(a+c)(h+c)l. An example of a factored form representation is f = u(b+c)+hr.
Note that many factored form representations of the same function may exist.
The sum and product of logic functions represented by factored forms are
straightforward. Complementation of a Boolean function can be achieved by applying
De Morgan's law to its expression form. It is often important to perform operations
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on two-level forms that yield results in two-level forms. In this case, it is best to transform the two-level representations into implicant tables first, operate on the tables and
then translate the result back into a two-level expression form.
BINARY DECISION DIAGRAMS. A bimry decision diagram represents a set of
binary-valued decisions, culminating in an overall decision that can be either TRUE or
FALSE. Decision diagrams can be represented by trees or rooted dags, where decisions are associated with vertices. Examples of binary decision diagrams are shown
in Figure 2.20.
Binary decision diagrams (or BDDs) were proposed by Lee [24] and later by
Akers [21 to represent scalar Boolean functions. Many variations on this theme have
been proposed. In Aker's model, the decisions are the evaluation of a variable. Bryant
[lo] showed that efficient algorithms can manipulate decision diagrams under a mild
assumption on the ordering of the decision variables. For this reason, Bryant's diagrams are called ordered binary decision diagrams, or OBDDs. Karplus [21] investigated diagrams where each decision is the evaluation of a function. These diagrams
are called if-rhen-elsedags, or ITE dags, and are more general than OBDDs in nature.
As a result, the representation of some functions is more compact with ITE dags than
with OBDDs.
OBDDs have more practical applications than other types of decision diagrams
for two reasons [lo, 111. First, OBDDs can be transformed into canonical forms that
uniquely characterize the function. (This applies also to ITE dags, but the corrditions
for canonicity are more complex [21].) Second, operations on OBDDs can be done
in polynomial time of their size, i.e., the vertex set cardinality. This may lead to
the false conclusion that OBDDs are a panacea and can be used to efficiently solve
intractable problems. Unfortunately, the size of the OBDDs depends on the ordering
of the variables. For example, OBDDs representing adder functions are very sensitive
to variable ordering and can have exponential size in the worst case and linear size in
the best case. Other functions, such as arithmetic multiplication, have OBDDs with
exponential size regardless of the variable order. In practice, for most common and
index = 1

fi

index = 2

index = 3

FIGURE 2.20
Binary decision diagrams far f = (a b)c: (a) OBDD for the variable order
variable order (a. c, b). (c) ROBDD for ihe vanable order ( a ,b, c).

+

(a, b, c).

(b) OBDD for the

reasonable examples of logic functions, a variable order can be found such that the
size of the OBDD is tractable. Therefore, for most practical cases, OBDDs provide a
computationally efficient means of manipulating Boolean functions.
There have been many additions to the OBDD model. We consider first the
original model presented by Bryant [lo], then its extension to the tabular representation
supporting multiple-output functions and last other additional features used by software
programs supporting OBDD models and computations.
To review the properties of OBDDs and to introduce operations on OBDDs, a
formal definition is required [lo].
Definition 2.5.7. An OBDD is a rooted directed graph with vertex set V. Each non-leaf
vertex has as attributes a pointer i,~dei(o)t (1.2.. . . , n] to an input variable in the
, . . . . x"), and two children lota(u). high(u) E V. A leaf vertex u has as an
set { X Ix?,
attribute a value valur(u) E B.
For any vertex pair (11.lou'(u)} (and (t,,high(u)]) such that no vertex is a leaf,
index(u) < indexilour(o)) (and index(,,) < inde.r(higl,(c))).
Note that the restriction on the variable ordering guarantees that the graph is
acyclic. A function can be associated with an OBDD as follows.
Definition 2.5.8. An OBDD with root u denotes a function

.
.

f r

such that:

If is a leaf with ualee(u) = I , then f ' = 1.
If u is a leaf with value(u) = 0. then f' = 0.
If u is not a leaf and inde.r(a) = i, then f' = x: - f"'""" + q . , f " ' p h ' " ' .

Example 2.5.9. An ordered binary decision diagraz is shown in Figure 2.20 (a). The
diagram corresponds to the function f = ( a b)c. The vertices are ordered in a way
that the top level corresponds to variable a , the second to b and the third to c. For the
sake of clarity, the vertices are labeled in the figure with the corresponding variables.
A rigorous interpretation of the definition would require us to label the vertices
as ( v , . 1 ' 2 . 113. 2 , . L . ~ ]and the variables as u, = U . J I = b. xi = c . Assume that v , is the
root. Then indrx(v,) = I , which just means that vertex 1.1is related to the first variable
in the order. i.e., to x, = a. And so on.
Figure 2.20 (b) shows the OBDD for a different variable order. namely ( a , r , b).

+

Two OBDDs are isomorphir if there is a one-to-one mapping between the vertex
sets that preserves adjacency, indices and leaf values. Thus two isomorphic OBDDs
represent the same function. Whereas an OBDD uniquely defines a Boolean function,
the converse is not true. To make an OBDD canonical. any redundancy in the OBDD
must 'be removed.
Definition 2.5.9. An OBDD is said to be a reduced OBDD (or ROBDD) if it contains
no vertex v with lntr,(v) = h i g h ( u ) . nor any pair {u. u] such that the suhgraphs rooted
in u and in u are isomorphic.

+

Example 2.5.10. Consider again function f = ( a b)c. Figure 2.20 ( c ) shows the
ROBDD corresponding to the OBDD of Figure 2.20 (a). Note that redundancies have
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been eliminated from the diagram. This representation is unique for that function and the
variable order (a. b, c).
Bryant proved that ROBDDs are canonical forms [lo] and proposed an algorithm
to reduce an OBDD, which is described next. The algorithm visits the OBDD bottom
up, and labels each vertex u E V with an identifier id(u). An ROBDD is identified
by a subset of vertices with different identifiers.
The OBDD traversal is done as follows. Let us assume that the portion of the
OBDD corresponding to vertices with index larger than i has been processed and the
identifiers assigned. Let us consider the subset of vertices with index i , called V(i).
There are two conditions for redundancy. If id(low(u)) = id(high(u)), then vertex u
is redundant and we set id(u) = id(low(u)). Similarly, if there are two vertices u and
u such that id(low(u)) = id(low(u)) and id(high(u)) = id(high(u)), then the two
vertices are roots of isomorphic graphs and we set id(u) = id(u). In the remaining
cases, a different identifier is given to each vertex at level i. The algorithm terminates
when the root is reached.
In Algorithm 2.5.1 we present a simplified form of Bryant's reduction algorithm
[lo] that extends the previous ideas for the sake of efficiency. Namely, instead of
considering all pairs of vertices at each level and checking whether their children
match, a key is formed using the children's identifiers. The elements of V(i) are then
sorted by these keys. If a key matches the key of a previously considered vertex, the
vertex is discarded. Otherwise, the identifier (stored in variable nextid) is incremented
and assigned to the current vertex. At this point the vertex can be saved as part of the
ROBDD. The complexity of the algorithm is dominated by sorting the vertex subsets,
1.e.. O(IV1 IogIVl).

-

Example 2.5.11. Let us apply the reduction algorithm to the OBDD of Figure 2.20 (a),
repeated for convenience in Figure 2.21 (a). Figure 2.21 (b) shows the same OBDD with
numerically labeled vertices, so that we can refer to them in this example. The identifiers
id("), V v t V, are also shown.
First, the algorithm labels the leaves as 1 and 2 and initializes the ROBDD with
two distinguished leaves. Then, the vertices with index = 3 ilre visited, i.e., those
corresponding to variable c and labeled u, and US. A key is constructed for these vertices
from the labels of the children. The key for both vertices is (1.2). because both have the
same right (i.e., high) and left (i.e., low) child. Since the key is the same, the first vertex
being sorted, say u4, is assigned the identifier id = 3 and is added to the ROBDD with
edges to the leaves. The other vertex (e.g., u 5 ) gets the same identifier but is not pan of
the ROBDD, because it is redundant. (Its key matches the key of the previously sorted
vertex.)

Next, the algorithm visits the vertices with index = 2, i.e., those corresponding
to variable b and labeled v2 and "3. The left and the right children of v, have the same
identifier. Therefore u, inherits their identifier, i.e., id = 3, and it is discarded. Vertex
v? receives identifier id = 4 and is added to the ROBDD, with edges to the O-leaf and
to u,, because the identifiers of the children of "2 are I and 3.
Finally, the vertex with inde.7 = 1 (i.e., the root) is visited. Since its children have
different identifiers, the root is added to the ROBDD. with edges to "2 and to "4, because

REDUCE(OBDD)[
Set i d ( u ) = I to all leaves o t V with ualue(u) = 0;
Set i d ( " ) = 2 to all leaves L. E V with aolr<e(c)= I;
Initialize ROBDD with two leaves with id = I and id = 2 respectively;
nexrid = 2:
I* nexrid is the next available identifier value *I
for (i = n to 1 with i = i - I)(
V ( i ) = ( u E V : index(") = i ] :

foreaeh ( u t V ( i ) ) (
if ( i d ( i o w ( u ) )= id(high(u)))(
id(") = i d ( l o w ( v ) ) ;
Drop u from V ( i ) :

I* consider venices at level i *I
I* redundant venex *I

else
key(") = id(lour(u)),id(high(u));
I* define keg(") as the identifier pair of u ' s children *I

I
oldkey = 0.0;
/* initial key that cannot be matched by any venex *I
foreach u t V ( i ) sorted by key(") (
if (key(") = oldkey!
I* graph rooted at u is redundant ' 1
id(,,) = nerrid

I* "onredundant venex to receive new identifier value *I

else (

+

nexrid = nexrid I:
i d ( " ) = nexrid:
oldkey = key(");
Add I; to ROBDD with edges to venicesin ROBDD
whose id equal those of loru(u) and high("):

t
I

I
I
ALGORITHM 25.1

the identifiers of the children of

L',

are 4 and 3. Figure 2.21 (c) shows the completed

ROBDD.

It is important to conshuct ROBDDs for Boolean functions directly, thus avoiding ,the reduction step and memory overflow problems when the unreduced OBDDs
are large. This is possible by using a hash table called the unique table, which contains
a key for each vertex of an ROBDD. The key is a triple, composed of the corresponding variable and the identifiers of the left and right children. The function associated
with each vertex is uniquely identified by the key within the unique table. The unique
table is constructed bottom up. When considering the addition of a new vertex to
the OBDD being constructed, a look-up in the table can determine if another vertex
in the table implements the same function, by comparing the keys. In this case, no

index = l
index = 2

;-,

index = 3

0

0

id=3

4

c

0

I

0

1

id=! ; d = l id=2
(b)

(a)

5

id33

"Al
0 4

I
id=l

id=2

id=]

id = 2
(c)

FIGURE 1 2 1
Binary decision diagrams far f = (a b)c: (a) OBDD for the variable order (a. b, c). (b) OBDD with
identifiers. (c) ROBDD for the variable order (a. b. c).

+

redundant venex is added to the table. As a result, the unique table represents an
ROBDD.
The unique table has been shown to be a strong canonicalform' [ 5 , 61. Each
key can be labeled by a unique identifier, and two Boolean expressions (cast in this
form and with the same variable order) can be checked for equivalence by comparing
Lhc corresponding identifiers. Strong canonicity is important for developing efficient
algorithms that operate on Boolean functions. These algorithms are designed to keep
the ROBDDs in reduced form, thus preserving canonicity. The unique table can also be
used to represent multiple-output functions, because it can model multiple ROBDDs
with shared subgraphs. These are also called multi-rooted-decision diagrams or shared
ROBDDs.
Example 2.5.12. Consider first the ROBDD of Figure 2.22 (a), representing function
f = (a + b)c with the variable order ( o , b. c), associated with the vertex with id = 5.
Assuming that constants 0 and 1 have identifiers 1 and 2, respectively, the unique table
is:

Identifier

Variable

5

0

4

h

Key
Left child

Right child

4
I

3
3

+

Consider now the function pair f = (a b ) c ;g = bcd with the variable order
( d , a , b. c), where f is associated with the venex with id = 5. and R is associated

' A strong canonical form is a form of pre-conditioning which reduces the complexity of an equivalence test between elements in a set. A unique identifier is assigned to each element in the set, so that an
equivalence check is just a test on the equality of the identitien.

id=3

FIGURE 2.22
(a) ROBDD for f

= ( o + b l r with variable order (a, b, c ) . (bl Multi-rooted ROBDD for f = (a+b)c; 8 =

bcd with variable

order (d, a , b, c).

with the vertex with id = 6. A multi-rooted decision diagram for f and
Figure 2.22 (b). The unique table is:

g is

shown in

Key

Identifier

Variable

Left child

Right child

6
5
4

d
7'

1
4

3

b

I

3

C

I

2

3

4

-

The ROBDD construction and manipulation can be done with the i t e operator,
which takes its name from its operative definition. Given three scalar Boolean functions, f , g and h , ire( f , g , h ) = f - g + f ' . h which is equivalent to i f f then g else h .
In pmicular, functions f,g and h can be Boolean variables or constants.
We assume that all variables are ordered and we call the top variable of a
function (or set of functions) the first variable in the support set (or in the union of
the support sets). Let z = ite(f, g , h ) and let x be the top variable of functions f , g
and h. Then function z is associated with the venex whose variable is x and whose
children implement ire( f,,g,, h,) and i t e ( f, , g,., h,.). The reason can be explained
by censidering the identity:

TABLE 2.2

Boolean functions of two
arguments a n d equivalent
representation in terms of
the ite operator.
Operator
0

.f . s
f . n'

Equivalent ire form
0
ire(f; g. 0)
ire(f, g'. 0)

and by the fact that x is the top variable of f,g and h. The relevant terminal cases of
this recursion are ire( f,1.0) = f , ire(], g, h) = g, ite(0, g, h) = h, ire( f,g, g ) = g
and i t e ( f . 0, 1) = f ' . Other terminal cases can be reduced to these, because they are
equivalent 15, 61.
The usefulness of the ire operator stems from the fact that all Boolean functions
of two arguments can be represented in terms of ire, as shown in Table 2.2. Thus, the
ite operator can be used to consmct the ROBDD of a function, which is represented
as the application of binary operators to variables.

-

+

Example 2.5.13. Note tint that f - g = ire(f , g. 0) and that f g = ite(f, 1, g) for
any function pair f.g , as shown in Table 2.2.
Consider the construction of the ROBDD of the function f = ac+bc with variable
order (u, b, c). Figures 2.23 (a,b.c) show elementary ROBDDs related to variables a , b
and c, respectively. The ROBDD of uc can be computed as ire(a, c, 0) and is shown in
Figure 2.23 (dl. Similarly, the ROBDD of bc can be computed as ire(b, c, 0) and is shown
in Figure 2.23 (e). Finally, the ROBDD of f = ac+bc can be computed as itr(ac, I , bc).
Since ire(ac, I. bc) = ire(a. ire(c, 1, bc), ire(0. I. bc)) = ire(o, c, bc), the ROBDD has
a 5s lop variable, the ROBDD of bc [Figure 2.23 (e)] as the left child of the root and the
ROBDD of c [Figure 2.23 ( c ) ]as the right child of the root. Moreover, since a vertex
corresponding to variable c is already present within the ROBDD representing bc, which
is now the left child of the rwt, this vertex is used also as a right child of the root.
Therefore the OBDD is reduced.
It is interesting to note that the same ROBDD will be constructed from other
equivalent representations of the same function, e.g.. f = (n b)c, provided that the
same order of the variables is used.

+

FIGURE 2.23
(a) ROBDD of
of nc

+ bc.

a.

tb) ROBDD of b. (c) ROBDD of c. (dl ROBDD of nc. (el ROBDD of hc. (fl ROBDD

The ITE algorithm seen in Algorithm 2.5.2 implements the ire operator and
allows us to construct an ROBDD for arbitrary sets of Boolean functions over an
ordered set of variables. The ITE algorithm uses w o tables. The first one is the
unique table, which stores the ROBDD information in a strong canonical form. A
second table, called the compured table, is used to improve the performance of the
algorithm. The computed table stores the mapping of any triple ( f , g, h ) to the vertex
implementing i t e ( f , g, h ) once this has been computed. This allows the algorithm to
use results from previous invocations of ITE in subsequent calls.
The worst-case complexity of the ITE algorithm can he derived under the assumption that look-up and insertion in the unique and computed tables can be done
in constant time. ITE will be called at most once for each distinguished triple of vertices of the ROBDDs of f,g and h and therefore the complexity is of the order of
the product of the sizes (i.e., vertex cardinalities) of the corresponding graphs. The
average complexity is much lower.
The ITE algorithm can he used to apply Boolean operators (e.g., AND, OR, e f
cetera) to ROBDDs. For example, it can be used to check the implication of two
functions, e.g., f + g or, equivalently, if f ' + g is a tautology. This test can be
done by verifying whether ire( f ,g, 1) has an identifier equal to that of the leaf with
value I. Alternatively, a specialized algorithm can be used which checks directly for
tautology of i t e ( f.g, h ) . Such an algorithm is based on the following observation.
The function associated with an ROBDD vertex is a tautology if both its children
represent a tautology. Hence the algorithm can return a negative answer as soon as
this condition is not satisfied at some vertex [S, 61.

I T E ( f , g, h)l
it (terminal case)
return ( T = trivial result):

else

1

I* exploit previous in~omation* I

if (computed table has entry ( ( f . y . h ) . r ) )

return ( r from computed table):
else (
x = tap variable o f f . g , h ;
I = ITE(f,.g,.hz1;
e = ITE(f,z.g,,. h,,):

if ( r == e )

1' children with isomorphic OBDDs */

return (11;
r = findurnddanique>able(r. I . r ) :

I* add r to unique table if not present *I

Update computed table with ( ( f ,g. h). r ) ;
return ( r ) :

1
1
1
ALGORITHM 25.2

The ITE algorithm can also be used for functional composition, i.e., for replacing
a variable of a Boolean expression by another expression, because fix=, = f,g
f,,g' = ite(g, f,, f,,). A more efficient implementatim of this operation can be
achieved by another specialized algorithm, called COMPOSE [6, 101.
Whereas the consensus and the smoothing operations can be computed by ZTE,
there is also a specific algorithm for these tasks [ 5 , 61. This algorithm is called here
QUANTIFY and has a structure similar to ITE. The algorithm can perform both universal and existential quantification (i.e., consensus and smoothing) of a function f with
respect to variables in a list uarlist. The algorithm calls procedure OP(f,e), which
performs either the conjunction of its arguments in the case of consensus or their disjunction in the case of smoothing. Procedure OP(t,e) is implemented as ITE(t, e, 0)
in the former case and as /TE(t, I, e) in the latter.
The algorithm is recursive and makes use of a computed table that stores the
quantification results. Thus, the table is checked before the actual computation is
performed. If the table does not contain the desired entry, the top variable x in f
is selected and the cofactors with respect to this variable are computed. (This step
is trivial, because the cofactors are just represented by the children of the vertex
representing f .)
Next the algorithm computes recursively the quantification of the cofactors,
which are named t and e , respectively (see Algorithm 2.5.3). If x is included in
uarlist, then either r = t . e or r = r e is computed according to the goal of using
QUANTIFY to derive either the consensus or the smoothing of f . If x is not included
in uarlist, the result is expressed by ITE(n, t , e).

+

+
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QUANTIFY(f, uurli.~r)(
if if is constant)
return ( f ) :
else (
if (computed table has entry ((f. imrrrlisr).r])
/* exploit previous information *I

return ir from compucd table):
else 1
x = top va-iirble of /;

r = /.;
h = f,.:
1=

QUANTIFY(8. i.orlist):
I* compute quantification recursively on 8 'I

e

= QUANTIFYih. vorlisr):
I X compute quantification recursively an h *I

if (,r is in r,arlisr)
r = OP(r. 4:
else
r = iTE(.r. 1, e ) :

Update computed table with I( f. rurlisr). r ) :
return ( r ) ;

I
I
I
ALGORITHM 2.5.3

.

Example 2.5.14. Consider function f = a b t bc + ar and let us compute C,( f ) . Then
uarlist = a . Assume the variables are ordered as ( a , b, c ) . When QUANTIFY(f,n) is
invoked, the top variable is a and the cofactors are computed as g = f,, = b + c and
h = f,,, = bc. The recursive calls return 1 = g = b + c and e = h = bc, because
g and h do not depend on a. Since a is in uarlist, r = DP ( t , e ) = ITE(1, e, 0) =
ITE(b c , bc. 0)= bc. Thus the result is C,( f ) = bc, as shown in Figure 2.19 (c).

+

Several extensions to ROBDD have been proposed. Complemented edges are
flags added to edges to denote local complementation. As an example, this feature
can be useful forrepresenting a function and its complement with a multi-rooted
ROBDD, with no extra cost in terms of vertices for the complement. In general,
co~pplementededges can contribute to reducing the size of ROBDDs and provide a
means of complementing functions in constant time. To maintain a canonical form,
restrictions are placed on where the complemented edges can be used. Namely, for
each vertex u, the edge { u , h i g h ( u ) ) must not be complemented. Note that only one
terminal vertex is needed when using complemented edges.
Another extension to ROBDDs is the addition of a don't care leaf to represent
incompletely specified functions. Furthermore, multi-terminal ROBDDs have been
proposed having a finite number of leaves, each associated with a different value

(e.g., positive integers). Some specific additions to BDDs are motivated by particular
applications.
There have been several implementations of software programs supporting
ROBDDs for a wide set of purposes. Brace, Rudell and Bryant [5] developed a
portable package for ROBDD manipulation. The package exploits the tabular representation of ROBDDs described before, in conjunction with other techniques to render
the ROBDD manipulation efficient. In particular, vertex identifiers in theunique table
are pointers to memory locations and thus comparison is very fast. The computed
table is implemented as a hash-based cache, which takes advantage of a high locality
of reference. Entries are created for every non-trivial call to ITE, but newer entries
are allowed to overwrite older ones. The package also takes advantage of grouping
triples into equivi~lenceclasses, when they yield the same result under the ite operator, e.g., i t e ( f , f,g) = ire( f,1 , g) V f , g . The package defines a standard triple
in each equivalence class, which is used for look-up or for writing the computed
table. Finally, the package supports an efficient garbage collection procedure to recycle memory freed by unused entries. Overall, the package uses about 22 bytes per
vertex, and so ROBDDs with millions of vertices can be represented with prcsent
computers.
There are still many interesting open research problems related to BDDs. A
major issue is searching for the variable order which minimizes the ROBDD size.
Some simple heuristic rules have been shown effective for ROBDDs representing
combinational circuits, and they are based on the following consideration. Variables
related to signals that feed deep cones of logic should come first in the order, because they are important decision makers. In general, ROBDDs have been used for
modeling disparate problems and such rules may not be applicable. Furthermore,
as manipulations are performed on ROBDDs, the variable order which minimizes
their size may change, and the order which was originally chosen may no longer
be appropriate. Methods for automatic dynamic reordering of variables are very
appealing for handling large problems and are currently the subject of investigation.

2.5.3

Satisfiability and Cover

Many synthesis and optimization problems can be reduced to a fundamental one:
satisjiability. A Boolean function is satisfiable if there exists an assignment of Boolean
values to the variables that makes the function TRUE. The most common formulation
of the sdtisiiability problem requires the function to be expressed in a product of
sums form. The sum terms in the product of sums form are called clauses. Thus the
satisfiability decision problem is the quest for a variable assignment that makes all
clauses TRUE.
Example 2.5.15. Consider the following product of sums form: (a + b)(a'+ h' + c). The
expression can be satisfied by chwsing a = 1: b = I : c = 1. Note that the assignment
is not the only one that satisfies the expression.

The satisfiability problem was shown to be intractable by Cook's theorem [I41
and it is considered the root of all intractable problems. Indeed, the intractability
of a problem can be shown by a transformation (or a chain of transformations) of
satisfiability into that problem. For example, the proof of intractability of the ZOLP
can be done by formulating a satisfiahility problem as a ZOLP.

Example 2.5.16. Cons~deragain the product of sum7 form: (a + b)(a'
corresponding satisfiability problem can be modeled as a ZOLP:

+ b' + c). The

a+b 2 l

(I-a)+(l-b)+c?

1

n,b.c E B

Whereas formulating satisfiability as a ZOLP allows us to use the corresponding
algorithms, this approach is inefficient and seldom used.
It is worth mentioning that there are several variations of the satisfiahility problem. The 3-satisfmbilify problem is a restriction of the satisfiability problem to clauses
with three literals. It is also intractable. On the other hand, the 2-safisfiabili~y
problem, which is defined similarly, can be solved in polynomial time. The tautology
decision problem is the complementary problem to satisfiability. Given an arbitrary
Boolean expression, we question if it is always satisfied. Note that while satisfiability
questions the existence of a truth assignment, tautology questions universality of a
truth assignment. The non-tautology problem, i.e., the question of the existence of an
assignment that makes the expression FALSE, is intractable. Nevertheless there are efficient algorithms for tautology, such as those based oz ROBDDs, and thosc described
in Section 7.3.4.
A minimum-cost sati,$abilit); problem is an optimization problem whose feasibility is expressed by a set of decision variables x E 6" and aproduct of sums form to
be satisfied. We restrict our attention to linear minimum-cost satisfiability problems,
where the cost function is a weighted sum of the decision variables. Thus we express
the cost function as cTx where c is a weight vector.
Given a collection C of subsets of a finite set S , a minimum covering problem
is the search for the minimum number of subsets that cover S . We call the elements of
C groups, to distinguish them from the elements of S. When groups are weighted, the
corresponding covering problem is weighted. An example of an unweighted covering
problem is the vertex cover problem described in Section 2.4.2. In general, covering
problems can be modeled by matrices. Let A E BaXm,where the set of rows is in
one-io-one correspondence with S (n = ISI) and the set of columns is in one-to-one
correspondence with C (m = IC1). Then, a cover corresponds to a subset of columns,
having at least a 1 entry in all rows of A. Equivalently, it corresponds to selecting
x E Em,such that Ax > 1. A minimum-weighted cover corresponds to selecting
x E Em,such that Ax > 1 and cTx is minimum.

Example 2.5.17. Consider the second graph of Figure 2.13 (a), reported again for convenience in Figure 2.24 (a), where edges are labeled ( a , b. c , d , e ] . The corresponding
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FIGURE 2.24
(a) Graph. (bJ Minimum vertex cover.

(venexledge) incidence matrix is:

0 0 0 0 1
In the vertex cover problem, we search for the minimum number of vertices covering all
the edges. Thus the edge set corresponds to S and the vertex set to C. Note that each
vertex set can be identified by the group of edges incident to it. Therefore A =A; and
c-1.

Examples of covers are represented by the following vectors: x' = [lOO1O]T,
> 1 for x = x1,x2,xi. Vector x' is a
minimum cover that is shown in Figure 2.24 (b).

x2 = [Ol1OIlT and x3 = [O11IIIT. Note that A x

Example 2.5.18. Consider the hypergraph shown in Figure 2.25 (a), with five vertices ( u , , i = I, 2, . . . . 5 ) and five edges {o. b. c. d. e ) . The corresponding (vertededge)

incidence matrix is:

We search now for the minimum number of edges that cover all the vertices. Thus the
vertex set corresponds to S and the edge set to C of the covering problem formulation.
Therefore A = A , and c = 1. Edge covers satisfy Ax > 1.
An example of a minimum cover is given by edges {a,b, d l , or equivalently by
vector x = [I 10101'. The cover is shown in Figure 2.25 (b).
Let us extend the problem by a.sociating weights with each edge. Let c =
[I, 2, 1, 1. llT. Then, it is easy to verify that a minimum-cost cover is {a,c, d l , corresponding to vector x = [I01 101' with cost 3.
- Note that a minimum venex cover problem can be defined i n an analogous way.
Covering problems can be cast as minimum-cost satisfiability problems, by associating a selection variable with each group (element of C ) and a clause with each
element of S. Each clause represents those groups that can cover the element, i.e., it
is the disjunction of the variables related to the corresponding groups. It is important
to note that the product of the clauses is an unate expression, and thus this problem
is often referred t o as unate cover.

FIGURE 2.25
(a)

Hypergraph. (b) Minimum-edge cover
Example 2.5.19. Consider the covering problem of Example 2.5.18. The first covering
clause ( x , x?) denotes that vertex ui must be covered by edge n or c. The overall
product of sums expression to be satisfied is:

+

It is easy to verify that x = [llO1O]Tsatisfies the product of s u m expression above
The covering problem can be generalized by assuming that the choice of a group
implies the choice of another one. This additional constraint can be represented by
an implication clause. For example, if the selection of group u implies the choice
of b, then the clause (a' b ) is added. Note that the implication clause makes the
product of sums form binate in variable a, because a (uncomplemented) is also part
of some covering clauses. Therefore this class of problems is referred to as binate
covering, or covering with closure. Binate covering problems are minimum-cost satisfiability problems. Nevertheless, some minimum-cost satisfiability problems exist that
do not represent covering problems even with implications (e.g., when all clauses
have variables with mixed polarity).

+

Example 2.5.20. Consider again the covering problem of Example 2.5.18. Assume that
the selection of edge a implies the selection of edge b. Then the clause x i + X I must
also be considered. The overall producr of sums expression to be satisfied is:

It is easy to verify that x = [ I 101OIT is a minimum cover and that x = 1101101' is not
a cover.
Binate covering problems can still be characterized by matrices. Let A E {- 1,0,
represent a problem with n clauses and m variables. Each row corresponds to

a clause depending on variables with non-zero entries in the corresponding column. A
-I entry corresponds to a complemented variable and a 1 entry to an uncomplemented
one. (Note that an unate problem has only non-negative entries in A.)
The binate covering problem corresponds to selecting a subset of the columns,
such that all rows have at least a 1 enny in that subset or a -1 entry in the complement
subset.
Example 2.5.21. Consider again the expression:

The corresponding matrix formulation is:

Vector [1101017 denotes a solution, because the submatrix identified by the first, second
and fourth columns has at least a 1 in all rows. Vector [I0110ITis not a solution, because
the last clause is not satisfied. Indeed, there is no 1 in the last row in correspondence
to the first, third and founh columns, and no -I in correspondence with the second and
fifth columns.

-

Whereas both unate and binate covering problems are intractable, binate covering is intrinsically more difficult than unate covering. Indeed, the addition of an element to a feasible solution may make it infeasible if its implications are not satisfied.
A classic example of unate covering is that related to exact two-level optimization of
logic functions (Section 7.2.2). Notable examples of binate covering are those related
to the exact minimization of Boolean relations (Section 7.6), to state minimization for
finite-state machines (Section 9.2.1) and to cell-librq binding (Chapter 10).
AN EXACT ALGORITHM FOR THE COVERING PROBLEM. We consider first a

brancb-and-bound algorithm for the unweighted unate covering problem. We shall
extend it later to cope with weighted and binate covering problems as well as with
minimum-cost satisfiability problems. The algorithm described here is based upon an
algorithm used in exact logic minimization [29]. We present here the essential features
of the algorithm and we refer the reader to reference [29] for details.
We assume in the sequel that a covering problem is specified by matrix A, with
rows corresponding to the elements of the set to be covered and columns corresponding
to groups of elements. For the sake of visualizing the definitions and the algorithm, we
consider the covering problem as an edge covering problem of a hypergraph, having
A as the incidence matrix. The following definitions are useful in characterizing and
simplifying the covering problem.
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An essential column is a column having the only I entry of some row. Graphically, it corresponds to an essential edge, i.e., to an edge which is the only one incident
to a vertex. Essential columns (edges) must be part of any cover.
A column dominates another column if the enmes of the former are larger than
or equal to the corresponding entries of the latter. Equivalently, an edge dominates
another edge when it is incident to at least all vertices incident to the other. Dominated
columns (edges) can be discarded from consideration.
A row doniinates another row if the entries of the former are larger than or equal
to the corresponding entries of the latter. Equivalently, a vertex dominates another
vertex when it is incident to at least all edges incident to the other. Dominant rows
(vertices) can be neglected, because any cover of the dominated ones is also a cover
of the complete set.
Example 2.5.22. Consider matrix A of Example 2.5.18. The fourth column is essential,
because it is the only one with a 1 entry in the fourth row. Equivalently, edge d is
essential, because it is the only one incident to vertex u?. Hence it must be part of a
cover.
The second column ([OllOIIT) dominates the fifth column (LO1 1001'). Equivalently, selecting edge b corresponds to covering all vertices covered by edge e . Thus
edge e can be dropped from consideration.
The fifth row ([011101) dominates the fourth row ([00010]). Equivalently, vertex
v 5 dominates vertex u4, because it is incident to a superset of the edges incident to va.
Thus, us can be dropped from consideration, because any solution covering v4 covers us
as well.
Thus, any optimum solution to the coveringproblem specified by A has x4 =
1:x5 =O.

The covering algorithm, as seen in Algorithm 2.5.4, is recursive. Binary vector
x contains the current solution and binary vector b the best solution seen so far. The
algorithm is invoked with arguments matrix A, describing the problem, x = 0 and
b = 1. Matrix A is recursively reduced in size. We assume that pointers (not described
here for simplicity) relate the columns of the reduced A to the corresponding elements
in x and b, whose sizes are invariant. The algorithm returns a binary vector indicating
the cover.
At the first step, the reduction of matrix A is done as follows. First, if matrix A
is reducible (i.e., it can be reordered into a block-diagonal form, because it represents
two or more disjoint subproblems), EXACT-COVER is invoked on its partition
h l w s and the current solution x is set to the disjunction of the return values. Second,
dominated columns, dominant rows and essential columns are iteratively removed until
there is no change. For every essential column detected and deleted, the corresponding
entry in x is set to 1 and the rows to which it is inc~dentare deleted as well.
Example 2.5.23. Consider the covering problem specified in Example 2.5.18. As shown
in Example 2.5.22, the fourth column is essential and the fifth is dominated. The fifth
row is dominant. Thus the fourth element of x is set to 1, the fifth element of x is set to

EXACT.COVER(A, x. bl (

Reduce mamx A and update corresponding a;
if (Currenr~stimare? bll return(b);
if ( A has no rows ) return (x);
Select a branching column c;

-

x,=1:
A =A

after deleting column c and the rows incident to it;
b):

x = EXACT.COVER(;~,X,

if (

l?l

<

-

bl)

b = x:
x, = 0:
A = A after deleting column c:
x = EXACT-COVER (;i.x.b~:
if( El < lbll

-

-

b = x;

return (b):

I
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''

0 and the corresponding reduced covering matrix is:
A =

[ ;]
01 1

-

The bounding is done by the evaluation of Currentasrimate, which is a lower
bound of the cardinality of all covers that can be derived from the current x. The
estimate is the sum of two components: the number of 1s in x (i.e., the number of
columns already committed) plus a bound on the size of the cover of the current
A. Such a hound can be given by the size of a maximally independent set of rows,
i.e., rows that have no Is in the same column. Painvise independence can be easily
identified and a graph can be constructed whose vertices are in one-to-one correspondence with the rows (vertices in the original hypergraph) and whose edges denote
independence. The bound is the clique number in this graph. Computing an exact
bound is difficult, because identifying the maximum clique is as complex as solving
the covering problem itself. However, any lesser approximation (that can be computed
by a fast heuristic algorithm) is valuable. The worse the approximation is, the less
pruning the algorithm does. In any case, the algorithm is still exact.
Example 2.5.24. Consider the covering matrix A of Example 2.5.18. The fourth row is

independent from the first, second and third, but the first three rows are dependent. Thus
the maximal set of mutually independent rows has cardinality 2. Hence the bound is 2.
Consider the reduced covering matrix A of Example 2.5.23. There are no independent rows. Thus a lower bound on covering that matrix is 1. A lower bound on covering
the original mauix is I plus 1x1 = I, i.e., 2. When applying the algorithm to the matrix
of Example 2.5.18, the bound is less than bl = I1 = 5 and the search is not killed.
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The branch-and-bound algorithm explores the solution space recursively, by
assuming that each column (edge) is included or excluded fromthe cover. In the first
case, the recursive call has as an argument a reduced matrix A, where the column
. the second
being included is deleted as well as the rows incident to that c ~ l u m n In
case, the recursive call has as an argument a reduced matrix A, where the column
being excluded is deleted. Obviously the complexity of the algorithm is exponential,
but pruning and matrix reduction make it viable for problems of interesting size.

Example 2.5.25. Consider the reduced covering matrix A shown in Example 2.5.23.
Let us assume that the branching column c is the first one. Then XI = 1, x = [10010IT
and:
;i = [I I]
Consider now the recursive call to EXACT-COVER. Once a dominated column is
deleted, the other column is essential. Assume it corresponds to 12. Tnen x = [I IOIO]'.
After removing the row, the matrix has no rows and the call returns = x. Now
?/I = 3 < Ibl = 5 and thus the best solution seen so far is updated to b = [llO1O]T.
Then the algorithm
tries to exclude the first column. Thus x , = 0,x = 10001OJT,
.
and:

Now both columns are essential. Then x = [OlllO]'. After removing the rows incident
to the essential columns, the matrix has no rows and the call returns ? = x. Now
I? = 3 = Ibl = 3 and b is not updated. The algorithm returns then 11 IOIO]'.

-

The algorithm can be modified to cope with weighted covering problems as
follows. First, the cost of a cover specified by x is eTx, which replaces 1x1 in the
algorithm. Similar considerations apply to the cost of the best solution seen so far, b.
Second, the current estimate computation must reflect the cost of covering a maximal
independent sets of rows. Last, column dominance must also reflect the weights, i.e.,
an additional condition for column dominance is that the dominant column must not
have larger weight than the dominated one.

Example 2.5.26. Consider the covering mahix A of Example 2.5.18, with weight vector
c = [I, 2. 1. 1, I]'. Then, the initial best solution has cost 6. A lower bound on the cost
of the cover can be derived by considering the two independent sets of rows that would
require one unit-weight column each to be covered in the best case. Hence the bound is
2, less than 6, and the search is not killed.
In this case, the fifth column is not dominated by the second. because its cost is
lower. Hence it should not be discarded. Indeed, once the essential column is detected
and the rows incident to it are deleted, the second column can be dropped, because it is
dominated by the fifth column.
At this point, the problem can be represented by a reduced matrix similar to that
used in Example 2.5.25, with the only difference that the columns are related to edges
(a, e , c). All columns have unit weight. A minimum-cost cover is (a, c, d), represented
by vector x = [10110]7.
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Let us consider now a minimum-cost satisfiahility problem that is modeled by a
matrix A t (-1.0, IYX"'. This problem can also be solved by the EXACT-COVER
algorithm with some modifications. We highlight here the major differences from the
unate case, and we refer the reader to references [8,201 for details.
First, note that an instance of a minimum-cost satisfiability problem (in particular
a hinate covering problem) may not have a solution, whereas unate covering problems
always have a solution. Second, the matrix reduction step has to account for threevalued entries. Whereas an essential column is a column having the only nonzero
entry of some row, an essential must be a part of a solution when the entry is 1, and
it must not be a part of a solution when the entry is -1. Column and row dominance
can be defined in a similar way. In particular, a row dominates another row if the
corresponding clause is satisfied when the latter is satisfied. Third, the computation of
the bounding function can still be based on the search for a maximal independent set
of rows. In the general case, two rows are independent when they cannot be satisfied
simultaneously by setting a single variable to 1 [a].
Example 2.5.27. Consider the minimum-cost satisfiability problem specified by the
following product ofsumr expression:
(xi

+ x ~ ) ( x ;+ xz + + *d(xi
~3

+x3

+x k ) ( x ~ ) ( ~ i )

It can be described by the following matrix:
1 1 0 0 0 0
-Ill
10 0

A =

[i;i-iij]-

Variables xs and x, are essential: the former must be set to 1 and the latter to 0. Therefore
the last two rows and columns can be dropped from consideration. Variable x3 dominates
xd: thus xq can be set to 0, satisfying the clause expressed by the third row. The second
row dominates the first one and can be discarded, because x ; + x Z implies x ; +x2+x3 +x4.
The problem is thus reduced to satisfying x ; + x Z , which can be done by setting both XI
and ~2 to 0. A solution is x = [OOOO1Oll.
In general, a minimum-cost satisfiahility problem can he represented and solved
using an OBDD that models the product of all clauses. Thus each vertex of an OBDD
represents the selection of a group to he placed in the cover. By weighting each
edge corresponding to the TRUE decision by the corresponding weight (by 1 in the
unweighted covering case) and each edge corresponding to the FALSE decision by 0,it
is possible to associate a cost with each path in the OBDD. A minimum-cost solution
corresponds to a shortest path from the root to the TRUE leaf [26].Indeed such a path
identifies a minimum-cost assignment to the decision variables that make all clauses
TRUE. A shortest path in a dag can be computed by topological sort very efficiently.
Example 2.5.28. Consider the problem of Example 2.5.27. Figure 2.26 shows a fragment
of the corresponding OBDD, with all paths to the TRUE leaf. The emboldened path in
the figure has minimum weight. It identifies solution x = [OOOO1OJT.
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FIGURE 2.26
OBDD fragment modeling a mimmum-cast satisfiabilily problem

Whereas this simple formulation is appealing because it leverages the OBDD
manipulation algorithms, it is often the case that constructing and storing an OBDD for
large problems is not efficient. A recently proposed method has combined the branchand-hound approach with the OBDD-based approach, where the overall problem is
modeled as a product of OBDDs [20]. Moreover various heuristic algorithms have
been developed for the covering problem. At present, efficient algorithms for solving
the minimum-cost satisfiability problem are the subject of ongoing research. Thus the
problem is still considered open to improvements.

-

2.6 PERSPECTIVES
Graph theory and Boolean algebra form the basis for solving complex decision and
optimization problems related to circuit synthesis. Despite the large number of results
available in these fields, new algorithms for solving (or approximating) fundamental
problems are continuously sought for. Examples are methods for solving minimumcost satisfiability and for manipulating Boolean Functions with BDDs.
Since Bryant's seminal paper [lo] on OBDDs, a large amount of technical papers
have tackled the solution of different problems that can he modeled by BDDs. Examples range from digital circuit design and verification to sensitivity and probabilistic
analysis of digital circuits and to finite-state system analysis [ I l l . While OBDDs provide today an efficient data structure to solve problem instances previously out of
reach, the search for improving BDD models and algorithms is still ongoing.
Overall, CAD researchers and developers have used several classical results of
mathematics and computer science. The size of the problems to be solved has led them
to explore heuristic algorithms that are often dedicated to solving specific applications.
Nevertheless, some results achieved in the CAD domain, like BDD manipulation and
the minimization of two-level logic forms, have had tremendous impact in other areas
of science.
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CHAPTER

3
HARDWARE
MODELING

-

Die Grenzen meiner Sprache brdeuten die Gretr:en mriner Welt.
The limits of my language mean the limits of m] world.

L.Wittgenstein. Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus.

3.1 INTRODUCTION
A model of a circuit is an abstraction, i.e., a representation that shows relevant
features without associated details. Models are used to specify circuits, to reason
about their properties and as means of transfening the information about a design
among humans as well as among humans and computer-aided design tools.
Circuit specifications are models describing circuits to be implemented, which are
often accompanied by constraints on the desired realization, e.g., performance requirements.
Formal models have a well-defined syntax and semantics. Hence they provide
a way of conveying the information about a circuit in a consistent way that can be
unambiguously interpreted. Thus automated tools can be designed to read, process
and write such models. Conversely, informal circuit specifications, such as textual
descriptions of the principles of operations of a computer in a natural language, have
limited applications when CAD methods are used. In addition, informal descriptions of
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large-scale circuits or systems may be sources of misunderstanding among humans,
because it is often impossible to check their completeness and consistency. In the
sequel we shall refer to formal models only, and we shall drop the adjective "formal"
for brevity.
A circuit can be modeled differently according to the desired abstraction level
(e.g., architectural, logic, geometric), view (e.g., behavioral, structural, physical) and
to the modeling means being used (e.g., language, diagram, mathematical model).
Abstraction levels and views were described in Section 1.5. We comment now on the
modeling means.
In recent years, there has been a trend toward using hardware description languages (HDLs) for circuit specification. Conceiving an HDL model has similarities to
writing a software program. The conciseness of HDL models has made them preferable to the corresponding flow, state and logic diagrams, even though some diagram
models [7] are more powerful in visualizing the circuits' functions. We shall not describe circuit specifications in terms of diagrams, because the information that most
of them convey can be expressed in equivalent form by HDL models.
This book does not advocate the use of any specific hardware language. The
synthesis techniques that we present have general value and are not related to the
specifics of any particular language. For this reason, we shall consider also abstract
models for circuits at both the architectural and logic levels. Abstract models are
mathematical models based on graphs and Boolean algebra. At the architectural level,
the circuit behavior can be abstracted by a set of operations (called also tasks) and
their dependencies. The operations can be general in nature, ranging from arithmetic to
logic functions. The behavior of a sequential logic circuit is abstracted by a finite-state
machine that degenerates to a Boolean function in the combinational case. Structural
views are abstracted as interconnections of logic blocks or gates (at the logic level)
or resources (at the architectural level).
Abstract models are powerful enough to capture the essential features described
by HDL and diagram models. At the same time, they are simple enough that properties
of circuit transformations can be proven. We show in Figure 3.1 the relations among
HDL models, abstract models and the synthesis tasks.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. First, we shall address the motivation
and features of HDLs and review some of the most important ones. Second, we shall
consider abstract models that capture hardware representations at different levels and
with different views and show the relation between the languages and these models.
Eventually we shall present synthesis and optimization of abstract models from HDL
models.

3.2 HARDWARE MODELING LANGUAGES
Hardware description languages are primarily motivated by the need of specifying circuits. Several HDLs exist, with different features and goals. Even though
some evolved from programming languages, like AHPL, which was based upon APL
and VHDL, which was derived from ADA, the specific nature of hardware circuits
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FIGURE 3.1
Circuit models, synthesis and optimization: a simplified view

makes them fairly different from the commonly used software programming languages.
To appreciate the difference, let us compare the most distinguishing features
between the objects that hardware and software languages describe. First, hardware
circuits can execute operations with a wide degree of concurrency. Conversely, software programs are most commonly executed on uni-processors and hence operations
are serialized. In this respect, hardware languages are closer to programming languages for parallel computers. Second, the specifications of hardware circuits entail
some suuctural information. For example, the interface of a circuit with the environment may require the definition of the inputloutput ports and the data formats across
these ports. In addition, a designer may want to express hints (or constraints) on
some partitions of the circuit. Hence, HDLs must support both behavioral and structural views, to be used efficiently for circuit specification. Third, detailed timing of
the operations is very important in hardware, because of interface requirements of the
circuit being described. On the other hand, the specific execution time frames of the
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operations in software programs are of less concern, with some exceptions in the case
of real-time applications.
Circuits can be modeled under different views, and consequently HDLs with
the corresponding Havors have been developed. In particular, when considering architectural and logic level modeling, behaviorul or structural views are used. Some
languages support combined views, thus allowing a designer to specify implementation details for desired parts of the circuit as well as performing stepwise refinement of
behavioral models into structural models. Synthesis tools support the computer-aided
transformation of behavioral models into structural ones, at both the architectural
and logic levels. HDLs serve also the purpose of exchange formats among tools and
designers.
Hardware languages are not only motivated by hardware specification reasons.
Circuit models require validation by simulation or verification methods. Synthesis
methods use HDL models as a starting point. As a result, several goals must be
fulfilled by HDLs. Modeling language design has been driven by different priorities
in achieving these goals. As an example, VHDL [15, 18, 201 was developed with the
objective of documenting large systems. Verilog HDL@[22], called here Verilog for
brevity, was designed to support simulation efficiently. The objectives of UDLII I101
were a standard representation format that could be used for synthesis, simulation and
verification.
The multiple goals of HDLs cannot be achieved by programming languages
applied to hardware specification. Standard programming languages have been used
for functional modeling of processors that can be validated by compiling and executing
the models. Nevertheless, such models cannot be used for synthesis, because of the
lack of the features described before. The enhancement-of the C programming language
for simulation and synthesis has led to new HDL languages, such as ESlM 161 and
HardwareC [I I].
We use the term HDL model as the counterpart of program in software. Similarly, we refer to model call as the invocation of a submodel, corresponding to procedure call. Hierarchical hardware models achieved by means of model calls can be
used to increase modularity of the representation by encapsulating parts of a model
as well as by expressing multiple shared submodels.

3.2.1 Distinctive Features of Hardware
Languages
A language can be characterized by its syniax, semuntics and pragmatics. The syntax
relates to the language structure and it can be specified by a grammar. The semantics
relates to the meaning of a language. The semantic rules associate actions to the
language fragments that satisfy the syntax rules. The pragmatics relate to the other
aspects of the language, including implementation issues. There are formal methods for
describing syntax and semantics, reported by any major textbook on languages [I, 241.
Languages can be broadly classified as procedural and declarative languages
[24]. Procedural programs specify the desired action by describing a sequence of steps
whose order of execution matters. Conversely, declarative models express the problem
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to be solved by a set of declarations without detailing a solution method. Therefore
the order of the statements is not important in such languages.
Alternative classifications of languages exist. Languages with an imperative semantics are those where there is an underlying dependence between the assignments
and the values that variables can take. Languages with an applicative semantics are
those based on function invocation. A precise classification of programming and hardware languages on this basis is often difficult, because languages sometimes exploit
features of different semantic paradigms. Most commonly used languages (for both
hardware and software) are procedural with an imperative semantics.
Languages for hardware specification are classified on the basis of the description
view that they support (e.g., physical, structural p r behavioral). For example, languages
that support physical design are characterized by having geometric primitives and
by supporting operations on those primitives. In this book, we concentrate on the
structural and behavioral views and we consider the corresponding languages. Most
HDLs support both structural and behavioral views, because circuit specifications often
require both.
Hardware description languages have often been developed in conjunction with
simulators, and simulators have influenced some choices in HDL design. Execution
speed is a major requirement for simulators, so that large circuits can be analyzed
in relatively short time. Event-driven simulation algorithms have been widely used,
because they allow a simulator to minimize the number of required computations and
hence its run time.
It is important to consider the hardware model as seen by most simulators to
understand the discrete-evenr timing semantics of many modem HDLs. In particular,
we consider the paradigm and terminology for VHDL simulation [15, 18,201. A digital
circuit is a discrete system that can be thought of as a set of processes communicating
by means of signals. Each process can be executing or suspended. In this last case, it
can be reactivated. Usually, reactivation is triggered by events, i.e., a change of values
of some signals placed onto a sensitivin. list. In VHDL, sensitivity lists are described
by wait statements.
Simulation consists of evaluating signal values over a specified time interval,
pmitioned into time frames. At each time frame, a simulation cycle consists of the
following steps. First, signal values are propagated and updated. Second, all processes
that are sensitized to some event are executed until they are suspended again (by
executing a wait statement). Last, when all processes are suspended, the simulator
time frame is advanced and another simulation cycle is performed.
This modeling style is very general and supports modeling of synchronous and
asynchronous circuits. In the synchronous case, all processes may be forced to execute at each clock cycle by including the clock in the corresponding sensitivity list.
When the circuit internal delays are known, they can be specified as atuibutes to
the signals, and thus the simulation can model exactly the timing behavior of the
circuit.
Problems arise when delays are unknown, or their specification allows for a
wide interval of uncertainity, because the interpretation of the model cannot yield the
actual timing of the operations. This is the case when a language is used to specify

a circuit yet to be synthesized. Then, the designer either renounces to extract precise
timing information from the behavioral models and relies for this on those models
produced by synthesis or imposes constraints to the behavioral model to force the
execution of the operations in pre-determined time frames. Synthesis policies have
been proposed to provide a precise timing interpretation of circuit models, and they
are described later in this chapter.

3.2.2 Structural Hardware Languages
Models in structural languages describe an interconnection of components. Hence
their expressive power is similar to that of circuit schematics, even though specific
language constructs can provide more powerful abstractions. Hierarchy is often used to
make the description modular and compact. The basic features of structural languages
place them close to the declarative class, even though some structural languages have
also procedural features. Variables in the language correspond to ports of components.
Example 3.2.1. We consider here a half-adder circuit, as shown in Figure 3.2. The
example is in the VHDL language, using its structural modeling capability. Note that
architecture i? a keyword in VHDL, encapsulating the internals of a model (i.e.,
excluding the interface). It does not relate to the architectural level of abstraction. Con-

versely, the word STRUCTURE is an arbitrary identifier.
architecture STRUCTURZ of HALFLADDER is
con30nent AND2
port i x , y: in b;t; o: out bit);

-

component iXOR2
g o r t I x , y: in bit: o: out bit]:
begin
G 1 : AND2
port map la, b, carry) ;
G2: EXOR2
port map la, b, sun I ;
end S?RUCTURE;

I

HALF-ADDER

sum

FIGURE 3.2

Suuctural representation of a halfadder circuit.
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The model contains two declarations of other models, AND2 and EXOR2, as well as two
instantiations of the models, called 61 and 6 2 . Additional information on the components
AND2 and EXOR2 is provided elsewhere, for example, in a standard logic library package.
This description of the half-adder is not complete, because it lacks the definition of the
interface, to be shown in Example 3.2.9.
Other types of variables, often called metavariables, are used to make circuit
models compact. An example of a metavariable is an index of an array. Metavariables
do not represent directly hardware entities and are eliminated from the model by
expansion in the first steps of compilation.
Example 3.2.2. We model in VHDL an array of 32 inverters between two busses, as
shown in Figure 3.3. The keyword generate relates to the multiple instantiation with
metavariable i.
architect,~reSTRUCTUPZ of E;SLIW

IS

component INVZRT5R

yori (il: in bit; 01: WJ:
bit);
end componenr;
begln
6 : f o r i in 1 zo 3 2 gecerate
I
: INVERTER p o r t map ! i r p u t s ! : ) ,
end gezerate;

o u t p ~ t s i ii;
)

end STRUCTURE;

3.2.3 Behavioral Hardware Languages

-

We consider behavioral modeling for circuits in increasing levels of complexity. Combinational logic circuits can be described by a set of ports (inputsloutputs) and a set of

FIGURE 3.3
Structural representation of an m y of inverters.
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equations that relate variables to logic expressions. The declarative paradigm applies
best to combinational circuits, which are by definition memoryless. Indeed they can
be seen as an interconnection (i.e., a structure) of operators, each operator evaluating
a logic function. These models differ from structural models in that there is not a
one-to-one correspondence between expressions and logic gates, because for some
expressions there may not exist a single gate implementing it.
Procedural languages can be used to dcscribe comhinational logic circuits.
Most procedural hardware languages, except for the early ones, allow for multiple
assignments to variables. Thus an unambiguous interpretation of multiple assignments to variables is required. There are various resolution mechanisms. For example, the Last statement can override t h e others. Other languages, like YLL (an
APL-based HDL used by the YORKTOWN
SILICONCOMPILER
[12]) resolved multiple
assignments by assigning to a variable the disjunction of the corresponding expressions.

Example 3.2.3. We consider again the half-adder circuit in the VHDL language, using
its behavioral modeling capability
archiLecLure B E H X J I O R of HALF-AD3ZR
process

is

begin

c a r r y r = I a acd b 1
sun
c = I a xor 5 1
e r d process:
end 3 E H A V I O i :

;
;

..

In VHDL add and or are predefined operators. The keywords process and end
process denote a set of statements to be executed sequentially. They can be avoided
when modeling comhinational logic.
Note that in this particular simple example. the two assignments correspond to the
component instantiations of the related structural representations shown i n Example 3.2.1.
This is not I N C in general.

Let us now consider modeling of synchronous logic circuits. The modeling style
is heavily affected by the timing semantics of the chosen language. Different paradigms
have been proposed and used. We show first how modeling comhinational circuits by
declarative methods can be extended to sequential circuits. Sequential circuits can be
described by a set of assignments of expressions. The arguments in the expressions are
variables with synchronous delays. This modeling style applies well to synchronous
data paths and DSPs.

Example 3.2.4. In the applicative language Silage, delayed variables are denoted by
the @ sign, followed by a timing annotation that can be general in nature. In particular,
Silage can be used to represent synchronous circuits by using synchronous delays as
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mid
a2

a1

FIGURE 3.4

a

Recursive

filter.

the timing annotation. A simple recursive filter, reported by Hilfinger 181 and shown in
Figure 3.4, can be described by the following expressions:
function IIR ( al, a 2 , h l , b2, x: numl
1' returns - 1 y: r.um =
begin
y = m ~ d
+ a2
midel + 52
xidS2:
mid = x + a1 * midel + bl ' mid@Z;
end

.

We consider now sequential circuit modeling with procedural languages. Finitestate machines can be described by procedural models where a variable keeps the state
information. Then, the operations of the finite-state machine can he described as an
iteration (synchronized to the clock), with branching to the fragments corresponding
to the present state.

-

Example 3.2.5. We describe here a finite-state machine that recognizes two or more
consecutive Is in an input data stream. The model is again in the VHDL language:
architecture BEHAVIOR o f REC is
type STATE-TYPE is ISTATE-ZERO, STRTE-ONE);
signal STATE : STATE-TYPE : = STATELZERO:
process

begin
wait until clock'event and clock='l';
if i in = ' I ' I then
case STATE is
when = > STATE-ZERO
STATE c = STATE-ONE;
out <= '0';
when => STATE-ONE
STATE <= STATELONE;
out <= '1';

end c a s e :
else
STATE <= STATE-ZERO:
out <= '0';

end if:
e n d process;
end BEHAVIOR;

In this model signal STATE is an enumerated type and stores the state of the
finite-state machine. Note that the second assignment STATE <= STATE-ONE; is superfluous. VHDL has a discrete-event timing semantics and the timing interpretation of
the model is the following. The pmess is executed every time the clock becomes true.
The wait statement synchronizes the model to the clock.
Example 3.2.6. We show now a model of the previous finite-state machine in the UDUI
language using a particular construct called automaton. Note that the automaton
statement defines the clock signal explicitly,which is used to synchronize the operations

for simulation and synthesis purposes. Thus there is no need for a wait statement.
NAME :
REC :
PURPOSE:
synthesis:
chlp;
LEVEL:
INPUTS:
cloc:k, rs:, in;
OUTPUTS :
01;
BEHAVIOE_SECTION;
BEGIN
->> al"t1;
"this automaton works unconditionally"
END ;
autornaton:aiitll : .rst : rise(.clockl ;
STATE-ZERO : begin
.ol : = 190:
if .in rhen
- > STATE-ONE:
end-if :
end;
STATE-ONE : 5egin
if .in fhen
.Ol : = 1Bl;
else
.Ol : = 1BO:
- > STATE-ZERO;
end-I f :
end;
end-auto;
END-SECTION:
END; "end a: aodule'
CEND;"end of design iile (chip)"

-

We consider next behavioral modeling at the architectural level, with specific
reference to procedural languages. A common modeling paradigm is to sequence
as~ignmentsto variables by means of control-flow constructs, such as branching,
iteration and model call. This explains why we can abstract the behavior of a circuit
as a set of operations and dependencies. Operations correspond to assignments, groups
of assignments or model calls. The data-flow and control-flow dependencies define
constraints on the potential operation concurrency of an implementation. Additional
constraints in the circuit specifications may be used, if desired, to prescribe the exact
time frames of the operations, hence specifying the concurrency in the implementation.

Example 32.7. We consider here a fragment of a model describing a set of operations
in a computer.

...
ir <= Letch(pc1:
case ir is
when => AND
acc <= rega and regb:
when => OR
acc c = rega or regb:
when => XOR
acc <= rega xor regb:
when => ADD
acc c = rega + regb:
end case:
P C <= P C + I:

...

.

The fragment describes three tasks:

A call to function fetch, which returns the value of the instruction register i r .

A multi-way branch, which sets the accumulator acc to the result of four mutually
exclusive operations applied to the values of registers rega and regb.
An increment of the program counter pc.
An analysis of the data dependencies can show us that the last task can be executed
in parallel with one of the other two. Alternatively, the three tasks can be performed in
series.

-

Behavioral models provide some degrees of freedom in interpreting the time
frame of execution of the operations. Architectural synthesis and optimization tools
exploit this freedom in the search for optimal implementations. On the other hand,
the simulation plots of the initial behavioral models may not match those of the
synthesized structural models, because the original models ignore the optimization
choices. Thus it is important to provide means for representing the timing behaviors of those implementations that are compatible with the original behavioral
model.
Synthesis policies have been developed for different languages and tools to
provide an interpretation of the timing behavior. In addition, policies relate to the
1anguage.subsets that can be synthesized, e.g., disallowing specific constructs for
simulation, such as assert and p r i n t .

Example 3.2.8. Consider the finite-state machine of Example 3.2.5. A synthesis policy
for VHDL [4] is to synchronize the operations to the wait statement in the circuit synthesized from that model. Since the model has only one w a i t , all operations will execute
in one clock cycle.

Let us consider now Example 3.2.7 and let us add a wait statement before the first
operation. A synthesis policy could be to assume that the three tasks are synchronized to
the clock and that the second task follows the first, because of a data dependency. The
difference from the finite-state machine example lays in the fact that all tasks may not
he completed in a single cycle. The delays of the tasks may even be unknown before
their synthesis is performed. Assuming that in the synthesized implementation each task
takes one cycle to execute. the overall implementation of the fragment would execute
in two cycles. On the other hand, a simulator would execute the three tasks in a single
cycle.
In order to avoid the mismatch between the timing of the behavioral simulation
and of its implementation, additional wait statements can be introduced. For example,
consider the following model:

. ..
wait until clock'even: and clock='l';
i r <= fetch(pc1;
wait until clock'event and clock='l';
case i r i s

when

=> AND

acc c = rega and regb;
Ox
acc c = rega o r r e g b ;
when => XOR
acc i=
regz xor regb;
when => ADD
acc <= rega + regb;
end case:

when

=>

The model forces the simulator to delay the second and third tasks. A consistent.
synthesis policy of interpretation of wait statements is considering them as boundaries
for the operation time frames. Thus all start times of the operations can be predetermined.
This policy has been used in the CALLAS
system 1161.

Several synthes~spolicies have been proposed and used. As far as the timing
interpretation of behavioral models, the spectrum of solutions that they propose range
from considering just the partial order of the operations in each block to defining a
complete order on them. In the sequel, we shall not refer to any specific policy but
consider mainly the two limiting cases. Thus we interpret behavioral models as either
partial or linear orders of tasks.

3.2.4

HDLs Used for Synthesis

We describe in this section some of the major languages in use today. In particular, we
focus on the procedural languages VHDL, Verilog and UDUI and on the applicative
language Silage. We do not intend to describe the syntax of these languages. We refer

the interested reader to the user's manuals and to the related literature [2, 8, 10, 15,
18,20,221. Instead we survey here the major features of the languages and the major
semantic differences.
VHDL. VHDL was developed as a part of the VHSIC project sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Defense. It became an IEEE standard in 1987 and it is now very
widespread. VHDL borrowed some features from the ADA language. It was born as
a language for specifying large systems. Readability was preferred to writability, and
consequently the language is fairly verbose.
A VHDL model of a circuit is a design entity. The entity consists of two components, the interface description and the architecrural body. The interface specifies
the circuit pons, the architecture its contents.

Example 3.2.9. A half-adder circuit would be described by the following interface:
entity HALF-ADDER is
port Id, b: in b i t : swn,carry: act b:tl;
end HALFADDER

Architectural bodies for the half-adder were shown in Examples 3.2.1 and 3.2.3.
The architectural body can have three different flavors: structural, behavioral
and dataflow. A structural architectural body describes an interconnection. A behavioral architectural body includes processes that are encapsulations of sequential statements with an imperative semantics. A data-flow architecLural body is an additional
style to model concurrent signal assignments. An example of a data-flow architectural
body can be derived from Example 3.2.3, where the p r o c e s s statement is removed.
All assignments are then concurrent. while respecting data dependencies. A VHDL
model can include bodies with different flavors.
VHDL supports several data types, and it is a strongly typed language, in that
all variables must be explicitly declared [I]. The user can also define its own types.
The language supports constants, variables and signals. Variables are not directly
related to hardware; they can be used internally in behavioral models. Signals are a
generalization of variables. They relate to electrical signals that can traverse ports and
have a time dimension, i.e., signal delays can be specified. The language supports
the usual control-flow constructs, such as function and procedure call, branching and
iteration. The w a i t statement is used to synchronize the execution to events, and
therefore it is useful in conjunction with concurrent process modeling. VHDL is highly
modular.. Blocks (i.e., statements encapsulated by the b e g i n and end keywords)
can have a guard that enables certain types of statements inside the block. Logical,
relational and arithmetic operators are provided, but the arithmetic operators apply
only to the integer and real data types. Therefore the user has to provide his or her
own procedures to perform arithmetic operations on bit vectors. VHDL allows the
overloading of the operators, i.e., the redefinition of an operator according to the type
of the operands.
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In VHDL, data types, constants and subprograms can be defined inside entity
declarations and inside architecture bodies. They are not visible elsewhere. To obviate
the problem, VHDL provides also a package mechanism to encapsulate declarations
and subprograms that can be referenced elsewhere. This enables the design team to
build libraries of commonly used declarations and functions into packages. This feature
enhances the modularity and reusability of the models, and it is especially useful for
large programs. For example, there exists a common standard logic package that
defines the logic types, primitives and functions.

Example 3.2.10. We present here a complete example of the VHDL behavioral model
of the circuit integrating a differential equation proposed in Example 1.5.3. This model
shows explicitly that the ports are read after signal start raises and that each loop
iteration is synchronized to the c l o c k signal. Note that the model could be described
in different but equivalent ways.
package mypack is
subtype 51t8 is Integer range 0 to 255;
end mypack;

use work.mypack.al1:
entity DIFFEQ is
port !
dxgort, a g o r t , x g o r t , u g o r t
y g o r t : i n w ~ t bits:
clock. start : In bit I ;
end diffeq:

:

in

bits:

-

architecture BEHAVIOR of DIFFEQ is
begin
process
variable x, a , y , u, dx, xl, ul, yl: bits;
begin
wait until start'even: and start = '1';
x : = xgort: y : = ysort: a : = agort:
u : = u g o r t ; dx : = dxgort;
DIFFEQ-LOOP:
while ! x < a 1 loop
wait until clock'event and clock = '1';
XI : = x + dx;
ul : = u - 1 3 ' x ' u * dx) - ( 3 * y * d x ) ;
yl : = y + lu'dxl;
X
: = X l : .J : = U l : Y : = yl:
end loop 9IFFELLOOP;
y_Port < = y:
end process:
end BEHAVIOR;

VERILOG. Verilog was developed as a proprietary language first and then was opened
to the public in the late 1980s. The language was conceived for modeling and sim-
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ulating Logic circuits at the functional (i.e., architectural), logic and switch levels. In
contrast with VHDL, the language is concise in its syntax. It is also more limited in
capabilities than VHDL, but it supports all major features for circuit modeling and
stepwise refinement. We consider here the behavioral and structural views, which can
he intermixed. We begin by reproposing Examples 3.2.1 and 3.2.3 in Verilog. Verilog
does not require a distinction between the interface and the body specification.
Example 3.2.11. This is a sf~ucturalrepresentation of a half-adder in Verilog:
HALF-ADDER la , b , carry , sum1 :
Input
a , b:
o s t p ~ t carry, sum;
and
GI (carry. a , b l :
xor
G2 (sum, a , b):
endmodule

module

In Verilog and and xor are language primitives

Example 3.2.12. The following is a behavioral representation of a half-adder in Verilog:
module

HALF-ADDER l a , b , carry , s u m ] ;
input
a , b;
output carry, sam;
assign carry = a
assign sum
= a

6,
^

b
b

;

..

;

endmodule

Verilog supports two major kinds of assignments. The continuous ussignment,
with the keyword assign,denotes an immediate assignment. The procedural assignment, without the keyword assign, is an assignment that happens when the
statement is executed.
Verilog supports two major data types: register and net. The language
supports the usual control-flow statements, such as branching and iteration, as well as
model calls of two types: function and subroutine, the latter named task.The w a i t
statement serves the purpose of synchronizing operations or concurrent processes.
Behavioral models are divided into an initialization portion, preceded by the keyword
inittal and a sequence of statements whose execution repeats forever, preceded
by the keyword always.Also Verilog has a discrete-event timing semantics. Hence
most considerations for synthesis of VHDL models apply to Verilog models too.
!

Example 3.2.13. We present here a Verilog behavioral model of the circuit proposed
in Example 1.5.3. This model shows that the computation is delayed until signal start
raises and that each loop iteration is synchronized to the cluck signal.

.

module DIFFEQ (x, y, u
dx, a , clock, start);
input I 7 : 0 1 a, dx;
inout [ 7 : 0 1 x. y , u:
input
clock, start:
reg
I 7 : 0 1 XI. ul, yl:
always
begin
wait ( start):
while ( x < a )
begin
xl = x + d x ;
u l = u ! 3 * x * u ' d x ! - !3'y*dx!;
yl = y + !U * * I ;
Piposedge clockl:
x = x1; u
"1 ; y = yl:
end
endmodule

.

It is instructive to contrast the model to the VHDL model of Example 3.2.10.

UDUI. The Unified Design Language for Integrated circuits ( U D M ) was developed
in Japan with the goal of providing a common interchange format among manufacturers and to motivate common CAD tool development [lo]. The language objectives
included defining circuit specifications that could be used for simulation, synthesis and
verification. Hence, a separation has been defined between the simulation constructs
and the others.
The language supports behavioral, strucrural and primitive views, the last confined to the definition of function primitives. Structufal descriptions involve a listing
of the components and a listing of the nets. Delays can be added as attributes to
nets.
Example 3.2.14. Let us consider the structural description of the half-adder

.. .
Inputs: a.b;
outputs: sum, carry;
types: and (Ililinputs. IZ#inputs, Tl#outputs!,
xnor !Il#Inputs. 12#Inputs, Tl#outputs);
and: GI;
xnor: G 2 ;
net-section:
Nl = Erom (.a!
to
N2 = from !.bl
to
to
N3 = Erom l.al
N4 = Erom !.b!
to
(G1.Tl) to
N 5 = 'ram
N6 = from !GZ.Tl) to
end-section;

...

lGl.11);
(Gl.12);
(G2.11):
(GZ.12):
!.carry!;
!.suml;

Note that all nets are listed. Primary inputs and outputs are referred to as starting with a
dot. Pins on instances are lakled by the name of the instance and the local terminal.
The behavioral view supports several features, including the common ones like
the assignments of expression to variables and the branching constructs. There is
no iteration construct in UDLII. The at statement can bind a specific action to an
event, like a clock transition. In addition, in UDLfl it is possible to refer directly to
hardware facilities [e.g., registers, latch, random-access memory (RAM), read-only
memory (ROM), PLA, terminal]. A specific construct, called automaton,can be
used to model finite-state machines, as shown by Example 3.2.6.
The formal semantics of U D M is defined by a small subset of the language,
called core subset. Formal rules are provided to translate each construct of the language
into the subset. The subset is related to three types of circuit primitives: (i) a facility,
i.e., a memory array or a port; (ii) a combinational function; and (iii) a storage element,
like a register, latch or memory. The transformation rules make the interpretation of
UDLfl models unambiguous.
Example 3.2.15. Let us consider now the differential equation integrator. Iteration is
modeled by sensitizing the model to clock. Bidirectional signals are described by the
BUS

COnStNct:

NIIME: DIFFEQ:
PURPOSE: Synthesis;
LEVEL: e ~ d ;
INPUTS: start, aI7:Ol. dx17:Ol:
BUS: xc7:O>, yc7:0>, Jc7:0>;
C1,OCK: c l o c k ;
BEHAVIOR-SECTYON
REGISTER: x1<7:0>, ylii:O>, ~1<7:0>:
BEGIN

AT clock L start L
xl : = x + d x ;

(X

c a)

DO

ul : = u - ( 3 ' x
u * d x l - I3
y l : = y + i u *&I;
x : = X I : u := ul : y : = y1;
END-DO;
END-SECTION;
END;
CEND;
+

'

y

*

2x1;

SILAGE. Silage is an applicative language developed by Hilfinger [8]. The basic
object in.Silage is a signal that is a vector with as many elements as the time points
of interest. The fundamental operation is the function call, similar to that represented
in Example 3.2.4. Each call is an expression of delayed values of the variables, and
it expresses what happens during a single sample interval. The order of the calls
is irrelevant. A Silage description can be made equivalent to a signal flow graph.
Therefore the language is well suited for DSP applications. Multi-rate descriptions are
possible using the primitive functions decimate and interpolate.

The language supports also branching and iteration on the metavariables describing signal arrays.
Example 3.2.16. We present again the differential equation integrator, proposed in Example 1.5.3, in Silage. The model consists of a function invocation. In the model, x , y , u
are vectors, the second representing the value of the function being integrated at each
time step.
The iterative construct, whose syntax is ij : 1owerAound. .upper-bound)
. .. assignment, has a fixed number of iterations NMAX. A branching construct
breaks the loop when the integration interval has been covered, i.e., when x [ i l >= a:
# d e f i n e w fixc:8,0>
#defile NM.3X 1000 1'

Elaxirnun number of iterations * /

function diffeg l Xinport, DXport. Aport, Yinport, Uinport : W )
Xoutport, Youzport, Uoutport : W =
begln
x[01 = Xlnport; a = Aport; dx = DXport;
Y[01 2 Yport; 2101 = Ui"~01t;
( 1 : 1 . . hMAX) : :
begir
x:i] = x[i-l: + dx:
. ~ [ i j= u:i-11 - (3+xii-l:~uIi-ll'dx)
y [ l : = y:i-11 + lu[i-11 ' dxl;
IXOutport. YOUtPort, ;OGtpOrZi =
exit lx[ii >= a )
l x i I
, 1
I I lO.Q.0)
tixe;

-

(3'y[i-lI*dx):

/ * export variables * I

end;
end;

The language supports an annotation consuuct, called pragma, that can be used
to describe constraints. For example, pragma statements can associate operations to
the hardware resources to be used in an implementation. As a result, constraints on
the operation concurrency in a synthesized implementation can be modeled by the use
of pragmas.
SOME COMPARISONS OF HDLS USED FOR SYNTHESIS. Hardware description languages have to satisfy multiple criteria, and hence it is meaningless to search for
the "best" language. Valid measures of the value of a language are hardware expressing power, support for computer-aided simulation, synthesis and verification and
distribution.
As far as hardware expressing power is concerned, different languages are suited
to the design of different classes of circuits. Whereas VHDL and Verilog support
general circuit design, Silage is better suited toward describing DSP data paths and
filters. UDWI supports modeling in terms of interconnected finite-state machines.
Circuits with complex control functions can be best described by procedural languages.

Availability of CAD tools for processing hardware models is a key factor for the
widespread use of HDLs. At present, few CAD tools have been developed for UDLII.
Silage has been used mainly in the specific domain of DSPs, where architectural-level
synthesis tools have been fairly successful. Synthesis and simulation tools from VHDL
and Verilog have been developed and used. Synthesis policies have been proposed
and used with restrictions to subsets of the languages, especially in the case of VHDL,
because of the complexity of the full language.
VHDL and Verilog are widespread worldwide. Many designers are using VHDL
because of economic factors related to marketing their products. UDLn is used by
some academic and industrial sites in Japan.

3.3 ABSTRACT MODELS
We present in this section some abstract models that are used to represent different
circuit views at the logic and architectural levels. They are based on graphs.

3.3.1 Structures
Structural representations can be modeled in terms of incidence structures. An incidence structure consists of a set of modules, a set of nets and an incidence relation
among modules and nets. A simple model for the structure is a hypergruph, where the
vertices correspond to the modules and the edges to the nets. The incidence relation
is then represented by the corresponding incidence matrix. Note that a hypergraph is
equivalent to a bipartite graph, where the two sets of vertices correspond to the modules and nets. An alternative way of specifying a s t r u c t u ~is to denote each module
by its terminals, called pins (or ports), and to describe the incidence among nets and
pins.
Often the incidence matrix is sparse, and netlists are a more efficient means of
description. A netlist enumerates all nets of a given module (module-oriented netlist)
or all modules of a given net (net-oriented netlist).
Example 3.3.1. Consider the example of Figure 3.5 (a). There are three modules, three
nets and seven pins. The rnodule.net incidence matrix is:

Tlfe corresponding hypergraph and bipanite graphs are shown in Figures 3.5 (b) and (c),
respectively. A module-oriented netlist is the following:
m l : nl,n2,n3
m2: n l , n 2
m 3 : n2. n 3

FIGURE 3.5
Example of a structure: (a) modules, nets and pins; (h) hypergraph: (c) bipanite graph.

Incidence structure9 can be made hierarchical in the following way. A leaf
module is a primitive with a set of pins. A non-leaf module is a set of modules, called
its submodules, a set of nets and an incidence structure relating the nets to the pins
of the module itself and to those of the submodules.
Example 3.3.2. Consider the previous example. We assume now that the structure is
hierarchical and that module m2 has submodules. Figure 3.6 shows the details of module
m2, which consists of submodules rn21 and 17122,subueu n21 and n22 and internal pins
p21, p22, p23. p24 and p25.

3.3.2 Logic Networks
A generalized logic network is a structure, where each leaf module is associated with a
combinational or sequential logic function. While this-concept is general and powerful,
we consider here two restrictions to this model: the combinational logic network and
the synchronous logic network.
The combinational logic network, called also logic network or Boolean network,
is a hierarchical smcture where:
Each leaf module is associated with a multiple-input, single-output combinational
logic function, called a local function.
Pins are partitioned into two classes, called mnput.i and outputs. Pins that do not
belong to submodules are also partit~onedinto two classes, called primary inputs
and primary oufput.~.

.

FIGURE 3.6
Examplc of a hierarchical sh.ucfure: details of m2.

Each net has a distinguished terminal, called a source, and an orientation from
the source to the other terminals. The source of a net can be either a primary
input or a primary output of a module at the inferior level. (In particular, it may
correspond to the output of a local function.)
The relation induced by the nets on the modules is a partial order

.

Example 3.3.3. Figure 3.7 shows a logic network with three primary inputs, two modules
and two primary outputs.
Logic networks are usually represented by graphs. We consider here the nonhierarchical case, for the sake of simplicity and because its extension is straightforward. A logic network graph, G . ( V . E ) , is a directed graph, whose vertex set V is
in one-to-one correspondence with the primary inputs, local functions (i.e., modules)
and primary outputs. The set of directed edges E represents the decomposition of the
multi-terminal nets into two terminal nets. Note that the graph is acyclic by definition,
because the nets induce a partial order on the modules.
Example 3.3.4. A logic network graph is shown in Figure 3.8, colresponding to the
structure of Figure 3.7. The graph has three input vertices, labeled u,, ub and v,; two
output vertices (u, and u,) and two internal vertices (v, and u,) corresponding to the
logic functions. Note that the three-terminal net, whose source is the output of the module
corresponding to vertex up. is represented by two edges in the graph.
In general, a logic network is a hybrid stmctural/behavioral representation, because the incidence structure provides a structure whileThe logic functions denote
the terminal behavior of the leaf modules. Indeed some of these functions could not
be implemented as such, because of technology-dependent fan-in limitations. For example, a 64-input A N D function could be represented by a local function of a logic
network. The actual implementation, where the A N D function is split into a tree of
A N D gates, would correspond then to a different structure. In the particular case where
a logic network denotes an interconnection of logic gates (possibly represented by

-
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FIGURE3.7
Example of a logic network

FIGURE 3.8
Example of a logtc network graph

their functions), it is a purely structural representation. It is called a bound or mapped
network in jargon.
In most cases, logic networks are used to represent multiple-inputloutput logic
functions in a structured way. Indeed, logic networks have a corresponding unique
inputloutput combinational logic function that can be obtained by combining the local
functions together to express the primary outputs in terms of the primary inputs. Often
the inputloutput functions cannot be easily represented in standard forms, such as sum
ofproducts or binary decision diagrams, because of the size. This is one reason for
using the logic network model. Note though that this model is not a unique representation of a combinational function. Combinational logic networks are described in
detail in Section 8.2.
The synchronous logic network model is a generalization of the combinational
logic network model, to support the description of sequential synchronous circuits. In
this model, leaf modules can implement multiple-input single-output combinational
logic functions or synchronous delay elements. Nets are not required to induce a partial
order on the modules. Nevertheless, the subset of the nets whose source is not a delay
element must induce a partial order on the modules to model the requirement that in a
synchronous circuit there are no combinational feedbacks. The synchronous network
model and the corresponding synchronous network graph are described in detail in
Section 9.3.1.

3.3.3

State Diagrams

The behavioral view of sequential circuits at the logic level can be expressed by
finite-state machine transition diagrams. A finite-state machine can be described 191
by:
A set of primary input panems, X.
A set of primary output patterns, Y.
A set of states, S.
A state transition function, S : X x S -t S .
An output function, A : X x S -t Y for Mealy models or A : S
models.
An initial state.

-t

Y for Moore

The state transition table is a tabulation of the state transition and output functiofis. Its corresponding graph-based representation is the stare transition diagram.
The state transition diagram is a labeled directed multi-graph G,(V, E), where
the vertex set V is in one-to-one correspondence with the state set S and the directed
edge set E is in one-to-one correspondence with the transitions specified by 8 . In
particular, there is an edge (ui. u,) if there is an input pattern x E X such that
S ( x , s i ) = s, V i , j = 1 , 2 , . . . , ISI. In the Mealy model, such an edge is labeled by
x / A ( x , s ; ) . In the Moore model, that edge is labeled by x only; each vertex ui E S is
labeled hy the corresponding output function A(si).

Example 3.3.5. We describe here a Mealy-type finite-state machine that acts as a synchronizer between two signals. The primary inputs are n and h, plus the reset signal r .
There is one primary output o that is asserted when both a and h are simultaneously
true or when one is uue and the other was true at some previous time. The finite-state
machine has four states. A reset state so. A state memorizing that a was true while b
was false. called s , , and a similar one for b. called s2. Finally, a state corresponding to
both a and h being, or having been, true, called s3. The state transitions and the output
function are annotated on the diagram in Figure 3.9.
It is sometimes convenient to represent finite-state machine diagrams in a hierarchical way, by splitting them into subdiagrams. Each subdiagram, except the root,
has an entry and an exit state and is associated with one (or more) culling vertex of
a diagram at the higher level in the hierarchy. Each transition to a calling vertex is
equivalent to a transition into the entry state of the corresponding finite-state machine
diagram. A transition into an exit state corresponds to return to the calling vertex.
Hierarchical diagrams are used in synthesis for assembling the finite-state machine transition diagram in a modular way. They are also used for specification, to
manage the size of large representations.
Example 3.3.6. A hierarchical state transition diagram is shown in Figure 3.10. There
are two levels in the diagram: the top level has three states, the other four. A transition
into calling state so, is equivalent to a transition to the envy state of the lower level of
the hierarchy, i.e., into s,o. Transitions into s,, correspond to a transition back to .sol. In
simple words, the dotted edges of the diagrams are traversed immediately.

3.3.4 Data-flow and Sequencing Graphs
We consider here models that abstract the information represented by procedural
HDLs with imperative semantics. Abstract models of behavior at the architectural

FIGURE 3.9
Example of a state wansitson diagram of a
synchronizer finite-state machine.
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FIGURE 3.10
Example of a hierarchical state transition diagram.

level are in terms of tasks (or operations) and their dependencies. Tasks may be NoOperations (NOPs), i.e., fake operations that execute instantaneously with no side
effect. Dependencies arise from several reasons. A first reason is availability of data.
When an input to an operation is the result of another operation, the former operation
depends on the latter. A second reason is serialization constraints in the specification.
A task may have to follow a second one regardless of data dependency. A simple
example is provided by the two following operations: loading data on a bus and
raising a flag. The circuit model may require that the flag is raised after the data
are loaded. Last, dependencies may arise because two tasks share the same resource
that can service one task at a time. Thus one task has to perform before the other.
Note, though, that, in general, dependencies due to resource sharing are not part of
the original circuit specification, because the way in which resources are exploited is
related to the circuit implementation.
Data-flow graphs represent operations and data dependencies. Let the number
of operations be n,,. A data-flow graph G d ( V ,E) is a directed graph whose vertex
set V = {ui; i = 1.2, . . . , n,,) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of tasks.
We assume here that operations require one or more operands and yield one or more
results (e.g., an addition with two addends yielding a result and an overflow flag). The
directed edge set E = [ ( u i , u,); i , j = 1.2, . . . ,naps) is in correspondence with the
transfer of data from an operation to another one. Data-flow graphs can be extended
by adding other types of dependencies, such as task serialization, that are represented
by additional directed edges.
The data-flow graph model implicitly assumes the existence of variables (or
carriers), whose values store the information required and generated by the operations.
Each variable has a lifetime that is the interval from its birth to its death, where the
former is the time at which the value is generated as an output of an operation and the
latter is the latest time at which the variable is referenced as an input to an operation.
The model assumes that the values are preserved during their lifetime, i.e., that some
sort of storage (registers in case of synchronous implementations) is provided.
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Example 3.3.7. Consider the following model fragment,from Example 1.5.3, describing
a set of computations.
XI
ul
yl
c

+

= x dx:
= u-(3*x*u*dx)-(3*y*dx):
= y+u*dx;
= x i < a;

The four assignments in the model can be broken down into a set of 11 simple operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication and comparison. The data-flow graph
representation of these tasks is shown in Figure 3.1 1. There are 1 I vertices, labeled by
numeric identifiers. The input and output data; represented by variables { x , y , u , d x , a , 3 )
and by (XI, y l , ul. c ) , respectively, are explicitly marked on the edges.
Note that the program fragment could have been represented by different data-flow
graphs by exploiting the commutativity and associativity of addition and multiplication.
Control-flow information, related to branching (or conditiona0 and iteration
(or loop) constructs, can also be represented graphically. Many different models have
been proposed to represent controUdata-&w graphs (CDFGs) [ 5 , 17,231. The simplest
approach is to extend further data-flow graphs by introducing branching vertices that
represent operations that evaluate conditional clauses. A branching vertex is the tail
of a set of alternative paths, corresponding to the possible branches. Iteration can be
modeled as a branch based on the iteration exit condition. The corresponding vertex
is the tail of two edges, one modeling the exit hom the loop and the other the return
to the first operation in the loop.
We consider in this book one particular abstract model for tasks subject to
data- and control-flow dependencies. This model will be used consistently to describe
synthesis algorithms and the proof of their properties. The model is called sequencing

FIGURE 3.11
Example of a data-flow graph.
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graph and it is a hierarchical controUdata-flow graph, where control-flow primitives
such as branching and iteration are modeled through the hierarchy, whereas data-flow
and serialization dependencies are modeled by graphs. In addition, the hierarchical
model supports a model call, i.e., the encapsulation of subsets of operations and their
dependencies into blocks that can be multiply invoked.
To be more specific, we call sequencing graph G,(V, E ) a hierarchy of directed
graphs. A generic element in the hierarchy is called a sequencing graph entity, when
confusion is possible between the overall hierarchical model and a single graph. A
sequencing graph entity is an extended data-flow graph that has two kinds of vertices:
operations and links, the latter linking other sequencing graph entities in the hierarchy.
Sequencing graph entities that are leaves-of the hierarchy have no link vertices.
Let us consider first a sequencing graph entity that has only operation vertices,
e.g., a non-hierarchical model or an entity that is a leaf of the hierarchy. The vertex
set V is in one-to-one correspondence with the operations. The edge set E models the
dependencies due to data flow or serialization. The graph has two major properties.
First, it is ac),clic. Hence it models a partial order on the tasks. Acyclic dependencies
suffice because iteration is modeled outside the graph entity, as shown later. Second,
the graph is polar; i.e., there are two vertices, called source and sink, that represent the
first and last tasks. Since there may not be a unique task to be executed first (or last)
in the circuit specification, the source and sink vertices always model No-Operations.
The source is the tail of directed edges to all those vertices representing the initial
operations and the sink is the head of directed edges from all those representing the
final tasks.
The source and sink vertices are labeled by uo and u,, respectively. Therefore
2 vertices and subscript n is interchangeable with n,,
1. T h e
the graph has n,,
vertex set is then V = (u,; i = 0, 1.. . . , n ) and the edge set E = {(v;, u,); i , j =
0, 1, . . . , n ] represents those operation pairs such that operation u, follows directly vi
for any i , j = 0, 1, . . . , n. We say that vertex v; is a predecessor (or direct predecessor)
of u, when there is a path (or an edge) with tail ui and head u,. Similarly, we say that
vertex u, is a successor (or direct successor) of v, when there is a path (or an edge)
with tail v, and head 0;. Note that paths in the graph represent concurrent (and not
alternative) streams of operations.

+

+

Example 3.3.8. Let us consider again the program fragment of the previous example
(with no serialization requirements). We show in Figure 3.12 the corresponding sequencing graph. Note that we represent explicitly the source and sink venices v,, and v,,.
Vertices ( u z , va. v 5 ) are successors of u , . Vertex uz is the direct successor of u,.

Let us consider now a generic sequencing graph entity. The same considerations
presented above still apply, with the exception that some vertices are links to other
sequencing graph entities, representing model call, branching. and iteration consuucts.
A model call vertex is a pointer to another sequencing graph entity at a lower
level in the hierarchy. It models a set of dependencies from its direct predecessors
to the source vertex of the called entity and another set of dependencies from the
corresponding sink to its direct successors.

I

Example 3.3.9. An example of a hierarchical sequencing graph is shown in Figure
3.13, corresponding to the following code sequence: x = a * b; y = x r r; z = u + b;
submodel(a, z ) , where submodel(rn, n ) ( p = rn + n ;q = m * n). Vertex 0.4, modeling
the call to submodel, links the two graph entities.

-

Branching constructs can be modeled by a branching clause and branching
bodies. A branching body is a set of tasks that are selected according to the value of
the branching clause. There are as many branching bodies as the possible values of
the branching clause, and their execution is mutually exclusive. Branching is modeled
by associating a sequencing graph entity with each branching body and a link vertex
with the branching clause. The link vertex also models the operation of evaluating
the clause and taking the branching decision. The selection of a branch body is then
modeled as a selective model call to the corresponding sequencing graph.
Example 3.3.10. Figure 3.14 shows an example of a hierarchical sequencing graph corresponding to the following code sequence: x = o ib ; y = x * c ; z = a t b; if
(Z 3 O ) ( p = m + n ; q = rn * n). The branching clause z '
.0 is evaluated at vertex a.4.
There are two bodies of the branch, corresponding to the cases in which the branching
clause is TRUE or FALSE. Since no action is required when the clause is FALSE, the second
body is represented by No-Operations.

Iterative constructs are modeled by an iteration clause and an iteration body. An
iteration (or loop) body is a set of tasks that are repeated as long as the iteration clause
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FIGURE 3.13
Example of a hierarchical sequencing graph.

FIGURE 3.14
Example of a hierarchical sequencing graph with a branching consmct
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LOOP BODY

FIGURE 3.15
Example of a hierarchical sequencing
graph with an iteralion construct.

is true. Iteration is modeled in sequencing graphs through the use of the hierarchy,
thus preserving the acyclic nature of the graph. Iteration is represented as a repeated
model call to the sequencing graph entity modeling the iteration body. The link vertex
models the operation of evaluating the iteration clause.

-

Example 3.3.11. We consider again the differential equation integrator circuit of Example 1.5.3 [19]. Even though syntactically different representations exist, as shown in
Section 3.2, the circuit performs essentially three tasks: (i) reading input data; ( i i ) iterating the evaluation of a set of statements (shown in Example 3.3.7); and (iii) writing the
result to a port.
The sequencing graph is shown in Figure 3.15. The loop hody indicated in the
figure is the sequencing graph entity shown in ~ i g u r e3.12. The vertex labeled LOOP
evaluates the iteration clause c.
Also in this case, other equivalent graph models could be derived. Our particular
choice is motivated by the desire of keeping this example similar to what has been
presented in the literature [191.
The semantic interpretation of the sequencing graph model requires the notion
of marking the vertices. A marking denotes the state of the corresponding operation,
which can be (i) waiting for execution; (ii) executing; and (iii) having completed
execution. Firing an operation means starting its execution. Then, the semantics of
the model is as follows: an operation can bepred as soon as all its direct predecessors
have completed execution.
We assume that a model can be reset by marking all operations as waiting for
execution. Then. the model can he fired (i.e., executed) by firing the source vertex.
The model has completed execution when the sink has completed execution. Pipelined

circuits can be modeled by sequencing graphs where the source is fired before the
sink has completed execution.
Some attributes can be assigned to the vertices and edges of a sequencing graph
model, such as measures or estimates of the corresponding area or delay cost. In
general, the delay of a vertex can be data independent or data dependent. Only dataindependent delays can be estimated before synthesis. Examples of operations with
data-dependent delay are data-dependent delay branching and iteration. For example,
a branch may involve bodies with different delays, where in the limit one branch body
can be a No-Operation (e.g., a floating point data normalization requiring conditional
data alignment). An example data-dependent iteration is given by an arithmetic divisor,
based on an iterative algorithm.
Data-dependent delays can be bounded or unbounded. The former case applies
to data-dependent delay branching, where the maximum and minimum possible delays
can be computed. It applies also to some iteration constructs, where the maximum
and minimum number of iterations is known. The latter case is typical of some other
iteration constructs, as well as modeling external synchronization.
A sequencing graph model with data-independent delays can be characterized
by its overall delay, called latency. Graphs with bounded delays (including dataindependent ones) are called bounded-latency graphs. Else they are called unboundedlatency graphs, because the latency cannot be computed.
We close this section by mentioning that the circuit behavior at the architectural
level can be modeled by Petri nets. A wide literature on Petri nets is available [21].
Petri nets can be cast as directed bipartite graphs, where vertices correspond to places
and transitions. The former can be thought of as states and the latter as operations.
The Petri net model is more general and powerful, and it sets the framework to state
properties of general concurrent circuits. On the other hand, modeling and synthesizing
synchronous circuits can be achieved with simpler models, e.g., sequencing graphs
or equivalent control/data-flow graphs. Indeed, just one type of vertices suffices, and
there is no need to distinguish places from transitions. Petri nets fit better the modeling
requirements of asynchronous circuits, which are beyond the scope of this book.

3.4 COMPILATION AND BEHAVIORAL
OPTIMIZATION
We explain in this section bow circuit models, descnbed by HDL programs, can be
transformed in the abstract models that will be used as a starting point for synthesis
in the following chapters. Most hardware compilation techniques have analogues in
software compilation. Since hardware synthesis followed the development of software
compilers, many techniques were borrowed and adapted from the rich field of compiler
design [I]. Nevertheless, some behavioral optimization techniques are applicable only
to hardware synthesis. We shall briefly survey general issues on compilation, where
the interested reader can find a wealth of literature, and we shall concentrate on the
specific hardware issues.
A software compiler consists of a front end that transforms a program into an
intermediate form and a back end that translates the intermediate form into the machine

code for a given architecture. The front end is language dependent, and the back end
varies according to the target machine. Most modem optimizing compilers improve the
intermediate form, so that the optimization is neither language nor machine dependent.
Similarly, a hardware compiler can be seen as consisting of a front end, an
optimizer and a back end (Figure 3.16). The back end is much more complex than a
software compiler, because of the requirements on timing and interface of the internal
operations. The back end exploits several techniques that go under the generic names
of architectural synthesis, logic synthesis and library binding. We describe the front
end in Section 3.4.1 and the optimization techniques in Section 3.4.2. The back end
is described in the remaining chapters of this book.

3.4.1

Compilation Techniques

The front end of a compiler is responsible for lexical and syntax analysis, parsing and
creation of the intermediate form. A lexical analyzer is a component of a compiler
that reads the source model and produces as output a set of tokens that the parser then
uses for syntax analysis. A lexical analyzer may also perform ancillary tasks, such
as stripping comments and expanding macros. Metava~iablescan be resolved at this
point.
A parser receives a set of tokens. Its first task is to verify that they satisfy the
syntax rules of the language. The parser has knowledge of the grammar of the language and it generates a set of parse trees. A parse tree is a tree-like representation of
the syntactic structure of a language. An example is shown in Figure 3.17. Syntactic
errors, as well as some semantic errors (such as an operator applied to an incompatible operand), are detected at this stage. The error recovefy policy depends on the
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compiler and on the gravity of the error. Software tools can he used to create lexical
analyzers and parsers. Commonly used programs are lex and yacc provided with the
UNIPoperating system.
Whereas the front ends of a compiler for software and hardware are very similar,
the subsequent steps may be fairly different. In particular, for hardware languages,
diverse strategies are used according to their semantics and intent.
Let us consider structural languages first. An assignment in such languages
expresses a relation between pins (or modules) and nets. It is semantically equivalent to an element of an incidence structure, as described in Section 3.3.1. Similarly,
there is a semantic equivalence between the notion of module call and hierarchical
structure. Therefore the parse trees can be readily transformed into (possibly hierarchical) netlists. Netlist specifications are usually preferred to matrices, because they
are more compact. In general, no optimization is done while compiling structural
languages.
Let us turn now to languages that model combinational logic circuits. The simplest case is that of applicative languages that model the circuit by a set of Boolean
equations. Then, the semantics of the model corresponds exactly to that of a logic
network that is an interconnection of modules, each one characterized by a logic
equation. The compilation of a logic network is then straightforward, as in the case of
structural models. A more complex case is the one where the HDL has procedural semantics, possibly with branching statements. Multiple assignments to a variable must
be resolved by means of some mechanism. This can be an interpretation policy, such
as those mentioned in Section 3.2, or an explicitly modeled resolution function. For
example, in the VHDL and Verilog language, signals can have different strengths,
therefore allowing us to model three-state operation, among others.
.Branching constructs can be used to model logic networks. A common way to
exploit branching is by means of conditional assignments to a variable. A branching
construct can be replaced by one logic expression, representing the disjunction of the
possible assignments in conjunction with the test on the clause. When the branching
construct does not specify an assignment for all values of the clause, the missing
assignments represent don't care conditions on that variable, unless there is another
assignment to that variable. The problem becomes more involved in the presence of
nested branching constructs. We refer the interested reader to [3] for details.

Example 3.4.1. Consider the following model fragment of a combinational circuit:
li

( q l i
x = a + 5;
Y = a + c;

1
else

x = a h;

Assume there are no other assignments to I and y. Then the model can be expanded to
x = q ( a h ) q'ab and y = q ( a c ) with q' as a don't care condition for y , i.e., y
can take any value when q is false. Don'r care conditions can be used to simplify the
circuit model in different ways, e.g., by simplifying the expression for y to y = a c .

+ +

+

+

Often, branching constructs test the value of a variable with an enumerated type.
A binary encoding of that variable is needed to generate a logic-level description, such
as that captured by a logic network. In some cases, it is convenient to represent the
values of such a variable as the state of the circuit and postpone the encoding to the
logic synthesis stage.
A sequential model of a finite-state machine is characterized by a set of actions
in coincidence with states and input patterns. In general, the state is declared by means
of a variable with an enumerated type. Then, the possible values of that variable can be
put in one-to-one correspondence with the finite-state machine states. The set of actions
are the bodies of a branching construct whose clause relates to the present state and
to the input values. They are in general combinational logic assignments. Therefore,
the compilation of finite-state machine models entails just the state recognition and
the processing of the combinational assignment statements
Example 3.4.2. Consider the finite-state machine model of Example 3.2.5. The variable
STATE can take two values, called STATE-ZERO and SYATE-ONE, that are in oneto-one correspondence with the states. The assignment within the bodies specifies the
following state transition table:
Pment state

In

Next state

Out

STATEZERO

1
1

STATE-ONE

0

STATE-ONE
STATEZERO or STATE-ONE

0

STATEDNE
STATEZERO

1
0

The compilation of hardware models at the architectural level involves a full
semantic,analyses that comprises data-flow and control-flow analyses and type checking. Semantic analysis is performed on the parse trees in different ways, for example,

by transforming the parse trees into an intermediate form. Type checking has some
peculiarities when compiling HDLs. Operations on vectors of Boolean variables are
checked for operand compatibility. Vectors may be padded with 1s or 0s to achieve
compatibility in some cases.
The overloading of the arithmetic and relational operators has to be resolved at
this stage. Operations on Boolean vectors have to be mapped to hardware operators

that do the corresponding function. For example, the sum of two Boolean vectors has
to be resolved as a link to an adder circuit. Similarly, the comparison of two integers,
to be implemented in the hardware by Boolean vectors, has to be mapped to a link to
a hardware comparator. Since the mapping to hardware resources is not always univalent, because different hardware implementations have different arealperfomance
parameters, abstract hardware operators are used at this stage and the binding to
hardware resources is deferred to a later optimization stage (described in Chapter 6).
The semantic analysis of the parse trees leads to the creation of the intermediate
form, which represents the implementation of the original HDL program on an abstract
machine. Such a machine is identified by a set of operations and dependencies, and it
can be represented graphically by a sequencing graph. The hardware model in terms
of an abstract machine is virtual in the sense that it does not distinguish the area and
delay costs of the operations. Therefore, behavioral optimization can be performed on
such a model while abstracting the underlying circuit technological parameters.
We consider here procedural HDLs and we assume, for the sake of explanation
and uniformity, that the sequencing graph model of Section 3.3.4 is used as intermediate form. Note that other intermediate models could be used, with similar meaning
but different aspects. Similarly we assume here, for the sake of simplicity, that suuctured programming constructs are used (e.g., no unrestricted goto statements are
employed) and that each model has a single entry and a single exit point. This allows
us to interpret the hardware model as a sequencing graph that abides the definition
given in Section 3.3.4.
Control-flow and data-flow analyses determine the hierarchical structure of the
sequencing graph and the topology of its entities. The parse Uees for each assignment
statement identify the operations corresponding to the vertices of each graph entity.
The edges are inferred by considering data-flow and serialization dependencies. Each
leaf entity of a hierarchical sequencing graph corresponds to a basic block in compiler
jargon.
Data-flow analysis comprises several tasks, and it is used as a basis for behavioral optimization. It includes the derivation of the variable lifetimes. Note that
sequencing graphs do not model explicitly the fact that variables need storage during their lifetime, with a corresponding cost in terms of circuit implementation. When
considering hardware models with imperative semantics, multiple assignments to variables may occur. Variables preserve their values until the next assignment. Hence
variables may correspond to registers in the hardware implementation. Alternatively,
they may correspond to wires, when the information they carry is readily consumed.
The hardware implementation of variables is decided upon at later stages of architectura1,synthesis. It is often convenient to rename instances of variables, so that each
instance has a single assignment and, of course, to resolve the references appropriately.
A scheme for variable renaming is presented in reference [ I I].
An important issue for hardware synthesis is to propagate the hardware constraints specified implicitly or explicitly in the HDL models. Let us consider first
the timing interpretation of the model. Some synthesis policies interpret w a i t statements as boundaries on the time frame of the operations. In this case, the sequencing
graph derived from the HDL model has a timing annotation for the start time of the

operations. It is called a scheduled sequencing graph. Alternatively, explicit timing
constraints may be specified by labeling operations and providing the means for expressing minimum and maximum timing separations between the start times of pairs
of operations. Such constraints are annotated to the model and provide constraints
for architectural optimization (Section 5.3.3). In this case, as well as when no timing
constraints are specified, the schedule of the sequencing graph can be optimized by
specialized algorithms, such as those described in Chapter 5.
Constraints may also link operations to hardware operators. For example, the
model may require the use of a particular adder implementation for a specific addition.
Such constraints can he seen as hints to be followed by hardware synthesis tools.
Constraints will he described in detail in Chapter 4.

3.4.2 Optimization Techniques
Behavioral optimization is a set of semantic-preserving transformations that minimize
the amount of information needed to specify the partial order of tasks. No knowledge
about the circuit implementation style is required at this stage. The latitude of applying such optimization depends on the freedom to rearrange the intermediate code.
Therefore, models that are highly constrained to adhere to a time schedule or to an
operator binding may benefit very Little from the following techniques.
Behavioral optimization can be implemented in different ways. It can be applied
directly to the parse trees, or during the generation of the intermediate form, or even
on the intermediate form itself, according to the different cases. For the sake of explanation, we consider here these transformations as applied m sequences of statements,
i.e., as program-level transformations.
We review here the major techniques that are applicable to a broad class of
circuits. We do not consider those methods that are specific of particular applications,
such as concurrency-enhancing transformations for DSP design. Algorithms for behavioral optimization of HDL models can he classified as data-flow and control-flow
oriented. The former group resembles most the transformations applied in software
compilers. They rely on global data-flow analysis of the intermediate form.
Before delving into the description of the transformations, it is important to
stress the different impact of assignments that use arithmetic versus logic operators.
Hardware arithmetic operators (e.g., adders, multipliers) have non-negligible cost, and
very often they accept at most two operands. Therefore, arithmetic assignments with
more than two inputs have to be split into two-input ones, as shown below. Conversely,
complex!ogic gates can implement expressions with several logic operators and inputs.
As a result, logic assignments can be treated as single entities. Optimization of logic
expression is best performed by logic-level optimization algorithms, such as those
presented in Chapter 8.

DATA-FLOW-BASED TRANSFORMATIONS. These transformations are dealt with in
detail in most books of software compiler design [I, 14, 241.

Tree-height reduction. This transformation applies to the arithmetic expression
trees and strives to achieve the expression split into two-operand expressions, so
that the parallelism available in hardware can be exploited at best. It can be seen
as a local transformation, applied to each compound arithmetic statement, or as a
global transformation, applied to all compound arithmetic statements in a basic block.
Enough hardware resources are postulated to exploit all parallelism. If this is not the
case, the gain of applying the transformation is obviously reduced.
Example 3.43. Consider the following arithmetic assignment: x = a + b + c + d ; this

can be trivially split as x = a + b ; x = x +c; x = x + d ; . It requires three additions in
series. Alternatively, the following split can be done: p = a+h: q = c f d ; x = p + q ; ,
where the first two additions can be done in parallel if enough resources are available
(in this case, two adders). The second choice is better than the first one, because the
corresponding implementation cannot be inferior for any possible resource availability.
Tree-height reduction was studied in depth as an optimization scheme for software compilers [14]. It is used in hardware compilers mainly as a local transformation,
because of the limited parallelism in basic blocks. Tree-height reduction exploits some
properties of the arithmetic operations, with the goal of balancing the expression tree
as much as possible. In the best case, the tree height is O(logn,,) for n,, operations,
and the height is proportional to a lower bound on the overall computation time.
The simplest reduction algorithm uses the commutativity and associativity of
the addition and multiplication. It permutes the operands to achieve subexpressions
involving the same operator, which can be reduced by using the associative property.
Example 3.4.4. Consider the following arithmetic-assignment: x = a

+ b * c + d:.

By using commutativity of addition, we get r = a + d + b * c ; , and by associativity
x = (a d ) b * c ; . The transformation is shown in Figure 3.18.

+ +

A further refinement can be achieved by exploiting the distributive property,
possibly at the expense of adding an operation.

FIGURE 3.18
Example of tree~heightreduction using commutativity and distributivity.
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Example 3.4.5. Consider the following arithmetic assignment: x = a * ( b * c * d + e ) ; . By

using commutativity of addition, no reduction in height is possible. By using distributivity
instead, we can write x = a * b * c * d + a t e : , which has a tree of height 3 and
one additional operation. The transformation is shown in Figure 3.19. Note that two
multipliers are necessary for reducing the computation time by this transformation.
Other tree-height reduction algorithms can exploit expression factorization techniques. We refer the interested reader to Kuck's textbook 1141 for the computation of
bounds on the tree height and for further details.
Constant a n d variable propagation. Constant propagation, also called constant
folding, consists of detecting constant operands and pre-computing the value of the
operation with that operand. Since the result may be again a constant, the new constant
can be propagated to those operations that use it as input.
Example 3.4.6. Consider the following fragment: a = 0; b
can be replaced by a = 0: b = I: c = 2 : .

=a

+ I;

c =

2 * b ; . It

Variable propagation, also called copy propagation, consists of detecting the
of variables, i.e., the assignments like x = y , and using the right-hand side in
the following references in place of the left-hand side. Data-flow analysis permits the
identification of the statements where the transformation can be done. In particular,
the propagation of y cannot be done after a different reassignment to x. Variable
propagation gives the opportunity to remove the copy assignment. Note that copy
assignments may have been introduced by other transformaJions.
copies

+ 1: c = 2 * a : . It
can be replaced by a = .r: b = x + I: c = 2 * x : . Statement a = x : may then be
removed by dead code elimination, if there are no further references to a .

Example 3.4.7. Consider the following fragment: a = x; b = u

FIGURE 3.19
Example of

tree-height reduction

using the distributive property

Common subexpression elimination. The search for common logic subexpressions
is best done by logic-level optimization algorithms, described in Section 8.3. The
search for common arithmetic subexpressions relies in general on finding isomolphic
patterns in the parse trees. This step is greatly simplified if the arithmetic expressions
are reduced to two-input ones. Then, this transformation consists of selecting a target
arithmetic operation and searching for a preceding one of the same type and with the
same operands. Operator commutativity can be exploited. Again, data-flow analysis
is used in the search to ensure that in any matching expression the operands always
take the same values. When a preceding matching expression is found, the target
expression is replaced by a copy of the variable which is the result of that preceding
matching expression.

+

+

Example 3.4.8. Consider the following fragment: a = x + y: b = a 1; c = x y:.
It can be replaced by a = x + ?; b = a + I: c = a:. Note that a variable copy has
been introduced for variable a that can be propagated in the subsequent code.
Dead code elimination. Dead code consists of all those operations that cannot be
reached, or whose result is never referenced elsewhere. Such operations are detected
by data-flow analysis and removed. Obvious cases are those statements following a
procedure return statement. Less obvious cases involve operations that just precede
a return statement and whose results are not parameters of the procedure or do not
affect any of its parameters.
Example 3.4.9. Consider the following fragment: a = x ; b = x + I; c = 2 * x;. If
vaiable a is not referenced in the subsequent code, the first assignment can be removed.
Operator strength reduction. Operator strength reduction means reducing the cost
of implementing an operator by using a simpler one. Even though in principle some
notion of the hardware implementation is required, very often general considerations
apply. For example, a multiplication by 2 (or by a power of 2) can be replaced by a
shift. Shifters are always faster and smaller than multipliers in many implementations.
Example 3.4.10. Consider the following fragment: a = x2; b = 3 * x;. It can be
replacedbya=x*x: r = x c < I : b = x + t ; .
Code motion. Code motion often applies to loop invariants, i.e., quantities that are
computed inside an iterative construct but whose values do not change from iteration
to iteration. The goal is to avoid the repetitive evaluation of the same expression.
Example 3.4.11. Consider the following iteration construct: f o r ( i = 1: i 5 a*b)[ . . .]
where variables n and b are not updated in the loop. It can be transformed to t = a b;
f o r (i = I ; i 5 t ) [ . . .I.
CONTROL-FLOW-BASED TRANSFORMATIONS. The following transformations are
typical of hardware compilers. In some cases these transformations are automated, in
others they are user driven.
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Model expansion. Writing structured models by exploiting subroutines and functions is useful for two main reasons: modularity and re-usability. Modularity helps
in highlighting a particular task (or set of tasks). Often, models are called only
once.
Model expansion consists in flattening locally the model call hierarchy. Therefore the called model disappears, being swallowed by the calling one. A possible
benefit is that the scope of application of some optimization techniques (at different
levels) is enlarged, yielding possibly a better final circuit. If the expanded model was
called only once, there is no negative counterpart. Nevertheless, in the case of multiple
calls, a full expansion leads to an increase in the size of the intermediate code and to
the probable loss of the possibility of hardware sharing.
Example 3.4.12. Consider the follow!ng fragment: x = a + b: y = o * b; z =
fou1.r. y):, where foo(p.q)(r = q - p; return(!); 1. Then by expanding fou, we
havex=a+h; j = u + b ; :=?-.r:.
Conditional expansion. A conditional construct can be always transformed into a
parallel construct with a test in the end. Under some circumstances this transformation can increase the performance of the circuit. For example, this happens when the
conditional clause depends on some late-arriving signals. Unfortunately this transformation precludes some possibilities for hardware sharing, because the operations in
all bodies of the branching construct have to be performed.
A special case applies to conditionals whose clauses and bodies are evaluations
of logic functions. Then, the conditional expansion is favopble because it allows us
to expand the scope of application of logic optimizatioo.

+

Example 3.4.13. Consider the following fragment: ? = ab: i f (a) (x = b d; ]
e l s e {x = bd; I. The conditional statement can be flattened to x = a(b+d)+a'bd: and
by some logic manipulation, the fragment can be rewritten as y = ab; x = y +d(a+b);.
Loop expansion. Loop expansion, or unrolling, applies to an iterative construct
with data-independent exit conditions. The loop is replaced by as many instances of
its body as the number of operations. The benefit is again in expanding the scope
of other transformations. Needless to say, when the number of iterations is large,
unrolling may yield a large amount of code.
Example 3.4.14. Consider the following fragment: .r = 0: f o r (i = 1: i 5 3: i + +)
lx =x+o[il; 1. The loop can be flattened tox = 0: r = x + o [ l ] : x =x+a[2]: x =
x
a[31; and then transformed to .r = u [ l ] + a[2] + 0131 by propagation.

+

1

Other transformations on loops are possible, such as moving the evaluation of
the iterative clause from the top to the bottom of the loop 1231.

Block-level transformations. Branching and iterative constructs segment the intermediate code into basic blocks. Such blocks correspond to the sequencing graph
entities. Trickey [23] studied the possibility of manipulating the size of the blocks by
means of block-level transformations that include block merging and expansions of
conditionals and loops. Even though he did not consider model expansion, the extension is straightforward. He assumed that operations in different blocks cannot overlap
execution and that concurrency is limited only by the amount. of hardware resources
available for parallel execution in each block.
Therefore, collapsing blocks may provide more parallelism and enhance the
average performance. To find the optimum number of expansions to be performed,
he proposed five transformations, with rules to measure the expected performance
improvement. The rules can then be applied bottom up in the hierarchy induced by the
control-flow hierarchy of the model. He proposed a linear-time dynamic programming
algorithm that returns an optimum block-level structure. Unfortunately, the optimality
is weakened by the assumptions on the model and on the transformation rules. We
refer the interested reader to reference [23] for further details.

3.5

PERSPECTIVES

Hardware modeling by means of HDLs has changed the way designers think of circuits. Schematic entry tools have been replaced by CAD systems that support HDL
specifications and synthesis. In other words, hardware design looks today closer to
software programming. The move from gate-level to architectural-level modeling can
be paralleled to the change from programming in assembly code to high-level software
languages. Object-oriented methods for hardware specification have been proposed,
and the unifying trend between hardware and software design is unavoidable, especially when considering that system design requires specifying both hardware and
software components.
The HDLs reviewed in this chapter serve the purpose of providing a focal point
for the transfer of information between designers and CAD systems. Unfortunately this
focal point is not sharp enough, due to the lack of a fully specified hardware semantics
of most languages. Whereas users of CAD systems would like to see a standardization
of languages and formats, as well as of synthesis policies, CAD researchers and
providers are interested in the competitive edge given by supporting increasingly
advanced features of modeling languages. This issue applies especially well to the
VHDL language, which is very broad in scope.
It is conceivable that subsets of presently used HDLs will become standard formats for information exchange at the register-transfer level, while new languages will
emerge to capture hardware behavior and be used as the starting point for synthesis.
More importantly, languages and environments will be developed to support design
conceptualization and verification. In other words, such languages and environments
will have to make designs transparent to their conceivers, so that they are sure that
what they have modeled is what they want. Transparent and efficient modeling is a
co-requisite, together with effective synthesis tools, for rapid design of high-quality
circuits.
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3.7 PROBLEMS
1. Design a model of a l-bit full-adder in smcmral VHDL, incorporating the half-adder model
of Example 3.2.1. Include the interface description.
2. Design a model of a Chit adder in behavioral and in data-flow VHDL. Include the interface
description.
3. Design a model of the recursive filter of Example 3.2.4 in behavioral VHDL.
4. Consider a circuit that retums the integer addition of three &hit numbers, i.e., whose
behavior is x = a b c. Do not consider the carry. You have available only l-bit fulladder cells. Design a structural model of the circuit using 15 full-adders, and model it in
your favorite HDL using metavariables. Show a block diagram and draw a bipartite graph
representing the modulelnet smcture.
5. Consider the following model fragment:

+ +

Draw the corresponding logic network graph, while considering a , b, c, d, e as primary
input variables and x, y, w, z as primary output variables.
6. Consider a circuit that solves numerically (by meansaf the backward Euler merhnd) the
following differential equation: y" + 3xy' + 3 = 0 in the interval [0, a ] with step size
dx and initial values x(0) = x; y(0) = y; y'(0) = u. Design a behavioral model in the
VHDL language. Then draw the data-flow graph of the inner loop. Eventually, sketch the
sequencing graph for the entire model.
7. Design a model of a circuit (in your favorite HDL) that reads two numbers, computes their
greatest common divisor by Euclid's algorithm and returns this value. The circuit should
operate every time a signal s t a r t is raised. Then draw the corresponding sequencing
graph.
8. Consider the data-flow graph of Figure 3.1 1. Apply the following optimization techniques:
(i) operator strength reduction; (ii) common subexpression elimination. Draw the optimized
data-flow graph.
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ARCHITECTURALLEVEL
SYNTHESIS
AND
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his part deals with synthesis and optimization of circuits at the architectural
level. In particular, it describes techniques for transforming an abstract model of
circuit behavior into a data path and a control unit. The data path is an interconnection
of resources, whose execution times and input/output data are determined by the control
unit accofding to a schedule.
We survey the major tasks of architectural-level optimization in Chapter 4 as
well as the data path and control synthesis. We devote Chapters 5 and 6 to the
detailed description of algorithms for scheduling and resource sharing and binding.
Thus Chapter 4 serves the purposes of both introducing architectural-level synthesis
and optimization and summarizing it to the reader who intends to skip Chapters 5
and 6.

CHAPTER

ARCHITECTURAL
SYNTHESIS

Et verbum cam factum est.
And the Word was made flesh.

Gospel according to St. John

4.1 INTRODUCTION
Architectural synthesis means constructing the macroscopic structure of a digital circuit, starting from behavioral models that can be captured by data-flow or sequencing
graphs. The outcome of architectural synthesis is both a structural view of the circuit,
in particular of its data path, and a logic-level specification of its coritrol unit. The data
path is an interconnection of resources (implementing arithmetic or logic functions),
steering logic circuits (e.g., multiplexers and busses), that send data to the appropriate
destination at the appropriate time and registers or rnemov arrays to store data. An
example of one possible macroscopic structure of the differential equation integrator
of Example 1.5.3 is shown in Figure 4.1.
Architectural synthesis may be performed in many ways, according to the desired
circuit implementation style. Therefore a large variety of problems, algorithms and
tools have been proposed that fall under the umbrella of architectural synthesis. To
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FIGURE 4.1
Structural view of the differential equation integrator with one multiplier and one ALU

be more specific, we address here synthesis problems for synchronous, mono-phase
digital circuits.
Circuit implementations are evaluated on the basis of the following objectives:
area, cycle-time (i.e., the clock period) and latency (i.e., the number of cycles to
perform all operations) as well as throughput (i.e., the computation rate) in the case of
pipelined circuits. Worst-case bounds on area and on performance may be imposed to
exclude undesirable implementations, for example, low-performance or large circuits.
In addition, the circuit structure may be constrained to using some pre-specified units
for some operations or specified ports for inputloutput (VO) data. Note that area and
performance measures can only be estimated at the architectural level, because just
the macroscopic structure of the circuit is dealt with. In general, area and performance
depend on the resources as well as on the steering logic, storage circuits, wiring and
control. A common simplification is to consider area and performance as depending
only on the resources. Circuits for which this assumption holds are called resourcedominated circuits and are typical of some application fields, such as digital signal
processing (DSP).
The design .space, introduced in Chapter 1, is the collection of all feasible structures corresponding to a circuit specification. The Pareto points are those points of
the design space that are not dominated by others in all objectives of interesi. Hence
they represent the spectrum of implementations of interest to designers. Their image
determines the trade-off curves in the design evaluation space. An example of a design
evaluation space spanned by the objectives (area, latency, cycle-time) was reported
in Chapter 1 as Figure 1.19. Other examples in this chapter are Figures 4.9, 4.10 and
4.1 1:Figure 4.23 shows the design evaluation space for pipelined circuits.
Realistic design examples have trade-off curves that are not smooth [13], because
of two reasons. First, the design space is a finite set of points, since the macroscopic
structure of a circuit has a coarse grain. For example, a hypothetical circuit may have
one or two multipliers, and its area would jump in correspondence of this choice.
Second, there are several non-linear effects that are compounded in determining the
objectives as a function of the structure of the circuit. Due to the lack of compactness
of the design space and of smoothness of the design evaluation space, architectural
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optimization problems are hard and their solution relies in general on solving some
related subproblems.
Architectural exploration consists of traversing the design space and providing
a spectrum of feasible non-inferior solutions, among which a designer can pick the
desired implementation. Exploration requires the solution of constrained optimization
problems. Architectural synthesis tools can select an appropriate design point, according to some user-specified criterion, and construct the coiresponding data path and
control unit.
It is the goal of this chapter to give an overview of the problems in architectural
synthesis and optimization. We consider first circuit modeling in more detail and then
architectural optimization problems for non-pipelined circuits, including scheduling
and resource sharing. We comment on the interdependency between these problems,
but we defer the detailed descriptions of the algorithms for scheduling and resource
binding to Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. We describe then the synthesis of data
paths and control units in detail. Eventually we consider architectural synthesis for
pipelined circuits.

4.2 CIRCUIT SPECIFICATIONS FOR
ARCHITECTURAL SYNTHESIS
Specifications for architectural synthesis include behavioral-level circuit models, details about the resources being used and constraints. Behavioral models are captured
by sequencing graphs that were described in Section 3.3.4. Thus we comment here
on resources and constraints in detail.

-

4.2.1 Resources
Resources implement different types of functions in hardware. They can be broadly
classified as follows:
Functional resources process data. They implement arithmetic or logic functions
and can be grouped into two subclasses:
- Primitive resources are subcircuits that are designed carefully once and often
used. Examples are arithmetic units and some standard logic functions, such
as encoders and decoders. Primitive resources can be stored in libraries. Each
resource is fully characterized by its area and performance parameters.
- Application-specific resources are subcircuits that solve a particular subtask.
An example is a subcircuit servicing a particular intempt of a processor. In
general such resources are the implementation of other HDL models. When
synthesizing hierarchical sequencing graph models bottom up, the implementation of the entities at lower levels of the hierarchy can be viewed as
resources.
Memory resources store data. Examples are registers and read-only and read-write
memory arrays. Requirement for storage resources are implicit in the sequencing
graph model. In some cases, access to memory arrays is modeled as transfer of
data across circuit ports.
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Interface resources support data transfer. Interface resources include busses that
may he used as a major means o f communication inside a data path. External
interface resources are UO pads and interfacing circuits.

The major decisions in architectural synthesis are often related to the usage of
functional resources. As far as formulating architectural synthesis and optimization
problems, there is no difference between primitive and application-specific functional
resources. Both types can be characterized in terms of area and performance and used
as building blocks. Nevertheless, from a practical point of view, the second class
requires either full top-down synthesis to derive the arealperformance parameters or
the use of estimation techniques. For example, the area and performance can be
estimated from the complexity of the logic description of the corresponding circuit,
while neglecting the wiring space.
Some circuit models require performing standard arithmetic operations with
application-specific word lengths. Examples are bit-parallel digital filters, requiring
arithmetic units with non-standard size. It would not be practical to store in libraries
primitive resources for several choices of word lengths. However, due to the regularity
of some implementations of arithmetic functions, module generators can be used to
derive the layout of the resources and to evaluate their performance. This approach
allows us to characterize precisely a class of application-specific resources.
When architectural synthesis targets synchronous circuit implementations, as
is often the case and as considered in this book, it is convenient to measure the
performance of the resources in terms of cycles required to execute the corresponding
operation, which we call the execution delay of the resource. While this datum is
part of the specification for any sequential resource, it can be easily computed for
any combinational resource by rounding up the quotient of the propagation delay to
the cycle-time. It is obvious that the execution delay of all resources depends on the
cycle-time. We shall also refer to the execution delay of an operation as the execution
delay of a resource performing that operation.
It is interesting to note that DSP circuits frequently employ primitive resources,
such as arithmetic units. Often DSP circuits are resource dominated, because the area
and performance of the resources dominate those of the steering and control logic as
well as registers and wiring. Therefore good estimates of the entire structure can be
inferred by the resource usage. In this case, architectural synthesis is mainly related
to finding the best interconnection among few, well-characterized primitives.
Conversely, some ASICs exploit several application-specific resources. In the
limit, each operation may require a different type of resource. The area and delays of
the steering and control logic may be comparable to those of the resources. Then, the
estimation of the area and performance is of paramount importance' in the synthesis
of good macroscopic structures.
Some circuit models can be implemented by using one general purpose ALU
to perform all operations. In this case, synthesis is bound to one single resource and
consists of determining the control sequence to the ALU. In this case architectural
synthesis reduces to control synthesis and it is similar to micro-compilation.
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4.2.2 Constraints
Constraints in architectural synthesis can be classified into two major groups: inte@ce
constraints and implementatron constraints.
Interface constraints are additional specifications to ensure that the circuit can
be embedded in a given environment. They relate to the format and timing of the UO
data transfers. The data format is often specified by the interface of the model. The
timing separation of UO operations can be specified by timing constraints that can
ensure that a synchronous VO operation followslprecedes another one by a prescribed
number of cycles in a given interval. Such timing constraints are described in Section
5.3.3. Timing constraints can also specify data rates for pipelined systems.
Implementation constraints reflect the desire of the designer to achieve a structure with some properties. Examples are area constraints and performance constraints,
e.g., cycle-time andlor latency bounds.
A different kind of implementation constraint is a resource b~ndingconstraint.
In this case, a particular operation is required to be implemented by a given resource.
These constraints are motivated by the designer's previous knowledge, or intuition,
that one particular choice is the best and that other choices do not need investigation.
Architectural synthesis with resource binding constraints is often referred to as synthesis from partial structure [9]. Design systems that support such a feature allow a
designer to specify a circuit in a wide spectrum of ways, ranging from a full behavioral model to a structural one. This modeling capability may be useful to leverage
previously designed components.
Example 4.2.1. A processor design may require several addiiin operations, e.g., in the
instruction fetch unit, in the ALU, in the memory address computation unit, etc. Assume
that the instruction fetch unit always adds 4 to the operand and that the performance of
this addition is critical. Then, the designer may want to identify a specific fast adder for
this task, with 2 bits less than the word sire. Such a resource may be pre-bound to the
instruction fetch unit, and not used anywhere else in the circuit, so that no penalty for
data steering is compounded to the adder delay.

In the case of resource-dominated circuits, the area is determined only by the
resource usage. Hence bounding the number of resources is equivalent to imposing an
upper bound on the area. For this reason architectural optimization algorithms, such
as scheduling under resource constraints, are often used to explore the design space.
Sometimes resource usage constraints are used in synthesis and optimizations of
circuits that are not resource dominated. Then, even though such constraints may not
ensure hounds-on area, they can still he valuable as heuristics in steering the solution
toward a desired goal or bound.
Example 4.2.2. A circuit design must execute an algorithm involving a stream of bit-

parallel double-precision floating point additions and multiplications. For the sake of this
example, we consider the circuit as not resource dominated. The fastest implementation
is sought for, e.g., the minimal-latency StNCtUre for a given cycle-time that fits the
effective chip area (excluding UOs). To achieve the required performance level in a
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given technology, a multiplier requires slightly more than half of the effective chip area.
Then an obvious resource constraint is to limit the multipliers to one.
In a scaled-down technology, such a multiplier requires slightly more than onethird of the effective chip area. While reasonable multiplier hounds are I and 2, a designer
may choose I as a bound. thinking that it is unlikely that a chip with two multipliers and
the associated wiring may fit the area bound and perform better than a circuit with one
multiplier. The designer's experience suggests that such systems have no more than one
multiplier. It is very likely that he or she is correct, but there is no guarantee.

4.3 THE FUNDAMENTAL ARCHITECTURAL
SYNTHESIS PROBLEMS
We consider now the fundamental problems in architectural synthesis and optimization. We assume that a circuit is specified by:

A sequencing graph.
A set of functional resources. fully characterized in terms of area and execution
delays.
A set of constraints.
We assume for now that storage is implemented by registers and interconnections by
wires. Usage of internal memory arrays and busses will be described in Sections 6.2.4
and 6.2.5, respectively.
For the sake of explanation, we shall consider next non-hierarchical graphs with
operations having bounded and known execution delays and present then extensions
to hierarchical models and unbounded delays in Sectiws 4.3.3 and 4.3.4, respectively.
We assume that there are n,,p, operations. Sequencing graphs are polar and acyclic, the
source and sink vertices being labeled as uo and u,,, respectively, where n = n,,,
1.
Hence the graph G,(V, E) has vertex set V = { u i ; i = 0, 1, . . . , n ) in one-toone correspondence with the set of operations and edge set E = ( ( u j ,u,); i , j =
0, 1, . . . , n ] representing dependencies. An example is shown in Figure 4.2.
Architectural synthesis and optimization consists of two stages. First, placing the
operations in time and in space, i.e., determining the time interval for their execution
and their binding to resources. Second, determining the detailed interconnections of
the data path and the logic-level specifications of the control unit.
We show now that the first stage is equivalent to annotating the sequencing
graph with additional information.

+

4.3.1'

The Temporal Domain: Scheduling

We denote the execution delays of the operations by the set D = { d j ; i = 0, 1, . . . , n J .
We assume that the delay of the source and sink vertices is zero. We define the start
time of an operation as the time at which the operation starts its execution. The start
times of the operations, represented by the set T = ( t i ; i = 0, 1, . . . , n J ,are attributes
of the vertices of the sequencing graph. Scheduling is the task of determining the start
times, subject to the precedence constraints specified by the sequencing graph. The
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FIGURE 4.2

Sequencing graph
latency of a scheduled sequencing graph is denoted by A, and it is the difference
between the start time of the sink and the start time of the source, i.e., A = t, - to.
Definition 4.3.1. A schedule of a sequencing graph is a function p : V + Z + , where
denotes the operation start time such that r, > r, + d,, V i , j: (u,, u,) E E .

p(u,) = r,

A scheduled sequencing graph is a vertex-weighted sequencing graph, where
each vertex is labeled by its start time. A schedule may have to satisfy timing and/or
resource usage constraints. Different scheduling algorithms have been proposed, ad:
dressing unconstrained and constrained problems. They are described in detail in
Chapter 5.
Example 4.3.1. An example of a sequencing graph, modeling the inner loop of the
differential equation integrator, was shown in Figure 3.12. It is reported again in Figure
4.2 for Convenience. All operations are assumed to have unit execution delay. A scheduled
sequencing graph is shown in Figure 4.3. The start time of the operations is summarized
by the following table. The latency of the schedule is A = t, - ro = 5 - I = 4.
Operation

Start time

"I. 0 2 . "6. "8, "10

I
2
3

"3.

w."9, "I,
u4
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TlME I

TlME 2

TIME 3

TIME 4

FIGURE 4.3
Scheduled sequencing graph.

-

Example 4.3.2. Consider again the sequencing graph of Figure 4.2, where all operations
have unit execution delay. A schedule with a bound on the resource usage of one resource

per type is the following:
Operation
ALU

"I

,'I0

1

"2

PI,

2
3

V4

4

"5

5
6

"g

7

"3

"6

u7

Us

-

Start time

Multiply

The scheduled sequencing graph is shown in F~gure4.4. The latency of the schedule is
A=rn-ro=8-1=7.

The scheduling formulation can be extended by considering the propagation
delays of the combinational resources instead of the integer execution delays. Thus
two (or more) combinational operations in a sequence can be chained in the same
execution cycle if their overall propagation delay does not exceed the cycle-time. This
approach can be further extended to chains of resources whose overall delay spans

' , ,,

.h:

:A
04. "
...-

FIGURE 4.4
Scheduled sequencing graph under resource

canslraints.

more than o n e cycle. Scheduling with chaining can provide tighter schedules in some
cases, hut constrained schedules are harder to compute.

Example 4.33. Consider again the sequencing graph of Figure 4.2, where the propagation delay of a multiplication is 35 nsec and that of the other operations is 25 nsec.
Assume a 50-nsec cycle-time.
The usual scheduling formulation is based on computing the execution delays as
the rounded-up quotient of the propagation delays to the cycle-time. Thus, all operations
have unit execution delay, and an unconstrained schedule is the same as that shown in
Figure 4.3, with a latency of 4 cycles.
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However, by allowing the schedule to chain operations ( v n ,us) and { v l Ov. l 11 in a
single cycle, a latency of 3 cycles can be achieved.

4.3.2 The Spatial Domain: Binding
Let us consider now the relations among operations and resources. We define the
type of an operation as the type of computation it performs. It may be an arithmetic
operation, such as addition or multiplication, or an application-specific operation,
such as evaluating a Boolean function. We can extend the notion of type to functional
resources. A covering relation can be defined among types to represent the fact that a
resource type can implement more than one operation type. For example, the resourcetype ALU may cover operation types {addition, subtraction, comparison). Obviously,
a feasible implementation requires that the resource types available cover the operation
types.
We call a resource-rype set the set of resource types. For the sake of simplicity,
we identify the resource-type set with its enumeration. Thus, assuming that there are
n ,,,resource types, we denote the resource-type set by (1,2,. . . , n,,,). The function
7 : V + ( I , 2, . . . , n,,,] denotes the resource type that can implement an operation. It
is obvious that No-Operations do not require any binding to any resource. Therefore,
when referring to a binding, we drop them from consideration, including the source
and sink vertices.
It is interesting to note that there may be more than one operation with the same
type. In this case, resource sharing may be applied, as described later in this section.
Conversely, the binding problem can be extended to-a resource selection (or module
selection) problem by assuming that there may be more than one resource applicable
to an operation (e.g., a ripple-carry and a cany-look-ahead adder for an addition).
In this case 7 is a one-to-many mapping. We shall describe the module selection
problem in Section 6.6. We assume for now that 7 is a single-valued function.
A fundamental concept that relates operations to resources is binding. It specifies
which resource implements an operation.

B : V + R x Z+, where o(u,) =
( t . r ) denotes that the operation corresponding to u, t V, with type 'T(uj) = t , is
implemented by the rth instance of resource type r t R for each i = 1 . 2 , . . . ,n ,.

Definition 4.3.2. A resource binding is a mapping

A simple case of binding is a dedicated resource. Each operation is bound to
one resource, and the resource binding fl is a one-to-one function.
Example 4.3.4. Consider the scheduled sequencing graph of Figure 4.3. There are
I I operations. Assume that I I resources are available. In addition, assume that the
resource types are {multiplier, ALLI), where the ALU can perform addition, subtraction
and comparisons. We label the multiplier as type I, the ALUs as type 2. Thus 'T(ul) = 1,
I ( v d ) = 2, etc. We need six instances of the multiplier type and five instances of the

ALU type. The following table shows the binding function:

A resource binding may associate one instance of a resource type to more than
one operation. In this case, that particular resource is shared and binding is a manyto-one function. A necessary condition for a resource binding to produce a valid
circuit implementation is that the operations corresponding to a shared resource do
not execute concurrently.
Example 4.3.5. It is obvious that the resource usage of the previous example is not
efficient. Indeed only four multipliers and two ALUs are required by the scheduled
sequencing graph of Figure 4.3. This is shown in Figure 4.5. The tabulation of the
binding is the following:

A resource binding can be represented by a labeled hypergraph, where the
vertex set V represents operations and the edge set Eg represents the binding of the
operations to the resources. In the hypergraph model, we assume that E p defines a
partition of the vertex set, i.e., the edges are disjoint (because resource sharing is
transitive) and they cover all vertices (excluding No-Operattons), because we assume
that all operations are hound. A concise representation of a bound sequencing graph
can be achieved by adding the edge set Eg to the sequencing graph G,(V, E).
Example 4.3.6. Consider the example of Figure 4.5. The shaded areas represent the
edges En = l l u i ) , IUI. 41, ( ~ 6 u. 7 t . ( ~ ' 8 1 .[ U L O , UIO.I U ~UI,
, uyll.
Consider now the example of dedicated resources. Then, the edge set Ei, corresponds to the vertex set V.

,.-.
,
',O
: NOP '

I'

:n

Scheduled sequencing graph with

: NOP:

resource binding.

l._.l'

When binding constraints are specified, a resource binding must be compatible
with them. In particular, a parrial binding may he part of the original specification, as
described in Section 4.2.2. This corresponds to specifying a binding for a subset of
V. A resource binding is compatible with a partial binding when
the operations U
its restriction to the operations U is identical to the partial binding itself.

c

-

Example 4.3.7. Consider again the sequencing graph of Figure 4.2. A hypothetical partial
binding requires that operations 06 and v8 be perfumed by the same multiplier. Then, the
operations v 6 and ug cannot execute concurrently and the corresponding schedule dilfers
from that shown in Figure 4.5. The partial binding and the corresponding schedule are
shown in Figure 4.6.

Common constraints on binding are upper bounds on the resource usage of each
type, denoted by { a k ; k = 1 , 2 , . . . , n,,,]. These bounds represent the allocation'
of instances for each resource type. A resource binding satisfies resource bounds
(ak; k = I , 2, . . . , n,,,) when p ( u , ) = (t, r) with r 5 a, for each operation uj; i =
1%2, . . . .naps.
Scheduling and binding provide us with an annotation of the sequencing graph
that can be used to estimate the area and performance of the circuit, as described in
detail in Section 4.4. In general, scheduling and binding are interrelated problems and
constraints may complicate the search for a solution. This section has shown a simple

he term allocation ha? often been misused in the literature. Some authors refer to binding as
allacation. We prefer to use the terms "resource bounds" and "binding" in this book, and we shall not use
the term "allocation" at all.
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FIGURE 4.6
Example of partial binding of
operations "6 and un to a single
resource.

approach of unconstrained scheduling followed by binding, for the sake of introducing
the fundamental concepts. Different approaches to solving the architectural synthesis
and optimization problems will be reviewed in Section 4.5.

4.3.3 Hierarchical Models
When hierarchical graphs are considered, the concepts of scheduling and binding must
be extended accordingly.
A hierarchical schedule can be defined by associating a start time to each vertex
in each graph entity. The start times are now relative to that of the source vertex in
the corresponding graph entity. The start times of the link vertices denote the start
times of the sources of the linked graphs.
The latency computation of a hierarchical sequencing graph, with bounded delay
operations, can be performed by traversing the hierarchy bottom up. The execution
delay of a model call vertex is the latency of the corresponding graph entity. The
execution delay of a branching vertex is the maximum of the latencies of the comesponding bodies. The execution delay of an iteration vertex is the latency of its body
times the maximum number of iterations.
A hierarchical binding can he defined as the ensemble of bindings of each graph
entity, restricted to the operation vertices. Operations in different entities may share
resources. Whereas this can be beneficial in improving the area and performance of
the circuit, it complicates the solution of the corresponding binding and resourceconstrained scheduling problems. In addition, multiple model calls can be interpreted
as viewing the called model as a shared application-specific resource. We refer the
interested reader to reference [lo] for details.

Example 4.3.8. Consider again the hierarchical sequencing graph shown in Figure 3.13.
A binding with resource sharing across the hierarchy is shown by the following

table:

The bound sequencing graph is now shown in Figure 4.7.

4.3.4 The Synchronization Problem
There are operations whose delay is unbounded and not known at synthesis time. Examples are external synchronization and data-dependent iteration. (See Section 3.3.4.)
Scheduling unbounded-latency sequencing graphs cannot be done with traditional techniques. Different methods can be used. The simplest one is to modify
the sequencing graph by isolating the unbounded-delay operations and by splitting the
graph into bounded-latency subgraphs. Then, these subgraphs can be scheduled. Techniques for isolating the synchronization points and implementing them in the control
unit are shown in Section 4.7.4. Alternatively, relative scheduling can be used, as
described in Section 5.3.4.
Example 4.3.9. A sequencing graph with an unhoSded-delay operation (u,) is shown
in Figure 4.8 (a). The graph can be modified by isolating the unbounded-delay operation,
as shown in Figure 4.8 (b). The shadcd suhgraphs can be scheduled. Note that one

FIGURE 4.7
Example of a hierarchical sequencing
graph.

FIGURE 4.8

sequencing graph with a synchronization opcration. (b) Isolation of bounded-latcncy componenl?.
(c) Alternative isolation of bounded-latency components. The shaded areas show suhgraphs that can bc
(a) A

independently scheduled.
subgraph is void in this case. Alternatively, the graph can be modified as in Figure 4.8
(c). Note that in the first graph the edge (v,, v , ) has been aaded, while i n the second the
edge (u2, u") has been added and ( v , . u 3 ) deleted, to make polar the subgraphs (together
with the synchronization vertex). The edge addition and deleliun are compatible with the
serialization of the unbounded-delay vertex with the other operations.
The isolation of unbounded-delay operations can be done in different ways. Note
that the graph of Figure 4.8 (h) has only one non-trivial component to be scheduled, as
opposed to two in the case of the graph of Figure 4.8 (c). However, in the second graph,
the operations v l and v2 can stan executing before the synchronization signal anives,
yielding possibly a better average performance of the resulting circuit.

4.4 AREA AND PERFORMANCE
ESTIMATION
Accurate area and delay estimation is not a simple task. On the other hand, the
solutions to architectural synthesis and optimization problems require estimating area
and performance variations as a result of architectural-level decisions.
A schedule provides the latency 1. of a circuit for a given cycle-time. A binding
provides us with information about the area of a circuit. Therefore these two objectives
can be evaluated for scheduled and bound sequencing graphs. Unfortunately, measures
of area and performance are also needed while computing a schedule and a binding.
Therefore it is important to be able to forecast, with some degree of accuracy, the

impact of scheduling and binding decisions on area and performance. We defer to
Section 4.5 a discussion about strategies for architectural optimization and we focus
here on area and delay estimation.
Estimation is much simpler in the case of resource-dominated circuits, which
we consider next.

4.4.1 Resource-Dominated Circuits
The area and the delay of the resources are known and dominate. The parameters of
the other components can be neglected or considered a fixed overhead.
Without loss of generality, assume that the area overhead is zero. The area
estimate of a structure is the sum of the areas of the bound resource instances. Equivalently, the total area is a weighted sum of the resource usage. A binding specifies
fully the total area, but it is not necessary to know the binding to determine the area.
Indeed, it is just sufficient to know how many instances of each resource type are
used. If the area overhead is not zero, it can just be added to the overall resource area.
For a given cycle-time, the execution delays of the operations can be derived. If
the delay overhead is not zero, this can be subtracted from the cycle-time. The latency
of a circuit canthus be determined by its schedule.
Consider again the model of the loop of the differential equation integrator, shown in Figure 4.2. Assume that the circuit can be considered resource dominated,
that the areas of the multiplier and ALU are 5 units and 1 unit, respectively, with an
overhead of 1 unit, and that their propagation delays are 35 and 25 nsec, respectively.
For a cycle-time of 40 nsec, all operations require one cycle to execute.
An implementation with dedicated resources~ouldrequire 6'5 + 5'1 + 1 = 36
units of area and a latency of 4 cycles. Conversely, an implementation with one resource
of each type requires then an area of 5 + I + 1 = 7 units, independent of binding. A
schedule would yield a latency of at least 7 cycles.
Example 4.4.1.

4.4.2 General Circuits
The area estimate is the sum of the areas of the bound resource instances plus the
area of the steering logic, registers (or memories), control unit and wiring area. All
these components depend on the binding, which in turn depends on the schedule.
The latency of the circuit still depends on the schedule, which in turn must take
into account the propagation delays on paths between register boundaries. Thus performance estimation requires more detailed information. We consider the components
of the data path first and then we comment on the control unit.
&GISTERS. All data transferred from a resource to another across a cycle boundary

must be stored into some register. An upper bound on the register usage can then
be derived by examining a scheduled sequencing graph. This bound is in general
loose, because the number of registers can be minimized, as shown in Section 6.2.3.
The binding information is needed for evaluating andlor performing the register optimization. Therefore, the accurate estimation of the number of registers requires both
scheduling and binding.
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The effect of registers on the evaluation of the cycle-time is easy to compute. In fact, their set-up and propa~ationdelay times must be added to the propagation delays of the combinational logic. It is convenient to consider a reduced
cycle-time in all computations that already discounts set-up times and propagation
delays.
STEERING LOGIC. Steering logic affects the area and the propagation delay. While

the area of multiplexers can be easily evaluated, their number requires the knowledge
of the binding. Similarly, multiplexers add propagation delays to the resources.
Busses can also be used to steer data. In general, circuits may have a fixed number of busses that can support several multiplexed data transfers. Hence there are two
components to take into account in the area and delay estimation. One corresponds to
the busses themselves and can be considered as a fixed overhead. The second component relates to the bus drivers and receivers, which can be thought of as distributed
multiplexers and modeled accordingly.
WIRING. Wiring contributes to the overall area and delay. The wiring area overhead
can be estimated from the structure, once a binding is known, by using models that
are appropriate-for the physical design style of the implementation. The propagation
delay on the wires may not be negligible, and it is proportional to the wiring length.
Unfortunately, estimating the wiring area and length requires the knowledge of the
structure (i.e., the binding) as well as the placement of the physical implementation
of the resources. Fast floor planners or statistical placement models have been used.
Alternatively, statistical wiring models have been used. In this case, it has been shown
that the average interconnection length is proportional to &e total number of blocks
to the w power, where 0 5 a 5 1. The wiring delay and area hack with the average
interconnection length. We refer the interested reader to reference [I41 for a detailed
analysis of the wiring area and delay estimation.
CONTROL UNIT. The control circuit contributes to the overall area and delay, because some control signals can be part of the critical path. Recently, the interest in
synthesizing control-dominated circuits, such as some communication ASICs, has exposed the importance and difficulty of the problem. Simple models for estimating
the size of the control circuit can be based on the latency. Consider bounded-latency
non-hierarchical sequencing graphs. Read-only-memory-based implementations of the
control units require an address space wide enough to accommodate all control steps
and a word length commensurate to the number of resources being controlled. Hardwired implementations can be modeled by finite-state machines with as many states
as the latency. Unfortunately, these models may provide loose bounds, because many
optimization techniques can be applied to the controller, such as word-length reduction by encoding for microcode-based units or state minimization and encoding for
hard-wired units. In addition, general models for sequencing graphs, including for example data-dependent delay operations, require more complex control units, as shown
in Section 4.7. This complicates further the area and delay estimation.
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Example 4.4.2. Consider again the model of the loop of the differential equation integrator, shown in Figure 4.2. The assumptions of Example 4.4.1 still hold, except that we
do not consider the circuit as resource dominated, because we are now interested in a
finer-grain analysis.
Let us consider registers fint. There are 7 intermediate variables, 3 loop variables
(x, y , u ) and 3 loop invariants (a. 3, dx), yielding a total of 13 variables to store. (Note
that x is the output of operation u l o . ) Nevertheless, according to the schedule, some
registers may hold more than I variable when their lifetimes are disjoint intervals (see
Section 6.2.3). For example, in the case of the schedule of Figure 4.3, 4 registers are
enough to hold the intermediate variables (instead of 7). while 2 registers suffice in the
case of the schedule of Figure 4.4.
An implementation with dedicated resources would not require multiplexers to
steer data, whereas one with shared resources would. In particular, there are 5 possible operand pairs for both the multiplier and the ALU. An implementation with shared
registers for the temporay variables would require each register to have a multiplexer
to select the results to be stored. Thus, an implementation with two resources and two
registers (for intermediates) would require 2 two-input multiplexers. Hence the overall
requirement would be 4 five-input and 2 two-input multiplexers that must steer as many
hits as the desired word size. A finer analysis shows that the multiplexer cost could be
reduced funher. Indeed, when using two registers (for intermediates), the result of the
ALU could be stored always in the same register. Thus only 1 two-input multiplexer is
required. Similarly, operands and results could be assigned to the registers (by exploiting
also commutativity of addition and multiplication), to reduce the inputs of the multiplexers feeding the resources. A sketch of such a data path is shown later in Figure 4.12.
As far as the control unit for the loop is concerned, 4 states are required for the
implementation with dedicated resources and 7 states for that with one resource of each
type.
The overhead in terms of area and delay can be derived from the above analysis
by empirical formulae.

4.5 STRATEGIES FOR ARCHITECTURAL
OPTIMIZATION
Architectural optimization comprises scheduling and binding. Complete architectural
optimization is applicable to circuits that can be modeled by sequencing (or equivalent)
graphs without a start time or binding annotation. Thus the goal of architectural
optimization is to determine a scheduled sequencing graph with a complete resource
binding that satisfies the given constraints and optimizes some figure of merit.
Partial architectural optimization problems arise in connection with circuit models that either fully specify the timing behavior or fully characterize the resource usage.
Equivalently, the initial circuit specification is either a scheduled sequencing graph
or a sequencing graph with complete binding. It is obvious that any circuit model in
terms of a scheduled and bound sequencing graph does not require any optimization
at all, because the desired point of the design space is already prescribed. In all cases,
a data path and control synthesis are needed to construct a circuit representation in
terms of logic blocks. We consider the full architectural problem fint, and we show
how partial synthesis can be seen as solving some tasks of the full problem.
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Architectural optimization consists of determining a schedule 9 and a binding

fl that optimize the objectives (area, latency, cycle-rime). The optimization of these
multiple objectives reduces to the computation of the Pareto points in the design space
and in the evaluation (or estimation) of the corresponding objective functions.
Architectural exploration is often done by exploring the (aredlatency) trade-off
for different values of the cycle-time. This approach is motivated by the fact that
the cycle-time may be constrained to attain one specific value, or some values in an
interval, because of system design considerations. The (aredutency) trade-off can
then be explored by solving appropriate scheduling problems, as described later.
Other important approaches are the search for the (cycle-timehtency) tradeoff for some binding or the (aredcycle-time) trade-off for some schedules. They are
important for solving partial exploration when the input specification is bound to the
resources or is scheduled, as well as when considering scheduling after binding or
vice versa.
Unfortunately, the (cycle-timeflatency) trade-off for some values of area as well
as the (aredcyale-time) trade-off for some values of latency are complex problems to
solve, because several bindings correspond to a given area and several schedules to a
latency value.

4.5.1 AreaLatency Optimization
Let us consider resource-dominated circuits first. Given the cycle-time, the execution
delays can be determined. Since the area depends on the resource usage (and not on
any particular binding), scheduling problems provide the framework for determining
the (aredlarency) trade-off points. Indeed, solutions to the minimum-latency scheduling problem and to the minimum-re.iource scheduling problem provide the extreme
points of the design space. Intermediate solutions can be found by solving resourceconstrained minimum-latency scheduling problems or latency-constrained minimumresource scheduling problems for different values of the constraints.
The (ideal) trade-off curve in the areailatency plane is monotonically decreasing in one parameter as a function of the other. Nevertheless, the intractability of
the constrained scheduling problems often requires the use of heuristic algorithms
that yield approximate solutions. The computed trade-off curve may lack monotonicity and solutions to the dual constrained scheduling problems may not coincide in
practice.
The problem becomes more complicated when applied to general circuits, with
more complex dependency of area and delay on the circuit structure. Assume first
that control logic and wiring have a negligible impact on area and delay. Then only
register's and steering logic must be taken into account, jointly with the resources, for
the computation of the objectives. Area and latency can be determined by binding and
scheduling, but the two problems are now deeply interrelated. Binding is affected by
scheduling, because the amount of resource sharing depends on the concurrency of
the operations. Registers and steering logic depend on the binding. Their delays must
be compounded with the resource propagation delays when determining the execution
delays, because the cycle-time is fixed. Thus the schedule may be affected.

This shows a circular dependency among scheduling, binding and estimation of
the execution delays. An obvious solution is to solve these problems jointly, including
the evaluation of registers and steering logic (Section 6.4). Altenlatively, iterative
methods can be used. The problem difficulty is exacerbated when the cost of the control
unit and wiring is considered, because also the physical position of the resources and
the controller must be taken into account. Again, by combining scheduling, binding,
module getleration, floor planning and wiring estimation in a single step, an optimal
structure could be derived with an accurate area and performance model. This is a
formidable task. Even though global algorithms for architectural optimization have
been proposed, they have been shown to be practical for small-scale circuits only.
In practice, CAD systems for architectural optimization perform either schednling followed by binding or vice versa. Area and delay are estimated before these
tasks and are verified a posteriori. Most approaches to architectural synthesis perform scheduling before binding. Such an approach fits well with processor and DSP
designs, because circuits often are resource dominated or close to being resource dominated. Examples of synthesis systems using this strategy are EMERALDFACET
[17],
the SYSTEM'SARCHITECTWORKBENCH
[16] and the CATHEDRAL-I1
[8] systems.
Performing binding before scheduling permits the characterization of the steering logic and the more precise evaluation of the delays. No resource constraints are
required in scheduling, because the resource usage is determined by binding. In this
case, resource sharing requires that no operation pair with shared resources executes
concurrently. This requirement can be embedded in the sequencing graph model by
serializing the operations with a shared resource, i.e., by adding appropriate edges to
the sequencing graph.
This approach best fits the synthesis of those A S I C circuits that are control
dominated and where the steering logic parameters can be comparable to those of
some application-specific resource. Since the unconstrained scheduling problem can
be efficiently solved, the computational complexity is dominated by the binding task.
This strategy has been used by programs BUD[12], CADDYICALLAS
[S] and HEBE[6].
Example 4.5.1. Consider again the model of the loop of the differential equation integrator under the assumptions of Example 4.4.1. For the sake of this example, we consider
the circuit as resource dominated.
We consider the following upper bounds as constraints on the implementation: the
area has to be smaller than 20 units and the latency less than 8 cycles. Recall that the
ALU has a propagation delay of 25 nsec and the multiplier of 35 nsec. For a cycle-time
of 40 nsec, all resources have unit execution delay. Hence, the aredatency trade-off
curve is as shown in Figure 1.15. For a cycle-time of 30 nsec, the multiplier has an
execution delay of 2 units, while the adder has an execution delay of 1 unit. A structure
with one multiplier has latency equal to 13, violating the given bound. A structure with
two multipliers and one adder has latency equal to 8 and area equal to 12. (Recall that we
assign 1 unit of area to the control unit, as done in previous examples.) A structure with
three multipliers and one adder has latency equal to 7 and area equal to 17. A structure
with three multipliers and two adders has latency equal to 6 and area equal to 18. A
structure with more than three multipliers violates the area bound. The trade-off curve is
shown in Figure 4.9 for the specific values of the cycle-time considered here.
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FIGURE 4.9
Design evaluation space: area/latency Trade-off points for two values of the cycle-rime. Note that (1.2) i s
not a Pareto mint.

4.5.2 Cycle-Timekatency Optimization
We consider bound sequencing graphs that are either representative of initial circuit
specifications or derived by binding.
Let us consider resource-dominated circuits first. For each value of the cycletime of interest, the corresponding execution delays of the operations can be derived
and a minimum-latency schedule computed. Alternatively, scheduling with chaining
can be performed by considering the propagation delays of the resources.
Let us consider now the case in which we are interested in the minimum cycletime compatible with a given latency. When the resources are combinational in nature,
the problem reduces to determining the register boundaries that optimize the cycletime. This problem has been referred to as retiming, and it is dealt with in Section 9.3.1.
The formulation and its solution can be extended to cope with sequential resources
by modeling them as interconnections of a combinational component and register.
These considerations can be applied to general circuits when the binding of the
multiplexers and registers is specified and fixed and when the wiring and control-unit
area and delay can be approximated as constant or neglected. Under these assumptions
the overall area is constant. Then, the multiplexers can be considered as additional
combinational resources with their appropriate delays. The cycle-timetlatency trade-off
points can he determined again by scheduling with chaining or retiming.

Example 4.5.2. Consider again the model of the loop of the differential equation integrator
- under the assumotions of Examole 4.4.1. For the sake of this examole. we consider
the circuit as resource dominated. We assume that the cycle-time is constrained to he in
the interval 20-50 nsec and latency below 8 cycles.
Let us consider first an implementation with dedicated resources (area estimate
36). For a cycle-time larger than or equal to 35 nsec, all resources have unit execution
delay. Hence latency is 4 cycles. For a cycle-time larger than or equal to 25 nsec and
smaller than 35 nsec, the ALU has unit execution delay, hut the multiplier has Zcycle
execution delay. Now the latency is 6 cycles. For a cycle-time larger than or equal to 20
nsec and smaller than 25 nsec, all resources have 2-cycle execution delay. Hence latency
is 8 cycles.
A more accurate analysis can be performed by scheduling with chaining. In this
case, chaining is possible only for a cycle-time of 50 nsec: operations ( v 4 , v 5 ) as well as
( u , " , u i l ] can execute together in a single cycle. Hence latency is 3 cycles.
Next we consider an implementation with one resource of each type (area estimate
7). For a cycle-time larger than or equal to 35 nsec, all resources have unit execution
delay, leading to a latency of 7 cycles. For smaller values of the cycle-time, the latency
constraint is violated.
The trade-off curve is shown in Figure 4.10, in correspondence with the two
extreme values of the area. Points corresponding to other bindings are not shown.
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FIGURE 4.10
Design evaluation space: some cycle-timenatency trade-off points for two bindings

4.5.3 Cycle-TimeIArea Optimization
We consider now scheduled sequencing graphs where latency is fixed. We can envision
the case in which we are solving either a partial synthesis problem or the binding
problem after scheduling.
This problem is not relevant for resource-dominated circuits, because changing
the binding does not affect the cycle-time. Conversely, it is important for general
circuits, where the cycle-time is bounded from below by the delays in the resources,
steering logic, etc. We assume here that only delays in steering logic matter. Note
that the delay overhead due to registers is always constant.
With this approach, the schedule provides the latitude for applying resource sharing, because it defines the operation concurrency. The choice of a particular binding,
and as a result the resource sharing configuration, affects the number and size of the
multiplexers and hence the cycle-time. Minimal cycle-time binding and minimal area
binding subject to cycle-time constraints can be computed as shown in Section 6.3.2.
Example 4.53. Consider again the model of the loop of the differential equation integrator under the assumptions of Example 4.4.1. For the sake of this example, we consider
the circuit cycle-time and area as dependent only on the resources and steering logic and
we do not consider register sharing.
Consider first the schedule shown in Figure 4.3. We consider two bindings: one
with dedicated resources and one as shown in Figure 4.5. In the former case no multiplexer is needed. Thus, area is 36 units and cycle-time is bounded from below by
the multiplier delay, i.e., 35. In the latter case, multiplexers are needed only for shared
resources: namely one three-input and three two-input multiplexers. Hence, when computing the area, their contribution must be considered. Assuming a cost of 0.2 and
0.3 unit? for two-input and three-input multiplexers, respctively, the total area is now
4'5 + 2'1 + I + 1'0.3 + 3'0.2 = 23.9 units. (Recall that we assign 1 unit of area to
the control unit, as done in previous examples.) Similar considerations apply to delay.
Assuming that the delay of two-input and three-input multiplexers is 2 and 3 nsec, respectively, the cycle-time is bound from below by 37 nsec. The two implementations
considered so far have (area, cycle-rime) = (36. 35) and (23.9, 37). respectively, and a
latency of 4 cycles. Other implementations can be found with this latency, corresponding
to different bindings.
Consider now the schedule shown in Figure 4.4. We consider only one binding,
corresponding to one resource per type. Two five-input multiplexers are required. Assuming that their area is 0.5 unit and their delay is 5 nsec, such an implementation would
require an area of 8 units and cycle-time of 40 nsec. Figure 4.1 1 shows the points in the
design evaluation space considered above.

4.6 DATA-PATH SYNTHESIS
Data-path synthesis is a generic term that has often been abused. We distinguish here
data-path synthesis techniques at the physical level from those at the architectural
level. The former exploit the regularity of data-path smctures and are specific to
data-path layout. The latter involve the complete definition of the structural view
of the data path, i.e., refining the binding information into the specification of all
interconnections. To avoid confusion, we call this task connectivity synthesis.

FIGURE 4.1 1
Desisn evilluatinn apace: some cycletimellarcncy tmde-ofl points far wo
schedules.

Physical synthesis algorithms go beyond the scope of this book. We would like
to mention that different approaches have been used for data-path design, according
to different design styles, namely bus-oriented, macro-cell-based or array-based data
paths. In the first case, a data-path generator constructs the data path as a stack
of bit slices according to a predefined pattern. An example is the bus-oriented data
path synthesized by the Svco compiler [71, which has an architecture similar to the
M68000 processor. Macro-cell-based data paths are typical of DSP circuits. Module
generators are used to synthesize the resources that then need to be placed and wired.
This method has been used by the CATHEDRAL-I1
compiler [S]. This approach is
more flexible than using bus-oriented data-path synthesis with respect to the choice
of a resource set, especially when application-specific resources are needed (e.g.,
arithmetic operators with non-standard word lengths). Unfortunately, this style leads
often to a less efficient wiring distribution. Eventually, in the case of array-based
data paths, logic and physical synthesis techniques are applied to the data path. Thus,
the data path is treated no differently than other portions of the design. In general,
bit-sliced data paths consume less area and perform better than data paths designed
in a macro-cell-based or array-based style. The difference in performance may be
thought to be small, as compared to manual design, when data-path optimization is
used.
Data-path connectivity synthesis consists of defining the interconnection among
resources, steering logic circuits (multiplexers or busses), memory resources (registers
and memory arrays), inputloutput ports and the control unit. Therefore a complete

binding is required. Problems related to the optimal binding of resources, registers,
internal memory m a y s and busses are described in Chapter 6. Connectivity synthesis
refines the binding information by providing the detailed interconnection among the
blocks. For example, the inputs, outputs and controls of the multiplexers have to be
specified and connected.
Example 4.6.1. Figure 4.12 shows a refined view of the data path of the differential
equation integrator with one multiplier and one ALU. It shows explicitly the intercon-

nection of the multiplexers.
Note that the data furmat needs to be specified at this step to associate a word
size with the registers, multiplexers and their interconnections. For simplicity, we have
used one register to store the constant 3. Obviously, once the data format is chosen, this
register can be changed into a hard-wired implementation.
The connections to the input/output ports are not shown. Additional two-input
multiplexers are required to load registers x. J. u , d x , a with input data. The output port
is connected to register y .
The connections to the control unit are the enable signals for all registers, the
selectors of the multiplexers and a control signal for the ALU selecting the operation
to be performed among (+. -, <). The data path returns signal c to the control unit,
detecting the completion of the iteration.
Data-path connectivity synthesis specifies also the interconnection of the data
path to its environment through the inputloutput ports. Interfacing problems arise when
the environment is not synchronous with the data path being synthesized. Notable
examples are interfaces to asynchronous circuits and to synchronous circuits with
different cycle-times. Borriello proposed models and algdrithms for the synthesis of
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interface transducers. He specified (timing-constrained) interface problems by means
of event graphs, showing dependencies among operations and events. We refer the
reader to references [3, 41 for details.
The data path may include multi-port memory arrays, called also register files.
Such arrays are dealt with as macro-cells, characterized by the word size and by
the number of pons for reading and writing. An optimal usage of a memory array
requires assigning data transfers to and from the array to the ports. Algorithms for
this task are described in Section 6.2.4. Connectivity synthesis consists of specifying
the interconnection between the ports of the memory array and the other data-path
elements, e.g., resources and multiplexers. External memories are accessed through
the circuit ports. The specific nature of the memory chip being used dictates the nature
of the interface circuit required.
The interface to the control circuit is provided by the signals that enable the
registers and that control the steering circuits (i.e., multiplexers and busses). Sequential
resources require a s t a n (and sometimes a reset) signal. Hence the execution of each
operation requires a set of aciivation signals.
In addition, the control unit receives some condition signals from the data path
that evaluate the clauses of some branching and iterative constructs. Condition signals
provided by data-dependent operations are called completion signals. The ensemble
of these control points must be identified in data-path synthesis.
Example 4.6.2. Figure 4.12 shows the interconnection between the data path and the
control unit. Specifically, activation signals are the register enables, the ALU control,
and multiplexer controls. The completion signal c is provided by the ALU.

Consider, for example, the execution of operatien u ~ oin the sequencing graph of
Figure 4.2, computing x + dx and storing the result in register r , . It requires controlling
the multiplexers feeding the ALU and register r l , setting the ALU control signal to
perform an addition and enabling register r , . The ensemble of this signal constitutes the
activation signals for operation u,o.

4.7 CONTROL-UNIT SYNTHESIS
We consider in this section synthesis of control units. We assume that there aie n,,,
activation signals to be issued by the control unit and we do not distinguish among their
specific function (e.g., enable, multiplexer control, etc). From a circuit implementation
point of view, we can classify the control-unit model as microcode based or hard
wired. The former implementation style stores the control information into a readonly p e m o r y (ROM) array addressed b y a counter, while the latter uses a hardwired sequential circuit consisting of an interconnection of a combinational circuit
and registers. From a logic standpoint, synchronous implementation of control can
be modeled as a finite-state machine. Both implementation styles can be modeled as
such, because a read-only memory and a synchronous counter behave as a finite-state
machine as well as an interconnection of combinational logic gates and synchronous
registers. It is important to remark that a synthesized microcoded control unit is not
reprogrammable, i.e., the microcode-based implementation is a way of storing the

control information in an organized fashion (e.g., in a memory array) but without
support for modifying it.
The techniques used for control synthesis vary. We comment here on the major
schemes that have been used. We consider first non-hierarchical sequencing graphs
with data-independent delay operations. We extend then the techniques to cope with
hierarchical graphs and eventually to unhounded-latency graphs. The reason for the
choice of this sequence in presenting the control synthesis issues is'as follows. Control synthesis for non-hierarchical graphs with data-independent delays requires the
specification of the activation signals only. Hierarchical graphs, modeling branching
and iteration, must also take into account the branching condition signals. Control
units for unhounded-delay operations require handling the completion signals as well
as the others. Therefore we shall analyze control synthesis methods for increasingly
complex models.
It is important to note that control units for sequencing graphs with datadependent bounded delays can be synthesized by considering the delays as dataindependent and equal to their upper bounds. Then, the corresponding sequencing
graph entities can be padded with finite-delay No-Operations to fit the upper bounds.
Alternatively, if the operations provide a completion signal, they can be handled as
unbounded delay operations. The second choice corresponds to a more complex controller but also to a circuit with better average performance.
Example 4.7.1. Consider, for example, a branch into two equally probable tasks, with
delays equal to 1 and 2 units, respectively. Assume the branch is on the critical path. If
the branch is considered as a data-independent delay operation and the upper bound on
the delays is used, then the branch will always take 2 uniG of delay. Conversely, if the
immediate successors to the branch can stan upon the assenion of its completion signal,
then the branch will take on average 1.5 units.

4.7.1 Microcoded Control Synthesis for
Non-Hierarchical Sequencing Graphs with
Data-Independent Delay Operations
A microcoded implementation can be achieved by using a memory that has as many
words as the latency A. Each word is in one-to-one correspondence with a schedule
step. Therefore the ROM must have as many address bits as nb,, = [log, A]. A
synchronous counter with nbi, bits is used to address the ROM. The counter has a
reset sigpal that clears the counter so that it can address the first word in memory
corresponding to the first operations to be executed. When the sequencing graph
models a set of operations that must be iterated, the last word of the schedule clears
the counter. The counter runs on the system clock. The only external control signal
provided by the environment is the counter reset. By raising that signal, the overall
circuit halts and resets. By lowering it, it starts execution from the first operation.
There are different ways of implementing a microcoded memory array. The
simplest way is to associate the activation signals of each resource to 1 bit of the

word. This scheme is called horizontal microcode, because the word length n,,, is
usually much larger than A and the ROM has a width larger than its height.
Example 4.7.2. Consider the scheduled sequencing graph of Figure 4.3 and assume a
binding with dedicated resources and registers. Hence the activation signals control the
register enables. (The ALU's control signals are fixed, because the resources are dedicated.) Therefore we Cdn assume that there are as many activation signals as operations,
i.e., no,, = rr,, = I I . Then, a 2-bit counter driving a ROM with four words of I I bits
suffices, as shown in Figure 4.13.

A fully verrical microcode corresponds to the choice of encoding the n,,, activation signals with [log2 n,,,l hits. his choice reduces drastically the width of
the ROM. Two problems arise in conjunction with choosing a vertical microcode
scheme. First, decoders are needed at the ROM output to decode the activation signals. Such decoders can be implemented using other ROMs and the scheme is then
called two-stage control store (micro-ROM and nano-ROM). The second problem relates to the operation concurrency. A word corresponding to a schedule step may need
to activate two or more resources. But this may be impossible to decode, unless code
words are resewed for all possible n-tuples of concurrent operations. Vertical control
schemes can be implemented by lengthening the schedule (i.e., renouncing to some
concurrency) or by assuming that multiple ROM words can be read in each schedule
step.
Example 4.7.3. Consider again the scheduled sequencing graph of Figure 4.3 and assume
a dedicated binding. For the sake of simplicity, assume again that there are as many

acrivarion signals a operations and that they are encoded with the 4-bit binary encoding
of the operation identifier. Figure 4.14 can be interpreted in two ways. First, the operations
are serialized and the latency is now I I . Second, multiple words can be read in a cycle.
For example, the first five words could be read during the first control step.

4.7.2 Microcoded Control Optimization
Techniques*
It is possible to encode the activation signals in ways that span the spectrum of
choices between the horizontal and vertical schemes. A common microcode optimization approach is to search for the shortest encoding of the words, such that full
concurrency is preserved. This problem is referred to as a microcode compaction
Address
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00010000000

Reset
Activation signals

FIGURE 4.13
Examole of horizontal microcode.
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FIGURE 4.14
Example of vertical microcode.

problem and is intractable. This problem can be approached by assuming that the
words are partitioned into fields and that operations are partitioned into corresponding
groups ( i t . , each group is assigned to a field). Operations in each group are vertically
encoded. The partition into groups is done so that no pair of operations in each group
is concurrent. Therefore full concurrency is preserved while retaining local vertical
encoding.
A heuristic approach to find the optimal partition is to minimize the number of
groups. Then, the partition can be done by considering a conflict graph, where the
vertices correspond to the operations and the edges represent concurrency. A minimum
vertex coloring of that graph yields the minimum number of fields that are needed.
Minimum coloring, though intractable, can be computed by the algorithms shown in
Section 2.4.3. This method, proposed by Schwartz, minimizes the number of fields
and equivalently the number of decoders, but not necessarily the number of word
bits.
An alternative approach, proposed by Grasselli and Montanari, is to model the
problem as a compatibility graph, which is the complement of a conflict graph. Then a
solution method can be cast in terms of a weighted cliquepartitioning problem, where
the cliques represent classes of compatible operations and the weight relates to the
number of bits required. By minimizing the total weight, instead of the clique cover
number, i minimum-width ROM can be derived. We refer the reader to reference [I]
for the details.

-

Example 4.7.4. Consider again the scheduled sequencing graph of Figure 4.3 and assume
a dedicated binding and as many acrivarion signals as operations. Let us partition the microword into five fields and the operations into four groups: ( v , , -, v 4 ) ; {">); ( u 6 , u,. u S J ;
rug. v g ) ; { V I U , V I I ] . Note that the operations inside each group are not concurrent and
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E

Microwards

1.3.4 2 6.7.5 8 . 9 1 0 . 1 1
Activation signals

FIGURE 4.15
Example of encoded microwords using five fields

therefore every group can be encoded vertically, as shown in Figure 4.15. The encoding
is as follows:
Field

Operation

Code

A
A
A

UI

01
10
I!

03
UA

Note also that null fields (i.e., all 0 entries in a field) denote that no operation in the group
is activated in that particular contml step. This encoding requires 9 bits (instead of 11 of
the horizontal encoding and 4 of the venical encoding) but preserves full concurrency.

4.7.3 Hard-Wired Control Synthesis for
Non-Hierarchical Sequencing Graphs with
Data-Independent Delay Operations
The synthesis of a Moore-type finite-state machine from a scheduled sequencing graph
is-straightforward. Indeed, such a machine has as many states as the latency A (i.e.,
schedule length), and the state set S = (si; I = 1,2, . . . , A ) is in one-to-one correspondence with the schedule steps. State transitions are unconditional and only among
state pairs (st, s r + l ) ; 1 = 1, 2 , . . . , (A - 1). If the schedule requires a repetitive execution, then an unconditional transition (si, s ~ )is added. Conditional transitions into
st from all other states, controlled by a reset signal, provide the start and reset caso),(so,s,) can be added,
pability. (Alternatively, an idle state so and transitions (s~,
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the latter controlled by a start signal. Transitions into so are controlled by a different
reset signal.)
The output function of the finite-state machine in each state s l ; 1 = 1, 2, . . . , A ,
activates those operations whose start time is 11. More specifically the activation signal
for the control point k, k = 1 . 2 , . . . , n,,,, in state sr; 1 = 1 , 2 , . . . , A , is 61,,,,where
6i,j denotes a Kronecker delta function. A hard-wired control unit can be obtained by
synthesizing the finite-state machine model using standard techniques (see Section 9.2)
and in particular by encoding the states and by implementing the combinational logic
in the appropriate style (e.g., sparse logic, PLA).
Example 4.75. Consider again the scheduled sequencing graph of Figure 4.3. The state
transition diagram of the finite-state machine implementing a hard-wired control unit is
shown in Figure 4.16. The numbers by the vertices of the diagram refer to the activation
signals.

4.7.4 Control Synthesis for Hierarchical
Sequencing Graphs with Data-Independent Delay
Operations
Hierarchical sequencing graphs represent model calls, branching and iteration through
the hierarchy. In this section, we assume that the graphs have bounded latency, and
therefore each vertex has a known, fixed execution delay.
Let us consider first model calls and their control implementations. We assume
that every sequencing graph entity in the hierarchy has a corresponding local control unit, called a control block. Each control block hasits own activation signal,
which controls the stepping of the counter (in microcode-based implementations) or
the finite-state machine transitions as well as enables the activation signals at the
corresponding level in the hierarchy. Therefore, raising the activation signal for a
control block corresponds to executing the related operations. Lowering the activation signal corresponds to halting all related operations. We assume that each control
block resets itself after having executed the last operation. All control blocks can be
reset.
The hierarchical control implementation can he achieved as follows. The execution of a link vertex corresponding to a model call is translated to sending an
activation signal to the corresponding control block. That signal is asserted for the

FTGURE 4.16
Example of state diagram for hard-wired control.
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Example of interconnecting a hierarchical control stlucture.

duration of execution of the called model, i.e., as long as its local latency. Note that
the control block of the calling model continues its execution, because the model call
is in general concurrent with other operations. An example is shown in Figure 4.17.
The interconnection of the control blocks corresponding to the different sequencing graph entities in the hierarchy can be done regardless of the implementation style
(e.g., microcode or hard wired) as Long as the activation signal is provided. The activation signal of the root block can be used to start the overall circuit. Alternatively,
this signal can always be asserted and the circuit can be started by pulsing the reset
line. Note that the call to (and return from) a model does not require an additional
control step with this scheme.
Let us consider now branching operations. A branch is represented in the hierarchical sequencing graph model by a selective model call, controlled by the branch
condition clause. Therefore, a straightforward implementation can be achieved by activating the control blocks corresponding to the branch bodies by the conjunction of
the acti~utionsignal with the branch condition clause value, as shown in Figure 4.18.
For this control scheme to be correct, we must assume that the branching clause value
does not change during the execution of the branch itself. Therefore, the value of the
clause may have to he temporarily stored.
The control for an iteration link vertex can be done in a similar way. The
loop body can be seen as a model call that is repeated a finite and known number
of times. (Data-dependent iteration will be considered in Section 4.7.4.) Since we
already'assume that each control block resets itself when all operations have finished
execution, it suftices to assert the activation signal for the loop body control block as
long as the iteration has to last. Recall that the latency of an iteration link vertex is
the product of the loop body latency times the number of executions. This number,
which in this case is known at synthesis time, is the duration of the activation signal.
The overall control unit may be lumped into a single ROM or finite-state machine, according to the desired implementation style.

CONTROL UNIT

DATA PATH

FIGURE 4.18
Example of interconnecting a hierarchical control srmcture

Example 4.7.6. Consider now the complete differential equation integrator, as described
in Example 1.5.3. Assume that the data path is required to have at most two multipliers and two ALUs, as shown in Figure 1.14. We show next a specification of the
control unit, as synthesized by a computer program. The control unit is specified as
a synchronous logic network (see Section 3.3.2). where the keyword "@D denotes
a delay-type register.

-

.model control:
.inputs CLK reset c ;
.outputs
sl s2 6 3 s4 s5 56
s l s 3 s2s3 s2s4 sls2s3 sls3s4 s2s3e4
516556 52545556 ~ 2 ~ 7 ~~ 34 ~~ 46 ~
; 5 ~ 6
# # state machine

sl-in = reset + s6 :
s2-in = is1 + c 55) r e s e t '
s3Lin = ls21 reset' ;
s4-in = (s3) reset' ;
s5_in = (s4) reset' ;
s6Lin = lc' 551 reset' ;
@~(sl-in. CLK) :
@ ~ l s 2 X i n , CLK) ;
53 = @Dls3_in, CLKI ;
s4 = eDls4Lin. CLKI :
s5 = @D(siLin. CLK1 ;
s6 = @Dls6Lin, CLKI ;

sl
s2

=

=

;

U read inputs
R first step of loop
# second step

# thlrd step
X fourth step
# write outputs
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4.7.5 Control Synthesis for Unbounded-Latency
Sequencing Graphs*
Unbounded-latency sequencing graphs contain unbounded-delay operations that provide completion signals to notify the end of execution. We shall assume that the
completion signal is raised during the last cycle of execution of an operation, so that
no control step is wasted in detecting a completion and starting the successor operations. Similarly, the control unit of the implementation of an unbounded-latency graph
is assumed to provide its own completion signal to denote the end of execution of all
operations. This completion signal is used when composing control blocks to form a
hierarchical controller.
We mention here three approaches for synthesizing control units for unboundedlatency graphs. The first one is the clustering method. It clusters the graph into
bounded-latency subgraphs, as previously shown in Example 4.3.9. The number of
clusters depends on the number of unbounded-delay operations. The method is efficient
(in terms of control-unit area) when this number is small. Control implementations
can be in terms of microcode-based or hard-wired styles. The second approach, called
adaptive control synthesis, is reminiscent of some control synthesis techniques for
self-timed circuits. It leads to a hard-wired implementation and it is efficient when
the number of unbounded-delay operations is high. The third method is based on a
panicular scheduling technique called relative scheduling and uses an interconnection
of relative control units, mentioned briefly in Section 5.3.4 and described in reference [lo].
Let us consider the clustering method first. Bounded-latency subgraphs can be
extracted by using the following procedure. Consider the unbounded-delay veaices in
the giaph one at a time, in a sequence consistent with the partial order represented by
the graph itself. Let S c V be the subset of vertices that are neither unbounded-delay
vertices nor their successors. Then the subgraph induced by S can be made polar by
adding a sink vertex representing a No-Operation and edges from the vertices in S
with no successors to the sink. This suhgraph can be scheduled and its control unit
can be generated with a microcoded or hard-wired style. The vertices S can then be
deleted from the graph and the unbounded-delay vertex under consideration replaced

by a No-Operation that is now the source vertex of the subgraph induced by the
remaining vertices.
A synchronizer is added to the control unit in correspondence to the unboundeddelay vertex previously under consideration. The synchronizer is a control primitive
that can be implemented by a simple finite-state machine. (See Section 3.3.3.) The
synchronizer takes as input the completion signal of the controller of the subgraph
just extracted and the completion signal of the unbounded-delay operation itself. The
synchronizer issues an activation signal to the controller of the subsequent operations.
The synchronizer memorizes the arrival of both completior~signals into two independent states. The activation signal is asserted either in coincidence of both completion
signals or when one completion signal is received and the finite-state machine is in
the state that memorizes the arrival of the other one at some previous time step.
Example 4.7.7. Consider the graph of Figure 4.8 (a). Let S be equal to [u,, u2J.The
subgraph induced by S is shown in the upper part of Figure 4.8 (c), where the added edge
(q,uo) and the replacement of u, by a No-Operution sink vertex makes the subgraph
abide the sequencing graph definition.The subgraph can then be scheduled and its control
unit built. After deleting [ u , , u ~ u.,1 the remaining cluster has only vertex vi, and its
schedule and control block can be easily synthesized. The overall hard-wired control
implementation is described by a state transition diagram in Figure 4.19. The shaded
area on the upper left controls operations of the cluster ( v , , v2). The shaded area on the
right is a synchronizer circuit that operates as follows. Its reset state is so. A transition
r, + s b is caused by the completion of the controller of the first cluster, while a
transition s, i
s . is caused by the completion of the unbounded-delay operation. When
the synchronizer is in sb (or in 3,) and the completion of the unbounded-delay operation
(or of the controller of the first cluster) is detected, the synchonizer issues the activation
signal and goes to state sd. If the two complerion signals are simultaneous, there is a
state transition s, -t s,, and the activation is asserted.
The adaptive control synthesis scheme provides a method for constructing a
hard-wired control unit in a regular and modular fashion [IO]. The controller is the
interconnection of basic primitives, called atomic jinite-state machines. There is an
atomic finite-state machine in correspondence to each vertex of the sequencing graph,
regardless of the boundedness of the corresponding delay. No-Operations and operations that do not require a control step for execution (e.g., some combinational

FIGURE 4.19

State transition diagram far a sequencing graph with two clusters and a synchronizer.
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operations) have simpler, degenerate finite-state machines. The overall interconnection of the atomic finite-state machines is a finite-state machine itself that can he
implemented as a single control unit or dishibuted.
The rationale of adaptive control is that any operation can start executing as soon
as all its immediate predecessors have completed. In the case of concurrent hardware
synthesis, as in our case, we must memorize the completion of an operation, because
the completion of two (or more) immediate predecessors may not be simultaneous.
Therefore, two states are associated with each operation. Thus each atomic finite-state
machine has two states, corresponding to one storage bit. The first state is called ready,
and it denotes that either the operation is ready for execution or it is executing. The
second state is called wait, and it denotes that the operation has finished execution.
Each atomic finite-state machine communicates with the corresponding operation
in the data path via the activation and completion signals. It communicates with the
other atomic finite-state machines by means of two other signals: an enable that notifies
that the corresponding operation can start execution and a done signal that is raised
when the operation has completed its execution. The state transitions in the atomic
finite-state machine are defined as follows. A transition from the ready state to the
wait state is triggered by the completion signal of the corresponding operation. The
reverse transition is in response to the reset signal or to the completion signal of the
control block, which is the done signal of the sink operation. An atomic finite-state
machine is shown in Figure 4.20 and the transitions are summarized in Table 4.1.
The atomic finite-state machines are interconnected with the same topology as
the sequencing graph. In particular, the enable signal for an atomic finite-state machine
is the conjunction of the done signals of its immediate predecessors. The activation
signal is asserted when the atomic finite-state machipe is in the ready state and the

enable

/

FIGURE 4.20
Atomic and degenerate finite-state machine

enable

/

TABLE 4.1

State transitions and outputs from an
atomic finite-state machine.
ready + wait :
wait + ready :
aclivorion :
done :

completion. (done, +reset)'
done, +reset
r e a d y . enrrble
wait + r e a d y . completion

enable signal is detected. The done signal is true when the atomic finite-state machine
is in the wait state or when it is in the ready state and the completion signal is detected.
Degenerate finite-state machines are associated with operations that do not require a control state. Such machines have no state information, and their done signal
is equivalent to their enable, computed as in the previous case. The uctivution signal
is equivalent to enable and the completion signal is not used.

Example 4.7.8. An example of a sequencing graph and its adaptive control scheme is
shown in Figure 4.21. For the sake of the example, we assume that the adders take one
cycle to execute, and therefore their complerion signal is raised in the cycle they execute.
In this example, the multiplier uses a multiplication algorithm based on repeated additions
of partial products with a Booth encoding scheme. It is a data-dependent operation, and
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it raises its own completion signal. The source and sink operations are No-Operations,
and their atomic finite-state machines are degenerate.
The control unit corresponding to a sequencing graph has two interface signals,
in addition to the reset, namely the enable of the atomic finite-state machine of the
source vertex (enable") and the done of the atomic finite-state machine of the sink
vertex (done,,). Synthesis of hierarchical controllers can be achieved by using the
techniques presented in Section 4.7.4. In particular, model calls can be achieved by
connecting the activation signal of the calling control block to the enable" enuy
point and the done, signal to the completion ently. This scheme can be extended to
handle branching constructs by controlling the enable" signals of the branches by the
conditional clause. Extension to iterative constructs, including data-dependent loops,
is also possible with this scheme. The loop exit clause controls the repeated call to
the loop body. Therefore, the enable0 signal of the loop body is asserted when the
iteration can be started and it remains so as long as the exit condition is not met. Two
important considerations must he highlighted. First, the adaptive scheme provides
automatically for repeated execution of the operations in a sequencing graph, because
the completion of the sink operation resets all atomic finite-state machines. Therefore,
the loop body is automatically restarted. Second, the loop exit condition must he
evaluated at the loop boundary to avoid premature exit from a loop. Therefore, the
loop exit condition must be temporarily stored.
The control synthesis of arbitrarily nested sequencing graphs can be achieved
with no execution delay penalty in transferring control across the hierarchy. This is
a desirable feature, because the control unit should never increase the circuit latency
determined by the data path. A requirement in satisfyiag this goal is that the completion
signals done,, are asserted during the last execution step of the controller for each
graph in the hierarchy.
The actual implementation of the adaptive scheme requires other considerations,
such as the clocking choice for the data path and control. When the data path and
control operate on the same phase of the clock, look-ahead techniques may be required
to ensure that the done, signal is raised on time. Consider, for example, a sequencing
graph at some level of the hierarchy whose last operation is a data-dependent branch.
The two branches are a No-Operation and an operation requiring a finite number of
steps. Then, the branch clause should be used directly to determine the completion
signal, because the selection of a No-Operation must correspond to an immediate
transfer of execution to the control block at the higher level of the hierarchy. We
refer the interested reader to reference [ l o ] for the details of an adaptive scheme
that incorporates look-ahead techniques and that guarantees no performance penalty
in conjunction with control transfers and unbounded-delay operations.

4.8

SYNTHESIS OF PIPELINED CIRCUITS

Pipelining is a common technique to enhance the circuit performance. In a pipelined
implementation, the circuit is partitioned into a linear array of stages, each executing
concurrently and feeding its results to the following stage. Pipelining does not affect

the latency of the computation, but it may increase the input/output data rate, called
throughput.
Pipelining has been applied to instruction set and to signallimage processors.
Pipeline design is tnore challenging in the former case, because it must support efficient execution of different instruction streams. Conversely, pipelined DSP design
may be simpler, because often the processor is dedicated to an application.
At the time of this writing (1993). synthesis techniques for pipelined circuits are
still in their infancy. Few techniques for synthesizing pipelined data paths have been
proposed, under some limiting assumptions such a$constant data rates. Unfortunately,
efficient instruction set processor design requires handling variable data rates as well
as a variety of other issues, such as stage bypasses, hazard analysis and support
for controlling the pipeline by allowing stalling and flushing. As a result, present
synthesis technique.; are not yet applicable to the design of competitive instruction set
processors, although they have been applied successfully to some DSP designs.
Some ad hoc representation paradigms have been developed for pipelined circuits. For example, pipelined circuits can be specified by modeling each stage independently a? well as the stage interfaces and the synchronization mechanisms. This
corresponds to providing a mixed structuraVbehavioral circuit model that may preclude architectural optimization of the circuit as a whole. In particular, the number of
stages is prescribed.
We consider here a simplified model for pipelined circuits that supports architectural optimization. Circuits are modeled by pipelined sequencing graphs where the
source vertex is fired at the throughput rate. The inverse of this rate, i.e., the time
separation between two successive firings of the source vertex, normalized to the
cycle-time, is called a data introduction interval and is represented by So. The data
introduction interval is smaller than the latency. In the limiting case that the data
introduction interval equals the latency, the circuit no more performs operations in a
pipelined fashion but just restarts after the last operation. With this model, the number
of stages of a pipelined circuit is the rounded-up quotient of the latency to the data
introduction interval.
Example 4.8.1. Consider the sequencing graph of Figure 4.2. Assume that the operations
have unit execution delays and that the number of resources is not constrained, so that a
latency of 4 cycles can be achieved.
For So = 2, input and output data are requested and made available at every other
cycle. Figure 4.22 shows the sequencing graph panitioned into two stages.
The repetitive execution of the operations of Figure 4.2 in a non-pipelined mode
corresponds to 60 = 4. Note that halving 6" corresponds to doubling the throughput for
the same latency.

~ h e ~ d e s objectives
i~n
of pipelined circuits are four: area, latency, cycle-time,
throughput. Architectural exploration and optimization relate to determining the tradeoff points in the corresponding four-dimensional space. Most approaches consider the
sequences of problems derived by choosing particular values of the data introduction interval and of the cycle-time (hence determining implicitly the throughput) and
a search for the optimal (area, latency) trade-off points. In the case of resourcedominated circuits, the trade-off curve can be computed as the solution to minimum-
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Pipelined sequencing graph paniuoned into two swges. (The source and sink vertices have been omitted.)
latency scheduling problems, under constraints on the resource usage and the data
introduction interval. This approach is justified by the fact that the choices of data
introduction interval and cycle-time are limited in number due to environmental constraints.
Example 4.8.2. Consider again the sequencing n ~ ofhFigure 4.2. The assumptions
of Example 4.4.1 still hold (including the h u n d on area of 20 units) and the circuit
is considered here as resource dominated. Assume a cycle-time of 40 nsec, so that all
resources have unit execution delay.
Assume first So = 1. Hence the throughput is 25 MHz. All operations must have
dedicated resources, yielding an area of 36 units, violating the bound. A latency of 4
cycles can be achieved by the schedule of Figure 4.22.
Consider then So = 2. Hence the throughput is 12.5 MHz. We can construct
a schedule with latency of 4 cycles, requiring three multipliers and three ALUs (area
= 19). as will be shown in detail in Example 5.6.4. (Recall that we assign1 unit of
area to the control unit, as done in previous examples.) Implementations with larger
resource usage are not Pareto points; implementations with smaller resource usage are
incompatible with the data introduction interval constraint.
For A0 = 4 the circuit is not pipelined. The areallatency trade-off points are those
shown in Figures 1.15 and 4.9. Points of the design evaluation space are shown in
Figure 4.23.
The scheduling and binding problems are more complex in the case of pipelined
circuits, because each operation may be executing concurrently with its predecessors
and successors. Lower bounds on the resource usage are also induced by the constraints
on the data introduction interval. Algorithms for scheduling pipelined circuits will be
described in Section 5.6 and considerations for binding in Section 6.7.

FIGURE 4.23
Design

evaluation Space: some aredlatency trade-off points far
is not a Pareto point.

values of the pair (cycle-rime, data intro-

duction intervan. Note that (1.2)

Data-path synthesis for pipelined circuits can be achieved by means of the same
techniques used for non-pipelined circuits. Synthesis of control units for pipelined data
paths with fixed data rates (hence involving operations with data-independent delays)
can be achieved hy extending the techniques shown in Sections 4.7.1 and 4.7.3.
Example 4.8.3. Consider the example shown in Figure 4.22. For S,, = 2 there are two
control steps. Assume resources are dedicated. The contmller will activate the resources
scheduled in each step of both stages concurrently. Namely, the first control state (or
, udJ, the second state operations
microword) will activate operations ( u , , u2, u6, u ~ u,",
(us, u,,

U " , U I I , usl.

In the general case, when considering pipelined circuits with variable data rates
andlor data-dependent delays (that may require stalling the pipeline), synthesis and
even estimation of the control unit is much more complex. Architectural exploration
of pipelined circuits becomes even harder, when general circuits (not necessarily
resource dominated) are considered. Synthesis and optimization of pipelined circuits
with advanced features is still the suhject of ongoing research.

4.9 PERSPECTIVES
Architectural synthesis provides a means of constructing the macroscopic structure
of a circuit, starting from a behavioral model, while exploring the trade-off among
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the figures of merit. The importance of architectural exploration goes beyond its
application in CAD synthesis systems, because it supports a way of reasoning about
multiple objectives in digital design. Thus it is also an important means of analysis
in the design conceptualization phase.
Several CAD synthesis systems are available today that incorporate the ideas
presented in this chapter. Architectural synthesis has shown to be beneficial not only in
producing optimized designs in a short time but also in raising the modeling abstraction
level of digital designers to that of hardware languages.
Dedicated architectural synthesis tools for specific circuit applications have also
been developed, for example, in the area of digital image processing. Whereas specific
architectural synthesis tools can yield higher quality solutions in restrictive domains, as
compared to general purpose architectural synthesis tools, it is not obvious if such tools
should be developed for all major classes of circuits. The debate between supporters
of general purpose HDLs and synthesis tools and those advocating specific ones is
still open today.
Few problems in architectural synthesis have not yet found satisfactory solutions.
Examples are synthesis of pipelined circuits with advanced features and synthesis of
memory subsystems, including automatic partitioning into memory hierarchies. Most
architectural synthesis techniques have considered single-chip implementations. Nevertheless architectural synthesis is very appealing for large-system design, where the
implementation may require several chips, possibly embedding existing components.
Modeling multiple-module circuits and their environmental constraints, as well as
synthesis from these models, is still the subject of ongoing research.
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4.11 PROBLEMS
1. Consider the sequencing graph of Figure 4.2. Assume you have a resource that performs
the operations (+, -, <, *) in one cycle and that occupies 1 unit of area. Determine the
areallatency trade-off points. Consider the circuit as resource dominated with no overhead.

2. Consider the sequencing graph of Figure 4.2. Consider a partial binding of operations
{uI. 4) and {u3, ~ 6 to
) two resources. Draw the sequencing graphs with task serialization
edges corresponding to this binding that resolve the potential conflicts. Rank the sequencing
graphs in terms of minimum latency. Assume all operations have unit delay.

3. Consider the loop of the differential equation integrator. Assume a word length of 8 hits
in the data path. Consider the binding shown in Figure 4.5. Perfom connectivity synthesis
and show a diagram with the detailed interconnection among the building blocks of the
data path. Estimate the area, including resources, multiplexers and registers. (Assume that
the areas of the multiplier and ALU are 5 and 1, respectively, that of a multiplexer is 0.1
unit per input and that of each register is 0.2 unit.)

4. Consider the full example of the differential equation integrator. Assume a word length
of 8 bits in the data path. Consider an implementation with one multiplier and one ALU.
Complete the connectivity synthesis sketched in Figure 4.12 by showing all connections in
detail. Construct the state diagram of a tinite-seate machine controller for the circuit.

5. Consider a data path modeled by the following assignments:
a = i + j ; b = k + l ; c = a + 5 ; d = b - n ; e = c + r n t; = c + e ;
The only available resource type is a two-input adder. Its delay is 5 0 nsec. Ignore overflow
problems and assume that the input carry is unused.
Consider the circuit as resource dominated. Determine a minimum-latency schedule
for 100-nsec cycle-time, with the reduction of resource usage as a secondary goal. Determine then a minimum-latency schedule with two resources. Draw the corresponding data
path showing the resources, registers and mulriplexers.

Assuming that multiplexen have 10-nsec delay, reschedule the operations to meet
the cycle-time constraint.
6. Consider the following set of scheduled operations:
1
t2:
ti:
t4:
ti:
t6:
t7:

t8:
t9:
t10:
tll:

01 0 6 010

02 0 9
01 08
03 05

04
02 08
0 7 09

01 010
0708
09

05

Draw the operation conflict graph and outline a minimum vertex coloring.
Derive the personality matrix of a microcode ROM for a corresponding control
unit. Use an encoding scheme for the activation signals of the operations that preserves
operation concurrency while reducing its width. Minimize the number of decoders. Report
the encoding of the signals and the ROM.
7. Consider the full differential equation integrator.
Assume that the ALU executes in one
cycle and that the multiplier uses an iterative algorithm with data-dependent delay. A completion signal is provided by the multiplier. Assume dedicated resources. Draw a diagram
showing an implementation of the control unit using the adaptive scheme, and derive a set
of logic equations specifying the controller.
8. Consider the full differential equation integrator. Assume that the ALU executes in one
cycle and that the multiplier uses an iterative algorithm with data-dependent delay. A
completion signal is provided by the multiplier. Assume one multiplier and one ALU are
used. Draw the state diagram of the finite-state machine implementing the control unit.

CHAPTER

SCHEDULING
ALGORITHMS

There's a time for all things.

Shakeseare. The Comedy of Errors.

5.1

INTRODUCTION

Scheduling is a very important problem in architectural synthesis. Whereas a sequencing graph prescribes only dependencies among the operations, the scheduling-of
a sequencing graph determines the precise start time of each task. The start times must
satisfy the original dependencies of the sequencing graph, which limit the amount of
parallelism of the operations, because any pair of operations related by a sequency
dependency (or by a chain of dependencies) may not execute concurrently.
Scheduling determines the concurrency of the resulting implementation, and
therefore'it affects its pelformance. By the same token, the maximum number of
concurrent operations of any given type at any step of the schedule is a lower bound
on the number of required hardware resources of that type. Therefore the choice of a
schedule affects also the area of the implementation.
The number of resources (of any given type) may he bounded from above
to satisfy some design requirement. For example, a circuit with a prescribed size
may have at most one floating point multiplierldivider. When resource constraints

are imposed, the number of operations of a given type whose execution can overlap
in time is limited by the number of resources of that type. A spectrum of solutions
may be obtained by scheduling a sequencing graph with different resource constraints.
Tight hounds on the number of resources correlate to serialized implementations. As
a limiting case, a scheduled sequencing graph may he such that all operations are
executed in a linear sequence. This is indeed the case when only one resource is
available to implement all operations.
Aredatency trade-off points can be derived as solutions to constrained scheduling problems for desired values of the cycle-time. As mentioned in Section 4.4, the
area evaluation is just a weighted sum of the resource usage for resource-dominated
circuits. When considering other circuits, an additional component must be taken into
account, corresponding to steering logic, registers, wiring and control area.
In this chapter we model the scheduling problem and we describe the major
algorithms for scheduling. We consider first sequencing graphs that are not hierarchical, hence not modeling branching or iterative constructs, and representative of
the model data flow. Such graphs represent non-pipelined circuit models. We address
unconsuained, timing-constrained and resource-constrained problems by presenting
some algorithms to solve them (Sections 5.3 and 5.4). We consider then the extensions to the full hierarchical model in Section 5.5 as well as scheduling techniques
for pipelined circuits (Section 5.6).

5.2

A MODEL FOR THE SCHEDULING
PROBLEMS

We use in the following sections a non-hierarchical sequencing graph model, as iuuoduced in Section 3.3.4. We recall that the sequencinz graph is a polar directed acyclic
graph G , ( V , E ) , where the vertex set V = { u i ; i = 0,1, . . . , n ] is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of operations and the edge set E = { ( u i ,u,); i , j = 0, 1, . . . , n ]
represents dependencies. We recall also that n = q T D S + and
l that we denote the source
vertex by uo and the sink by u,,;both are No-Operations. Let D = ( d i ; i = 0, I, . . . , n)
be the set of operation execution delays; the execution delays of the source and sink
vertices are both zero, i.e., do = d, = 0. We assume in this chapter that the delays are
data independent and known. Extensions are described in Section 5.3.4. To he concrete,
we assume a synchronous mono-phase circuit implementation. Therefore the execution
delays are integers representing clock cycles. We denote by T = {r,; i = 0, I, . . . , n )
the start time for the operations, i.e., the cycles in which the operations start. We use
often the vector notation t to represent all start times in a compact fonn. The latency
of the schedule is the number of cycles to execute the entire schedule, or equivalently
the 'difference in start time of the sink and source vertices: h = t. - t o . Without loss of
generality, in our examples we assume to = 1 , i.e., the first operations start execution
in the first cycle.
The sequencing graph requires that the start time of an operation is at least as
large as the start time of each of its direct predecessor plus its execution delay, i.e.,
that the following relations hold:
tizr,+d,

V i j

: (u,,ui)~E

(5.1)

An unconstrained schedule is a set of values of the start times T that satisfies
the above relation. An unconstrained minimum-latency schedule is one such that its
latency A attains a minimum value. Note that in this case the latency of the schedule
equals the weight of the longest path from source to sink, defined by the execution
delays associated with the vertices. More formally, the unconstrained minimum-latency
scheduling problem can be defined as follows.
Definition 5.2.1. Given a set of operations V with integer delays D and a partial order
on the operations E, find an integer labeling of the operations y, : V -t Z+ such that
ti = y,(u,), 1, ? 1, + d, V i, j : ( u , . L,,) E E and r, is minimum.

We analyze the unconstrained scheduling problem and its extensions in Section 5.3.
Let us consider now the hardware resources that implement the operations. We
assume that there are n,,, resource types, and we denote by function I : V +
{ I , 2, . . . , n,,,] the unique resource type that implements an operation. A resourceconstrained scheduling problem is one where the number of resources of any given
type is bounded from above by a set of integers (ak;k = 1 , 2 , . . . , n,,,]. Therefore
the operations are scheduled in such a way that the number of operations of any given
type executing in any schedule step does not exceed the bound. The minimum-latency
resource-constrained scheduling problem can be defined more formally as follows.
Definition 5.2.2. Given a set of operations V with integer delays D, a partial order on
the operations E and upper bounds ( a i :k = 1.2.. . . , n,,,], find an integer labeling of
the operations y, : V + Zt such that r, = y,(u,), t, ? t, + d, V i , j s.1. (u,, vj) E E ,
I[", : T ( u ; =
) k and 1, 5 I < r, + d j J I 5 ax for each opeiation type k = 1 . 2 , . . . , n,,,
and schedule step I = 1.2, . . . r,, and 1. is minimum.

.

If all resources are of a given type (e.g., ALUs), then the problem reduces to
the classical multiprocessor scheduling problem. The minimum-latency multiprocessor
scheduling problem is intractable.

5.3 SCHEDULING WITHOUT RESOURCE
CONSTRAINTS
Before considering the algorithms for unconstrained scheduling, we would like to
comment on the relevance of the problem. Unconstrained scheduling is applied when
dedicated resources are used. Practical cases leading to dedicated resources are those
when ogerations differ in their types or when their cost is marginal when compared
to that of steering logic, registers, wiring and control.
Unconstrained scheduling is also used when resource binding is done prior to
scheduling, and resource conflicts are solved by serializing the operations that share
the same resource. In this case, the area cost of an implementation is defined before
and independently from the scheduling step.
Eventually unconstrained scheduling can be used to derive bounds on latency for
constrained problems. A lower bound on latency can be computed by unconstrained
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scheduling, because the minimum latency of a schedule under some resource constraint
is obviously at least as large as the latency computed with unlimited resources.

5.3.1 Unconstrained Scheduling: The ASAP
Scheduling Algorithm
The unconstrained minimum-latency scheduling problem can be solved in polynomial
time by topologically sorting the vertices of the sequencing graph. This approach is
called in jargon as soon as possible (ASAP) scheduling, because the start time for
each operation is the least one allowed by the dependencies.
We denote by tS the start times mmputed by the ASAP Algorithm 5.3.1, i.e.,
by a vector whose entries are {t:; i = 0,1, . . . n ] .

.

5.3.2 Latency-Constrained Scheduling:
The ALAP Scheduling Algorithm
We consider now the case in which a schedule must satisfy an upper bound on the
latency, denoted by h. This problem may be solved by executing the ASAP scheduling
algorithm and verifying that (t: - t i ) 5 h.
If a schedule exists that satisfies the latency bound h, it is possible then to explore
the range of values of the start times of the operations that meet the bound. The ASAP
scheduling algorithm yields the minimum values of the start times. A complementary
algorithm, the as late as possible (ALAP) scheduling Algorithm 5.3.2, provides the
corresponding maximum values.
We denote by t L the start times computed by &e ALAP algorithm.
The ALAP scheduling algorithm is also used for unconstrained scheduling. In
this case, the latency hound 5; is chosen to be the length of the schedule computed by
the ASAP algorithm, i.e., 1= t: - ti.
An important quantity used by some scheduling algorithms is the mobility (or
slack) of an operation, corresponding to the difference of the start times computed by
the ALAP and ASAP algorithms. Namely pi = :t - ;:t i = 0 , 1 , . . . , n.

ASAP ( G , ( V , E l ) I
Schedule LQ by sening

I: =

1;

repeat I
Select a vener u, whore predecessors are all scheduled:
Schedule u, by sening

=

max
jl~,.o,JtE

I
until (u, is scheduled) ;
return (t";

I
ALGORITHM 53.1

rf

+ d,;

c,cv.E l , T ) I

AUP(

Schedule v, by setting

I:

= x i I;

repeat (

Select vertex v, whore successors arc all scheduled;
Schedule ui by setting :r = min
t L - d;:

,

(v,.",)~E

'

I
until (w is scheduled) ;
mturn ( t L ) ;

I
ALGORITHM 53.2

Zero mobility implies that an operation can be started only a t o n e given time
step in order t o meet the overall latency constraint. When the mobility is larger than
zero, it measures the span of the time interval in which it may be started.
Example 5.3.1. Consider the sequencing graph of Figure 3.12, reported here again
for convenience in Figure 5.1. Assume all operations have unit execution delay. The
ASAP algorithm would set first = I. Then, the vertices whose predecessors have been
. U S , u I O )Their start time is set to 1; + 4 = I
0 = 1. And so
scheduled are ( u , , ~ 2 1'6.
on. Note that the start time of the sink t: = 5, and thus latency is h = 5 - 1 = 4. An
example ASAP schedule is shown in Figure 5.2 (corresponding to Figure 4.3).
Consider now the ALAP algorithm with = 4. The algorithm would set first
rb = 5. Then, the vertices whose successors have been scheduled are ( u s , u9, u l r ) . Their
start time is set to t: - 1 = 4. And so on. An example ALAP schedulc is given in
Figure 5.3.
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FIGURE 5.1
Sequencing graph.

FIGURE 5.2
ASAP schedule.

By comparing the two schedules, it is possible to deduce that the mobility of
operations ( v ; ; i = 1.2.3.4.5) is zero, i.e., they are on a critical path. The mobility
of operations v6 and v, is I, while the mobility of the remaining ones is 2.
The ASAP and ALAP algorithms can be implemented in slightly different ways,
according to the data-structure used for storing the sequencing graph. Their computational complexity varies accordingly. At best, it matches that of topological sort, i.e.,
O(lVllEl).

5.3.3 Scheduling Under Timing Constraints
The scheduling problem under latency constraints can be generalized to the case in
which deadlines need to be met by other operations, or even further by considering
release times for the operations. The release times and deadlines are nothing but
absolute constraints on the start time of the operations.
A further generalization is considering relative timing constraints that bind the
time separation between operations pairs, regardless of their absolute value. Note that
absolute timing constraints can be seen as constraints relative to the source operation.
Relative constraints are very useful in hardware modeling, because the absolute
stait times are not known a prion. Minimum timing constraints between any two
operations can be used to ensure that an operation follows another by at least a
prescribed number of time steps, regardless of the existence of a dependency between
them. It is often also important to limit the maximum distance in time between two
operations by means of maximum timing constraints. The combination of maximum
and minimum timing constraints permits us to specify the exact distance in time
between two operations and, as a special case, their simultaneity.
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FIGURE 5.3
ALAP schedule under latency
constraints of four steps.

Example 5.3.2. Consider a circuit that reads data from a bus, performs a computation
and writes the result back onto the bus. The bus interface prescribes that the data are
written exactly three cycles after it is read. This specification can be interpreted by setting
a minimum and a maximum timing constraint of three cycles between the read and the
write operations.
Consider now another circuit with two independent ?reams of operations that are
constrained to communicate simultaneously to the external circuits by providing two
pieces of data at two interfaces. The cycle in which the data are made available is
irrelevant although the simultaneity of the operations is important. This requirement can
be captured by setting a minimum and a maximum timing constraint of zero cycles
between the two write operations.
We define formally the relative timing constraints as follows
Definition 53.1. Relative timing constraints are positive integers specified for some
operation pair u , . u,; i. j E (0,I, . . . n ) .

.

A minimum timing constraint lij ? 0 requires: rj > r, +I,,.
A maximum timing constraint u , ? 0 requires: rj 5 rj u,,

+

A schedule under relative timing constraints is a set of start times for the operations satisfying the requirements stated in Definition 5.2.1 and in addition:
t, ? t,

+ li,

V specified l i j

(5.2)

5 t,

+ uii

V specified u i j

(5.3)

I,

A consistent modeling of minimum and maximum timing constraints can be
done by means of a constraint graph G,(V,, E,), that is, an edge-weighted directed
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graph derived from the sequencing graph as follows. The constraint graph G,(V,, E,)
has the same vertex set as G,(V, E ) and its edge set includes the edge set E . Such
edges are weighted by the delay of the operation corresponding to their tail. The
weight on the edge (ui, v,) is denoted by w;,. Additional edges are related to the
timing constraints. For every minimum timing constraint lij, we add a forward edge
(u;. u,) in the constraint graph with weight equal to the minimum value, i.e., w i j =
l;, > 0. For every maximum timing constraint u,, we add a backward edge (u,, ui)
in the constraint graph with weight equal to the opposite of the maximum value, i.e.,
w,; = -u;, 5 0, because t, 5 ti u ; j implies t; > t, - uij. Note that the overall
latency constraint can be modeled as a maximum timing constraint h = uo,, between
the source and sink vertices.

+

Example 5.3.3. Consider the example in Figure 5.4. We assume one cycle for addition
and two for multiplication. A minimum timing constraint requires operation u4 to execute
at least lw = 4 cycles after operation "0 has started. A maximum timing constraint
requires operation u2 to execute at most u z l = 3 cycles after operation u , has started.
Note that the constraint graph has a backward edge with negative weight (e.g., 3 ) .

The presence of maximum timing constraints may prevent the existence of a
consistent schedule, as in the case of the latency constraint. In particular, the requirement of an upper hound on the time distance between the start time of two operations
may be inconsistent with the time required to execute the first operation, plus possibly the time required by any sequence of operations in between. Similarly, minimum
timing constraints may also conflict with maximum timing constraints.
A criterion to determine the existence of a schedule is to consider in turn each
maximum timing constraint uij. The longest weigbted path in the constraint graph
between ui and uj (that determines the minimum separation in time between operations
s and uj) must be less than or equal to the maximum timing constraint u,. As
a consequence, any cycle in the constraint graph including edge (v,, ui) must have
negative or zero weight. Therefore, a necessary condition for the existence of the
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FIGURE 5.4
Example of a consmint graph, with minimum and maximum relative timing consmints
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schedule is that the constraint graph does not have positive cycles. The condition is
also sufficient, as stated by Theorem 2.4.1 in Section 2.4.1.
The existence of a schedule under timing constraints can be checked using the
Bellman-Ford algorithm, described in Section 2.4.1. It is often the case that the number
of maximum timing constraints is small when compared to the number of edges in
the constraint graph. Then, relaxation-based algorithms like Liao-Wong's can be more
efficient. When a schedule exists, the weight of the longest path in the constraint graph
from the source to a vertex is also the minimum start time, as shown in Section 2.4.1.
Thus the Bellman-Ford or the Llao-Wong algorithm provides also the schedule.
Example 5.3.4. A schedule for the constraint graph of the Example 5.3.3, satisfying

timing constraints, is given by the following table:
Vertex

Start time

uo

I

UI

Ud

I
3
I
5

Un

6

li2

03

Note that operation "4 is delayed by two cycles when compared to the unconstrained
case. The difference in s t m times of operations v2, vl is two cycles, less than the required
upper bound. The latency is A = I , - r, = 6 - 1 = 5.

5.3.4

Relative Scheduling*

..

We extend scheduling to the case of operations with unbounded delays. We assume
that these operations issue completion signals when execution is finished. We associate
also a start signal to the source vertex, which is also its completion signal (because
the source is a No-Operation), that represents a means of activating the operations
modeled by the graph. The scheduling problem can still he modeled by a sequencing
graph G , ( V , E), where a subset of the vertices has unspecified execution delay. Such
vertices, as well as the source vertex, provide a frame of reference for determining
the start time of the operations.
Definition 5.3.2. Tbe anchors of a con~traintgraph G ( V . E ) conslst of the source vertex
uo and of all vertices with unbounded delay. Anchors are denoted by A V.

c

Th'e start time of the operations cannot be determined on an absolute scale in
this case. Nevertheless, the start times of the operations can be computed as a function
of the completion signals of the anchors and of the schedule of the operations relative
to the anchors.
Example 5.3.5. Consider the sequencing graph of Figure 4.8 (a), reported again in Figure 5.5. There are three operations with known delays u l , ~ 2 ui. and one synchronization
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FIGURE 5.5
Example of a sequencing graph, with a synchronization operation with
unknown delay.

operation, denoted by a . We assume again one cycle for addition and two for multiplication. The start times of the operations depend on the start time of the source vettex t,,
and the completion signal of the synchronization operation. Such a signal anives at time
t, + d,, where r, is the time at which the synchronizer is activated and do is the unknown
synchronization delay. The start times of u , and v2 can be computed with reference to
10. Namely, u , can start at to and u2 can stan at ro + 2. The third operation can start no
earlier than the synchronization signal at time r, + d, and no earlier than I,, + 2, i.e., its
start time is max(ro+ 2: 1, + d,].
We summarize now a method, known as relative scheduling [lo, 1I], to schedule
the sequencing graph relative to the anchors. We require the following definitions.
Definition 5.3.3. A defining path p ( a . u , ) from anchor a to vertex v;
G , ( V . E ) with one and only one unbounded weigh: do.

t V

is a path in

Definition 5.3.4. The relevant anchor set of a vertex u, t V is the subset of anchors
R ( u , ) 2 A such that a t R(u,) if there exists a defining path p ( a , u,).
The defining path denotes the dependency of the operation ui on a given anchor
a. Note that when considering one path only and when anchors are cascaded along
the path, only the last one affects the start time of the operation at the head of the
path. This motivates the restriction to at most one unbounded weight on the path. In
addition, not all relevant anchors may affect the start time of a venex. Some relevant
anchors may still he redundant for the computation of the start time of a vertex. Let
us denote by lp(a. ui)l the weight of the longest defining path, excluding d,.
Definition 5.33. An anchor a is redundant for vertex v, when there is another relevant
anchor b E R ( u , ) such that l p ( a , u , ) / = Ip(a, b ) l p ( b , u , ) .

+

c

For any given venex ui E V , the irredundanr relevant anchor set I R ( v i ) R(ui)
represents the smallest subset of anchors that affects the stan time of that vertex.
Example 5.3.6. Consider again the sequencing graph of Figure 5.5. The relevant anchor
sets are as follows: R ( u l ) = (uo);R ( c l ) = (uo):R(u3) = ( v o . v , ) . They correspond to
the irredundant anchor sets.

For the sake of the example, assume that operation v , executes in zero cycles.
Then the source vertex is redundant for v,, because operation "3 can never be activated
sooner than the completion time of u,. Hence I R ( v 3 )= { u , ] .
The s t a t times of the operations are defined on the basis of partial schedules
relative to the complerion time of each anchor in their irredundant relevant anchor sets
as follows. Let tp be the schedule of operation ui with respect to anchor a , computed
on the polar subgraph induced by a and its successors, assuming that a is the source
of the subgraph and that all anchors have zero execution delay. Then:
ti = max { I ,
~EIR(II)

+ d, + t p ]

(5.4)

Note that if there are no operations with unbounded delays, then the start times
of all operations will be specified in terms of time offsets from the source vertex,
which reduces to the traditional scheduling formulation.
A relative schedule is a collection of schedules with respect to each anchor, or
equivalently a set of offsets with respect to the irredundant relevant anchors for each
vertex. Thus relative scheduling consists of the computation of the offset values 1: for
all irredundant relevant anchors a E R ( u i ) of each vertex ui;i = 0 , 1 , . . . , n . From a
practical point of view, the start times of Equation 5.4 cannot be computed. However,
the offset values and the anchor completion signals are sufficient to construct a control
circuit that activates the operations at the appropriate times, as shown by the following
example.

-

Example 5.3.7. Consider the graph of Figure 5.5. The irredundant relevant anchor sets
and the offset with respect to the anchors txo and a are reponed in the following table:

"I

lrredundant mlevant anchor set
IR(v,1
1~01
I1,ol

"2

11'0

2

"3

(L'O. 01

2

Vertex
11,

a

I

Offsets
to
t,
0
0

0

A control unit, corresponding to a relative schedule. can be thought of as a set of relative

control blocks, eaoh one related to an anchor of the sequencing graph, and a set of
synchronizers. Each relative control unit can be implemented by microcode or be hard
wire$. Each block implements the schedule relative to an anchor and it is stated by
the corresponding completion signal. Each operation, with two or more elements in its
irredundant relevant anchor set, has a synchronizer circuit that activates the operation
in response to the conjunction of the arrival (past or present) of the relative activation
signals coming from the relative control blocks.
A control unit for the graph of Figure 5.5 is shown in Figure 5.6. For the sake of
the example, the first relative control unit is shown in a microcode-based implementation,
while the second is trivial. Other styles of implementing control units based on relative
scheduling are described i n reference [ I I].
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FIGURE 5.6
Example of a control unit, consisting of two relative
control blocks and a synchronizer. The second relative
control black is trivial.

RELATIVE SCHEDULING UNDER TLMING CONSTRAINTS.* Scheduling under tim-

ing constraints is more complex in the presence of operations with unbounded delays.
The constraint graph formulation still applies although the weights on the edges whose
tails are anchors are unknown. The definitions of anchor sets and defining paths are
then extended to the constraint graph in a straightforward way.
Also in this case a schedule may or may not exist under the timing constraint.
It is important to be able to assess the existence of a schedule for any value of the
unbounded delays, because these values are not known when the schedule is computed.
For this reason, we introduce the following definitions.

-

Definition 53.6. A constraint graph is feasible if all timing constraints are satisfied when
the execution delays of the anchors are zero.
Feasibility is a necessary condition for the existence of a relative schedule, and
it can he verified by the Bellrnan-Ford or Liao-Wong algorithm. Unfortunately it is not
sufficient to guarantee the satisfaction of all constraints for all possible delay values
of the anchors.
Definition 53.7. A constraint graph is well-posed if it can be satisfied for all values of
the execution delays of the anchors.
Note that well-posedness implies feasibility.
Example 53.8. The graph of Figure 5.7 (a) is ill-posed. Indeed, the maximum timing
constraint bounds from above the time separation between operations u, and u,, while the
time separation between these two operations depends on the unknown delay of anchor
a. Therefore the constraints may be satisfied only for some values of d,, if any at all.
The graph of Figure 5.7 (b) shows two operations in two independent streams. A
maximum timing constraint bounds again from above by the time separation between
operations u; and u,. The constraint graph is ill-posed, because there may be delay values
of anchor a* that would violate the constraint.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

FIGURE 5.7
Examples of illLposed timing constraints (a. b) and a well-posed constraint (c).

Let us assume now that the graph of Figure 5.7 ( c ) admits a schedule for do, = 0.
Then it is possible to verify that the graph has a schedule for any value of d,. It is
interesting to note that this graph can be derived from the second one by adding a
sequencing dependency from a2 to v,
Relative schcdules can be defined only for well-posed graphs. Some feasible
d by serializing
graphs that are not well-posed can be transformed into ~ e g - ~ o s eones
some operations. This transformation can be applied under the assumptions of the
following theorem.
Theorem 5.3.1. A feasible constraint graph G,(Vc, E,) is well-posed or it can be made
well-posed if and only if no cycles with unbounded weight exist in G,(V,, E,).
Proof. The proof is reported in reference [I01

Example 5.3.9. Refer again to the three graphs of Figure 5.7. The first graph has an
unbounded cycle and cannot be made well-posed. The second graph can be made wellposed by adding the edge (a2,v , ) .

Ku developed polynomial-time algorithms for detecting well-posedness and for
making a' 'graph well-posed (when possible) as part of a comprehensive theory of
relative scheduling [lo, l I].
The minimum-latency schedule of an operation with respect to an anchor can he
computed as the weighted longest path from the anchor to the corresponding vertex
when all unbounded delays are set to zero. Therefore the offsets with respect to the
anchors can be computed by repeated applications of the Bellman-Ford or the LiaoWong algorithm or by an iterative incremental algorithm presented in reference [lo].
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Once the offsets have been computed, the start times of the operations can be derived
by Equation 5.4. We refer the interested reader to [lo, 1I] for further details.

5.4 SCHEDULING WITH RESOURCE
CONSTRAINTS
Scheduling under resource constraints is an important and difficult problem. Resource
constraints are motivated by the fact that the resource usage determines the circuit area
of resource-dominated circuits and represents a significant component of the overall
area for most other circuits.
The solution of scheduling problems under resource constraints provides a means
for computing the (areailatency) trade-off points. In practice two difficulties arise.
First, the resource-constrained scheduling problem is intractable, and only approximate
solutions can he found for problems of reasonable size. Second, the area-performance
trade-off points are affected by other factors when considering non-resource-dominated
circuits.
We consider first modeling and exact solution methods for the resourceconstrained scheduling problem. We describe then heuristic algorithms.

5.4.1 The Integer Linear Programming Model
A formal model of the scheduling problem under resource constraints can be achieved
by using -binary decision variables with two indices: X = { x i ! ; i = 0, 1, . . . , n ;1 =
1.2,. . . , A
I]. (The range of the indexes is justified by the fact that we consider
also the source and sink operations and that we start the schedule on cycle 1. We
use the set notation for the variables in X, rather $an a matrix notation, because
the expressions based on scalar variables are easier to understand.) The number ;h
represents an upper bound on the latency, because the schedule latency is unknown.
The bound can be computed by using a fast heuristic scheduling algorithm, such as a
list scheduling algorithm (Section 5.4.3).
The indices of the binary variables relate to the operations and schedule steps
respectively. In particular, a binary variable, x i ! , is I only when operation ui starts in
step I of the schedule, i.e., 1 = I , . Equivalently, we can write xi, =
by using the
Kronecker delta notation.
We denote the summations over all operations as
(instead of C :=") and

+

(instead of X : : ; )

xi

those over all schedule steps as X I
for the sake of simplicity. Note
that upper and lower bounds on the start times can be computed by the ASAP and
ALAP algorithms on the corresponding unconstrained problem. Thus xi! is necessarily
zero for 1 < tf or 1 >
for any operation ui; i = 0, 1, . . . , n. Therefore the

EL,;

summations over the time steps I with argument xi, can be restricted to
for any
i ; i = O , I ...., n.
We consider now constraints on the binary variables X to model the resourceconstrained scheduling problem. Fist, the start time of each operation is unique:
x x i i = 1%

; = o x I, ..., n

(5.5)

Therefore the start time of any operation u, E V can be stated in terms of x,r as
ti = El I . xi,.
Second, the sequencing relations represented by G,(V, E ) must be satisfied.
Therefore, ti 2 tj + d , V i , j : ( u j , ui) E E implies:

Third, the resource bounds must be met at every schedule time step. An operation
I

u, is executing at time step I when C m = l - d , + lx,,,, = 1. The number of all operations

executing at step I of type k must be lower than or equal to the upper bound
Namely:

ax.

Let us denote by t the vector whose entries are the start times. Then, the
minimum-latency scheduling problem under resource constraints can be stated as
follows:
minimize cTt such that
E x i i = I.

i = o , l ...., n

(5.8)

Note that it suffices to require the variables in X to be non-negative integers to
satisfy 5.11. Hence the problem can be formulated as an ILP and not necessarily as
a ZOLP. (See Section 2.5.3.)
The choice of vector c 6 Zn relates to slightly different optimization goals.
Namely c = [O. . . . , 0 , 11' corresponds to minimizing the latency of the schedule,
because cTt = t, and an optimal solution implies to = I. Therefore the objective
function in terms of the binary variables is El I . x,;. The selection of c = 1 =
[ I , . . . , l l T corresponds to finding the earliest start times of all operations. This is
equivalent to minimizing C i Xi 1 . xi,.
This model can be enhanced to support relative timing constraints by adding
the corrlsponding constraint inequality in terms of the variables X. For example, a
maximum timing constraint u i j on the start times of operations ui, u, can be expressed
as Xi I . xji 5 El I . xii uij.

+

Example 5.4.1. Let us consider again the sequencing graph of Figure 5.1. We assume
that there are two types of resources: a multiplier and an ALU that performs additionlsubtraction and comparison. Both resources execute in one cycle. We also assume
that the upper bounds on the number of both resources is 2; i.e., a, = 2 and a2 = 2.
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By using a heuristic (list scheduling) algorithm we find an upper bound on the
latency of = 4 steps. We defer a detailed description of such an algorithm to Example
5.4.7. By applying the ASAP and ALAP algorithms on the corresponding unconstrained
model, we can derive bounds on the start times. Incidentally, by noticing that the latency
computed by the unconstrained ASAP algorithm matches the upper bound computed
by the heuristic algorithm, we realize that the heuristic solution is an optimum. We
pretend now not to pay attention to this fact, for the sake of showing the ILP constraint
formulation.
Let us consider the constraint sets one at a time. First, all operations must start
only once:
.ro = l

We consider then the constraints based on sequencing. We report here the nontrivial constraints only, i.e., those involving more than one possible stan time for at least
one operation:
2 ~ 7 . 2f 3x73

2x.2
2x112

+

- x6.1 - 2 ~ 6 . 2- 1

+ 41x4 - xa.1 - 2x82 -

3~9.3

+ 3 x 1 1 3f 4x114-

Xm i

- 2x102

4x51

5x.,.s
5-r,5

-

-

-

3x8,) -

I ? 0

3 ~ 1 0 . 3-

I ? 0

2x72 - 3x73 - 1 ? 0

>0
- 4 ~ , , , ~1 > 0

Zl*? - 3x93 - 419.6

- 2x112

-

>- 0

3x , I , ,

Finally we consider the resource constraints:

-

-

1
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Any set of start times satisfying these constraints provides us with a feasible
solution. In this particular case, the lack of mobility of the sink (x,,~ = I) shows that
any feasible solution is optimum for c = 10.. . . .O. 11'.
On the other hand, when considering c = [I.. . . , 11'. an optimum solution miniC 1 - x , , , or equivalently:
mizes

x,

x6.I

f

+ 2 ~ 7 . 2+ 3 1 7 . 1 + X 8 . l + 2 x 8 2 + 3 x 8 3 f 2 x y . 2 + 3 ~ 9 . 3 +

2~6.2

A solution is shown in Figure 5.8

We consider next the minimum-resource scheduling problem under latency constraints, which is the dual of the previously considered problem.
The optimization goal is a weighted sum of the resource usage represented by
a. Hence the objective function can be expressed by cTa,where c E Rn"' is a vector
whose entries are the individual resource (area) costs. Inequality constraints 5.8, 5.9
and 5.10 still hold; in the last inequality the resource usage ai; k = 1.2, . . . , n,,,,
are now unknown auxiliary (slack) variables. The latency constraint is expressed by

El r x , ~c h + I.

Example 5.4.2. Let us consider again the sequencing graph of Figure 5.1. We assume
again two types of resources: a mult~plierand an A1.U. both execuung in one cycle.
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FIGURE 5.8
Optimum schedule under resource
CMSW~~IS.

Let us assume that the multiplier costs five units of area and the ALU one unit. Hence
c = [ 5 , I]'. We assume that an upper bound on the latency is h = 4.
The uniqueness constraints on the start time of the operutions and the sequencing
dependency constraints are the same as those shown in Example 5.4.1. The resource
constraints are in terms of the unknown variables a , and a2:

The objective function to minimize is cTa = 5 . a , + 1 .az.A solution is shown
in Figure 5.8, with cost equal to 12 units.
ILP SOLUTION. The ILP formulation of the constrained scheduling problems is attractive for three major reasons. First it provides an exact solution to the scheduling
problems. Second, general purpose software packages can be used to solve the ILP.
Last, additional constraints and problem extensions (e.g., scheduling pipelined circuits)
can be easily incorporated. The disadvantage of the I L P formulation is the computational complexity of the problem. The number of variables, the number of inequalities
and their tightness affect the ability of computer programs to find a solution.
Gebotys et al. analyzed the I L P model of the scheduling and binding problems
in detail. They developed a set of tighter constraints for these problems that reduce
the feasible solution region and as a consequence the computing time of an optimum
solution [4]. Moreover, the addition of these constraints have the desirable property
that the computed solution is often integer (and in particular binary valued) even
when the integer comtraints on the decision variables are relaxed. This allows us to
use linear program (LP) solvers, instead of ILP solvers, to compute the exact solution
in shorter time in some cases or bounds on the exact solution in the general case.
These bounds can he used as a starting point for computing an optimum solution by
a subsequent application of an ILP solver.
Practical implementations of I L P schedulers have been shown to be efficient
for medium scale examples hut to fail to solve problems with several hundreds of
variables or constraints.

5.4.2 Multiprocessor Scheduling and Hu's
Algorithm
Resource-constrained scheduling problems have been the subject of intensive investigation due to their relevance to the field of operations research and to the challenge
posed by their intrinsic difficulty. When we assume that all operations can he solved by

the same type of resource, the problem is often referred to as aprecedence-constrained
multiprocessor scheduling problem, which is a well-known intractable problem. The
problem remains difficult to solve even when all operations have unit execution delay.
With both these simplifications, the resource-constrained minimum-latency scheduling
problem can be restated as follows:
minimize cTt such that

where c is a suitable vector. The latency-constrained minimum-latency problem can
be restated in a similar way.
Despite the simplifications, these two scheduling problems are still relevant in
architectural synthesis. For example, all operations in a DSP may be implemented by
ALUs having the same execution delay.
We compute first a lower bound on the number of resources required to schedule
a graph with a latency constraint under these assumptions. The bound was derived
first by Hu [8]. We use the sequencing graph model where the source vertex is ignored,
because it is irrelevant as far as this problem is concerned,
Definition 5.4.1. A labeling of a sequencing graph consists of marking each vertex with
the weight of its longest path to the sink, measured in terms of edges.

Let us denote the labels by (a;:i = 1 , 2 , .. . , n ) and let a = max ai.Let p ( j )
1sisn
be the number of vertices with label equal to j, i.e., p ( j ) = I{u; E V : ai = j ) l . It
is obvious that the latency is greater than or equal to the weight of the longest path,
i.e., A ? a.
Example 5.43. Let us consider the graph of Figure 5.1, where we assume that all
operations can be executed by a general purpose ALU with a unit execution delay. A
labeled sequencing graph is shown in Figure 5.9. In this example, a = 4 and obviously
A ? 4, Also p(0) = 1, p ( l ) = 3. p(2) = 4, p(3) = 2. p(4) = 2.
Theorem 5.4.1. A lower bound on the number of resources to complete a schedule with

where y is a positive integer
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FIGURE 5.9
Labeled scheduled sequencing graph. Labels
are shown inside the vertices.
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For the sake of contradiction, let us assume that a schedule exists with a resources that
satisfy the latency bound A, where:

-

The vertices scheduled up to step I cannot exceed a . 1. At schedule step I = y* + A - a
the scheduled vertices are at most:
Y-

a.(y'+A-a)

<

xp(a+l-j)

(5.19)

,=I

This implies that at least a vertex with label ai = p ( a + l - y') has not been scheduled
yet. Therefore, to schedule the remaining portion of the graph we need at least a + 1- y*
steps. Thus, the schedule length is at least:
y*+A-ol+a+l-y'
= A+l
(5.20)
which contradicts our hypothesis of satisfying a latency bound of A. Therefore, at least

ii resources are required.
Example 5.4.4. Consider again the problem of Example 5.4.3, where a = 4. Let us
compute a resource lower bound to achieve a latency A = 4 cycles. Then:

HUi G , ( V . E l , o l I
Label l h e veNces;
/=I:

repeat (
U = unscheduled vertices in V without predecessors
or whose predecessors have been scheduled;
Select S G U vertices. such that IS1 5 a wd labels in S are maximal;
Schedule the S operations at step I by setting I,= I V i : w, E S ;

I=l+l;

I
until (u, is scheduled);

return it);
1
ALGORITHM 5.4.1

Hence, 3 resources are required to schedule the operations in 4 steps
This theorem can be applied to derive resource bounds even when operations
take more than one cycle, by modeling them as sequences of single-cycle operations.
In the remaining part of this section, we assume that the sequencing graph
G , ( V , E) (after the source vertex has been deleted) is a tree. Under this additional
simplification, the problem can be solved exactly in polynomial time. This new assumption makes the problem less relevant to hardware synthesis, because sequencing
graphs are not tree5 in general. Indeed, such a model applies well to the assembly
line problems, where products are consuucted by assembling subcomponents and the
composition rules fonn a tree. We present here the algorithm proposed by Hu [8]
for two major reasons. First, Hu's algorithm is one of the few exact polynomial-time
algorithms for resource-constrained scheduling. Second, some heuristic algorithms for
solving the general scheduling problem are based on Hu's ideas.
Hu's Algorithm 5.4.1 applies a greedy strategy. At each step, it schedules as
many operations as possible among those whose predecessors have been scheduled.
In particular, the selection is based on the labels. Vertices with the largest labels are
chosen first. Let a denote the upper bound on the resource usage. The computational
complexity of the algorithm is O ( n ) .
Example 5.4.5. Let us consider the labeled graph of Figure 5.9, with a resource bound
o = 3. Then, the first iteration of Hu's algorithm would select U = ("1, v2, us, us, ulo)
an& s'chedule operations {u,. u l . ua) at the first time step, because their labels [ a , =
4, a2 = 4, a6 = 3) are not smaller than any other label of unscheduled vertices in U.
At the second iteration U = {q.u,. ug, uIO] and { u 3 . "7, u s ) are scheduled at the second
time step. Operations [ua. uu. ulo) are scheduled at the third step, (uS,ull} at the fourth
and (u.) at the last.
Whereas the idea in Hu's algorithm is very simple and intuitive, its power lies in
the fact that the computed solution is an optimum one. We analyze here the algorithm
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in a formal way. We show first that the algorithm can always achieve a latency A
with ii resources, where ii is defined as in Theorem 5.4.1. Note that 7i is a function of
A. Since the number of resources used by the algorithm is equal to the lower hound
for the problem (Theorem 5.4.2). the algorithm achieves an optimum schedule with
minimum resource usage under latency constraints. As a consequence, the algorithm
achieves also the minimum-latency schedule under resource constraints, as shown by
Corollary 5.4.1.
Let us consider the operations scheduled by the algorithm. The algorithm schedules a operations at each step, starting from the first one until a critical step, after
which less than a resources can be scheduled due to the precedence constraints. We
denote by c the critical step. Then c I is the first step in which less than a operations are scheduled. The vertices scheduled up to the critical step are a . c and those
scheduled up to step c 1 are a . (c 8 ) where 0 c 6 c 1.
We denote by y' the largest integer such that all vertices with labels larger than
or equal to a 1 - y' have been scheduled up to the critical step and the following
one, i.e., up to step c 1.
At any schedule step following the critical step, all unscheduled vertices with
the largest label will he less than a in number. Then a - y' schedule steps are used
by the algorithm to schedule the remaining operations after step c 1.

+
+

+

+

+

+

Example 5.4.6. Consider the schedule computed by Hu's algorithm in Example 5.4.5.
The critical step is the third one, i.e., c = 3, because thereafter fewer than a = 3 resources
are assigned to each step. When considering the steps up to c + l = 4, all vertices with
labels larger than or equal to 2 have been scheduled.
Hence y ' = 3. Thus a - y' = 4 - 3 = 1 step is needed to complete the schedule
after step r + l = 4. Another way of saying this i?that only vertices with label 0 are
left to be scheduled.

The number of steps to reach the critical point is derived analytically by the
following theorem.
Theorem 5.4.2.

Hu's algorithm achieves latency A with as many resources as:

-a =

max

I:=,
P(U + I - j )
y+A-u

where y is a positive integer

1

Proof. The resource constraint implies that:

and therefore:
Y'

ii.(yS+A-a) ? ~ p ( a + l - j )
,=I

Since

x,~:,

p(a

+ 1 - > Z . (c + 6 ) by definition of y', then
j)

which implies that c 5 A m + y ' - l + (1
except 6, which satisfies 0 5 S 5 1,

- 6). By noting that all quantities are integers,

By recalling that the u - y' schedule steps -are used by the algorithm to schedule the
remaining operations after step c + 1, the total number of steps used by the algorithm is:
A-a+y'

+

a-y'

(5.27)

= A

We turn now to the minimum-latency scheduling problem under resource constraints. We show that Hu's algorithm gives the minimum-length schedule for a given
resource constraint.
Corollary 5.4.1. Let A be the latency of the schedule computed by Hu's algorithm with
a resources. Then, any schedule with a resources has latency larger than or equal to A.
Proof. Let us assume first that A = a . Then the computed number of steps is minimum,
because it is equal to the weight of the longest path. Let us assume that A > a . Select
the smallest integer A' > a such that

-

Then by Theorem 5.4.2 we know that Hu's algorithm can schedule all operations with
latency A = A'. By Theorem 5.4.1 we know that no schedule exists with a resources and
latency A' - I. Then the algorithm schedules all operations with a minimum latency.
It is important to remark that a key factor in achieving the optimality in Hu's
algorithm is to have single paths from each vertex to the sink with monotonically
unit-wise decreasing labels. For generic sequencing graphs (i.e., not restricted to be
trees) and multiple-cycle operations (which can be modeled by a sequence of unitdelay operations), the lower bound of Theorem 5.4.1 still holds. However, it is easy
to verify that the algorithm does not meet the bound for some cases.

5.4.3 Heuristic Scheduling Algorithms:
List Scheduling
Practical problems in hardware scheduling are modeled by generic sequencing graphs,
with (possibly) multiple-cycle operations with different types. With this model, the
minimum-latency resource-constrained scheduling problem and the minimum-resource

LISTLI C,lV. E l . a I
I = I;
repeat

I

for each resource type k = 1 . 2 . . . . , n,,, (
Determine candidate operations U,,i;
Determine unfinished operations Ti,r;
Select .% 5 Ud,i; vertices. such that ISkI

+ T i x 5 ar;

Schedule rhe Sk operations at step I by setting r, = I V i : u, E Si;;

1
/=/+I;

t
until It,, is scheduled);
return (1):

I
ALGORITHM 5.4.2

latency-constrained problem are known to be intractable. Therefore, heuristic algorithms have been researched and used. We consider in this section a family of algorithms called list scheduling algorithms.
We consider first the problem of minimizing latency under resource constraints,
represented by vector a. Algorithm 5.4.2 is an extension of Hu's algorithm to handle
multiple operation types and multiple-cycle execution delays.
The candidate operations U1.k are those operations of type k whose predecessors
have already been scheduled early enough, so that thecorresponding operations are
completed at step I. Namely: U,.k = { v , E V : I ( u i ) = k and t, + d, 5 1 V j :
(v,, ui) E E J for any resource type k = 1 , 2 , . . . , n., The unfinished operations Z,k
are those operations of type k that started at earlier cycles and whose execution is not
finished at step 1. Namely: Z , k = (ui E V : I ( u i ) = k and ti d , > 1 ) . Obviously,
when the execution delays are I , the set of unfinished operations is empty.
The computational complexity of the algorithm is O ( n ) .It constructs a schedule
that satisfies the resource constraints by construction. However, the computed schedule
may not have minimum latency.
The list scheduling algorithms are classified according to the selection step. A
prior@ list of the operations is used in choosing among the operations, based on some
heuristic urgency measure.
A common priority list is to label the vertices with weights of their longest
path to' the sink and to rank them in decreasing order. The most urgent operations
are scheduled first. Note that when the operations have unit delay and when there is
only one resource type, the algorithm is the same as Hu's and it yields an optimum
solution for tree-structured sequencing graphs.
Scheduling under resource and relative timing constraints can be handled by
list scheduling [12]. In particular, minimum timing constraints can be dealt with by
delaying the selection of operations in the candidate set. The priority list is modified
to reflect the oroximitv of an unscheduled ooeration to a deadline related to a maxi-
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mum timing constraint. Schedules constructed by the algorithms satisfy the required
constraints by construction. Needless to say, the heuristic nature of list scheduling
may prevent finding a solution that may exist.
Example 5.4.7. Let us consider the sequencing graph of Figure 5.1. Assume that all
operations have unit delay. Assume that o , = 2 multipliers and u2 = 2 ALUs are
available. The priority function is given by the labeling shown in Figure 5.9.
At the first step for k = 1, U , ,= (u,, uz, uo, ug]. The selected operations are
( u , , u2) because their label is maximal. For k = 2, U I ,=~ (vl0), which is selected and
scheduled.
At the second step for k = I, U,.,= (u,. uti. U I ] . The selected operations are
( u ? , u6J because their label is maximal. For k = 2, U2,,= {u,,), which is selected and
scheduled.
= (u,, us], which are selected and scheduled. For
At the third step fork = I, U,,,
k = 2. U3,2= (u,], which is selected and scheduled.
At the fourth step (u,. u,] are selected and scheduled.
The schedule is shown in Figure 5.8.
Example 5.4.8. Let us consider the sequencing graph of Figure 5.1. Assume we have
a , = 3 multipliers and a2 = I ALU. Let us assume that the execution delays of the
multiplier and the ALU are 2 and I , respectively.
A list schedule, where the priority function is based on the weight of the longest
path to the sink vertex, is the following:
Operation
ALU
Multiply
("1. L-2. "6)
"10
-

I03.~7."8t
-

1'1 1

Start

-

3

-

4

"4

5
6
7

us

w

time

I
2

The scheduled sequencing graph is shown in Figure 5.10. It is possible to verify
that the latency of this schedule is minimum.
Assume now that another priority function is used that assigns operations u2, u6, u8
to the first step. Then the schedule would require at least 8 steps, and it would not be
minimum.
List scheduling can also be applied to minimize the resource usage under latency
constraint$. At the beginning, one resource per type is assumed, i.e., a is a vector with
all entries set to 1. For this problem, the duck of an operation is used to rank the operations, where the slack is the difference between the latest possible start time (computed
by an ALAP schedule) and the index of the schedule step under consideration. The
lower the slack, the higher the urgency in the list is. Operations with zero slack are
always scheduled; otherwise the latency bound would be violated. Scheduling such
operations may require additional resources, i.e., updating a. The remaining operations
are scheduled only if they do not require additional resources (see Algorithm 5.5.1).

I

TIME 7

..
FIGURE 5.10

Optimum schedule under resource constraints.
Note that the algorithm exits prematurely when tk c 0, i.e., when the ALAP
algorithm detects no feasible solution with dedicated resources. Hence the latency
hound is too tight for the problem.

Example 5.4.9.

Let us consider the sequencing graph of Figure 5.1. Assume that all

, operations have unit delay and a latency of 4 cycles is required. The corresponding ALAP

schedule is shown in Figure 5.3.
Let a = [I, l l T in the beginning.
At the first step for k = 1, U , , , = { v , , v2, U G , v g ) .There are two operations with
zero slack, namely ( U I . ~ 2 ) which
.
are scheduled. Thus vector a = [2. 1 I T . For k = 2,
U , , , = {v,,,), which is selected and scheduled.
At the second step for k = I , U,,, = ( v 3 , v 6 , u s ) . There are two operations with
zero slack, namely [ v 3 ,v 6 ) ,which are scheduled. Fork = 2, U2 = [ u , , ) ,which is selected
and scheduled.
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USTR( G ( V . E), h ) (
a=l;
Compute the latest possible stan times

tL by ALAP ( G ( V . Ej, xj;

if(tk<Oj

return (YIj;
I=I;

repeat 1
for each resource type k = 1.2. . . . . n,.,

(

Determine candidate operations U i k :
Compute the slacks (r, = rf - I Vu; t U i r ) :
Schedule the candidate operations with iero slack and update a:
Schedule the candidate operations requiring no additional resources;

t
I=l+l;

t
until (u, is scheduled);

rehlrn (t. a);

t
ALGORITHM 5.4.3
At the third step for k = I , U 3 , = (u,. US}, which are selected. For k = 2,
U3.2 = ( u , ) ,

which is selected and scheduled.

At the fourth step U4.? = ( u , . uV). Both operations have zero slack. They are
selected and scheduled. Vector a is updated to = [2,2IT. Hence two resources of each
type are required. The schedule is shown in Figure 5.8. lnihis case, it matches the one
computed in Example 5.4.7. In general, schedules computed with different list scheduling

algorithms may differ.
Overall list scheduling algorithms have been widely used in synthesis systems,
because the low computational complexity of the algorithm makes it applicable to large
graphs. Solutions have been shown not to differ much in latency from the optimum
ones, for those (small) examples whose optimum solutions are known.

5.4.4 Heuristic Scheduling Algorithms:
Force-directed Scheduling*
Force-directed scheduling algorithms were proposed by Paulin and Knight 1151 as
heuristic approaches to solve both the resource-constrained and the latency-constrained
scheduling problems. Paulin called force-directed list scheduling the algorithm for the
former problem (because it is an extension of list scheduling) and force-directed
scheduling the algorithm for the latter. Before describing both algorithms, we explain
the underlying concepts.
The time frame of an operation is the time interval where it can be scheduled.
Time frames are denoted by ( [ I : . I : ] ; i = 0, I . . . . , n ] . The earliest and latest start
times in a frame can be computed by the ASAP and ALAP algorithms. Thus the

width of the time frame of an operation is equal to its mobility plus 1. The operation
probability is a function that is zero outside the corresponding time frame and is
equal to the reciprocal of the frame width inside it. We denote the probability of
the operations at time I by [pi(l);
i = 0, I , . . . , n } . The significance of operation
probability is as follows. Operations whose time frame is one unit wide are bound
to start in one specific time step. For the remaining operations, the larger the width,
the lower the probability that the operation is scheduled in any given step inside the
corresponding time frame.
The type distriburion is the sum of the probabilities of the operations implementable by a specific resource type in the set { I , 2, . . . , n,,,] at any time step of
interest.' We denote the type distribution at time 1 by (qt(1);k = 1 , 2 , .. . , n,,,}. A
distribution graph is a plot of an operation-type distribution over the schedule steps.
The distribution graphs show the likelihood that a resource is used at each
schedule step. A uniform plot in a distribution graph means that a type is evenly
scattered in the schedule and it relates to a good measure of utilization of that resource.
Example 5.4.10. Consider the sequencing graph of Figure 5.1 with two unit-delay
resources (a multiplier and an ALU). We consider the time frames related to a latency
bound of 4 steps, which can be derived from the ASAP and ALAP schedules of Figures
5.2 and 5.3, respectively, and the mobilities computed in Example 5.3.1.
Operation u , has zero mobility. Hence p , ( l ) = 1 , pt(2) = p,(3) = pl(4) = 0.
Similar considerations apply to operation u2. Operation v6 has mobility 1. Its time frame
is [ I , 21. Hence p6(l) = p6(2) = 0.5 and p6(3) = p6(4) = 0. Operation vx has mobility
2. Its time frame is [I. 31. Hence ps(l) = ps(2) = pn(3) = 0.3 and ps(4) = 0. Thus the
type distribution for the multiplier ( k = I ) at step 1 is q , ( I ) = 1 + l + 0.5 0.3 = 2.8.
Figure 5.11 shows the distribution plots forhoth the multiplier and the ALU.

+

In force-directed scheduling the selection of a candidate operation to be scheduled in a given time step is done using the concept of force. Forces attract (repel)
operations into (from) spccific schcdule steps. The concept of force has a direct mechanical analogy. The force exerted by an elastic spring is proportional to the displacement of its end points. The elastic constant is the proportionality factor. Paulin
and Knight [ 151 envisioned forces relating operations to control steps. The assignment
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FIGURE 5.11
Distribution graphs for the multiplier
and the ALU types.

h he type distribution is not bound lo be between zero and unity unless it is normalized. We do
not consider a nomalimlion for compatibility with the work of Paulin and Knight, who referred to it as a
distribution graph.

of an operation to a control step corresponds to changing its probability. Indeed such
a probability is I in that step and 0 elsewhere once the assignment has been done.
The variation in probability is analogous to the displacement of a spring. The value
of the type distribution given by the distribution graph at that step is analogous to the
elastic constant.
The value of the mechanical analogy is limited as far as gaining intuition into the
problem. An important point to remember is that forces are related to'the concurrency
of operations of a given type. The larger the force, the larger the concurrency. Thus
measuring the forces is useful as a heuristic to assign operations to time steps.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume in this section that operations have unit
delays. The formalism can be extended to multi-cycle operations as well. The assignment of an operation to a step is chosen while considering all forces relating it to
the schedule steps in its time frame. Forces can be categorized into two classes. The
former is the set of forces relating an operation to the different possible control steps
where it can be scheduled and called serf-forces. The latter is related to the operation
dependencies and called predecessor/Fuccessor forces.
Let us consider self-forces first. To be more specific, let us consider operation
u; of type k = ' T ( u i ) when scheduled in step I . The force relating that operation
to a step m E [t:, t:] is equal to the type distribution qk(m) times the variation in
probability 1 - p i ( m ) . The self-force is the sum of the forces relating that operation
to all schedule steps in its time frame. Namely:

where &, denotes a Kronecker delta function.
This expression can be rewritten as:

by noticing that: p , ( m ) = L,
Y,+I t/m 6

[,:

t:],

Example 5.4.11. Consider the operation v6 in Figure 5.1. Its type is multiply (i.e., k = I).
It can he scheduled in the first two schedule steps, and its probability is ps = 0.5 in
those steps and zero elsewhere. The distribution graph of Figure 5.1 1 yields the type
probpbility, that is, q , ( l ) = 2.8 and qj(2) = 2.3. When the operation is assigned to step
1, its probability variations are 1-0.5 for step I and 0-0.5 for step 2. Therefore the selfforce is 2.8 * (1 - 0.5) + 2.3 * (0 - 0.5) = 0.25. Note that the force is positive, because
the concurrency at step I of the multiplication is higher than at step 2. Similarly, when the
operation is assigned to step 2, its self-force is 2.8 * (0 - 0.5) + 2.3 * ( I - 0.5) = -0.25.

It is important to note that assigning an operation to a specific step may reduce
the time frame of other operations. Therefore, the effects implied by one assignment
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must he taken into account by considering the predecessor/successor forces, which
are the forces on other operations linked by dependency relations.
Example 5.4.12. The assignment of operation v6 to step 2 implies the assignment of
operation u, to step 3. Therefore the force of u7 related to step 3, i.e., q,(2)(0- p7(2))

+

4,(3)(1 - p,(3)) = 2.3 + (0 - 0.5) + 0.8 r (1 - 0.5) = 0 . 7 5 is the successor force of
ua. The total force on ua at step 2 is the sum of its self-force and successor force, i.e.,
-0.25 - 0.75 = -1.
The total forces on u6 at step I and 2 are 0.25 and 1 , respectively. Scheduling
u6 at step 1 would thus increase the concurrency as compared to scheduling "6 at step 2.
In general, the predecessor/succ~ssor forces are computed by evaluating the
variation on the self-forces of the predecessorslsuccessors due the restriction of their
time frames. Let [t:, t f ] be the initial time frame and [t;, t f ] be the reduced one.
Then, from Equation 5.30, the force variation is:

--

Example 5.4.13. The assignment of operation vs to step 2 implies the assignment of
operation u9 to step 3 or 4. Therefore the variation on the force of u9 is 1/2(q2(3)
q2(4))- 1/3(q2(2) +q2(3) +q2(4)) = OS(2-t 1 . 6 ) 0 . 3 ( 1 + 2 + 1.6) =0.3.

+

The total force on an operation related to a schedule step is computed by adding
to its self-force the predecessor/successor forces ofall its predecessors and successors
(whose time frame is affected).
We consider now the scheduling algorithms. The force-directed list scheduling
algorithm addresses the minimum-latency scheduling problem under resource constraints. The outer structure of the algorithm is the same as the L I S T L algorithm.
A specific selection procedure is used to select the Sk g U1.k operations of type
k = 1.2, . . . , n,,, at each schedule step I . Namely the selected candidates are determined by reducing iteratively the candidate set U,,, by deferring those operations with
the least force until the resource bound is met. The rationale is to maximize the local
concurrency (by selecting operations with large forces) while satisfying the resource
bound.
Note that force calculation requires the computation of the time frames, or their
update, at each outer iteration of the algorithm, and when all candidate operations are
meal (i.e., their mobility is zero) and one (or more) must be deferred, thus causing
a latency increase. The computational complexity of the algorithm is quadratic in the
number of operations, because the predecessorlsuccessor force computation requires
considering operation pairs.
The force-directed scheduling Algorithm 5.4.3 instead addresses the minimumresource scheduling problem under latency constraints. The algorithm considers the
operations one at a time for scheduling, as opposed to the strategy of considering each
schedule step at a time as done by list scheduling. At each iteration, the time frames,

FDS( G ( V .

E),X ) I

repeat [
Compute the
Compute the
Compute the
Schedule the

time-frames:
operation and type probabilities:
self-forces, predecessor/succerror forces ;md total forces:
operation with least force and update its lime-frame:

I
until (all operations are scheduled):

return (t);

t
ALGORITHM 5.4.4

probabilities and forces are computed. The operation with the least force is scheduled
in the corresponding step. The rationale is to minimize the local concurrency (related
to the resource usage) while meeting the latency bound that is satisfied by construction
because operations are always scheduled in their time frames.
The computational complexity of the algorithm is cubical in the number of operations, because there are as many iterations as oprations and each requires the
calculation of the forces. The algorithm may be enhanced by an efficient force computation, leading to an overall quadratic complexity in the number of operations. The
algorithm can also be applied to more complex graph models. We refer the interested
reader to reference [I51 for further details.
The force-directed scheduling algorithm has beet1 implemented in different design system?. The results have been shown to be superior to_ list scheduling. However,
its run times tend to be long for large graphs, limiting its practical use for large
designs.

5.4.5 Other Heuristic Scheduling Algorithms*
Several other heuristic scheduling algorithms have been proposed. Some are derived
from software design techniques, such as trace scheduling [3] and percolation scheduling [16]. The latter has been used in different forms in various synthesis systems,
even though some of its implementations are more restrictive in scope and power
than the original algorithm. We comment here briefly on scheduling algorithms using
a transformational approach, where an initial schedule is improved upon in a stepwise
fashion. These methods have to he contrasted to the list and force-directed scheduling
algorithms, which are constructive.
In'percolation scheduling, operations are assigned initially to some time steps
and the schedule is iteratively refined by moving operations from one step to another. For example, an initial schedule may place the operations in a linear order, i.e., requiring full serialization. Operations can be rescheduled to share control steps when this is allowed by sequencing, timing and resource constraints. Then
unused schedule steps may be removed. Rules may be used to define the valid
transformations.

The scheduling problem can obviously be solved by general iterative methods,
like simulated annealing [ZI.Also in this case, an initial scheduling is refined by
moving operations from one step to another. Moves are generated randomly and
accepted when the cost function (latency or resource count) decreases. Uphill moves
(i.e., causing a cost increase) are also accepted, hut with a probability that depends on
some parameters of the algorithm and that decreases monotonically with the execution
of the algorithm. This reduces the probability of finding a local minimum solution,
and hence the likelihood of finding an exact solution with this approach is often higher
than with other heuristic algorithms. Experiments have shown that this approach yields
results that are close in quality to those computed by list scheduling, with possibly
much higher computing time.

5.5 SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS FOR
EXTENDED SEQUENCING MODELS*
When considering hierarchical sequencing graphs, scheduling and latency computation
can be performed bottom up, as mentioned in Section 4.3.3. The computed start times
are relative to those of the source vertices in the corresponding graph entitles.
Whereas unconstrained hierarchical scheduling is straightforward, timing and
resource-constrained scheduling is not. Satisfaction of relative timing constraints is
hard to verify when the constraints are applied to operations in different graph entities
of the hierarchy [I I]. Similar considerations apply to resource constraints. Obvious
exceptions are cases when the model is a tree-structured hierarchy of submodels that
can be flattened explicitly or implicitly.
The difficulties of hierarchical scheduling can-be avoided under the reshictive
and simplifying assumption that no resource can be shared across different graph
entities in the hierarchy, and that timing and resource constraints apply within each
graph entity. In this case, each graph entity can he scheduled independently. Otherwise,
either the entities are scheduled concurrently or each scheduled sequencing graph
entity pose$ some restriction on the time-step assignment and resource usage of the
others.
A very relevant problem is scheduling graph models expressing conditional
consuucts, which are very common in behavioral circuit models. Operations (or a
group of operations) may represent alternatives of a branching choice. Alternative
operations can share resources even when their execution time frames overlap. This
factor may affect scheduling under resource constraints.

5.5.1

Scheduling Graphs with Alternative Paths*

We assume in this section that the sequencing graph contains alternative paths related
to branching consuucts. This extended sequencing graph model can be obtained by
expanding the branching ve~tices,i.e., by replacing them by the corresponding graph
entities. The mutual exclusive execution semantics of the graphs representing the
branching bodies gives rise to alternative paths in the graph.

An exact formulation of the scheduling problem can be achieved by modifying
the ILP model of Section 5.4.1. In particular, the resource constraints represented by
inequality 5.7 must express the fact that operations in alternative branches can have
overlapping execution intervals without affecting the resource usage.
We consider here the special case it1 which the graph can be partitioned into
n, groups of mutually exclusive operations and let C : V + [1,2, . . . , n,] denote
the group to which an operation belongs. Then, inequality 5.7 can be restated as
follows:

Obviously more complex constraints can be constructed for more general cases.
Example 5.5.1. Consider the graph shown in Figure 5.1, where all operations have unit
delay. Assurne that the path (uO. US, ug. u,) is mutually exclusive with the remaining operations. Thk constraints related to the uniqueness of the start times and to the sequencing
constraints are the same as those of Example 5.4.1.
The non-trivial resource constraints are the following:

The list scheduling and the force-directed scheduling algorithms can support
mutually exclusive operations by modifying the way in which the resource usage is
computed at each step. For example, Wakabayashi and Yoshimura [I91 extended list
scheduling by adding a condition vector to each vertex, whose entries encode the
branching conditions taken to reach the corresponding operation. Condition vectors
and branching probabilities are used to determine the urgency of the operations for
candidate selection.
In the case of force-directed scheduling, attention needs to he paid to the computation of the type distribution. When two mutually exclusive operations of the
same fype can occur in a time step, their probability is not added together to compute the type distribution, because it is impossible that they are both executed at
that time step. Instead, the maximum of their values contributes to the type distribution [15].
Camposano proposed a specialized scheduling algorithm for graphs where all
paths from source to sink represent alternative flows of operations, called as fast as
possible, or AFAP [I]. In addition, operation chaining may also be considered. The
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method is a two-step procedure. First, all paths are scheduled independently. Then,
the scheduled paths are merged.
When scheduling each path, resource and timing constraints are taken into account. Resource constraints may limit the amount of operation chaining in any single
step, because each resource can execute once in any given time step. Camposano
proposed a path scheduling algorithm based on the search for the intersection of the
constraints that delimit the time-step boundaries. Scheduling each path corresponds to
determining the cuts in each path, where a cut is a subset of adjacent operations in a
path such that any can define a schedule step boundary.
Once the paths are scheduled, they are merged together. Another graph is derived, where the cuts are represented by vertices and their intersection by edges.
A clique in the graph corresponds to a subset of operations that can be started
at some time step. Therefore a minimum clique partitioning of the graph provides
a minimum latency solution. The computational complexity of the approach is related to solving the clique partitioning problem, which is intractable, and to the fact
that the number of paths may grow exponentially with the number of vertices in
the sequencing graph. However, an implementation of this algorithm with an exact
solution of the clique partitioning problem has given good results [I]. The pathbased scheduling formulation fits well with processor synthesis problems, where
a large amount of alternative paths is related to executing different (alternative)
instructions.
Example 5.5.2. Consider the example of Figure 5.12 (a), where all paths are alternative
execution streams. The numbers inside the circles denote the propagation delay. The
required cycle-time is 60 nsec.
There are four alternative paths: (I+,u,, us, us); ( u , , u,, us, v , ) : (u2. va, u s , v 6 ) ;
( u 2 . ud, us. u,). By analyzing the first path, it is clear that a cut is required. It can
be done after operation ul or after u, or after us. We indicate this cut by cl = (1.3.5).
A similar analysis of the second paths suggests that a cut is required after ui or us, i.e.,
c2 = (3.5). The other cuts are ci = (21, c4 = (2) and cs = (4.5). Note that the two
last cuts are related to the last path. Cuts are shown in Figure 5.12 (b). Let us consider
now the intersection graph corresponding to the cuts and shown in Figure 5.12 (c). The
clique partition indicates that operations u> and us are the last before starting a new time
step. This yields a schedule, as shown in Figure 5.12 (dl.

.

5.6

SCHEDULING PIPELINED CIRCUITS*

We consider in this section extending scheduling algorithms to cope with pipelined
circuits. In general, the specification of a pipelined circuit consists of a sequencing
graph model and a corresponding data rate. For hierarchical models, the submodels
can be pipelined or not.
We present here specific subproblems and solutions. F i s t we consider nonpipelined sequencing graphs whose operations can be bound to pipelined resources
(i.e., pipelined submodels). Second, we consider non-hierarchical pipelined models
with non-pipelined resources. These two problems are referred to in the literature as
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structural pipelining andfunctional pipelining, respectively. Last, we consider the use
of pipelining to speed up the execution of loops. This technique is also called loop
winding and loop folding.

5.6.1 Scheduling with Pipelined Resources*
Pipelined resources consume and produce data at time intervals that are smaller than
the execution delays. The intervals, called data introduction intervals, of the resources
are assumed here to be constant. In the limiting case of non-pipelined resources, the
data inuoduction interval is equal to the execution delay.
Example 5.6.1. A typical example is provided by parallel multipliers that have an execution delay of two cycles. One cycle is spent in the Wallace-tree reduction of the partial
products into two summands. The second cycle is spent in the final addition and rounding. Since the partial-product reduction and the final addition can overlap execution, data
can be produced and consumed at every cycle, i.e., the data introduction interval is 1.

Pipelined resources can be shared, even when the corresponding operations
overlap execution. In this case, necessary requirements are that no data dependency
exists between the operations and that the operations do not start in the same time
step. The former requirement is due to the unavailability of data, the latter to avoid
overlapping of data.
Example 5.6.2. Consider operations v , , r2 and u3 iwhe sequencing graph of Figure 5.1.
Assume that a pipelined multiplier resource is available, with execution delay of 2 and

a data introduction interval of I. Then operations u , and u? can overlap execution by
starting at steps I and 2 of the schedule. However, operations u , and u, cannot overlap
execution, because the result of u , (and of u2) are inputs to v,.
The list scheduling algorithm can be extended to handle pipelined resources by
allowing the scheduling of overlapping operations with different start times and no data
dependencies. Assume for the sake of simplicity that the data introduction inrervals of
the resources are 1. Then, the resource-constrained list scheduling algorithm LIST-L
can be used while assuming that the set of unfinished operations is always empty,
because all resources are ready to accept data at each cycle.
Example 5.6.3. Let us consider the sequencing graph of Figure 5.1, with a , = 3
multipliers and a2 = 1 ALU as resources. Let us assume that the execution delays of
the multiplier and the ALU are 2 and 1, respectively, and that the multiplier is pipelined

with a unit data introduction interval. Note that the last assumption differentiates this
example from Example 5.4.8.
Multiplications ( v , . u2. u 6 ] are scheduled at the first step. Multiplication us can
start at the second step, but { g ,L'I} must be delayed until the third step due to data
dependencies.

A schedule is summarized by the following table:
Oprstion

Multiply
("1.

ALU
-

Start time
I
2
3

-

"9

4

-

"4

-

us

5
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08

"I I
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Note that the latency is 6 cycles, one cycle less than in Example 5.4.8. The
scheduled sequencing graph is shown in Figure 3.13.
Other scheduling algorithms can be extended to cope with pipelined resources.
We refer the interested reader to reference [9] for an enhanced ILP model and to
reference [15] for the extensions to the force-directed scheduling algorithm.
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FIGURE 5.13
Scheduled sequencing graph
pipelined resources.

Functional Pipelining*

5.6.2

We consider here scheduling sequencing graphs under a global data introduction interval (60) constraint, representing the time interval between two consecutive executions
of the source vertex. We assume that So is constant and that it is smaller than the
latency. We assume also that resources are not pipelined and that the graph model is
not hierarchical for the sake of simplicity.
The number of required resources in pipelined implementations depends on 60.
The higher So, the larger is the number of operations executing concurrently, and
consequently the larger is the resource requirement. Conversely, an upper bound on
the resource usage implies a lower hound on Jo. For example, assume unit execution
delays. Let us denote by nk the number of opefations of type k, k = 1 , 2 , . .. , n.,
Then, for maximum-rate pipelining (JO = 1) and for any resource type, the resource
usage ak equals nk, because all operations are concurrent. For larger values of So, a
lower bound on the resource usage is ?ik= rnk/Sol for any type k. This result can he
understood by thinking that we can serialize at most So operations of each type when
we assign them to a single resource. This relation was introduced first by Park and
Parker [ 141.
When considering scheduling pipelined circuits, it is convenient to preserve
the notation used for non-pipelined circuits. Thus we represent
the start times of the
operations { u , , i = 0, I , . . . , n ) in the interval { I , 2, . . . , A
1). Nevertheless, the
pipelined nature of the circuit requires simultaneous activation of the operations with
start times: 1 p S a ; V l , p E Z : 1 5 I p S o 5 j; 1. Therefore, a control unit for a
pipelined circuit with this model will have Jo control steps.
The I L P formulation can be extended to cope with functional pipelining. In
particular, inequality 5.7 representing the resource bounds is modified to reflect the
increased concurrency of the operations:

+

+

+
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xi, 5 ar, k = I , 2 , . . . , n,

1 = I , 2 , . . . , S~ (5.33)

m=l&d,+l+p8,

Consider the sequencing graph of Figure 5.1, where all resources have
unit execution delay. Assume So = 2.
Then a lower bound on the resource usage is iil = 16/21 = 3 multipliers and
= 15/21 = 3 ALUs. Assume then that a schedule with a = [ 3 , 3 I T resources is
sought for.
The uniqueness constraints on the start time of the operations and the sequencing
dependency constraints are the same as those shown in Example 5.4.1. The resource
constraints can be derived by inequality 5.33, which can be simplified for unit-delay
resources to:
Example 5.6.4.

Assuming a latency bound of 4, the constraint for this example is:

Thus yielding:
xl,l+x2.~+X6.~fX8.1+X7.3f Xg)

5 3

f

5 3

I3.2

16.2 t X 7 . 2 + X g , 2

xlo.l+x4.3+x~.,+x,o.i+x,,,3

5 3

3
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A schedule is shown in Figure 5.14

The heuristic scheduling algorithms can be extended to support functional pipelining. For example, the list scheduling algorithm can be used to solve the resourceconstrained scheduling problem for a given So. Inequality 5.33 can be used to check
whether the resource bound is violated at any given step and therefore to determine
the schedulable candidates. An example of such a list scheduling algorithm was implemented in program SEHWA
[14] (with operation chaining), where the priority function
is based on the sum of the operation propagation delays from the candidate to the sink
vertex. The force-directed scheduling algorithm can also support functional pipelining.
The type distribution at a given step must be computed differently to take into account
the actual operation concurrency in the pipelined implementation [151.
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FIGURE 5.14
Scheduled sequencing graph with So = 2 and lhree resources per type.

5.6.3

Loop Folding*

Loop folding is an optimization technique to reduce the execution delay of a loop.
It was first introduced as a method for optimizing software compilation. It can be
applied to hardware optimization as well.
Let us consider a loop with a fixed number of iterations, say ni. The execution
delay of the loop is equal to n, . A/, where AI is the latency of the loop body. If it
is possible to pipeline to the loop body itself with local data introduction interval
81 < Al, then the overall loop execution delay is approximately nl . 61 c n, . Al. More
precisely, some overhead has to be accounted for in starting the pipeline, and thus the
loop execution delay is (ni [Ar/Sil - 1 ) . Jl.

+

Example 5.6.5. Consider the sequencing graph of Figure 5.15 (a). Assume that all operations take one unit of time. Then the Imp body executes one iteration in 4 steps, i.e., its
latency is 4. Figure 5.15 (b) shows a folded loop implementation with $ = 2. Each iteration requires 6, = 2 control steps. Starting the pipeline requires rA,/S,l - 1 = 1 iteration.
To execute nl = 10 iterations, 22 time steps are needed in the folded implementation,
while 40 steps are needed in the original one.

Therefore loop folding can reduce the latency of a scheduled sequencing graph
that contains loops, possibly nested loops. When considering the hierarchical nature
of sequencing graphs, loop folding can be viewed as pipelining the graph entity of the
loop body with the goal of reducing the execution delay of the corresponding iteration
vertex at the higher level in the hierarchy. Note that this vertex (representing the loop
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FIGURE 5.15
(a) Sequencing graph of a loop body. (b) Sequencing graph after loop folding.
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as a whole) is not a pipelined operation, because it can consume new data only when
the loop exit condition is met.

5.7 PERSPECTIVES
Scheduling is a fascinating problem, because many creative solutions can be researched
to address several related problems. Examples are scheduling under timing constraints,
data-rate constraints, and scheduling with unbounded-delay operations. Specialized
algorithms have been proposed to address each of these issues.
In practice, most scheduling problems are computationally hard because of the
constraints on the resource usage. Recent interest in exact solution methods, based
on the ILP formulation, has been successful in providing us with schedules with
global minimum-latency or minimum-resource usage. Unfortunately, the potentially
explosive computational cost of solving ILPs has precluded the use of these methods
for large-scale graph models.
Heuristic algorithms, and in particular list scheduling algorithms, have been
found adequate for most practical applications. Even though the optimality of the
solution is not guaranteed, list schedules offer a good compromise between computing time and latency (or resource usage). Many flavors of list scheduling algorithms
exist, with support for conditional constructs, timing and data introduction interval
constraints and other features.
It is important to remember that the value of a solution to a scheduling problem
for architectural synthesis depends on the underlying assumption of modeling the
operations by execution delays and area costs. While this model fits well with resourcedominated circuits, the actual area and performance of other circuit implementations
may differ from those estimated by scheduling. Thus bothme area and the cycle-time
have to account for the components contributed by registers, steering logic circuits,
wires and control circuits. For this reason, the value of the scheduling algorithms must
always be considered in the context of the other tasks of architectural synthesis and
optimization.
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1. Consider the graph of Figure 5.1. Assume the execution delays of the multiplier and of
the ALU are 2 and 1 cycle. respectively. Schedule the graph using the A S A P algorithm.
Assuming a latency bound of = 8 cycles, schedule the graph using the A L A P algorithm.
Determine the mobility of the operations.

2. Consider the graph of Figure 5.1. Assume the execution delays of the multiplier and of the
ALU are 2 and 1 cycle, respectively. Consider the following timing constraints between

the start times of the operations:
Operation v6 stans at least I cycle after u, starts.
Operations vs and u9 start simultaneously.
Operation us starts at most 2 cycles after operation vln stans.
C O ~ S ~ aNconsvaint
C~
graph. Schedule the operations by assuming that

to

=1

3. Consider operations u,; i = 1 . 2 , . . . . 7 , with the corresponding execution delays D =
(0, 1, 3, 1, 1. 1 , 4 ) . Assume the dependencies E = {(o,. u>), (u2, u?), (US,v6)) and the following constraints:
Operation
Operation
Operation
Operation
Operation
Operation
Operation

..
.

v, has release time 1
us has release time 4.
u, has release time 8.
va starts at least 4 cycles after operation "2 stans.
vr stans at most 1 cycle after operation u3 starts.
v, starts at most 2 cycles after operation "6 starts.
us starts at least 2 cycles before and at most 2 cycles after operation u , starts.

Construct a constraint graph. Schedule the operations by assuming that to = I with the
Liao-Wong algorithm. Show all steps.

-

4. Let G,(V, E ) be the subgraph of G,(V,. E,) after having removed all edges corresponding
to maximum timing constraints. Assume G,(V, E ) is acyclic and assume G,(V,, E,) is
feasible. Let the anchor set A@,) 5 A of a vertex u, t V be the subset of A such that
a E A(u0 if there is a path in G,(V. E ) from o to v, with an edge weighted by 4,.
Prove that a feasible maximum timing constraint u;, is well-posed (i.e., satisfiable
for any value of the anchor delays) if and only if A ( % ) 5 A(u;).

5. Using the definition of Problem 4. show that in a well-posed constraint graph the anchor
sets on a cycle are identical.
6. Using the definition of Problem 4. show that in a well-posed constraint graph the weight
of any cycle is bounded.

-

7. Under the definitions and assumptions of Problem 4, show that a constraint graph is wellposed if and only if R ( u , ) 5 A(",) Vv, t V.

8. Consider the sequencing graph of Figure 5.1. Assume that all operations have unit delay.
Formulate the I L P constraint inequalities with a latency bound
function that models latency minimization.

X = 5. Write the objective

9. Determine the type distributions for the scheduled sequencing graph of Figure 5.8.
10. Explain how you would extend the force-directed scheduling algorithm to multi-cycle
operations. Describe the extensions to the computation of the time frames, operation and
type probabilities and forces.

11. Write the pseudo-code of a list scheduler for the minimum-latency problem under resource
and relative timing constraints.

12. Consider the problem of unconstrained scheduling with chlning. Assume that the propagation delay of the resources is bounded by the cycle-time. Show how to extend the ASAP
scheduling algorithm to incorporate chaining.
13. Consider the I L P formulation for the minimum-latency scheduling problem under resource
constraints and with alternative operations. Assume that the groups of alternative operations
do not form a partition of the set V. Determine an inequality constraint representing resource
usage bounds.

14. Consider the ILP formulation for scheduling with pipelined resources. Derive a set of inequality constraints for the case of multi-cycle resources. Apply the inequalities to Example
5.6.3.
15. Determine the type distributions for the pipelined scheduled sequencing graph of Figure
5.14.
16. Consider the sequencing graph of Figure 5.1. Assume that the multiplier and the ALU have
execution delays of 2 and I cycle, respectively. Formulate the ILP constraint inequalities
for a pipeline schedule with 60 = 1.

CHAPTER

RESOURCE
SHARING
AND BINDING
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In der Beschrankung zeigr sirh ersr der Meisrer.
The master distinguishes himselfin coping wirh rhe limirarions.
1. Goethe. Epigrammatisch: Natur und Kunst.

6.1 INTRODUCTION
Resource sharing is the assignment of a resource to more than one operation. The
primary goal of resource sharing is to reduce the area of a circuit, by allowing multiple
non-concurrent operations to share the same hardware operator. Resource sharing is
often mandatory to meet specified upper bounds on the circuit area (or resource usage).
Resaurce binding is the explicit definition of a mapping between the operations
and the resources. A binding may imply that some resources are shared. Resource
binding (or partial binding) may be part of the original circuit specifications, and
thus some sharing may be defined explicitly in the hardware model. Resource usage
constraints may infer implicitly some resource sharing, even though they do not imply
a particular binding.
Resource binding can be applied to sequencing graphs that are scheduled or
unscheduled. Specific strategies for architectural synthesis, as described in Section 4.5,

use either approach. In the former case, the schedule provides some limitations to the
extent to which resource sharing can be applied. For example, concurrent operations
cannot share a resource. In the latter case, resource binding may affect the circuit
latency because operations with a shared resource cannot execute concurrently, and
therefore some operations may have to be postponed.
When considering resource-dominated circuits that have been scheduled under
resource constraints, the area is already determined by the resource usage. Thus binding and sharing serve just the purpose of refining the structural information so that
connectivity synthesis can be performed. On the other hand, for general circuits, the
overall area and performance depend on the resource usage as well as on registers,
wiring, steering logic and control circuits. Then binding and sharing affect the figure
of merit of the circuit. Obviously, when considering sequencing graphs that are not
scheduled, sharing and binding affect both area and performance.
Different binding and sharing problems can be defined according to the types of
operations and resources being considered. The simplest case is when operations can
be matched to resources with the same type. A slight generalization being considered
in this chapter is when operations with different types can be implemented (covered)
by one resource of appropriate type. Examples are operations with types addition,
subtraction and comparison being implemented by a resource with type ALU. These
two cases are modeled by using a single-valued function 7 : V + ( I , 2, . . . , n,,,)
that associates with any operation the resource type that can implement it. A further
generalization is the case when any operation can be implemented by more than one
resource type, possibly with different area and performance. An example is given
by an addition operation that can be implemented by different types of adders. The
choice of such a resource type, called a resource-vpe @r module) selection problem,
is described in Section 6.6.
In this chapter we consider primarily sharing functional resources, called briefly
resources, for non-pipelined circuit models. We address also the problems of sharing
registers and of using memory arrays efficiently, as well as sharing interface resources
such as busses. First we present resource sharing models and algorithms for resourcedominated circuits in Section 6.2. Then we extend the analysis to general circuits
and comment on the impact of sharing on area and performance in Section 6.3. We
then revisit the relations between scheduling and binding and we present methods for
concurrent scheduling and binding in Section 6.4 and for binding unscheduled models
in Section 6.5. We conclude the chapter by considering other extensions, such as the
module selection problem and resource sharing and binding for pipelined circuits as
well as relations between sharing and testability.

6.2 SHARING AND BINDING FOR
RESOURCE-DOMINATED CIRCUITS
We consider sharing and binding problems for resource-dominated circuits modeled
by scheduled sequencing graph5 G,(V, E). In this chapter, we drop from consideration
the source and sink vertices vo. u, that are No-Operations. Hence the operation set of
interest is { u , ,i = 1, 2 , . . . . n).
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Two (or more) operations may be bound to the same resource if they are not
concurrent and they can be implemented by resources of the same type. When these
conditions are met, the operations are said to be compatible. Two operations are not
concurrent when either one starts after the other has finished execution or when l i e y
are alternative, i.e., they are mutually exclusive choices of a branching decision. Therefore, an analysis of the sequencing graph is sufficient to determine the compatibility
of two or more operations for sharing. We postpone thiq analysis to'the following two
sections and we concentrate now on the compatibility issue.
Definition 6.2.1. The resource compatibility graph C + ( V . E) is a graph whose vertex
set V = (u;, i = 1.2.. . . , n,,,] is in one-to-one correspondence with the operations and
whose edge set E = ( ( u , , L?] i. j = 1 . 2 , . . . .n ,,,,I denotes the compatible operation
pairs.
The resource compatibility graph has at least as many disjoint components as the
resource types. A group of mutually compatible operations corresponds to a subset
of vertices that are all mutually connected by edges, i.e., to a clique. Therefore a
m ~ i m a set
l of mutually compatible operations is represented by a maximal clique in
the compatibility graph.
An optimum resource sharing is one that minimizes the number of required
resource instances. Since we can associate a resource instance to each clique, the
problem is equivalent to partitioning the graph into a minimum number of cliques.
Such a number is the clique cover number of G + ( V , E), denoted by K(G+(V,E)).
Example 6.2.1. Let us consider the scheduled sequencing graph of Figure 5.8, which
we repeat in Figure 6.1 for convenience. We assume agzin that there are two resource
types: a multiplier and an ALU, both with 1 unit execution delay. The compatibility
graph is shown in Figure 6.2. Examples of compatible operations are (u,,u3] and (va, us]
among others. Examples of cliques are the subgraphs induced by { u l , v3, u7], (vz, ua, us)
and (u4. US, U I O . U H ) . These cliques, in addition to (uq], cover the graph. Since they are
disjoint, they form a clique partition. The clique cover number K is then equal to 4,
col~espondingto two multipliers and two ALUs. Edges of the cliques are emboldened
in Figure 6.2.
An alternative way of looking at the problem is to consider the conflicts between
operation pairs. Two operations have a conflict when they are not compatible. Conflicts
can be represented by conflict graphs.
Definition 6.2.2. The resource conact graph G - ( V . E ) is a graph whose vertex set
V = (u,. i = 1.2, . . . , n,,) is in one-to-one correspondence with the operations and
whose edge set E = {(u;, u,) i. j = 1.2,. . . , n,,] denotes the conflicting operation
pairs.
It is obvious that the conflict graph is the complement of the compatibility graph.
A set of mutually compatible operations corresponds to a subset of vertices that are
not connected by edges, also called the independent set of G-(V, E ) . A proper vertex
coloring of the conflict graph provides a solution to the sharing problem: each color

TIME 3

....,.-.n~,',',
:NOP~'
...,,

,

FIGURE 6.1
Scheduled sequencing graph.

FIGURE 6 3

Compatibility graph
corresponds to a resource instance. An optimum resource sharing corresponds to a
vertex coloring with a minimum number of colors. Such a number is the chromatic
number of G-(V, E ) and is denoted by x(G-(V, E ) ) . Note that x(G-(V, E ) ) is
equal to K(G+(V,E)).
Since operations with different types are always conflicting, it is convenient
to consider the conflict graphs for each type independently. Such graphs are the
complements of the col~espondingcompatibility subgraphs for operations of that type.
The overall conflict graph can be obtained by adding edges joining any vertex pair
with different types to the union of all partla1 conflict graphs.
Example 6.2.2. Consider again the scheduled sequencing graph of Figure 6.1. We show
in Figure 6.3 the conflict graphs for the multiplier and ALU types. Examples of independent sets are (u,, vi. u7J and lu,. u s . u,,. u , , ] , among others. Each graph can he colored
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FIGURE 6.3
Conflict graphs for the mtlltiplier and ALU types.

with two colors, yielding an overall resource requirement of 4. Different shadings of the
vertices show a minimum coloring i n Figure 6.3.
The clique partitioning and vertex coloring problems have been studied extensively. (See Sections 2.4.4 and 2.4.3.) Both problems are intractable for general graphs,
and exact and heuristic solution methods have been proposed. According to the specific circuit type under consideration, the compatibility graph may be sparser than the
conflict graph (or vice versa). In this case, clique partitioning (or vertex coloring) may
be easier to solve.
In some particular cases, it is possible to exploit the structure of the sequencing
graph to derive compatibility and conflict graphs with special properties that make the
partitioning and coloring tractable. This will be considered in the following section.

6.2.1 Resource Sharing in Non-Hierarchical
Sequencing Graphs
We consider here non-hierarchical sequencing graphs, i.e., we exclude for now alternative paths, and each path from source to sink represents a parallel stream of
operations. We recall that the resource type implementing an operation is denoted
by T(ui), i = 1,2, . . . , n ,r, the start times by T = {t;; i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n,,]
and
the execution delays by D = (di; i = 1 . 2 , . . . , n,,,,,). Recall also that an operation
ui with execution delay d; starts executing at ti and completes at ti
di - I. Datadependent delays are not considered here, because the sequencing graph is assumed to
be scheduled. Resource sharing for unbounded-latency sequencing graphs is described
in Sectinr, 6.5.
Two operations are compatible if they can be implemented by resources of the
same type and if they are not concurrent. Therefore, the compatibility graph G+(V. E )
is described by the following set of edges: E = [{v;, v, J ( T(u,) = T(vj) and ((ti+di 5
t , or t
d, 5 t i , i, j = 1 , 2 , . . . , n,,].
Such a graph can be constructed by
traversing the sequencing graph in O(IVI2) time. This graph is a comparability graph
because it has a transitive orientation property. Indeed, a corresponding directed graph
could be derived by assigning an orientation to the edges consistent with the relations

+

+

+

+

(((ti
dj 5 tj) or (t,
d, 5 ti)), i, j = I , 2 , . . . , n ,,ps 1, which are transitive. (See
Section 2.2.3.)
The search for a minimum clique partition of a comparability graph can be
achieved in polynomial time, as mentioned in Section 2.4.4.

Example 6.23. Consider again the scheduled sequencing graph of Figure 6.1, where all
operations have unit execution delay. Let us consider operation ul, with tl = 1. Now
7 ( u l ) = multiplier. Then, all operations whose type is a multiplier and whose start
time is larger than or equal to 2 are compatible with u , . (Obviously, no operation can
be compatible by having a start time less than or equal to zero.) Such operations are
(q,
u6. v,. uaJ.The corresponding vertices are incident to edges that stem from "1. The
compatibility graph can be constructed by visiting each operation and checking for others
with the same type with non-overlapping execution intervals.
Note that a directed graph could be constructed having the compatibility graph
as the underlying graph. The orientation is determined by comparing the start times.
In this case, it would have the edges ((u,, u 3 ) . ( u , , v 6 ) , ( v l . u,), (vl, US)),among others.
Note also that the relations ((u,. u3). (u3. u,)) imply ( ( u , . u,)], because ordering is a
transitive relation. Hence the compatibility graph is a comparability graph. The transitive
orientation of the compatibility graph is shown in Figure 6.4.
Let us consider now the conflict graphs for each resource type. The execution
d, - I]; i = 1,2, . . . , n,,] and the edges
intervals for each operation are ([ti, ti
of the conflict graphs denote intersections among intervals; hence they are interval
graphs. The search for a minimum coloring of an interval graph can be achieved in
polynomial time. A few algorithms can be used, including the LEFT-EDGE algorithm described in Section 2.4.3. Usually, resourceSharing and binding is achieved
by considering the conflict graphs for each type, because resources are assumed to
have a single type. Thus, the overall conflict graph is of limited interest, even though
it can be derived from the conflict graphs of each resource type in a straightforward
way.

+

Example 6.2.4. Consider again the scheduled sequencing graph of Figure 6.1, where all
operations have unit execution delay. The set of intervals corresponding to the conflict

FIGURE 6.4
Transilive orientation of the compatibility graph.
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FTGURE 6.5
Intervals corresponding to the conflict graph.

graphs is shown in Figure 6.5. Overlapping intervals correspond to edges in the conflict
graph for each type. When considering the multiplier, the conflict edges are ( v l , y],
(ui. ug] and (u,. us). When considering the ALU, the conflict edge is {u5. v g ) .
It is instructive to show that the binding problem can be formulated with an
ILP model. We consider a similar framework to the one presented for scheduling
in Section 5.4.1. For the sake of simplicity, we assume first that all operations and
resources have the same type. We use a set of binary decision variables with two
indices, B = (b;,;i = 1 . 2 , . . . , n,,p,; r = 1 , 2 , . . . , a ) ,and a set of binary decision
constants with two indices, X = (xi,;i = 1 . 2 , . . . , n,,; 1 = 1 , 2 , . ..,A I), where
a 5 n,, is an upper bound on the number of resources to be used. We use the
set notation for the variables in B, rather than a matrix notation, because we do not
make use of matrix operations. The binary variable, b;,, is 1 only when operation
ui is bound to resource r, i.e., B ( u i ) = (1, r ) . The binary constant, xi,, is 1 only
when operation u; starts in step 1 of the schedule, i.e., 1 = ti,as defined in Section
5.4.1. These values are known constants, because we consider scheduled sequencing
graphs.
Searching for a binding compatible with a given schedule (represented by X )
and a resource bound a is equivalent to searching for a set of values of B satisfying
the following constraints:

+

Constraint 6.1 states that each operation ui should be assigned to one and only
one resource. Constraint 6.2 states that at most one operation can be executing, among
those assigned to resource r, at any time step. Note that it suffices to require the

variables i n B to he non-negative integers to satisfy 6.3. Hence the problem can be
formulated as a n ILP and not necessarily a s a ZOLP.
This model can be easily extended to include multiple operation types. Nevertheless, the disjointness of the types makes it easier to formulate and solve as many
independent binding problems as each type.

Example 6.2.5. Consider again the scheduled sequencing graph of Figure 6.1. The operations have two types (labeled 1 for the multiplier and 2 for the ALU) and unit execution
delays. Therefore a feasible binding satisfies the constraints:

The constants in the set X are all zero, except for x,,,. x,,, ,x,,,, x4,,, X S . ~x , ~ ,x ~, , ,~ X, S , ~ ,
~ ~ . ~ , ~ I o . which
I , x ~are
I . ~I. .
Then, an implementation with a , = 1 multiplier would correspond to finding a

.

solution to:

Such a solution does not exist, because the second constraint would imply b , , , + b2,] 5 1,
which contradicts the first one.
An implementation with a , = 2 multipliers would correspond to finding a solution
to:

which admits the solution b , . , = I , b2.> = I, b,., = 1. b e 2 = 1, b7., = I , b8,2 = I , all
other elements of B with first subscript i E { I , 2 , 3 . 6 , 7 , 8 ) being zero. Tne tabulation
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of the binding is the following, where the binding of the ALUs can be computed in a
similar way. The bound sequencing graph is shown in Figure 6.6.
P(uI)
P(u?)
P("3)
P(w)
B("5)

(I. 1 )
(1.2)
(1.1)
(2, 1 )
(2, 1 )
B(vd
(1.2)
P("7)
(1.1)
B(un)
(1.2)
P(l'0)
(2.2)
B ( u I ~ ) ( 2 , 1)
P(ull)
(2, 1)

Note that in the particular case of a non-hierarchical graph, solving the ILP
problem may he far less efficient than coloring the corresponding interval graph.

6.2.2 Resource Sharing in Hierarchical
Sequencing Graphs
Let us now consider hierarchical sequencing graphs. A simplistic approach to resource
sharing is to perform it independently within each sequencing graph entity. Such an
approach is overly restrictive, because it would not allow sharing resources in different
entities. Therefore we consider here resource sharing across the hierarchy levels.

F'IGURE 6.6
Scheduled and bound sequencing
graph.
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Let us first restrict our attention to sequencing graphs where the hierarchy is
induced by model cnlls. When two link venices corresponding to different called
models are not concurrent, any operation pair implementable by resources with the
same type and in the different called models is compatible. Conversely, concurrency
of the called models does not necessarily imply conflicts of operation pairs in the
models themselves.
Example 6.2.6. Consider a model n consisting of two operations: an addition followed
by a multiplication. Consider also a model h consisting of two operations: a multiplication
followed by an addition. Assume that the addition has l-unit delay and the multiplicalion
2-unit delay. When a model m l has a call to model u followed by a call to model b, a and
b are not concurrent and the corresponding additions and multiplications are compatible.
Consider another model 1n2 with two calls to a and b that overlap in time, say
with start times t, = 1 and rb = 3. Then we cannot say a priori that the operations of a
and b are conflicting. Indeed the multiplications are not compatible while the additions
are! Both situations are shown in Figure 6.7.
Therefore the appropriate way of computing the compatibility of operations
across different levels of the hierarchy is to flatten the hierarchy. Such an expansion
can be done explicitly, by replacing the link vertices by the graphs of the corresponding
models, or implicitly, by computing the execution intervals of each operation with
respect to thc source operation of the r w t model in the hierarchy.
To determine the properties of the compatibility and conflict graphs, we need to
distinguish the cases when models are called once or more than once. In both cases,
model calls make the sequencing graph representation modular. In the latter case,
model calls express also the sharing of the applicatiorr-specific resource corresponding
to the model.

TIME I
TlME 2

TIME 3

TlME 3

TlME 4

TlME 4

TIME 5

FIGURE 6.7

Hierarchical conflicts and

compatibility.

When all models are called only once, the hierarchy is only a structured representation of the data-flow information. Thus compatibility and conflict graphs have
the special properties described in the previous section.
Let us consider now multiple calls to s model. We question the compatibility
or conflict of the operations in the called model with those in the calling one, and the
properties of the corresponding graphs.
Example 6.2.7. Consider again model a consisting of two operations: an addition fol-

lowed by a multiplication. By assuming that the addition has I-unit delay and the multiplication 2-unit delay, model a has an overall delay of 3 units. Consider then model m3
with two calls to model a that are not concumnt scheduled at times I and 5, respectively.
Assume also that model m3 has three other multiplication operations. We question the
sharing of the multipliers across the hierarchy.
A sequencing graph fragment (related to m3), the execution intervals and the
conflict graph for the multiplier type are shown in Figure 6.8. Note that the double call
to a results in two non-contiguous execution intervals for the multiplication in a . As
a result, the conflict graph is not an intersection among intervals and therefore not an
interval graph. It is not even a chordal graph, as shown in Figure 6.8 (c).
Whereas the computation of the compatibility and conflict graphs is still straightforward, the resulting graphs may no longer have special properties. Therefore their
clique partitioning and vertex coloring are now intractable problems. Heuristic algorithms may be used, as described in Section 2.4.3.

TlME 2
TIME 3
TlME 4

TIME 5

TIME 6
TIME 7

FIGURE 6.8

Hierarchical conflicts. (a) Sequencing graph fragment.
graph.

(b)

Execution

intervals. ( c ) Non-chordal conflict

The compatibility of the operations across the hierarchy can be computed in a
similar way in the presence of iterative constructs that can be unrolled. Note that a
resource bound to one operation in a loop corresponds to a resource bound to multiple
instances of that operation when the loop is unrolled. Moreover, that resource may be
bound to other operations outside the loop model. Note also that a single model call
inside a loop body becomes a multiple call when the loop body is unrolled.
Let us consider now branching constructs. When considering operation pairs
in two alternative branching bodies, their compatibility corresponds to having the
same type. The computation of the compatibility and conflict graphs can still be
done by traversing the hierarchy and using Definitions 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. The resulting
compatibility and conflict graphs may nothave any special property, as shown by the
following example.
Example 6.2.8. Consider the sequencing graph of Figure 6.9 (a). We assume that all
operations take 2 time units to execute and that the start times are the following: fa =
I ; rb = 3; tc = ri, = 2. The intervals are shown in Figure 6.9 (b) and the conflict graph
in Figure 6.9 (c). Note that the alternative nature of operations c and d makes them
compatible and prevents a chord ( u . , un] to be present in the conflict graph. Hence the
conflict graph is not an interval gtaph.

6.2.3 Register Sharing
We consider in this section those registers that hold the values of the variables. Recall
that each variable has a lifetime that is the interval from its birth to its death, where
the former is the time at which the value is generated as an output of an operation
and the latter is the latest time at which the variable is referenced as an input to
another operation. We assume that those variables with multiple assignments within
one model are aliased, so that each variable has a single lifetime interval in the frame
of reference corresponding to the sequencing graph entity where it is used. Note
that the lifetimes can be data dependent, for example, due to branching and iterative
constlmcts.

FIGURE 6.9
Conditional execution. ( a ) Sequencing graph fragment. ( b ) Execution intervals. ( c ) Non-chordal conflict

Whzreas an implementation that associates a register with each variable suffices,
it is obviously inefficient. Indeed, variables that are alive in different intervals or under
alternative conditions can share the same register. Such variahles are called compatible.
The register compatibilit~and conflict graphs are defined analogously to the
resource compatibility and conflict graphs. The problem of minimizing the number of
registers can be cast in a minimum clique partitioning problem of,the compatibility
graph or into a minimum coloring problem of the conRict graph. We consider now
how these graphs are generated and their properties.
Let us consider first non-hierarchical sequencing graphs. In this model, a conflict
between two variables corresponds to a lifetime overlap. Since in this model the variable lifetimes are intervals, the conflict graph is 'an interval graph and its complement is
a comparability graph. Therefore, optimum register sharing can be computed in polynomial time, for example, by optimum coloring using the LEFT-EDGE algorithm [ 6 ] .
Example 6.2.9. Consider just a portion of the sequencing graph of Figure 6.1, shown
in Figure 6.10 (a). There are six intermediate variables, named (z,; i = 1.2,. . . , 6 ) , that
must be stored in registers. The lifetime of three pairs of these variables is conflicting,
as shown by the conflict graph in Figure 6.10 (c). These variables can be implemented
by two registers, which is the chromatic number of the conflict graph.

Let us now consider sequencing models of iterative bodies. In this case, some
variables are alive across the iteration boundary, for example, the loop-counter variable. The cyclicity of the lifetimes is modeled accurately by circular-arc graphs that
represent the intersection of arcs on a circle.
Example 6.2.10. We consider the full differential equatEn integrator. There are 7 intermediate variables ( z , . i = 1.2, . . . , 7 ) , 3 loop variables (x, y , u) and 3 loop invariants
(u, 3 . d ~ ) We
. consider here the intermediate and loop variables and their assignment
to registers. The data-flow graph is shown in Figure 6.11 (a) along with the explicit

TIME 2

TIME 3

01

0-0

TIME 4

FIGURE 6.10
(a) Sequencing gmph fragment. (b) Variable intervals. (c) Conflict m p h
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annotation of the vaiables. The variable lifetimes are shown in Figure 6.1 1 (b) and are
represented as arcs on a circle in Figure 6.12. The corresponding circular-arc conflict
graph is shown i n Figure 6.13. Five registers suffice to store the 10 intermediate and
loop variables.
The register sharing problem can then be cast as a minimum coloring of a
circular-arc graph that unfortunately is intractable. Stok [I51 has shown that this
problem can be transformed into a multi-commodity flow problem and then solved
by a primal algorithm.

TlME I

TIME 2

TIME 3

TlME 4

F'IGURE 6.11
(a) Sequencing graph. (b) Variable lifetimes.

FIGURE 6.12
Variable lifetimes as arcs on a circle.

FlGURE 6.13
Circular-arc confliCr graph

The register sharing problem can be extended to cope with hierarchical models.
The register compatibility and conflict graphs can be derived by traversing the hierarchy and comparing the variable lifetimes. The properties of these graphs depend on
the structure of the hierarchy, as in the case of the resource compatibility and conflict
graphs. In particular, interval conflict graphs can be derived from hierarchical models
with only single model calls by considering the variable lifetimes with reference to
the start time of the sequencing graph entity in the root model of the hierarchy. In the
general case. register compatibility and conflict graphs may not have any special property, and therefore the corresponding optimum register sharing problem is intractable.
Springer and Thomas (141 have shown that polynomial-time colorable conflict graphs
can be achieved by enforcing some restrictions on the model calls and on the branch
types.
The register sharing problem can be formulated by ILP constraints, mutaris
murandis, similarly to the resource sharing problem.

6.2.4 Multi-Port Memory Binding
We consider now the problem of using multi-pon memory arrays to store the values of
the variables. Let us assume a memory with a ports for either read or write requiring
one cycle per access. Such a memory m y can be a general purpose register file
common s o RISC architectures. We assume the memory to be large enough to hold
all dati. We consider in this section non-hierarchical sequencing graphs; extensions
are straightforward and similar to those presented in the previous sections.
A first problem corresponds to computing the minimum number of ports a
required to access as many variables as needed. If each variable accesses the memory
always through the same port, then the problem reduces to binding variables to ports.
Thus the considerations for functional resource binding presented in Section 6.2.1 can
be applied to the ports, which can be seen as interface resources.
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On the other hand, if the variables can access the memory array through any port,
nllar

the minimum number of ports is equal to max E x , , , where nu,, is the total number
151SA+l i = ,

variables and X is a set of binary constants determined by scheduling, where xi!
1 when the access of variable i. i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n ,,,, is at step 1,1 = 1 . 2 , . . . , A
1.
other words, the maximum number of concurrent accesses i s the minimum number
pons.
Balakrishnan et al. [2] considered the dual problem. They assumed a fixed number of ports and maximized the number of variables to be stored in the multi-port
memory array, subject to the port limitation. They formulated the problem as follows.
Let b E (0, I]"'Yr be a binary-valued vector whose entries denote whether the corresponding variable is stored in the array or not. Let 1 be a nu,,-dimensional vector of
all 1s. Then the desired variables are indicated by a solution to:
of
is
In
of

+

max l T b such that

This problem can be extended easily to handle separate read and write ports
and to the interconnect minimization problem [Z].
Example 6.2.11. This example is borrowed from reference [2]. Consider the following scheduled sequence of operations, which requires the storage of variables { z , , i =
I . 2 . . . . . 15):

Let us consider a memory array with a ports. Then, the problem can be represented by
maximizing
b, under the following set of constraints:

x,':,

This problem with a one-port memory (i.e., a = I ) yields a solution where only
(b*,b4,bat are non-zero, i.e.. where only variables zr. z4 and zxare stored in the memory.
Increasing the number of pons helps in storing more variables into the array. For example,

with a two-port memory (i.e.. a = 2). variables z z , z 4 , z s . z ~ o ,211 and z ~ 4can be stored
and with a three-port memory (i.e., o = 3). variables ?I, z2, za, 26, zs, 210, zlz, zt, and z~
can be stored.

6.2.5 Bus Sharing and Binding
Busses act as transfer resources that feed data to functional resources. The operation
of writing a specific bus can be modeled explicitly as a vertex in the sequencing graph
model. In this case, the compatible (or conflicting) data transfers may be represented
by compatibility (or conflict) graphs, as in the case of functional resources. Alternatively, busses may not be explicitly described in the sequencing graph model. Their
(optimum) usage can be derived by exploiting the timing of the data transfers. Since
busses have no memory, we consider only the transfers of data within each schedule
step (or across two adjacent schedule steps, when we assume that the bus transfer is
interleaved with the computation).
Two problems then arise: first, to find the minimum number of busses to accommodate all (or part of) the data transfers and, second, to find the maximum number of
data transfers that can be done through a given number of busses. These problems are
analogous to the multi-port binding problem and can be modeled by ILP constraints.
Example 6.2.12. Consider the sequencing graph fragment of Figure 6.10 (a). Let us
assume that the variables of interest are { z , ,i = 1.2, . . . , 6 ) and that busses can transfer

the information across two adjacent steps. Let the timing scheduled data transfers be
modeled by constants X = (x,,. i = 1.2.. . . ,6: 1 = 1,2, . . . . 5 ] . The values of the
elements of X are all 0s. except for x , , . x,, xn. xq2,XI). 163. which are is. Then Equation
6.4 yields:

.

b,

+ h2 < a

-

Let us consider first the case of a = I bus. Then at most three variables can be transferred
on the bus, for example ( z , . z , , z s ) . With a = 2 busses all variables can be transferred.

6.3 SHARING AND BINDING FOR GENERAL
CIRCUITS*
We consider now general circuit models where area and performance do not depend
solely on the resource usage. We extend our considerations to include the influence of
steering logic and wiring on the binding choices that optimize area and performance.
In particular, we consider multiplexers whose area and propagation delays depend on
the number of inputs and wires whose lengths can be derived from statistical models
(see Section 4.4). We neglect the control unit when considering scheduled models,
because its contribution to the overall area and performance is affected marginally by
resource binding.
As mentioned in Section 4.5, the scheduling and binding problems are intertwined for general circuit models. We present in this section the binding problem
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for scheduled sequencing graphs and we defer the considerations about concurrent
scheduling and binding to Section 6.4.
We consider first functional resource binding, and we revisit the unconstrained
minimum-area binding problem in Section 6.3.1. We then consider performance issues
in Section 6.3.2. Eventually, we comment on register, multi-port memory arrays and
bus binding in Section 6.3.3.

6.3.1 Unconstrained Minimum-Area Binding*
We consider the unconstrained minimum-area binding problem for scheduled graphs.
Whereas compatibility and conflict graphs, as defined in Section 6.2, still model the
latitude at which sharing can be performed, the area cost function depends on several factors (e.g., resource count, steering logic and wiring). In some limiting cases,
resource sharing may affect adversely the circuit area.
Example 6.3.1. Assume here, for the sake of simplicity. that the circuit area depends on

the resources and multiplexers only.
Consider a circuit with n I-bit add operations. Assume that the area of a I-bit
adder resource is areaodd and the area of a multiplexer is area,",,, which is a function
of the number of inputs, namely area,,,, = area;,,(i - I), where urea:,, is a constant
that relates the increase in sire of the multiplexer to the number of its inputs i . Note that
a one-input mux has zero cost, because it is redundant.
Then the total area of a binding with a resources is a(areaadd +area,,,) c
u(areaOdd-area;,,,) + n - a r e & , . which may be an increasing or decreasing function
of a according to the value of the relation area,,,% > urea;,,,.
In general, the optimum sharing problem can be cast as a non-linear optimization
problem under linear constraints, expressed by inequalities 6.1 and 6.2 in the case
of non-hierarchical graphs. The area cost function may include dependence on the
components of interest. While such an optimization problem can be solved by standard
nonlinear program solvers, this approach is practical for small-scale circuits only.
The minimum-area binding problem can be modeled by a weighted compatibility
graph. Different types of weighted compatibility graphs can be defined. For example,
weights may be associated with cliques and model the cost of assigning the subgraph
to a single resource, the cost being comprehensive of the related steering logic and
wiring cost components. Thus, optimum binding can be modeled as a weighted clique
partitioning problem. Note that an optimum solution to this problem may involve more
cliques than the clique-cover number of the graph, because non-maximal cliques may
be chosen.
With this formulation, two difficulties must be overcome. First is solving the
weighted clique partitioning problem, which is intractable. Heuristic algorithms are
commonly used for this purpose. Second is assigning weights to vertices and cliques
that model correctly the problem objective. Heuristic methods have been proposed to
assign weights to the compatibility graph, representative of the desired factors to be
taken into account in sharing.

Springer and Thomas proposed a weighted compatibility graph model based
on the use of a set inclusion cost function 1141. In this model each vertex of the
compatibility graph is given a set of weights, called a cost set. The cost set of any
clique is the union of the cost sets of the corresponding vertices, and its weight is
the sum of the elements in its cost set. The overall cost is the sum of all weights
associated with the cliques of a partition.
The cost-set model is very general and it allows us to compute weights on the
cliques from the attributes of the vertices. Note that the clique weight is not necessarily
the sum of the weight on the vertices. Thus, this model can be useful to represent
the steering logic and wiring area, which depend on the grouping of operations and
their binding to a shared resource. This model applies very well to other more general
binding problems. We refer the interested reader to reference [I41 for details.
Example 6.3.2. We model the total area as a weighted sum of resource usage and
multiplexing cost. We assume that the cost of multiplexing a signals is area,,, =
area,&:,,(a - I ) and is expressed as area: + C:=,
area:. where ur~a,d,,= area, =
- area;,
I 5 i 5 a . The purpnse of the model is to spread the multiplexer cost over
the operations.
Consider four operations of the same type (e.g., addition), namely "1. "2. v ) and
va, and their compatibility graph, shown in Figure 6.14. We assume that the cost set of
each vertex u , : i = 1.2,3.4 consists of the triple {oren,, area:. area$]. The area of
the corresponding adder resource is area-: the other elements relate to the offset and
incremental costs of the multiplexers.
Let us assume first the use of dedicated resources. Then the overall cost is 4 .
(area, +area:) + C:=,
areak = 4 area,.
Let us assume instead that L', s and v i share a resource. Then the cost is {area++
area: + C:=,
area21 + (area,. oreu:, ureaJ,) = 2 area, +area:,,, ( 3 - 1).

.

A different approach for resource sharing was proposed by Tseng and Siewiorek
[18], who devised a heuristic clique partitioning algorithm that constructs cliques from
compatible pairs of operations. Thus they used edge weights as representative of the
level of desirability for sharing. Even though edge weights may he related to the cost
of steering logic and wiring, the overall area cost of the circuit cannot be inferred from
the weights. The edge-weighted compatibility graph is denoted here by G + ( V , E, W ) .
Tseng and Siewiorek's algorithm considers repeatedly the subgraphs induced
by the vertices that are end-points of edges with the same weights for decreasing
values of the weights. The algorithm performs unweighted clique partitioning of these
subgraphs by iterating the following steps until the subgraph is empty.

FIGURE 6.14

Comparibility graph.

TSENG( G+(V.E. W ) I {
while (E # M) do {
I w = max u:;

1'

wtw

E'

= {{u,.u,) t E

such that

largest edge weight *I

w,, = l w ) :

G'+(V'. E ' . W'] = subgraph of G+(V.E . W ) induced by E':
while (E' # 8) do (

Select I",. q ) t E' such that

ir,

and t j have the most neighbors i n common:

C = (",.Uj):

Delete edges ( s r, I if ( u i . L?) -$ E' VCI :l V':
Delete venen ~j from V';
while (one venex adjacent td v, in G'+(V', E'. W')) do I
Select t8k such that ( v , , uk) E E' and r., and L S have
~
the
mosr neighbors in common;
C=Cu{"i);

Delete edges {>'I. u , ) if ("1.
Delete venex uk fmm V';

ui)

E' Vu,

t V';

1
Save

clique C in the clique list;

I
Delete the vertices in the clique list from V;

I
I
ALGORITHM 6.3.1

.

The two vertices in the subgraph with most common neighbors (i.e., adjacent
vertices) are merged and the edges from any vertex, say ul, to the merged pair are
deleted unless vl was incident to both vertices before merging. The two merged vertices
form the seed of a clique. The seed is then expanded by selecting iteratively other
vertices having the most neighbors in common with the clique seed. The selected
vertices are merged with the clique seed and the graph is updated accordingly. When
no more vertices can be added to the clique, the clique is saved on a list and the
process is repeated. (See Algorithm 6.3.1.)

Example 6.33. Consider the compatibility graph of Figure 6.2 and let us focus on the
subgraph related to the multiplication type, i.e., induced by vertices { v l , v2, " 3 % u6, ~ 7 us].
.
Such a subgraph is shown in Figure 6.15 (a). Assume first all edges have unit weight.
Thus, the first step of the second loop of Tseng and Siewiorek's algorithm would select
vertices { u l , uiJ as clique seed, because they have two common neighbors (i.e., vg and
u,). Then, edge { u , , u6} is removed, because edge ( u s . ~ 8 is~ not
) in the graph. Vertex v l
is deleted (with all edges incident to it). The corresponding graph is shown in Figure 6.15
(b). Another vertex is then sought in the remaining graph. Vertex v, is selected, because
it is adjacent to v , , and added to the clique seed. Then, edge (v,, us) is deleted as well
as v,. A clique is then identified as ( u , , v,, u,]. A new vertex pair is then searched for

(a)

(b)

(cl

FIGURE 6.15
(a1 Compatibility graph for the

multiplier type. (b) Reduced compatibility graph with clique seed. (c)
Fragment of compatibility graph after one clique has heen removed. (d) Reduced fragment with clique
seed.

in the remaining graph, shown in Figure 6.15 (c). Let us say ( V O ,u g ) is chosen as the
seed. At the next step, uz is added to form the second clique [ua, ua, u z ] .
Assume now that edges { v l , 9).
( v , , ug). ( u , . u,), { u Z ,u i ) , (u,, u g ) have weight 2
and the remaining ones have weight 1. Then the subgraph induced by { v l , "3, us, u7] is
considered. Assuming that vertice { u l , u z ) are selected as the clique seed, because they
have one common neighbor (i.e., v,), clique ( u , , u3, v,) is identified. Since there is no
edge left in E', the algorithm would look for cliques in the graph obtained frnm the
original one by removing { v l , u ~v,).
, The second clique {ug, us, v 2 ) is thus found.

6.3.2 Performance-Constrained and
Performance-Directed Binding*
Whereas binding does not affect the performance of reswrce-dominated circuits, in
the general case it changes the path delay between register boundaries. Since we
consider here scheduled graphs, we must ensure that such path delays are hounded
from above by the cycle-time. Otherwise, the computed schedule is invalid.
For the sake of simplicity, consider combinational resources with propagation
delays [dj;i = 1.2, . . . , n,,p,vJhounded from above by the cycle-time @. Operations
can he chained together. Let us call a path a maximal set of vertices that induce a
path in the sequencing graph and that are scheduled in the same time step. (In the
limiting case where chaining is not applied, each path degenerates to a single vertex.)
The path delay is:

-

where B denotes the binding.
Then, minimum-area resource sharing under timing constraints can he solved
by a non-linear program by adding the constraint

to those represented by inequalities 6.1 and 6.2. Note that both the objective function
and the constraints are now non-linear.

(d)
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The dependency of the cycle-time on the binding allows us to define a
performance-oriented binding problem. where the goal is to find a sharing that minimizes the cycle-time. Such a problem can be formalized as one where the maximum
path delay is minimized subject to the constraints 6.1 and 6.2.
In this problem, steering logic and wiring delay play conflicting roles. Indeed,
if wiring delays were negligible, then fully dedicated resource implementations would
optimize the cycle-time, because no multiplexing would be-required. Unfortunately,
the choice of dedicated resources correlates to more subcircuits, a larger physical
layout and longer wiring delays. Conversely, if steering logic delays were negligible,
then full sharing may reduce the delay because of the reduction in area. The optimum
solution that can be achieved by solving a general non-linear problem reflects a tradeoff between wiring and multiplexing delays.

6.3.3 Considerations for Other Binding
Problems*
Let us consider register sharing first, as described in Section 6.2.3. Sharing of a
register involves steering data to and from a register. Therefore the area and delay of
the steering logic, e.g., multiplexers, should be taken into account when considering
optimum register sharing. The considerations on functional resource sharing reported
in the previous sections can be extended, muratis mutandis, to register sharing.
In the multi-port memory binding problem, it is also important to consider the
steering logic and wiring costs. Wires connect the memory ports to the functional
resources that have as inputs and/or outputs those variables stored in the array. A
particular optimization problem is related to maximizing the assignment of the same
port to all those variables having the same source andlor destination. This correlates
to reducing both the wiring and steering logic cost. Balakrishnan et al. considered
this problem and solved it by an integer linear program formulation. We refer the
interested reader to [21 for further details.
Finally we comment here on sharing of busses. Busses provide distributed multiplexing and wiring, and therefore their area and delay cost captures the steering
logic and wiring delays. The cost of the bus drivers (in terms or area and delay) and
the physical length of the bus affect the overall design objectives. The problems of
optimizing the bus usage, described in Section 6.2.5, can be extended to cope with
these factors. In particular, analogous to the multi-port memory binding problem, it is
convenient to maximize the assignment to the same bus of those variables having the
same source and/or dest~nation.This correlates to reducing both the bus length and
the number of bus drivers.

6.4 CONCURRENT BINDING AND
SCHEDULING
We comment here on a general framework that can be used to unify the binding and
scheduling problems. For the sake of simplicity, we consider operations with one type
and non-hierarchical graphs.

We use two sets of binary decision variables with two indices: B = {b;,;
- i =
1 , 2, . . . , nOp,;r=1.2 , . . . , l i ] a n d X = ( ~ ; ~ ; i = O ....,
. I n ; l = 1 , 2, . . . , h + I ) ,
where Zi and h are upper bounds on resource usage and latency, respectively. (Note
that we consider variables to represent the start times of the source and sink operations,
but we do not consider their binding, because they are No-Operarions. Recall also that
n = n , ~ ~ ,I.)
The binary variable b,, is 1 when operation 11; is bound to resource r , i.e.,
B(v;) = ( I . r ) . The binary variable .I,, is I when op6ration u; starts in step I of the
schedule.
We can write the set of constraints in terms of B and X as follows:

+

b,,

E

(0.1). i = 1 . 2

. . . . . no,,,.

r = l 2 . . Z (6.12)

where constraint 6.7 states that each operation has to be Ttaned once, 6.8 states that
the sequencing constraints must be satisfied, 6.9 states that each operation has to be
bound to one and only one resource and 6.10 states that operations bound to the same
resource must not be concurrent. The bounds on the summations in 6.7 and 6.8 have
been discussed in Section 5.4.1. Note that it suffices to require the variables in X and
in B to he non-negative integers to ensure that their value is binary valued.
Consider the search for areallatency trade-off points for a given cycle-time.
Latency is determined by the variables X. namely as j. = XI/\-,,I- X, /xu,. The area
is determined as a function of B
Let us review briefly the case of resource-dominated circuits. The execution
delays D do not depend on the binding B and are constant for a given cycle-time.
The area depends on the resource usage a . Hence the latency (or area) minimization
problems under area (or latency) constraints can be modeled by an ILP [1]. In addition,
since:

implies that constraint 6.10 can be satisfied by some binding with n resources, then
the overall problem can be solved by determining first the values of X satisfying
constraints 6.7, 6.8 and 6.13 and then by determining the values of B satisfying
constraints 6.9 and 6.10. This corresponds to performing scheduling before binding.
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Let us turn now our attention to general (non-resource-dominated) circuits. For
a given cycle-time, the execution delays D depend non-linearly on the binding B. The
area cost function is a non-linear function of the binding B (and of the schedule X
when the control-unit cost is considered). Thus optimizing area, subject to latency constraints, corresponds to optimizing a non-linear function with non-linear constraints.
Optimizing latency, under area constraints, corresponds to optimizing a linear function
with non-linear constraints. Both problems can be solved by standard non-linear program solvers, hut the approach has been shown to be practical for small-scale circuits
only.
Recent research efforts have tried to model the optimization of general circuits
with linear (or piecewise linear) cost functions andlor constraints. Obviously some
restrictive assumptions are needed. If the execution delays can be assumed to be
constant (by computing them as the rounded-up quotient of the propagation delays
plus some margin to the cycle-time), then all constraints are linear. By restricting
the area computation to resources, registers and steering logic with piecewise linear
area models (excluding wiring and control cost), the combined scheduling and binding
problem can be modeled by an ILP. Gebotys showed that this approach is practical for
medium-scale circuits by using additional constraints to reduce the feasible solution
region as well as the computation time [3].
Most synthesis programs perform scheduling before binding or vice versa, sometimes iterating the two tasks. This can be seen as searching for the values of X and B
by means of a relaxation technique. In general, scheduling and binding are performed
with an educated guess on the execution delays D. The maximum path delay is evaluated after binding, by taking into account all factors of interest, and is compared to
the cycle-time. If the cycle-time constraint is not m a , scheduling and binding are repeated after increasing the execution delays. Otherwise, the iterative process may stop
or another iteration tried with shorter execution delays when the cycle-time constraint
is satisfied by a wide margin. Similar considerations apply to area constraints, when
specified. Note that in the case of resource-dominated circuits, the execution delays
and area do not depend on the binding and therefore one iteration is sufficient.
Some architectural-level synthesis systems iterate scheduling and binding along
with an evaluation of the design objectives, and possibly a reassessment of the design
constraints. This latter approach has been named the knobs und gauges approach [I 11.

6.5 RESOURCE SHARING AND BINDING
FOR NON-SCHEDULED SEQUENCING
GRAPHS
We consider in this section the problems related to applying resource sharing and
binding before scheduling a sequencing graph model. Before delving into the details,
we comment on the relevance of this approach for different classes of circuits.
Consider first resource-dominated circuits with operations having dataindependent delays. The area and latency do not depend on binding, but just on
the resource usage and on the schedule. Hence the aredatency trade-off is best com-

puted by scheduling and preventive binding restricts the design space. Thus, applying
binding before scheduling has limited value.
When considering resource-dominated circuits with unbounded-delay operations, latency cannot be determined. Such circuits may have to satisfy some relative
timing constraints (see Section 5.3.3). The corresponding scheduling algorithms may
require that binding is performed prior to scheduling [ 5 ] .
It is convenient to perform binding before scheduling for general (non-resourcedominated) circuits, so that the steering logic and wiring area and delay can be derived
from the binding. Thus the overall area can be estimated with accuracy. Moreover the
execution delays to be used in scheduling can incorporate steering logic and wiring
delays.

6.5.1 Sharing and Binding for Non-Scheduled
Models
We consider first the two limiting cases in applying resource sharing to non-scheduled
sequencing graphs, namely, minimum-area and minimum-latency sharing and binding.
Then we comment on the intermediate solutions.
Minimum-area binding is achieved by using one resource per type. This problem can be modeled by defining two operations weakly compatible when they can
be implemented by resources of the same type and by paaitioning into cliques the
col~espondingweak-compatibility graph, which is obviously trivial. For each type, all
operations that are not alternative need to be serialized with respect to each other to
remove possible conflicts due to concurrency. This task is called conflict resolution,
and it can be done by adding appropriate edges to the sequencing graph.
There are many possible ways of resolving the con'Hicts. When all operation
delays are data independent and minimizing the circuit latency is a secondary objective,
conflict resolution is achieved by computing a minimum-latency schedule under a
single resource constraint per type. Otherwise, any operation serialization consistent
with the partial order implied by the sequencing graph can be chosen. Thus conflict
resolution can be done by sorting topologically the operations.
Example 6.5.1. Consider the sequencing graph of Figure 4.8, reported again for convenience in Figure 6.16 (a), with an unbounded-delay operation. Assume one resource is
used. Then the two additions must be serialized, as shown in Figure 616 (b) or Figure
6.16 (c).

Let us consider now the case of resource sharing and binding that does not
require additional operation serialization. Thus, when all operation delays are data
independent, a subsequent scheduling can yield minimum latency. Otherwise, the
binding still guarantees the existence of a minimum-latency circuit implementation
for every possible value of the data-dependent delays. We assume here that operation
chaining is not used in scheduling.
A conservative approach is used, with a restricted notion of compatibility. Two
operations are said to be strongly compatible when they can be implemented by resources of the same type and they are either alternative or serialized with respect to
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FTGURE 6.16
(a) Sequencing graph. (b) Conflict remlution. (c) Other conflict resolution.

each other, i.e., when the corresponding vertices are the head and tail of a directed
path. Clearly, strong compatibility implics compatibility. In addition, no resource conflict arises in sharing strongly compatible operations. because they are either already
constrained to be serialized with respect to each other or alternative. Therefore the
binding does not induce any serialization constraint on the schedule, which must just
satisfy the sequencing dependencies.
The strong-compatihility graph of a non-hierarchical sequencing graph is the
underlying undirected graph of its transitive clos3e (excluding the source and sink
vertices). Hence it is a comparability graph, and its partitioning into cliques can be
done in polynomial time. In the case of hierarchical graphs, the strong-compatibility
graph can be computed by expanding the hierarchy in a straightforward way. In
general, such graphs may not have any special property.
Example 6.5.2. Consider the example shown in Figure 6.17 (a). The strong-compatibility
graph is shown in Figure 6.17 (b) and a binding in Figure 6.17 (c).

There is a spectrum of intermediate binding solutions that trade off resource usage for operation serialization and hence latency. Arealdelay exploration in this context
is meaningful especially for non-resource-dominated circuits. Indeed the knowledge of
a hinding allows us to estimate accurately the overall area and delays. Unfortunately,
no efficient algorithm is known to compute minimum-area (or minimum-latency) binding under latency (area) constraints, aside from enumerative techniques.
The consideration of all different configurations in the design space is potentially
computationally expensive, because the size of the design space grows with a greaterthan-polynomial rate with the number of operations and resources, as shown in the next
section. The complete search is justified in the case of those circuits where the number
of operations of any given type is small and therefore the size of the design space size is
within reach. For circuit models with many possible bindings, heuristic methods have

(a)

(bi

(ci

FIGURE 6.17
(a)

Sequencing graph. (hi Compatihility graph. (c) Bound sequencing graph

been proposed to prune the design space by selecting specific bindings that are likely
to satisfy the design goals. Once such bindings are scheduled, an accurate evaluation
of the objectives can be performed and the trade-off curve determined. Unfortunately,
the heuristic nature of pruning is such that bindings corresponding to some trade-off
point may not be considered. We refer the interested reader to reference [S] for details.

.

6.5.2 Size of the Design Space*
Different measures can be given to the size of the design space, which is the set of
all feasible implementations. For resource-dominated circuits, the design space can
be characterized by the resource usage, because the circuit objectives (area, latency)
depend on that. Characterizing the design space for general circuits is more complex.
A possible measure is the number of feasible bindings.
We consider now the enumeration of the possible bindings for a sequencing
graph and a set of resource instances. We perform first the analysis by considering
each resource type one at a time. We assume that there are n operations of a given
type and that exactly a 5 n resource instances have to be used.
Let us consider first the number of ways m(n, a ) in which the n operations can
be partitioned into a blocks corresponding to the a resource instances. Let us assume
first that the resource instances are labeled (i.e., ordered) and the operations are not.
We compute this number by means of a recursive formula:
when Z = Z
when ;i= I
m ( i , Z - I) otherwise

c~i-,

(6.14)
(6.15)
(6.16)
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The formula can be explained as follows. When the number of operations n = Z
matches the number of resources a = Z,the only possible partition is to assign one
operation to each resource. When only one resource is available (a = Z = I), the
only partition is the one that assigns all operations to that resource. In the remaining
cases, the number of partitions is computed by assuming that the first resource can
be assigned to a number of operations ranging from I to ;iZ+1 operations. (Note
that by assigning more than Z - Z+ I operations to the first resource, at least one of
the remaining 2 - 1 resources will remain unutilized.) Then the number of cases is
computed recursively by summing the number of partitions of i operations to Z - I
resources, where i ranges from 2 - I (where Z - Z 1 are assigned to the first
resource) to ii- I (where one operation i s assigned to the first resource).

+

Example 6.53. We consider the ways in which n

= 4 operations can be assigned to
3 resources, called A . B and C. Assume that two operations are assigned to A.
Then the two remaining operations are assigned to B and C, one each. Suppose now that
one operation is assigned to A. Then in this case we have to assign the three remaining
operations to B and C. Assume now that two operations are assigned to B . Then the
remaining operation is assigned to C. Else, one operation is assigned to B and two to
C . Thus, there are three possible cases.
Let us use the recursive formula now. The total number of possible assignments
is m(4.3) = x:=, m(i. 2) = m ( 2 , 2) + m(3, 2). Now m(2.2) = 1 (corresponding to
assigning two operations to A, and consequently one to B and to C). Similarly, m(3.2) =
x:=, m(i. 1) = m(l, I ) + m(2. I), where m ( l . I ) = 1 (corresponding to assigning one
operation to A , one to B and consequently two to C), and m(2, 1) = I (corresponding to
assigning one operation to A. two to B and consequently one to C). Thus m(4.3) = 3.

u =

Consider now any one of the m(n, a ) possibE partitions of n operations to a
labeled resources and let us consider the individual operations. Let mi; j = 1 , 2 , . . . , a
be the number of elements in each partition block. Then there are
selecting m i operations out of n,

(.;TI)

(l1
) Ways of

ways of selecting m: operations out

of the remaining n - m l , and so or;. he &her of possible assignments of the n
individual operations to the a labeled resources is:

The total number of bindings for n operations and a resources is then:

where the superscript on variable m denotes the particular partition under consideration. The denominator a ! in Equation 6.18 represents the fact that the labeling of the
resources is irrelevant, since resources of the same type are interchangeable.

When the exact number of resource instances is not given, the overall number
of bindings can be computed by considering the possible cases. For example, for
n operations of a given type, this number is
p ( n . i), because the number of
resources can he any ranging from 1 to n. This computation gives the number of
bindings for a given operation type. The grand total number of bindings is the product
over the different operation types.

x:=,

Example 6.5.4. The following tahle lists some examples of partitions and the number
of bindings for different values of n operations and u resources.
Partitions

In the patticular case of the previous example. i.e., four operations to be bound to three
resources, there are p(4. 3 ) = 6 possible cases. Let us call the operations u , . U?, u) and
~q.Thentheeasescorrespondto({u,,u ? ) : 11'3): {c,Il, { l u l . ~ ' 3 1 :( ~ 2 ) I; u ~ I J{,I v I ,
Iu21). Ifs,uil: { v I I : {L~III,{{u?. u4I: I L ' ) ~ ;( ~ 1 1 and
1 l l u ~ u, i l ; {L'I I: {u,II.

Val; 1 ~ 3 1 ;

Example 6.5.5. Consider the unscheduled sequencing graph of Figure 4.2. Assume that
we use two ALUs. Then there are p(5.2) = 15 possihlc bindings for !he corresponding
operations to the two ALUs. We leave as an exercise for the reader (see Problem 4) to
compute how many possible bindings exist of the six multiplications to two multipliers.

6.6 THE MODULE SELECTION PROBLEM
The resource-ope .se[ection problem, called also module selection, is a generalization
of the binding problem, where we assume that more than one resource type can
match the functional requirements of an operation type. In other words 7 : V +
(1, 2 , . . . , n,,, ) is a multi-valued function, i.e., a relation. In the particular case that
no resource sharing is allowed, 7 is a one-to-many mapping.
We say that two resource types are comparible if they can perform the same
operation. An example is given by the addition operation and the resource types corresponding to ripple-corn. and corn. look-ahead adders. Both resource types fulfill

the required functionality, but with different area and propagation delay parameters.
Another example is provided by different multiplier implementations, e.g., fully parallel, serial-parallel and fully serial. In this case the resource types differ in area,
cycle-time and execution delay.
For the sake of simplicity and illustration, we consider here the module selection
problem for resource-dominated circuits. In practice this problem often arises in conjunction with the selection of arithmetic units in DSPs. We also assume that the cycletime is constant and that compatible resource types differ in area and execution delays.
Thus the resource types are characterized by the pairs ((area-typek,delay_typek);
k = l , 2 , . . . , n 1.
The compatible resource types offer a spectrum of implementations, ranging
from larger and faster implementations to smaller and slower ones.
Example 6.6.1. We consider some resource types compatible with multiplication: a fully
parallel, a serial-parallel and a fully parallel 32-bit multiplier. The first requires 1024
cycles, the second 32 and the third I . We assume that the cycle-time is the same, because
it is dictated by other considerations. The area of the first multiplier is proportional to 1,
the second to 32 and the third to 1024.
When considering only these resource types, n,,, = 3 and the resource types are
characterized by the pairs { ( I . 1024). (32. 32). (1024. I ) ) .
The module selection problem is the search for the best resource type for each
operation. Resource sharing and module selection are deeply related, because all operations sharing the same resource must have the same resource type. In addition,
scheduling and module selection are related, because_the execution delays of the operations depend on the chosen module.
The most general formulation is an extension of the combined scheduling and
binding formulation, presented in Section 6.4. For the sake of simplicity, let us consider
non-hierarchical graphs and only one type of operation.
Different formulations are possible. (See Problem 7.) To be compatible
with the notation of Section 6.4, given n,,, resource types, we define area, =
a r e a j y p e , , ,d
and delay, = delay_type(, ,d .,*,
1; r = 1 , 2 , . . . , Si). Thus we
can pretend to have only one resource type whose instances have different arealdelay
parameters. Then, the scheduling, binding and module selection problems can be formalized by the constraint inequalities 6.7.6.8.6.9 and 6.10, in addition to the execution
delay equation for each bound operation:

.,-,
,

Several heuristic methods have been proposed for the module selection problem.
When a minimum-latency schedule is sought, the fastest resource types are used in
scheduling. Resource sharing and module selection are then applied to minimize the
weighted resource usage corresponding to the area. Thus, slower and smaller resources
can be assigned to non-critical operations.
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Example 6.6.2. Consider the sequencing graph of Figure 4.2. Assume first that two
multipliers are available, with area and delay equal to (5, 1) and (2, 2). respectively,
and one ALU with area and delay equal to (1. 1). Assume first that a minimum-latency
implementation is sought.
Then, operations 01. u 2 and u i must be assigned to the fastest multiplier, and two
instances are required because u , is concurrent with u:. The smaller multiplier may he
assigned to 1'8 and to either ue or "7. However, it is not convenient to use it because
it precludes some sharing. Indeed. if only the fastest type is used. only two instances
suffice, leading to an area cost of 10 (excluding the ALU cost). Using an additional
smaller multiplier would increase the cost to 12.
Assume next that the schedule has to satisfy a latency bound of five cycles. Then
operations u , , " 2 . u, and u, can share the fastest multiplicr, whilc u6 and ua can share
the smallest, as shown in Figure 6.18. The area cost is now 7 excluding the ALU cost
and 9 including it.
W e comment now on module selection for scheduled sequencing graphs and w e
concentrate o n the relations between sharing and module selection in the search for
minimum-area implementations.
A s a n example, w e consider circuit models using addition and comparison as
operations. W e assume we have adder and A L U resource types, where the A L U
can perform both addition and comparison but is larger than the adder. A circuit
model with additions and without comparisons would make use of adders only. A

FIGURE 6.18

Scheduled and bound graph with two
different multiplier types.
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circuit model with additions and comparisons would make use of ALUs. It would also
make use of adders when some additions cannot share the ALU resources because of
conflicts. A module selection would then be finding the least-area cost implementation
by choosing among types. Again, module selection is intertwined with the resource
sharing. Springer and Thomas [I41 modeled this problem by means of a weighted
clique partitioning problem, with the cost set inclusion model described in Section 6.3.
Example 6.6.3. Consider again the compatibility graph of Figure 6.14, derived after
scheduling. Assume that operations u l . v2 and u, are additions and that ud is a comparison. We have two resources available: an adder with area area, and an ALU with
area o r e a ~ r ~Let
. . us deline a r e a area^^^ - a r e a + . Then the cost set associated
with vertices u , . ul and 1.3 is {area,], while the cost set associated with vertex v4 is

.

{ureu, area I.

Let us assume that operations u,. "2 and v3 share an adder. The cost set associated
1'2, I,?) is (area,]. The cost of a clique partition is area,
(ureu,
with the clique
{I),.

+

+

+

urea-) = orro,
aren~r,..
Let us assume now that

operations 01.u2 share an adder and operations u3, ua
share an ALU. The cost set associated with clique (u,. u2] is (area+]. The cost set
associated with clique {ul.u4) is (area,, a r e a ] . The cost of a clique partition is again

area,

+ (area,

+ a r e a ) =area+

+areo~ru.

Finally, let us avume that the operations have dedicated resources. Then the total
cost is 4 area, + a r e a = 3

area,

+ areo,lo.

6.7 RESOURCE SHARING AND BINDING
FOR PIPELINED CIRCUITS

-

We comment in this section on resource-dominated circuits only. Resource sharing in
pipelined implementations is limited by the pipeline throughput, or equivalently by
the data introduction interval 60. Indeed, by increasing the throughput (or decreasing
6"), we increase the concurrency of the operations and therefore their conflicts, as
mentioned in Section 5.6.
To be more specific, let us consider a scheduled sequencing graph. For the
sake of simplicity, let us assume that all operations have unit execution delay. Then
operations with start time I p8"; V l , p E Z : 1 5 1 p&o 5 A I are concurrent.
Compatibility and conflict graphs are defined accordingly.

+

+

+

Example 6.7.1. Consider the pipelined scheduled sequencing graph of Figure 5.14, reported again in Figure 6.19, with So = 2. It is convenient to fold the graph as shown
in Figure 6.20, to highlight the concurrency of the operations. The corresponding compatibility graph is shown in Figure 6.21, where the emboldened edges denote the clique
partition. Three resource instances of each type are required.
When considering hierarchical sequencing graphs, special attention has to be
paid to branching constructs. When pipelining circuit models with branching, the
execution of a branch body may be initiated while an alternative body is still executing.
Thus, operations of alternative constructs may no longer be compatible. In particular,
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Folded scheduled sequencing graph with So = 2 and binding annuration.

FIGURE 6.21

Compatibility graph for So = 2.
they are not compatible when two pairs have twisted dependencies, and they are called
in jargon twisted pairs. Only one pair can share a resource.
Example 67.2. Consider the fragment of the sequencing graph shown in Figure 6.22.
The two paths are alternative. Nevertheless binding ( u , , v4) to a resource and ( u 2 ,ui) to
another resource is disallowed. When two successive data forms require the execution

FIGURE 6.22
Example of twisted pair of operation.

of different paths, there would he simultaneous access to the same resource and hence a
deadlock.
Two approaches have been proposed to cope with this problem. Park and
Parker 113) suggested limiting sharing to alternative operations in the same schedule step, thus avoiding twisted pairs. Hwang et ul. [7] did not accept this limitation
and developed an algorithm to detect and avoid the twisted pairs.

6.8 SHARING AND STRUCTURAL
TESTABILITY*
Testahility is a hroad term that relates to the ease of testing manufactured circuits [9).
We consider here testability of the data path only, which we assume to he an interconnection of combinational resources and registers, whh data steered by multiplexers.
We are interested in testing the combinational logic blocks (consisting of resources
and steering logic) between register pairs. Wc defer consideration on synthesis for
testability of combinational circuits to Sections 7.2.4 and 8.5. We concentrate here
on struutrrral testability issues, i.e., on circuit testability as related to the macroscopic
circuit shvcture in temls of registers and comhinational blocks.
Architectural synthesis for testability is the subject of ongoing research and only
few results are available at present. We shall restrict our comments to some issues
related to resource and register sharing of scheduled sequencing graphs, as suggested
by Papachristou et al. [I21 and Avra [I]. To he more concrete, Papachristou et nl. and
Avra dealt with testability analysis for circuits with a built-in self-test (BIST) mode
[9]. With this testing strategy, the data path must be reconfigured in the testing mode
so that each comhinational logic block can accept inputs from one or more registers
(which are also reconfigured to generate pseudo-random patterns) and feed its output
to another register (that compresses the output data into a signature [91).
Problems arise when a register stores both an input and an output of a combinational logic block. In this case the register is called self-adjacent and it must
be replaced by a complex circuit (providing concurrently for pattern generation and
signature compression). Thus some strategies propose to avoid self-adjacent registers
completely 1121, while others try to minimize their occurrences [I]. The rationale
depends on the actual areas of the subcircuits being involved.

FIGURE 6.23
(a) Self-testableresource. (b) Partially testable resource. due to a self-adjacent register (shaded).(c) Testahle
resource pair. (d) Panially testable combinational logic hlock, due to n self-adjacent m g i ~ t e r(shaded).

There are two situations leading to self-adjacent registers: first, sharing a register
that holds both an operand and the result of an operation and, second, binding a shared
resource to two operations with data dependency and in consecutive schedule steps.
Example 6.8.1. Consider the circuit of Figure 6.23 (a) and an implementation in which
the right uperand and the result share a register [Figure 6 2 3 (b)] This register is selfadjacent.
Consider now two cascaded operations in adjacent control steps [Figure 6.23 (c)l
and a shared resource implementation [Figure 6.23 (d)]. The register storing the result is
self-adjacent, because it is simultaneously the source and destination of data traversing
the combinational logic block consisting of the adder and the multiplexer.

Papachristou et al. [I21 proposed both an exact and a heuristic resource sharing
method that avoids self-adjacent registers. Both algorithms prohibit data-dependent
consecutively-scheduled operations of the same type to share resources. Avra [ I ]
investigated a register sharing method based on coloring a conflict graph, where appropriate testability conflict edges model those assignments of variables to registers
that would become self-adjacent. Avra's approach tolerates self-adjacent registers due
to resource sharing, but it attempts to minimize their count. Recently, Papachristou el
a/. [I21 as well as Lee et al. (81 investigated testability-oriented scheduling techniques
such that the corresponding scheduled data path can be made testable. We refer the
interested reader to the specialized literature for details.

6.9 PERSPECTIVES
Resource sharing is an important problem of data-path synthesis that allows us to
leverage on the multiple use of hardware resources for implementing the operations.

Different types of resources can be shared, such as functional resources, registers,
busses, ports, etc. The complexity of the binding and sharing problems depends on
modeling. For resource-dominated circuits, where optimum binding corresponds to a
minimum-resource usage, sharing can be solved in polynomial time for circuits modeled by non-hierarchical graphs. For more general circuits and graph models, the optimum sharing problem is computationally intractable and strongly tied to scheduling.
Resource sharing can be extended to cope with different operation and resource
types and generic relations that represent the possible assignments of resources to
operations. A family of problems that go under the name of module selection have
been proposed and partially investigated. When operations can be implemented by
more than one resource type, with different areas and execution delays, the module
selection problem affects the schedule as well as the possible sharing.
Scheduling, binding and module selection can be formulated as a single problem.
The advantage of dealing simultaneously with all decisions about a circuit implementation is offset by the computational cost of searching for a solution under a large set
of constraints. Thus most architectural synthesis systems decompose these problems
as a sequence of subproblems to be solved independently. This approach is justified
by the fact that most subproblems are still intractable and are solved by heuristic
algorithms when considering circuit models that are detailed enough to represent the
features of practical circuits.
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6.11 PROBLEMS
1. Draw the compatibility and conflict graphs for the scheduled sequencing graph of Figure
5.2. Determine an optimum clique panition of the former and a coloring of the latter. How
many resources are required for each type?
2. Assume only one resource type. Determine a propeny of the conflict graphs related to the
hierarchical sequencing graph when all operations have unit execution delay.

3. Consider the register assignment problem of Example 6.2.10. Assume that the intermediate
variables are labeled as in Example 6.2.10 and that the inner loop of the differential equation
integrator is scheduled as in Figure 4.3. Determine the circular-arc conflict graph of the
intermediate and loop variables and a minimum coloring.

4. Consider the unscheduled sequencing graph of Figure 4.2. Assume that w e use two ALUs
and two multipliers. Compute how many possible bindings exist of the six multiplications
and the overall number of bindings when using two resources per type.

5. Consider non-hierarchical sequencing graphs with one resource type and unbounded delays.
Propose a method to determine a bound on the minimum number of resources needed, s o
that the overall execution delay for any values of the unbounded delays is the same as
when all resources are dedicated. Extend the analysis to hierarchical graphs and t o multiple
resource types.

6. Formulate the concurrent scheduling and binding problems in the case of multiple resource
types by extending inequalities 6.7, 6.8. 6.9 and 6.10. Apply the formulation t o the se-
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quencing graph of Figure 4.2, while assuming that multipliers have two-unit delay and
adders one-unit delay. Determine a minimum-latency solution with two resources per type.
7. Formulate the concurrent scheduling, binding and module selection problems by an ILP
model by rewriting inequalities 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10 and 6.19 in terms of n,, explicit resource
types that can implement an operation type. Assume a single operation type.
8. Draw the compatibility and conflict graphs for the scheduled sequencing graph of Figure
5.2 assuming that it is pipelined with
= 2. Determine an optimum clique partition of
the former and a coloring of the latter. How many resources are required for each type?

PART

LOGIC-LEVEL
SYNTHESIS
AND
OPTIMIZATION

T

his part deals with synthesis and optimization of circuits at the logic level, which
are represented by abstract models such as those described in Section 3.3. In particular, we distinguish between sequential and combinational circuits, whose behavior
can be captured by finite-state machine state diagrams or by Boolean functions and
relations. Often, sequential and combinational circuits are represented conveniently
by mixed structurallhehaviora1 models, such as logic networks. We assume that the
abstract models either are derived from HDL models by compilation or are the result
of synthesis from architectural-level models.
The goal of logic-level synthesis and optimization is to determine the microscopic sthcture of a circuit, i.e., its gate-level representation. This is accomplished
through the application of several techniques. For example, a common design flow for
sequential circuit synthesis is first to optimize the corresponding finite-state machine
representation by state minimization and encoding, second to minimize the related
combinational component and last to bind it to cells of a given library. Alternative
flows do exist, because the circuit may be specified in terms of a network, where
states are already encoded implicitly.

CHAPTER

TWO-LEVEL
COMBINATIONAL
LOGIC
OPTIMIZATION

Cksf la possibilitPpermanenfe du non Ptre . . . qui conditionne nos questions sur l'ltre. . . ..
Queue que soit cette riponse, elle pourru se formuler ainsi: "L'lrre esf cela et, en drhors de
cela, rim. ''
The permunenr possibility of not-being . . . conditions our questions about being.. . . Whatever
being is, it will allow this fonnulalion: "Being is rhar and ourside ofthot, nofhing. "
J.P. Sartre, L'ttre t,t le nPanr.

7.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter deals with the optimization of combinational logic circuits, modeled by
two-level sum ofproducts expression forms, or equivalently by tabular forms such
as implicant tables. The translations between these two formats is straightforward
in either direction. Therefore we assume that circuit representations in sum of products forms are available. Transformations of two-level forms into multiple-level forms
and vice versa will be described in the next chapter.
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Two-level logic optimization is important in three respects. First, it provides
a means for optimizing the implementation of circuits that are direct translations of
two-level tabular forms. Thus two-level logic optimization has a direct impact on
macro-cell design styles using programmable-logic arrays (PLAs). Second, two-level
logic optimization allows us to reduce the information needed to express any logic
function that represents a component of a multiple-level representation. Specifically,
a module of a logic network may be associated with a logic function in two-level
form, whose optimization benefits the overall multiple-level representation. Thus, twolevel optimization is of key importance to multiple-level logic design. Last hut not
least, two-level logic optimization is a formal way of processing the representation of
systems that can he described by logic functions. Hence its importance goes beyond
logic circuit design.
The bulk of this chapter is devoted to exact and heuristic minimization methods
for two-level forms. The exact algorithms find their roots in early work on logic design
by Quine [21] and McCluskey 1151. Several heuristic logic minimization algorithms
have been proposed, mostly based on iterutive imnprovermler~tstrategies. Examples of
heuristic minimizers are programs MINI,PRESTOand ESPRESSO,the last being considered today as the standard tool for two-level logic optimization. The underlying
principles of exact and heuristic logic optimization are described first, followed by
the algorithmic details of the procedures for manipulating Boolean functions. This allows the reader to appreciate the overall architecture of the Boolean optimizers before
delving into the details.
The last part of this chapter is devoted to extensions of two-level logic optimization to symbolic functions and to the optimization of Boolean relations. Even though
these methods find their application in sequential and multiple-level logic design, they
are presented here because they extend the methods presented in the earlier parts of
this chapter.

7.2 LOGIC OPTIMIZATION PRINCIPLES
We present in this section the major ideas of both exact and heuristic two-level logic
minimization, while the algorithmic details are deferred to the following sections. The
objeclive of two-level logic minimization is to reduce the size of a Boolean function
in either sum of products or product of sums form. Since either form can be derived
from the other by using De Morgan's law, which preserves the number of terms and
literals, we can concentrate on the minimization of one form, in particular sum of
products without loss of generality.
The detailed goals of logic optimization may vary slightly, according to the
implementation styles. Let us consider first the case of PLA implemenfaiions of logic
functions [12]. A PLA is a rectangular macro-cell consisting of an array of transistors
aligned to form rows in correspondence with product terms and columns in correspondence of inputs and outputs. The input and output columns partition the array
into two subarrays, called illput and output planes, respectively. A symbolic diagram
and a transistor-level diagram of a PLA are shown in Figures 7.1 (h) and (c), respectively, implementing the function represented by the two-level tabular representation of

FIGURE 7.1

+

(a) Tabular representation of a three-input, tw*ourput function: f i = db' b'c +oh: f z = b'c. (b)
Symbolic diagram of a PLA. In the input plane a circle corresponds to a 0 and a rectangle to a I. In
the output plane a rectangle carresgonds to a I . (c) Transistor-level schematic of a PLA core (excluding
pull-ups, driven and output inverters). h MOS technology both swu and products are implemented as
~ o n sThus
.
the outputs of the core need to be complemented and the transisrors of the input plane are gated
by the complement of the signals related to the products.

Figure 7.1 (a). Each row of a PLA is in one-to-one correspondence with a product
term of the sum of products representation. Each transistor in the input plane is in
one-to-one correspondence with a literal of the sum ofproducts form. Each transistor
in the output plane relates to the dependence of a scalar output on a product tern.
Therefore, the primary goal of logic minimization is the reduction of terms and a
secondary one the reduction of literals.
Other optimization goals are relevant when two-level forms model functions to
be implemmted differently from PLAs. For example, two-level logic representations
of single-output functions may be implemented by complex gates [12], whose size
relates to the number of literals in a factored form, as shown in Section 8.2.1. Thus
the minimization of the number of literals is the primary objective.
Logic minimization of single-output and multiple-output functions follows the
same principle, but the latter task is obviously more complex. Note that the disjoint
minimization of the scalar components of a multiple-output function may lead to
suboptimal results, because the optimization cannot exploit product term sharing. An

important result in logic optimization, which we shall show later, is the equivalence of
multiple-output binary-valued functions with single-output multiple-valued functions.
For this reason we concentrate first on techniques for optimizing single-output functions. We then extend the techniques to multiple-valued functions, and by doing so
we present the solution to the multiple-output minimization problem. This approach
not only is justified by didactic purposes, hut it also parallels the operation of existing
minimizers.

7.2.1 Definitions
We consider in this chapter incompletely specified Boolean functions, because completely specified functions are the special case of functions with no don't care conditions. A Boolean function f : B" + (0, 1, *]In can be represented in several ways, as
shown in Section 2.5.2. For each output i = 1 , 2 . . . . . m we define the corresponding
on set, off set and dc ser as the subsets of B" whose image under the ith component of
f (i.e., under f,)is I, 0 and *, respectively. Thus an incompletely specified function
can be seen as a triple of completely specified functions.
We represent functions as lists of implicants. The concept of multiple-output
implicant is general in nature, because it combines an input pattern with an implied
value of the function. In this chapter, we restrict the notion of an implicant to the
implication of a TRUE or don't care value of a function. Therefore the output part of a
multiple-output implicant is binary valued, with the following meaning: a 1 implies a
TRUE or don't care value of the function; a 0 does not imply a value of the function.
Definition 7.2.1. A multiple-output implicant nf a Boolean function f : B" + (0, I , *)'"
is a pair of row vectors of dimensions n and rn called the input part and output part,
respectively. The input pan has entries in the set (0, 1 , *] and represents a product of
literals. The output pan has entries in the set (0, I). For each output component, a 1
implies a TRUE or don't cure value of the function in correspondence with the input part.

Multiple-output minterms are implicants under special restrictions
Definition 7.2.2. A multiple-output minterm of a Boolean function f : B" + (0, 1, *)"
is a rnultiple-output implicant whose input pan has elements in the set (0, 1 ) (i.e., a

zero-dimensional cube involving the product of exactly n literals) and that implies the
SRUE value of one and only one output of the function.

A multiple-output implicant corresponds to a subset of minterms of the function
(and of its don't care set). Therefore we can define implicant conrainment (or cover)
and size in a conceptual way by relating implicanrs to sets and to their containment
and cardinality. Similarly, we can define containment and intersection among sets
of implicants. From an operative point of view, there are efficient algorithms for
computing containment and intersection, which will be described in Section 7.3.
Example 7.2.1. Consider the three-input, two-output function f

=

1,

LJZJ

where

/, =

a'b'c' +a'b'c +ab'c +nbc +obc': /2 = a'b'c +ab'c. whose implicants and the minterms
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FIGURE 7.2
Minreims and

implicants o f the function

are shown in Figure 7.2. A multiple-output implicant o f f is B = *01 1 1 , which implies
both outputs to be rnue whenever the second input is FALSE and the third one is TRUE.
Its input pan corresponds to the cube b'c. The implicant corresponds to the following
four minterms: 001 10; I01 10; 001 01; 101 01.
Considcr now a sccond multiple-output implicant, y = I * 1 10, corresponding
to the mintems 101 10 and 111 10.
Implicant l( = *01 11 covers mintrrm 101 I0 but not mintem 111 10. The
intersection of l( with y yields I01 10.
Definition 7.2.3. A cover of a Boolean Function is a set (list) of implicants that covers
its minterms.

.

We denote by F a cover of a function f. The on set, off set and dc set of a
function f can be modeled by covers, where implicants and minterms are related to
the completely specified functions that specify them. The covers of the on set, offset
and dc set of a function f a r e denoted by F o N . F ° F F and FDC, respectively.
A cover F of a function f satisfies the bounds F o N E F E FoN U F D C .
The upper bound is always satisfied by the definition of implicant. The lower bound
is directly related to the concept of cover. When dealing with completely specified
functions, F and FoN are interchangeable.
The size, or cardinalit)., of a cover is the number of its implicants. There may
be several covers for a Boolean function. Don't care conditions can be effectively
used to reduce the size of a cover of an incompletely specified function.
Definition 7.2.4. A minimum cover is a cover of minimum cardinality.
Note that according to the previous discussion, a minimum-cost cover may differ
from a minimum cover according to the implementation style. We shall consider the
cost of the cover as its cardinality, for the sake of simplicity and uniformity.
The objective of exact two-level logic minimization is to determine a minimum cover of a function. Methods for determining a minimum cover are described
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in the next section. It is often useful to determine local minimum covers, called minimal covers, because their computation can be achieved with smaller memory and
computing-time requirements. The goal of heuristic logic minimization is to determine minimal covers. Such covers are often close in cardinality to minimum covers
and can provide good solutions to practical problems.
It is customary [4] to define local minimality with respect to containment.
Definition 7.2.5. A minimal, or irredundant, cover of a function is a cover that is not
a proper superset of any cover of the same function.
In other words, the removal of any implicant from a minimal cover does not
cover the function. Equivalently, no implicant is contained in any subset of implicants
of the cover.
A weaker minimality property is the minimality with respect to single-implicant
containment.
Definition 7.2.6. A cover is minimal with resped to single-implicant containment, if
no implicant is contained in any other implicant of the cover.
An irredundant cover is also minimal with respect to single-implicant containment, but the converse is not true. The reason is that an implicant may be redundant
because it is contained by a subset of implicants of the cover, but not by a single
implicant. Therefore irredundancy is a stronger property.
Example 7.2.2. Consider again the three-input, tws-output function f =
f , = a'b'c'

[;I,

where

+ a'b'c + ab'c + abc + abc'; f, = a'b'c + ob'c. A minimum cover of

cardinality 3 is given by:

In expression form. it reads f , = n'b' + b'c + ab; f 2 = b'c.
An irredundant cover of cardinality 4 is given by:

A redundant cover of cardinality 5 that is minimal with respect to single-implicant containment is given by:
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Note that the third implicant is contained in the union of the first and fourth implicants
and thus the cover is redundant, even though it is minimal with respect to single-implicant
containment. The covers can be visualized in Figure 7.3.

fz

fl

(c)

FIGURE 7.3
(a)

Minimum cover. (b) lrredundant cover. (c) Minimal cover with respect to single~implicantcontainment.

Another property of implicants and covers is primality
Definition 7.2.7. An implicant is prime if it is not contained by any implicant of the
function. A cover is prime if all its implicants are prime.
Note that the definition of primality is related t o all possible implicants of the
function, and not just t o those of the cover under consideration. F o r single-output
functions, a prime implicant corresponds to a product of literals where n o literal can
be dropped while preserving the implication property. In geometric terms, a prime
implicant corresponds to a maximal-dimension cube, where maximal means of largest
size without intersecting the off set. Moreover, for multiple-output functions, a prime
implicant implies a maximal number of 'outputs. Prime implicants are often called
primes for brevity.
Example 7.23. Consider again the function used in the previous examples. The following table collects all primes:
m* 10
*01 11
I*]
I0
I I * 10
By definition, and as shown in Figure 7.3, no prime is contained in another prime of the
function. The table above represents a prime cover, but it is not minimal. Indeed the third
prime is contained in the union of the second and fourth ones. By definition of prime
implicant, the cover is still m i ~ m a lwith respect to single-implicant containment. By
deleting the third prime. we obtain a minimum cover, which is necessarily irredundant.
Suppose now that the function is incompletely specified and that don't care conditions for both outputs are expressed by an impli?mt with input part 100. Then, the
prime implicant? would k:
*o*
10
*01 11
I** 10
which represent a minimum cover.
S o m e prime implicants have the special property that must be contained in any
cover of the function. They are called essential prime implicants.
Definition 7.2.8. A prime implicant is essential if there exists one minterm of the function covered by only that implicant among all prime implicants of the function.
Example 7.2.4. Consider again the previous function and its primes:
oil*
10

All primes but the third are essential. Indeed, while considering the first output, the
first prime is necessary to cover minterm 000 LO and the fourth for minterm 110 10.
The second output is implied by only one implicant. the second one, which therefore is
essential.

7.2.2 Exact Logic Minimization
Exact logic minimization addresses the prohlem of computing a minimum cover. It is
considered a classic problem in switching theory and it was addressed first by Quine
[21] and McCluskey 1151.
The solution of the problem hinges on Quine's theorem, which delimits the
search space for an optimum solution.
Theorem 7.2.1. There is a minimum cover that is prime.

Co~isidera minimum cover that is not prime. Each non-prime implicant can be
replaced by a ptime implicant that contains it. Thus the resulting set of implicants is
a cover and has the same cardinality as the original cover. Hence there is a minimum
cover that is prime.

ProoJ:

The theorem allows us to limit the search for a minimum cover to those covers
which consist entirely of prime implicants. Note that the theorem can he generalized
to handle broader definitions of minimum covers, where the cost of an implicant is
always no greater than the cost of an implicant it contains. For example, the theorem
applies to the case of literal minimization for single-output functions.
McCluskey formulated the search for a minimum cover as a covering problem
by means of a prime implicant table. We explain his formulation by considering
completely specified single-output functions.
A prime implicant table is a hinary-valued matrix A whose columns are in oneto-one correspondence with the prime implicants of the f a c t i o n f and whose rows
are in one-to-one correspondence with its minterms.' An entry a,, E A is 1 if and
only if the jth prime covers the ith minterm. A minimum cover is a minimum set of
columns which covers all rows, or equivalently a minimum set of primes covering all
minterms. Therefore the covering problem can be viewed as the problem of finding
a binary vector x representing a set of primes with minimum cardinality 1x1 such
that:

where the dimensions of matrix A and of vectors x and 1 match the number of
minterms and primes.
Note that matrix A can be seen as the incidence matrix of a hypergraph, whose
vertices correspond to the mmterms and whose edges correspond to the prime implicants. Hence the covering problem corresponds to an edge cover of the hypergraph.

'Some authors [e.g., 151 use a
apply, muloris mutondir.

table that is the transplse of the one used here. All a1ga"thms

still
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Example 7.2.5.
prime7 are:

Consider the function f = a'b'c'

+ a'b'c + ab'c + ahc + abc', whose

where the Greek letters are identifiers. The following is a prime implicant table for f :

Vector x = [I lollT represents a cover, because Ax 2 1. The vector selects implicants
[a,p. 8 ) . The function and all its primes are represented in Figure 7.4 (a). The minimum
cover corresponding to x = [llO1lT is shown in Figure 7.4 (b).
Note that a hypergraph can be identified by a set of vertices corresponding to the
mintems and by a set of edges corresponding to primes, as shown in Figure 7.4 (c). In
this particular example, each edge is incident to two vertices and the hypergraph is a
graph. This is not true in general, as shown, for example, by Figure 7.5 (b).
Exact minimization can be solved by computiiig the prime implicant table first
and then solving the resulting covering problem. Note that the covering problem
is unate (see Section 2.5.3). because the covering clauses can all be expressed as
a disjunction of implicants. The difficulty of the approach lies in the intractability of the covering problem and in the size of the implicant table. Indeed, an ninput, single-output Boolean function can have as many as 3"ln prime implicants
and 2" mintenns. Therefore, an exponential algorithm on a problem of exponential size is likely to require prohibitive memory size and computing time. Never-

FIGURE 7.4
(a) Prime implicants of f = a'b'c' +n'b'c
representation of the covering problem.

+ ah'c + abc + ohc'. (b)Minimum cover of f . (c) Hypergraph

theless, many instances of two-level minimization problems can be solved exactly
today by smart algorithms that exploit the nature of the problem and efficient data
structures.
The implicant table can be reduced by techniques similar to those used for the
generic covering problem described in Section 2.5.3. In particular, each essential column corresponds to an essential prime, which must be part of any solution. Row and
column dominance can be used to reduce the size of matrix A. Extraction of the essentials and removal of dominant rows and dominated columns can be iterated to yield a
reduced prime implicant fable. If this table happens to be void, a minimum cover has
been constructed by setting aside the essential primes. Otherwise, the reduced table is
said to be cyclic and to model the so-called cyclic core of the problem. The original
method proposed by McCluskey then resorts to branching, i.e., selecting the different
column (prime) combinations and evaluating the corresponding cost. Even though the
selection of a column (prime) may lead to simplification based on the essential and
dominance rules, the process is exponential in the size of the reduced implicant table
in the worst case.
Example 7.2.6. Consider the prime implicant table of Example 7.2.5. lmplicants (a,
6)

are essentials. They are part of any cover. Therefore, the corresponding columns can be
deleted from the tables, as well as the rows incident to them. This leads to a reduced
prime implicant table:

In this case, the table states that either implicant 6 or y can be used to complete the
cover. Thus the table is not cyclic, and no branching is required.
Another classic approach, often referred to as Petrick's method 1151, consists
of writing down the covering clauses of the (reduced) implicant table in a product of
sums form. Each clause (or equivalently each product term) corresponds to a minterm
and it represents the disjunction of the primes that cover it. The product of sums
f o m is then transformed into a sum ofproducts form by canying out the products of
the sums. The corresponding sum of producrs expression is satisfied when any of its
product terms is TRUE. In this case, product terms represent the primes that have been
selected. The cost of a cover then relates to the number of literals in the product. As
a result, a minimum cover is identified by any product term of the sum of products
form with the fewest literals.
Example 7.2.7. Let us apply Petrick's method to the full prime implicant table of the
previous examples. The clause that states the covering of the first minterrn is u ; the
clause related to the second minterm is u B, etc. The produrr of sums expression is

+

then:
@)(a + B)(B

+ Y)(Y + G)(S)

=I

By carrying out the products, we get the corresponding sum ofproducts form:

which shows that there are two minimum covers of cardinality 3. The first one is the
sum of implicants {u.B . S ) and the second of (a.y, 8 ) .
Note that Petrick's method could have been applied to the reduced prime implicant
table, yielding:
B+y=l

Thus either 6 or y , in conjunction with the esential primes {a,81, provides a minimum
cover.
Whereas the formation of the product of sums form and the product term selection in the sum ofproducts form are straightforward, the transformation of the product
of sums form into a sum ofproducts f o m . i s not as easy as it seems from a conceptual standpoint. Indeed, carrying out the products involves an exponential number of
operations. This limits the applicability of Petrick's method to small-sized tables.
The Quine-McCluskey algorithm can be extended to multiple-output functions
by computing the multiple-output prime implicants and the corresponding table. Extensions to cope with incompletely specified functions are also straightforward. Details
and examples of the method are reported in standard textbooks [14, 161.
RECENT RESULTS IN EXACT MINIMIZATION. Despite the exact two-level minimization algorithms that have been known for many years, several recent developments
have drastically improved the Quine-McCluskey procedure and made it applicable to
functions modeling realistic design problems. Recall that the difficulties in exact twolevel logic minimization are due to the size of the covering table and to solving
the covering problem. Thus most recent approaches have addressed both representing
efficiently the cyclic core and developing algorithms for unate covering.
Rudell and Sangiovanni improved the Quine-McCluskey algorithm and implemented it in the program ESPRESSO-EXACT
[23]. While the principles of exact minimization in ESPRESSO-EXACT
are the same as those of the Quine-McCluskey procedure,
the underlying algorithms are significantly different. The program has been shown to
be effective in minimizing exactly 114 out of 134 benchmark functions of a standard
set [23].
The description of the EsPREsso-EXACTalgorithm of this section applies to both
single-output and multiple-output functions, which are treated as multiple-valuedinput, single-output functions. We shall show in Section 7.3 that the same algorithms
can be used in both cases for the generation of prime implicants and detection of
essential primes. For the time being, we assume we have a set of prime implicants of
a single-output function.
,The major improvements of the ESPRESSO-EXACT
algorithm over the Quine~ c e l u s k algorithm
e~
consist of the construction of a smaller reduced prime implicant table and of the use of an efficient branch-and-bound algorithm for covering.
Their covering algorithm was presented already in Section 2.5.2, because of its wide
applicability to covering problems.
ESPRESSO-EXACT
partitions the prime implicants into three sets: essentials, partially redundunt and rotall? redundant. The essentials have the usual meaning, the
totally redundant primes are those covered by the essentials and the don't care set,

and the partially redundant set includes the remaining ones. The last set is the only
one relevant to the covering phase, and it corresponds to the columns of the reduced
implicant table.
The rows of the reduced implicant table correspond to sets of minterms, rather
than to single minterms as in the case of Quine-McCluskey's algorithm. Namely each
row corresponds to all mintenns which are covered by the same subset of prime
implicants. A method for generating the reduced implicant table is described in Section 7.4.3.

Example 7.2.8.

Consider the function defined by the following minterm table:
0000

0010
0100
0110
loo0
1010
0101
0111
1001
1011
1101

1
1
1
1
1
I
1
I
1
I
I

The corresponding prime implicants are:
a

p
y

S
6

-

I
I
1
1
1
I

0**0
*o*o
01**
lo**
1*01
*I01

Prime implicants y and S are essential, because they cover minterms 01 I 1 1 and 1011 1.
respectively, which are not covered by any other prime. The remaining primes are partially redundant. The reduced prime implicant table is then:
n

R

c

t

Therefore the matrix is reducible. Partitioning yields two subproblems. Any cover is the
union of the first subcover (containing either a or 0). the second subcover (containing
either t or < ) and the essentials ( y and 6). Hence there are four different covers with
minimum cardinality. The minimum cover (a,y. 6, c ) is shown in Figure 7.5 (b). An
alternative minimum cover (0, y , 6, tl is shown instead in Figure 7.5 (c).
Dagenais, et al. suggested another method for exact minimization [8] which is
based on the Quine-McCluskey method but avoids the explicit creation of the prime
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(b)

(c)

FTGURE 7.5

(a) Prime implicants of the function. (b) A minimum cover. (c) Alternative minimum cover.

implicant table. The program implementation of their algorithm, called McBoo~e,
first generates the prime implicants and stores them into two lists, called retained and
undecided implicants. Storing implicants in lists is more efficient than using tables.
Initially all implicants are in the undecided list. Then, by exploiting essential and
dominance properties, some implicants are moved from the undecided to the retained
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list. Each implicant in the undecided list has a corresponding uncoveredpart, i.e., the
portion that is not covered by the implicants in the retained list or by the don't care
conditions. A minimum cover is found when all uncovered pans are void.
Branching is necessary to solve the cyclic core by selecting a subset of the
elements in the undecided list and adding them to the retained list. Even though
branching is inherently a trial-and-error process with worst-case exponential complexity, it is implemented efficiently in MCBOOLEby means of a graph that stores
the relations among primes, which is constructed when the primes are generated.
M C B O ~ Lhas
E been shown to be successful, even though only 861134 functions of the
standard benchm~rkset could be minimized exactly. We refer the interested reader to
reference [8] for further details.
Cuudert and Madre [6] devised a way of representing implicitly (i.e., without
enumerating them) all prime implicants of a function using binary decision diagrams.
This avoids listing all prime implicants, which for some benchmark functions can
exceed a trillion. A major problem in exact minimization is weeding out the prime
implicants by using the dominance property to determine the cyclic core of the prohlem. Often, a small fraction of the primes are part of the cyclic core. Coudert et
al. [7] proposed also a new exact minimization procedure that takes advantage of a
transformation of the covering problem and that makes the computational complexity
of the algorithm independent of the number of minterms and prime implicants of the
function. With their method, all current benchmark examples in the standard set could
be minimized exactly.
An alternative approach was recently proposed by McGeer et al. L17] which
departs from the Quine-McCluskey framework. Instead of computing all prime implicants, their algorithm derives the covering problem implicitly and then generates
only those prime implicants involved in the covering problem. This avoids completely
the problem of computing (implicitly or explicitly) the set of all primes, which may
be very large. The algorithm relies on the concept of signature cubes that identify
sets of primes. Namely, a signature cube identifies uniquely the set of primes covering each minterm: it is the largest cube of the intersection of the corresponding
primes. The set of maximal signature cubes, i.e., those not singly contained within
any other, defines a minimum canonical cover of the logic function being minimized
and represents the prime implicant table implicitly. The minimum canonical cover of
a logic function is unique and irredundant. Thus exact minimization consists then in
first determining such a minimum canonical cover, computing the primes related to
each signature cube and solving the corresponding covering problem. This method
has been implemented in program ESPRESSO-SIGNATURE,
which has been shown to
be nearly twice as fast as ESPRESSO-EXACT
and able to solve, to date, all but three
benchmar# problems of the standard set. We refer the reader to reference [I71 for
details.

7.2.3 Heuristic Logic Minimization
We describe here the major principles of heuristic logic minimization. Details of
algorithms for heuristic minimization are defelmed to Section 7.4.
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Heuristic minimization is motivated by the need of reducing the size of two-level
forms with limited computing time and storage. Some minimizers, like E s p ~ ~ s s o , ~
yield prime and minimal covers whose cardinality is often close to minimum. Hence
such minimizers are used for most practical applications.
Many approaches to heuristic minimization have been proposed, some of which
are summarized in reference [4]. Early heuristic minimizers computed all primes and
used heuristic algorithms to cover the prime implicant table: Most recent heuristic logic minimizers do not compute all prime implicants, thus avoiding the potential bottleneck of storing a large set. They compute instead a prime cover starting from the initial specification of the function. This cover is then manipulated
by modifying andlor deleting implicants .until a cover with a suitable minimality
property is found. Therefore these heuristic minimizers use an iterutive improvement
strategy.
Heuristic logic minimization can be viewed as applying a set of operators to
the logic cover, which is initially provided to the minimizer along with the don't care
set. The cover is declared to be the final outcome of minimization when the available
operators cannot reduce the size of the cover any further.
The most common operators in heuristic minimization are the following:

Expand makes a cover prime and minimal with respect to single-implicant containment. Implicants are processed one at a time. Each non-prime implicant is
expanded to a prime, i.e., it is replaced by a prime implicant that contains it.
Then, all other implicants covered by the expanded implicant are deleted.
Reduce transforms a cover into a non-prime cover with the same cardinality.
Implicants are processed one at a time. The reduce operator attempts to replace
each implicant with another that is contained in it, subject to the condition that
the reduced implicants, along with the remaining ones, still cover the function.
Reshape modifies the cover while preserving the cardinality. Implicants are processed in pairs. One implicant is expanded while the other is reduced subject to
the condition that the reshaped implicants, along with the remaining ones, still
cover the function.
Irredundant makes a cover irredundant. A minimal subset of implicants is selected such that no single implicant in that subset is covered by the remaining
ones in that subset.

.
.

A characterization of heuristic minimizers can be done on the basis of the operators they use and the order in which they are applied. A simple heuristic minimizer
c a n h e implemented by applying the expand operator once. For example, this was
the strategy used by the original PRESTOprogram. Primality and minimality with re-

'we refer to ESPRESSO as a heuristic minimi~erand to ESPRESSO-EXACT
as an exact minimizer for
consistency with the literature. More precisely, the program referenced and described here is ESPRESSO-Ilc.
The ESPRESSOprogram being distributed implements both the heuristic and exact methods. It performs by
default heuristic minimization and exact minimization with the option Dexact.

spect to single-implicant containment can be achieved in this way. Unfortunately, the
cardinality of the final cover may be much larger than the minimum cardinality.
To avoid low-quality solutions, program MINI iterates the application of operators expand, reduce and reshape. The prime cover computed by expand is manipulated
by the other two operators so that another expansion is likely to reduce its size. The
algorithm terminates when the iteration of these three operators does not reduce further the cover cardinality. Note that this approach does not ensure the irredundancy
of the final cover. A similar approach is used by programs POPand PRESTO-L,both
of which extend the capabilities of the original PRESTOprogram.
Program ESPRESSOuses the irredundant operator to ensure irredundancy of a
cover. The main algorithm of the ESPRESSO
program first computes a prime and irredundant cover by applying the expand and irredundant operators. Then, it improves
the cover, when possible, by computing a sequence of prime and irredundant covers
of decreasing cardinality. This is achieved by iteratively applying reduce, expand and
irredundant as well as by switching heuristics inside these operators.

Example 7.2.9. Consider the function of Example 7.2.8, its minterm list and the labels
given to the primes.
Suppose that the expand operator is applied first. Assume that the initial cover is
the list of minterms and that they are expanded in the order they are listed. Minterms
covered by the expanded ones are dropped. Thus expanding minterm 0000 1 to prime
a = 0 r; *0 1 allows us to drop minterms (0010 1: 0100 1: 01 10 1 ) from the
initial cover. Note that minterm 0000 1 could have been expanded differently, i.e., replaced by another prime. Heuristic rules determine the direction of an expansion. For
example, assume that the expansion of all minterms but thclast yield (a,b, y, 6). Then
the expansion of 1101 I can yield either c = 1 * 01 1 or = t l 0 l 1 according
to the direction of the expansion. If we assume that e is chosen, then erpand returns
the cover (u, 0, y. 6. t] with cardinality 5 . The cover is prime, redundant and minimal w.r.t. single-implicant containment. Note that the cover differs from the list of all
primes.
Let us assume that reduce is applied to the primes in alphabetical order. Prime
a can be reduced to an empty implicant. because all its mintemrare covered by other
implicants of the cover. Prime fi = *Or O 1 can be reduced to 0 = 00 * 0 1, because
pan of it is covered by 6. Similarly t-= 1 * 01 1 can be reduced to 7 = 1101 1. The
overall result of reduce is the cover (0. y , 6.3 with cardinality 4.
An exampk of reshale is the following. The implicant pair ( b ,S p a n be changed
into the pair {b,6). where 6 = I0 * 1 I . Thus the cover is now (fi, y , 8.3.
Another expansion would lead to the cover (0.y , 6. t ) , which is prime and minimum. The cover is shown in Figure 7.3 (c). Note that neither a minimum cover nor an
irredundant cover is guaranteed by iterating the expand, reduce and reshape operators.
Irredundancy is guaranteed, though, by invoking irredundant after expond, which would
immediately detect that either a or should be dropped from the cover.

<

-

It is important to realize that heuristic minimizers also differ widely in the
way in which the minimization operators are implemented, because all operators use
heuristics. For example, the order in which the implicants are considered during an

expansion affects the size of the resulting cover, and therefore heuristic rules are used
for ordering the implicants. As a result, two implementations of the expand operator would yield both prime and minimal covers (w.r.t. single-implicant containment)
but with possibly different cardinalities. Some algorithms implementing the operators
have above-polynomial complexity. The execution times and storage requirements
depend on the heuristics, which are the key factor in making heuristic minimization viable for large covers. We shall describe the heuristic algorithms in detail in
Section 7.4.
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN HEURISTIC MINIMIZATION. The discovery of the
properties of signature cubes, as described in Section 7.2.2, has led us to rethink how
heuristic minimization can be implemented [17]. Recall that a minimum canonical
cover is a set of maximal signature cubes that uniquely identify the set of primes
covering each minterm. Thus a minimum canonical cover can be computed and used
as a starting point for heuristic minimization. The application of the expand operator leads to a prime cover that in this case can be shown to be also il'redundant
[17]. This allows us to skip the application of the irredundant operator after expand.
In addition, the reduce operator can be seen as a return to the minimum canonical
cover. Thus, heuristic minimization can he seen as a sequence of expansions, with
different expansion orders guided by heuristics of an initial minimum canonical cover.
The minimum canonical cover can be computed by an algorithm described in reference [17].
These new and revolutionary ideas 1171 have been proposed at the time of this
writing and have not yet been validated by extensive experimentation and comparisons
against program ESPRESSO.

-

7.2.4 Testability Properties
When a circuit has been manufactured, it is important to test it to detect possible
malfunctions. Malfunctions are represented by fault models. Typical fault models used
in logic design include the single and multiple stuck-at faults. A stuck-at-l fault means
that the malfunction can he modeled as if an input to a logic gate were permanently
stuck at a logic TRUE value. A stuck-at-0 fault is similarly defined. A single- (or
multiple-) fault model means we consider a possible malfunction related to a single
fault (or to multiple faults). Even though more elaborate fault models do exist, stuck-at
models are the most common models used in testing.
In general, the testabiliQ of a circuit measures the ease of testing it [16]. It is
desifable to detect as many faults as possible. Therefore testability is a measure of
circuit quality as well as area and performance.
We are interested in relating the minimality of a two-level cover to the testability
of its implementation. Thus, we associate with the cover an equivalent circuit in terms
of AND and OR gates and a specific meaning to testability. Namely a fully testable
circuit for a given fault model (e.g., single/multiple stuck-at faults) is a circuit that
has test patterns that can detect all faults. Testability of a fault relates to the capability

of propagating a test pattern from the primary inputs to a test point of the circuit and
to the possibility of observing the different responses of a correct and faulty circuit
at their primary outputs.
The following theorem relates cover minimality to testability of its implementation.
Theorem 7.2.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for full testability for single stuckat faults of an AND-OR implementation of a two-level cover is that the cover is prime
and irredundant.

This theorem is a special case of Theorem 8.5.1 and the proof is reported in
Section 8.5 [ 2 ] .

Example 7.2.10. Consider the function f , of Example 7.2.1 and a redundant cover
a'b'+ b ' c f a c + a b , whose ANWOR implementation is shown in Figure 7.6. If any input
to the gate labeled A2 in the figure is stuck at 0, no input pattem can detect that fault,
because the faulty circuit implements function a'b' + ac + ab, which is equivalent to the
behavior of the non-faulty implementation.
Consider now the irredundant cover a ' b ' f b ' c i o b and its implementation obtained
by removing the gate labeled A?. It is easy to verify that test patterns exist to detect all
stuck-at faults.
In the case of single-output circuits, full testability for single stuck-at faults
implies full testability for multiple faults [26]. Therefore, a cover that is prime and
irredundant yields a circuit that is fully testable for mumple faults when it has a
single output. In the case of multiple outputs, a prime and irredundant cover yields
a fully testable circuit for multiple faults when there is no product term sharing or
when each scalar output is represented by a prime and irredundant cover itself. While
these conditions are sufficient, the definition of necessary conditions is still an open
problem.
For this reason, primality and irredundancy are very important goals. They can
be achieved by using exact or (some) heuristic minimizers. Note that a minimum
prime cover (irredundant by definition) would not yield better testability propedes
than a non-minimum irredundant prime cover.

F'IGURE 7.6
AND-OR
implementation of redundant cover: a'b'
b

b'c

+ oc + ob.

+

7.3 OPERATIONS ON TWO-LEVEL LOGIC
COVERS
The Operators used in exact and heuristic logic minimization can he implemented in
different ways. Since most logic minimizers (e.g., MINI, ESPRESSO,ESPRESSO-EXACT,
etc.) use tables to represent covers, we describe in this section how operations on
two-level forms can be implemented efficiently with tabular models. We shall present
the operators in detail in Section 7.4, after having described the implementation of
the fundamental operations on logic covers.
To avoid confusion, it is important to remember the context in which operations
are performed. When we are considering a function f, its cover F is a suitable set of its
implicants. We often consider sets of cubes and operations among cube sets, without
reference to a specific function. Nevertheless, a set of cuhes F defines a completely
specified function f. The cubes are implicants of such a function f. The set F is a
cover o f f . For this reason, we often interchange the names "cube" and "implicant,"
as well as "set (list) of cubes" and "cover." The precise meaning is obvious from the
context.
In the following subsections we first consider a binary encoding of implicants
that enhances the efficiency of their manipulation. We then consider list-oriented and
recursive algorithms for implicant manipulation and their extension to multiple-valued
functions.

7.3.1

The Positional-Cube Notation

The positional-cube notation is a binary encoding ofjmplicants. Let us first consider
single-output functions. Thus a cover can he represented by just the input part of the
implicants, with the output part being implicitly 1. The symbols used in the input
part are (0, 1, *}. The positional-cube notation encodes each symbol by 2-hitfields as
follows:

where the symbol 0 means none of the allowed symbols. As a result, the presence of 0
means that the implicant is void and should be deleted. Whereas this notation doubles
the number of columns in an implicant table, it makes the implicant manipulation
easier. For example, the intersection of two implicants in the positional-cube notation
is their hitwise product.
Example 7.3.1. Consider the function f = o'd'+a'b+ab'+uc'd, whose minterms and
primes are shown in Figure 7.5 (b). The corresponding implicant table in the positional-

cube notation is:
10
10
01
01

11

11

01
10

11
11

11

10

10
II

I1
01

The intersection of the first two implicants is 10 01 1 1 10, i.e., u'hd'. The intersection
of the first and the third implicants is 00 10 11 10, i.e., it is void.
Multiple-output functions can be represented by appending the output part of
the implicant to the encoded input part. This yields a binary-valued row vector, with
as many fields as the number of inputs n plus 1: The first n fields have 2 bits; the last
has as many hits as the number of outputs m . Therefore the positional-cube notation
for each implicant of a binary-valued function of n inputs and m outputs requires
2n m bits.
Any multiple-output function y = f ( x ) can be written implicitly as ~ ( xy ), =
1. This implicit representation of f is called the characrerisric equution of f. The
positional-cube notation of an implicant of f can be seen as the input part of an
implicant of its characteristic function ~ ( xy ), .

+

Example 7.3.2. The positional-cube representation of the two-input, three-output function f, = a'b' + ab; f2 = ub: j', = ub' a'b is:

+

7.3.2 Functions with Multiple-Valued Inputs
A multiple-valued funcfior~is a function whose input and output variables can take two
or more values. Multiple-valued functions and their optimization have been studied
for several reasons 1221, originally to provide support for designing logic circuits
with more than two logic values, such as three- and four-valued PLAs and ROMs.
Recently, techniques for manipulating multiple-valued logic functions have been used
to design binary-valued circuits that implement some encoding of the multiple values.
Examples are the design of PLAs with decoders [24] and of finite-state machines (see
Sections 7.5 and 9.2.2).Overall multiple-valued logic representations provide a unified
framework for optimizing singlelmultiple-output hinarylmultiple-valued functions, as
shown in the following subsections.
We consider a class of multiple-valued functions that have n multiple-valued
inputs and one binary-valued output. Each input i = 1. 2 , . . . , n can take values in a
corresponding interval {O, 1. . . . . p, - I ) . Thus f : (0, 1. . . . . pl - I } x {0, 1, . . . , p2 1 ) x . . . x (0, I . . . . , p, - I ) + (0. I. r ; ] . We call these functions mvi-functions.
(Similarly, we refer to binary-valued functions as hv-functions.) The notion of on set,
off set and d c set can he generalized to mvi-functions.
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Let x be a p-valued variable. A literal over x is a subset of values S &
0 I, . . , , p - I), and it is denoted by xS. Hence the literal over x corresponding
to value j is denoted by xi". An empty literal corresponds to an empty set (i.e.,
S M) and afull literal to S = 10,1. . . . , p - I ) , which is equivalent to a don't care
condition on that variable. The complement of a literal is the complementary set.
Mvi-functions can be represented in different ways, including sum of products
and product of sums of literals. A literal is TRUE when the variable takes a value in the
corresponding set; othenvise it is FALSE. The concepts of minterm, implicant, prime
and essential can be extended in a straightfonvard way.

-

Consider an mvi-function wirh two inputs x and g. The first input
variable is binary valued and the second is ternary valued. Thus n = 2, p , = 1 and
p2 = 2.
Assume the function is TRUE under two conditions: (i) when the first input is I
and the second input is either 0 or 1 and (ii) when the second input is 2. Thus a sum of
products representation of the function is xi'lgiD.')
Literal x"." is full and
can be dropped from consideration because it represents a don't care condition on x .
An implicant of this function is .rI'lylo-'1and a minterm x " ~ ~ ' Prime
" ~ . implicants
of this function are x'" and ~ 1 ~ 1 .
Example 7.3.3.

+

When considering any mnltiple-output function, it is always possible to represent it as the corresponding single-output characteristic function. In particular, when
considering a multiple-output binary-valued function, it is possible to interpret the
output part of its implicants (with m bits) as an encoding of an m-valued input of a
corresponding mvi-representation.
Indeed, the positional-cube notation can be emended to multiple-valued representation. Whereas a binary-valued literal can take two values (0 or 1) and be
represented by a 2-bit field, an m-valued literal is represented by an m-bit field. Value
. .
1 , I = 0, I, . . . . m - 1, corresponds to bit i of the field. For bv-functions a don't care
condition on a variable means either 0 or 1 and therefore the encoding 11. For mvifunctions, a don't care on a variable corresponds to any value i, i = 0 , I , . . . , m - 1,
and therefore to a field of Is. In both cases, the corresponding literal is full. In general, an implicant depends on a variable when the corresponding literal is not full. An
implicant with an empty literal is void.
Given a (multiple-valued) literal or product of literals, the corresponding positional cube is denoted by C ( . ) .For example, the positional cube for literal a is
denoted by C(a). The positional cube representing the Boolean space of interest (i.e.,
with appropriate dimensions) is denoted by U.
Example 7.3.4. The positional-cube representation of the function x"ly'".']
introduced in Example 7.3.3 is:

The positional cube corresponding to X I ' ) is ~ ( x ~ '=] 01
) 11 1

+ xio.')Y 1'
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Conversely, the positional-cube representation of the two-input, three-output function in Example 7.3.2 can be seen as the specification of an mvi-function whose sum of
products representation is:

where z is a three-valued output variable.
As a result of the analogy in the representations of binary-valued multiple-output
functions with mvi-functions, minimization of mvi-functions subsumes minimization
of bv-functions as a special case. In the sequel we shall describe the logic minimization
algorithms by using the positional-cube notation and the mvi-function paradigm.

7.3.3 List-Oriented Manipulation
We consider implicants in the positional-cube representation and we review some of
their properties. The size of a literal is the cardinality of its defining set S. Equivalently,
the size of the related field is the number of 1s in the field. The size of an implicant
is the product of the sizes of its literals (or of the corresponding fields). A minterm
is an implicant of unit size. Note that in the case of binary-valued functions, the size
of an implicant corresponds to the number of don't cares in its input part times the
number of implied outputs. It is straightforward to realize that the definitions match.
We consider implicants as sets and we apply set operators (e.g., n, U, g ) to
them. Nevertheless, bitwise operations can be performed on positional cubes and their
fields. We denote bitwise product, sum and complement-by ., and ', respectively.
Note that a bitwise operation may have a different meaning than the corresponding
set operations. For example, the complement of an implicant is not represented by the
bitwise complement of its positional cube in the general case.
Let us consider first painvise operations between implicants. The intersection
of two implicants is the largest cube contained in both. It is computed by the bitwise
product. The supercube of two implicants is the smallest cube containing both. It is
computed by the bitwise sum. The distance between two implicants is the number
of empty fields in their intersection. When the distance is zero, the two implicants
intersect; otherwise they are disjoint. An implicant covers another one when the bits
of the former cover (are greater than or equal to) those of the latter.

+

Example 7.3.5. Consider again the mvi-function represented by:

The first three implicants have size I: the fourth has size 2. None of the implicants intersect: hence it is a disjoint cover. The supercube of the first two implicants is 10 1 1 101.
It covers the first two implicants but not the last two.

The sharp operation, when applied to two implicants, returns a set of implicants
covering all and only those minterms covered by the first one and not by the second
one. The sharp operator is denoted by #. Namely, let n = alaz ...a, and p = b1b2...h,,
where a ; ,h;. i = 1.2, .... n , represent their fields. An operative definition of the sharp
operation is the following:

All void implicants (i.e., with an empty literal or equivalently a field equal to a string
of 0s) are dropped. Note that the operative definition, which is an algorithm by itself,
really implements the sharp operation. Indeed all and only the minterms covered by
a and not by p are covered by the result. When considering the implicants of a#B as
defined above, they are all contained by a , because all fields but one match, this last
one being contained. Moreover, all implicants of n#B do not intersect p , because at
least one field doesn't.
A similar operation. called disjoint sharp and denoted by @, yields the sharp
of two implicants in terms of mutually disjoint implicants. An operative definition of
the disjoint sharp is the following:

The previous argument about the correctness of the result still applies. In addition, all
implicants in a@B are disjoint, because all implicant pairs have at least a field with
void intersection. Namely, field i of implicant i (i.e., a; .bi) has void intersection with
field i of other implicants j > i (i.e., a; . b;).
Example 7.3.6. Let us consider the two-dimensional space denoted by U = I I 11.
Consider cube ab with C(a6)= 01 01. Let us compute the complement of cube ab by
~ubtractingC(ub) from U with the sharp operation:

The expression form for the complement is a' + h'.
Let us use now the disjoint sharp operator:

The expression form for the complement is now a'

+ ab', which is a disjoint cover.
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The consensus operator between implicants is defined as follows:

The consensus operation among implicants is different in natire than the consensus of a function with respect to a variable (see Section 2.5.1). For this reason, we
keep a separate notation. The consensus is void when two implicants have distance
larger than or equal to 2. When they have distance 1, the consensus yields a single
implicant.
Example 7.3.7. Consider the following implicants:

p ) = 01 10 1 I = C(ub').
The first two implicants have distance I: COJVS&,\~SUS(~,
The distance between the other pairs is 2: their consensus is void. The implicants and
CONSENSUS(a.0)are shown in Figure 7.7.
Let us consider the cofactor computation in terms of implicants. The cofactor
of an implicant u w.r.t. an implicant 3, is void when a does not intersect fi. Otherwise
it is given by the formula:

Likewise, the cofactor of a set w.r.t. an implicant is the set of the corresponding
cofactors.
To understand the formula, let us consider the familiar case in which we take
the cofactor of a function, represented by an implicant, w.r.t. a binary-valued variable.

FIGURE 7.7
( a ) Thee cubes. (b) The COnl'SZ,V'SUS(u. 0).
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A single variable (or complemented variable) is represented by the positional cube
with 01 (or 10) in the corresponding field, all other entries being Is. If the variable
appears in the function with the opposite polarity, the two implicants are disjoint and
the cofactor is empty. Otherwise, the bitwise sum with the complemented positional
cube leaves all fields unaltered. except the one corresponding to the variable which
is set to 11 (i.e., don't cure on that variable). In the general binary-valued case, the
cofactor w.r.1. an implicant is the same as the cofactor w.r.1. allvariables it represents.
The generalization to multiple-valued representations is straightforward.
Example 7.3.8. Consider the function f

= a'b'fab,

represented by the following cover

in the positional-cube notation:

The cofactor w.r.1. variable a is equivalent to the cofactor w.r.1. C ( a ) = 01 11. The
cofactor of the first implicant in the cover is void. The cofactor of the second implicant
is l l 01. Equivalently f,= b.
Let us consider now operations on sets of implicants, i.e., on covers of logic
functions. The union of two sets, i.e., the sum of two functions, can be obtained
by merging the sets (and removing duplicated and void implicants). The intersection
of two sets, i.e., the product of two functions, is given by all pairwise implicant
intersections that are not void. The complexity of this computation is the product of
the cardinalities of the two sets.
The sharp (and the disjoint sharp) operation c a n b e applied to sets of implicants.
The (disjoint) sharp of an implicant and a set is computed by iteratively applying the
sharp operator between the implicant and the elements of the set (in jargon sharping
(&I. The (disjoint) sharp of two sets of implicants is the union of the results of
sharping off the second set from each element of the first one.
The (disjoint) sharp operation gives one way of computing the complement of
a function. The complement is the result of applying the (disjoint) sharp operator
between implicant U representing the Boolean space and the union of the on set and
dc set, namely, R = u # ( F ' ~ U F"').
Note that a double complementation of a cover of a function yields again a
cover of the same function. It is possible to show that the use of the sharp operator
yields a cover in terms of all prime implicants of the function [ I l l . Thus the sharp
operator allows us to compute the set of all primes of a function f as P ( f ) =
u # ( u # ( F * ~ U Foe)). Despite the usefulness of the sharp and disjoint sharp operators
for'complementation and prime computation, today other algorithms are preferred for
these tasks for efficiency reasons.

7.3.4 The Unate Recursive Paradigm
The recursive paradigm for operating on lists of implicants exploits a corollary of the
orthonormal expansion Theorem 2.5.2. Let f and g be two mvi-functions expressed
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by an expansion with respect to the set of values that a variable, say x , can take.
Recall that the literal corresponding to the ith value (denoted by XI')) is TRUE when
x takes value i .
Let f and g be two mvi-functions. Let O be an arbitrary binary
operator representing a Boolean function of two argument?. Let x be a p-valued variable
in the support of f and g. Then:
Corollary 7.3.1.

The corollary reduces to Corollary 2.5.1 for bv-functions.
The meaning of this corollary is that an operation on a set of implicants can
be done on a variable-by-variable basis. An operation can be canied out by merging
the results of the operation applied to the cofactors with respect to a chosen variable.
Thus operations on sets of implicants can be computed recursively. At every level of
the recursion a simpler problem needs to be solved.
Whereas the recursive approach to handling logic functions has been known for
a long time, it was not until recently that its full power was exploited. The key lies in
the fact that operations on unate functions are simpler to be solved. While most logic
functions are not unate, the recursive decomposition may lead to cofactors that are
unate and whose processing is very efficient. The so-called unate recursive paradigm
proposed by Brayton, er al. [4] consists of exploiting the properties of unate functions
within a recursive expansion.
We shall review next the properties of unate funcBons in conjunction with
Boolean operation on implicants represented in the positional-cube notation. Then we
shall consider the fundamental operations and how they are solved with the unate
recursive paradigm. The techniques presented in the rest of this section are those
implemented by program ESPRESSO.They are also described in detail in reference [4]
for bv-functions and in reference 1231 for mvi-functions.
UNATE FUNCTIONS AND UNATE COVERS. We recall that a bv-function f is posi-

tive (negative) unate in variable x i f f , 2 1,.(f, g f,.). We extend first the unateness
concept to a cover F of a function f . A cover F is positive (negative) unate in a
variable x if all its implicants have 11 or 01 (10) in the corresponding field. If a cover
F of a function f is unate in x , so is the function f [4].
The unateness property is extended to mvi-functions as follows. Let us consider
the set of,vdues that a p-valued variable, say x, can take and let us impose an order
on the values. Let j, k : j > k be any two values that the variable can take. A
Vj,
function f is positive (negative) unate in variable x if f,i, 2 f,iil (f,i,i & f,lxt)
k E (0,l. . . . , p - 1) : j > k. This unateness property of mvi-functions, called also
strong unateness, is the counterpart of the unateness property for bv-functions.
A weaker unateness property is often very useful. A function f is weakly unate
in variable x if there exists a value j such that, for all other values k , f,~ri 2 J,I,I.
In other words, when a function is weakly unate in a variable, there exists a value j

such that changing the value of x from j to any other value causes the function to
change, if it does, from 0 to 1 [231.
A cover F of an mvi-function is weakly unate in a variable x if the subset of
all implicants that depend on variable x (i.e., that d o not have a full literal in the
corresponding field) has a column of 0 s in the field corresponding to x . If a cover F
of f is weakly unate in x. s o is the function f [231.
A function or a cover is (stronglylweakly) unate if it is(strongly/weakly) unate
in all variables.

Example 7.3.9. The following cover is weakly unate:

Let a and b be the variables associated with the two fields. Consider the matrix defined
by the fields related to a , excluding the don't care field 11. Such a matrix has a column
oC 0s and thus the function is weakly unate in a .
Similarly. consider the matrix defined by the lields related to b, excluding the
don't care field 11 1. Such a matrix has also a column of 0s and thus the function is
weakly unate in b.
T h e following properties of weakly unate functions are important for determining
if the function represented by a cover is a tautology 1231. In this case we say that the
cover is a tautology.

.

Thwrem 7.3.1. Let F be a weakly unate cover in variable x and G the subset of F
that does not depend on x (i.e., where the field corresponding to x is full). Then F is a
tautology if and only if G is a tautology.

Proof. It is obvious th&tif a subset of F is a tautology, then F is also a tautology.
Let us assume that F is a tautology and let j be a column of F, where all entries
are 0 except for the implicants that do not depend on x . For the sake of contradiction,
assume that G is not a tautology. Hence, there exists a minterm f i of its complement
with a I in column j. Since F is weakly unatr in x, no implicant of F has a I in column
j. Hence p belongs to the complement of F and F is not a tautology.

Theorem 7.3.2. A weakly unate cover F is a tautology if and only if one of its implicants
is the universal cube U.
Proof: Apply repeatedly Theorem 7.3.1 un all variables. The cover is a tautology if and
only if its subset G, consisting of the implicants that do not depend an a11 variables, is
a tautology. Only the universal cube U can be in G , and hence G is a tautology if and
only if F contains U.

TAUTOLOGY. Tautology plays an important role in all algorithms for logic optimization. Despite the intractability of the problem, the question if a function is a tautology
can b e answered efficiently using the recursive paradigm.

For binary-valued functions, a function f is a tautology if and only if its cofactors with respect to any variable and its complement are both a tautology. For
mvi-functions, a function f is a tautology if and only if all its generalized cofactors
with respect to the values of any variable are a tautology. Both statements are immediate consequences of Corollaries 2.5.1 and 7.3.1, respectively, by replacing function
g by I and operator 0 by G.(Thus f O g corresponds to f G 1.)
Therefore, the tautology question can be answered by expanding.a function
about a variable and checking recursively whether its cofactors are a tautology. Note
that when a function is binary valued and unate in a variable, only one cofactor needs
to be checked for tautology, because one cofactor being a tautology implies that the
other cofactor is a tautology as well. As an example, if a function f is positive
f,.and therefore ,f, is a tautology when f,. is so. The same
unate in x, then f,
argument applies to negative unate functions muraris mutandis and can be extended
to mvi-functions which are unate in a variable.
There are six rules for terminating or simplifying the recursive procedure: two
rely on weak unateness.

>

.
.

A cover is a tautology when it has a row of all Is (tautology cube)

A cover is not a tautology when it has a column of 0s (a variable that never takes
a value).
A cover is a tautology when it depends on one variable only and there is no
column of 0s in that field.
A cover is not a tautology when it is weakly unate and there is not a row of all
Is (by Theorem 7.3.2).

The problem can be simplified when the cover is weakly unate in some variable.
By Theorem 7.3.1, the tautology check can be done on the subset of the rows
that do not depend on the weakly unate variable.

.

When a cover can be written as the union of two subcovers that depend on disoint
subsets of variables, the tautology question reduces to the checking tautology of
both subcovers.

When a tautology cannot be decided upon these rules, the function is expanded
about a v ~ a b l e The
.
choice of the splitting variable is very important. Brayton er
al. propdsed first the unate heuristic for bv-functions 141. The heuristic consists of
selecting a variable that is likely to create unate subproblems. Hence a binate variable
is chosen, in particular the one that has the most implicants dependent on it. In this
way, the size of the cofactors is minimized. In case of a tie, the heuristic chooses the
variable minimizing the difference between the number of occurrences with positive
polarity and the number of occurrences with negative polarity. The rationale is to keep
the recursion tree as balanced as possible.

+ + ab'c' +a'.

Example 7.3.10. Consider the function f = ab ac
a tautology. Let us represent it first by a covsr F :

We question if it is

All variables are binate. The first variable, a, affects most implicants. Let us consider it
as first splitting variable. We take then the cofactor w.r.1. C(a') = 10 11 11 and w.r.1.
C(a) = 01 1 1 I I. The first cofactor has only one row, namely 11 I I I I, which is a
tautology. The second cofactor is:

Let us concentrate on the right pan of the array. All variables are still binate. Let us select
the second variable for splitting, i.e., let us compute the cofactors w.r.t. C(b') = 11 10 11
and to C(b) = 11 01 11. The first cofactor is:

which is a tautology. The second cofactor is 11 11 11, which also is a tautology. Hence
f is a tautology.

Example 7.3.11. Let us consider now function f = ob + ac +a'. whose cover is:

A representation of the minterms and implicallt is shown in Figure 7.8 (a). Assume that
the first variable is chosen for splitting. We take then the cofactor again w.r.1. 10 11 11
and w.r.1. 01 1 1 I I. The first cofactor has I I 11 11 in the first row and yields a tautology.
The second cofactor is:

The cover is weakly unate and there is not a row of Is. Hence it is not a tautology and
f is not a tautology.
Rudell and Sangiovanni extended the heuristics for variable selection to mvifunctions [23]. The splitting variable is the one with the most values. Ties are broken
by choosing the variable with the most 0s in the corresponding field when summed
over all implicants. In the case of further ties, the selected variable has the fewest 0s
in the column with the largest number of 0s.
The recursive expansion of multiple-valued functions poses an additional problem. An expansion in p values leads to p children in the decomposition tree. Program

FIGURE 7.8
(a) Representation of function f = a h

+ ac + 0 ' . (b) The set of prime irnplicants o f f

ESPRESSOimplements the p-valued expansion by means of a sequence of binary expansions. This choice leads to heuristic decisions on how to transform the p-valued
expansion into a sequence of binary expansions. We refer the interested reader to
reference [23] for further details.
CONTAINMENT. The question of whether a cover F contains (i.e., covers) an implicant a can be reduced to a tautology problem by using the following result 141.
Theorem 7.3.3. A cover F contains an implicant a if and only if F, is a tautology
ProoJ: Note first that F 2 a + F n a = a . Suppose: Fm = a holds. Let us take the
cofactor of both sides w.r.t. a. Then ( F nu), = a, = Tnue. Since ( F nn), = F, naa,
Fa is a tautology. Convercely, let F, be a tautology. Then F, n a = a, which implies
Fna=a.

Therefore any algorithm for verifying tautology can be used to check for containment.
Example 7.3.12. Let us consider again function f = ab + ac +a', whose cover is
shown in Figure 7.8 (a). Let us test whether the product bc is covered. The corresponding
positional cube is C(bc) = 11 01 01. By taking the cofactor, we obtain:

which is a tautology, because the list depends on one variable and there is no column of
0s.Hence cube bc is covered by f .

COMPLEMENTATION. The complementation of a function implemented by using
the unate recursive paradigm has been shown to be very efficient. We describe first
the original complementation algorithm of program ESPRESSOfor bv-functions [4]

and then its extension to mvi-functio~ls[23]. The original algorithm was designed
for single-output bv-functions; complementation of multiple-output bv-functions was
achieved by repeated invocation of the algorithm for each output.
Recursive complementation exploits Corollary 2.5.1. In particular, given a function f and a variable x in its support set, the following identity holds:

Therefore the complement of a function f can he computed recursively by using the
(complemented) covers of the cofactors of f . We denote the cover of f ' by F' and
those of f, and f,. by F; and F:, respectively. The recursive procedure terminates,
or can he simplified, when the cover of F satisfies one of the following conditions:

..
.

The cover F is void. Hence its complement is the universal cube.
The cover F has a row of Is. Hence F is a tautology and its complement is void.
The cover F consists of one implicant. Hence the complement is computed by
De Morgan's law.
All implicants of F depend on a single variable, and there is not a column of 0s.
Hence the function is a tautology, and its complement is void.
The cover has a column of Os, say in position j . Let a be a cube of all Is, except
in position j . Then F = a n F, and F' = a' U FL. Hence recursively compute
the complement of F, and of a and return their union.

Two issues are important in the implementation of the algorithm: the construction of the cover F' of f ' from its components at each step of the recursion and the
selection of the splitting variable.
The construction of the cover F' has to be done with care to keep its size
as small as possible, namely, F' = (C(x) n <) U (C(xl) n Fj,). A simple and
effective optimization step is to compare each cube of
to each case of F:, for
painvise containment. When this happens. the covered cube is removed from the set
and added to a new list G . Then the merging algorithm returns: F' = (C(x) n F;) U
(C(x') fl F;.) U G , where
and F:, are the modified covers of the cofactors. Other
more sophisticated techniques can he used, such as those described in reference [23].
The choice of the splitting variable is based upon the unate recursive paradigm.
Indeed, the computation of the complement is simpler for unate functions, as shown
by the following theorem.

-

<

-

-

Thwrem 7.3.4. Let f be a posilive unate function in x. Then:

Let J be a negative unate function in I. Then:

Proof. From the expansion theorem (2.5.1) and the positive unateness condition it follows
that f = x . f , + x ' . J,. = x - f , + f,.. By complementing the last expression, the thesis
is proven. For negative unate functions the proof is obtained by exchanging x with x'.
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This result generalizes to unate covers. Hence the computation of a cover of
the complement of a unate function is simpler than in the case of a binate function.
Since functions are in general binate, the selection of the splitting variable is done
to improve the likelihood of generating unate cofactors. The variable is then chosen
among the hinate ones, as in the case of the tautology algorithm.
Example 7.3.13. Let us cons~deragain function f = ob+ac+a', whose cover is shown
in Figure 7.8 (a) and reported here for convenience:

The only binate variable is o, which is chosen for splitting. Tnus we compute the complement as F' = (C(a') n F;.) U (C(o) fl F,'). The computation of F: yields a tautology
(as shown in Example 7.3.1 I), hence F;. is void. The computation of F, yields:

which is pasitive unate in both the second and third variables. Let us select the second
variable, i.e., b. We compute now F; = FdhU (C(b'? n Fj,,). Now Fab is a tautology
and its complement is void. Then Fohl= I I 11 01 and its complement is 11 11 10,
which intersected with C ( b ' )= I 1 10 1 1 yields Fi = 11 10 10. The complement o f f is
F' = C(a) n F; = 01 10 10, because C(n) = 01 I 1 I 1 and Fj, is empty. An expression
form for the complement is f ' = ah'c'.
Let us consider now the case of mvi-functions. A mdti-way (non-binaly) recursive complementation algorithm could be devised to exploit directly Corollary 7.3.1.
Nevertbeleqs the ~mplementationof such an algorithm may be inefficient, because of
the multi-way recursion tree and of the complexity of merging multiple components of
the complement at each level of the recursion. Rudell and Sangiovanni [23] suggested
a two-way expansion of a mult~ple-valuedvariable x about two orthonormal literals
xA and x R (i.e., such that A U B = S, where S is the set of all values for x and
A r l B = 0). Let a = C ( x A ) and p = C ( x R ) . Then:

The size of r A and x B is kept as close as possible. and a sequence of two-way
expansions on variable x is performed until all possible values of x are exhausted.
~ x a r n ~7.3.14.
le
Consider the mvi-function represented by the cover:

Let us expand it about the second variable, which has three values, i.e., S = (0, 1.2).
Consider orthonormal literals x 4 and xB, where A = (0) and B = (1.2). Thus u =
C(xA)= l l 100 and fl = C(xS) = l l 011.
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The cofactor w.r.1. u is F, = 01 111 and the cofactor w.r.t. p is:

We expand then Fp further by splitting B as C U D, where C = (1) and D = (2). Thus
y = C(xC) = 11 010 and S = C(xD) = 11 001. Then F, = 10 111 and Fd = 11 111.
Hence:

Hence the complement is:
10 100
01 010
00 001
where the last term is void and can be dropped
COMPUTATION OF ALL PRIME IMPLICANTS. The computation of all primes is
relevant to exact minimization. It can be achieved by recursive methods for both
binary-valued and mvi-functions. Let us consider again an expansion of a variable x
about two orthonormal literals x A and x B . Let u = C ( x A ) fi = C(xB), f A = x A .fXh
and f B = x B . f,~.Then f = f A f f B , where f A and f B do not intersect. Hence
the distance between any implicant of f A and any implicant of f a is larger than or
equal to 1. As a result, there are three possibilities for a prime implicant of f:

.

.

.

It is a prime of f A .
It is a prime of f n.
The prime is the consensus of two implicants: one in f A and the other in f '.
The reason is that the prime is contained in f A f f and it consists of the union
of two subsets of minterms, one in f A and the other in f B ,that can be put in
one-to-one correspondence and have pairwise distance 1.

We consider now sets of implicants and the cover notation. Let P ( F ) be the
set of primes of function f whose cover is F. Let F~ be a cover of f A and FBbe
a cover of fB.Then P ( F A ) = an P(F,) and P(F')
= 3
, n P(Fp).
Therefore the primes can be computed by the recursive formula:

The formula represents the union of three components according to the aforementioned argument. Since this union may yield some non-prime cubes (because some
cubes of the first two components may he contained in their consensus), the SCC operator is applied to make the set minimal set w.r.t. single-implicant containment. The
S C C operator checks for painvise covering of implicants and removes the covered
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ones. The recursion terminates when f is represented by a single-implicant cover F,
because P ( F ) = F.
The choice of the splitting variable plays again a role in this computation. When
the cover F of a bv-function f is unate (or the cover of an mvi-function f is strongly
unate), P ( F ) = SCC(F). The reason is that each prime of a (strongly) unate function
is essential [4] and therefore any cover of a unate function contains all primes. The
non-prime implicants can be eliminated by applying SCC. As a resuh, the evaluation
of the primes is very fast. Again, the choice of the splitting variable is such that unate
cofactors can be found in early levels of the recursion.
Example 7.3.15. Let us consider again function f = ab+ac+a', whose cover is shown
in Example 7.8 (a). The only binate variable is a, which is chosen for splitting. Hence:

where we represent the primes of a cover as the primes of the corresponding function, for
the sake of simplicity. Note first that fa. is a tautology and thus P(f',) = U . Therefore
PI = C ( a ' ) n P(f,.) = 10 11 11.
Consider then fa, which is a unate funct~on.A unate cover of fa, minimal w.r.t.
single-implicant containment, represents all primes of f,. Thus P(fa):

Since C(a) = 01 11 11, PI = C(a) n P (f,):

The last term, P, = CONSENSUS(P,, Pz), is:

The prime implicants of f are P ( f ) = SCC(Pi U PZU P3):

or, equivalently, [a', b, c). Note that the implicants of P, are contained in those of Pi
and are eliminated by SCC. The primes are shown in Figure 7.8 (b).

7.4 ALGORITHMS FOR LOGIC MINIMIZATION
We describe here the most important operators for two-level logic optimization and
how they are implemented in detail. Our goal is to minimize a two-level cover F
of a bv- (or mvi-) function f , which may be incompletely specified. Recall that we
represent by F',', F~~~ and FIJc the on set, off set and dc set of the function f ,
respectively. We assume that at least two of these sets are specified as inputs to the
minimization problem. The third set can be derived by complementing the union of
the other two, if needed. In the particular case of completely specified functions, FDC
is empty and F and FoY are used interchangeably.
We assume in this section that covers are represented in the positional-cube
notation. Most procedures in this section are based on Rudell and Sangiovanni's
description of program ESPRESSO[23].

7.4.1 Expand
The expand operator is used by most heuristic minimizers. Its goal is to increase
the size of each implicant of a given cover F, so that implicants of smaller size can
be covered and deleted. Maximally expanded implicants are primes of the function.
As a result, the expand operator makes a cover prime and minimal with respect to
single-implicant containment.
The expansion of an implicant is done by raising one (or more) of its 0s to
1. This corresponds to increasing its size (by a factor of 2 per raise), and therefore
to covering more minterms. The fundamental question in the expansion process is
whether the expanded cube is still valid, i.e., it is still an implicant of the function f .
There are two major approaches for this test.

-

Checking for an infersection of rhe expanded implicant with F ° F F . The intersection can he computed very efficiently, but the offset F~~~ is required. Sometimes
F ° F F can be very large, and in some cases it may overflow the memory size
and cause the minimizer to fail. Nevertheless this is the approach used by most
minimizers, such as MINI and ESPRESSO.
Checking for the covering ofthe expanded implicant by FoN U FI'C In this approach, the complement F ° F F is not needed. This method was used by program
PRESTO,where the covering test was solved recursively. The containment check
can also be reduced to a tautology problem, as described in Section 7.3.4.

The expand procedure sorts the implicants, one at a time and expands the 0 entries
to 1 subject to the validity of the expanded implicant. The computational efficiency
and the quality of the result depend on two important factors: (i) the order in which
the implicants are selected and (ii) the order in which the 0 entries are raised to 1.
Heuristic rules are used in both cases.
Programs MINI and ESPRESSO
use the same heuristic for ordering the implicants?
The rationale is to expand first those cubes that are unlikely to be covered by other

'A" earlier version of ESPRESSO
used to

SQR the

implicants far decreasing sire 141
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cubes. The technique is the following. A vector is computed whose entries are the
column sums of the matrix representing F. Each cube is assigned a weight that is the
inner product of the cube itself and the previously computed vector. A low weight of a
cube correlates to the cube having few Is in the densely populated columns. Therefore
the implicants are sorted for ascending weights. Needless to say, if an implicant is
known to be prime (because of a previous expansion), there is no need to expand it.

+

+

+

Example 7.4.1. Consider the function f = a'b'c' ob'c' a'bc' a'b'c with ubc' as
a don't care condition. Then the set F"", in the positional-cube notation, is:
10
01
10
10

10
10
01
10

10
10
10
01

01

01

10

The set FDC is:

The offset F U F f is then computed by complementation:
01
11

11

01

01
01

Let us determine first the order of expansion. Let the columns be labeled from 1
to 6. The column count vector is [313131]Tand the weights of the implicants in F are
(9,7,7, 7). Hence, the second implicant is processed firstLi.e., 01 10 10.
In this example, we assume that entries are raised from left to right for the sake
of simplicity. The raising of the 0 in column 1 yields 1 1 10 10, which does not intersect
the off set and therefore is valid. The raising of the 0 in column 1 yields 11 1 1 10,
which is also valid, but the raising of the 0 in column 6 would intersect the off set and
it is rejected. Hence the expanded implicant is 11 11 10, which covers the first and third
implicants of the original cover F = Fa*:
Thus F can be updated to:
11
10

11
10

10
01

The last implicant is processed next. A raise of the literal in column 2 or 4 would
make the implicant intersect the off set. On the contrary, a raise in column 5 is valid,
yielding 10 10 11. The expanded cover is then:
I1
10

11
10

10
11

which is prime and minimal with respect to single-implicant containment. The different
steps of the expansion are shown in Figure 7.9.
The heuristics for selecting the entries to expand are complex. It is obvious that
any order in raising the 0s to Is will lead to a prime. Many different primes can be
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FIGURE 7.9
(a) R e p r e s e n t a t i o n of function f = a'h'c
expansion of 0 . (d) Prime cover.

+ nh'r' + n'bc' + n'b'c. @) A first expansion of p. (c) A second

derived by expanding the cube in different directions. Each prime may cover different
subsets of F. The major goal is to cover the largest subset of implicants of F.
We survey here the basic principles used in ESPRESSO
as reported in reference
[23]. We refer the interested reader to references [13], [4] and 1231 for details. In
ESPRESSO,
the selection of an entry for the raise and the validity check are merged
into a single step.
Let us describe first infomlally the rationale behind the heuristic expansion.
Our goal is to make the implicant prime, while covering a maximal number of other
implicants. A quick analysis of the position of the implicant in the Boolean space with
respect to the offset allows us to determine some feasible and infeasible directions for
expansion, but not all. Thus, the next step is to search for other cubes in the cover that
would be covered by a specific feasible expansion. When this search is exhausted, we
look for expansion directions that allow the expanded implicant to overlap a maximal
number of other cubes. In the end, we just make the implicant prime by making it as
large as possible.
To be more specific, we introduce some definitions. Let a be the cube to be
expanded. Let free be a set denoting the candidate entries that can be raised to 1.
Initially it consists of all enhie3 that are 0. As the procedure progresses, elements

are removed from f r e e and the process terminates when f r e e is empty. The overexpanded cube is the cube whose entries in f r e e are raised. For any implicant B
of F, the smallest cube containing a and p is their supercube. Cube B is feasibly
covered if the supercube is an implicant of f , i.e., if it does not intersect the off
set.
There are four major steps in the expand procedure of program ESPRESSO.

1. Determine the essential parts.
Determine which entries can never be raised and remove them from f r e e .
(Search for any cube in F°FF that has distance 1 from a.)
Determine which parts can always be raised, raise them and remove them
from f r e e . (Search for any column that has only 0s in F * ~ ~ . )
2. Detection of feasibly covered cubes.
If there is an implicant p whose supercube with a is feasible, repeat the following
steps.
Raise the appropriate entry of a and remove it from f r e e .
Remove from f r e e entries that can never be raised or that can always be
raised and update a (as before).
3. Expansiun guided by the overexpanded cube.
While the overexpanded cube of a covers some other cubes of F, repeat the
following steps.
Raise a single entry of a as to overlap a maximum number of those cubes.
Remove from f r e e entries that can never be raised or that can always be
raised and update a (as before).
4. Find the largest prime implicant.
Formulate a covering problem and solve it by a heuristic method. In the covering
problem, the goal is to find a maximal subset of f r e e to be raised, while ensuring
no intersection of the expanded implicant with F°FF. It corresponds to tinding
the largest prime covering a.

-

Example 7.4.2. Let us consider again the function of Example 7.4.1 as shown in Figure
7.9 (a). Assume that the implicants are labeled (a,p,
y, 81. Implicant p = 01 10 10 is

selected first for expansion. The free set includes the following columns: (1.4.6).
Let us consider first entries that can never be raised. Cube 01 11 01 of the offret
has distance 1 from the selected implicant and it differs only in its third field. Hence
column 6 cannot be raised and can be removed from free. It is not possible to determine
entries that can always be raised by looking at the offset.
\tie consider then the other cubes of the original cover. The supercube of 0 and
a is valid, and hence the first entry of 6 can be raised to yield = 1 1 10 10. Similarly,
the supercube of 6 and y is valid, and hence the fonnb entry of B can be raised-to yield
p = I I 1 1 10. The supercube of /I and 6 is not valid. The expanded implicant /I is then
I1 11 10, its free set is now empty, and no further expansjon is possible. Implicants
{a,y ) can be deleted from F, because they are covered by /I.
Consider now implicant S = 10 10 01, whose f r e e set is 12.4.5). Since 6 has
distance I from bath elements of F°FF,the elements in columns 2 and 4 cannot be
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raised and they are dropped from ftee. Column 5 of F U F Fhas onLyjs. Hence, the 0
in column 5 can be raised. yielding 6 = 10 10 11. The final cover (@, 6 ) is the same as
that computed in Example 7.4.1 and shown in Figure 7.9 (d).

7.4.2

Reduce*

The reduce operator is used by most heuristic minimizers. Its goal is to decrease the
size of each implicant of a given cover F so that a successive expansion may lead to
another cover of smaller cardinality. A reduced implicant is vulid when, along with
the remaining implicants, it still covers the function. The reduced cover has the same
cardinality as the original one. Reduced covers are not prime (unless no implicant can
be reduced). Note that a redundant implicant would be reduced to a void one that can
be discarded if it is reduced before the implicants that cover it. Since this depends on
the order in which implicants are processed, the reduce operator does not guarantee
the irredundancy of the cover.
Let us consider first how we can compute a maximally reduced cube. For the
sake of explanation, we describe first the implicant reduction with an informal argument, while considering a completely specified function whose cover is F. To reduce
an implicant a of F, we must remove from a those minterms that are covered by
F - (a].Whereas this could in principle be computed by the intersection of a with
the complement of F - {a),
we must ensure that the result yields a single implicant.
Since the complement of F - {a]is a set of cubes, we can replace it by its supercube
(e.g., the smallest single cube containing all cubes) whose intersection with a yields
the desired result.

-

Example 7.4.3. Let us consider the function of Example 7.4.1. Let F be:

Let us try to reduce a . The complement of

is:

whose intersection with a yields:

. . Thus a should be replaced by two cubes, which is not what we want. By taking the

supercube of the complement of b, I I I I I I , and intersecting it with a we obtain again
a,which shows us that a cannot be reduced.

The aforementioned procedure can be formalized by the following theorem I231
Theorem 7.4.1. Let a E F be an implicant and Q = F U FDC - {a].Then, the
maximally reduced cube i s ; = a n supercube(Q;).

Proof: The maximally reduced cube can be computed by deleting from a those minterns
that bclong to Q = F U FDC- ( a ) under the restriction that the result must be a single
cube. Now a # Q = a n Q' can yield a set of cubes. Hence the maximally reduced
cube is ;j = a n suprrcube(Q'), which is equivalent to
= a n superruhe(Qb),
kcause Q' can k expanded a? (a ll Q b ) U (a' n Q,,) and the second tern has void
intersection with a. The cube is maximally reduced, because the supercube is the smallest
cube conhining Q ' .

The reduce operator entails then two steps: sorting the implicants and replacing
each implicant by the maximally reduced one. Heuristic rules are used to sort the
implicants. Programs MINI and ESPRESSOsort the implicants by weighting them first,
as for the expand operator. The implicants are sorted in descending order of weight
to first process those that are large and overlap many other implicants.
The computation of the maximally reduced cuhe can he done in several ways.
In particular, ESPRESSO
uses the unate recursive paradigm to compute the supercube
of Q & .Indeed, it is easy to show that the following expansion about any p-valued
variable x holds:

At the end of the recursion, we compute the supercube of the complement of a cuhe,
which is:
Empty when the cube depends on no variables.
The cube's complement when it depends on one variable.
The universe when it depends on two or more variables.

.

The unate heuristics leads to determining unate subproblems, for which the
supercube can be more easily computed. We refer the interested reader to [231 for
details.
Example 7.4.4. Let us consider again the function of Example 7.4.1. Assume it has been

expanded as:

Assume that the implicants are labeled as (a,8 ) . The vector representing the column
counts is [212121]T and the weights are 8 and 7, respectively. Hence implicant a is
seleded first for reduction. This implicant cannot be reduced, as shown by Example 7.4.3.
Let us consider now implicant 0. The maximally reduced cube is
= 8 n
supercube(&), where Q = F U FDC - (0).namely 11 11 10. Hence Q' = I 1 11 01,
Q' - Q' and supercube(Qk) = Q'. Then B = 0 n Q' = 10 10 01 and the reduced
0 -.
cover 1s:

-
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7.4.3 Irredundant*
An irredundant cover is minimal with respect to implicant containment. Thus its cardinality is a local minimum. The irredundant operator makes a cover irredundant, while
uying to achieve a cover with the least cardinality. In other words, the irredundant
operator makes the cover irredundant by deleting a maximal number of redundant
implicants.
The irredundant operator was used first in heuristic logic minimization by program ESPRESSO[4]. This description follows the outline of reference 1231. We assume
that the cover under consideration is prime, as constructed by the expand operator.
The cover F is split first into three sets:
The relatively essential set E', which contains those implicants that cover some
minterms of the function not covered by other implicants of F .
a The totally redundnnt set R: which contains those implicants that are covered by
the relatively essential set.
The partially redundant set RP, which contains the remaining implicants.
Note that this classification is similar to the one used in Section 7.2.2 for exact
minimization. The difference is that the cover F does not necessarily contain all
prime implicants of the function. Hence, the set E' contains the essential primes, but
possibly other implicants.
The computation of the relatively essential set is based on checking whether an
implicant or E F is not covered by F U F D C { a ] .Similarly, the computation of the
totally redundant set is based on checking whether an implicant ol E F is covered by
E' U F ~ Then
~ RP. = F - ( E r U R ' ) . The majortask of irredundant is to find a
subset of R" that together with E' covers FoN.

-

Example 7.4.5.

Consider the following cover, shown in Figure 7.10:

),,S). OUTproblem is to find
It is easy to verify that E' = la. c). R' = M and RP = (6,
a minimal subset of R P that, together with E', covers F = F o N . Incidentally, note that
in this example the cover F is not the set of all primes, and therefore E' is larger than
the set of the essentials.

Before describing the irredundant procedure, we describe informally a simple
algorithm and its pitfall. It is conceivable to select one element a E RP at a time and
verify whether it is contained by H = E r U RP U FDC - {a).In the affirmative case,
the cube can be deleted. By iterating this test, an irredundant cover can be constructed.
Unfortunately the number of redundant cubes that can be deleted may be far less than
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FIGURE 7.10
(a1 Redundant cover of a logic function. (h)
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Irredundant cover. (c) Minimum iredundant cover.

the maximum. The simple algorithm gives a suboptimal result because it considers the
partially redundant cubes in a sequential fashion. Indeed, the removal of a maximum
number of redundant implicants requires considering the mutual covering relations
among implicants.
Example 7.4.6. Consider the redundant cover of Example 7.4.5.Assume that implicant
y is selected for examination by the simple algorithm. Since y is covered by (8, 61, it
can be deleted from the cover. No other implicant can be deleted from the cover, and
thus cover [a,
8.6, €1 is irredundant. Nevertheless another irredundant cover, namely
(a,y , t], has lower cardinality. To detect such a cover. we must consider the interplay
of the covering relations among implicants 8 , y and 6. Thetwo irredundant covers are
shown in Figures 7.10 (b) and (c), respectively.

We describe now the irredundant procedure used in program ESPRESSO.The
algorithm uses a modification of the tautology check. The key idea is the following.
Rather than checking the tautology, we determine the set of cubes that, when removed,
prevents the function from being a tautology. Recall that tautology of the cofactor can
be used to determine containment. Hence we can determine the set of cubes that,
when removed, prevents the containment.
Consider cuhe a E RP and test whether it is contained by H = Er U RP U
FDC - ( a ] ,which is equivalent to testing H, for tautology. The test yields a positive
answer by definition of a partially redundant prime. The test for tautology can be
seen as the conjunction of the tests at each leaf of the decomposition tree induced
by the tautology algorithm. Each leaf represents a set of conditions for tautology or,
equivalently, for covering. Namely, each leaf is related to those cuhes that cover a
portion of the cube a under consideration.
When the tautology algorithm reaches a leaf, we mark the corresponding cubes
of H, that cause the tautology. If a leaf is related to any cube in E' U F ~ " we
, drop
the leaf from consideration, because the corresponding portion of cube a is covered
by either a relatively essential prime or part of the don't care set. Otherwise we form a
binary row vector whose entries are 1 in correspondence to those cubes of R< whose

joint removal uncovers that portion of a. By repeating these steps for every leaf and
every cube in RP and by piling the vectors, we obtain a covering matrix A.
The overall significance of A is the following. Each column corresponds to an
element of RP and each row to leaves of the tautology decomposition tree. Each row
represents a subset of cubes of RP, whose joint removal uncovers (a portion of) a.
Therefore the problem of selecting an irredundant subset of RP is equivalent to finding
a minimum subset of columns such that all rows have at least a 1. This unate covering
problem can be solved exactly or approximately by a heuristic algorithm. ESPRESSO
solves it by a greedy algorithm. (Note that an exact solution would not necessarily
yield a minimum cover, because not all primes were considered.)
Example 7.4.7. Let us consider again the cover of Example 7.4.5. Consider first implicant
p . Then H is given by:
10
01
01
11

10
11
01
01

11
01
11
10

10
01

11

11
I1

and Hn is:
11

We then test Hp for tautology. Here H p provides already a split about the tirst
variable. It is a leaf of the decomposition tree of the tautology algorithm, because Ho
depends on one variable and there is no column of 0s. The two cubes in N p ore related
to a and to y . Since rr is relatively essential and m ~ het pan of the cover, the relevant
information is that the removal of y uncovers p. The comsponding row vector is [I 101,
where the first entry is mvially I because fi covers itself.
Next we consider implicant y . Then H is given by:
10
11
01
11

10
10
01
01

11
01
11
10

11

10
01

11

and H, is
11

11

The tautology test on H , is positive. The two cubes in H , are related to 0 and to 6 ,
which are both partially redundant. The corresponding row vector is [ I l l ] .
Last we consider implicant 6 . and by a similar procedure we determine that the
removal of y uncovers 8. Hence the corresponding row vector is 101 11. The covering
matrix is:

A =

0 1 1

A minimum row cover is given by the second column, corresponding to y. Hence a
minimum cardinality irredundant cover is (a, y . 61.
Note that in this simple example we have identified one leaf of the decomposition
tree of the tautology algorithm in correspondence with each tautology test. In general,
there may be more than one leaf per test (and therefore matrix A may not be square).

The reduced prime implicant table used in exact minimization by ESPRESSO1231. as described in Section 7.2.2, can be derived in a iimilar way. The
starting point is the set of all prime implicants, partitioned into essentials, partially
redundant and totally redundant. The binary matrix A has a column associated with
each element of RP and each row with a leaf of the decomposition tree of the tautology
algorithm, which represents the covering of (a portion of) an element in RP by other
elements of RP. Exact minimization corresponds to selecting a subset of columns. If
a row is not covered, i.e., if no column covers a 1 in that row, then the selected
primes will fail covering some minterms of the function. With respect to the table
used by Quine and McCluskey, the number of rows may be significantly smaller,
because a row may correspond to a set of minterms covered by the same subset of
primes.
EXACT

Example 7.4.8. Consider again the function of Example 7.2.8, whose primes are shown
in Figure 7.5 (a). Primes y and 6 are essential. No prime is totally redundant. Hence the
partially redundant primes are (a.B , 6. I ) .
Let us apply the irredundant procedure to the partially redundant primes to constmct the covering matrix A. Prime a is not covered when prime B is removed. (Minterms
(0000.00011 are uncovered.) Similarly, prime B is not covered when prime a is removed,
the same minterms being involved. Prime t is not covered when prime is removed and
=
vice versa. (Minterm 1101 is uncovered.)
Thus the reduced covering matrix is:

<

Note that there is no need of listing the minterm groups as long as all of them (i.e., all
rows) are considered and covered.

7.4.4

Essentials*

The detection of essential primes is important for both exact and heuristic minimization. Indeed, essentials must be part of any cover. Hence, they can be extracted and
stored while the minimizer manipulates the inessential primes. Essentials are added
back to the cover in the end.
Before describing the detection of the essential primes in a formal way, we show
an example to gain intuition into the problem.
Example 7.4.9. Consider a function whose cover was shown in Figure 7.4 (a) and is
repeated in Figure 7.1 1 (a) for convenience. Let the cover be represented by the set of
implicants (a,B, y . 6 ) . We question whether u is essential.
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We use then the following procedure. Let us remove the minterms covered by
u from the cover, which reduces to C = ( y . 6). as shown in Figure 7.1 1 (b). Then a
is not an essential if there is a prime of that function that can cover its minterms (i.e.,
000 and 001). For this to be true, some cubes in G should be expandable to cover a ,
i.e., the cover must have minterms in one-to-one correspondence with those of a and at
distance 1. This is true when C O N S E N S u s ( c ,a ) coven a. Since this is not true, a
is essential. The cubes in C O A J S E N S U S ( G ,a ) are shown in Figure 7.1 1 ( c ) .

The detection of the essentials can be done using a corollary of Sasao's theorem
123, 241.
Theorem 7.4.2. Let F = G U a , where a is a prime disjoint from G . Then a is an
essential prime if and only if C O N S E N S U S ( C , a ) does not cover a.

Proof. Consider a cube y E G . Its distance from a has to be larger than zero, because a
and G are disjoint. Assume that the distance is larger than 1. Then, C O N S E N S U S ( y , a )
= 63. If all elements of G have distance larger than 1 from a. then a is essential because
no other prime can cover its minterms. We can then restrict our attention to those elements
of G at distance I from a. Now C O N S E N S U S ( y , a ) covering a implies that there
exists primes, different from a,that cover all the minterms of n. Hence n is not essential.
On the other hand, if C O N S E N S U S ( y , a ) does not cover a for any y E G , then a is
an es*ential prime.
Corollary 7.4.1. Let FoNhe a cover of the on set, FDCa cover of the dc set and a a
prime implicant. Then a is an essential prime implicant if and only if H U FDCdoes not
cover a , where:

-

ProoJ Let a he tested to be an essential of FflNUFDC.Let G = (FoNUFnC)#a. Then
FUN
U FDC= G U a , with a disjoint from G. Then, by Theorem 7.4.2, a is an essential
if and only if a # F D Cis not covered by H, or equivalently H U FDCdoes not cover a .

FIGURE 7.11
(a) Cover of F and m i n t e n s of F . (b) Cover C = F#a and minterms of F. (c) CWNSENSUS(G,a)

The corollary allows us to reduce the test for essentiality to a containment test,
which in turn can be solved by a tautology test.
Example 7.4.10. Consider again the function of Example 7.4.9, shown in Figure 7.1 1
(a), whose cover is:

Let us assume that the dc ser is void and let us test a.Now, F#a is:

and H = 11 10 01. Then H, = 11 11 01, which is not a tautology. Hence a is not
contained in H and is essential. Cubes of F#a and of H are shown in Figures 7.1 1 (b)
and (c), respectively.
Consider now prime implicant B. Then F#B is:

and H is:

Then Ho is:

which is a tautology. Hence fl is contained in H and is not essential

7.4.5 The ESPRESSO
Minimizer
ESPRESSOis a very fast and efficient two-level minimizer. It exploits the operators
described above while performing an iterative refinement of a cover. The output of
ESPRESSOis an irredundant cover, often minimum in cardinality.
EsPA~ssocomputes first the complement of a cover to be used by the expand
operator. Then it applies the expand and irredundant operators, which make the cover
prime and irredundant. After the essentials are extracted, ESPRESSOiterates the reduce,
expand and irredundant operators in the search for irredundant covers of decreasing
cardinalities. When no improvement can be achieved, ESPRESSOattempts to reduce
and expand the cover using a different heuristic. This step is called 1astQasp and it
is fully detailed in references [4] and [23].
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E S P R E S S O ( F ~F~". ~ ) (
F ° F F = complement(FO"

u FD');

F = expand(FoN, F ° F F ) :
F = irrrdundunl(F. F D c ) :

E = essentinlr(F, F ~ ~ ) ;

I* remove essentials *I

F=F-E;
F D C = F D Cu E:

repeat

I* place

essentials temporaily in

don't care

set*/

1

h = cost(F);
repeat 1
4 , = IFI;
F = reduce(F. FD'):
F = expand(F. F'"):
F = irredundonr(F. F ~ ' ) :

I until ( IF1

< 48);

F = last.gasp(F, F D c . F o r ' );

I* apply

different heuristic? a? lmt gaqp *I

] until (cosr(F) ih ) ;
F=FUE;
FDC = FDC

I*

restore eslentials *I

E;

F = m u k e ~ p u r r e ( F .F ~ ' F"");
,

I
ALGORITHM 7.4.1

Eventually ESPRESSO
applies the routine makesparse, which modifies the numbers of 110s in the array without affecting the cardinality of the cover. The rationale
of this procedure is that some logic circuit implementations, like PLAs, do not benefit
from primality. Indeed, a secondary goal in PLA optimization is reducing the number
of transistors, which corresponds to making the implicant input part large and their
output part small. This concept has been generalized to mvi-functions by defining
dense and spar.Ye variables according to the implementation style. Then makesparse
attempts to increase the size of the implicant fields corresponding to dense variables
and to do the opposite for sparse variables.
Algorithm 7.4.1 is a simplified description of Espnesso. We refer the interested
reader to references [4] and [23] for details.
In this description, we assume that ESPRESSO
accepts as inputs the un set and
the dc set, and generates the off set by complementation. In practice the program can
a c c e p any two sets among the on set, off set and d c set. The cost function cost is a
weighted sum of the cover and literal cardinality.
Example 7.4.11. Consider again the complete differential equation integrator, as described in Example 1.5.3. and its control unit, reported in Example 4.7.6. The following
table represents a two-level representation of the control unit in the format used by
ESPRESSO,
where Imps have been opened and registers removed. Symbol "-" means
don't core.
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.o 23

.ilb CLK reset c 1231 [ 2 4 1 I ? 5 l

I 2 6 1 L271

I28i
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The following table shows a minimum cover computed by ESPRESSO.
The cover
can be shown to have minimum cardinality, by comparing it with the cover obtained by
ESPRESSO-EXACT,
which has the same size.
.i 9
.o 2 3

.ilb CLK r e s e t c [ 2 3 1 L241 [251 [ 2 6 1 [ 2 7 l [ 2 8 1
L401 [ 4 1 ] [421 [ 4 3 ] [ 4 4 ] [ 4 5 1 s l s 2 s 3 9 4 s 5 s6 s l s 3 s 2 s 3
s 2 s 4 s l s 2 s 3 s l s 3 s 4 s 2 s 3 s 4 s I s 5 s 6 ~ 2 ~ 4 ~~ 25 ~~ 36 ~~ 3 45 ~4 ~6 5 ~ 6
. p 14
-00----I00000010000000000000000
-01----I
00100000000000000000000
. o b [391

7.5 SYMBOLIC MINIMIZATION AND
ENCODING PROBLEMS

-

We consider in this section extensions to two-level logic optimization to cope with
problems where the choice of the representation of the inputs andlor outputs is Free.
Consider, for example, an instruction decoder, specified by a combinational function.
If we can alter the representation of the operation codes, we can modify the size of its
minimum two-level representation. Hence, an extended logic optimization problem is
to find an encoding of the inputs of a function and a corresponding two-level cover
of minimum cardinality. A similar search can be applied, mutatis mutandis, for the
encoding of the outputs of a function. As a simplified case, we may just want to
search for the polanty of the outputs of a function that minimizes the cardinality of
its cover.
The minimization of Boolean functions where the codes of the inputs andlor
outputs are not specified is referred to as symbolic minimization. It is tightly related
to multiple-valued logic optimization, and indeed it coincides with minimization of
mvi-functions in some particular cases.
Example 7.5.1. Consider an instruction decoder of Figure 7.12. It has two input and
one output fields, related to the addressing mode (ad-mode), operation code (op-code)
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INSTRUCTION DECODER

ad-mode

op-code

FlGURE 7.1?
Instruction decoder.

con1101

and control, respectively. It can be specified by the following symbolic truth table:
INDEX
INDEX
INDEX
INDEX
DIR
DIR
DIR
DIR
IND

IND
IND
lND

AND
OR
IMP

ADD
AND
OR
IMP

ADD
AND
OR
IMP

ADD

CNTA
CNTA
CNTA
CNTA
CNTB
CNTB
CNTC
CNTC
CNTB
CNTD
CNTD
CNTC

-

The ad-mode can take one of the three symbolic inputs ( I N D E X , D I R , I N D ) (that
are mnemonics for indexed, direct and indirect addressing): the op-code can indicate
one of the four instructions [ A N D . O R , J M P , A D D ) ; the output corresponds to one
of four control signals ( C N T A , C N T B , C N T C . C N T D ) . The general problem is then
to replace the symbols by binary stcings, so that the corresponding minimum cover is
minimum over all codes.
In the following subsections we consider symbolic minimization in conjunction
with the encoding of the inputs andlor outputs of a combinational function. Further
extensions of these techniques are relevant for sequential logic design, as described
in Section 9.2.2.

7.5.1

Input Encoding

We concentrate our attention first on the encoding of the input fields of a symbolic
table. The restriction is motivated by didactic purposes, because input and output encoding exploit different properties and mechanisms and are best described separately.
Thus we assume that the output codes are given.
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Since we do not know the input codes, we cannot specify a bv-function that can
be minimized. Trying all possible input codes would be excessively costly, because it
would require an exponential number of logic minimizations. Fortunately, it is possible
to optimize the function independently of the encoding and determine the codes at
a later time. This requires performing the minimization at the symbolic level, before
the encoding.
For input encoding, a straightforward model for symbolia functions and their
optimization is to consider them as mvi-functions and apply mvi-minimization. This
is possible because the input symbols can be put in one-to-one correspondence with
the values of multiple-valued input variables.
Example 7.5.2. Consider again Example 7.5.1. Let us assume that the codes of the outputs are {1000.0100.0010.0001], respectively. Let us associate a three-valued variable
to the ad-mode and a four-valued \,anable to the op-code. A positional-cube representation of the truth table is the following:

Let us consider a minimum cover of this function:

The first implicant means that under ad-mode I N D E X , any op-code (full literal) implies
control C N T A . The second implicant means that under ad-mode D I R , either op-code
A N D or OR imply control C N T B . etc.
It is very important to stress that, for the input encoding problem, the mvifunction representation is an appropriate model for symbolic minimization, because
the output codes are fixed. Indeed, each mvi-implicant expresses the conjunction of

n Y O ~ EVE1
t
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literals that represent just whether the inputs match some patterns. Hence the value
associated with a symbol has no other meaning than being an identifier.
Since mvi-function optimizers such as ESPRESSOcan he used for this task, the
only problem to be solved is the translation of the optimized mvi-representation into
a hinary-valued one. An important issue is the preservation of the cardinality of such
a cover. This can be achieved by searching for an encoding where each mvi-implicant
is mapped into one hv-implicant.
Hence the encoding of the input symbols must be such that each mv-literal
corresponds to only one cuhe in the binary-valued representation. If an mv-literal has
only one 1, then it can be mapped trivially into the cuhe representing the code of
the corresponding symbol. Difficulties arise when an mv-literal has more than one I,
because the smallest single cuhe that is always r u u r when the input matches any of
the corresponding symbols is the supercube of their codes. Indeed, such a cube may
cover other points of the Boolean space. It is important that the supercube does not
intersect the code of other symbols not in the literal; otherwise a spurious value may
erroneously assert the function. It is obvious that full literals do not create problems,
because any input would make them TRUE. Hence they can be translated into the
universal cube and pose no constraint on the encoding.
In the sequel, we represent covers of mvi-functions in the positional-cube notation and the binary encoding of the symbols with binary digits (0. I]. Similarly,
binary-encoded covers will be shown in terms of binary digits (and the don't care
condition symbol *), instead of using the positional-cube notation, to stress the effects
of binary encoding.
Example 7.5.3.
ple 7.5.2:

Let us consider the op-code field of the minimum cover in Exam-

The first literal is a multiple-valued dntz'r core. The second. fourth and sixth literals have
more than one I, representing op-codes { A N D , O R ] , [ J M P . A D D ] and { O R , J M P J ,
respectively. Hence we look for binary codes of these symbols whose supercubes do not
intersect other codes. For example. the following codes are valid:
AND
OR
IMP
ADD

00

01
I1
10

In this case, the supercubes are 0*, I* and *I, respectively. The encoding of the op-codes
and the corresponding supercubes are shown in Figure 7.13 (a).

OR

AND
00

10
(a)

FIGURE 7.13
(a)

Representation of valid op-codes and supercubes. (h) Representation of invalid op-codes and supercubes.
Instead, the following codes are not valid:
AND
OR
IMP
ADD

00
I1
01
10

Now, the supercubes corresponding to ( A N D , O R ) and to ( J M P , A D D ) are both *t
and intersect the other codes. This would cause any op-code to make that mv-literal
TRUE, erroneously. Thls is shown in Figure 7.13 (b).
W ~ t hthe former valid codes, the rnv-field can be replaced by the following binaryvalued field:
1111
1100
1000
0011
0001
OLIO

+
+
+
-t

+
+

**

-

0%
00
I*
10
*I

With a similar procedure it is possible to determine the codes of the ad-mode
symbols. Assume the following codes are chosen:
INDEX
DIR
IND

00
01
II

Then, the cover with encoded input symbols is:

It was shown [9] that the input encoding problem has always a solution satisfying
the constraints. However, the encoding of n, symbols in a field may require more
than [logz n,l bits. Hence, the search for a minimum bit encoding is relevant. Villa
and Sangiovanni showed that this problem is intractable 1271. Exact and heuristic
algorithms have been developed for the input encoding problem and are described
next.
ENCODING ALGORITHMS. We consider the encoding of a set of symbols S, with
n, = (SJ. The encoding problem can be modeled by a binary4 constraint matrix
A 6 BnrXn'whose n , rows are the fields of the optimized cover corresponding to the
symbol set S under consideration. Note that full literals and literals with cardinality 1
can bc dropped, because they do not represent encoding constraints. The matrix has
as many columns as the n, symbols. The codes of the symbols are represented by a
which is the unknown of the problem. Each row of E is
binary matrix E
the encoding of a symbol. The code length n b is also an unknown.
Example 7.5.4.

The constraint matrix for Example 7.5.3 is:
A =

[iip:]

where the column set is in one-to-one correspondence with (AND,OR, JMP, ADD].
Hence the tirst row of A means (AND, OR), etc.
The encoding matrix which solves the encoding problem is:

=

[;I

-

An encoding mdhix E satisfies the encoding constraints represented by A if,
for each row a' of A, the supercube of the rows of E corresponding to the Is in a'
does not intersect any of the rows of E corresponding to the 0s in a'. An encoding
matrix is valid if it satisfies the encoding constraints and all rows (i.e., codes) are
distinct from each other. It is easy to see that a constraint matrix can incorporate the
requirement for achieving disjoint codes, by appending to A the rows of an identity
matrix of size n,. Therefore we shall focus on the satisfaction of the constraints in
the sequel.
Tht identity matrix is always a valid encoding, because its rows are disjoint
codes and the supercube of any row subset is not intersecting the remaining ones
(9, 101. Such an encoding is often referred to as I-hot encoding. Unfortunately, the
number of hits of 1-hot codes may be much larger than the minimum.

'The matrix can be made t e m w by considering don't core conditions, as shown in reference [lo].
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Exact encoding algorithms have been proposed that transform the encoding
problem into a covering or a coloring problem. They rely on the notion of dichotomy,
which is a bipartition of a subset of the symbol set S. The rationale is that any column
of matrix E corresponds to a bipartition induced by the assignment of bit 1 or bit 0 to
each code. An encoding matrix is then equivalent to a set of bipartitions. To determine
such a set, we need to consider the constraints and how they induce appropriate
bipartitions. We define dichotomies in accordance with Yang aria Ciesielski 1291.
Definition 7.5.1. The dichotomy associated with row a' of A is a bipartition of a subset
of S, whose first block has the symbols with the Is in a' and whose second block has
the symbols with the 0s in a'.
A seed dichotomy associated with row aT of A is a bipartition of a subset of S,
whose first block has the symbols with the Is in a' and whose second block has exactly
one symbol with a 0 in aT.

The blocks of a dichotomy are called left and right blocks and are represented by a
set pair (L;R ) .
Example 7.5.5. The dichotomy associated with constraint aT = 1100 is ( { A N D ,O R ) :
( J M P , A D D ) ) . The corresponding seed dichotomies are ( ( A N D ,O R ] ;( J M P J )and
( ( A N D , O R ) :{ A D D ) ) .

A dichotomy can he associated with an encoding column (of a matrix E), where
the enhies corresponding to the elements in the left block are 1 and the remaining
ones are 0s. Note that the encoding column of the dichotomy corresponding to aT is
a. Any encoding matrix that contains that column satisfies the constraint a', because
the supercube of the codes of the symbols represented by aT has a 1 in that column,
while the other codes have a 0 in that column and therefore the intersection is void.
This fact leads to the following theorem when taking all rows of A into account [9].
Given a constraint matrix A, the encoding matrix E = AT satisfies the
constraints specified by A.

Theorem 7.5.1.

Example 7.5.6. Given constraint matrix:

satisfies the constraints expressed by A. Consider, for example, the first row of A. The
supercube of the codes of ( A N D . O R ) has a 1 as the first digit, while the codes of the
other symbols have a 0 as the first bit. A similar argument applies to the other rows of A

(columns of E), which therefore satisfy the encoding constraints. Unfortunately matrix
A has three columns, while two columns are sufficient.as shown in Example 7.5.4.

While Theorem 7.5.1 yields a solution to the encoding problem, it is obvious
that the number of rows of A may be lwger than the minimum number of bits required
to satisfy all constraints. For this reason, we focus on the seed dichotomies and on
the way of combining them into dichotomies that satisfy the constraints.
Definition 7.5.2. Two dichotomies ( L , ; R , ) and (L2: Rd are compatible if either LI n
R2 = M and R , n L: = M or L, n L: = VI and R , n R, = M. Otherwise they are
incompatible.
Note that a dichotomy is compatible with the one obtained by exchanging the
left and right blocks. This symmetry is typical of the it~putencoding problem and is
related to the fact that valid encodings are preserved under column complementation.
The constraints corresponding to any set of compatible dichotomies can be satisfied by an encoding requiring 1 bit. Hence, given the seed dichotomies, compatibility
and conflict graphs can be constructed and the encoding derived by a clique covering
or coloring, respectively [29].
Example 7.5.7. Consider again the constraint matrix for Example 7.5.3. The seed dichotomies (labeled si - s6) are:
(IAND,ORI
((AND.OR1
((JMP.ADD1
((JMP,ADD)
(IOR.JMPJ
((OR,JMPI

:
;
;

:
;
;

IMP))
(ADD))
{AND))

(OR))
(AND))
(ADD))

-

A compatibility graph is shown in Figure 7.14 (a). Two cliques, denoted by the emboldened edges in the figure, cover the graph. Hence a 2-bit encoding suffices. It is determined
by adichotnmy compatiblewithseeds (sl.s2.s3..r4), e.g, ({AND, OR); { J M P , ADD)),
and by a dichotomy compatible with seeds (s,..si). e.g., ((OR, J M P J : (AND, ADD)).
Thus:

A conflict graph is shown in Figure 7.14(b) along with a minimum vertex color leading
to the same encoding.
A more efficient approach is to model the encoding problem as an exact logic
minimization problem. This requires extending the notion of covering and primes to
dichotomies.
Definition 7.5.3. A dichotomy ( L , . R,) covers another dichotomy (L2.R2) if L , 2 L2
and R , 2 R2 or L, 2 R2 and R , 2 L 2 .
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FIGURE 7.14
(a) Compatibility graph of the seed dichotomies and clique
cover. (b) Conflict graph of the seed dichotomies and venen

(b)

coloring.

Definition 7.5.4. The union of two compatible dichotomies is a dichotomy covering
both with the smallest left and right blocks.
Definition 7.5.5. A prime dichotomy is a dichotomy that is not covered by any compatible dichotomy of a given set.
The set of prime dichotomies represents possible bipartitions (with maximal
blocks) that are compatible with the constraints. Only a subset of the prime dichotomies is necessary to satisfy the constraints, namely, a subset that coven all
seed dichotomies. Hence the encoding problem can be cast as the search for all prime
dichotomics that originate from a constraint matrix and as a minimum coveri~lgproblem. The covering problem is unate and it can he solved by the algorithm shown is
Section 2.5.3.
A procedure for computing the prime dichotomies is the following 1291. A set
P is initialized with the set of seed dichotomies. All elements of P are initially unmarked. The set is updated by adding unmarked dichotomies representing the union
of compatible dichotomy pairs in the set P . Those diihotomies that are covered are
marked. The process is iterated until the set P stabilizes. The subset of P corresponding to unmarked dichotomies is the set of prime dichotomies.
Example 7.5.8. Consider again the constraint matrix for Example 7.5.3 and the seed dichotomies of Example 7.5.7. The union of seeds (s,,s 2 , s 3 , sn) yields prime ( ( A N D , O R ] ;
{ J M P , A D D ) ) . The union of seeds ( s i , s6) yields prime ( ( O R , A D D ] ; ( A N D , J M P J ) .
The union of seeds {sl,s,) yields prime ( ( O R , J M P , A D D ] ; ( A N D ) ) . The union of
seeds (s2, x6) yields prime ( { A N D , O R , J M P J ;( A D D ] ) .
Therefore the prime dichotomies (labeled pl - pd) are:

Hence the covering matrix is:

A minimum cover is provided by pi and p 2 , corresponding to the encoding:

A few heuristic methods have been proposed. We describe briefly a columnbased encoding method [lo]. The algorithm does not compute the seed or the prime
dichotomies. It just uses the dichotomies associated with the rows of A. At each step,
maximal sets of compatible dichotomies are computed, and the one of largest cardinality is selected. An encoding column satisfying this set of dichotomies is derived
and appended to E. The rationale of the algorithm is to satisfy as many constraints as
possible in a greedy fashion. Hence it does not guarantee the global minimality of the
number of columns used. The algorithm uses also a reduction strategy on the set of
constraints. Indeed, as the algorithm progresses and the codes are partially assigned,
some constraints become partially solved. Hence some entries of A are replaced by
don't care entries and the corresponding dichotomies are partitions of smaller subsets
of S.We refer the interested reader to reference [ l o ] for further details.
Example 7.5.9. Consider again the constraint matrix for Example 7.5.3. The dichotomies
(labeled dl - d,) associated with A are:

The first two are compatible, and the corresponding consmints can be satisfied by the
encoding column [llOO]T. The second column is then chosen to be [O1lO]r to satisfy
the remaining constraint.

7.5.2

Output Encoding*

The output encoding problem consists of choosing codes for the outputs of a Boolean
function that minimize the cardinality of its minimum cover. Symbolic minimization is
no more a straightforward application of mvi-minimization. Indeed, the output codes
play a significant role in reducing the size of a function.
Consider the decoder of Example 7.5.1. When optimizing the symbolic table
with mvi-minimizers, no implicant merging can take place while exploiting the implicant output parts, because output symbols are viewed as independent of each other.
(Each output symbol is considered as an independent input in the positional-cube
notation.) Instead, when covering relations among outputs can be used, the cover
cardinality can be further reduced.
Example 7.5.10. Consider the instruction decoder of Example 7.5.1. The minimum
cover could be reduced from six to four implicants, under the assumption that the code

of C N T D covers the codes of C N T B and C N T C . namely:
100
011
011
001

1111
1100
0011
0110

CNTA
CNTB
CNTC
CNTD

Note that the apparent conflict between the fourth and both the second and third implicants
is resolved by the covering relation. For example, the following codes could be used:
C N T A = 00, C N T B = 01. C N T C = 10 and C N T D = 11. If the input codes for
the ad-mode and op-codei are the same as in Example 7.5.3, the corresponding encoded
cover is:

Recall that each row of the encoded table is an implicant whose output part implies a
I K U E value of each scalar output when the corresponding entry is 1. Thus, for any given
input pattern, the value of the outputs is the disjunction of the output parts of the asserted
implicants. Moreover, the first implicant is void and can be dropped from the table.
Some multiple-valued logic minimization techniques have been proposed [22]
that optimize functions whose inputs and outputs are multiple valued. Thus they are
more general in nature than the mvi-minimization described before in this chapter.
In the common multiple-valued logic model, logic walues are represented by integers
and covering relations correspond to comparisons of integers. Therefore, multiplevalued logic minimizers can be applied to the symbolic minimization problem by
assigning an integer value to each symbol. Since multiple-valued logic minimizers
exploit covering relations among the implicant output parts, smaller covers may be
obtained as compared to those achieved by mvi-minimizers.
Example 7.5.11. Consider again the instruction decoder of Example 7.5.1. Assign values
0.1.2.3 to C N T A . C N T B . C N T C and C N T D , respectively. Then a multiple-valued
minimirer could be invoked and would yield the result of Example 7.5.10. Note that a
different integer assignment would yield a different result.

The multiple-valued minimization approach has two pitfalls when applied to
minimization of symbolic functions. First, the assignment of symbols to integers affects their covering relation and the final result. The covering relation among symbols
should be derived as a result of the minimiration step and not prescribed before (as
done implicitly by coding symbols with integers). Second, the disjunction of two hinary codes may he used to represent a third one. Hence, the simultaneous assertion
of two implicants may be made to mean the assertion of an output different from
those of the corresponding output pans. This has no counterpart in multiple-valued
minimization.

Example 7.5.12.

Consider the alternative cover of the previous example:
100
010
010
001
001

1111

1100
0011
l I10
0111

CNTA
CNTB
CNTC
CNTB
CNTC

Note that no implicant implies output C N T D . However, this output could be specified
as the disjunction of the codes of C N T B and C N T C . Hence, the simultaneous assertion
of the last two implicants would obviate the problem. The following codes could be used
again: C N T A = 00, C N T B = 01, C N T C = 10 and C N T D = 11.
The output encoding problem requires solving first symbolic minimization and
then an encoding problem. In this case, as well as for solving the combined input and
output encoding problems, symbolic minimization differs from multiple-valued logic
minimization and is indeed a novel problem. Symbolic minimization optimizes a cover
while exploiting covering and disjuncrive relations among codes, as described above.
Both exact and heuristic methods for symbolic minimization have been proposed,
whose detailed description goes beyond the scope of this book. We summarize the
approaches next and we refer the reader to [ I ] and [ l o ] for details.
Exact symbolic minimization, as originally proposed by Ashar ei a / . [I], consists
first in computing a set of generalized printe implicar~rsand then in solving a constrained covering problem. The generalized prime implicants have to take into account
the disjunctive relations. Hence two implicants, whose input parts have distance 1 but
assert different symbolic outputs, can be merged and a s s e m h e union of the outputs.
Similarly, an implicant is covered by another one only if the input part of the former is
covered by the latter and the output parts are the same. Generalized prime implicants
can be computed by iterating the merging of pairs of implicants with distance 1. A
more efficient approach can be used, by realizing that the set of generalized primes
is in one-to-one correspondence with the primes of an auxiliary bv-function, obtained
by replacing the symbols by 0-hot codes (i.e., symbol i is encoded by a string of is,
with a 0 in the ith position) [I]. Therefore efficient prime generation algorithms for
bv-functions can be used to achieve a reduced prime implicant table, such as that used
by ESPRESSO-EXACT.
In exact symbolic minimization, the covering of the minterms must take into
account the encodability constraints, i.e., the fact that a minimum subset of the generalized primes must cover the function while exploiting the covering and disjunctive
relations. T h e unate covering algorithm (of Section 2.5.3) can be applied with the
following modifications. First, covering between primes is restricted to the case in
which they have the same output part. This affects the dominance relations. Second,
the declaration of the "best solution seen so far" is subject to the satisfaction of a set
of constraints. Details are reported in reference [I].
A heuristic method for symbolic minimization was implemented by program
[lo]. This approach exploits only the covering relations and involves
CAPPUCCINO
invocations of an mvi-minimizer, namely ESPRESSO,
as many as the number of output
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symbols. Each mvi-minimization minimizes the on set of an output symbol, with a
special dc set that includes the on set of other symbolic outputs. This allows the cover
to be reduced in size while exploiting points of the on set of other symbols. When
this occurs, these symbols are required to cover the current symbol to preserve the
original meaning of the representation.
Symbolic minimization yields a minimum (or minimal) cover and a partial order,
representing a covering relation. In addition, some symbolic minimizers yield a set of
disjunctive relations (with possibly nested conjunctive relations [I]). The encoding of
symbolic outputs must then exploit this information.
ENCODING ALGORITHMS. We consider the encoding of a set of output symbols S,
with n , = ISI. The covering relations can be modeled by a binary conmaint matrix

B E Bnrxn,that is the adjacency matrix of the directed graph modeling the partial
order of the covering relations. The disjunctive relations can be modeled analogously.
Example 7.5.13. The constraint matrix for the problem instance of Example 7.5.10
is a set of covering relations. Namely, the fourth symbol ( C N T D ) covers the second
( C N T B ) and the third ( C N T C ) ones. Thus:

-

An encoding matrix E satisfies the output encoding constraints if, for each
column e of E, the covering and disjunctive relations are satisfied bitwise. Thus
satisfaction of output constraints is a property of each column of E. A valid encoding
matrix E is a set of columns, each satisfying the output constraints and providing a
set of distinct codes (i.e., rows) for the symbols.
In practice, the output encoding problem is often considered in conjunction
with an input encoding problem. Two examples are noteworthy. First, consider the
design of two cascaded logic blocks, each modeled by a two-level cover and whose
interconnection can be described in terms of symbolic data, as shown in Figure 7.15.
Second, think of the encoding of the feedback signals of a finite-state machine, i.e., of
its states. In both cases, a set of symbols S must be encoded while satisfying input and
output constraints simultaneously. Note that input and output constraints may not be
satisfiable simultaneously for some problem instance. Conditions for their combined
satkfaction are reported in references [lo], [ I ] and 125). Some symbolic minimizers
take these conditions into account and yield simultaneously satisfiable input and output
constraints.
Dichotomy-based exact and heuristic encoding algorithms have been studied.
The properties of the dichotomies must be redefined in the framework of input and
output encoding. Output encoding exploits covering relations that are antisymmetric.
Thus, the validity of an encoding is no more preserved by column complementation.

As a result, all definitions related to dichotomies (introduced for the input encoding problem) must be modified to be used for the input and output encoding prohlem.
For example, two dichotomies (L,; R I ) and (L2; R2) are compatible if and only if
L I n R2 = 0 and R1 n - L z = 0. Thus a dichotomy is no longer compatible with
the dichotomy obtained by interchanging its blocks. Similarly a dichotomy ( L I ,R1)
covers another dichotomy (L2, R2) if and only if L I 2 L2 and R1 2 Rz. Dichotomies
are said to satisfy the output constraints if the corresponding encoding satisfies the
specified covering and disjunctive constraints. Prime dichotomies are restricted to
those satisfying the output constraints and their set is constructed while considering
dichotomies satisfying the constraints as well.
The following exact input and output encoding algorithm is an extension of the
exact input encoding algorithm described previously. We outline briefly the major
differences, and we refer the interested reader to reference [25] for details. All prime
dichotomies are computed first. Whereas satisfaction of the output constraints is ensured by using the primes, satisfaction of input constraints is guaranteed by solving
the covering problem. In the covering problem, we consider seed dichotomy pairs,
by adding to each seed dichotomy (as defined in Section 7.5.1) the seed dichotomy
with the blocks interchanged. At least one element of each seed pair must be covered.
If neither dichotomy in any pair can be covered by any prime, then the input and
output constraints are not simultaneously satisfiable. When contrasting the covering
formulation of this problem to that of the input encoding problem, note that seed pairs
are required by the redefinition of dichotomy covering. In both cases the covering
problem is unate.
A heuristic algorithm for input and output encoding was implemented in program
CAPPUCCINO
[lo]. It is an extension of the algorithm dqcribed in Section 7.5.1.
The encoding matrix E is constructed column by column, where each column is the
encoding corresponding to the largest set of maximally compatible dichotomies that
satisfy the output constraints. The dichotomies that the algorithm considers are those
associated with each row of the constraint matrix A and those obtained by exchanging
the blocks.
Example 7.5.14. Consider two cascaded circuits, as shown in Figure 7.15. The fonner is

the insbuction decoder of Example 7.5.10 and the latter is another circuit, called "second
stage."
We assume that the signals that link the two circuits, called 'tontrol" in Figure 7.15, can be encoded arbitrarily. Hence we want to choose an encoding of the
"control" signals, corresponding to a minimal two-level cover of both the instruction
decoder and the second stage.
. We apply then symbolic minimization to the covers representing both circuits. In
particular, we need to solve an output encoding problem for the first circuit and an input
encoding problem for the second. For the sake of the example, assume that symbolic
minimization of the "second stage" yields a constraint mauix:
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FIGURE 7.15
Two cascaded circuits.

The output covering constraints of the instluction decuder, derived in Example 7.5.10,
are represented by:

In words, the output encoding constraints mean that the code of C N T D must cover
those of C N T B and C N T C . The seed dichotomy pairs associated with A are:
( { CNTA,CNTB )
( I CNTC 1
( ( CNTA.CNTB )
( CNTD 1

;
;
;
;

1 CNTC ) )
{ CNTA,CNTB ) )
{ CNTD ) )
{ CNTA,CNTB ) )

( { CNTB,CNTD )

;

(
{
{
(

(

1 CNTA 1

( { CNTB,CNTD
( CNTC t

;

1

;
;

CNTA ) )
CNTB,CNTD 1 )
CNTC ) )
CNTB,CNTD 1 )

The seed dichotomies ~ 2 . 4 S. I B and srn are not compatible with B, because the corresponding encoding bit for C N T D is 0.
Prime dichotomies that are compatible with B are:

:

m

( I CNTC,CNTD 1
( ( CNTB,CNTD )

;

{ CNTA,CNTB
{ CNTA.CNTC

pi

( { CNTA,CNTB,CNTD )

:

{ CNTC ) )

PI

1)
1)

where p , covers s18 and S ~ B .p? covers S,A and SJA and p, covers sla and s4,. Hence
p, and p, cover at least one element of all seed pairs, corresponding to the encoding:
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The heuristic algorithm would consider instead the dichotomy pairs associated
with each row of A, namely:

After having deleted the dichotomies that do not satisfy the output constraints (i.e.,
Id,#,d 2 ~ ) a) .solution is formed with the remaining ones (i.e., {dl,4.d2,)).Since these two
dichotomies are incompatible. they are considered one at a time, yielding two columns
of the encoding matrix. The result is the same as the one before.

7.5.3 Output Polarity Assignment
The output polarity assignment problem is a form of output encoding for functions
with binluy-valued outputs. The goal is to decide whether it is convenient or not
to implement each scalar output with the positive or negative polarity, i.e., in the
uncomplemented or complemented form.
Consider first the case of a single-output function. Then, if we are free to choose
the output polarity, we can minimize the on set and the off set of the function and
choose the implementation with the smallest size. This approach becomes impractical
for m-output functions, because there are Zm polarity assignments and we would need
an exponential number of logic minimizations.
A heuristic approach was proposed by S a a o [24]. Given a function f with m
outputs, an auxiliary function f with 2m outputs is constmcred that is called a doublephase charucterisricfirnction. The first m scalar components of ff are the same as those
of f; the second m are their complements. The double-phase characteristic function
is then minimized using a heuristic or exact minimizer. Then the minimized cover
ffmi, is examined, in the search for the minimum set of product terms that cover each
scalar component, either in the complemented or uncomplemented form.
The computation of the minimum set of product terms can be done by using
a covering expression that is reminiscent of Petick's method. Each product term of
ff,i, is labeled by a variable. A scalar component of the original function f is correctly
implemented if either all product terms that cover it are selected or all product terms
that cover its complement are selected. This can be expressed by a sum of two products
of the variables representing the product terms of ffmi.. Since this argument has to
hold for all scalar components, the overall covering expression can he written as a
product of sums of products form. By multiplying out this expression, we can obtain
a sum o f ~ r o d u c t sexpression, where a cube with fewest literals indicates the product
terms of ffmi, that solve our problem. This method is viable for small values of m.
Otherwise, the corresponding covering problem must be solved by other (heuristic)
algorithms.
Example 7.5.15. Let us consider a 2-bit adder function [241. It has four bv-inputs and
three outputs f o , f , , f2.Hence the double-phase characteristic function has six outputs
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fo,fi,f2,fd.f;.f;. We report here the output p m of a cover of ffmj.;its complete
derivation is reported by Sasao [24].

To implement the first output (in either polarity), terms o and 6 or and C must be
selected. This can be written as o6 + B < and similarly for the other outputs. Hence, the
covering expression is:

which, when multiplied out, yields:

Hence, a solution in terms of a minimal number of product terms can be achieved by
choosing, for example, o6crl. This choice corresponds to implementing fa,f;,f2,i.e.,
the second output has the negative polarity. This would save one product term with
respect to the solution where no polarity assignment is-used.

7.6 MINIMIZATION OF BOOLEAN
RELATIONS*
Boolean relations are general~zationsof Boolean functions, where each input pattern
may correspond to more than one output pattern. As a result, a relation is specified
by a subset of the Cartesian product of the input and output Boolean spaces. In
general, Boolean relations are useful in specifying combinational circuits that can
be implemented by different logic functiom. Thus Boolean relations provide a more
general interpretation of the degrees of freedom in logic optimization than don't care
conditions.

Example 7.6.1.

This example is bornwed from the original paper on Boolean relations
by Brayton and Somenzi 131. Consider two interconnected circuits. The former is a 2bit adder that takes four inputs [ a o , a , , bo, b , ) and yields three outputs { x o , x l , x z ) .The
latter circuit is a comparator, whose inputs are the outputs of the adder and whose outputs
( 2 0 , ZI] encode the result of a comparison of the sum with the constants 3 and 4, as shown
in Figure 7.16. Namely the comparator's output denotes if the sum, represented in vector
form as x, encodes an integer smaller than 3, equal to either 3 or 4 or larger than 4.
Consider now the adder circuit, and assume that its output x is ohsewed by the
comparator only. Thus all patterns of x that encode integers smaller than 3 are equivalent

RGURE 7.16
Example of cascaded circuits. The adder can be specified by
a Boolean relation.

as far as producing the comparator's output. Similar considerations apply to those patterns
encoding integers larger than 4 and to those encoding 3 and 4. The Boolean space spanned
by x can then be partitioned into three equivalent classes. The adder can be expressed
by the following relation table:
ai

0
0
0
0
I
0
0
0
1
1
1

0
1
I
1
1

ao
0
0
0
I
0
1
0
I
0
0
I
1
1
0
I
I

bl
0
0
I
0
0
0
1
1
0

1
0
1
0
I
I
1

bo
0

I
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
I

x

=

{ooo,ool,0l0)
(W,ool,OIO)
(Ooo,ool,OlO 1
(ooo,ool,0l0)
(ooo,ool,Ol0)
(ooo,ool,Ol01
( 0 1 1 , loo 1
[Oll,l00t
( 01 I, loo ]
(Oll,loo)
(011, l o o )
( 011, loo 1
( 0 1 1 , I00 1
(10l,110,11l]
[101,ll0,111~
( 101.l10, I l l 1

The more general specification of the adder by means of a Boolean relation allows
us to optimize it while taking advantage of the specific interconnection between the
adder and the comparator, which reduces the observability of the internal signals x. The

corresponding wider degrees of freedom in optimizing the adder cannot be expressed by
don't care conditions on variables.
The optimization problem consists of finding a minimum (or minimal) cover of a
Boolean function to which this relation table can be reduced. As an example, we show
next a minimum cover derived by a minimizer. (The reduction steps are not obvious at
a first glance.)

q
*

*
*

*

*
1

010
100

*.
*

*

0

0

001
1

It is interesting to note that an integer output value of the adder can be encoded differently
according to the summands. For example, integer 4 may be computed as 2 2, whose
corresponding binary input patterns assert the third implicant and yield output 100. On
the other hand, integer 4 may be computed as I + 3 (3 + I), whose corresponding binary
input patterns assert the first and fourth (second and fifth) implicants. The corresponding
encodings of 4 is thus 011. Note that both encodings of 4 are equivalent, because we
observe only the comparator's output.

+

A Boolean relation specifies implicitly many Boolean functions, i.e., all those
functions whose output pattems are among those specified by the relation. Such functions are said to be compatible with the relation. Since there are many compatible
functions, deriving and minimizing all of them is not an efficient method for determining the best implementation. Therefore, exact (and heuristic) methods for finding
l e a Boolean redirectly the minimum (or minimal) Boolean f u n c t i o t i ~ o m ~ a t i b with
lation have been proposed.
We consider first exact optimization, which follows the strategy of exact minimization of Boolean functions.
Definition 7.6.1. A candidate prime (c-prime) of a Boolean relation is a prime of a

function compatible with the relation.
Quine's theorem can be extended to Boolean relations and c-primes: Indeed,
under the usual assumption that the cost of an implementation of an implicant increases
with its literal count, a minimum cover can be found in terms of c-primes only.
Methods for generating all c-primes and weeding out redundant ones are reported
by Brayton and Somenzi [31. They do not require deriving all primes of the compatible
functions. Once c-primes have been computed, we need to search for a c-prime subset
of minimum cardinality that covers one function compatible with the relation.
To analyze the covering problem related to the optimization of Boolean relations,
we compare the covering expression of Petrick's method in the cases of Boolean
function and Boolean relation minimization. Recall how a covering expression for a
Boolean function is derived: for each minterm, a clause is formed that is the disjunction
of variables associated with all primes that cover it. The covering expression is the
product of all clauses and is unate in all variables.
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When considering Boolean relations, for each specified input pattern (i.e., minterm) we create a clause that states which combination of primes would yield a
comct output. Different from the case of Boolean functions, the selection of a cprime may imply the selection of another c-prime, as shown by the following example.
This implication may be represented by a clause with a complemented variable. The
covering expression is again the product of all clauses. and it may be binate in some
variables. In other words, the exact Boolean relation minimization' problem differs
from the Boolean function optimization problem in that it requires the solution of a
binate covering problem, rather than a unate covering problem. Binate covering can
be solved exactly by the branch-and-bound algorithm described in Section 2.5.3, but
it is in general harder to solve than unate covering.
Example 7.6.2. We consider a Boolean relation simpler than the one of Example 7.6.1,
for the sake of describing the covering process. Note that in general the outputs of a
Boolean relation need not represent a partition of the output Boolean space into equivalence classes. The Boolean relation is described by the following truth table, where a 1
in the output part of a rninterm implies that the corresponding output is TRUE.

mere are four Boolean functions that can k derived by taking either choice of output
pattern in the last two rows of the table, in addition to the other implicants, namely:

The c-primes are the following:

The c-prime computation can be performed directly from the relation table, without
considering the compatible functions separately [3]. In practice, the compatible functions
need not even be derived explicitly. We do not describe the computation of the c-primes,
but we justify their presence by considering the compatible functions.

C-primes a and b are primes of f A and f '. C-primes 6 and 3. are primes of f ',
while c-primes t, < and 7 are primes of f D . C-primes y and 6 are primes of f a and
f C , respectively; they are subsumed by 7 and can be discarded.
Consider now the covering problem. Take input pattern 01 1. The corresponding
output pattern in the relation table is 10. which can be covered by either u or 6 . The
corresponding clause is then a + E . A similar consideration applies to input pattern 101,
whose corresponding clause is then b + <.
When considering pattern 1 10, the corresponding output is 00 or I I . Thus implicant
q may or may not he in the cover. yielding the neutral clause 7 q', which can be
disregarded.
Consider now input pattern 1 1 1. The corresponding output pattern can be 00 or
I I. If no implicant is selected. the output is 00 and it is correct. If either implicant 7 or
both F and < are selected. then the output is 1 1 and it is correct. However, if only one
of either t or 5 is selected. the output is 10 or 01, which is not correct. Hence the clause
is 0 + t < + t'C', which can be rewritten as (t + <' + q ) . (E' < 7).
The overall covering clause is:

+

+ +

The corresponding covering problem is binate. A solution is given by selecting
c-primes (a.01, yielding the following cover (corresponding to a minimum cover o f f A ) :

Heuristic minimization of Boolean relations parallels heuristic minimization of
Boolean functions [28]. Three operators are applied to a compatible function representation in an iterative fashion until the corresponding cost decreases. The operators e-xpand, reduce and irredundanr are used in this perspective with some modifications. The operators manipulate a representation of a compatible function, while
keeping it consistent with the Boolean relation and exploiting the corresponding
degrees of freedom. This iterative technique can cope also with multiple-valued relations that provide a powerful modeling paradigm for several problems in logic
design.

7.7

PERSPECTIVES

Minimization of logic functions in two-level form is a classic problem of switching
theory, probably one of the oldest [15]. Nevertheless, it has been an exciting playground of research in recent years. Heuristic logic minimization reached a plateau in
the early 1980s with program ESPRESSO,which provides near-minimum solutions to
most problems of practical size. Thus ESPRESSO
and its derivatives are used routinely
to solve different types of problems that arise in logic design and not restricted to
two-level implementations.
Exact logic minimization was thought of as impractical until a decade ago. The
increased speed and memory of engineering workstations, as well as the development
of efficient exact covering algorithms and data structures, brought renewed interest
to this problem. Despite the success of ESPRESSO-EXACT
in minimizing exactly many
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7.9 PROBLEMS
I. Consider a single-output bv-function f and its cover F. Show that if F is unate in a
variable, so is f .
2. Consider an mvi-function f and its cover F. Show that if F is weakly unatz in a variable,
so is f .

3. Consider an mvi-function f that is strongly unate. Show that its complelnent is also a
strongly unate function. Specialize this result to bv-functions. Show, then, by counterexample, that the complement of a weakly unate function may not be unate.

+

+

4. Consider the function whose on ser is F"" = ab'c' a'br' a'bc and whose dc set is
FDC = abc'. Represent the on set and dc set in the positional-cube notation and compute
the offset by using the sharp operator. Repeat the offser computation by using the disjoint
s h a q operator.
5. Consider the function f = ab'c' + a'hc' + a'bc. Determine whether the f contains cube
bc by checking the tautology of the cofactor. Use covers in the positional-cube notation
and show all steps. Repeat the containment check for cube ah.
6. Show that /' = .r . f; + .r' . f:..
7. Show that all primes of a unate function are essential.
8. Design a recursive algorithm to check if an expanded implicant is covered by F o N U FDC.
9. Consider an mvi-function f and its cover F. Show that for any p-valued vxiable x :

10. Consider function f = a'd'+a'b+ab'+ac'd. Form a cover in the positional-cube notation
and compute all primes and all essential primes using the mesods outlined in Sections 7.3.4
and 7.4.4, respectively. Show all steps. Compare your results with Figure 7.5 (a).
11. Show how nivi-minimization can be done using a bv-minimizer by specifying an appwpriate don't care set.

12. The Natchez Indian culture has four classes: Suns, Nobles, Honorrds and Srinkards. Within
this culture, the allowed marriages and the resulting offspring are given by the following
table:

Lxz
Morher

Father

Offspring
Sun

Noble
Honored
Noble
Honored
Stinkard
Srinkard

The remaining marriages are not allowed. Represent the condition that yields a Stinkard
offspring by a single symbolic implicant. Then form a minimal symbolic representation of
the disallowed marriages. Label the offspring field as "none" in this case.

13. Consider an input encoding problem characterized by constraint matrix A. Show that a valid
encoding malrix E remains valid for any permutation or complementation of its columns.

14. Consider the input encoding problem specified by the matrix:

A =

[; ; y ]

where each column from left to right is associated with an element in the set (a, b, c, d ) .
Find a minimum-length encoding E satisfying the constraint. Find a minimum-length encoding E satisfying the constraint and such that the code of b covers the code of c. Repeat
the exercise for the input encoding problem specified by the matrix:
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
where each column from left to right is associated with an element in the set (a,b, c, d , e , f ,
g, h ) . Use your favorite method.
15. Consider the input encoding problem specified by the matrix:
l l o l o l o o
0 l 0 l 0 0 0 0
l000010'0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Compute all seed and prime dichotomies. Formulate a covering table and solve it exactly.
16. Consider the optimization of a logic unit performing f , = a b; f 2 = b c under the
assumption that the outputs feed only an OR gate. Write the Boolean relation that specifies
the equivalent output panems of the logic unit and determine a minimum compatible
function. Is the minimum function unique?

+

+

CHAPTER

MULTIPLE-LEVEL
COMBINATIONAL
LOGIC
OPTIMIZATION

En la tardanza suele esrar el peligro.
Ihe danger is geerally in rhe delaj.

M. de Cervantes, Don Quixore

8.1 INTRODUCTION
Combinational logic circuits are very often implemented as multiple-level networks of
logic gates. The fine granularity of multiple-level networks provides us with several
degrees of freedom in logic design that may be exploited in optimizing area and delay
as well as in satisfying specific constraints, such as different timing requirements on
different inputloutput paths. Thus multiple-level networks are very often preferred to
two-level logic implementations such as PLAs.
The unfortunate drawback of the flexibility in implementing combinational functions as multiple-level networks is the difficulty of modeling and optimizing the networks themselves. Few exact optimization methods have been formulated [20, 351,but
they suffer from high computational complexity. Exact optimization methods are not
considered to be practical today, and they are not surveyed in this book. Instead, we
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describe some heuristic methods that have been shown effective in reducing the area
and delay of large-scale networks. The overall level of understanding of multiple-level
logic design is at a less mature stage than two-level logic optimization. However, the
need of practical synthesis and optimization algorithms for multiple-level circuits has
made this topic one of utmost importance in CAD.
We consider in this chapter multiple-level circuits that are interconnections of
single-output combinational logic gates. We assume that the interconnection provides
a unidirectional flow of signals from a set of primary inputs to a set of primary
outputs. A consequence of the unidirectionality is the lack of feedbacks and thus the
overall circuit implements strictly combinational functions. The abstract model for
these multiple-level logic circuits is called a logic network, and it is described in
detail in the next section.
Logic networks can be implemented according to different design styles that
relate to the type of combinational logic gates being interconnected. Network implementations can be restricted to a single type of gate, e.g., NORS andlor NANDS with
fixed (or bounded) fan-in. Alternatively, multiple-level circuits can be interconnections
of logic gates that are instances of elements of a given cell library. This style is typical of standard-cell and array-based designs. Macro-cell implementations of networks
can be in terms of gates that implement logic functions subject to some functional
constraint (e.g., limitations on the fan-in or on the form of the logic expression representing the gate), because cell generators may be used to synthesize the physical view
of the logic gates.
The desired design style affects the synthesis and optimization methods. Indeed the search for an interconnection of logic gates optimizing nrea and/or performance depends on the constraints on the choice o f t h e gates themselves. Multiplelevel logic optimization is usually pmitioned into two tasks. First, a logic network
is optimized while neglecting the implementation constraints on the logic gates and
assuming loose models for their area and performance. Second, the constraints on
the usable gates (e.g., those represented by the cell library) are taken into account
as well as the corresponding detailed models. We consider in this chapter the former task only. Library binding will be presented in Chapter 10. It is important to
remember that this two-stage optimization strategy is a heuristic way to cope with
the overall problem complexity by breaking it into simpler subproblems at the expense of the quality of the solution. Nevertheless, the aforementioned strategy is
commonly used and it is justified also by the fact that most subproblems in multiplelevel optimization are solved approximatively by heuristic algorithms. An alternative
approach that performs optimization and binding concurrently will be presented in
Section 10.3.4.
The optimization of multiple-level logic networks has received a lot of attention. It would he impossible to report in detail on all different approaches that
have been proposed. We restrict our attention to those optimization methods that are
either very commonly used or representative of a class of techniques. The most general taxonomy of optimization methods is in terms of algurithms and rule-based
methods. We defer the description of the latter ones to Section 8.7 and we devote the first part of this chapter to algorithms for area and delay optimization. In
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particular, we consider next (in Section 8.2) the modeling issues and we formulate the optimization problems. We present then in Sections 8.3 and 8.4 optimization algorithms based on the algebraic and Boolean properties of the network representation. The relations between circuit optimization and testability are surveyed
in Section 8.5. Section 8.6 is devoted to algorithms for performance evaluation and
optimization.

8.2 MODELS AND TRANSFORMATIONS
FOR COMBINATIONAL NETWORKS
The behavior of an n-input, m-output combinational circuit can be expressed by an
array of Boolean functions f, : B" + (0, 1, *], i = 1 , 2 , . . . , m , alternatively denoted
by f : Bn + (0, I , *Irn. Such functions may he inconlpletely specified and represent
an explicit mapping from the primary input space to the primary output space.
The structure of a multiple-level combinational circuit, in terms of an interconnection of logic gates, can be described by a logic network, as introduced in Section
3.3.2. The logic network is an incidence structure relating its modules, representing
inputfoutput ports and logic gates, to their interconnection nets. The logic network can
be represented by a dag, with vertices corresponding to network modules and edges
representing two-terminal nets to which the original multi-terminal nets are reduced.
A logic network whose internal modules are bound logic gates is called in jargon a
bound or mapped network.
A circuit behavior may he mapped into many equivalent structures. Conversely,
a unique behavior of a combinational circuit can be derived from its auucture. In
some cases, the size o f f may be so large as to make the representation impractical
for use, when sum of products (product of sums) forms or BDDs are used. Consider,
for example, a logic network of a five-level deep parity tree, with two-input EXOR
gates. The corresponding behavior, expressed as a sun1 ofproducts form, requires Z3'
implicants. As a second example, consider a multiplier that can he represented by a
Wallace-tree interconnection. The corresponding BDD representation is of exponential
size.
Example 8.2.1. An example of a simple bound network is shown in Figure 8.1. Its
corresponding graph is shown in Figure 8.2. The inputloutput behavior of the network
is:

:i

b 3 1 ;

C ,

..................

.

FIGURE 8.1
Example of a bound logic network.

FIGURE 8.2
Example of a logic network graph.

The concept of a logic network is more general than that of an interconnection
of logic gates represented by bound networks. In general, logic networks can be
considered as hybrid (st~cturaYbehavioraI)logic models by allowing the internal
modules to be associated with arbitrary scalar (i.e., single-output) Boolean functions.
Hence, they can be seen as networks of local functions, where the network implies a
structure and the local functions model the local behavior. Logic networks are very
convenient means to represent multiple-level combinational circuits and to support
their optimization, because the combination of local functions with relatively smallsized representations allows us to model complex behaviors.
In this chapter, we restrict our attention to non-hierarchical logic networks, because logic optimization methods are described as applied to flat networks. Flattening
the hierarchy of logic networks is trivial. Conversely, performing logic optimization
on hierarchical models leads to additional complications.
Moreover, we assume that the interconnection nets are split into sets of twoterminal nets, so that the network itself is isomorphic to its graph representation. This
allows us to use the notion of logic network and logic network graph interchangeably,
therefore simplifying the notation and the description~fthe optimization methods. In
other words, a logic network can be seen as a vertex-annotated directed acyclic graph,
where the annotation is just the specification of the local functions.
We summarize these considerations by refining the earlier definition of logic
network of Section 3.3.2.
Definition 8.2.1. A non-hierarchical combinational logic network is:
A set of vertices V partitioned into three subsets called primary inputs V', primary
outputs V0and internal vertices VC. Each vertex is labeled by a variable.
A set of scalar combinational Boolean functions associated with the internal vertices.
The support variables of each local function are variables associated with primary
inputs or other internal vertices. The dependency relation of the support variables
induces a panial order on the set of vertices and corresponds to the edge set E.
A set of assignments of the primary outputs to internal vertices that denotes which
variables are directly observable from outside the network.

Each vertex and the corresponding local function is associated with an uncomplemented variable. Since the variables in the suppon set of the local functions may
be complemented or uncomplemented, local complementation may be needed. In the
usual logic network model as defined above, where vertices are associated with variables, inverters are implicit in the model and are not represented. Equivalently, each
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vertex can provide signals in both polarity, and the network is called a double-polarity
logic network. When an explicit notion of the inverters is desired, the previous definition of logic network can be modified by associating vertices with literals and edges
with literal dependencies, yielding a single-polarity logic network. Whereas area and
delay models are simpler for single-polarity networks, this model reduces some degrees of freedom for optimization. Hence the double-polarity model is often used [6].
We refer to double-polarity logic networks as logic networks for Lirevity. We shall
consider the polarity issue in detail in Section 8.4.3.
We use the following notational conventions in the sequel. We represent a
logic network by G.(V, E ) . We denote by ni = IV'I, n, = lVO1 and n, = lVGl
the number of input, output and internal vertices, respectively. Variables are represented by characters, possibly with subscripts, e.g., a , x , , x,,.,. (We refrain from using
character f , often used to denote a generic function.) Vertices associated with variables are denoted by a subscript corresponding to the variable, e.g., u., u,,, u,our.
Boolean functions associated with vertices are also denoted by a subscript corresponding to the variable, e.g., f a , f,,, f ,_,. In this chapter, to avoid confusion, we
shall denote the cofactor operation with an extended notation, e.g., the cofactor of f
w.r.t. x is denoted by f I,=,. Since every internal vertex of the network associates a
variable with a function, the logic network can also be expressed by a set of logic
equations.

Example 8.2.2. Consider the logic network, with primary input variables (a, b, c, d , el
and primary output variables ( w , x , y , z]. described by the following equations:

-

p = ce

+ de

q = a+b
r = p+o'

s = r+b'

r = ac+ad+bc+bd+r
u = q'c+qc'+qc

u = a'd

+ bd + c'd + ae'

w = v
* = s

y = r
z = u

The network is shown in Figure 8.3 (a) and the corresponding graph in Figure 8.3 (b).
The longest path involves three stages of logic. Note that the last four assignments denote
explicitly the primary outputs.
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(a)

FIGURE 8 3
(a) Example of a logic network. (b) Example of an irornorphic logic network graph.

The inputloutput terminal k h a v i o r of the network is:
u'd

+ bd + c'd + ae'

a'+b'+ce+de
ac+ad+bc+bd+e

8.2.1 Optimization of Logic Networks
Major optimization objectives in combinational logic design are area and delay reduction. Maximization of the circuit testability is also an important goal. Let us contrast
two-level logic to multiple-level logic implementations and optimization goals. When
considering two-level logic implementations of sum of producrs representations, the
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area and delay are proportional to the size of the cover, as shown in Chapter 7 [Figure 8.4(a)]. Thus, achieving minimum (or irredundant) covers corresponds to optimizing both area and delay. Achieving irredundant covers corresponds to maximizing the
circuit testability. In the case of multiple-level circuits, minimal-area implementations
do not correspond in general to minimal-delay ones and vice versa [Figure 8.4(b)].
A simple example is provided by combinational adders. Thus, trading off area for
delay is extremely important in multiple-level logic design. In addition, the relations
between area, delay and testability are complex, as described in Section 8.5.
The design of multiple-level logic circuits involves a truly multiple-criteria optimization problem. It is often desirable to use optimization methods to determine
area-delay trade-off points, which are solutions to the following problems:
Area minimization (under delay constraints).
Delay minimization (under area constrai?ts)
Both problems address the optimization of area and delay estimates extracted from
the logic network model. Delay constraints may be expressed by input arrival times
and output required times, which constrain inputloutput path delays. A simple and
common case is the one where all inputs arrive simultaneously and all outputs must
satisfy the same timing requirement.
We address first the important problem of modeling area and delay in logic
networks. The area occupied by a multiple-level network is devoted to the logic
gates and to wires. The area of each logic gate is known in case of networks bound
to library cells. Otherwise it must be estimated for a vinual gate implementing the
corresponding logic function. A common way to estimate the area is to relate it to
the number of literals of a factored form representation of the functions. (See Section 2.5.2.) The rationale is based on the fact that a cell generator for the virtual
gate in MOS technology would require as many polysilicon stripes as the number
of literals (plus possibly one for the gate output). If all cells have the same height
and their width is roughly proportional to the number of polysilicon stripes, then
the gate area is proportional to the number of literals. The total number of liter-

FIGURE 8.4
(a) An example of the design evalualion space far a two-level logic circuit. (b) An example of the design
evaluation space for a mulliple-level logic circuit.
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als in a network relates then to the overall gate area. Since the wiring area is often proportional to the gate area, the total number of literals is an estimate of the
overall area. Even though this model should apply only to the case of a macro-cell
design style with cell generators, experimental results have shown a proportionality relation between total number of literals and overall area also for other design
styles.
In practice some difficulties may arise in computing thenumber of literals in a
factored form, because this requires an optimum factorization of the logic expressions,
which is a difficult problem to solve exactly. Often the number of literals in a (minimal)
sum of products form is used to estimate area or a weighted sum of the number of
literals and the number of internal vertices. In this chapter, we refer to the size (area
estimate) of a local logic expression as the number of variables appearing in that
expression in a minimal sum ofproducrs form. We refer to the size (area estimate) of
a logic network as the sum of the sizes of its local expressions.
Timing optimization is the minimization of the delay of the slowest path, called
the criticalpath. Delay modeling is important in computing accurately the path delays
and it involves two issues: the computation of the propagation delay associated with
each vertex and the path delay computation. The propagation delay associated with a
vertex can be easily estimated for bound networks, because the gate delay as a function
of the fanout is provided with the library specification. Otherwise, the propagation
delay must be estimated for a virtual gate implementing the local function. A crude
model is to assume unit delay per stage. More refined models involve relating the
propagation delay to the complexity of the logic function and to its fanout [8, 211.
The path delay computation involves the derivation of a worst-case bound on
the propagation time of an event along that path. A ~ m p l approximation
e
is the sum
of the propagation delay of the vertices along that path. Some paths may turn out to be
false, i.e., unable to propagate events. Detection of false paths, as well as estimation
of the critical true path, is complex and is described in Section 8.6.2. Wiring delays
play also a role in the overall delay computation. Since wire lengths are not known
at this stage, statistical models can be used to estimate them.

8.2.2 Transformations for Logic Networks
The optimization problems outlined above are complex and are believed to he intractable for general networks. Few exact methods have been proposed that to date
are not considered practical because of their computational complexity. For example,
Lawler [351 proposed a method for minimizing the literals in single-output multiplelevel, networks based on the computation of multi-level prime implicants and on the
solhion of a covering problem. Lawler's algorithm extends the Quine-McCluskey
method for the two-level optimization of Section 7.2.2.
Heuristic methods for multiple-level logic optimization perform a stepwise improvement of the network by means of logic transformations that preserve the inputloutput network behavior. Fortunately, most logic transformations are defined so
that network equivalence is guaranteed and does not need to be checked. Application
of logic transformations in any sequence preserves network equivalence.

Logic transformations can have a local or global effect. In the first case, a
transformation modifies a local Boolean function without affecting the structure of
the network. An example would be a Boolean optimization of a local function that
does not change its support set. Instead, global transformations affect also the structure
of the network and can he seen as the creationldeletion of one or more vertices andlor
edges. An example of a global transformation is the merging of two vertices and of
their corresponding expressions. This transformation is called elimination.
A model for the local functions is required for describing the transformations and
the related algorithms. We assume that local functions are represented by logic expressions, possibly factored. Thus local functions are sometimes referred to as expressions,
and vice versa, by not distinguishing between functions and their representations for
the sake of simplicity. Note that program implementations of logic optimization algorithms may use other models for storing the local functions, e.g., OBDDs.
We introduce now briefly some logic transformations that will be described in
more detail in the following sections.

ELIMINATION. The elimination of an internal vertex is its removal from the
network. The variable corresponding to the vertex is replaced by the corresponding
expression in all its occurrences in the logic network.
Example 8.2.3. Consider the logic network of Example 8.2.2 shown in Figure 8.3 (a).
Consider vertex v, of the network that feeds a signal to vertex v,. An elimination of u,
corresponds to the substitution of r with p + a', yielding:

The logic network after the elimination is shown in Figure 8.5

A motivation for an elimination may he the desire to remove a vertex associated
with a simple local function that can be aggregated to other local functions.

FIGURE 8.5
Example of an elimination

DECOMPOSITION. The decomposition of an internal vertex is its replacement by
two (or more) vertices that form a subnetwork equivalent to the original vertex.
Example 8.2.4. Consider the logic network of Example 8.2.2 shown in Figure 8.3 (a).
Consider vertex u, of the network, where f, = a'd + bd + c'd ae'. The expression for
f, can be reduced in size by factoring it as v = (a'+b+c')d+ae' and by precomputing
subexpression a'+b+c' at a new vertex to be introduced in the network. This corresponds
to replacing the equation for v by:

+

The logic network after the decomposition is shown in Figure 8.6.

A reason to decompose a vertex is the splitting of a complex function over two
(or more) internal vertices.

EXTRACTION. A common subexpression of two functions associated with two
vertices can be extracted by creating a new vertex associated with the subexpression.
The variable associated with the new vertex allows us to simplify the representations
of the two functions by replacing the common subexpressions.
Example 8.2.5. Consider the logic network of Example 8.2.2 shown in Figure 8.3 (a).
Consider vertices u, and u, of the network. A carexl examination of the corresponding
equations shows that they can be factored as:

................-.....................................................,
FIGURE 8.6
Example of a decomposition.
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Hence ( c + d ) is a common subexpression that can he extracted by creating an additional
vertex v i , and an additional variable k and rewriting the equations as:

The logic network after the extraction is shown i n Figure 8.7.

A reason for extracting common subexpressions is to simplify the overall network by exploiting commonalities.

SIMPLIFICATION. A function is reduced in complexity by exploiting the properties of its representation. If the function is represented in a two-level form, then
two-level optimi7ation techniques can be applied. If the support set does not change.
the transformation is local. Otherwise, simplification is a glohal transformation and it
corresponds to deleting one or more dependencies.
Example 8.2.6. Consider the logic network of Example 8.2.2 shown in Figure 8.3 (a).
Consider vertex u,,, whosz function f , = q'c+qc'+ y c can he simplified to L, = q + c .
Since the simplification does not affect the support of the function, i.e., the set of local
inputs is preserved, the transformation is local. The logic network after the simplification
is shown in Figure 8.8.

SUBSTITUTION. A function is reduced in complexity by using an additional input
that was not previously in its support set. The transformation requires the creation of
a dependency, but it may also lead to dropping others.
Example 8.2.7. Consider the logic network of Example 8.2.2 after the extraction, as
shown in Figure 8.7. Consider vertex u, associated with function j, = k o + k h + e. This

FIGURE 8.7
Example of an extraction
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FIGURE 8.8
Example of a simplification.

function can he simplified hy realizing that suhexpression a + h is already precomputed
at vertex u, and that the local function f , can be rewritten as f , = kq + e. This requires
adding a dependency from u, to o,. The logic network after the substitution is shown in
Figure 8.9.

Other transformations exist. The aforementioned transformations are among the
most common in multiple-level logic optimization and will be described in detail
in the sequel. Logic transformations affect both area and performance of a network,
because they modify the number of literals, the local ftrnctions and their dependencies.
Estimates are used to determine whether a transformation is locally favorahie, and
hence it sl~ouldbe applied to achieve the desired goal.
Multiple-level optimization follows a strategy similar to that used in heuristic
two-level optimization (Section 7.2.3), where operators like expand, reduce, irredun-

FIGURE 8.9
Example of a substitution.
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danr, etc., are applied to a logic cover to reduce the number of implicants. A logic
cover is declared optimal when the available operators cannot improve further the
current solution. Similarly, in multiple-level optimization, logic transformations are
the operators applied to the logic network in an iterative way. A network is declared
to be area or performance optimal with respect to a set of transformations when none
of these can improve the corresponding measure.
Example 8.2.8. Consider again the logic network of Example 8.2.2. The application of

the transformations described above yields the following network:

The network is shown in Figure 8.10. A comparison of the transformed network with
the original one shows that the total number of literals has decreased.

FTGURE 8.10
Example of a logic nework whose area estimate has been minimired

8.2.3 The Algorithmic Approach
to Multiple-Level Logic Optimization
There are two major limitations in optimizing networks using logic transformations.
First, given a set of transformations, it is difficult, if not impossible, to claim that
all equivalent network configurations can be reached by some sequence of transformations. Hence the optimum solution, or even the feasible ones in constrained
optimization, may not even be reachable. Second, different sequences of transformations lead to different results that may correspond to different local points of
optimality.
Whereas all heuristic approaches to- multiple-level optimization rely on stepwise improvement by means of transformations, different flavors exist in the way in
which transformations are chosen and applied. The major classification is in terms of
algorithmic-based and rule-based optimization methods.
The algurithmic approach to multiple-level optimization consists of defining an
algorithm for each transformation type. The algorithm detects when and where the
transformation can be applied and it terminates when no favorable transformation
of that type can be applied to the network. Hence each transformational algoritbm
can be seen as an operator performing a set of transformations. Notable examples of
programs using this approach are MIS [Sl and BQLD 131.
By contrast, in the rule-based approach to optimization, transformations of different types can be alternated according to a set of rules that mimic the optimization
steps performed by a human designer. The rule data-base stores a set of pattern pairs
representative of common network fragments. In each pair, the second pattern represents an equivalent but better implementation of the 6% pattern. Rule-based systems
rely on the detection of situations were a subnetwork corresponding to the first pattern of a pair can be replaced by the corresponding optimal pattern. The repeated
application of replacement rules improves the value of the desired objective function.
Rule-based systems will be described in detail in Section 8.7 and compared to the
algorithmic approach. An example of a rule-based system is IBM's LOGICSYNTHESIS
SYSTEM(LSS) [ l a , 191.
A major advantage of the algorithmic approach is that the transformations of
a given type are systematically applied, when favorable, to the network. As a result, some network properties can be claimed after the application of one or more
transformational algorithms. An example is primality and irredundancy of the local
Boolean functions of the network, which play an important role in the overall network
testability, as described in Section 8.5.
' h e application of the different algorithms related to various transformation
types is usually sequenced by scripts, i.e., by recipes that suggest the order of application and the termination criterion. Whereas determining the properties of each
algorithm and of the corresponding transformed network can be done in a rigorous
way, the effects of using different sequences of transformational algorithms is often
hard to predict and still the subject of investigation. Most logic optimization systems
provide empirical scripts to the user.

Example 8.2.9. The following script is used in the MISISIS progmm (81 and is called
a rugged scrip:
sween: eliminate -1
s i n p l l f y -m nocorp
c l i m i r - a r e -i

sweep; e i i n i n a t e 5
sir.p;iEy m nocomp
resu* - a

eliminate 1 : swees
ful:-siirpllfy
-m rmcomp

The sweep command eliminates all single-input vertices and those with a constant
local function. Eliminate ir eliminates all vertices that would not increase the area
estimate by more than k. Commands simplify -71 nocomp and full.simplity
-m nocamp perform Boolean simplification by invoking program ESPRESSO
without
computing the complete offset. (The latter command uses a larger set of don't care
conditions than the former.) aesub a performs algebraic substitution of all vertex
pairs. Command fx extracts double-cube and single-cube expressions.

Example 8.2.10. Consider again the complete differential yuation integrator, as described in Example 1.53, and its control unit, reported in Example 4.7.6. The following
assignments denote the combinational component of the cotwol unit after some sequential logic transformations (that will be described in Example 9.4.5 of Chapter 9). In this
example, the names of the variables have been shortened fur the sake of simplicity, and
curly braces denote signals observable at the outputs. (Variables y3, 5 4 and e4 are
associated with register inputs.)
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The following expressions show the control unit as optimized by SIS with the
rugged script. The number of literals has been reduced from 93 to 48:

We present now a simple transformational algorithm as an example. The elimination algorithm iterates the elimination of variables (and vertices), with the goal of
reducing the number of stages of a network. The number of stages of a logic network
is the maximum path weight over all input/output paths, where the weight is measured
in terms of internal vertices. A generic two-level circuit can then be modeled by a
single-stage logic network.' The reduction of the number of stages is often important.
Two cases are noteworthy: first, finding the maximal stage reduction such that the
area (or delay) does not increase and, second, performing the unconstrained reduction
to a single-stage network.
The elimination algorithm is used for this purpose. (See Algorithm 8.2.1.) The
algorithm performs a sequence of variable eliminations by substituting them by the
corresponding expressions, as in the case of Gaussian elimination for sets of linear
equations. The elimination algorithm takes also a threshold as argument, which represents the maximum local increase in area (or delay) that an elimination can yield.
The value associated with a vertex is the increase in area (or delay) caused by its
elimination. For example, when the literal count is used as a cost function, the value
of the elimination of a vertex with an /-literal expression and whose corresponding
variable appears n times in the network is nl - n - I .
A vertex elimination is performed only if its value is lower than or equal to the
threshold. To ensure no increase in area (or in delay), the threshold value k is set to
zero. Often, a small positive value of the threshold is used to allow a reduction of

'The apparent mismatch

between the number of levels and stages is due to the network madel where
associated with a function with no constraints on the levels of its representation, is., a
function could be represented by a cube, a two-level or a multiple-level fom (e.g., a factored form).
each vertex is
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ELIMINATE(G,(V. E ) . k ) (

repeat

(
u, =

selected vertex with value not

larger than

k;

if (u, = 0)return;
Replace x by f , in the network;

I

1
ALGORITHM 8.2.1

stages at the expense of a limited increase in area or delay. On the other hand, a large
value of the threshold allows for unconstrained stage reduction. The algorithm iterates
variable eliminations in a greedy fashion by selecting the vertex with lowest value
(and bounded from above by the threshold) until candidate vertices exist whose values
are bounded by the threshold. Note that the candidate vertices must be internal vertices
and not directly observable from outside the network, i.e., not direct predecessors of
output vertices.
Example 8.2.11. Consider the network of Example 8.2.2 shown in Figure 8.3 (a). Let
us consider the reduction of area, measured by the total number of literals. Hence the
value of a vertex is the increase of the number of literals caused by the elimination. The
application of the elimination algorithm with threshold k = 0 leads to removing first
vertex u, and then up. Thus the network is:

u = q'c

+qc'+ qc

Note that eliminating u,, would increase the number of literals and hence would not be
performed. On the other hand, if the simplification of the function f. is done before
applying the elimination algorithm, then also I , , would be removed.
The elimination algorithm is the simplest example of a transformational algorithm. As it reduces the number of stages, it destroys also the structural information
of the logic network. The opposite problem, i.e., increasing the structural information
by adding stages or dependencies, is much more difficult to solve. For example, the
extraction and substitution transformations require the search for common subexpressions and consequently a creative process.

The difficulty of the search for creative transformations stems from the degrees
of freedom available in manipulating Boolean functions. Neglecting some Boolean
properties can simplify the search for useful transformations at the expense of some
quality of the result. Different heuristic optimization methods have been proposed
relatcd to different levels of complexity of the underlying models.
The complete Boolean model requires considering all Boolean properties of the
local functions while manipulating a logic network. The don? care sets induced by
the interconnection must be taken into account, as will be shown in Section 8.4.
Logic transformations that use the full Boolean model are called in jargon Boolean
trun~furmations.

Brayton and McMullen [7] first suggested simplifying the Boolean model by
expressing the local functions as polynomials and dropping from consideration some
specific assumptions of Boolean algebra. With the resulting simplified model, the
logic network can be optimized by using general properties of polynomial algebra.
This leads to a simpler way of manipulating a network, especially as far as searching
for common subexpressions. Transformations based on the polynomial model are
referred to in jargon as ulgehraic rransfurn,mlarion.s.They represent a subset of the
Boolean transformations that is simpler and faster to compute.
Example 8.2.12. Consider again the substitution performed in Example 8.2.7 and shown
in Figure 8.9, where function f, = ka + k b + r is simplified by substituting q = a + b to
yield f ; = kq + e . Note that kq = k ( a + b ) = ko+kb holds regardless of any assumption

specific to Boolean algebra. This is an example of an algebraic substitution.
Consider instead functions fh = a + bad + e and q = a + cd. It is possible to
write fi, = a + hq + r by using the propenies of Boplean algebra, because a +hq + e =
a + b ( a + c d ) + r = a ( b + I)+bcd+e = a+bcd+e. Unfonunalely such a transformation
cannot be determined by using only polynomial algebra, because it relies on the Boolean
property b + 1 = I. This is an example of a Boolean transformation.

8.3 THE ALGEBRAIC MODEL
The algebraic model consists of representing the local Boolean functions by algebraic expressions. An algebraic expression is a multilinear polynomial over the set of
network variables with unit coefficients. A l ~ e b r a i ctransfonnation.~consist of manipulating the expressions according to the rules of polynomial algebra and by neglecting
specific features of Boolean algebra. Namely, in the (non-Boolean) polynomial algebra
we are considering here, only one distributive law applies [e.g., a . ( h c ) = a h a c
but a + ( b .C ) # ( a h ) . ( a + c ) ] and complements are not defined. As a consequence,
some properties like absorption, idempotence, involution and De Morgan's (see Section 2.5) as well as the identities u + a ' = 1 , an' = 0 cannot be exploited. Moreover,
don't care sets are not used.
Algebraic expressions modeling Boolean functions are obtained by representing
the functions in sum of products form and making them minimal with respect to
single-cube containment. An expression can then be viewed as a sum (or a set) of
cubes, in the same way that a polynomial is a sum (or a set) of monomials. Note that

+

+

+

the deletion of redundant cubes (even w.r.t. single-cube containment) cannot be done
by algebraic transformations, due to the lack of the absorption property.
We shall use the algebraic model throughout Section 8.3 and we shall use the
terms "(algebraic) expressions" and "functions" interchangeably as well as "cube"
and "monomial." We denote a generic function (expression) by f and its support
set by s u p ( f ) . We represent a generic single-cube function, i.e., a cube, by f C . We
use sometimes the set notation for cubes (monomials) by using the capital letter C
to denote the support set of f C . With the set notation, membership and inclusion of
cubes relates to their support sets. (If cube f C = a b is represented as C = (a, b ) ,
then a E C. Note that this differs from the usual Boolean meaning of inclusion, as
described in Section 2.5.)
In the algebraic model, the complementation operation is not defined and complemented variables are treated as unrelated to the corresponding uncomplemented
variables. Thus, we shall not distinguish between literals and variables. For the sake
of simplicity, we shall not use complemented variables throughout Section 8.3.
Algebraic operations are restricted to expressions with disjoint support to preserve the correspondence of their results with sum ofproducts forms that are minimal
w.r.t. single-cube containment. Indeed, this prevents the generation of cubes that are
covered by other cubes as well as universal (void) cubes due to the sum (product) of
variables with their complements, which cannot be detected in the algebraic model.
Whereas algebraic expressions can be represented in different forms (e.g., factored
forms), we consider only sum of products algebraic expressions as inputs to the algorithms described in Section 8.3.
Example 8.3.1. Consider the product of expression a + b with expression c + d , where
the suppons are disjoint sets. The result, i.e., oc + od + bc + b d , is an expression
which denotes a minimal (w.r.1. single-cube containment) sum of p r o d u c t s form of a
corresponding Boolean function.
Consider now the product of expression a + b with expression a + c, where the
support sets are not disjoint. Expression oa + o r + ba + bc represents a non-minimal sum
ofproducts form. Thus this product is not considered to be a proper algebraic product.
Consider then the product of expression a + b with a' + c , where the support sets
are not disjoint. The first term of aa' + ac + bo' + bc is a void cube, i.e., it is not an
implicant of the corresponding Boolean function. Note that aa' cannot be eliminated in
the algebraic model, because a' is unrelated to a. Thus, also this product is not considered
to he a proper algebraic product.

For our purposes, an important role is played by the division of the algebraic expressionsiIndeed, divisors are related to the subexpressions that two expressions may
fdiuiaor.fquolien,,
fr,mu,nder)be algebraic expressions.
have in common. Let {fdividetrdr
We define the algebraic division as follows.
Definition 8.3.1. We say that fdi ,,,.,or is an algebraic divisor of fdiu,,frnd when
fdfVj,,,

. f,,,,,,,,+ f,,,,i.d,,,

is disjoint. We write

fdrL.,d.,,d

=

. fpvoiirni
# 0 and the support of fd,,.,,,,. and fqU,,,ien,

fdiulror

f,,,,,,,= fdrlidend/fdivirur.

An algebraic divisor is called afactor when the remainder is void. An expression
is said to he cube free when it cannot be factored by a cube.
Example 8.3.2. Let fdividrnd = ( ~ c + a d + b c + bd+e and fdr,:,ror = a +b. Then, division
yields quotient f,.,,., = c + d and remainder frrmnloder = e, because ( a + b ) . (c +
d ) + e = ac + a d + bc + bd + e = fdir.,drnd and the supports sup( fdiaiSor) = ( a . b ) and
sup(f,,,,)
= (c.d ) are disjoin1 sets.
Let now f, = n + bc and fi = a 6 . Expression f , is not considered an algebraic
divisor of 5 , even though f, = 1;.fk with ,fi = a c, because sup(f,) n sup(fx) =

+

( a . b ) n la. C )

+

# M.

Expression a + b is a factor of ac + a d + hc + bd, because their division yields no
remainder. Both expressions are cube free. Examples of non-cube-free expressions are
abc and ac + a d .
We present now an algorithm for the algebraic division of algebraic expressions.
The expressions are considered as sets of elements. Let A = (Cf, j = 1 , 2 , . . . , 1 ]
be the set of cubes (monomials) of the dividend. Let B = [CF, i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n ]
be the set of cubes (monomials) of the divisor. The quotient and the remainder are
the sum of the monomials of sets, denoted by Q and R, respectively as shown in
Algorithm 8.3.1.
Note that in the algorithm the elements of Diand Q are sets, but they are
considered as single entities as far as the intersection operation is concerned. The
algorithms can be programmed to have linear or linear-logarithmic time complexity
by using sorting techniques on the monomials [34].

+

+

+

Example 8.3.3. Let fd,,,,,,, = ar + a d
bc f bd
e and f,,; ,,,,>, = a
b. Hence
A = lac, a d , bc. bd, e ) and B = ( a , b ) .
Let i = 1. Then Cf = a, D = (ac. a d ) and Dl = { c , d ) . Then Q = (c, d ) . Let
i = 2 = n. Then C,B = b, D = {bc. b d ) and Dl = {c, d ) . Now Q = 1c.d) f? { c , d ) =
( c , d l . Hence Q = {c, d l and R = (el. Therefore f, J,,, = c d and frprnnlndrr= e.

+

ALGEBRAIC-DIVISION(A.B ) /
for (i = I t o n ) 1
D = (c; such that Cf 2 :C
l!,
if ( D == 0 I rehlrn(0. A):
D, = D where the variables in sup(C,!)

I* take one monomial C,! of the divisor at a time *I
I* monomials of the dividend that include C: *I

are dropped :

if ( i = I)
I* quotient is

Q = Dl:

initialized to D,

elso
Q=QnD,;
I
R=A-QxB;
return(Q, Rl:

I
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I' quotient is

inlersection of Dj, j
I*

*I

.

= 1 . 2. . . . i *I

compute remainder *I

+

+ +

+

Let us consider another case. Let now fdividrnd
= a x c a x d bc bxd e and
fdiUi,,
= a x + b. Let i = 1. Then C: = a x , D = ( a x c , a x d ) and DI = ( c , d ) . Then
Q = ( c , d ) . Let i = 2 = n. Then C,B = b, D = {bc, b x d ) and DZ = [c,x d ) . NOW
Q = ( c , d ) n (c,x d ) = {c]. Therefore f,., ,! = c and frrmoindar = a x d + bxd + e . Note
that the intersection to compute Q is a set intersection, where the monomials are atomic
elements.
The following theorem provides sufficient conditions for a quotient to be empty.
The first two conditions are used in the algorithm for an early exit. The others can be
used as filters to detect cases where the algorithm does not need to be applied.
Theorem 83.1. Given two algebraic expressions f , and f,, f , f f , is empty if any of
the following conditions apply:

.
..

f, contains a variable not in f,.
f, contains a cube whose support is not contained in that of any cube of f,.
f, contains more terms than f,.
The count of any variable in f, is larger than in f,.

The proof of this theorem is left as an exercise to the reader. (See Problem I.)

8.3.1 Substitution
Substitution means replacing a subexpression by a variable associated with an existing
vertex of the logic network. Namely, it targets the reduction in size of an expression
f, by using a variable j, not in the support of f,, that is defined by the equation
j = f;. Algebraic substitution is a straightfornard applic?ition of algebraic division.
Indeed, if the algebraic division of f, by f; yields a non-void quotient fq,,,i,,,,
then
fremainder that is equivalent to
the expression f, can be rewritten as f; .,,i,.qf
j . fquotirnt fremoindrr
The gain of a substitution can be measured (in terms of area and/or delay) by
comparing the expressions before and after the substitution. In particular, the variation
in terms of literals in a factored form model is the number of literals o f f ; minus 1.

+

+

Example 8.3.4. Consider again the network of Example 8.2.7, where vertex v, is associated with expression f, = ka k b e and vertex v, to f, = a b. The algebraic
= k and f
d,, = e . Hence the expression f, can
division of f, by f, yields f,.,,,
be rewritten as f, = kq + e. The corresponding network after the substitution is shown
~nFigure 8.9.

+ +

,.,.

+

~ k search
e
for algebraic substitutions is done by considering all unordered expression pairs, attempting algebraic division and, when a substitution is favorable,
replacing the subexpression corresponding to the divisor by the related variable. The
overall search requires a number of divisions that are quadratic in the size of the logic
network. In practice, filters reduce heavily the number of division attempts to be made
by detecting void quotients early. In addition to the conditions specified by Theorem
8.3.1, the following theorem is useful to detect empty quotients.

Theorem 8.3.2. Given two algebraic expressions f, and f , , f ; / f , = M if there is a path
from vj to u, in the logic network.
Proof: Let us consider first the simple case where the path reduces to an edge. Then,
variable i is in the suppon o f f , but not in the support o f f , . Hence there is a variable
in the divisor that is not present in the dividend, and by Theorem 8.3.1 the quotient is
empty.
Let us consider now the general case. The support o f f , must contain some variable,
say k. corresponding to a vertex uk on the path from u, to u,. Variable k cannot be in
the support of f,, because otherwise there would be an edge (uP u,) and hence a cycle
in the network graph. Therefore the suppon of the dividend lacks a variable ( k ) that is
in the suppon of the divisor, and by Theorem 8.3.1 the quotient is void.

The algebraic substitution algorithm is described in Algorithm 8.3.2.
The algorithm considers all possible vertex pairs in either order. The filter test
is the verification that the assumptions of Theorems 8.3.1 and 8.3.2 are not met. The
substitution is applied when favorable, i.e., if it reduces the area andlor delay. Local
estimates of the variation of the objective function are required.
The overall limitation of the algebraic substitution algorithm is its inability
to detect non-algebraic substitutions, such as that shown in Example 8.2.12. That
substitution can be found by using Boolean methods, which will be described in
Section 8.4. On the other hand, the implementation of algebraic substitution can be
very fast and detect most of the possible substitutions, providing thus a very efficient
transformational algorithm for logic optimization.

SUBSTITUTE( G,,(V.E) ) (
for(i = 1.2 . . . . . IVI) [
1' for all expression pairs If,, f i l , j # i *I
f o r ( j = 1 , 2..... V : j f i l l
A = set of cube> of f,:
B = set of cubes off,:
if (A. B pass the filter test) (
I* prrfum algebraic division *I
( Q . R ) = ALGEBRAIC~DIVISION(A.
B)
if (Q i
ul) I
f,,, :,, = sum of cubes of Q:
f,c.n,n,,,~r,
=sum of cubes of R:
/* perform suhstitution *I
if lsuhrtitution is favomhle)

6 = i . fq,.,.,,,,,,
+ frrmal,,,lrr:
I
I
I
I
I
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8.3.2 Extraction and Algebraic Kernels
The extraction of common subexpressions relies on the search of common divisors
of two (or more) expressions. If one is found, then the divisor can be extracted to
represent a new local function of the network, and its corresponding variable can be
used to simplify the original expressions.
Example 8.3.5. Consider agnin Example 8.2.5. Expressions f, = r e + d e and f, =
+ ad + bc -1- bd + e are simplified once the common divisor f, = c + d is found and
associated with the new variable k . Then, both expressions can be transformed into the
product of k limes the correspnding quotient plus the remainder, namely, f, = ke and
ur

+

f, = &(a b ) -+ e .

The search for common algebraic divisors is done by considering appropriate
subsets of the divisors of each expression in the logic network. We distinguish here
two subproblems in extraction:
the extraction of a single-cube expression, i.e., of a monomial;
the extraction of multiple-cube expressions,.i.e., of a polynomial
The notion of the kernel of an expression, introduced by Brayton and McMullen [7],
plays an important role for multiple-level optimization, especially in the case of the
extraction of multiple-cube expressions.
Definition 8.3.2. A kernel of an expression is a cube-free quotient of the expression
divided by a cube, which is called the co-kernel of the expression.

-

Note that single-cube quotients are not kernels, because they can be factored as
products of the cube itself times 1, and hence they are not cube free. Consequently,
single-cube expressions have no kernels.
The set of kernels of an expression f is denoted by K ( f ) . When an expression
is cube free, it is considered to be a kernel of itself, its co-kernel being cube I. This
kernel and this co-kernel are called trivial.
Example 8.3.6. Consider expression f, = ace + bce + d e + g. Let us divide first 5
by variable u , yielding f,,,,,,,,= ce. Since re is a single cube and not cube free, it is
not a kernel. Similar considerations apply when dividing f, by b, d or g (single-cube
quotient) and when dividing f, by c, yielding f,.,,,,,, = a e f b e , which is not cube free.
On the other hand, dividing f, by e yields f,.,ri,.r = a c + bc + d , which is
cube free. Hence ac + br f d is a kernel of f, and e is the corresponding co-kernel.
Similarly, dividing f , by ce yields f,.,,,
= o + b , which is cube free. Thus a + b
is a kernel of f x and re is the corresponding co-kernel. It is straightforward to verify
that dividing f , by other cubes does not yield other kernels. Since f , is cube free, it is
considered a kernel of itself, the corresponding co-kernel being 1 . Thus the kernel set of
f, is K ( f , ) = [ ( a c + bc + d l . (u b ) ,(ace bce + d e + g ) ) .

+

+

The set of kernels of an expression provides essential information for detecting
common subexpressions with multiple cubes. The kernels are sums of monomials

(cubes) that form the building blocks for constructing the common subexpression to
be extracted, when this is possible. We view the monomials (cubes) of each kernel as
atomic. Thus, the intersection between two kernels is the largest subset of common
monomials (cubes).
The relations between kernel sets and common multiple-cube expressions is
stated precisely by Brayton and McMullen's theorem 171.
Theorem 8.3.3. Two expressions fo and

fh

have a common multiple-cube divisor fd
E K(fb) such that lk, n kbl > 2.

if and only if there exist kernels k, E K(fa) and kb

> 2. Then the sum of two (or more) cubes in k, n kb is
necessarily a multiple-cube divisor of both f, and fb, because any expression obtained
by dropping some cubes from a divisor is also a divisor.
Conversely, let fd be a multiple-cube expression dividing both fa and fb. Since
fd has more than one cube, there exists at least a cube-free expression f, that divides
fd. Note that fd and f, may coincide, when fd is cube free, since an expression divides
itself.
Therefore f, is a divisor of f,. We claim that f, is a subset (possibly improper)
of the cubes of a kernel k, 6 K(fd). Indeed any divisor of f, is a subset of those cubes
obtained by dividing f, by any cube of the corresponding quotient. In addition f, is cube
free, and any expression obtained by adding cubes to f. has the same property. Therefore
there exists a kernel k. E K(f,) containing f,. Note that f, may coincide with k,.
By the same argument, f, is a subset (possibly improper) of the cubes of a kernel
kb E K(f6). Hence f, is a subset of the intersection of two kernels k, fl kb and it has
two or more cubes, because it is cube free.

Proof. Assume Ik. fl kbl

-

There are two important consequences of this theorem. First, when two expressions have either no kernel intersections or only single-cube kernel intersections, they
cannot have any multiple-cube common subexpression. Thus, when an expression has
an empty kernel set, no rnultiple-cube common subexpression can be extracted, and the
corresponding vertex can be dropped from consideration. Second, multiple-cube kernel intersections are common multiple-cube divisors of the expressions corresponding
to the kernels.
The computation of the kernel set of the expressions in the logic network is then
the first step toward the extraction of multiple-cube expressions. The candidate common subexpressions to be extracted are then chosen among the kernel intersections.
Example 8.3.7. Consider a network with the following expressions:
f,

=

oce+bce+de+g

f, = a d + b d + c d e + g e
f: = abc

+
+ +

The kernels of f, were computed in Example 8.3.6. namely K(f,) = {(a
b), (ac + bc + d). (ace + bre + de + g)). The kernel set of f, is K(f,) = ((a b
re), (cd + g), (ad + bd + rde + ge)). The kernel set of fz is empty.
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Hence, multiple-cube common subexpressions can be extracted from f, and f ,
only. There is only one kernel intersection, namely between ( a + h ) E ti(f x ) and
(a b c e ) E ti(f,). The intersection is a + b, which can be extracted to yield:

+ +

fw = o + b
f, = w c e + d e + ~
f, = tl'd

+ cde + ge

f: = abc

KERNEL SET COMPUTATION. We consider in this section the following problem:
we are given an expression f and we want to compute its kernel set K ( f ) . Note first
that a multiple-term expression is a kernel of itself when it is cube free. Its co-kernel
is 1. A kernel of a kernel of an expression is also a kernel of the original expression,
its overall co-kernel being the product of the corresponding co-kernels. This leads to
defining the following hierarchy of levels of the kernels. A kernel has level 0 if it has
no kernel except itself. A kernel is of level n if it has at least one kernel of level n - 1
but no kernels of level 11 or greater except itself.

+
+

Example 8.3.8. Let f, = ace + bce + d e g . Since it is cube free, f, = k l E K(f,).
Its co-kemel is 1. Expression k2 = a c + bc d is a kernel of f,, its co-kernel being e .
Expression ki = a + b is a kernel of k ~ whose
,
relative co-kernel is c. Hence k3 is a
kernel off,, its co-kernel being ce.
Kernel k3 has no kemel but itself. Hence it has level 0. Kernel kz has a level-0
kemel and thus has level 1, while kemel kl has a level-l k m e l and has level 2.

A naive way to compute the kernels of an expression is to divide it by the cubes
corresponding to the power set of its suppon set. The quotients that are not cube free
are weeded out, and the others are saved in the kernel set.
This simple method can be improved upon in two ways: first, by introducing a
recursive procedure that exploits the property that some kernels are kernels of other
kernels and, second, by reducing the search by exploiting the commutativity of the
product operation, e.g., by realizing that the kernels with co-kernels ab and ba are
the same.
We consider now an intermediate recursive algorithm that exploits only the
first property, for the sake of explanation. We shall describe the complete algorithm
later on.
Asspme that f is a cube-free expression. Recall that f denotes a single-cube
expression and C = s u p ( f '1. Let C U B E S (f , x ) be a function that returns the set of
cubes of f whose support includes variable x and let C U B E S ( f , C) return the set
of cubes of f whose support includes C. This is shown in Algorithm 8.3.3.
The algorithm considers all variables of sup( f ) one at a time. If there is only
a cube whose support includes variable x, then the division by that variable will not
lead to a kernel, because the quotient is a single cube as well. In this case, the variable
is dropped from consideration.

R.KERNELS(f)(
K=M;

foreach variable x t s u p ( / ) (
I* skip cases where f / x yields one cube *I
largest cube containing x s.t. C U B E S ( f,C ) = C U B E S ( f , x);
= K u R.KERNELS( f / f C ) ;
I* recur on flf *I

if ( I C U B E S ( ~ , X?) 2I ) (
C =
K

1

I
K=KUf;

I* add f to

kernel set *I

return(K);

I
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The division of f by variable x may not lead to a kernel if the quotient is not
cube free. This happens when other variables are in the support of all cubes where x
is present. Hence we determine the maximal set C of these variables and divide f by
the corresponding single-cube expression f C . Thus f C is the co-kernel of the kernel
corresponding to the quotient f / f ', which is added to the kernel set at the last step
of the algorithm. The recursive call allows the algorithm to compute then the kernels
of lower levels.

+

+

Example 8.3.9. Let us consider again expression f = ace bce de + g, which
is cube free. Initially the kernel set is void Let the variables he arranged in lexicographic order. The first variable being considered is a. Since a is in the support of
only one cube of f , no action is taken. The same-applies to the second variable b.
The third variable, c, is in the support of two cubes, namely ace and bce. The largest
subset of support variables C containing c and contained in the support set of both
ace and bce is (c, e). Hence ce is the first co-kernel being determined. The recursive
call of R - K E R N E L S has as argument (ace + bce + de + g)/ce = a + b. It does
not find any additional kernel, because each support variable (a, b] appears only in one
cube of a + b. Nevertheless, the recursive call adds a + b to the kernel set at the last
step.
The fourth vaiable is then considered, namely d. Since d is in the support of
only one cube of f , no action is taken. The fifth variable, e , is in the support of three
cubes o f f . No other variable in sup(f ) is in the support of the same cubes. Hence e is
a co-kernel, and a recursive call is made with argument ac bc d. In the recursion,
the kernel a + b is rediscovered and added to the kernel set. Before returning from the
recursion, ac + bc + d is added to the kernel set.
Eventually the sixth variable, g, is considered. Since it is in the support of only
one cube o f f , no action is taken. The last step adds f = ace+bce+de+g to the kernel
set. The algorithm returns K = [(ace + bce + de + g). (a + b), (ac + bc +d), (a + b)].
A kernel is duplicated.

+ +

While this intermediate algorithm computes all kernels, it has a pitfall. It may
compute the same kernel more than once. Algorithm 8.3.4, due to Brayton and McMullcn [7],uses a pointer to the variables already considered. The pointer is denoted

KERNELS(f, j ) (
K=!&
for i = j

to n [
I* skip cases where f / x yields one cube *I
s.t. C U B E S ( f . C ) = C U B E S ( f , x ) ;
I* skip if C contains already considered variables *I
k C Vk < i )
K = K u K E R N E L S ( ~ /+~I )~; , ~I* recur on f / f C with pointer i + 1 *I

if(ICUBES(f.xO1 3 2) I
C = largest cube containing x

if (xx

I

I
I* add f to kernel set *I

K=KUf;
return(K):
)

ALGORITHM 8.3.4

by j. In the algorithm, the support of f is assumed to be sup( f) = (x,, x2, . . . , x n )
at any level of the recursion.
The algorithm is applicable to cube-free expressions. Thus, either the function
f is cube free or it is made so by dividing it by its largest cube factor, determined
by the intersection of the support sets of all its cubes. The pointer j is set initially
to 1.
At any level of the recursion, the variables under consideration are those with
index larger than or equal to j. The recursive call is made only if the cube C under
consideration does not contain any variable with index lower than j, i.e., already been
considered. In the recursive call, the pointer is incremented.
Example 8.3.10. Let us consider again expression f = ace+bce+de+g. It is cube free
and so no pre-processing is required. Let us consider again the variables in lexicographic
order. As in the previous case, no action is taken in conjunction with the first two
variables, because both are contained in one cube only.
Let i = 3. The third variable, c. is in the support of two cubes. The largest subset
C of support variables, containing c and contained in the support set of both ace and
bce, is again ( c ,el. The recursive call of K E R N E L S has as arguments expression
(ace + bce +de + g)/ce = a + b and pointer j = 3 + 1. The call considers then variables
{ d ,e , g] but it does not find any additional kernel. Nevertheless, it adds a b to the
kernel set at the last step.
The fourth variable is then considered, namely d . Since d is in the support of only
one cube of f , no action is taken.
' Then let i = 5. The fifth variable, e, is in the support of three cubes of f . No other
variable in sup( f ) is in the support of the same cubes. A recursive call is done with
arguments ac bc d and pointer j = 5 1. In the recursion, only the sixth variable, g,
is considered and no kernel is discovered. Before returning from the recursion, ac+bc+d
is added to the kernel set.
Eventually the sixth variable, g, is considered. Since it is in the support of only
one cube of f , no action is taken. The last step adds f = ace bre + de + g to the
kernel set. The algorithm rerums K = ((ace bce de g), (ac bc d ) , (a b ) ] .

+

+ +

+

+

+ +

+

+ +

+

Now no kernel is duplicated. Note also that the pruning of the search space has sped up
the algorithm.
EXTRACTION OF SMGLE-CUBE AND MULTIPLE-CUBE EXPRESSIONS. Different
strategies are used for the extraction of single-cube and multiple-cube subexpressions.
The first problem is referred to as cube extraction for brevity, while the second is often
called kernel e.rtraction in jargon, because multiple-cube common subexpressions are
constructed on the basis of kernel intersections. In this section, we present heuristic
greedy algorithms that are based on the computation of common single-cube and
multiple-cube subexpressions based on kernel theory. In the next section, we show
other approaches based on a matrix representation. Whereas the matrix-based approach
is more efficient and commonly used, the kernel-based approach is presented first
because it helps in understanding the power of kernel theory.
Let us consider cube extraction first. We are interested in extracting cubes (one
at a time) that are common divisors of two (or more) expressions, i.e., that are intersections of two (or more) cubes in different expressions. Obviously, such cubes should
have two or more variables to be relevant for extraction. The systematic search of cube
intersections is based on the following observation. The set of non-trivial co-kernels
of an algebraic expression in a sum ofproducts form (i.e., sum of cubes) corresponds
to the intersections of two or more of its cubes [a]. Equivalently, the co-kernels are
identified by the intersections of the support sets of the cubes.

Example 8.3.11. Given expression f, = ace+bce+de+g, its co-kernel set is (ce,e , I ] .
The first co-kernel is identified by the intersection .sup(ace) n sup(bce) = (c, el, the
second hy .sup(ace)fl sup(bce) n sup(de) = { e ) ;the last one is the trivial co-kernel.

-

The previous observation is useful in devising a method for computing all cube
intersections. Let us consider a set of auxiliary variables, each associated with an
internal vertex of the logic network: { a i , Vi : ui E V C ) . Let us fonn an auxiliary expression fa,, =
ai . f, that is the sum of the products of the auxiliary variables
i: L . , ~ V ~

times the corresponding local expressions, and let us represent the auxiliary expression
in a sum of pruducts form. Note that each local expression is minimal w.r.t. singlecube containment (by hypothesis, because we are dealing with an algebraicmodel)
and that the auxiliary expression f,,, is also minimal w.r.t. single-cube containment
(by construction, because each local expression is multiplied by a different auxiliary
variable). Hence the algebraic model and its properties are applicable to the auxiliary
expression.
The non-trivial co-kernels of this auxiliary expression denote all cube intersections. Those non-trivial co-kernels, which do not have any auxiliary variables,
represent cube intersections originating from different expressions, i.e., single-cube
common divisors. Relevant cube intersections are those denoted by co-kernels with
two or more variables.
Example 8.3.12. Given expressions f, = ace + bce + d r + g and f, = cde + b, the
auxiliary expression is f,,,,,= n,oce + a,bce + bo,de + a,g + a,cde + a,b. The cokernels are (ce, d e , b . o,ce. o r e .a , . a , . I ). Relevant cube intersections are those denoted

by co-kernels ce or d e . By extracting ce we get:

This extraction is shown in Figure 8.1 1. By extracting de we obtain instead:

Note that the first extraction reduces the overall number of literals in the network fragment
being considered, while the second extraction does not.
Therefore the K E R N E L S algorithm can be used for determining the cube
intersections for extraction. The extraction takes place if favorable, i.e., if it improves
the area andlor delay measure. When the literal count is used as the objective function,
an extraction of an 1-variable cube with multiplicity n in the network leads to a saving
of nl - n - 1 variables. The greedy algorithm shown in Algorithm 8.3.5, performs
iteratively cube extraction until favorable candidates are available. At each step, the
cube leading to the biggest gain is extracted.
The selection of the candidate cube may follow different criteria [8]. In some
cases the search is limited to co-kernels of level 0, for the sake of computing efficiency.
Let us consider now the kemel extraction problem. The naive way to derive the
candidate common subexpressions is to compute all kemel intersections by inspecting
kemel pairs, triples, etc. Unfortunately the intersections may be many and lengthy to
compute.
A better way for computing the kemel intersections is based on computing the
co-kernels of an appropriate auxiliary function, as in the case of cube extraction. The
difference, with respect to cube extraction, is the following. In cube extraction, we
were looking for cube pairs with intersecting support in a sum of products form. For
kemel intersections we are looking for intersections of the elements of the kernels.

x = ocq

+ hce + de + g

FlGURE 8.11
Orample of the extraction of a singlesuk suknpressian.

CURE-EXTRACT( G , ( V . E )

)(

while (some favorable common cube exist) do I
C = select candidate cube to ernacr;
Generate new label 1 ;
Add ui to the network with expression fr = f C ;
Replace all expressions f where fr is a divisor, by I f ,,,,,,,.,

+ frrm,,;,,drr:

I
I
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These elements are cubes that are considered as atomic elements as far as their intersection is concerned, even though they are sets themselves. For this reason, we
can rename each cube by a unique identifier, i.e., a new variable. A kernel is then
represented by a set of these new variables.
Example 8.3.13. Consider again Example 8.3.7. The kernel set of expression f, =
a c e + b c e + d e + g is K ( f x ) = ( ( a + b ) , ( a c + b c + d ) , ( a c e + b c e + d e + g ) ) . The kemel
set of expression f, = a d + bd cde ge is K ( f , , ) = {(a b c e ) . (cd g ) , (ad
bd cde g e ) ) .
Let x" - a ; xb = b: xu< = a c ; x,, = bc; xd = d ; x,, = ace: xke = bce; xd, =
de: x, = g; x,, = ce; xrd = cd: .rod = a d : xbd = b d : xCdr = cde; x,, = g e ) be the new
variables. Hence K ( f , ) = ( ( x , , x b ) . ( x , , . x i , , , x ~ J(, x,,,, xa,,.xd,,x,ll and K ( f , ) =
({x..xh.xrr).I.xlri.xgJ.lxa~.xhd.*c~..xI.Jl-

+

+

+

+ +

+

+

+

Let us now consider an auxiliary expression fa, that is a sum of cubes, each
cube being the product of the new variables corresponding to a kernel, an auxiliary
variable denoting the local expression (to which the kernel belongs) and an additional
auxiliary variable which is a kernel identifier. The set of non-trivial co-kernels of
fa.,
identifies the intersections among the support sets of two (or more) cubes. In
addition, the co-kernels which do not have auxiliary variables represent intersections of
kernels of different expressions, i.e., multiple-cube common divisors. Relevant kernel
intersections are those denoted by co-kernels with two or more variables, because we
are interested in multiple-cube extraction. Note that the kernel identifiers serve only
the purpose to ensure minimality (w.r.1. single-cube containment) of the sum of two
(or more) kernels in the same set and thus to make the co-kernel computation well
defined.

+

Example 8.3.14. Consider again Example 8.3.7. Then fa,, = a,k,,x,xb
6 r k i 2 ~ o c ~ b c ~alkr~xnir~hrrxdrxg
ii
aikrlxoxhxrr ayki~xudxy ( 1 ~ k ~ 3 ~ ~ d ~ h
Its co-kernels are {xoxb.x8. a,, a , , I ) . The first co-kernel denotes the set (x,, xb) corresponding to the kemel intersection a + b . The other co-kernels do not represent multiple-

+

+

+

+

cube common subexpressions, and thus they are not useful for extraction. The extraction
of a + b is shown in Figure 8.12.
Therefore the search for kernel intersections can he done by invoking the
K E R N E L S algorithm after a simple variable renaming and manipulation. Whereas
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FIGURE 8.12
Example of the extraction of a multiple~cubesuhexpression.

appropriate co-kernels of fa., identify common subexpressions, the selection of the
kernel intersections to he extracted is based on verifying that the transformation is
favorable, i.e., that the area andlor delay decreases. When the literal count is used as
an objective function, an extraction of an /-variable subexpression with n occurrences
in the network leads to a saving of nl - n - I variables.
A greedy algorithm for kernel extraction is shown in Algorithm 8.3.6, as reported
in reference [a]. Two issues are noteworthy. First, the extraction of a subexpression,
and the consequent addition of a vertex to the network, may change the overall kernel
set. Hence kernels should be recomputed after an extraction, but this is computationally
expensive. A heuristic parameter n indicates the rate at which kernels are recomputed.
Namely, n means that kernels are recomputed after n extractions. Second, we may
restrict our attention to kernels of given levels. Parameter k indicates the maximum
level of the kernels being computed.
There is a trade-off in choosing the parameters. For example, a high value of
k corresponds to generating possibly large common subexpressions at the expense
of longer computing time. Similarly, a low value of n corresponds to updating the
KERNEL-EXTRACT(C.(V. E ) . n ,k ) (

while (same favorable common kernel intersections exist) do I
for (i = I to n) (
Compute set of kernels of level c k ;
Compute kernel intersections:
f = select kernel intersection to extract;
Generate new label I ;
Add vi to the network with expression fr = f ;
Replace all expressions j where fr is a divisor by 1 . f u Y m i P n i

I

I
I
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+ frrmaindrr;

kernels frequently, at the expense of more computing time. Reference [8] reports a
trade-off table.
Recent experimental results have shown that it is often convenient to restrict the
kernel intersections to those consisting of two cubes. It was also shown that the choice
of the subexpressions being extracted may affect adversely the overall circuit area if the
routing area is too large. A technique based on a lexicographic order of the variables
[I] selects subexpressions to k implemented only when the induced dependencies
are compatible with this order. This correlates to a simpler wiring structure and to a
smaller routing area.
MATRIX REPRESENTATION AND THERECTANGLE COVERING PROBLEM. We

describe now an alternative method for describing and computing kernels and cokernels based on a matrix representation. Let us consider an algebraic expression
in sum ofproducrs form f with m cubes and n = Isup(f)l support variables. Let
A E Bm"" be the cuk-variable incidence matrix. Element a i j E A is 1 if and only
if the j t h variable belongs to the ith cube. For the sake of a simpler notation, let
the rows and the columns be indexed with integers { I , 2 , . . . , m) and { I , 2 , . . . , n],
respectively.
Definition 8.3.3. A rectangle of a matrix A is a subset of rows and columns, where all
enuies are 1.

A rectangle is denoted by a pair ( R , C ) indicating the row and column subsets.
A rectangle ( R I , C I )contains another rectangle (R2, C 2 ) when R I 2 R2 and CI 2 Cz.
A rectangle is prime if it is not strictly contained bpanother rectangle.
Definition 8.3.4. The co-rectangle of a rectangle ( R , C) is the pair (R, C'), where C'

is the complement of the column subset C.

+

+ bce + de g , with m = 4 cubes and
variables. The corresponding matrix (with the identifiers)is:

Example 8.3.15. Consider expression f, = ace
n =6

var

Cube
ace
bce

de
R

R\C
1
2
3
4

a
L

1
0
0
0

b

c

d

2
0
1
0
0

3
1
1
0
0

4
0
0
1
0

e
5

1
1
1
0

g

6
0
0
0
1

A rectangle is ( ( I ,2). (3.51). It is prime because there is no other rectangle containing it. Its co-rectangle is ({I, 2). {I. 2, 4, 6)). Another prime rectangle is ({I, 2, 3),
(5)). Its co-rectangle is ((I, 2, 3). ( I , 2,3,4,6]).

The cuhe-variable matrix associated with an algebraic expression allows us to
describe non-trivial kernels and co-kernels in terms of rectangles. Indeed, a co-kernel
corresuonds to a prime rectangle with IRl >_ 2. The corresponding kernel is identified
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by the co-rectangle (R, C') by summing the terms corresponding to R restricted to
the variables in C'. This observation can he derived directly from the definitions of
kernelsand rectangles.
Example 8.3.16. Consider the cube-variable matrix of Example 8.3.15. Prime rectangle
({I,21, (3,s)) identifies co-kemel re, whose kernel is identified by ({l,2],{ I , 2,4,6))
by summing the first two cubes (i.e., ace + bce) and resrricting tiie sum to variables
[a, b, d , g). Hence the kernel is a + b.
The other prime rectangle ( ( I . 2.3). (5)) identities co-kernel e . The kernel is a c +
bc + d, i.e., the sum of the first three cubes restricted to variables [ a ,b, c , d , g ) , as
indicated by the co-rectangle.
This matrix representation supports other methods for computing kernels and
co-kernels [6,9, 22, 371. In addition, it provides a good framework for solving directly
the cube and kernel extraction problems. The power of the matrix representation of an
expression stems from the fact that it is not necessarily bound to satisfy all assumptions
of the algebraic model. Thus non-minimal expressions (w.r.t. single-cube containment)
can he represented and manipulated.
Let us consider cube extraction first. Let us form the cube-variable matrix corresponding to an auxiliary expression f,., that is the sum of all expressions in the
network. An identifier denotes the membership of the cube to the original expressions.
A rectangle with R I ? 2 identifies a common cuhe, which is a local best choice when
it is prime. The cube is common to two (or more) different expressions if the rows
have two (or more) different identifiers. Note that auxilialy variables are not needed,
because expression f,,,, does not need to be minimal (w.r.t. single-cube containment).
Indeed, cube intersections are determined by rectangles an2 a co-kernel computation
is not required.

+ +
+ +

Example 8.3.17. Consider again Example 8.3.12. Given expressions ,f, = uce bce
+ y and f, = cde + b, the auxiliary function is f,,,, = ace bce de + g cde b.
The cube-variable matrix is:

+ +
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x

R
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x
s
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I
2
3
4
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6

a
1

1
0
0
0
0
0

h

r

2
0
1
0
0
0
1

3
1
1
0
0
1
0

d
4

e
5

g
6

0
0
1
0
1
0

1
1
1
0
1
0

0
0
0
1
0
0

A prime rectangle is ([I. 2.51. (3. S)), corresponding to cube ce, which is present
in both expressions f, (row 1.2) and f, (row 5). Cube ce can be extracted, yielding the
same network shown in Figure 8.1 1.

Let us consider now kernel intersections. We need to construct now a kernelcuhe incidence matrix that has as many rows as the kernels and as many columns as
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the cubes forming the kernels. If such cubes are re-labeled by new variables, as done
in the previous section, then the matrix can be seen again as a cube-variable matrix,
where the cubes correspond to the sets of new variables defining the kernels.
We can then form again an auxiliary function f,,, that is the sum of all kernels
and a corresponding incidence matrix with identifiers denoting the membership of a
kernel to a kernel set. A rectangle with I RI 2 2 identifies a kernel intersection, which
is again a local best choice when it is prime. The kernel intersection is common to
two (or more) kernels in different kernel sets if the rows have two (or more) different
identifiers. Note again that the auxiliary variables are not needed.
Example 8.3.18. Consider again the network of Example 8.3.7, with the following expressions:

f, = a d + b d + c d e + g e
f: = abc

+

The kernel sets are K ( f , ) = { ( a+ b ) , (ac + bc + d ) , (ace + bce d e + y)), K ( f , ) =
( ( a b + c e ) . (cd + g ) . (ad + bd + cde + gel), K ( f.) = M. By labeling cubes as in
Example 8.3.14, f,,, = ~ , ~ ~ + x ~ ~ x ~ ~ x ~ ++ xx , ,x ,~xx ~, , ~+ x~ ~x ~~x ~~ +x x~ . ~ x ~ ~ x ~
The kernel-cube matrix is shown in Table 8.1.
A prime rectangle is ( { 1 , 4 ) ,(1.2)). comesponding to kernel intersection a b.
Since the identifiers of rows I (i.e., x ) and 4 (i.e., y ) are different, the intersection
corresponds to a subexpression that can be extracted from two different expressions.

+

+

-

The "greedy" approach can be applied to both cube and kernel extraction with the
matrix notation. The major steps are the rectangle selection and the matrix update. The
former step involves associating a value with each rectangle that measures the local
gain by choosing that rectangle. The update of the matrix must reflect the presence
of a new variable in the network after the extraction. Hence a column must be added
in correspondence to that variable. For cube extraction, the new cube corresponds to
a new row in the cube-variable matrix. For kernel extraction, the kernels of the new
expression being extracted must be appended to the matrix.
The greedy approach to extraction may be myopic, because only the local gain
of one extraction is considered at a time. Algorithms for the simultaneous extraction
of cubes and kernels have also been proposed based on the matrix formulation [9, 371.
The idea lies in the search for a cover of the matrix by rectangles that optimizes an
objective function related to the total gain of the extraction.
If the gain in area andlor delay related to prime rectangles were always superior
to the gain related to rectangles covered by primes, then we could devise a procedure
similar to the Quine-McCluskey algorithm for exact two-level logic minimization
(Section 7.2.2). That is, we would search for the set of prime rectangles and then
determine a minimum-cost cover. Unfomnately, it was shown that Quine's theorem
cannot be applied to rectangles, because non-prime rectangles can contribute to lowercost covers [9, 371. Nevertheless, heuristic algorithms have been developed for the
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simultaneous cube and kernel extraction, where a prime cover is iteratively refined.
We refer the interested reader to references [6] and [37] for the details.
We close the section by recalling that the expressive power of the matrix formulation goes beyond the algebraic model. Indeed cube-variable matrices can include
don't care entries and rectangle covering methods can exploit some Boolean properties of the functions that lead to lower-cost solutions. We again refer the interested
reader to reference [37] for the details.

8.3.3 Decomposition
The decomposition of logic functions hasbeen the object of intensive investigation
that traces back to the methods proposed by Ashenhurst [2] and Curtis [16]. Davidson
1201 and Dietmeyer with Su 1261 developed methods for transforming two-level covers
into networks of N A N D (or NOR) gates. We do not survey these classical methods
here, because they are reported in textbooks on switching theory 116, 251 and they
use Boolean operations. We present instead algebraic methods for decomposing large
expressions.
Such a decomposition has two goals. First it reduces the size of the expressions to that typical of library cells used in the implementation or to that acceptable
by cell layout generators. Second, small-sized expressions are more likely to he divisors of other expressions. Hence decomposition may enhance the ability of the
SUBSTITUTE algorithm to reduce the size of the network.
We consider here decompositions based on algebraic division. Given an expression f , let fdiciror be one of its divisors. The decomposition associates a new varable, say t, with the divisor and reduces the original Zxpression to f = t . f,,,,,,,,,
fremninder : t = fdi,,isor.Then decomposition can be applied recursively to the divisor,
quotient and remainder.

+

Example 8.3.19. Consider expression f, = ace

following divisor:
have:

fd,,,,,,, = oc

+ bce + d r + g. Let us select the

+ br + d . Then, by introducing a new variable r , we

The decomposition can be applied recursively only to f, with success in this case. Indeed,
by choosing fd,,,,,,, = a + b as a divisor of f , and by associating it with a new variable
s , we obtain:

The decomposition is shown in Figure 8.13

..-......- -

..---........----

.... .

,.
_.'

-.-._..........----

FIGURE 8.13
Example of a decomposition.

An important issue is the choice of the divisor. An obvious choice is a kernel
of the expression to he decomposed. Different heuristics have been tried along this
line. A fast method is to pick one level-0 kernel. A more accurate one is to evaluate
all kernels and select the most promising one.
A slight variation of this method is to choose a divisor that yields either a cuhefree or a single-variable quotient. Such a divisor can be computed by performing
first a division by a kernel. Then the quotient is reduced to a cube-free expression
(if a multi-cube expression) or to a single variable (if a cuhe) and is used as a
divisor, as shown in the following example. (Note that two divisions are involved
and that the quotient and divisor exchange roles.) This trick can compensate a poor
choice of a kernel. Comparisons of different decomposition strategies, as well as
extensions to non-algebraic decompositions (by replacing the algebraic division by
Boolean methods), have been reported in reference [8].
Example 8.3.20. Consider again expression f, = ace+bce+de+g. Let us select kemel
a +b, which yields f, = tce+de fg; f,= a +b. Whereas the choice of another kernel
would have given a more balanced decomposition (as shown by Example 8.3.19), we
can improve the decomposition by taking advantage of extracting also variable e from
the original expression.
This is exactly what the refined method does. The first divisor is a + b and the
quotient ce. We reduce the quotient to a single variable, say c , and we divide again the
original expression by that variable. In this case, the second quotient is e(a + b ) , which
is used as the new expression, namely:

Decomposition can be applied to all expressions of the network whose size is
above a given threshold k. In general, decomposition increases the area of the network,
because the number of variables and vertices increases. The number of stages can also
increase and consequently the delay increases, even though under some delay models
more stages related to simpler expressions are faster than fewer stages with more
complex expressions.

DECOMPOSE(G,(V. E ) . k ) (
rePat (

selected venex with expression whore siw is above k ;
if (u, = M) return;
Decompose expression f,;
u, =

I
I
ALGORITHM 8.3.7

A general framework of the decomposition algorithm is shown in Algorithm 8.3.7.

8.4 THE BOOLEAN MODEL
We consider now transformations on logic networks that use the full power of the
Boolean model. Hence, each vertex of the network is associated wlth a local Boolean
function and a local don't care set.
The fundamental transformation is the Boolean simplification of one or more
local functions. If the functions are expressed in sum ofproducts form, then exact (or
heuristic) two-level logic optimization techniques can be used for this purpose, with
slight modifications, such as the search for minimal-literal (instead of minimal-term)
forms.
We shall revisit two-level logic optimization in Section 8.4.2, where we consider
also the relations between simplification and Boolean substitution. Since all Boolean
techniques rely on the use of the don't cares as degrGs of freedom for optimization,
we shall consider first the problem of their evaluation in Section 8.4.1. We suggest
the novice reader to skip the sections on the algorithms for computing the don't cure
conditions in a first reading and concentrate on the meaning of don't cares and their
use in logic optimization without delving into complex mathematical models.
Eventually we shall survey other Boolean transformations for multiple-level
logic optimization, such as redundancy removal, transduction, global flow and polarity
assignment.

8.4.1 Don't care Conditions and Their
Computation
Generally speaking, don't care conditions are related to the embedding of a Boolean
fun~tionin an environment. The knowledge of the environment can be captured by
means of the relevant patterns at the primary inputs and outputs. The don't care conditions related to the environment, called collectively external don't care conditions,
consist of a controllability and an observubiliry component.
Whereas combinational don't cares are specified as sets, they can also be represented by Boolean functions. For the sake of simplicity, we do not distinguish in this
chapter between don't care sets and their corresponding functions. Therefore logic
operators like (+, ., @.') are also applied to sets with an abuse of notation. When

different don't care conditions are applicable to the various network outputs, we use
the vector notation to represent them collectively. Vectors of don't care conditions
can be seen as vectors of representative functions, or equivalently as a linear array
of don't care sets. When using the vector notation, we assume that the dimensions
match the number of primary outputs n,, of the network, unless otherwise stated.
Definition 8.4.1. The input controllability don'r rare set includes all input patterns that
are never produced by the environment at the network's inputs.
don't cares are denoted by the set CDC,,,
Input controll~~bility

Definition 8.4.2. The output observability don't core sets denote all input patterns that
represent situations when an output is not observed by the environment.
The output observahilih~don't care sets are represented by a vector ODC,>.,,
with as many elements as the number n, of primary outputs. Each element denotes
when a primary output is not observed.
The external don't care conditions are denoted by DC,,, = CDCi, UODC,,u,,
where CDCi, is a vector with n , entries equal to CDC;,. Note that the vector notation
is necessary to distinguish the don't care components related to different outputs.
Example 8.4.1. Consider network N, of Figurc 8.14, with inputs and output5 denoled
by x and y, respectively. Tne remaining circuitry, shaded in the picture, is considered
the environment. Network N, is fed by a demultiplexer, so that one and only one of
the signals ( X I , x 2 . X I . x 4 J is T R U E at any given time. For example, pattern 0000 can
never be an input to N,. Thus, the input controllability don'r care set is CDC,. =
x;x;x;x;

+

x,x2

+

x,x3 +XIX4

+X?*j

+

X2X4

+

XIX?.

The output of network N? is in conjunction with=,. Thus the values of ?I and
.v,- are irrelevant when x , is FALSE. The observability don't care set ol' V I and y 2 is
represented by x i . Similarly, the observability don't care set of y, and ,sl is reprefented
by x i . When considering network ,Vl with no = 4 outputs, its ODC is the vector:

NETWORK ,%I'

FIGURE 8.14
Example of a logic network N,and its environment (shaded).
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FIGURE 8.16
(a) Example of

a

logic network. (b) Example of a logic oawork after simplitication.

Let us focus on vertex u?. We c l l m that the pattern ob'x can never be an input to f,.
This is true, because ab' = I implies x = a ' + b = 0.Hence ab'x is part of the CDC of
vertex u,. Similarly, a's' can never be an input to f,, because a = 0 + x = 1.
We can now use the CDC set to optimize
Let us minimize f, = abx a'cx
with ab'x +a'x' as the don't care set. We obtain f, = ox +a'c. The optimized network
is shown in Figure 8.16 (b). Note that this simplification would not have been possible
without considering the don'r care conditions.

+

A.

We use in the sequel the concept of perturbednehvork for both network analysis
and optimization.
Definition 8.4.3. Given a logic network G . ( V . E) and a vertex u,, the perturbed network at ", is the one obtained by replacing the local function f, by f, @ 6 , where 6 is
an additional input called perturbation.

-

We represent the inputloutput behavior of the penurbed network by f r ( 6 ) . where
the superscript on f denotes the perturbation placed at u,. When S = 0 the perturbed
network has behavior equal to the original network, When S = 1, the perturbed
network differs from the original network in that variable x has changed polarity.
A variable is observable if a change in its polarity is perceived at one of the
network's output. Thus, the perturbed network model gives us a mechanism to define
and compute ODC sets. Namely, the observability don't c a r e of variable x is just
fX(0) F
6 fX(l).
Example 8.4.3. Consider the network of Figure 8.17 (a). Since the network has a single
output, we use the scalar notation. The inpudoutput behavior of the network is f = abc.
Figure 8.17 ( b ) shows the network perturbed at x. The inpuUoutput behavior of the
p&;rbed network is f '(S) = h r ( 6 @ a h ) . Note that f = .fr[O) and that f X ( l )= a'bc.
The observability don't care set for variable x corresponds to those input patterns where a change in polarity of x does not affect the output, namely, ODC, =
(abc) S (a'bc) = abc . a'hc
(abc)' . (a'bc)' = b' + c'. Indeed, when either b or c is
FAI.SE, y = 0 and := 0 independently of x.
Let us optimize then the local function f, = ab with the don't care set ODC, =
h' + c ' . A minimum solution is f, = a . which corresponds to replacing the AND gate by
a wire, as shown in Figure 8.17 (c).

+

(b)

(a)

FIGURE 8.17
(a) Example of a logic network. (b) Penurbed network. (c) Optimized network.

It is interesting to compare the don't care sets associated with multiple-level
networks to those associated with Boolean functions. External don't care conditions
can be defined in both cases. Nevertheless internal don't care conditions are specific
to logic networks, because they are related to the structure of the network itself and
to the interplay of the local functions.
Let us consider now a generic logic network. Since the network can be seen
as a set of equations, these equations state the possible relations among the network
variables. Consider any vertex of the network, say u,. The assignment x = f, relates
x with the variables in sup(f,). Conditions described by x # f,,or equivalently by
x @ f,,are not possible. Hence they can be considered as don't cares.
Example 8.4.4. Consider the expression x = a' + b. Since x # a'
(a' + b) = x'o' +.r'b + xnb' is a don't core condition.

+ b is not possible,

x

The don't care conditions induced by the equitions of a logic network are called
.sati.~jiabili/ydon't care conditions.
Definition 8.4.4. The satistiability don't care conditions of a network G,(V, E ) is the
*-..

SDC =

x@fz

(8.1)

~,\EVC

~ ~ ~ 8.4.5.
m pConsider
~ e again the network of Figure 8.16 (a). Then SDC = x @ (a' +
b) + g

@ (abx

+ o'cx) = x'a'+x'b +xub'+

y'crbx + y'a'cx

+ ya'c'+ yb'a + yb'c' f YX'.

The SDCset can be seen as a Boolean function over the network variables. The
computation of the satisfiability don't cares is straightforward, even though representations of the SDC set may be large at times. The evaluation of the controllability and
ohsewability don't cares is more involved and is detailed in the following sections.
ALGORITHMS FOR COMPUTING THE CDC SET.* The knowledge of the impossible
patterns at the network's input C D C i , and of the satisfiability don't cares SDC allows
us to compute the set of output patterns that the network cannot produce, termed
output controllability don't care conditions and denoted by CDC,.,. Similarly, this
information is sufficient to compute the patterns that are not fed as input to any
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subnetwork, and in particular to any single vertex, i.e., the intenla1 conrrollubility
don't care sets.

It is important to recognize that the complement of the set CDC,>,,, i.e.,
(CDC,,,)', is the set of all possible patterns that the network can produce for any
possible input (CDC;,)'. Therefore (CDC,,,)' is the imuge of (CDCi,)' under the
function f representing the inputloutput behavior of the network.
There are two major approaches for computing internal and output CDC sets.
The first relies on network traversal and the second on image computation.
The first method consists of computing the controllability don't care sets associated with successive cuts of the networks. Cuts are vertex separation sets in the
network graph and correspond also to subsets of variables. The cut is moved from
the primary inputs to the primary outputs. Namely, the initial cut is the set of primary input variables. To move the cut, vertices are sorted in a sequence compatible
with the partial order induced by the network graph and are added to the cut one
at a time. Vertices whose direct successors are all in the cut can he dropped from
the cut.
For each vertex under consideration, its contribution to the SDC set is taken
into account, by adding it to the CDC set of the current cut. For all vertices being
dropped from the cut, the corresponding variables are removed by applying repeatedly
the consensus operation on the local CDC set, i.e., by preserving the component of the
CDC set that is independent of those variables. In Algorithm 8.4.1, the cut is denoted
by set C and the vertices being dropped are denoted by D.
The complexity of the algorithm is linear in the size of the graph if we hound
the complexity of performing the consensus operation, which unfortunately may be
potentially explosive.
For any given cut CDC,,,, is expressed in the local variables of the cut, and
hence it can be directly used for logic optimization of the subnetwork being driven.

-

CONTROLLABILITY(G.1V. E l , CDC,, )

I

C = V';
CDC,,, = CDC,,:

foreach vertex r,

E

V'

in topological order 1
I* add u , to the cut */

C=CUur:

+/>

CDC,,,
CDCIIII
ex:
D = ( V E C s t . all direct successors of r are in C t ;
L

forweh vertex

u, E D

CDC.,,, = C,lCDC,-,,,):
C = C - D:

I
CDC,,,, = CDC,,,,:

I
ALGORITHM 8.4.1

/* add local SDC component */

/* remove depcndencieh from variables in D *I
1: drop D from the cut ' 1

Example 8.4.6. Consider the network shown in Figure 8.18. Let us determine the
impossible assignments for the variables z, = d and z2 = e, given the input don'r care
set CDC,,, =six;.
The first venex being selected is 0,. Its contribution to CDC,., is u f B (x2 @ x i ) .
Now "Cables D = (x2,x3] can be dropped from the cut. The consensus operation leaves
CDC,., = .x;x;.
Venex b is selected next, adding b e ( x , f a ) to CDC,*. Now variable x , can be
dropped from the cut. The consensus operation leaves CDC,,,, = b'x; + b'a.
Then venex c is chosen. For the rut (b. c ] we have CDC,,, = b'c'. Eventually
the algorithm reaches the primcuy outputs. The output conrrollabilit). don't care set is
CDC,,,, = e , = z,.,
This means that the network can never yield a 0 on output zz. From an intuitive
standpoint, this is guaranteed by noticing that ( X I = 1 or xa = 1) are sufficient to imply
22 = I. But both x , and I,cannot be FALSE, because s;r-;is part of CDC;,. The different
cuts are shown in Figure 8.18 (c).

A more efficient method to compute controllabilir?,don't care sets is by means
of image computation. This method, devised first for the implicit enumeration of the
states of a finite-state machine 1151, was adapted later to the computation of don'r
cares in combinational networks [42].
For a given cut of the network (or of a subnetwork) with n, variables, let
f : B"' + En, be the vector function that maps the primaly inputs into the variables
of the cut. Note that when the cut is the set of primary outputs, CDC,,, = CDC,,,
and f is the network inputloutput behavior. Then CDC,,, is just the complement of the
image of (CDC,,)' under f. For the sake of simplicity, assume first that CDC:, = M.
Then CDC,,, is just the complement of the range bf f.
We show now how to compute the range of a function in terms of its output
variables. Let us consider first the range of a single-output function y = f ( x ) . In
general the function can evaluate to TRUE or FALSE according to the input values x.

(a)

ib)

(cl

FIGURE 8.18
(a) Example of a logic network. (bl Network graph. ( c ) Curs in a logic network.
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Hence the range can be expressed in terms of the output variable as y y'. Exceptions
are the cases when f is a tautology ( f = 1) and its range is y, or f' is a tautology
( f = 0) and its range is y'.
Let us consider now the range of an m-output function y = f ( x ) = [f I , f 2 , . . . ,
f m I T . The range o f f can be expanded using the output variables as a basis as follows:

range ( f ( x ) ) = Y I r a n g e

In words, the identity means that the range is the sum of two subsets. The
former corresponds to y 1 TRUE in conjunction with the range of the other components restricted to the subset of the domain where yl is TRUE. The latter corresponds
to yl FALSE with the range of the other components restricted to the subset of the
domain where yl is FALSE. Note that the restriction is the generalized cofacror, as
described in Section 2.5.1, with respect to the orthonormal basis provided by f ' and
its complement. Expansion 8.2 can be applied recursively by considering all output
variables, until the function is scalar and the range can be evaluated. The trick is to
use the output variables for the expansion, while f is expressed in terms of the input
variables. Note that the method is applicable to the range computation of any set of
cut variables y.
Example 8.4.7. Let us consider again the network o f Example 8.4.6, shown in Figure 8.18. Assume that CDC,,, = C1. Without loss of generality, let us use the identity
a = x2 a x , . Variables d and e can be expressed in terns of { x , ,a, x?] by the vector
function:

The range o f f is evaluated in terms of the output variables Id, el as follows:
r a n g 4 0 = d range(f2I~,,,+,,=0+ d ' range(f21ir,ra+Y,=o)
= d range((xl + xr

+ a)lr,,,,+,,=i) + d' range((x1 + x4 + a)li,,,,+o,=o)

+ d' range(o'(x1 fB x4))
= de + d'(e + e')
= d range(1)

= d'+e

where the domain restriction is easily computed, as shown in Figure 8.19.
Thus d' + e are the possible patterns, while CDC,., = (d' + e)' = de' = z ; z ~
represents the impossible pattern. This is justified intuitively by noticing that an ANn
gate cannot have a FALSE output ( 2 , ) when an on gate with the same inputs has a TRUE
one ( 2 2 ) .
The effectiveness of the method stems from the fact that f can be represented
efficiently when the local functions in a logic network are modeled by BDDs. In

FIGURE 8.19
( a ) Mintems of f 2 . (h) The shaded region denotes f ' = I . Function f 2 is always true in the shaded
region. i c ) The shaded region denotes f' = 0.Function f 2 .restricted to the shaded region, is a ' ( x l ex4).

addition, the range computation can be transformed into an existential quantification
of the characteristic equation ~ ( xy), = 1 representing y = f(x), namely r a n g e ( f ) =
S x ( ~ ( xy))
, (15, 421. BDD representations of characteristic functions and applying
the smoothing opcrator to BDDs arc simplc and cffcctive, thus making this method
practical for large circuits.
We would like to comment now on the case in which CDC;, is not empty.
Then, the range computations must be replaced by the image computation of CDCI,
under f.
Example 8.4.8. Let us con~ideragain the nctwo;k of Example 8.4.7, with C D C , , =
x i x i . The same expansion used before applies, having changed the range computation
into an imrrge computation of (CDC,,)' = x, + x n .
Thus, function f 2 = xl +x4 + a has to be considered first in the restricted domain
delimited by both ~ 1 x +4 a = 1 and xl + x 4 = I. Function f 2 is always TRL,' in this
restricted domain. Then, function f = x , +xd+a has m be restricted to both x l x 4 + a = 0
and xl +xq = I. Function f' is always TRUE also in this second restricted domain. The
restriction is shown graphically in Figure 8.20.
Expressions similar to those of Example 8.4.7 hold, after having changed rang?
into image. By using an expansion in terms of variable d, since both restrictions of f 2
yield a tautology, we get irnage(CDC:,, O = d e f d ' e = r. As a result, CDC,,", = e' =
z;, as computed by the CONTROLLABILITY algorithm before.
The image computation CDC:, under f can be transformed into a range computation of the generalized cofactor o f f w.r.t. CDC,!,. Thus, the image computation
can be derived by an existential quantification of the characteristic equation ~ ( xy),
intersected with CDC,!,.
Example 8.4.9. Let us consider again the network of Example 8.4.7, with C D C ; , = x ; x i .
The characteristic equation is:
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FIGURE 8.20
(a) Minterms of

, f Z and a ring showing restriction of thc domain by excluding CDC,,. (h) Minterms of
The shaded region ( f ' = I ) inside the ring denotes the restricled domain of interest. Function 'f is
alway true in thc shaded region. (c) Minterms o f f ' . The shaded region (1'= 0) inside the ring denotes
the restricted domain of interest. Function /' is always me in the shaded region.
f2.

by expanding the expression:

The range o f f is So,,, , ( x ) = de + d'e + d'r' = d' + r as in Example 8.4.8.The image
of CDC;, = r l + x 4 is equal to the range of ~ ( x +, x 4 ) , i.e., to the range of:

which is S,,,,,(de(x~xn
Example 8.4.8.

+ a ) ( x , + xs) + d'cn'(x;xd + x.p:))

= de

+ d'e = e as in

The size of the CDC set may be large at times, and therefore it may he convenient to use subsets of the CDC set in logic optimization. The subsets can be
selected by using filters that drop some terms that are useless or unlikely in the
optimization of one or more local functions of interest. Filters will be described in
Section 8.4.2. As far as CDC conditions are concerned, the use of any local subset
is always safe, because it can lead only to underestimating other local CDC subsets.
ALGORITHMS FOR COMPUTING THE ODC SETS.* The observability of a network
variahle can bc tested by assuming that the variable can be changed in polarity. The
conditions under which such a change is not perceived at an output is the corresponding nhs~rvahilitydon't care set. As an example, let us consider a specific internal
variahle x and an output variable y. Consider the behavior of a (single-output) network as expressed by a logic function y = f ( x ) . Then, the observahility don't care
set is just the complement of the Boolean difference a f / a x = f lLI fB.flx=o. i.e.,
$ f I,=".
If the network has multiple outputs, the ODC set is a vecODC, = f
tor whose elements are the complemented Boolean differences of each scalar output
function with respect to the variahle of interest.
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The observability of a variable can be redefined by using the concept of perturbed network. Namely, if we represent the inputloutput behavior of the perturbed
network by f'(6), the observahility don't care set of variable x is just fX(O)
fx(l).
From a practical standpoint, the definition of ODC sets does not help its computation, because it is often not possible to express outputs as explicit functions of
internal variables for size reasons. Similarly, the computation of the Boolean difference by means of the chain rule [6] can be computationally explosive. We describe
here an incremental method for the computation of the internal ODC set that exploits
a traversal of the logic network.
Consider first, as a simple example, a single-output network with a tree structure.
The scalar notation is used, being only one output is involved. Assume we know the
internal ODC conditions for a subset of the vertices. This subset contains initially the
output vertex, being ODC,., determined by the environment and hence known. We
want to compute the ODC set for a vertex u, whose direct successor u, has a known

ODC set.
The condition under which a change in polarity of x is not perceived at the
output is the sum of two components:

The first term spells the conditions under which x is not observed at u,, while the
second term denotes the conditions under which y itself is not observed. Therefore
a simple network traversal, from the output to the inputs, allows us to compute the
ODC sets at the internal vertices and at the primary inputs.
Example 8.4.10. Let us consider the network shosn in Figure 8.21 (a) and specified

by the equations:

e =

b+c

b = x,+a,
c =

XJ

+

02

Let us assume that the environment does not restrict the observability of the output,
i.e., ODC,,,, =ODC, = 0
Then, ODCh is just equal to (af,/ab)' = (b+c)l,=, 5 (b+c)16=0= C.Similarly,
o o c , = (af,/ac)' = b

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 8.21
(a) Tree-shaped network. (b) Network with fanout reconvergence.

The observability don't core set for x, is equal to the sum of ODCbwith (afb/ax,)'.
Hence ODC,, = c + a , = u , +u2+zd. The ODC sets at the other inputs can be computed
analogously, yielding ODC,, = c + s, = x , + a2 + x4, ODC,? = b + x4 = x, + u , + xa
and ODC, = b + a 2 = x , + a , + a 2 .
For networks with general topology, a vertex may have multiple fanout and
multiple paths to any output. This situation, called fanour reconvergence in jargon,
is known to be hard to handle in both logic optimization and testing problems. The
problem lies in combining the observability of a variable along different paths. A
naive, but wrong, assumption is that the ODC set is the intersection of the ODC sets
related to the different fanout stems. Indeed, if a vertex has two (or more) paths to
a given output, we must take into account the interplay of the ability of the paths to
propagate to the output a change of polarity of the corresponding variable.

Example 8.4.11. Let us consider the network shown in Figure 8.21 (b) and specified
by the equations:
e = b+c
b = .rl+a
C = x~

+ a

By using the arguments of Example 8.4.10. we get ODCh = c and ODC, = b.
The ODC set of u related to the path (a. b. e ) is x , + c = x, + a + x4. while the
ODC set of a related to the path ( a , c , e ) is .;i+ b = r , + a + x , . Their intersection
contains a , which would lead us to believe that a is not observed at the output, which is
false. Indeed, one of the edges ( u , . uh). (L',,.u,) is redundant. but not variable u .

Let us consider now multiple-output networks for the sake of generality. To
compute the internal ODC sets correctly, we use an extended annotation of the logic
network, where variables and ODC sets are associated with both vertices and edges.
We denote the ODC set related to edge (u,. u,) as ODC,,,, which is computed by a
formula similar to 8.3 but in vector notation, namely:

In words, each component of vector ODC,,, is the sum of the corresponding component of ODC, and the aomplement of the local Boolean difference.
whereas the computation of the edge ODCs is straightforward, the derivation of
the ODCs at vertices that are the tail of multiple edges (i.e., multiple-fanout vertices)
is more Lomplex. For simplicity. let us consider first the computation of the ODC
set at vertex u,, denoted as ODC,, that is the tail of two edges (v,, u,), (u,, u:), as
shown in Figure 8.22.
A method for analyzing this situation proposed by Damiani et al. [17] is based
on considering first the observability of x along each path independently. For this
reason, variable x is copied into variables xl and x2, which are associated with edges
(u,, u,,) and (u,, u:), respectively. Let us assume now perturbations of the network
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FIGURE 8.22
Example of a two-way fanout stem

at xu and xz and let ~ " " ( S I .Sz) denote the inputloutput behavior of the perturbed
network.
The obsewability along the path including (u,, u,) is computed assuming that SI
and 62 are independent perturbations. In particular, ODC,., = fx'~"2(1,
rS2) % fX1.XZ(O,
62). Similarly ODC,r.;= P1."?(SI,1) s f ' " " ( S I . 0). Note that f*l.x'(l. 1) s f X ' . X 2 ( 00),
is the ODC set of variable x in the original network, because it captures the conditions
under which a consistent change in polarity of x is propagated to the outputs along
the paths through u , and u,.
We use now an algebraic manipulation2 to relate the previous expressions for
ODC,., and ODC,,: to ODC,, namely:

This formula yields a way of constructing the ODC set of vertex u, from those of the
edges (v,. u,), (v,, u;).
By symmetry, by exchanging y with z (and the corresponding ODC sets), a
similar formula can be derived:

Note that for two-way fanout stems there is no need for explicit edge variables.
Indeed, any edge ODC set can depend only on the copy of the variable associated
with the other edge. Since no confusion can arise, the edge variables can he the same
as the corresponding vertex variable. Hence we can rewrite Equations 8.9 and 8.10
as:

ODC, = ODC,.~I,=,~ % ODC,.:
=

' ~ e c a l lthat

rr

ODC.r.J

-

@

ODC.~.,Ir=c~

(8.11)
(8.12)

% 1 = u and that b % h = I for any variable or function u. b. Hence a % (b % h ) = a .

This is not the case for multi-way fanout stems, because an edge ODC set may
depend on different copies of the related vertex variable. Hence, edge variables must
be recorded and distinguished.
Example 8.4.12. Let us consider again the network of Example 8.4.11 and shown in
Figure 8.21 (b). Since there is a single output, we use the scalar notation ODC,J =
x, + a x4 and ODC,,, = x, + a + x4.
Then ODC, = ODCObl,r=,, c? ODC.,. Hence ODC, = (XI + a' + xa) FS
(x, + a +x4) = X I +xd, which represents exactly the conditions under which variable a
is not observed at the output.

+

This result can be generalized to more than two fanout stems. The following
theorem shows how the ODC of a vertex can be computed from those of its outgoing
edges in the general case.
Theorem 8.4.1. Let v, E V be any internal or input vertex of a logic network. Let
(x,, i = 1 . 2 , . . . p ) be the variables associated with edges ((1,
y , ) ; i = 1.2,. . . pJ
and ODC,,, i = 1 , 2 . . . . , p, the corresponding ODC sets. The observability don't care
set at a vertex
is given by:

.

18,

Proof. Let fX(x,,x2,. . . , .rp) describe the rnudified network with independent perturbations ( 6 , . i = 1.2.. . . . p J on variables (1,.i = 1.2.. . . , p J . The ODC set for u, is:

ODC, = f X ( l . I :...

I . I ) B f X ( 0 . 0:-.

0.0)

(8.14)

It can be rewritten as:

ODC, = (fX(1.1..... I ) ~ f X ( 0,....
. l I))
c?

5 ...

(fX(0,0..... 1) BjfX(0.0...., 0))

(8.15)

Equivalently:

ODC,

=

ODCt.,,la,=..=a,=i FS - - .FS ODC,.,,ls , = . =a,-,= o

= ODC,,,,I ,,=..=,"=,

CB

...

c?

ODC...,p-, I

(8.16)

-

fB ODC,,,, (8.17)

which can be rewritten as:
-

ODC, = @ ODCKsllr.,= =in=.,,

(8.18)

I=,

This theorem allows us to devise an algorithm, shown in Algorithm 8.4.2, for the
computation of the internal and input ODC sets, starting from ODC,,,,. The algorithm
traverses the network from the primary outputs to the primary inputs. For each vertex
being considered, the ODC sets associated with its outgoing edges is computed first
as the union of the ODC sets of the direct successors and the complement of the local
Boolean difference. Then, the ODC set for the vertex is computed using Theorem 8.4.1.
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OBSERVABILITY( G,,(V.El, ODC,., 1 {
foreach vertex v, E V in revene topological order {
for (i = I to p )

ODC,,, = (af, /ax)'l
ODC, = B = , o D c . ~ . , ,+,I

1- consider all direct successors of v, *I
I* compute edge ODC set *I

+ODC,;

I* compute vertex ODC set *I

, = = , P -. , ;

1

I
ALGORITHM 8.4.2

Note that this step is trivial, when the venex has only one direct successor, because its
ODC set equals that of the outgoing edge. Vertices are sorted in a reverse topological
order consistent with the partial order induced by the network graph.
The complexity of the algorithm is linear in the size of the graph if we bound
the complexity of performing the cofactor operation, which may require re-expressing
local functions with different variables. For each variable, the intersection of the
elements of the corresponding ODC vector yields the conditions under which that
variable is not observed at any output. This set is called the global ODC of a variable.
The vector of dimension n; whose entries are the global ODC conditions of the input
variables is the input observability don'r care set ODC;,.
Example 8.4.13. Consider again the network of Figure 8.18. The ODC sets at vertices
vd and u, are:

which means that the d is fully observable at the first output (i.e., empty ODC) and not
observable at the second one (full ODC). Opposite considerations apply to e.
First, consider vertex ua and edge (ub.
because c' = (afd/ab)'. Similarly ODC,, =

vd).

(!,) + (:)

-

ODC~.dlh=w@ ODCs., =
Next, consider vertex v,. Now ODCCd =

(i) (i) (i).

ODC.,. =
+
=
Consider now vertex u.:

0DCb.d =
=

(y)

(r ).

+

(z:)

=

(y).

Therefore ODCh

( y ) + (i:) ( y ).
=

=

Similarly,

Therefore ODC, = ODC,,dI,=,8 % ODC,, =

(E).
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Therefore:
ODC, = ODC,.p ,-.I

C3

ODC,,,

The global observability of o is ( x l x 4 ) ( x+xb)
l
= ~ 1 x 4By. progressing in a similar
way, we can then determine the observability of the inputs, which may be used as external
ODC sets for the optimization of a network feeding the one under consideration.
In general, ODC sets may be large functions. Therefore ODC subsets may be
useful for logic optimization. Differently from the CDC set case, we cannot drop
arbitrary elements of the ODC set of a variable and then u_se the subset to compute
the ODC set for some other variable. Indeed, the Bi operator used to compute the
vertex ODC set involves implicitly the complement of the edge ODC sets. Hence,
some ODC subset may lead to computing ODC supersets at other vertices, which is
not a safe approximation.

-

-

Example 8.4.14. Consider again the network of Figure 8.18. Let the ODC sets of edges
(v,, uh) and (u,, u,) be approximated by subsets as ODC,,b =

(Z). Then:

(::)

and ODC,,, =

-

Note that both components of ODC, are not subsets of the corresponding components
of ODC..
Different safe approximations of the ODC sets have been proposed and they

are sumeyed and contrasted in reference [17]. The simplest [8] is to approximate the
local ODC set by just the intersection of the complement of the Boolean difference
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of the immediate successors with respect to the variable under consideration. In other
words, the ODC subsets of the successors are neglected.
Other approximations yield subsets of larger size. Among these, we mention
two that are noteworthy and we show here the formulae for two-way fanout stems,
the extension being straightforward. The first can be obtained by expanding the B
operator appearing in Equations 8.1 1 and 8.12 and summing them:

+

ODC, = (ODC,.,I,=.,~). (ODC,r,;) (ODC,.,I,=,~)' . (ODC,,;)'

+

+ ( O D C , , ). (ODC.r.:I.L=.r~)
+ (ODC,,,)'. (ODCx,zI,=,,)' (8.19)
If subsets of the edge ODCs and of t h e i ~complements are available, then the above
equation can provide a subset of the actual ODC,, by substituting the subsets in
place of the corresponding full sets. Note that subsets of the ODC sets and of their
complements must be computed and stored.
A second approximation method is based on disregarding the complements of
the ODC sets and hence on the formula:

If subsets of the edge ODCs are used as arguments of the above formula, a subset of
the ODC is ieturned.

-

Example 8.4.15. Consider again the network of Figure 8.18. Again let the ODC sets

-

of edges ( u , , , r,,,) and (u,?. v.) be approximated by subsets as ODC,,,, =

-

ODCa,' =

(::).

Then:

(::)

and

-

Both components of ODC, are now subsets of the corresponding components of ODC,.

8.4.2 Boolean Simplification and Substitution
We consider now the problem of simplifying a logic function with the degrees of
freedom provided by the local don't care set. We define simplification informally as
the manipulation of a representation of the local function that yields an equivalent one
with,smaller size. Equivalence will be defined rigorously later. We shall then extend
thi? problem to the simultaneous optimization of more than one local function.
Two-level logic optimization algorithms are applicable to this problem under the
assumption that local functions are represented by two-level sum ofproducts forms.
Nevertheless we must consider a few subtle differences with respect to the problems
addressed in Chapter 7. First, the objective of local function simplification in the
frame of multiple-level logic optimization should not be the reduction of the number
of terms. A more relevant goal is reducing the number of literals. It may also be
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important to minimize the cardinality of the support set of the local function, which
is directly related to the required local interconnections.
Exact and heuristic algorithms for two-level minimization can be modified to
optimize the number of literals. In the exact case, prime implicants can he weighted
by the number of literals they represent as a product, leading to a minimum weighted
(unate) covering problem that can be solved with the usual methods. In the heuristic
case, the expand operator yields a prime cover that corresponds to a locally minimumliteral solution. The minimizer may be steered by heuristic rules toward a solution
that rewards a maximal reduction of literals (instead of product terms). A method for
minimizing the cardinality of the support set is summarized in reference 161.
The second noteworthy issue in simplifying a local function is that the reduction
in literals can he achieved by using a variable which was not originally in the support
set. Roughly speaking, this corresponds to "substituting a portion of the function" by
that variable. Indeed, this is exactly the same as performing the Boolean substitution
transformation that was mentioned in Section 8.2.3. Note that the simplification of
a local function in isolation (i.e., without the don't care conditions induced by the
network interconnection) would never lead to adding a variable to the support set.
because such a variable is apparently unrelated to the function. The don'r care conditions help to bridge this gap, because they encapsulate global information of the
network and represent the interplay among the different local functions.
Example 8.4.16. Consider again the second case of substitution mentioned in Example
8.2.12, where we try to substitute q = a+cd into f, = a+bcd+e to get fh = a+bq+e.
Let us consider the SDC set q @ ( a+ cd) = q'a + q'cd + qa'(cd)'. The sjrnplification of
fh = a + brd + r with q'o + q'cd + qo'(cd)' as a don'r care set yields fh = a + by + e .
(Cube by can replace cube bcd because the mintems whe7e the cubes differ are pan of
the don't care set.) One literal is saved by changing the support set of f h .
Thus Boolean simplification encompasses Boolean substitution. Therefore we
can concentrate on Boolean simplification in the sequel.
We can envision two major strategies for performing Boolean simplification:
optimizing the local functions one at a time or optimizing simultaneously a set of
local functions. Consequently, the target of each simplification is a vertex in the first
case and a subnetwork in the second case. We refer to the two strategies as singlevertex and multiple-vertex optimization, respectively.
The two approaches differ substantially, because optimizing a local function
affects the don't care sdts of other local functions. Thus, when optimizing the local
functions one at a time, the don't care sets change as the network is being optimized.
Conversely', when optimizing more than one local function at a time, the corresponding
degrees of freedom cannot be expressed completely by independent sets.
SINGLE-VERTEX OPTIMIZATION. Let us consider a logic network G,(V, E) and

a vertex u, that is chosen to be a target of optimization. We must consider first which
functions are the feasible replacements of function f,. This is obviously dependent
on the local environment, i.e., on the interconnections of u, in the network.

FIGURE 8.23
(a) Example of a logic network. (b) Perturbed network at x to show the replacement of f, = nb with
g, = a . (c) Optimized network.

We use again the concept of a pemrbed network. The replacement of a local
function f , with another one, say g,, can be modeled by means of a perturbation
8 = f, $ g,, as shown in Figure 8.23. This allows us to formalize the equivalence
of two networks, the latter obtained from the former by replacing f , with gx. Recall
that f, P and
are functions of the primary input variables.
Definition 8.4.5. Consider a logic network and another network obtained by replacing a
local functlon f. with 8 , . The two logic networks are equivalent if the vector equality:

is satisfied for all observable components o f f and all possible primary input assignments.

In other words, the difference in inputloutput-behavior of the two networks must
be included in the exten~aldon't care set. or equivalently:

If we define e(S) = f r ( 0 ) @ fr(S), then e(S) represents the error introduced by
replacing f, with g , . The don't care set represents the tolerance on the error. We say
that a perturbation is feasible if 8.23 holds.
Additional insight into the problem can be gained by the following theorem.
Theorem 8.4.2. Consider a logic network obtained by replacing a local function f,
with g,. A sufficient condition for equivalence is that the perturbation S = f, @ g, is
contained in all components of DC,,, + ODC,.
Proof: By definition of equivalence. fZ(O) @ fX(S)c DC,,,, where S = f, @ g,. Let
e(6) = f r ( 0 ) @ f7(S).By perfomlng an expansion on variable 6, we have:
e(S)=S(fT(0)@ f V ( l ) )+ S'(fr(0) @ f'(0))
Hence e(S) = S ODC:. which impllec that:
SODC: C DC,,,
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The above equality holds if and only if:

GI I
DC,,,

+ ODC,

(8.25)

Theorem 8.4.2 does not assume anything about the support set of g,. If we assume that sup(&) is a subset of the primary input variables, the condition is also necessary, because otherwise there would be some don't care condition not accounted for.
Assume now that f, and g, have the same support set S(x) that includes variables associated with internal vertices. Then the impossible input patterns for f, and
g, are additional degrees of freedom for the replacement of f, with g,. Therefore the
local don't care set of variable x includes also the controllability component, i.e.:

DC, = DC,,,

+ ODC, + CDC.T(~I

Finally, assume that sup(g,) is included in the set of network variables, as in the
case in which we attempt Boolean substitution. Again the impossible input patterns at
the inputs o f f , and g, also have to be accounted for. Therefore the local don't care
set includes also the SDC set for all variables but x , i.e., SDC, =
y e f,.
o,tV":

Therefore:

DC, = DC,,,

+ ODC, + SDC,

u,#F.

(8.27)

where SDC, = S D C , l . Whereas this definition of SDC, is compatible with the
literature [6], the astute reader will notice that variables col~espondingto successor
vertices of u, cannot be added to the support of the local function f,, and therefore
the corresponding contribution to SDC, can be ignored.

-

Corollar~8.4.1. Let f, be replaced by g,, where sup(&',) is included in the set of all
variables excluding x. A necessary and sufficient condition for equivalence is that the
perturbation S = f, @ g, is contained in all componerlts of DC, = DC,,, + ODC, +
SDC,.

+

The corollary states that DC, = DC,,, + ODC, SDC, represents the don't
care conditions for any vertex u, E V G . Note that since the perturbation must be
contained in all components of DC,, it is convenient to check its containment in their
intersection, denoted by DC,.
Example 8.4.17. Consider the network of Flgure 8.23 (a). Assume that there are no
external don't care sets and that we want to optimize f, by replacing the A N D gate by a
straight connection, i.e., R, = a . Hence the pemrbation is 6 = f,t3g, = a b e a = ab'.
A feasible revlacement is one where the vetturbation is contained in the local don't care
set DC,. A simple analysis yields ODC, = J' = b' + c'. Then DC, = b' + c' because
the inputs of g, are primary inputs. Since 6 = ab' c DC, = b' + c', the replacement is
feasible. The optimized network is shown in Figure 8.23 (c).

The local don't cure sets encapsulate all possible degrees of freedom for replacing f, with g,. In practice, the external don't cure sets are specified along with the
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I(

repeat (
u, =

selected venex;

Compute [he local don'r core set DC,;
Optimize the function f,;

I until (no more reduction is possible)
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logic network and the SDC, CDC and ODC sets can be computed by the algorithms
presented before. Note that the local don't.care set for a variable may be large and
contain components that are irrelevant to the simplification of the col~espondinglocal
function. Corollary 8.4.1 just states that the local don't care sets contain all relevant
components.
Filters are used to reduce the size of the local don't care sets. Filters may drop
terms of the local don't care sets while considering the uselessness, or unlikelihood,
that they contribute to minimizing those functions. In the first case the filters are called
exact, otherwise they are called approximate. Both types of filters exploit the topology
of the network.
An example of an exact filter is the following. The filter considers the support
sets of the local function to be simplified and of the cubes of a sum of products
representation of the corresponding local don't care set. Consider a vertex u,. Let
DC, = D U E such that ( ( s u p ( F )U s u p ( D ) ) n sup(E)I 5 1. Then, it can be
shown formally that the cubes of E are useless for optimizing f, [38, 431. (See
Problem 9.)
Approximate filters are based on heuristics. An example is discarding those
cubes of the don't care set whose support is disjoint from that of the function to be
minimized. Another example is to disregard those cubes whose support is larger than
a given threshold, i.e., corresponding to Boolean subspaces too small to be relevant.
We refer the interested reader to references [38] and [43] for details.
A simple framework for single-vertex optimization is given in Algorithm 8.4.3.
Different heuristics can be used to select vertices and filters to limit the size of the
local don't care set.

-

MULTIPLE-VERTE;X OFTIMIZATION.* We consider now the problem of the si-

multaneous optimization of the functions associated with a set of vertices of a logic
network. We use perturbation analysis as a way of describing the replacement of local
fundidns with new ones at the vertices of interest.
Let us assume that we want to simplify n local functions, related to variables
{xi, i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n J .Hence we introduce multiple perturbations IS;,i = 1.2,. . . , n )
in the network, one for each variable, as shown in Figure 8.24. Each perturbation
is the difference between the old and new functions to be assigned to each vertex,
i.e., {Si = f,, $ g , ,i = 1,2, . . . , n ) . We use the vector notation to denote the set of
perturbations 6 and perturbed variables x.
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FIGURE 8.24
(a) Example of a logic nelwork. fh) Network with multiple penurhatians. (c) Optimized network. (d)
Another optimized network.

By definition of equivalence, the difference in inputloutput behavior of the original and perturbed network must be contained in the external don'r care set, namely:

It would be useful to transform this inequality into bounds on the individual perturbations (Si,= 1.2, . . . , n ) , in a fashion similar t o Theorem 8.4.2. Unfortunately the bounds are more complex than those used in single-vertex optimization. Note first that a simultaneous optimization of multiple vertices using the
local don'r care sets, computed as in the previous section, would lead to erroneous
results.
Example 8.4.18. Consider the circuit of Figure 8.24 (a). Assume the external don'r
care set is empty, for the sake of simplicity. Let us compute the ODC sets ODC, =
y' = b' + c', O D C , = x' = b' + a ' . Assume we want to replace f, by g, = a and f,
by g, = c. Even though both perturbations 81 = ab' and SZ = b'c are included in the
corresponding local don'r care sets, the simultaneous optimization leads to an erroneous
network, implementing z = ac. Only one perturbation (corresponding to replacing one
AND gate by a wire) is applicable at a time.

It isinteresting to look at the multiple-vertex optimization problem from a different perspective. Let x be the set of variables under consideration. Then, some patterns
of x may be equivalent as far as determining the value of the primary outputs. Thus,
the mapping from the primary input variables to the variable x, which satisfies the
equivalence constraint 8.28, can be characterized by a Boolean relation. Therefore
multiple-vertex optimization can be modeled as finding a minimal implementation of
a multiple-output function compatible with a Boolean relation.

Example 8.4.19. Consider again the circuit of Figure 8.24 (a) with no external don't
curer. Let x. ?. represent the perturbed variables. The primary output is TRUE only when
x. y = I, I. The remaining patterns for x, y, i.e.. ( 0.0; 0.1; 1.0 1, are equivalent. Hence
the subnetwork with inputs a , b. c and outputs x . y can be represented by the following
Boolean relation:

A minimum-literal solution is:

corresponding to r = a and ? = bc as in the implementation shown in Figure 8.24 ( c ) .
Nare that this solution is not unique. For example, another minimum-literal solution is
s = rrb and s = c as shown in Figure 8.24 (d).
Thus, the feasible perturbations can be expressed as solutions to a Boolean
relation. Two points are noteworthy. First, Boolean slations capture more degrees of
freedom than don't care sets, and thus multiple-vertex optimization is a more powerful
paradigm for optimization than single-vertex optimization. Second, Boolean relations
reduce to Boolean functions in the limiting case of single-vertex optimization. Indeed,
single-output relations are logic functions, possibly incompletely specified. Thus, in
the single-output case it is possible to specify feasible perturbations as incompletely
specified functions, as stated by Theorem 8.4.2.
Example 8.4.20. Consider the circuit of Figure 8.24 (b). Assume again that the external
don't care set is empty. The constrain^ on the equivalence of the perturbations are:

Therefore:
(ah @ 6 , ) ( b c @ 6 4 = abc

A trivial solution is obviously provided by 6, = 0, S2 = 0. Non-trivial solutions are
61 = ah', 6 2 = 0 and 81 = 0.61 = b'c, whose validity can be easily checked by back
substitution. The first non-trivial perturbation corresponds to choosing g, = ab@ab' = a ,

and its implementation is shown in Figure 8.23 (c).
There are then two major avenues for multiple-vertex optimization. The first is
to extract the subnetwork target of optimization, model its inputloutput behavior as a
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Boolean relation and apply corresponding exact (or heuristic) minimization techniques.
The second method is to search for bounds for feasible simultaneous perturbations.
These bounds can be used to compute mutually compatible don'r care sets that reflect the degrees of freedom of each local function in the simultaneous optimization
problem. Whereas this approach leads to formulating the optimization problem as a
Boolean function minimization problem (and hence simpler to solve than the corresponding Boolean relation minimization problem), it is possible to.show that some
degrees of freedom in logic optimization are not captured by the compatible don't
care sets. Hence, this approach is less general than Boolean relation optimization. It
should be noted, though, that compatible don'r care sets can be computed for arbitrary subsets of vertices whose local functions may have arbitraly support sets. On the
other hand, the specification of a Boolean relation entails identifying a set of inputs
and a set of outputs, the latter being associated with the vertices that are the target
of the optimization. Therefore this approach is well-suited for optimizing cascaded
subnetworks.
We describe multiple-vertex optimization by means of compatible don't care sets
first, to draw the parallel with single-vertex optimization. We comment on relationbased optimization later.
COMPATIBLE DON'T CARE CONDITIONS.* Single-vertex optimization relies on the
results of Theorem 8.4.2 and Corollaq 8.4.1, which state that a single perturbation
is valid when it is bounded from above by the local don't care set. This result does
not generalize to multiple-vertex optimization, as shown by Example 8.4.18. Indeed
it is possible to show formally [17] that multiple perturbations are feasible when they
satisfy bilateral (upper and lower) bounds. 7he bounds for-one perturbation depends
in general on the other perturbations.
To avoid the complexity of computing and deriving the exact bounds, a conservative approach can be used, where only perturbation-independent upper bounds
are used. Satisfaction of these hounds is a sufficient (but not necessary) condition
for equivalence. The implementation of this approach bears some similarities with
single-vertex optimization, where a local don'r care set is computed and used for
simplification. Nevertheless some feasible transformations may not be found, because
of the restriction applied to the bounds.
Note that the external don'r care sets are invariant on the perturbations. Conversely, the satisfiability don't cares related to the vertices being optimized are obviously subject to change, and therefore are excluded from the local don't care sets.
We concentrate then on 'the analysis of the ODC sets and on the computation of those
subsets that are invariant under simultaneous independent perturbations.
Definition 8.4.6. Consider a set of variables x,. i = I, 2, . . . . n. Observability don'r care
sets are called compatible and denoted CODC,, . i = 1, . . . . n, when they do not depend

on the perturbations themselves and
6,1 5 DC,,,

+ CODC,, ,

i

represents a sufficient condition for equivalence

= 1,

. . . .n

(8.29)

A compatible ODC (CODC) set is said to be maximal if no other cube can be
added to it while preserving compatibility.
From a practical standpoint, the derivation of CODC sets is very important,
because it enables us to simplify simultaneously and correctly a set of local functions.
Thus CODCs play the role that ODCs have in single-vertex optimization. Maximal
CODC sets are relevant because they provide more degrees of freedom than nonmaximal ones.
From an intuitive point of view, we can justify the computation of the CODC
sets as follows. Let us order the vertices of interest in an arbitrary sequence. The first
vertex would have its CODC equal to its ODC set. The second vertex would have
a CODC smaller than its ODC by a quantity that measures how much a permissible
perturbation at the first vertex would increase the obsewability of the second (i.e.,
deprive the second vertex of some degrees of freedom). And so on.
Two simple observations are obvious. First, the CODC sets depend on the order
of the variables being considered. This is because we remove iteratively the dependency of the ODC set on the other perturbations. Since it is not efficient to consider
all orders, we must settle for a possible underestimation of the degrees of freedom
due to obsewability.
The second observation is that CODC sets can still be derived by network
traversal algorithms, such as the ODCs. Attention has to be paid to restricting the
ODC set in an appropriate way. Unfortunately, in the general case, maximal-vertex
CODC sets cannot be derived directly from edge CODC sets, and full ODC sets must
also be derived. Approximation methods are also possible that compute non-maximal
CODC sets by avoiding the computation of full ODC sets.
The calculation of the CODC sets by network tr&versal entails three major steps:
1. The computation of the ODC sets related to the edges.
2. The derivation of the corresponding CODC sets by restricting the ODC sets.
3. The computation of the CODC sets related to the vertices by combining the edge
CODC sets.
The first and last steps parallel those used for the full ODC sets. The intermediate step
is illustrated here for the case for n = 2 perturbations and a single-output network,
namely:
CODC,, = ODC,,

(8.30)

+

CODC,, = C , , ( 0 D C x l ) ODC,,ODC:l

(8.31)

Intujtively, the first CODC set is the full ODC. The second CODC set consists of
two terns: the component of ODC,, independent of xt and the restriction of ODC,,
to when x, is observable (and thus no optimization can take advantage of C O D C , , ) .
We refer the reader to reference [I71 for the general case.
Example 8.4.21. Consider computing the CODC sets for the circuit of Figure 8.24
(a). The ODC sets are O D C , = y' = b' c', O D C , = x' = b' 0 ' . Let us now
derive the CODC sets. Assume (arbitrady) that the first vertex is x and the second is

+

+
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WPeat 1
U = selecled venex subset:
foreach vcner v, € U
Compute CODC, and the comespanding local dun'r core
Optimize jimultaneously the functions at venices U :
)

until (no more reduction

-

subset DC,;

is passible)
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+

y. Then COL)C, = O D C , = y' and C O D C , = C , ( O D C , ) ODC,(ODC,)' =
C,(x')
x ' y = x ' y = (b'
a')bc = a'ba. Indeed C O D C , G O D C , . Note that in this

+

+

example the AND gates have single fanout. Hence the edge observability is the same as
the vertex observability and step 3 is slupped.
The significance of the increa%d observahility of y is due to the fact that f,
may be subject to change, for example, being replaced by g, = a . In this situation, f ,
cannot be simultaneously reduced to g, = c, because this would not yield equivalent
networks.
Thus, the simultaneous optimization of f, = a h and f , = br with DC, = b' + c'
and D C , = a'bc yields g , = o and g, = bc, as shown in Figure 8.24 (c). Note that the
multiple optimirdtion specified by g, = ab and g, = c cannot be found with these CODC
sets, while it is feasible in principle [Figure 8.24 (d)] Conversely, the computation of the
CODC sets with a different variable sequence would allow the simplifications g , = nb
and g, = c, while it would disallow g., = rr and g , = bc.

-

-

The general approach to multiple-vertex simplificatisn using compatible don't
cure sets and logic minimization is based on iterating the steps shown in Algorithm 8.4.4.
Often, all internal venices are considered at once (i.e., U = V C ) and one
iteration is used. Thus the local don't cure sets reduce to the combination of the
CODC sets and the external DC sets. Multiple-output logic minimizers can optimize
simultaneously all local functions.
BOOLEAN RELATIONS AND MULTIPLE-VERTEX OPTIMIZATION.* Multiple-

vertex optimization can he modeled by associating the vertices (that are the target
of optimization) with the outputs of a Boolean relation. This approach is more general
than using compatible don't cures, because Boolean relations model implicitly the
mutual degrees of freedom of several functions.
Th? difficulties related to using a relational model are the following. First, the
equivalence classes of the Boolean relation have to be determined. Second, an optimal
compatible (multiple-output) function must be derived. Boolean relation optimization
(see Section 7.6) involves solving a binate covering problem and is more difficult than
minimization of Boolean functions.
We show next how it is possible to derive the equivalence classes of a Boolean
relation from the ODC sets of the vertices that are the target of multiple-vertex optimization. We introduce the method by elaborating on an example.
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Example of two cascaded logic networks,

Example 8.4.22. Consider again the circuit of Figure 8.25 related to Example 7.6.1. We
want to determine the equivalence classes of the relation that can model subnetwork NI,
whose observability is limited by network .b>.
Let f denote the inpudoutput behavior of network ,V2.Without loss of generality,
assume that the comparator's output z is 0.0 when x is smaller than 3, 1,0 when x is 3
or 4 and 1,l when x is larger than 4. Then:

The observability don't cure sets of variables x, found by the OBSERVABILITY algorithm, are:

The equivalence class of pattern x,. x2,x3 = 0 . 0 . 0 is the set of patterns xi, x;, xi
that satisfies f(x2,.r,. xo) = f(0.0.0) and is therefore described by the function:

,'

We use now an algebraic manipulation similar to that used for computing the ODC sets.
Since f(x2, x , , 0) ?% f(x2.xi. 0) = 1 and f(x2.0 . 0 ) % f(xZ.0 . 0 ) = 1. we can rewrite the
above equation as:
EQVo.o,o = (f(x2. xi. XU) S f(x2. X I . 0))
f(O.O.0))
= (xb

+ ODC,,)

S

(x;

% (f(x2, X I . 0) ?% f(xz.O.0)) ?% (f(x2.0.0)

+ ODC,, lro=n) S

(x;

+ ODC,,

l,=o,

rfl=o)

where we used the identity:
f(a, b)

5 ((a. 0) = (b - aflah)' = b'l

+ODC~

Each component of EQV,,, describes the equivalence class of the reference
pattem 0,O.O with respect to an output. We are interested in the equivalence class with
respect to all outputs, described by the product of all components of EQV,,,, which in
this example is x ; x ; + x ; s ; . This corresponds to the panems (000.001.010) of Example
7.6.1. The other equivalence classes can be derived in a similar way.
The derivation of the equivalence classes is applicable to any subnetwork with
outputs x,, i = 1 . 2 , . . . , p. Let f denote the inputloutput behavior of the driven
network (e.g., NZin Figure 8.25). Let x' E 6% a reference pattern.

Theorem 8.4.3. The equivalence class of any given configuration pattern x' is:

Proof. The equivalence class of any given configuration x' = [ I ; , xi.. . , x;]'
of configurations that satisfies:

is the set

The following identity holds:

The theorem follows from the fact that the ith term of the summation is:
1,

51:+ ODC.,I.,=.,;.. .,-,=.;,

(8.35)

where we used the identity:
f(a. b)

B? f(a. 0) = ( b . aflab)'

= b'l

+ ODC,

The'significance of this theorem is that we can express each equivalence class
for the outputs of the subnetwork t o be optimized by means of the information of the
ODC sets. Hence, Boolean relation-based optimization of multiple-level networks can
be organized as shown in Algorithm 8.4.5.

Example 8.4.23. Consider again the network of Figure 8.24 (a). Assume that a subnetwork is selected, such as that corresponding to the shaded gates in the figure. The scalar
notation is used, kcause there is a single output.
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U = selected venex subset:
foreach venex L., U

Compute OCD,;
equivalence classes of [he Boolean relation of the subnetwork induced by U ;
Find an optimal function compatible with the relation using a relation minimizer;
until (no more reduction is possible)
Determine the

)

1
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Let us compute first the ODC sets at the output of the subnetwork: ODC, = y'
and ODC, = x ' . Let us now derive the equivalence classes. Let us consider first pattern
00. Hence:

This means that patterns (00.01, 10) are equivalent at the primaty output. This can be
understood by considering that only the panern I I can yield a 1 at the primary output.
Since there are only four possible patterns, this completes the computation of the equivalence class. The relation can then be expressed by ihe table shown by Example 8.4.19.
The corresponding minimum compatible functions are g, = a : g, = bc [Figure 8.24 (c)l
and g, = a h : g, = c [Figure 8.24 (d)].

8.4.3 Other Optimization Algorithms Using
Boolean Transformations*
We review briefly here other methods for multiple-level logic optimization that use
Boolean operations and transformations.
REDUNDANCY IDENTIFICATION AND REMOVAL.: Techniques based on redundancy identification and removal originated in the testing community [lo, 121. The
un$erlying concept is that an untestable fault corresponds to a redundant part of the
circuit which can be removed. These methods can be explained in terms of don't care
sets and perturbations with the formalism of the previous section.
We consider tests for single stuck-at faults at the inputs of a gate, modeled by
a local function. We restrict our attention to single-output networks for the sake of
simplicity. Let us assume that the gate corresponds to vertex u,, with input variable
y related to an input connection to be tested. The input connection y corresponds to
edge (u,, u,) in the network, whose ODC set is ODC,,,.
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An input test pattern t that tests for s stuck-at-0 (or for a stuck-at-1) fault on
y must set variable y to TRUE (or to FALSE)and ensure observability of y at the
primary output. Namely, the set of all input vectors that detect a stuck-at-0 fault on y
is {tly(t) . ODC;,,(t) = 1) ((tlyl(t) . ODCi,,(t) = I ] for stuck-at-l faults). If either
set is empty, y has an untestable fault.
Assume now that a test pattern generator detects an untestable stuck-at-0 (or
stuck-at-1) fault on variable y. Then, variable y can be set to a peAanent FALSE (or
TRUE)value in the local function f,. This leads to removal of a connection and to
simplification of the corresponding local fut~ction.
Example 8.4.24. Consider the circuit of Figure 8.26 (a). A test pattern generator has
detected an untestable stuck-at-0 fault (on variable g). The circuit is modified first, by
asserting a 0 on that connection, as shown in Figure 8.26 (h). The circuit can then be
simplified further to that of Figure 8.26 (c).

We justify redundancy removal by relating it to perturbation analysis. We cunsider the case of variable y stuck at 0. (The case of variable y stuck at 1 is analogous.) Let then y be set to 0, i.e., g, = frlr=o. This can be seen as a perturbation
S = f, @ f,l,=, = y . afx/ay.We claim that the perturbation is feasible whenever
y is untestable for stuck-at-0 faults. By definition of an untestable fault, no input
vector t can make y(t) . ODCb,,(t) TRUE,or equivalently no input vector can make

-

(a)

FlGURE 8.26
(a) Circuit with untertable suck-at-0fault. (b) Modified
IC)

circuit. (c) Simplified circuit.
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+

y ( t ) . O D C : ( t ) . af,/ay mue, because O D C , . , = O D C , ( a f , / a y ) ' . The quantity
y . O D C : . a f , / a y is then part of the satisfiahility don't care set. The local don'r care
set at v, is then DC, 2 O D C , y . ODC.;.. af,/ay = O D C , y . a f , / a y . Hence
S = y . a f X / a yis included in the local don'r care conditions.

+

Example 8.4.25. Consider Figure 8.26 (a). Let f, = ab and
ab. ODC, = a c ' + b r and DC., 2 ODC., 2 6 .

+

= 0.Then 6 = nb@O =

In practice, redundancy removal is applied as a byproduct of automatic test
pattern generution (ATPG), which returns a list (possibly empty) of untestable faults.
Note that simplifying a local function in connection with an untestable fault may make
other untestable faults become testable. Hence, for each untestable fault (excluding the
first), an additional redundancy test is applied. If the fault is still untestable, the local
function is simplified. The entire process can be repeated until there are no untestable
faults.
TRANSDUCTION.* The transduction method is an iterative optimization method proposed by Muroga et a / . [36]. Transduction means transformation plus reduction. A

different terminology was used in the description of the transduction method. We
relate the original terminology to our definitions of local functions and don't care
sets.
Consider a vertex u , of the logic network. (Vertices are referred to as gates.)
A permissible function is a function g., such that ,f, n ( D C , ) ' 2 g, 5 f, U DC,.
Hence it is a feasible replacement for function f,. The n~aximumset of permissible
funcrior~s(MSPF) is the largest set of functions g, safisfying the bounds. The compatible set ofpermissiblefrrnctions (CSPF) is the largest set of functions g, satisfying the
bounds when simultaneous optimizations are performed. Hence CSPF sets are related
to compatible obsewability doll'/ care sets.
The original transduction method dealt with networks of NOR gates only. Later
enhancements removed this restriction. Similarly, the original methods for computing
the MSPF and CSPF of each gate were based on manipulation of tabular forms, in
terms of primary input variables. More recent implementations of the transduction
method exploit BDDs.
Several optimization techniques have been proposed for the transduction framework [36]. The most important algorithms are based on the CSPF computation and
on the iterative application of the following transformations:
Pruning of redundant subcircuits, based on their observability. When using CSPFs,
redundancy removal can be applied simultaneously to several gates.
Gate substitution. When a local function associated with vertex u, is included in
the CSPF (or MSPF) of another gate u, and v, is not a successor of u,, then gate
u, can substitute uy. The output of u, is connected to all direct successors of u,,
and us can he deleted. This is a form of Boolean substitution.
Connection addition and deletion. This corresponds to doing simplification (and
Boolean substitution) by increasing (andlor decreasing) the support set of a local

.

function. The addition of a connection is justified when other connections can be
dropped or gates can be merged (as described next).
Gate merging. Consider two gates and their CSPFs. If the intersection of the two
CSPFs is not void, and feasible (i.e., acyclic) connections can be made to a new
gate implementing a function in the intersection of the CSPFs, then the two gates
can be replaced by this new gate.
Error compensation. Remove a gate and compute the corresponding error at the
primary outputs. Then restructure the network to compensate for the error.

.

Performance constraints can be added to the network. Overall, the transduction method
can be seen as a family of Boolean transformations that exploit a different organization
of the logic information than that described in Section 8.4 but that also have intrinsic
close resemblance.
GLOBAL FLOW.* The globalJlow method was proposed by Berman and Trevillyan

and incorporated in IBM's LOGICSYNTHESIS
SYSTEM[4]. It consists of two steps:
first, collecting information about the network with a method similar to those used
for data-flow analysis in software compilers; second, optimizing the circuit iteratively
using the gathered information. Overall, the method exploits global transformations
and the Boolean model.
Global flow information is expressed in terms of forcing sets for each variable.
Let S denote the set of variables. Then:

Example 8.4.26. Consider the circuit of Figure 8.27 (a). If .x = I, then r = 0, d = 0,
e = I and I = 0. Hence ( c . d . :] c F I o ( x )and ( r ] G F l l ( x ) .

It is important to remark that forcing sets express implicitly the information of
the SDC set. Indeed, the implication x = i + s = j can be stated as (xfBi)+(s
j)
and its complement [i.e., (x S i)(sfBj)] is pan of the SDC set. Note that since variables
x and s may not he related by a local function, the implication may not lead to a cube
that appears in the SDC as computed according to Definition 8.4.4, but it may still be
derived by performing variable substitution and consensus.

FIGURE 8.27
(a) Logic network fragment. (b) Logic network fra,ment after reduction. (c) Logic network fragment after
reduction and expansion.
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The computation of the forcing sets is complex, because it involves a solution
to a satisfiability problem. Therefore, subsets are often used that are called controlling
sets. Such sets can be efficiently computed as fixed points of monotonic recurrence
relations. As an example, we consider the controlling sets of reference [4],where it
is assumed that all local functions are NORS.
Consider the conditions that apply when a variable x = 1 forces s = 0. If x
forces variable y to 1, then it must force to 0 those variables in the support of f,
(NORSinputs). Similarly, if x = 1 forces y = I and u, is a direct predecessor of
u s , then s = 0. Eventually, s = 1 + x = 0 implies that x = 1 + s = 0, which
is called the contrapositive. Let the direct predecessor relation among variables be
denoted by p ( . ) , i.e., y t p ( x ) when (u,; u,) is an edge of the network graph. Hence
the controlling set can be defined recursively as follows:

Similar definitions apply to C I I ,Cnl and Cw. (See Problem 12.)
The controlling sets can then be computed by iteration until the sets stabilize.
Weaker conditions can also be used to allow fast incremental recomputation of the
sets as the network is modified [4].
Let us consider now the use of the controlling sets Cll(x) or C ~ o ( x ) .Similar
properties and transformations can be defined for controlling sets Cnl(x) and Cw(x).
Transformations using controlling sets aim at addinglreducing connections in the circuit, with the overall goal of reducing the circuit area andlor delay.
A first transformation, called reduction in [6],w e s the following straightforward
rules:

+

If y E Cll(x), then replace f, by f , x.
If y E CIO(X).then replace f , by f,x'.
Example 8.4.27. Consider the circuit of Figure 8.27 (a). Since z E Cjo(x), we can
modify f; = (e + g)' to f: = ((e + g)'x' = (e + g +x)'. This corresponds to propagating
the blocking effect of x = I fonvard in the network. The modified network is shown in
Figure 8.27 (b).

The reduction step increases the number of literals, as in two-level logic minimization. A transformation in the opposite direction, called expansion in [6],targets
the replacement of a local function f, by its cofactor f,l,+
i t (0, I], thus reducing
the number of literals. For this transformation to be feasible, a specific relation must
exist between x and y. This relation can be captured by means of the controlling sets.
Since the formal justification of this transformation is complex, we refer the reader
to reference [4]for details, and we just give an example to understand the intuitive
features of the method.
Example 8.4.28. Consider the circuit of Figure 8.27 (a). A reduction of f:, as shown
in Figure 8.27 (b), represents all implications x = I + z = 0.Thus, other vertices that
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are in C l , ( x ) ,i = (0.I], can be expanded (i.e., made insensitive to x) when they are
predecessors of u; on all paths to primary outputs. In this case, vertices (v,, udJ satisfy
this property, and their local functions can be replaced by the cofacton with respect to
x. The resulting network is shown in Figure 8.27 (c).
The features of the method can be summarized as follows. Two relevant subgraphs can be isolated in the logic network graph for any variable x w h ~ s ecorresponding variables belong to appropriate controlling sets of x. We call them A(x)
and B(x). The local functions associated with B(x) have the property that they can
be replaced by their cofactor with respect to x (or to x') when all functions in A(x)
are reduced as described above.
Hence the global How transformation consists of selecting a variable x and
determining its corresponding sets A(x) and B(x) that are reduced and expanded.
The process can be iterated while using heuristics to select the variables.
POLARITY ASSIGNMENT. Polarity assignment problems arise in the context of

single-rail circuit design, which is the most common case (e.g., static CMOS logic
design). When dual-rail circuit styles are used, such as emitter-coupled, current-mode
and differential cascade lugic, signals are always present along with their complements. In this case, the logic network (as defined in Section 8.2) models accurately
the area and the delay, because no inverters are required. Unfortunately, double-rail
circuit design has overheads that limit its use to specific applications.
We consider here single-rail circuit design. When the logic network model of
Section 8.2 is used, the area and delay cost of inverters is implicit in the representation,
but it eventually has to be taken into account. Whereas this ?ask is easy, optimizing a
network with this additional cost component is more difficult.
We address here the reduction of the size (or delay) of the network by choosing
the polarity of the local functions. Note that the complementation of a local function
requires the input signals with complemented polarity. For this reason this problem
is called global polarity assignment. An additional degree of freedom may be the
possible choice in polarity of the primary inputs a n d o r outputs, allowed by several
design styles. Indeed, combinational networks are often components of sequential
circuits. When static latches (or registers) are used, they often provide double-polarity
output signals. Hence it is possible to optimize a design with the freedom of selecting
the polarity of the input a n d o r output signals.
A specific global polarity assignment problem is one focusing on the inverter
cost only. When local functions are modeled by BDDs or factored forms, their complementation is straightforward and size preserving. So it is reasonable to assume that
the area (andor delay) is invariant under complementation. Then the global polarity
assignment problem corresponds to reducing the number of inverters in a network.
We now briefly survey methods for inverter reduction, and we refer the interested
reader to reference [43] for details. The problem of choosing the polarity of the
network's local functions so that the required inverters are fewer than a given bound is
intractable 1431. The inverter minimization problem can still be solved by formulating
it as a ZOLP, even though this approach may be practical only for networks of limited
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size. For tree or forest networks, a dynamic programming approach to the inverter
minimization problem can yield the optimum choice in linear time. Unfortunately,
most networks have reconverging paths. For these reasons, heuristic methods have
been used [8,431.
A heuristic algorithm is based on a local search that measures the variations in
inverter count due to the complementation of a local function. The variation. called
inverter saving, can he measured by local inspection. Let v; be the vertex under
consideration, and let P F O ( x ) and N F O ( x ) be the total number of direct successors
of v, whose functions depend on literals x and x', respectively. Note that P F O ( x ) n
N F O ( x ) may not be void. An example is shown in Figure 8.28. The inverter count
variation depends on four factors:
An inverter is removed at the output of v, when P F O ( x ) = 0. (Before complementation, all direct successors of u, depend on x'. After complementation, all
direct successors of ux depend on x, and no inverter is required at the output.)
An inverter is added at the output of u, when N F O ( x ) = fl. (Before complementation, all direct successors of u, depend on x , and no inverter is present at
the output. After complementation, all direct successors of v, depend on x'.)
For each direct predecessor v, of v,, an inverter is removed when N F O ( y ) = x
and x @ P F O ( y ) . (Variable y is in the support of f, only. Before complementation, y' is used and an inverter is present. The inverter is not needed after
complementation of f,,which requires only literal y . )
For each direct predecessor v, of u,, an inverter is added when N F O ( y ) =
0. (Before complementation, no inverter is present at the output of f,. After
complementation, fx depends on literal y'.)

-

With these rules, the inverter savings can be readily evaluated.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 8.28
Example of the inverter savings due to polarity assignment. (a) Before complementation of f,. (b) After
colnplementation of f,.

Example 8.4.29. Consider the fragment of a logic network shown in Figure 8.28. Let us
consider the complementation o f f , . Here N F O ( x ) = (a, b, c) and P F O ( x ) = {c, d , e ) .
Since both fanout subsets are not empty, the complementation of the function would not
change the number of inverters at its output. On the other hand, an inverter is saved at
the input of u , , because N F O ( s ) = x and x 6 P F O ( y ) .

A simple greedy algorithm for phase assignment would complement those functions with positive savings, starting from those with the largest ones. It would terminate when no local complementation can lead to positive savings. The algorithm
can be perfected by doing a group complementation that is reminiscent of the group
exchange of the Kernighan and Lin partitioning algorithm [30]. In this case, complementation~with a local increase of inveners are accepted to escape low-quality
local minima. The sequence of complementations that globally saves most inverters is accepted. The sequence is constructed in a greedy fashion, and functions are
complemented only once. The process is repeated until an improvement is achieved.
Comparisons of different heuristics for polarity assignments are reported in references
181 and [43].
It is important to remark that the polarity assignment problem is solved best
in conjunction with library binding, where the real cost of the implementation of the
logic functions by means of cells is commensurable with the inverter cost. This issue
will be addressed in Section 10.3.3. Nevertheless, the inverter savings problem is also
relevant for macro-cell-based design styles, because each local function is directly
implemented as a logic gate. For macro-cell design, the polarity assignment problem
may have the additional constraint of requiring that each local function is negative
(or positive) unate, as in the case of static (or domino) CMOS designs.

-

8.5 SYNTHESIS OF TESTABLE NETWORKS
Optimization of multiple-level logic circuits is tightly connected to their testability
properties, as in the case of two-level logic circuits. We summarize in this section
the major findings on the relations between testable and optimal designs. We use the
definition of testability introduced in Section 7.2.4. Namely, a fully testable circuit
is one that has test patterns which can detect all faults. We restrict our analysis to
stuck-at faults, which represent the most common fault model. We refer the reader to
reference 1231 for synthesis of circuits that are delaylfaelt testable.
Whereas the major goals in logic synthesis are to provide minimum-area (or
minimum-delay) circuits possibly under delay (or area) constraints, the synthesis of
fully (or at least highly) testable circuits for singlelmultiple stuck-at faults is also
highly desirable. We recall that a necessary and sufficient condition for full testability
for single stuck-at faults of an AND-OR implementation of a two-level cover is that the
cover is prime and irredundant. We now extend this result to multiple-level networks.
Therefore we extend the notion of primality and irredundancy to logic networks.
Definition 8.5.1. A logic network C,,(V.E) whose local functions are expressed in sum
ofproducts form is prime and irredundant if no literal or implicant of any local function
can be dropped without changing the inputloutput behavior of the network.

Definition 8.5.2. A logic network C , ( V . E ) whose local functions are expressed in sum
ofproducts form is simultaneously prime and irredundant if no subset of literals andlor
implicants can be dropped without changing the inputloutput behavior of the network.

A logic network can be put in one-to-one correspondence with a circuit implementation by replacing each local sum of producrs expression by some A N D gates
and one OR gate. This is consistent with our logic network model where signals are
available along with their complements and inverters are implicit in the representation.
Note that a complete circuit implementation would require inverters, but these d o not
alter the testability analysis and thus can be neglected.
Theorem 8.5.1. A logic network is prime and irredundant if and only if its ANO-OR
implementation is fully testable for single stuck-at faults.

Proof: Consider a vertex of the network and the AND-ORimplementation of its local
function in a sum ofprodrrcts form. Faults can happen at the input of the ANDS or of
the on. Assume that there is an untestable stuck-at-x. x t (0, I), fault on an input of an
A N D gate corresponding to variable y. Then, that input can be set to x without affecting
the network inputloutput behavior. As a result, either the implicant can be dropped (and
the network is not irredundant) or the variable can be dropped (and the network is not
prime). Assume next that there is a untestable stuck-at-x.x t {O, I ) , fault on an input
of the on gate related to vertex v,. Then, we can set the input of the OR gate to x with
no change in the circuit inputloutput behavior. Thus, either an implicant in the sum of
products form is redundant or an implicant can be expanded to a tautology and hence it
is not prime.
Conversely, assume an implicant is not prime. Hence, at least a variable, say y, can
he dropped while preserving the network inputloutpuT behavior. Consider the connection
related to variable y . If a stuck-at-l fault is present on that connection, it is not possible
to detect it at the primary outputs. Hence the circuit is not fully testable. Assume last
that an implicant is redundant; Then, if the corresponding input to the on gate has a
stuck-at-0 fault, this fault is not detectable. Thus the circuit is not fully testable.
Corollary 8.5.1. A logic network is simultaneously prime and irredundant if and only
if its AND-onimplementation is fully testable for multiple stuck-at faults.
The key role in relating testability to primality and irredundancy is played by
the don't care sets. Indeed, when considering each local function without don't care
sets, their primality and irredundancy are just necessary conditions for full testability.
The don't care conditions capture the interplay among the local functions in the logic
network. It can be shown by similar arguments [39] that when all local functions of a
logic'network are prime and irredundant srrnl ofprodurts forms with respect t o their
local (and complete) don't care sets, then the logic network is fully testable for single
stuck-at faults.
Example 8.5.1. Consider the network of Figure 8.26 (a). Let DC, = ODC, = ac'+ bc.
Then f , = a b consists of a redundant term when considering its don't care set. Hence
the circuit is not fully testable. Indeed it may be made testable by replacing f, with
g, = 0.
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This suggests a way to construct fully testable networks by computing don't
care sets and minimizing the local functions. Unfortunately, complete local don't
care sets cannot be used for the simultaneous (multiple-vertex) optimiration of the
local functions. The use of compatible don't care sets would allow us to perform
simultaneous minimization, but it would not guarantee full testability because only
subsets of the local don't care sets are taken into account.
On the other hand, it is possible to iterate (single-vertex) optimization of the
local functions using the complete local don't care sets. Note that the don't care
conditions change as the local functions change. This approach has been implemented
in program ESPRESSOMLD
[3], which simplifies the local functions and updates the
internal don't care sets repeatedly until all local functions are prime and irredundant
(w.r.t. these don't care sets). Experiments have shown that the method is effective
only for networks of limited size, due to the possibility that the iteration does not
terminate in a reasonable amount of time.
An alternative way for constructing testable networks is based on flattening
multiple-level networks to two-level representations, making these fully testable, and
then retransforming the two-level covers into multiple-level networks while preserving testability. The premise of this approach is that flattening does not lead to an
explosion in size, which indeed may happen. If a network can be flattened, then it
can be made fully testable for multiple stuck-at faults by computing prime and irredundant covers of each individual output with a logic minimizer (see Section 7.2.4).
We need then transformations that are testability preserving and that allow us to
construct a (possibly areddelay minimal) multiple-level network from a two-level
representation.
Hachtel et ul. 1291 showed that some algebraic transformations are just .syntactic
rewriting of the network and that they preserve multiple-fault testability. In particular,
they proved fom~allythat algebraic factorization, substitution and cube and kernel
extraction are testability preserving. These transformations, and others built on these,
can then be used to transform a two-level cover into a multiple-level network with the
desired area/delay properties and full testability for multiple faults. It is interesting to
note that single-fault testability may not be preserved by algebraic transformations, as
shown by some counterexamples [29].
No general result applies to Boolean transformations as far as testability preservation is concerned. Some results, reported in reference [6], relate transformations
to the potential change of ohsenability OF one or more variables. Thus instead of
searching for transformations that preserve testability, it is possible to search for observability invariance as a result of a transformation.
WG would like to summarize this section by stating that optimizing circuit area
correlaies positively to maximizing testability. Indeed, (simultaneous) prime irredundant networks that guarantee full testability for (multiple) stuck-at faults are also
local minima as far as area reduction, using literals as an area measure. As far
as the relation between delay and testability is concerned, Keutzer el al. 1311 proposed algorithms that transform any logic network into a fully testable one (for single
or multiple stuck-at faults) with equal or less delay. Hence a minimal-delay circuit
may correspond to a fully testable one. Unfortunately, we still ignore the triangular

relations among area, delay and testability. Namely, given a partially testable circuit with a given area and delay, we do not know how to make it fully testable
while guaranteeing no increase in both area and delay. This is the subject of future
research.

8.6 ALGORITHMS FOR DELAY
EVALUATION AND OPTIMIZATION
A major problem in circuit design is achieving the maximum performance for the
given technology. In the context of logic synthesis and optimization, maximizing performance mesns reducing the maximum propagation delay from inputs to outputs.
When combinational networks are part of sequential circuits, the maximum propagation delay in the combinational component is a lower bound on the cycle-rime; whose
reduction is one of the major design goals.
Performance evaluation is an important task per se, even when it is not coupled
to optimization. Whereas performance can be determined accurately by circuit simulation, this becomes infeasible for large circuits, due to the large number of possible
inputloutput responses. Timing analysis consists of extracting the delay information
directly from a logic network.
Multiple-level networks offer interesting trade-offs between area and delay, as
mentioned in Section 8.2 and shown in Figure 8.4. Very often the fastest circuit is
not the smallest, as it is in the case of two-level circuits. An example is given by
combinational adders. Ripple-carry implementations tend to be compact and slow,
while carry look-ahead adders are larger and faster (see Figure 1.16). Thus circuit
transformations can target the decrease of area or &lay, possibly while satisfying
bounds on delay or area. This leads eventually to circuit implementations that are
non-inferior points in the area-delay evaluation space.
We shall consider first delay modeling issues for logic networks in Section 8.6.1.
The modeling framework will enable us to define topological critical paths whose delay measure provides useful, but loose, information on performance. We shall then
consider the problem of determining genuine critical paths, i.e., paths that can propagate events and have the longest delays. This involves weeding out thefalse paths,
by considering the logic information of the local functions while computing ihe path
delays, as shown in Section 8.6.2. Eventually we shall consider circuit transformations
and algorithms for delay (or area) reduction, possibly under (area) or delay constraints
in Section 8.6.3.

8.6.1

Delay Modeling

Delay modeling of digital circuits is a complex issue. We present here simple models
and the fundamental concepts that provide sufficient information to understand the
algorithms. The extension of the algorithms presented here to more elaborate models
is often straightforward.
Assume we are given a bound network. Then every vertex of the network is
associated with a cell, whose timing characteristics are known. Often propagation
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delays are functions of the load on the cell, which can be estimated by considering
the load for each fanout stem. Precise models include also a differentiation for rising
and falling transition delays.
For unbound networks, such as those considered in this chapter, less precise measures of the propagation delays are possible. Different models have been
used for estimating the propagation delay of the virtual gate implementing a local Boolean function. The simplest model is to use unit delays for each stage. A
more refined model is to relate the delay to a minimal factored form. The underlying principles are that a cell generator can synthesize logic gates from any factored form and the decomposition tree of the factored form is related to the series
and parallel transistor interconnection, which affects the propagation delay. More
detailed models include also a load dependency factor and separate estimates for rising and falling transitions. Empirical formulae exist for different technologies that
relate the parameters of the factored form to the delay [8, 211. Good correlation
has been shown between the predicted delay and the delay measured by circuit
simulation.
We are concerned here with delay evaluation in a network. For our purposes,
we can just assume that the propagation delay assigned to a vertex of the logic
network is a positive number. In general, a certain margin of error exists in propagation delay estimates. Hence worst-case estimates are used that include the possible
worst-case operating conditions (e.g., temperature, power supply, etc.) and fabrication parameters. The worst-case assumption is motivated by the desire of being on
the safe side: overestimating delays may lead to circuits that do not exploit a technology at its best; underestimating delays may lead to circuits that do not operate
correctly.
We assign also to each vertex an estimate of the time at which the signal it
generates would settle, called data-ready time or arrival time. Data-ready times of the
primary inputs denote when these are stable, and they represent the reference points for
the delay computation in the circuit. Often the data-ready times of the primaly inputs
are zero. This is a convenient convention for sequential circuits, because the delay
computation starts at the clock edge that makes the data available to the combinational
component. Nevertheless, positive-input data-ready times may be useful to model a
variety of effects in a circuit, including specific delays through the input ports or
circuit blocks that are not pan of the logic network abstraction.
The data-ready computation can be performed in a variety of ways. We consider
in this section a model. that divorces the circuit topology from the logic domain; i.e.,
data-ready times are computed by considering the dependencies of the logic network
graph only and excluding the possibility that some paths would never propagate events
due to t%e specific local Boolean functions. (This assumption will be removed in Section 8.6.2.) We can assume then that the data-ready time at each internal and output
vertex of the network is the sum of the propagation delay plus the data-ready time of
the latest local input. Note that each output vertex depends on one internal vertex. A
non-zero propagation delay can be associated with the output vertices to model the
delay through the output ports, in the same way as non-zero input data-ready times
can model delays through the input ports.

-
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Let the propagation delay and the data-ready time be denoted by (dilui E V }
and {tilui E V ) ,respectively. Then:
t, = d ,

+

max

I,

(8.38)

,:l~,,.,~,,cE

The data-ready times can be computed by a forward traversal of the logic network in
O(IVI IEI) time. The maximum data-ready time occurs at an output vertex, and it
is called the topological critical delay of the network. It corresponds to the weight of
the longest path in the network, where weights are the propagat~ondelays associated
with the vertices. Such a path is called a topological critical path. Note that such a
path may not be unique.

+

Example 8.6.1. Consider the logic network of Figure 8.29. Assume that the data-ready
times of the primary inputs are t, = 0 and I,, = 10, respectively. Let the propagation
delay of the internal vertices be d , = 3: d, = 8: dm = I ; dk = 10: d, = 3; d, = 5; d, =
2; d, = 2; d , = 2; d , = 3.
Then. the data-ready times are as follows:

rx = 3 + 0 = 3

r,

= 8+3= I1

r,

= 1 0 + 3 = 13

r. = 5 + 1 0 = 1 5
r,
r,

+ max(15.3) = 17
= 3 + max(13. 17) = 20
=2

The maximum data-ready time is r,

= 25.

The topological critical path is ( u h , v,,, up, ur,

uq. u , ) .

Timing optimization problems for multiple-level networks can be formulated
by restructuring the logic network to satisfy bounds on output data-ready times or to
minimize them. We denote the required data-ready time at an output by a bar, e.g.,
the required data-ready time at output u, is ix. The required data-ready times can
be propagated backwards, from the outputs to the inputs, by means of a backward
network traversal, namely:

i,

=

min

7, - d,

J:(L.,.U,)EF

(8.39)

It is usual to record at each vertex the difference between the required data-ready time
and the actual data-ready time. This quantity is called the timing slack:
s, = T, - t, Vu, E V

(8.40)
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FIGURE 8.29
Example of logic network. Venicer are placed according to their data-ready times.

Example 8.6.2. Consider again the circuit of Example 8.6.1. shown in Figure 8.29. Let
us assume that the required data-ready time at both outputs is 25, namely 7, = 25
and i? = 25. Then the slacks are s, = 2 and s;. = 0, which means that signal
x could be delayed up to 2 units without violating the bound, while signal y cannot.
The required data-ready times and slacks at r , and u, are i, = 25 - 2 = 23 and
7, = 25 - 3 = 22 and s, = 2 and s, = 0, respectively. The required data-ready time at
u, is min(23 - 1: 22 - 2) = 20. Hence .s, = 0.
The remaining required data-ready times and slacks are ih= 23 - I = 22: sh =
22-11 = 1 1 ; i 1 = 2 0 - 3 = 17;sk= 1 7 - 1 3 = 4 : i D = 2 0 - 3 = 1 7 ; s , =
1717=0;
in=17-2=15:s,=15-15=0;?h=15-5=10:s~=10-10=0;
7R - min(22 -8; 17- 10: 17 -2) = 7: s, = 7 - 3 = 4: i,,= 7 - 3 = 4: s h = 4 0 = 4.
The topological critical path ( u b , u.. u,, u,. uy, u + ) corresponds to the vertices with
zero slacks.

.

The required data-ready times and the slacks of the internal and input vertices
can be computed by backward network traversal in O(lVI IEl) time. Critical paths
are identified by vertices with zero slack, when the required data-ready times at the
outputs are set equal to the maximum data-ready time. Note the similarities and
differences with scheduling (see Section 5.3): in scheduling we use the srarr time for
a computation, while in logic design the data-ready time denotes the end time of a
logic evkluation.

+

8.6.2 Detection of False Paths*
Topological critical paths can be determined easily from the logic network graph
only. Unfortunately, they may lead to overestimating the delay of the circuit. It may
be possible that a topological critical path is a false path, when no event (i.e., signal
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transition) can propagate along it. This can be explained by considering the interplay
of the local functions of the network with the network topology.
Example 8.6.3. Consider the circuit of Figure 8.30. Assume that the propagation delay
of each gate is 1 unit of delay and that inputs are available at time 0.
The longest topological path is (v,. u,. vil. u ) . L';) and has a total of 4 units of
delay. It is easy to see that no event can propagate along this path, because the AND gate
requires P = I and the OR gate requires e = 0 to propagate the event. On the other hand,
the value of P settles at time I and hence it is either 0 or I. The longest true path is
(K,, u,. ud, v , ) and has a total of 3 uoits of delay.
Obviously false paths do not affect the circuit performance. Therefore, it is
very important to weed out false paths and detect the true critical paths. The true
critical paths are called critical paths for brevity and may have smaller delay than the
topological critical paths. The detection of the critical path is important for timing
verification, i.e., checking if a circuit can operate at a given speed. It is also important
for delay optimization, because logic transformations should be applied to true critical
paths, which are responsible for the circuit speed.
Definition 8.6.1. A path of a logic network is sensitiiable if an event can propagate
from its tail to its head. A critical path is a sensitizable path of maximum weight.
In the sequel, we do not distinguish between a network of (virtual) gates and
its representative graph. Let us consider a vertex ale@ a sensitizable path. The direct
predecessors of the vertex under consideration are called the inputs to the vertex. The
inputs that are not along the path are called side inputs.
Let us consider now conditions for sensitization of a path P = (v,,,, v,, , . . . , v,).
An event propagates along P if a&, /axi+, = 1, Vi = 1.2, . . . , m.Since the Boolean
differences are functions of the side inputs and values on the side inputs may change,
the sensitization condition is that the Boolean differences must be true at the time
that the event propagates. For this reason, this form of sensitization is called dynamic
sensitizution.
Example 8.6.4. Consider again Example 8.6.3 and path (u,, u,, ud, v,. v , ) shown in Figure 8.30. For an event to propagate along that path, assuming that the event leaves u,

b

F'IGURE 8.30
Example of false path
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at time 0, we need:
af,/ad = e = 1 at time 2;
a f l a y = e' = 1 at time 3.

It is impossible to meet both the first and last conditions, because e will settle to a final
value at time 1.

A weaker condition is sraric serrsitization, which is not sufficient to characterize
the false-path problem but deserves an analysis because it is related to other sensitization criteria. A path is sratically sensitizable if there is an assignment of primary
inputs t E B" such that af,, (t)/axi_, = 1, Vi = 1 . 2. . . . , m. In other words, in static
sensitization we assume that the Boolean differences must be true at time infinity,
i.e., when all signals settle, instead of when the event propagates. As a consequence
any approach based on static sensitization may lead to underestimate the delay, because there may be paths that are not statically sensitizable but that can still propagate
events.
Example 8.6.5. Consider first the circuit of Figure 8.30. Path ( u , , u , , u,. u , , u ; ) is not
statically sensitizable because no input vector can make e = 1 and e' = I. The path is
false as we argued before.
Consider next the circuit of Figure 8.31. For the sake of simplicity, all input dataready times are zero and all vertices (gates) have unit delay. The topological critical
paths are ( ( u , . ud, u,?. u,,):(oh.ud. u8. uo)J with delay 3. For a to propagate to d we must
have b = I. For g to propagate to o we must have e = I , which implies a = b = 0.
Hence there is no input vector that statically sensitizes path (v,, u,,. u,, u,) and similarly
for ( u g . 1'd. uI, v,,). Both paths appear to be false. On the other hand, path (u,, u,. u,,) is
statically sensitizable, with b = 0 and c = 1. and has weight 2.
Let us assume that c = 0 in the interval of interest. Let the event be a simultaneous
transition of n and b from 1 to 0.Then e rises to I and d drops to 0 after I unit of time.
Signal g drops to 0 after 2 units of time. Eventually signal o raises to 1 and drops to 0
after 2 and 3 units of time, respectively. Hence the critical path delay is 3. Any sampling
of the output after 2 units of delay would yield a wrong result.
Thus both paths {(u,, r,, u,. v,): (ub. vd, r,,. u,)] are tme critical paths, even though
they are not statically sensitizable.
Another important criterion for the detection of critical paths is robustness. The
robustness of the method relies on interpreting correctly the underlying assumptions.
Consider the propagation delay of a vertex. It may he expressed by one number,
representing the worstlcase condition, or by an interval, representing the possible
delays of the gate implementation under all possible operating conditions. The former
delay model is called a f u e d delay model and the latter a bounded delay model.

FIGURE 8.31
Example of a tme paUl that is not statically sensitizable.
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In addition, a delay computation requires assumptions on the "memory" that
circuit nets can have, due to parasitic capacitances in practical circuits. In the transition
mode of operation, variables are assumed to hold their previous values until they
respond to an input stimulus vector t. This model abstracts accurately the operation of
the circuit. Any circuit delay measure involves then two input vectors, the first devoted
to setting the circuit in a particular state. Needless to say, delay computation with
this mode can be lengthy. Conversely, in the flouting mode of operation, the circuit
under consideration is memoryless. Thus, the values of the variables are assumed
to be unknown until they respond to an input stimulus vector t. Whereas the delay
computation with the floating mode of operation is simpler to perform, it results in
pessimistic estimates of the performance; i.e., the critical path delay is never inferior
to that computed with the transition mode [141.
It is interesting to remark that the transition mode of operating a circuit may not
have the monotone p e e d - u p property [32]. Namely, the replacement of a gate with a
faster one may lead to a slow-down of the overall circuit.
Example 8.6.6. The following example is adapted from reference [32]. Consider the
circuit in Figure 8.32 (a). Assume that all propagation delays are 2 units, except for
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Example of monotone speed-up failure.
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the shaded gate, whose delay is 3 units. The waveforms for a rising transition at u, are
shown in Figure 8.32 (b). The circuit has no sensitizable paths and its critical path delay
is zero.
Assume now that the propagation delay of the shaded gate is I. The waveforms
for a rising transition at u, are shown now in Figure 8.32 (c). Note that the circuit output
settles after 6 delay units. Hence speeding up the shaded gate makes the overall circuit
slower.
Thus, when considering the transition mode of operation, the fixed gate delay
model and the bounded gate delay model may yield different delay estimates. As
a consequence, any robust method for false-path detection using the transition mode
must take into account the monotone speed-up effect. On the other hand, in the floating
mode of operation, the critical path delay of a circuit is the same when considering
either bounded or worst-case propagation delays [14].
Example 8.6.7. Consider the circuit in Figure 8.32. Regardless of the value of the propagation delay of v., the floating mode delay of L., is 6, because it is undetermined until
that time.
There are several theories for computing the critical path delays that use different
underlying assumptions [14, 24, 27, 32, 331. We summarize here an approach that
uses the floating mode of operation [24]. Without loss of generality, assume that the
circuit can be represented in terms of A N D and on gates, in addition to inverters that
do not affect our analysis. We say that 0 is a conrrolling value for an A N D gate and
that I is a controlling value for an on gate. The controlling value determines the value
at the gate output regardless of the other values. We say that a gate has a controlled
value if one of its inputs has a controlling value.
Consider now a path P = (I,,,,u,, , . . . uIm). A vector sturically co-sensitizes
a path to 1 (or to 0) if x, = 1 (or 0) and if u , - , has a controlling value whenever
u , has a controlled value, Vu,,, i = 1. 2 , . . . , m. Note that this criterion differs from
static sensitization, which requires u,,-, to present the only controlling value.

.

.

, u,,) is ~Itati~dlly
COExample 8.6.8. Consider the circuit of Figure 8.31. Path (u.. u ~ ox.
sensiti~ableto O by input vector n = O. h = O, r = O, because the gates with controlled
values (corresponding to u,, and ud) have a controlling input along the path, i.e., y =
0, a = 0.
On the other hand, static sensitization requires e = 1, r = O and h = I, and since
the first and last conditions are incompatible, the path (u,. u d , u g , u,,) is not statically
sensitizable.

Staric co-sensitization is a necessary condition for a path to be true, whereas
static sensitization is not, as shown by Example 8.6.5. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a path to be true can be formally stated, as reported in reference 1241. We
present here the intuitive features of that analysis.
The static co-sensitization criterion is based on logic properties only and does
not take delays into account. When a vector statically co-sensitizes a path to 1 (or O),
there may be some other path that sets the path output to that value earlier. Thus, for a

path to cause the output transition, the following must hold for all gates along the path.
If a gate has a controlled value, then the path must provide the first of the controlling
values. If a gate does not have a controlled value, the path must provide the last of
the non-controlling values. The reason is that when a gate has a controlled value, the
delay up to its output is determined by the first controlling input, while when it does
not have a controlled value, the delay is determined by the last (non-controlling) input.
As a result, a test for detecting a false path can be done as follows. A path is
false if, for all possible input vectors, one of the following conditions is true:

1. A gate along the path is controlled, the path provides a non-controlling value and
a side input provides a controlling value.
2. A gate along the path is controlled and both the path and a side input have
controlling values, but the side input presents the controlling value first.
3. A gate along the path is not controlled but a side input presents the controlling
value last.
Example 8.6.9. Consider the circuit of Figure 8.30. We question the falsity of path
(u#.ur3 U d , U\,,u : ) .
For input vector a = 0, b = 0 condition I occurs at the OR gate.
For input vector a = 0, b = 1 condition 2 occurs at the A N D gate.
For input vector a = 1, b = 0 condition 2 occurs at the OR gate.
For input vector n = I , b = 1 condition I occurs at the AND gate.
Tnerefore the path is false.

There are different interesting design problems related to false-path detection.
A very important question is to determine if a circlu_t works at a given speed, i.e., if
its critical path delay is no larger than i. This problem can be rephrased as checking if
all paths with delay larger than 7 are false. Another important issue is to determine the
critical path delay of a circuit. This problem can be reduced to the previous problem,
by making a sequence of tests if the critical path delay is no larger than i, where 7 is
the outcome of a binary search in the set of path delays sorted in decreasing order.
Therefore it is important to have methods that can detect groups of false paths to
avoid checking paths one at a time. Indeed, the number of paths in a network grows
exponentially with the number of vertices, and false-path detection is particularly
important for those circuits with many paths with similar delays. Multiple false-path
detection methods have been recently developed [24], and leverage concepts developed
in the testing community, such as the D-calculus. The description of these techniques
goes beyond the scope of this book. We refer the interested reader to reference 1241
for further details.

8.6.3 Algorithms and Transformations for Delay
Optimization
We consider in this section algorithms for reducing the critical delay (possibly under
area constraints) and reducing the area under inputloutput delay constraints. We shall
refer to critical paths without distinguishing among topological or sensitizable paths,
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Compute critical paths and critical delay r ;
Set output required data-ready times to r :
Compute slacks:
U =vertex subset with slack tower than c:
W = select venices in U:
Apply Uansformatians to vertices W:
) until (no transformation can reduce r )
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ALGORITHM 8.6.1

because the techniques are independent of the criterion used. Obviously the quality of
the results reflects the choice.

SYNTHESIS OF MINIMAL-DELAY CIRCUITS. Let us consider first the problem of
minimizing the critical delay that arises often in synchronous circuit design, where the
logic network under consideration is the combinational portion of a sequential circuit.
Recall that the critical delay is a lower bound for the cycle-time.
Most critical delay optimization algorithms have the frame shown in Algorithm 8.6. l .
The parameter t is a threshold that allows us to consider a wider set of paths
than the critical ones. When c = 0, the vertices in U are_critical, and they induce a
path if the critical path is unique. Quasi-critical paths can be selected with t > 0, so
that more transformations can he applied between two recomputations of the critical
path. It is obvious that the smaller the difference between the critical delay and the
largest delay of a non-critical path, the smaller the gain in speeding up the critical
paths only.
Transformations target the reduction of the data-ready time of a vertex. There
are two possibilities: reducing the propagation delay and reducing the dependency of
the vertex under consideration on some critical input. The transformation must not
have as a side effect the creation of another critical path with equal or larger delay.
When a single transformation is applied at each iteration of the algorithm, this can
be ensured by monitoring the data-ready variation at the neighboring vertices that
should he bounded from above by their corresponding slacks. When area constraints
are specified, the marginal area variation of the transformation should be recorded
and checkAd against a hound. Note that recomputation of the critical paths and slacks
is also an important issue for the computational efficiency of the algorithm. Several
schemes for determining the cone of influence of a transformation have been devised,
so that the data-ready times and slacks can be updated without redundant computation.
Most algorithms differentiate in the selection of the vertex subset and in the
transformations that are applied. The propagation delay model of the local functions
plays an important role because they are tightly coupled to the transformations.

We consider first, as a simple example, the case of unit propagation delays.
Hence, a minimum delay network is a single-stage network that can be obtained by
the E L I M I N A T E algorithm. Single-stage networks may have local functions so
complex that they are not practical. To cope with the problem of literal and area
explosion, vertex elimination can be applied selectively. Let us consider algorithm
R E D U C E - D E L A Y and let us choose W as a minimum-weight vertex separation
set in the subgraph induced by U , where the weight of each vertex is its area value, i.e.,
the increase in area due to its elimination. Let the transformation be the elimination of
W. Thus the algorithm will generate a sequence of networks corresponding to different
arealdelay trade-off points. An area constraint can be easily incorporated as a stopping
criterion, i.e., the algorithm terminates when an elimination causes the area estimate
to overcome the given bound.

Example 8.6.10. Consider the network of Figure 8.33 (a). Assume that all gates have
unit delay and all input data-ready times are 0. Then, (topological) critical paths are
(u,,U p . U>. U", urn). (ug. u p . u,. L'., U.,). (Uh. Uq. U r , U". uu-1. ( ~Uiq ,,Us,,.U U",).
Let us consider the values of the vertices. Those vertices that provide primary
output signals, e.g., v,. u,, v,, u;, are given infinite weight, because they cannot be
eliminated. The values of u,, up, u,, v , are -I, the value of u, is 0 and the value of
u, is I (using a factored form model).
Hence a critical vertex separation .set of minimum cost is (u,, u,,], whose elimination leads to s = eghk. Now the critical paths are (ui. u,, u., u.,) and ( u ; . v.,, u,,. vu,).
where u, is some primary input. The value of t,, is now 2. Hence a minimum-cost
separation set is {v,], whose elimination yields w = g r s .
At this point a few paths with weight 2 still remain, as shown in Figure 8.33 (b).
They would be eliminated in the next iteration of the algorithm, which would choose
[u,. u , , u,] as the separation set, because it is the only choice left. Note that as the
algorithm proceeds, the local expression gets larger and the assumption on unit delay
gates becomes less reasonable.

Algorithm R E D U C E - D E L A Y can support other choices for W as well as
other transformations, such as decomposition, substitution and simplification [X, 211.
In addition, general propagation delay models can be used. Note that when .the delay model depends on the fanout load, neighboring vertices can be affected by the
transformation and should be checked.

Exampk 8.6.11. Let us consider a delay model where the propagation delay grows
with the size of the expression and with the fanout load. Let us analyze the fragment of
a network graph shown in Figure 8.34 (a). Let us consider first a critical path ( u i , u,, v,).
A selective elimination of j into the expression of vi reduces one stage of delay. Nevertheless, the gain may be offset by the larger propagation delay of v;, because function
f , has now more literals. In addition, the load on vr has increased, which can raise the
propagation delay dk. As a result, the data-ready time 1, may increase. Even though the
path (uk,v,, v,) was not critical, it may become so if the variation in the data-ready time
of r, is larger than the slacks,.
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(a) Example of lapic network. (b) Example
(b)

of logic networbafter two iterations of the
algorithm.

FIGURE 8.34
(a,h) Network fragments before
and after elimination. (c,d)
Network fragments before and after
suhstimtion (Shaded area is critical.)

Let us analyze the network fragment shown in Figure 8.34 (c) and described by
the expressions:
x = ka

+ kb + rde

Let ( u , . u,) be on a critical path, being r, is much larger than the other data-ready times
of the inputs to u,. Then it is likely that substituting y for u + b in f, may reduce its
propagation delay d, and the data-ready time 1,. Note also in this case that the load on
u, increases. Even though this may not affect the critical path (when 1, < 1 , ) it affects
&. Hence we must ascertain that the variation of r; is bounded by its slack s:.

A more elaborate approach is used by the S P E E D - U P algorithm in program
MIS 1411. In this case, the network is decomposed beforehand into two-input NAND
functions and inverters. This step makes the network homogeneous and simplifies the
delay evaluation.
The algorithm can fit into the frame of R E D U C E - D E L A Y shown hefore.
The set W is determined by first choosing an appropriate vertex separation set in the
subgraph induced by U and then adding to it the predecessor vertices separated by
no more than d stages, d being a parameter of the algorithm. Then unconstrained
elimination is applied to the subnetwork induced by W. Vertices with successors
outside the subnetwork are duplicated, and the corresponding cost is called area
penulty. The potential speed-up in the subnetwork is an educated guess on the speedup after elimination and resynthesis. We can now explain how the separation set
was chosen: it is a minimum-weight separation set, where the weights are a linear
combination of the area penalty and potential speed:up.
The subnetwork is then resynthesized by means of a timing-driven decomposition, by selecting appropriate divisors according to the data-ready times. Note
that the data-ready times of the inputs to the subnetwork are known. The recursive
decomposition process extracts first vertices that are fed by the inputs, and so the
data-ready times can be computed col~ectlybottom up. Eventually the subnetwork
is cast into N A N D functions, while optimizing the delay. The algorithm is controlled
by a few empirical parameters, including c and d described above, the coefficients
of the linear combination of the area penalty and porential speed-up and a choice of
propagation delay models, ranging from unit delay to unit delay with fanout dependency or to library cell evaluation. We refer the reader to reference [41] for more
details.
Example 8.6.12. Consider the circuit of Figure 8.35 (a). Let all N A N D gates have propagation delay equal to 2 units and each inverter equal to 1 unit. Let the data-ready times
of all inputs be 0.except ford. where r,, = 3. The critical path goes then through ud and
u , and its delay is 1I units. Let us assume that t = 2 and thus W includes the vertices

in the path from ud to c,. Assume that u , is selected as the vertex separation set and the
parameter d = 5.
Figure 8.35 (b) shows the circuit after the subnetwork feeding u, has been eliminated into a single vertex. with corresponding expression a' + b' + c' + d' e'. Note
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FIGURE 8.35
(a) Logic network. (b) Logic network after elimination
(c) Logic network after resynthesis by a new
decomposition.

that the gates in the shaded area have been duplicated. The cost of that duplication
(one NAND gate and one inverter) has been weighted against the possible speed-up of
the network due to a more favorable decomposition that balances the skews of the
inputs.
Such a decomposition is shown in Figure 8.35 (c). The decomposition has a
suucture similar to the original circuit, but it reduces the number of stages for the late
aniving input d. Almost all inputloutput paths are now critical, being the critical delay
is equal to 8 units.
SYNTHESIS OF MINIMAL-AREA CIRCUITS UNDER DELAY CONSTRAINTS.
Another relevant problem in multiple-level logic synthesis is the search for minimalarea implementations subject to timing constraints. The problem can be decomposed
into two subproblems:

coplpute a timing-feasible solution, i.e., satisfy all timing constraints;
compute an area-optimal solution.
The former subproblem is more difficult, and sometimes no solution may be
found. Unfortunately, due to the heuristic nature of multiple-level logic optimization,
the lack of a solution may not be related to an overspecification of the design, because
the method itself may not be able to find a solution.
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Timing constraints are expressed as input anival times and output required
data-ready times. A circuit is timing feasible if no slack is negative. The larger the
magnitude of a negative slack, the more acute is the local problem in satisfying
the timing requirements. A first approach to achieve timing feasibility is to apply
transformations to the vertices with negative slacks repeatedly until all slacks are
non-negative. A pitfall of this approach is that no transformation may be able to make
non-critical those vertices with large negative slacks, because a major restructuring is
required in the neighborhood of that vertex. Since major changes require a sequence
of transformations and most of them lack a look-ahead capability, no transformation
may be found and the method may fail.
A gradual approach to achieving timing feasibility is the following. As a first
step, different required data-ready times on different outputs are transformed into a
single constraint. This can be done by using the largest required data-ready time as an
overall constraint and by adding the difference to the actual required data-ready times
as "fake" delays on the output ports. In particular, T = maxT, is the new required
u,tvo

data-ready time after having added i - i, to the propagation delay of each output port
u, E V O .
We can then use algorithm R E D U C E - D E L A Y with a different exit condition.
Namely 7 = T breaks the loop. At each iteration, some critical vertices are identified
and transformed. The goal is to find the transformation that most reduces the delay,
rather than the transformation that reduces the delay by a given amount. Hence it is
more likely that a transformation is found and that the algorithm succeeds.
When the given circuit is timing feasible, the search for a minimum-area solution
can be done by logic transformations. Care has to be taken that no transformation
violates the timing constraint. Hence. if the transformation increases the data-ready
time at any vertex, this amount should be bounded from above by the slacks. Note
that efficient updates of the data-ready times and slacks are of great importance for
the overall efficiency of the method.
Example 8.6.13. Consider again the network of Figure 8.33 (a), where gates have unit
delay and all input data-ready times are 0. Assume that required output data-ready times
are i = [233217. We could then assume a single required data-ready time ? = 3 by
adding an additional unit delay on the output ports for x and z.
The network is not timing feasible, because the critical path has weight r = 4. Let
us set then the required data-ready time to 4 and compute the slacks. We would detect
the same critical paths as in Example 8.6.10. Assume that set W = ( u p , u,) is selected
and that these vertices are eliminated.
Then, a successive computation of the longest path would result in r = 3. Since
the timing constraints are now met, we can look for other transformations that reduce the
area while preserving timing feasibility. For example, we could eliminate vertices with
negative value, such as u,.
It is important to remember that the transformations are straightfonvard in this
example, because the unit delay model was pulposely chosen to show the underlying
mechanism of the algorithm. When considering more realistic propagation delay models,
the choice of the transformation and their applicability is obviously more involved.

MULTIPLE-LEVEL COMBLNATIONllL LOFlC OPTIMIZATION
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8.7 RULE-BASED SYSTEMS FOR LOGIC
OPTIMIZATION
Expert systems are an application of artificial intellige.nce to the solution of specific
problems. A key concept in expert systems is the separation between knowledge and
the mechanism used to apply the knowledge, called inference procedure. Hence this
methodology is applicable to solving a wide class of problems, each characterized by
its domain-specific knowledge.
Rule-based systems are a class of expen systems that use a set of rules to determine the action to be taken toward reaching a global goal [13]. Hence the inference
procedure is a rule interpreter. Rule-based systems evolved over the years to a good
degree of maturity, and several knowledge engineeringframeworkr have been designed
to support the design and use of such systems.
We consider in this section the application of rule-based systems to multiplelevel logic optimization. Hence our view of rule-based systems will be somehow
limited in scope and focused on our application. We refer the reader interested in
rule-based systems to reference [13] for details.
Rule-based systems for logic optimization have been fairly successful. The first
logic synthesis and optimization systems used rules. The most notable example is
IBM's LOGICSYNTHESIS
SYSTEM(LSS) [18, 191. Some commercial logic synthesis
and optimization systems are based on rules, especially for solving the libraxy binding
problem. Therefore some of these considerations will be echoed in Section 10.5. Here
we concentrate on the application of the rule-based methodology to the optimization
of unbound logic networks.
In a rule-based system, a network is optimized by a stepwise refinement. The
network undergoes local transformations that preserve its timctionality. Each transformation can be seen as the replacement of a subnetwork by an equivalent one toward
the desired goal.
A rule-based system in this domain consists of:

A rule database that contains two types of rules: replacement rules and metarules.
The former abstract the local knowledge about subnetwork replacement and the
latter the global heuristic knowledge about the convenience of using a particular
strategy (i.e., applying a set of replacement rules).
A system for entering and maintaining the database.
A controlling mechanism that implements the inference engine. It is usually a
heuristic algorithm.
A rule database contains a family of circuit patterns and, for each pattern, the corresponding replacement according to the overall goal (such as optimizing area, testability
or delay). Several rules may match a pattern, and a priority scheme is used to choose
the replacement.
Some systems, like LSS, use a common form for representing both the logic
network and the rules, for example, interconnections of NAND or NOR gates with a
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limit on the number of inputs. This facilitates matching the patterns and detecting the
applicability of a rule. Other systems use signatures of subcircuits that encode the
truth table and can be obtained by simulation.
Example 8.7.1. Consider the rules shown in Figure 8.36. The first rule shows that two
cascaded inverters can be replaced by a single inverter. The second rule indicates a direct
implementation of a three-input NANO function. The last rule removes a local redundancy,
and therefore it increases the testability.
A major advantage of this approach is that rules can be added to the database
to cover all thinkable replacements and particular design styles. This feature played
a key role in the acceptance of optimization systems, because when a designer could
outsmart the program, his or her "trick" (knowledge) could then be translated into a
rule and incorporated into the database.
The database must encode the rules in an efficient way to provide for fast
execution of the system. Since this task is not simple, specific programs collect the
knowledge about the possible transformations and create the database. Even though the
generation of the database is time consuming, this task is performed very infrequently.
The most compelling problem in rule-based systems is the order in which rules
should be applied and the possibility of look-ahead and backtracking. This is the task
of the control algorithm, that implements the inference engine. The algorithm has to
measure the quality of the circuit undergoing transformations. The measure of area
and delay is usually incremental and involves standard techniques. Then the algorithm
enables the rules to identify the subnetwork that is the target for replacement and to
choose the replacement. This may involve firing o n c o r more rules.
The problems that the control algorithm has to cope with can be understood
by means of the following ideal model. (The adjective "ideal" means that the model
is not related to the implementation of the algorithm.) Let us consider the set of all
equivalent logic networks that implement the behavior of the original network. We
define a confiRururion search ~ r u p h where
,
the vertices correspond to the set of all
equivalent networks and the edges represent the transformation rules. Assume each
vertex is labeled with the cost of the corresponding implementation (e.g., area or

(C)

Three simple uansfomation rules

timing cost). A set of rules is complete if each vertex is reachable from any other
vertex. Needless to say, questioning the completeness of the rule s d is a hard problem
because of the size of the search configuration graph.
A greedy search is a sequence of rules, each decreasing the circuit cost. Hence
it corresponds to a path in the configuration search graph, whose head is the final
solution. Obviously it may not be the (global) optimum solution. Indeed the choice of
applying a rule affects which rules can be fired next. Some rule-based systems, such
as LSS [19], use this kind of strategy for the control algorithm.
Higher quality solutions can be found by using a more complex search for the
transformation to apply. The rationale is to explore the different choices and their
consequences before applying a replacement. Given a circuit configuration, consider
the set of possible sequences of transformations. The branching factor at each configuration is called the breadth of the search; the length of the sequences is the depth.
The larger the breadth and the depth, the better the quality of the solution but also
the higher the computing time, which grows exponentially with the depth. Ideally, if
the set of rules is complete and the depth and breadth are unbounded, the optimum
configuration can be reached.
Some rule-based systems, such as SOCRATES
[22, 281, use heuristics to bound
the breadth and the depth, as well as for restricting the search to the rules that apply
to a small portion of the circuit (peephole optimization). Whereaq experiments can
be used to determine good values for the depth and breadth parameters, a better
strategy is to vary them dynamically. Metarules are rules that decide upon the value
of these parameters, given the state of the optimization [28]. Metarules can be used
also to trade off area versus delay or the quality of the solution versus computing
time.
From an implementation point of view, the control algorithm iterates the following tasks. First it evaluates the cost functions of interest. Then, it fires the metmles
that determine some global parameters of the search. This is followed by firing replacement rules in a specific order. When no rule can improve the cost function of
interest, the network is declared optimal and the optimization procedure ends.
The control mechanism is data driven, i.e., the moves are determined by how
transformations can improve the cost function from a given configuration. This approach, called also fonvard chaining of the rules, is a typical choice when rule-based
systems are applied to logic optimization problems.
We shall revisit rule-based systems for the optimization of bound networks
in Section 10.5. We shall compare then the rule-based approach to the algorithmic
approach in Section 10.5.1.

-

8.8 PERSPECTIVES
Multiple-level logic synthesis has evolved tremendously over the last two decades.
Synthesis and optimization of large-scale circuits is today made possible by CAD
tools developed on the basis of the algorithms described in this chapter. The use
of automatic circuit optimization has become common practice in industry and in
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academia. Existing CAD tools support area- and performance-oriented design and are
linked to test pattern generators and to programs that ease the testing problem in
different ways.
There are still several open issues in this field. First of all, exact methods are
few and inefficient. This contrasts the case of two-level minimization, where large
problems can he solved exactly today. Even though heuristic logic minimization often
satisfies the practical needs of most digital designs, it would.be useful to be able to
compute at least lower bounds on area andlor delay, to which the s6lutions computed
by heuristic methods could be contrasted. Moreover, it would be very interesting
to synthesize (even small) circuits with provably optimum delay properties. Indeed,
timing-critical portions of processors are. still hand designed or tuned, and they often
involve a small amount of logic gates.
Multiple-level logic synthesis and optimization have evolved from minimization
methods for sum ofproducts expressions and are especially well-suited for manipulating control circuits. When considering data-path design, the optimization of circuits
involving exclusive-or primitives, such as adders and multipliers, is often difficult to
achieve with presently known heuristic algorithms. Thus an important open problem is
the optimal synthesis of data paths, including arithmetic units. Research on optimization of AND-EXOR
forms, and of networks of modules with such logic representations,
is thus very important and promising.
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8.10 PROBLEMS
1. Prove that given two algebraic expressions f~,~~d~,,d
and fdi,.,,,,,
the algebraic quotient of
the former by the latter is empty if any of the following conditions apply:
fdjUj,,,
contains a variable not in fd,,,,
fAiUi,,,
contains a cube not contained in any cube of f ~ ; ~ ; ~ . ~ ~ .
f,;,, contains more terms than fdilidmd
(i.e., nz > n ) .
The count of any variable in fd,,,
is larger than in f,,
,,,,A,,,,.
2. Design an algorithm that finds all 0-level kemels of a function.
3. Design an algorithm that finds just one 0-level kernel of a function.
4. Consider the logic network defined by the following expressions:

.
..

x = ad'

+ a'b' + a'd' + bc + bd' + ar

+ b'd' + e
= a'c + a'd + b'd + e'

r = a'r' + a'd' + b'c'
u

Draw the logic network graph. Outputs are (x. y , z. u l . Perform the algebraic division f,/f,
and show all steps. Substitute y into f,and redraw the network graph. Compute all kemels
and co-kernels of z and u. Extract a multiple-cube subexpression common to f: and f,.
Show all steps. Redraw the netujork graph.
5. Consider the logic network defined by the following expressions:
x = abcf + e f c + d e
y = acdef +def

-

Determine the cuhe-variable matrix and all prime rectangles. Identify all feasible cube intersections. Determine the minimum-literal network that can be derived by cube extraction.
6. Consider the logic network defined by the following expressions:

f =

(0

+ d)'

Inpue i r e (a,b , c ) and outputs are {x,y ) . A ~ s u m eCDC,, = nbc'. Compute CDC,,,.
7. Consider the logic network of Problem 6. Compute the ODC sets for all internal and input
vertices, assuming that the outputs are fully observable.
8. Design an algorithm that computes the exact ODC set by backward traversal and does not
use the results of Theorem 8.4.1 but exploits formulae 8.9 and 8.10.
9. Prove formally the following theorem justifying an exact filter. Consider a vertex u,. Let
DC, = D U E such that I(rup(F) Usup(D)) nsup(E)I 5 1. Then, the cubes of E are
useless for optimizing f,.
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10. Give an example of the usefulness of an approximate filter based on the following. Discard
those cubes of the don'r core set whose support is disjoint from that of the function to be
minimized. Show also that it is not an exact filter.
11. Prove the following theorem. Let the inputloutput behavior of the network under consideration be represented by f and the corresponding external don't care set by DC,,,.
Let us apply simplification to vertex v , and let 8, be a feasible implementation of the
corresponding local function. Then:

where f,,, = (f n DC:,, and f,., = (f U DC,,,).
12. Derive a recursive formula to compute thecontrolling set C,l(x). Justify the formula.
13. Design an exact algorithm for invener minimization in a tree-stmctured network. Determine
its time complexity.

14. Formulate the invener minimization problem as a ZOLP. Consider networks with general
topology.

15. Consider the logic network defined by the following expressions:

g = (b

+ c)'

Inputs are ( a ,b, c, d , s ) and outputs are [x, y ] . Draw the logic network graph. Assume that
the delay of each invener, AND and OR gates is 1 and that the delay of each NOR, Exon
and EXNOR gate is 2. Compute the data ready and slacks for all vertices in the network.
Assume that the input data-ready times are zero except for t, = 4 and that the required
data-ready time at the output is 7. Determine the topological critical path.
16. Consider the circuit of Figure 8.31. Is it fully tcstablc Tor single stuck-at faults? Can you
draw the conclusion that a critical true path is not statically sensitirable if the circuit is not
fillly testable? Why?

CHAPTER

SEQUENTIAL
LOGIC
OPTIMIZATION

Nan c ' 6 un unico tempo: ci sono rnolti nastri
che paralleli slitfano ...
There isn't one unique time: many
tapes run parallel ...
E. Montale. Satura.

9.1 INTRODUCTION
We consider in this chapter the optimization of sequential circuits modeled by finitestate mvhines at the logic level. We restrict our attention to synchronous models
that operate on a single-phase clock. From a circuit standpoint, they consist of interconnections of combinational logic gates and registers. Thus, synchronous sequential
circuits are often modeled by a combinational circuit component and registers, as
shown in Figure 9.1. We assume here, for the sake of simplicity, that registers are
edge triggered and store 1 bit of information. Most of the techniques described in this
chapter can be extended, mutatis mutandis, to the case of level-sertsitive latches [32]
and that of multiple-phase clocks [3].
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Primary
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COMBINATIONAL
CIRCUIT

Primary
outpuu

State

FIGURE 9.1
Block diagram of a finite-state machine
implementation.

REGISTERS

Sequential circuit optimization has been the subject of intensive investigation
for several decades. Some textbooks [20, 21, 23, 291 present the underlying theory and the fundamental algorithms in detail. It is the purpose of this chapter to
distill those techniques based on classical methods that have been shown practical
for CAD synthesis systems as well as to report on the recent developments in the
field.
Sequential circuits can be specified in terms of HDL models or synthesized
by means of the techniques described in Chapter 4. In both cases, the sequential
circuit model may have either a behavioral or a structural flavor or a combination
of both. Whereas the behavior of combinational logic circuits can be expressed by
logic functions, the behavior of sequential circuits can be captured by traces, i.e.,
by input and output sequences. A convenient way to express the circuit behavior is
by means of finite-state machine models, e.g., state transition diagrams (Section 3.3.3),
as shown in Figure 9.2 (a). State transition diagrams encapsulate the traces that the
corresponding circuit can accept and produce. Thus, state-based representations have
a behavioral flavor.
Classical methods for sequential optimization use state transition diagrams (or
equivalent representations, e.g., tables). While many optimization techniques have
been proposed, this finite-state machine representation lacks a direct relation between
state manipulation (e.g., state minimization) and the corresponding area and delay
variations. In general, optimization techniques Wget a reduction in complexity of the
model that correlates well with area reduction but not necessarily with performance

-
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FIGURE 9.2
Sequential circuit models: (a) state
transition diagram; (b) synchronous
logic network.

improvement. Therefore these optimization methods parallel the behavioral-level transformations for architectural models, described in Section 3.4.2.
An alternative representation of the circuit behavior is by means of logic expressions in terms of time-labeled variables. As in the case of combinational circuits,
it is often convenient to express the inputloutput behavior by means of a set of local expressions with mutual dependencies. This lends to circuit representations in
terms of synchronous logic networks that express the interconnection of combinational modules and registers, as shown in Figure 9.2 (b). Synchronous logic networks have a structural flavor when the combinational modules correspond to logic
gates. They are hybrid structurallbehavioral views of the circuit when the modules
are associated with logic functions. Some recent optimization algorithms for sequential circuits use the network representation, such a? retiming [24]. In this case there
is a direct relation between circuit transformations and area andlor performance
improvement.
State transition diagrams can be transformed into synchronous logic networks
by state encoding and can be recovered from synchronous logic networks by state
extraction. State encoding defines the state representation in terms of state variables,
thus allowing the description in terms of networks. Unused state codes are don't care
conditions that can be used for the network optimization. The major task in state
extraction is to determine the valid states (e.g., those reachable from the reset state)
among those identified by all possible polarity assignments to the state variables.
Design systems for sequential optimization leverage optimization methods in both
representation domains.
In this chapter we shall first describe sequential circuit optimization using statebased models in Section 9.2. Then we shall consider those methods relying on network
models in Section 9.3. Next we shall consider the relations between the network models and state transition diagrams, in particular implicit methods for finite-state machine
traversal, in Section 9.4. We shall conclude with some comments on testability of sequential circuits.

9.2 SEQUENTIAL CIRCUIT OPTIMIZATION
USING STATE-BASED MODELS
We consider in this section algorithms for sequential optimization using state-based
models as well a8 transformations into and from structural models. We consider Mealytype fiuite-state machines, defined by the quintuple (X,Y , S, 8, A), as introduced in
Section S3.3. We denote IS1 by n, in the sequel.
Finite-state machine optimization has been covered by several textbooks [20,
21, 23, 291. For this reason, we summarize the state of the art in the field, with
particular reference to the relation to other synthesis problems and to recent results.
In particular, we concentrate on the state minimization and state encoding problems
in Sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2, respectively.
We shall survey briefly other relevant optimization techniques in Section 9.2.3,
including decomposition. We comment on the relations among different finite-state
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machine optimization problems and on issues related to synthesis and optimization of
interconnected finite-state machines.

9.2.1 State Minimization
The state minimization problem aims at reducing the number of machine states. This
leads to a reduction in size of the state transition graph. State reduction may correlate
to a reduction of the number of storage elements. (When states are encoded with a
minimum number of bits, the number of registers is the ceiling of the logarithm of
the number of states.) The reduction in states correlates to a reduction in transitions,
and hence to a reduction of logic gates.
State minimization can be defined informally as deriving a finite-state machine
with similar behavior and minimum number of states. A more precise definition relies
on choosing to consider completely (or incompletely) specified finite-state machines.
This decision affects the formalism, the problem complexity and the algorithms. Hence
state minimization is described separately for both cases in the following sections. In
addition, a recent technique for state minimization of completely specified finite-state
machines using an implicit representation (instead of an explicit state-based model) is
described in Section 9.4.2.
STATE MINIMIZATION FOR COMPLETELY SPECIFIED FINITE-STATE MACHINES. When considering completely specified finite-state machines, the transition
function S and the output function A are specified for each pair (input, state) in X x S.
Two states are equivalent if the output sequencer, of the finite-state machine initialized

in the two states coincide for any input sequence. Equivalency is checked by using
the result of the following theorem 1211.
Theorem 9.2.1. Two states of a finite-state machine are equivalent if and only if, for

any input, they have identical outputs and the corresponding next states are equivalent.
Since equivalency is symmetric, reflexive and transitive, states can be partitioned
into equivalence classes. Such a partition is unique. A minimum-state implementation of a finite-state machine is one where each state represents only one class, or
equivalently where only one state per class is retained.
Minimizing the number of states of a completely specified finite-state machine
then entails computing the equivalence classes. These can be derived by an iterative
refinement of a paitition of the state set. Let n;,i = I, 2, . . . , n,, denote the partitions. At first, blocks of partition ill contain states whose outputs match for any
input,'hence satisfying a necessary condition of equivalence. Then, partition blocks
are iteratively refined by further splinings by requiring that all states in any block
of n,+, have next states in the same block of n; for any possible input. When the
iteration converges, i.e., when n,+,= n; for some value of i , the corresponding
blocks are equivalence classes, by Theorem 9.2.1. Note that convergence is always
achieved in at most n, iterations. In the limiting case that n, iterations are required,
we obtain a 0-partition where all blocks have one state each, i.e., no pair of states are
equivalent. The complexity of this algorithm is ~ ( n ? ) .

FIGURE 9.3
Sure diagram.

Example 9.2.1.
reported next:

Consider the state diagram shown in Figure 9.3, whose state tablei is
',

Input
0

State

Nextstate

Output

SI

J3

I

5,

55

0
I
0

$1

s3

S2

IS

S3

$2

1
I
I
I
0

I

.s3

I,

0

$1

.5*

I

r4

0

IS

s5
$4

I

55

II

I
0
I
1
I1

-

The state set can be partitioned first accordir~gto the outputs, i.e.,

n , = I(JI..T~I.

(s~.s?I.

I,S~I)

Then we check each block of l T l to see if the corresponding next states are in a single
hlock of nl for any input. The next states of sj and s2 match. The next states of sl and
sq are in different blocks. Hence the hlock 1 . ~ 3 . s d l must be split, yielding:

n,

=

IIS,.S?J.

( ~ ~ {.uJ.
1 . {SSJI

When checking the blocks again, we find that no funher refinement is possible, because
the next states of s , and .s2 match. Hence there are four classes of compatible states. We
denote { s , , s2) as s , in
~ the following minimal table:
Input

Stale

Next State

0.
"1
0
I

sf2

.s)

0
I

Output
1
I
0
I
0

$12

I5

.s3

$12

33

I,?

xi

S,

$4

55

0

ss

.74

I
I

1

SS

.TI2

0

The corresponding diagram is shown in Figure 9.4.

FIGURE 9.4

Minimum-statediagram. (Dotted edges
are superfluous.)

In the algorithm described above, the refinement of the partitions is done by
looking at the transitions from the states in the block under consideration to other
states. Hopcroft [I91 suggested a partition refinement method where the transitions
into the states of the block under consideration are considered. Consider a partition
block A 6 ll, and, for each input, the subset of the states whose next states are in
A, which we call P. Then any other block B 6 II, is consistent with A if either
B 5 P or B f' P = M. If neither of these conditions are satisfied, block B is split into
B' = B f' P and BZ = B - B n P, and the two splinters become part of II,,,. If no
block requires a split, then the partition defines a class of equivalent states.
Example 9.2.2. Consider the table of Example 9.2.1. The state set can be partitioned
first according to the outputs, as in the previous case:

Then we check each block of n , . Let A = { s 5 ) . Let us consider input 1. The states
whose next state is .SS are set P = i s , , s 2 , S A ) . Block ( 5 , . s 2 ) is a subset of P and requires
no further split. Block B = ( s , , s4) is not a subset of P and B n P = ( s 4 J . Hence the
block is split as ( ( ~ 3 1{s.,)),
,
yielding:

No further splits are possible and

n2defines four classes of equivalent states

Hopcroft's method is important because it has a better asymptotic behavior.
Note that when a block is considered to split the others, it does not need to be
reconsidered unless it is split. In this case, both splinters would yield the same results
wher) oonsidered in turn to split other blocks. Hence we can consider the smaller one
in the future iterations. This fact is key in proving that the algorithm can be executed
in O(n, logn,) steps. The proof is laborious and reported in references [ I ] and [19].
STATE MINIMIZATION FOR INCOMPLETELY SPECIFIED FINITE-STATE MACHINES. In the case of incompletely specified finite-state machines, the transition

function 6 and the output function A are not specified for some (input, state) pairs.
Equivalently, don't care conditions denote the unspecified transitions and outputs.

They model the knowledge that some input patterns cannot occur in some states or
that some outputs are not observed in some states under some input conditions.
An input sequence is said to be applicable if it does not lead to any unspecified
transition. Two states are compatible if the output sequences of the finite-state machine
initialized in the two states coincide whenever both outputs are specified and for
any applicable input sequence. The following theorem [21] applies to incompletely
specified finite-state machines.
Two states of a finite-state machine are compatible if and only if, for
any input, the corresponding output functions match when both are specified and the
corresponding next states are compatible when both are specified.
Theorem 9.2.2.

This theorem forms the basis of iterative procedures for determining classes
of compatible states that are thecounterpart of those used for computing equivalent
states. Nevertheless two major differences exist with respect to the case of completely
specified finite-state machines.
First, compatibility is not an equivalency relation, because compatibility is a
symmetric and reflexive relation but not a transitive one. A class of compatible states
is then defined to be such that all its states are painvise compatible. Maximal classes
of compatible states do not form a partition of the state set. Since classes may overlap,
multiple solutions to the problem may exist. The intractability of the problem stems
from this fact.
Second, the selection of an adequate number of compatibility classes to cover
the state set is complicated by implications among the classes themselves, because the
compatibility of two or more states may require the compatibility of others. Hence
the selection of a compatibility class to be represented by a single state may imply
that some other class also has to be chosen. A set of compatibility classes has the
closure property when all implied compatibility classes are in the set or are contained
by classes in the set.
Example 9.2.3. Consider the finite-state machine of Figure 9.5 (a) and described by the
following table, where only the output function A is incompletely specified for the sake
of simplicity:

Input

Stale

NextSfate

Output

0

$1

$3

1

1

I

$5

0
I
.. 0

.y2

s3

31

s5

SI

s2

I

S1

Ji

0
I
0
I

51

Si

54

$5

55

Id

55

51

1
0
1
0
I
1
0

Note first that replacing the don'r rare entries by Is would lead to the table of
Example 9.2.1, which can be minimized to four states. Other choices of the don't care
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FIGURE 9.5
(a) State diagram. (b) Minimum state diagram.

entries would lead to other completely specified finite-state machines. Unfortunately, there
is an exponential number of completely specified finite-state machines in correspondence
to the choice of the don't care values.
Let us consider painvise compatibility. The pair { s t , s2J is compatible. The pair
( s ~ s,)
. is compatible subject to compatibility of Is,,ssl. The pair { s , , s,) is not compatible. This shows the lack of transitivity of the compatibility relation.
The following table lists the compatible and incompatible pairs:
Pain

Compatible
Compatible
Compatible
Compatible
Compatible
Incompatible
Incompalible
Incompatible
Incompatible
Incompatible

Implied Pain

(sl. 321

( s ~ , r s ] is3. .s4)
is2. r ~ ) (a.
sa)
in.s,)
Isl. ss]
is?. sd) ( s ~ , s ~ (XI.
) . rs)
(3,. $1
($1, ra)
isi.

$5)

(q.sj)
is4. ss]

Maximal compatibility classes are the following:
Classes
is,. $21
i3,..~51
in.n.nl

Implied Classes

i~3.r11
i.$~.ssl

Minimizing the number of states of an incompletely specified finite-state machine consists of selecting enough compatibility classes satisfying the closure property so that the states are covered. Hence the state minimization problem can be
formulated as a binate covering problem and solved exactly or heuristically by the
corresponding algorithms. The states of a minimum implementation would corre-

4.

spond then to the selected classes and their number to the cardinality of a minimum
cover.
It is worth noticing that the set of maximal compatible classes satisfies always
the closure property. Hence, their computation gives always a feasible solution and no
check for implications is needed. Unfortunately, its cardinality may be larger than that
of a minimum cover and even larger than the original state set cardinality. Minimum
covers may involye compatibility classes that are not necessarily maximal. This can
be explained inf~rmallyby noticing that smaller classes may have fewer implication
requirements.
Example 9.2.4. Consider the table of Example 9.2.3. There are three maximal classes
of compatible states. However, a minimum closed cover involves only ( s , . s s Jand
Is2.s,. s ~ ) therefore
.
with cardinality 2. In this case. the selected classes are maximal,
but they are not required to be so in general. The minimum state diagram is shown in
Figure 9.5 (b).

Exact methods for state minimization of incompletely specified finite-state machines can take advantage of considering a smaller set of compatibility classes. For
example, Grasselli and Luccio [IS] suggested restricting the attention to prime classes,
which are those not included in other classes implying the same set or a subset of
classes. The use of prime classes allows us to prune the solution space.
Heuristic methods for state minimization have different flavors. Upper bounds
on the optimum solution size are given by the cardinality of the set of maximal
compatible classes and by the original state set cardinality. A lower bound is given
by a unate cover solution that disregards the implications. It has been noticed [291
that often a unate cover in terms of maximal compatibTe classes has the closure
property and hence it is a valid solution. Otherwise, an approximation to the solution of the binate covering problem can be computed by heuristic covering
algorithms.

9.2.2 State Encoding
The state encoding (or assignment) problem consists of determining the binary representation of the states of a finite-state machine. In the most general case, the state
encoding problem is complicated by the choice of register type used for storage (e.g.,
D, T, JK) [29]. We consider here only D-type registers, because they are the most
commonly used.
Encoding affects the circuit area and performance. Most known techniques for
state encoding target the reduction of circuit complexity measures that correlate well
with circuit area but only weakly with circuit performance. The circuit complexity
is related to the number of storage bits nh used for the state representation (i.e.,
encoding length) and to the size of the combinational component. A measure of the
latter is much different when considering two-level or multiple-level circuit
implementations.
For this reason, state encoding techniques for two-level and multiple-level logic
have been developed independently. We shall survey methods for both cases next.
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STATE ENCODING FOR TWO-LEVEL CIRCUITS. Two-level circuits have been the

object of investigation for several decades. The circuit complexity of a sum ofproducts
representation is related to the number of inputs, outputs and product terms. For PLAbased implementations, such numbers can be used to compute readily the circuit area
and the physical length of the longest path, which correlates to the critical path delay.'
The number of in#s
and outputs of the combinational component is the sum of twice
the state encoding length plus the number of primary inputs and outputs. The number
of product terms to be considered is the size of a minimum (or minimal) sum of
products representation.
The choice of an encoding affects both the encoding length and the size of a
two-level cover. There are 2""/(2"6 - n , ) ! possible encodings, and the choice of the
best one is a formidable task. Note that the size of sum of products representations
is invariant under permutation and complementation of the encoding bits. Hence the
l)!/(2"h - n , ) ! n h ! .
number of relevant codes can be refined to (2""
The simplest encoding is l-hot state encoding, where each state is encoded
by a corresponding code bit set to 1, all others being 0. Thus nh = n,. The l-hot
encoding requires an excessive number of inputloutputs, and it was shown [8, 91
not to minimize the size of the sum of products representation of the corresponding
combinational component.
Early work on state encoding focused on the use of minimum-length codes, i.e.,
using nh = [logz n,l hits to represent the set of states S. Most classical heuristic
methods for state encoding are based on a reduced dependency criterion [20, 311. The
rationale is to encode the states so that the state variables have the least dependencies
on those representing the previous states. Reduced dependencies correlate weakly with
the minimality of a sum ofproducts representation.
In the early 1980s. symbolic minimization (see Section 7.5) was introduced
[8, 91 with the goal of solving the state encoding problem. Minimizing a symbolic
representation is equivalent to minimizing the size of the sum of products form related to all codes that satisfy the corresponding constraints. Since exact and heuristic
symbolic minimizers are available, as well as encoding programs, they can be readily
applied to the state encoding problem.
Note that the finite-state machine model requires the solution to both input and
output encoding problems. The feedback nature of the finite-state machine imposes a
consistency requirement. Namely, symbol pairs (in the input and output fields) corresponding to the same states must share the same code. In other words, the state set must
be encoded while satisfying simultaneously both input and output constraints. Exact
and heuristic encoding algorithms have been previously reported in Section 7.5.2.

-

'The area of a PLA is proportional to the product of the number of 110s (columns) and the number
LS one column any input column pair corresponding
to a signal and its complement. The longest physical path is proportional to the sum of twice the number
of rows (2 column lengths) plus the number of VOs (1 row length).
of product terms (rows). For simplicily we consider
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Example 9.2.5. Consider the finite-state machine described by the following state table:
Input

State

Nextstate

Output

A minimal symbolic cover is the following:

with the covering constraints:
s , and s2 covers,;
s5 is covered by all other states
The corresponding encoding constraint matrices are-then:

An encoding that satisfies simultaneously both sets of constraints is then:

where each row relates to a state.
An encoded cover of the finite-state machine combinational component is then:

Whereas symbolic minimization and constrained encoding provide a framework
for the solution of the state assignment problem for two-level circuits, we would like
to stress a limitation of this approach. The minimum-length solution compatible with
a set of constraints may require a number of bits larger than [logz n,l. In practice,
experimental results have shown that just a few extra bits may be needed to satisfy all
constraints. In ddzTon, constraints can be relaxed to satisfy bounds on the encoding
length [2, 9, 351. Thus, the desired circuit implementation can be searched for by
trading off the number of 110s with the number of product terms.
Example 9.2.6. Consider a finite-state machine whose minimal symbolic cover is:

There are no output encoding constraints. Nevertheless, the satisfaction of the input
encoding constraints requires at least 3 bits. A feasible encoding is sl = 100; si =
OIO: s3 = 001. Hence a cover with cardinality 3 and ni, = 3 can be constructed. The
corresponding PLA would have 3 rows and I I columns.
Alternatively we may choose not to satisfy one constraint, to achieve a 2-bit
encoding. Assume we split the top symbolic implicdnts into two, namely 00 s f s? 100
and 00 s? s3 100. Then the following 2-hit encoding is feasible: sl = 00; sz = I I: s? = 01.
Now we would have a cover with cardinality 4 and nh = 2. The corresponding PLA
would have 4 rows and 9 columns.
STATE ENCODING FOR MULTIPLE-LEVEL C I R C ~ T S .State encoding techniques
for multiple-level circuits use the logic network model described in Chapter 8 for
the combinational component of the finite-state machine. The overall area measure is
related to the number of encoding bits (i.e.. registers) and to the number of literals in
the logic network. The delay corresponds to the critical path length in the network.
To date, only heuristic methods have been developed for computing state encodings
that optimize the area estimate.
The simplest approach is first to compute an optimal state assignment for a twolevel logic model and then to restructure the circuit with combinational optimization
algorithms. Despite the fact that the choice of state codes is done while considering a
different model, experimental results have shown surprisingly good results. A possible
explanation is that many finite-state machines have shallow transition and output
functions that can be best implemented in a few stages.
,-T h e difficulty of state encoding for multiple-level logic models stems from the
wide variety of transformations available to optimize a network and from the literal
estimation problem. Therefore researchers have considered encoding techniques in
connection with one particular logic transformation. Devadas et al. [2, 1 I] proposed
a heuristic encoding method that privileges the extraction of common cubes. The
method has been improved upon by others in a later independent development [16].
Malik et al. [27] addressed the problem of optimal subexpression extraction and its
relation to encoding.

We summarize here a method that targets common cube extraction, and we
refer the reader to reference 121 for details. The rationale is to determine desired code
proximity criteria. For example, when two (or more) states have a transition to the
same next state, it is convenient to keep the distance between the corresponding codes
short, because that correlates with the size of a common cube that can be extracted.
Example 9.2.7. Given a finite-state machine with state set S = (s,, .s2, SJ, s4.s S J . con-

sider two states s, and s~ with a transition into the same state .si under inputs i' and
i , respectively. Assume that a %bit encoding is used. Let us encode both states with
adjacent (i.e.. distance I ) codes, namely 000 and 001. These correspond to the cubes
a'h'c' and a'b'c. respectively. where { a . b. c ] are the state variables. Then the transition
can be written as i'a'b'c'+ia'b'c, or equivalently u'b'(i'c'+ic). Note that no cube could
have been extracted if sl were encoded as I I I. and a smaller cube could be extracted by
choosing O l I.
The encoding problem is modeled by a complete edge-weighted graph, where
the vertices are in one-to-one correspondence with the states. The weights denote the
desired code proximity of state pairs and are determined by scanning systematically all
state pairs. State encoding is determined by embedding this graph in a Boolean space
of appropriate dimensions. Since graph embedding is an intractable problem, heuristic
algorithms are used to determine an encoding where pairwise code distance correlates
reasonably well with the weight (the higher the weight, the lower the distance).
There are still two major complications. First, when considering the codes of
two states with transitions into the same next state, the size of the common cube
can be determined by the code distance. but the number of possible cube extractions
depends on the encoding of the next states. Therefore, thaarea gain cannot be related
directly to the transitions, and the weights are only an imprecise indication of the
possible overall gain by cube extraction. Second, the extraction of common cubes
interacts with each other.
To cope with these difficulties, two heuristic algorithms were proposed by
Devadas et a / . [2, 1 I]. They both use a complete edge-weighted graph, the weights
being determined differently. In the first algorithm, called fanout oriented, state pairs
that have transitions into the same next state are given high edge weights (to achieve
close codes). The weights are computed hy a complex formula which takes the output
patterns into account. This approach attempts to maximize the size of common cubes
in the encoded next-state function. In the second algorithm, called ,fan-in oriented,
state pairs with incoming transitions from the same states are given high weights.
Again a complex rule determines the weight while taking the input patterns into account. This strategy tries to maximize the t~urnberof common cubes in the encoded
next-state function.
Example 9.2.8. Consider the table of Example 9.2.5 and the fanout-oriented algorithm.

First a complete graph of five vertices is constructed and then the edge weights are
determined. For the sake of simplicity. we consider binary-valued weights. Hence a high
weight is I . Take, for example, the state pair Is,.sz]. where either state has a transition
to s?. Then weight I is assigned to edge ( u , , u > ] .
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BY scanning all state pairs, the edges (IvI. ~ 2 1 . 1 ~ 2u4I.
.
(UI.u4) lu4, USI. IUI. u~ll
are assigned unit weight, while the remaining edges are given weight 0.
The encoding represented by the following mabix reflects the proximity requirements specified by the weights:

E =

[i]

By replacing the codes in the table and.by deleting those rows that do not contribute to
the encoded transition and output function, we obtain:
1 110 111
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 000 011
0 011 110
0 001 110
1 001 001

1
0
1
1
1
0

Now let the input be variable i , the state variables be a , b, c and the encoded transition
functions be fa, fb. f,.
Consider expression f, = iobc' i'a'bc + i'a'b'c, which can be rewritten as
f, = iabr' + i'a'c(b
b') = iabc' i'a'c. The common cube i'a'c is related to the
codes of (s4,sSI. which are adjacent. Note that cube i'n'c is not in conjunction with an
expression, because in this particular case the primary inputs match in correspondence
with the transitions hom (s,, s,) under consideration-(rows 4 and 5 of the cover).
For the sake of the example, assume now that ss is given code 101, or equivalently
ab'c. Then f, = iabc'+i'a'br+i'ab'c, which can be rewritten as f, = iabc'+i'c(a'b+
ah'). The expression for f, is larger in size (i.e., literal count) than the previous one.
This is due to the increased distance of the codes of (s4.ss).

+

+

+

Other rules for detecting potential common cubes have been proposed, as well
as formulae for more precise evaluation of literal savings 1161. They all correspond to
examining next-state transition pairs that can be represented symbolically as i l s l + i2s2,
where i l , i2 are input patterns (cubes) and { s l , sz) E S is any state pair. Whereas the
general case was described before and demonstrated in Example 9.2.7, specific cases
apply when il = i 2 or il & i l . Then it is particularly convenient to achieve distance
1 i n the encoding of s , and sz, because a larger literal saving can be achieved.

Example 9.2.9. Consider again the first expression of f, in Example 9.2.8. Since i, =
i2 = i' and the distance of the encoding of (sb,ss\ is I , the common cube i'a'c(b + b') =
i'a'c is not in conjunction with any expression.
Let us consider now transitions from states (s,, s,] to state s, under inputs i l and
i2, respectively, where i , c i * , e.g., i j = il and i = i,. Assume adjacent codes are
assigned to s, and s2, e.g., a'b'c' (000) and a'b'c (001). respectively. Then, the transition
can be expressed as ija'b'c' + ia'b'c and simplified to ia'b'(jc' + r ) = ia'b'(j + c ) .
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It is important to remember that, while cube extraction reduces the number of
literals, many other (interacting) transformations can achieve the same goal. Hence,
this encoding technique exploits only one method for reducing the complexity of a
multiple-level network. By the same token, the estimation of the size of an optimal
multiple-level network by cons~deringcube extraction only may be poor. Experimental
results have shown this to be adequate, mainly due to the fact that transition functions
are shallow ones and do not require many levels.

9.2.3 Other Optimization Methods and Recent
Developments*
We review briefly some other optimization techniques for finite-state machines and
their interrelations. We comment on the recent developments in the field. This section
is intended to give the reader a flavor for the problems involved (for details the reader
is referred to the literature [2, 231).
FINITE-STATE MACHINE DECOMPOSITION. Whereas collapsing two (or more)

finite-state machines into a single one is straightforward, by merging the transition
diagrams, the reverse process is more difficult. Finite-state machine decomposition has
been a classic problem for many years, and it has been reported in some textbooks [20,
231. Most techniques have theoretical importance only, because their computational
complexity limits their use to sn~all-sizedcircuits only.
The goal of finite-state machine decomposition is to find an interconnection of
smaller finite-state machines with cquivalent functionality to the original one. The
rationale is that the decomposition may lead to a reduction in area and increase in
performance. Decomposition entails a partition, or a cover, of the state set by subsets,
each one defining a component of the decomposed finite-state machine. Different
decomposition types can be achieved, as shown in Figure 9.6.
As for state minimization and encoding, it is often difficult to relate a decomposition to the final figures of merit of the circuit, because of the abstractness of the state
transition graph model. Nevertheless, in the particular case of two-way decomposition
with two-level logic models, symbolic minimization and constrained encoding can be
used to yield partitions whose figures of merit closely represent those of the resulting
circuits. We refer the reader to reference 121 for details.
Recently, decomposition algorithms based on factorization have been reported
[2]. Factorization consists of finding two (or more) similar disjoint subgraphs in a
state transition diagram. An exact factorization corresponds to determining two (or
more) subgraphs whose vertices, edges and transitions match. Hence it is possible to
achiede a two-way decomposition of the original finite-state machine by implementing
the common subgraphs as a single slave finite-state machine that acts as a "subroutine" invoked by a master finite-state machine. This leads to a sharing of states and
transitions and therefore to an overall complexity reduction. Exact factors are hard
to find in usual designs, unless modeled by state diagrams obtained by flattening hierarchical diagrams. Approximate factors, i.e., similar disjoint subgraphs in a state
transition diagram with possibly some mismatches, are more common. Even though
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FIGURE 9.6
Different types of finite-state machine decompositions: la) original machine: (b) general two-way decomposition: (c) parallel decomposition: (d) cascade decomposition.

approximate factorization is more complex and gains are more limited, because mismatches in the common subgraphs must be compensated for, it can still be used as a
basis for two-way decomposition and leads to an overall reduction in complexity.
AN OVERALL LOOK AT FINITE-STATE MACHINE STATE-BASED OPTIMIZATION. There are many degrees of freedom in optimizing finite-state machines that
parallel those existing in multiple-level logic design. Indeed, transformations like decomposition, factoring and collapsing are defined in both domains and are similar in
objectives, even though their nature is different. Stare minimization is the counterpart
of Boolean minimization and state encoding corresponds to library binding, i.e., both

are transformations into structural representations.
Therefore finite-state machine optimization systems can be built that support
these transformations. Unfortunately, as in the case of multiple-level logic optimization, the search for an optimum implementation is made difficult by the degrees of
freedom available and the present ignorance about the interrelations among the transformations themselves.
Consider, for example, state minimization and encoding. Whereas it is reasonable to apply both optimization steps (with minimization preceding encoding), counterexamples show that solving exactly, but independently, both problems may not lead
to an overall optimum solution. Indeed, encoding non-state-minimal finite-state machines may lead to smaller circuits than encoding state-minimal finite-state machines.
State encoding techniques that take advantage of equivalent or compatible states are
described in the upcoming section on symbolic relations.
The relations of decomposition to state encoding have been investigated [20, 231.
Indeed an encoding can be seen as a set of two-way partitions of the state set, each
induced by the choice of a 1 or a 0 in an encoding c o l u m n ~ we
~ s mentioned before,
in the case of two-level logic models, two-way decomposition can be achieved by
symbolic minimization and constrained encoding. The definitions of the generalized
prime implicants, encoding problems and evaluation of the objective function differ
slightly, but the underlying mechanism is the same. We refer the interested reader to
reference [2] for details.
There are also interesting relations between decomposition and state minimization. Indeed, a decomposition yields an interconnection of finite-state machines, and
the state minimization problem of each component can take advantage of the decomposition structure. This issue is described in the next section.
STATE MINIMIZATION FOR INTERCONNECTED FINITE-STATE MACHINES.
Most classical work on state minimization has dealt with finite-state machines in isola~ ,optimal design of interconnected finite-state machines has prompted
tion. ~ e d n t lthe
scientists to revisit the state minimization problem and extend it. We summarize here
the major results, and we refer the reader to reference [2] for more details.
Consider the cascade interconnection of two finite-state machines, as shown
in Figure 9.6 (d). The first (driving) machine feeds the input patterns to the second
(driven) one. It is then often possible to compute the set of all possible and impossible
pattern sequences generated by the driving machine. This corresponds to specifying

the input don't care sequences that can be used for the state minimization of the
driven machine. Note that classical state minimization considers only (input, state)
pairs, while we are considering here input sequences from a given state. Kim and
Newborn [22] proposed a technique for the state minimization of the driven machine.
The technique was then improved by Rho et al. [30].
Similarly, it is possible to derive the sequences of patterns of the driving machine that do not affect the output of the driven machine, because the latter does not
distinguish among them. The knowledge of these output don't care sequences can
then be used to simplify the driving machines. We shall show in Section 9.3.3 how
the input and output don't cure sequences can be computed in the case of network
representations.
SYMBOLIC RELATIONS. Symbolic relations are extensions of Boolean relations to
the symbolic domain. By replacing the state transition function by a state transition
relation, we can model the transitions from a state into more than one next state that
is indistinguishable as far as these specific transitions are concerned.

Example 9.2.10. Consider the following state table (231:

~.

By noticing that compatible classes are ( s i . s 2and
) { s z ,s,), the table can be minimized
to yield [23, 251:
0 S l l st2
0
I 512 .r23
0
0 323 ( ~ 1 2 5231
.
0
1

312

523

Sl2

1

The minimal table shows that a transition from s2, under input 0 can lead to either
or s2i. Note though that s12 and r2, are not compatible states.

Symbolic relations allow us to express state tables with more general degrees of
freedom for encoding than symbolic functions. The optimization of symbolic relations,
as well as the solution to corresponding encoding problems, was proposed by Lin and
Somenzi [25], and it has applications to several encoding problems.

9.3 SEQUENTIAL CIRCUIT OPTLMIZATION
USING NETWORK MODELS
We already mentioned in the introduction to this chapter that the behavior of sequential
circuits can be described by truces, i.e., by sequences of inputs and outputs. These
sequences correspond to those that the related finite-state machine models can accept

and generate. We recall that we restrict our attention to synchronous circuits with
single-phase edge-triggered registers for the sake of simplicity. For this reason, it is
convenient to discretize time into an infinite set of time points corresponding to the
set of integers and to the triggering conditions of the registers. We assume that the
observed operation of the network begins at time n = 0 after an appropriate initializing
(or reset) sequence is applied. By this choice, the reset inputs are applied at some time
point n 5 0.
We denote sequences by time-labeled variables. For example x ( " ) denotes variable x at time n. A sequence of values of variable x is denoted by x'"' Vn in an
interval of interest. It is convenient sometimes to have a shorthand notation for variables, without explicit dependency on time hut just marking the synchronous delay
offset with respect to a reference time point. We represent this by appending to the
variable the reserved symbol @ and the offset when this is different from zero. Hence
x@k = x ( " - ~ )and x = x@O.Circuit equations in the shorthand notation are normalized
by assuming that the left-hand side has zero offest, e.g., x'"+" = )""'is translated to
x =yal.
We can extend then the notion of literals, products and sums to time-labeled
variables. Thus the behavior of a synchronous network can be expressed by functions
(or relations) over time-labeled variables.
Example 9.3.1. Consider the circuit of Figure 9.2 (b), which provides an oscillating

+

sequence when input r is FALSE.Its behavior can be expressed as 2'"' = (2'"-')
r'"')' Vn ? 0.Input r is a reset condition.
Using the shorthand notation, the circuit can be described by the expression z =
(zml r)'.

+

-

Network models for synchronous circuits are extensions of those used for describing multiple-level combinational circuits. In particular, logic networks where
modules can represent storage elements can be used to represent both bound and unbound networks. Bound networks represent gate-level implementation, while unbound
networks associate internal modules with logic expressions in terms of time-labeled
variables. Hence they represent a structured way of representing the circuit behavior.
We consider unbound networks in the sequel.
As in the case of combinational synthesis, we restrict our attention to nonhierarchical logic networks, and we assume that the interconnection nets are split into
sets of two-terminal nets. In addition, we represent the registers implicitly, by positive
weights assigned to the nets (and to the edges in the corresponding graph), where
the weights denote the corresponding synchronous delays. For example, a direct connectiodbetween two combinational modules has a zero weight, while a connection
through a register has a unit weight. A connection through a k-stage shift register has
weight k . Zero weights are sometimes omitted in the graphical representations. We
call a path weight the sum of the edge weights along that path. (Path weights should
not be confused with path delays, which are the composition of vertex propagation
delays.) When compared to combinational logic networks, synchronous networks differ in being edge weighted and in not being restricted to acyclic. Nevertheless, the

synchronous circuit assumption requires each cycle t o have positive weight t o disallow
direct combinational feedback.
W e summarize these considerations by refining the earlier definition of logic
network of Section 3.3.2.
Definition 9.3.1. A nun-hierarchical synchronous logic network is:
A set of vertices V partitioned into three subsets called primary inputs V ' , primary
outputs V o and internal venices V G . Each vertex is assigned to a variable.
A set of scalar combinational Boolean functions asswiated with the internal vertices.
The support variables of each local function are time-labeled variables associated
with primary inputs or other internal vertices. The dependency relation of the support
variables corresponds to the edge set E and the synchronous delay offsets, i.e.,
differences in time labels correspond to the edge weights W.
A set of assignments of the primary outputs to internal venices that denotes which
variables are directly observable from outside the network.

.

Note that a local function may depend on the value of a variable at different instances of time. In this case the model requires multiple edges between the
corresponding vertices with the appropriate weights. Thus a synchronous network is
modeled by a multi-graph, denoted by G , , , ( V . E. W). Note that synchronous logic
networks simplify to combinational networks when no registers are present.
Example 9.3.2. An example of a synchronous circuit and its network model are shown
in Figures 9.7 (a) and (b). respectively. The circuit decodes an incoming data stream
coded with bi-phase marks. as produced by a comppct-disk player. The network model
is a multi-graph. For example, there are two edges between u, and v,, with zero and
unit weight. Note that zero weights are not shown. There are two unit-weighted
cycles.
A s in the case of combinational networks, an alternative representation is possible in terms of logic equations, whose support are variables with explicit dependence
on time.
Example 9.3.3. Consider the network of Figure 9.7 (a). It can be described by the
following set of equations:
- 1
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FIGURE 9.7
(a) Synchronous circuil. (b) Synchronous logic network

or equivalently, using the shorthand notation:

There are different approaches to optimizing synchronous networks. The simplest is to ignore the registers and to optimize the combinational component using
technique? of combinational logic synthesis. This is equivalent to deleting the edges
with po'sitive weights and to optimizing the col~espondingcombinational logic network. Needless to say, the removal of the registers from the network segments the
circuit and weakens the optimality.
A radically different approach is retiming. By retiming a network, we move
the position of the registers only. Hence we do not change the graph topology, hut
we modify the weight set W. Leiserson and Saxe [24] presented polynomially bound
algorithms for finding the optimum retiming, which minimizes the circuit cycle-time

or area. Unfortunately. retiming may not lead to the best implementation, because
only register movement is considered.
The most general approach to synchronous logic optimization is to perform
network transformations that blend retiming with combinational transformations. Such
transformations can have the algebraic or Boolean flavor. In the latter case, the concept
of don't care conditions must be extended to synchronous networks.
We present retiming first. Then we survey recent results o n synchronous logic
transformations as well as on enhancements to the original retiming method. We
conclude this section by describing the specification of don't care conditions for
optimizing synchronous networks.

9.3.1 Retiming
Retiming algorithms address the problem of minimizing the cycle-time or the area of
synchronous circuits by changing the position of the registers. Recall that the cycletime is bounded from below by the critical path delay in the combinational component
of a synchronous circuit, i.e., by the longest path between a pair of registers. Hence
retiming aims at placing the registers in appropriate positions, so that the critical paths
they embrace are as short as possible.
Moving the registers may increase or decrease the number of registers. Thus, area
minimization by retiming corresponds to minimizing the overall number of registers,
because the combinational component of the circuit is not affected.
MODELING AND ASSUhIPTIONS FOR RETIMING. We describe first the original
retiming algorithms of Leiserson and Saxe (241 using4 graph model that abstracts the
computation performed at each vertex. Indeed retiming can be applied to networks that
are more general than synchronous logic networks, where any type of computation is
performed at the vertices (e.g.. arithmetic operations).
When modeling circuits for retiming. it is convenient to represent the environment around a logic circuit within the network model. Hence, we assume that one or
more vertices perform combined inputloutput operations. With this model, no vertex
is a source o r sink in the graph. Because of the generality of the model, we shall refer
to it as a synchronous neh~,orkand denote it by G,,(V. E. W). We shall defer to a
later section a discussion of specific issues related to modeling the environment, such
as representing distinguished primary input and output ports (e.g., Figure 9.7).

Example 93.4. A synchronous network is shown in Figure 9.8 1241. The numbers above
the vertices are the propagation delays.

The retiming algorithms proposed by Leiserson and Saxe [24] assume that vertices have fixed propagation delays. Unfortunately, this is a limitation that may lead to
inaccurate results. When registers have input loads different from other gates, shifting
the registers in the circuit may indeed affect the propagation delays.
We consider topological critical paths only. Hence, the path delay between two
registers (identified by non-zero weights on some edges) is the sum of the propagation

1

FIGURE 9.8
Example of synchronous network.

delays of the vertices along that path, including the extremal vertices. For a given path
(vi, . . . , 0,) we define path delay as:

d ( u , , . . . , u,) =

(9.1)

dk
k:,,,cI,, ,,..,, ",I

Note the path delay is defined independently from the presence of registers along that
path.
The path delay must not be confused with the path weight, which relates to the
register count along that path. For a given path (u,, . . . , u,) we define path weight as:

w ( u , , . . ., u,) =

C

k . l : ( ~ , ~ . v , ),...,,
~ ( , , ",I

WH

(9.2)

Retiming a vertex means moving registers from its outputs to its inputs, or vice
versa. When this is possible, the retiming of a vertex is an integer that measures the
amount of synchronous delays that have been moved. A positive value corresponds
to shifting registers from the outputs to the inputs, a negative one to the opposite
direction.

-

Example 9.3.5. Consider the circuit fragment shown in Figure 9.9 (a), whose network
is shown in Figure 9.9 (b). A retiming of vertex v, by 1 leads to the circuit fragment of
Figure 9.9 (c), whose network is shown in Figure 9.9 (d).

The retiming of a network is represented by a vector r whose elements are the
retiming values for the corresponding vertices. Retiming can be formally defined as
follows.
Definition 9.3.2. A reliming of a network G,.(V. E, W_) is an integer-valued venen
labeling r : V + Z that transforms C , , ( V , E, W) into G , . ( V , E, W), where for each
edge (u,. u,) E E the weight after retiming E,, is equal to E, = w,, + r; - r,.
Example 9.3.6. Consider the network fragment shown in Figures 9.9 (b) and (d). The
weight w,, = 1 before retiming. Since r , = 1 and r, = 0, the weight after retiming
w,=I+O-1=0.

-

It is simple to show [241 that the weight on a path depends only on the retiming
of its extremal vertices, because the retiming of the internal vertices moves registers
within the path itself. Namely, for a given path (s.
. . .. u,):

-

w(u;, . . . , u,) = w(ui. . . . , u,)

+ r, - r;

(9.3)

FIGURE 9.9
(a) Circuit fragment. (b) Network fragment. (c) Circuit fragment aher retiming. (d) Network fragment after
retiming. (Zero weights are omitted.)

As a consequence, weights on cycles are invariant on retiming. Note that the path
delay is invariant with respect to retiming by definition.
A retiming is said to be legal if the retimed network has no negative weights.
Leiserson and Saxe [24] proved formally that networks obtained by legal retiming
are equivalent to the original ones. Moreover they also showed that retiming is the
most general method for changing the register count and position without knowing
the functions performed at the vertices. Hence, the family of networks equivalent to
the original ones can be characterized by the set of legal retiming vectors.
Example 9.3.7. Consider the network of Figure 9.8. An equivalent network is shown in
Figure 9.10, corresponding to the retirning vector r = -[11222100]', where the entries
are associated with the vertices in lexicographic order.

CYCLE-TIME MINIMIZATlON BY RETIMING. Retiming a circuit affects its topological critical paths. The goal of this section is to show how an optimum retiming
vector can be determined that minimizes the length of the topological critical path in
the network.

FIGURE 9.10

Retimed network.

Example 9.3.8. Consider the network of Figure 9.8. The topological critical path is
(ud. u,, u,. u g . uh),whose delay is 24 units. Consider instead the network of Figure 9.10.

The topological critical path is

(tlb,

u,, u,),

whose delay is 13 units.

For each ordered vertex pair ui, u, E V , we define W ( u i ,u,) = min w ( u i , . . . ,
u j ) over all paths from s to uj. Similarly, we define D ( u i , u j ) = maxd(u,, . . . , u,)
over all paths from ui to u, with weight W ( u , ,u,). The quantiiy D(ui, v j ) is the
maximum delay on a path with minimum register count between two vertices.
Example 9.3.9. Consider the network of Figure 9.8 and venlces u,, u,. There are two
vdths from u, to u,, namely, (u,. L'~,uc. u.) and ( u , , uh. ur. u d , u p ) with we~ghts2 and 3,
respectively. Hence W(u,. u,) = 2 and D(u,. u,) = 16.

For a given cycle-time q5, we say that the network is timing feasible if it can
operate correctly with a cycle-time q5, i.e., its topological critical path has delay 4 or
less.2 This condition can be restated by saying that the circuit operates correctly if any
path whose delay is larger than q5 is "broken" by at least one register, or equivalently
its weight is larger than or equal to 1. This can be shown to be equivalent to saying
that the circuit operates correctly if and only if W ( u i , u,) 2 1 for all pairs ui, u, E V
such that D ( u i , u,) > q5.
The usefulness of relating the retiming theory to the quantities W ( v i ,v , ) and
D(ui, u,) is that they are unique for each vertex pajr and capture the most stringent timing requirement between them. In addition, W ( u ; ,u,) = W ( v i ,u j ) rj - ri
and D ( u i , v,) = D(ui. u j ) . These quantities can be computed by using an all-pair
shortestflongest path algorithm, such as Warshall-Floydk. We denote by W and D
the square matrices of size IVI containing these elements.
We say that a retiming vector is feasible if it is legal and the retimed network
is timing feasible for a given cycle-time 4. We can now state Leiserson and Saxe's
theorem [241.

+

Theorem 9.3.1. Given a network G , , ( V . E , W ) and a cycle-time 4, r is a feasible

retiming if and only if:

+

Proof. A retiming is legal if and only if G,,= w,, r, - r, z 0, which can be recast
as, inequality (9.4). Given a legal retiming, the topological critical path delay is less
than 4 if and only if the path weight after retiming is larger than or equal to I for all
those paths with extremal vertices u , . u, where d ( u , . . . . . u,) > 4. This-is equivalent
to saying that W (u, . u,) z 1 for all vertex pairs u,, u; E V such that D(u, u;) > 4

.

2We assume that setup limes, clock-skew
not,the case. they can be subtracted from 8.

and register propagation delays are negligible. If

this is

,..
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RETIME.DELAY( G,,(V. E .

W )) I

Compute all path weights and delays in C , . ( V . E . W) and matrices W
Son the values of the elements of D,
Consvuct inequalities (9.4):
foreach # determined by a binary search on the elements of D (
Construct inequalities (9.5);
Solve inequalities (9.4. 9.5) by the Bellman-Ford algodhm:

and

D.

I
Determine r by

the laal successful solution

to

the Bellman-Ford algo~ithm;

I
ALGORITHM 9.3.1

-

a_nd eventually to stating inequality (9.5). because W ( u j ,u,) = W ( v i ,u,) + r j - r, and
D ( v , , v , ) = D ( ~ , , u , ) V u , . u6, V.
Checking the conditions of Theorem 9.3.1 is fairly straightforward, because the
right-hand sides are known constants for a given 4. The solution to this linear set
of inequalities can be computed efficiently by the Bellman-Ford algorithm, which
searches for the longest path in a graph with vertex set V , edges and weights determined by inequalities (9.6, and 9.5). Note that the problem may have no solution
when it is overconstrained, i.e., when there exists a topological critical path whose
delay exceeds q5 in all circuit configurations corresponding to a legal retiming.
A naive way to minimize the cycle-time in a network is to check if there exists
a feasible retiming for decreasing values of 4. For q c h tentative value of 6, the set
of inequalities 9.4, and 9.5 is constructed, and a solution is sought by invoking the
Bellman-Ford algorithm.
A more efficient search can be done by noticing that the optimum cycle-time
must match a path delay for some vertex pair v;, u, E V . More specifically, in any network there exists a vertex pair v ; . uj such that D ( u ; , u,) equals the optimum cycle-time.
Hence a binary search among the entries of D provides the candidate values for the
cycle-time, which are checked for feasibility by the Bellman-Ford algorithm. The overall worst-case computational complexity is O(I V13 log IVI), where the cubical term is
due to the Bellman-Ford algorithm and the logarithmic one to the binary search. This
is the original algorithm proposed by Leiserson and Saxe [24]. (See Algorithm 9.3.1.)

'

Example 9.3.10. Consider the network of Figure 9.8. The computation of the path
weights and delays is trivial, as well as that of matrices D and W. (Matrices dated
to this example are reported in reference [24].) The elements of D, once sorted, are
(33,30.27,26,24,23,21.20.19, 17.16, 14, 1 3 , 1 2 , 1 0 , 9 , 7 , 6 , 3 ) .Thealgorithm would
then compute the inequalities 9.4, which can be represented by a graph with the same
topology as the network and complementing the weights, because r, - r, 5 w , implies
r, ? r, - w,, for each edge ( u , . u,) 6 E. (See Section 2.4.1.) This is shown by the solid
edges of Figure 9.1 1
The binary search selects first @ = 19. Then inequalities 9.5 are constructed, and
the Bellman-Ford algorithm is applied. Since no positive cycle is detected, a feasible
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FIGURE 9.11
Canstmint graph.

retiming exists for a cycle-time of 19 units. We do not describe the details of this step.
We describe instead the case when 4 = 13 is selected. Inequalities 9.5 are computed.
Some of these are redundant, namely, D(u,, u,) - d(ui) > 13 or D(ui, u,) - d(v,) > 13.
The relevant ones are shown by dotted edges in Figure 9.1 1.
An inspection of the graph shows no positive cycle, and therefore the constraints
are consistent. The Bellman-Ford algorithm can be used to compute the retiming vector.
The retiming entries can be thought of as the weights of the longest path from a reference
vertex say uh, with r, = 0. In this case the retiming vector is -[12232100]7. Note that
the solution is not unique and that other (larger) retiming values are possible for vb
and vd. Namely, another feasible retiming vector is [ I 122210017,corresponding to the
network shown in Figure 910.
Other attempts with a shotter cycle-time would then fail. Note that we could have
used the Bellman-Ford algorithm to solve a shortest path problem on a graph obtained
from Figure 9. I1 by complementing the weights.
Even though this method has polynomial-time compiexity, its run time may he
high. Computing matrices W and D may require large storage for graphs with many
vertices. Most large networks are sparse, i.e., the number of edges is much smaller
than the vertex pairs. Some retiming algorithms exploit the sparsity of the network and
are more efficient for large networks. We review here a relaxation method that can be
used to check the existence of a feasible retiming for a given cycle-time 4 [24]. It is
called F E A S and it can replace the Bellman-Ford algorithm in R E T I M E - D E L A Y .
The algorithm uses the notion of data-ready time at each vertex, which is equal
to the the data-ready time of the combinational network obtained by deleting the
edges with positive weights. (See Section 8.6.3.) As in the combinational case, the
data-ready times are denoted by { t , : v, E V ) . Hence:
t, = d,

+

max

I (L,,.L',)EE
and w,,=O

t~

(9.6)

The circuit operates correctly with cycle-time q5 when the maximum data-ready time
is less than or equal to 4.
Algorithm F E A S is iterative in nature. At each iteration it computes the dataready times and its maximum value. If this value is less than or equal to the given
value of 4, the algorithm terminates successfully. Otherwise it searches for all those
vertices whose data-ready times exceed the cycle-time, i.e., those vertices where the
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. $11
Set r = 0;
setc,,,cv.~,ii)=~.,,~~.~.w):

FEASf G,,(V. E . W)

for ( k = I

to I V l ) (

Compute the set of dam-ready times:
I' All path delays are bounded by $ *I

if (mar r j 5 $1
V

I,,

return ( C,,,(V.E. i i ) 1:
else I

1' Some path delays exceed $ *I
foreach vertex

-

-

e; such that r, > $

r,=r,+l:

G,,(V, E. IV) =

G,,,(V.E. W)retimed

/*
by r:

Relime vertices

with

excessive delay *I

1

return ( F

A L ).~ ~

I
ALGORITHM 9.3.2

output signal is generated too late to be stored in a register. It then retimes these
vertices by I unit, i.e., it moves registers backwards along those paths whose delay is
too large. Since moving registers may create timing violations on some other paths,
the process is iterated until a feasible retiming is found. A remarkable property of
the algorithm is that when the algorithm fails to find a solution in V iterations, no
feasible retiming exists for the given @. (See Algorithm 9.3.2.)
The compurational complexity of the algoritkm is O ( ( V ( ( E ( Only
).
the synchronous network needs to be stored. Note that when the algorithm is incorporated
in RETIME-DELAY, matrices W and D must still be computed, and the overall
complexity may be dominated by their evaluation. However, the algorithm can be
used in a heuristic search for a minimum cycle-time, where just a few values of r$ are
tried out in decreasing order. This may correspond to practical design requirements
of choosing clock cycles that are multiple, of some unit or corresponding to other
design choices.
We now show the correctness of the algorithm and then give an example of its
application.
Theorem 9.3.2. Given a synchronous network G,(V. E, WJ and a cycle-time 4, algorithm FEAS retums a timing-feasible network G,,,(V. E, W) if and only if a feasible
retiming exists. If no feasible retiming exists. it retums FALSE [241.
Proof. We first show that the algorithm constructs only legal retiming vectors. Consider
any vertex, say u , , being retimed at any iteration of the algorithm. Since t, > 4 implies
> 4 for each vertex

1) that is head of a zeru-weight path from u;, retiming of vertex
as done by the algorithm cannot introduce a negative edge weight, because all its
successon on zero-weight paths are-retimed as well.
When the algorithm retums G , , , ( V . E , W), the returned network is obviously timing feasible for the given 4. It remains to prove that when the algorithm returns FALSE,

rj

u,
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no feasible retiming exists. This can be shown by relating algorithm FEAS to BellmanFord's and showing that they are equivalent. We give here a short intuitive proof, as
reported in reference [24].
Our goal is to show that we attempt to satisfy inequalities 9.5 in IVI successive
iterations by setting r, = r, - W(u,. LI,) + 1 for each vertex pair u ; , u, : D(u,, ui) > 4.
We then concentrate on vertex pairs a,. r, : D(u,, u,) > 4, the others being neglected by
the algoGthm as well as not inducing any constraint. We can also disregard vertex pairs
u,, v, : W(u,, L',) = W(u,. u,) r, - r, > 0. because the corresponding constraint in 9.5
is satisfied.
When D(u,,r;) > #-and W(u,. u,) = 0, there is some path from v; to u,
such that E(v,..... v , ) = W(uj. v,) = 0 and d(u,. . . . , u;) = D(u,, u,). Hence r, >
d ( v i . . . . u,) = D(u,, u,) > @. SO that the algorithm retimes I., by I, LC., r, is assigned the value r,
I = r, W(u,. u,) - W(u;, I?,) I = ri - W(u,, ti) 1. Setting
r, = r , - W(u,. u,)
1 is exactly the asagnment done by the Bellman-Ford algorithm.
Conversely, r, is incremented only when there exists a path, say from uk to u;, with
E r n weight and delay larger than #, implying that D(Q. u,) ? d ( ~ , ., . . , vj) > 4 and
W(uk,u,) =O.

+

.

+
+

+

-

-

+

+

Example 9.3.11. Consider the network of Figure 9.8, reported again in Figure 9.12 (al).
Let # = 13. Let us compute Ihe data-ready times. Recall that cutting the edges with
positive weighls determines the combinational component of the circuit, shown in Figure
9.12 (a2). Thus, we can petform a network traversal starting from the vertices that are
heads of edges with positive weights, which yields 1, = 3: rb = 3: r, = 3; = 3; 1, =
10: ti = 17: r8 = 24: 1, = 24. Hence the subset of vertices to be retimed is (t,, 1,. t h ) .
Retiming these vertices by 1 corresponds to assigning w,f = I: w,,, = 0;u,,, = I; w, =
I. The retimed network is shown in Figure 9.12 (bl).
We consider again the combinational component of the circuit [Figure 9.12 (b2)]
and we then recompute the data-ready times. Thus: 1 , = 17: 1, = 3; 1, = 3; rd = 3: r , =
10; r, = 7; r, = 14: r, = 14. Now the subset of vertices to be retimed is (I.. t,, thJ.
Retiming these vertices by I corresponds to assigning w, = 1; w,l, = 0. The newly
retimed network is shown in Figure 9.12 (cl).
We consider again the combinational component of the circuit [Figure 9.12 (c2)]
and determine the data-ready times, which are r, = 10: 1, = 13: 1, = 3: r,, = 3; r, =
10; 1, = 7; r8 = 7; f h = 7. The network is timing feasible.
Note that the final network differs from the one in Figure 9.10 by a possible
retiming of ub by I, which would not alter the feasibility of the network.

-

AREA MINIMIZATION RY RETIMING.* Retiming may affect the circuit area, because it may increase o r decrease the number of registers in the circuit. Since retiming
does not affect the functions associated with the vertices of the network, the variation
of the number of registers is the only relevant factor a s far a s area optimization by
retiming is concerned.
Before explaining the method, let us recall that the synchronous network model
splits multi-terminal nets into two-terminal ones. A s a result, synchronous delays
are modeled by weights on each edge. Consider a vertex with two (or more) fanout
stems. From a n implementation standpoint, there is no reason for having independent
regisers on multiple fanout paths. Registers can be shared, as shown in Figure 9.13 (c).

FlGURE 9.12
(al. b l , c l ) Synchronous network heing rctimed by the P E A S algorithm at various steps. (a2. b2. c2)
Combinational component of the network at vsriaus steps. (Shaded vertices are not timing feasible.)

Nevertheless, for the sake of explanation, we show first how we can achieve minimum
area without register sharing. We then extend the method to a more complex network
model that supports register sharing.
Consider a generic vertex, say ui E V , that is retimed by ri. The local variation
in register count is r i ( i n d e g r e e ( v i )- o u t d e g r e e ( u i ) ) . Therefore, the overall variation
of registers due to retiming is cTr, where c is a constant known vector of size IV(
whose entries are the differences between the indegree and the outdegree of each
vertex. Since any retiming vector must he legal, i.e., satisfying Equation 9.4, the
unconstrained area minimization problem can be stated as follows:
min cTr such that

)s(
apm

b

ICJ

Similarly, area minimization under cycle-time constraint
min

cTr

Retiming without register
sharinp. (c) Reliming with
register sharing.
(b)

6 can be formulated as:

such that

r; - rI. <
w ,I. .
r -r 5 W

(a) Circuit9.13
FIGURE
and network fragment.

V(ui, u;) E E
, u; - 1

-

Vui, u; : D(ui, u;)

2.

6

These problems can be solved by any linear program solver, such as the simplex
algorithm. Since the right-hand sides of the inequalities are integers, the retiming
vector r has integer entries. This formulation is also the linear programming dual of
a minimum-cost flow problem that can he solved in polynomial time [24].
Note that the timing feasibility problem under area constraint ii can he modeled
Cj w;] to Equations 9.4 and 9.5 and is solved by linear
by appending cTr 5 Z programming techniques. This provides us with a means of solving the minimum
cycle-time problem under area constraints by retiming.

xi

Example 93.12. Consider the example of Figure 9.8. Then e = 1-1. - I , - I , & I. I.
1, 01' and err = -r, - rh- rr + r e r, r8. The implementation of Figure 9.8 is area
minimal. This can be shown by noticing that there are only four registers and they are
,$l on a cycle. No legal retiming can reduce the cycle weight. Consider the network of
Figure 9.10. This implementation requires five registers. The additional register is the
price paid for the reduced cycle-time. Note that retiming ub by r b = - 1 would yield a
timing-feasible circuit for the same cycle-time, but with an additional register.

+ +

To take register sharing into accou_nt, we transform the network G,,(V, E, W)
into %modified one, called G^,.(V^, E . W). Then we minimize the register count on
E r , ( v , E, @) with a modified cost function. The transformation is such that the
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overall register count in Cs.(v, E, W) without register sharing equals the register
count in G,.(V, E, W )with register sharing.
The transformation targets only those vertices with multiple direct successors
(i.e., where register sharing matters). Without loss of generality, we shall consider
o_nly one-vertex, say ui, with k direct successors u l , u2, . . . , ui;. The modified network
G,T.(V, E, W) is obtained from G,,,(V, E, W) by adding a dummy vertex G with
zero propagation delay and edges from ul, u2.. . . , uk to
Let w,,
= max wij
i=l 7
,
-.

k

in G,,(V, E , W). In the mod~fiednetwork, the we~ghtsof the new edges are G,;=
W,""X - wij: j = I, 2, , , k .
Let each edge in G,,(V, E, W) have a numeric attribute, called breadth. We
use a modified cost function cTr,where the entries of c are the differences of the sums
of the breadths of the incoming edges minus the breadths of the outgoing ones. Note
that when all breadths are 1, vector c represents just the difference of the degrees of
the vertices.
We set the breadth of edges (u;, uj) and ( u , , c ) , j = 1.2, . . . , k, to I l k . We
show now that this formulation models accurately rzgiser'sharing on the net that
stems from vi when the overall register count in G,,(V, E, W ) is minimized. For any
retiming r, all path weights w ( u i , . . . ,G)
are the same, because they are equal for
r = 0. A minimal-area retimed network is such that the weights GI?, j = 1,2, . . . , k,
are minimal, because
is a sink of the graph. Thus there exists an edge whose head
is ii, with 0 weight after retiming. Then all path weights w(ui. . . . , u;) are equal to the
maximum weight of the edges whose tail is u; after retiming, denoted by G,,,. The
overall contribution to the modified cost function by the portion of the network under
consideration is thus I;=,
I l k w,,, =
thus modeling the register sharing
effect.
A

A

c

.

Example 9.3.13. A network fragment is shown in Figure 9 1 4 (a). Vertex u, has k = 3
outdegree. Dotted edges model the interaction with the rest of the network. The modified
network before and after retiming is shown in Figures 9.14 (h) and (c), respectively.
Note that the path weights along the paths (u;, . . . . u,) remain equal, even though the
edge weights change during retiming. Before retiming w,,, = 2, while after retiming
w,,, = 3. The local increase in registers is justified by an overall decrease in other
parts of the network. The marginal area cost associated with the modified network is
( 3 . 3)/3 = 3, corresponding to three registers in a cascade connection.
RETIMIW MULTIPLE-PORT SYNCHRONOUS LOGIC NETWORKS AND OPTIMUM PIPELINING. A pract~calproblem associated with retiming synchronous logic
nerworks is the determination of an initial state of the retimed network such that the
new network is equivalent to the original one. This is always possible when the reset
functions of the registers are modeled explicitly by combinational circuits, i.e., the
registers perform only synchronous delays.
On the other hand, it is often convenient to associate the reset function with
the registers themselves. This simplifies the network and often matches the circuit
specification of the register cells. In this case, the determination of the initial state of a
retimed network may be problematic. Consider the negative retiming of a vertex, where

id)

(c)

FIGURE 9.14
(a) Network fragment. (b) Modified network before retiming. (c) Modified network after retiming. (d)
Circuit fragment after retiming.

registers are moved from the input to the output of the corresponding combinational
gate. Then the initial state can be determined by applying the local function to the
initial states of the inputs. Conversely, when considering a positive retiming of a
vertex, registers are moved from the output to the input of the local gate. Consider the
case when no register sharing is used and the gate undzr consideration drives more
than one register with different initial states. Then, an equivalent initial state in the
retimed circuit cannot be determined.

Example 9.3.14. An example of a register with explicit external synchronous reset is
shown in Figure 9.15 (b), which can be compared to a register with internal reset, as
shown in Figure 9.15 (a). In practical circuits, the difference lies in the different internal
transistor-level model and in the possible support for asynchronous resets. As far as we
are concerned, the difference is in the level of detail of the objects of our optimization
technique.
Consider the circuit of Figure 9.15 (c), where registers have internal reset and are
initialized to different values. It is impossible to find an equivalent initial state in the
circuit retirned by 1.

FIGURE 9.15
(a) Register model with internal
reset. (b) Register model with

(c)

explicit ertcrnal reset circuit. (c)
Circuit fragment before retiming
wilh initial conditions.
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(b)

FIGURE 9.16
(a) Modified synchronous network. (b) Retimed synchronou~network.

Let us consider now the input/output modeling issue. Leiserson's model for
retiming synchronous networks assumes that inputloutput is modeled by one or more
vertices of the network. Practical examples of netwarks have distinguished primary
input and output ports. The most common assumption is that the environment provides
inputs and samples outputs at each cycle. Hence we can lump all primary input vertices
into a single vertex ( v , ) and all primary output vertices into another one (uo). An edge
of unit weight between the output vertex and the input vertex models the synchronous
operation of the environment. Without loss of generality, the input and output vertices
are assumed to have zero propagation delay. Finite delays on any port can be modeled
by introducing extra vertices with the propagation delay of the ports.
With this simple mansfonnation, no vertex is a source or a sink in the graph.
Retiming preserves the relative timing of the input and output signals, because retiming
the input (or the output) merged vertex implles addinglremoving the same amount of
weight to all edges incident to it. This motivates the use of distinguished vertices for
the inputs and outputs. A pitfall of this modeling style is that the synchronous delay
of the environment may be redistributed inside the circuit by retiming. This problem
can be obviated by the additional constraint r , = r o .
Example 9.3.15. The network of Figure 9.7 is reproposed in Figure 9.16, after having

combined the primary output vertices and added the edge representing the environment.
Assume all gates have unit delay. The critical delay is 3 units.
An optimum retiming is shown in Figure 9.16 (b), where the critical path length
is 2 units.
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A different modeling style for retiming multiple-port networks is to leave the
network unaltered and require zero retiming at the pods, i.e., r , = ro = 0, which is a
stronger condition. When using algorithms that allow retiming of a single polarity, like
the F E A S algorithm that retimes vertices iteratively by +I and moves registers from
output to input, this modeling style may in some cases preclude finding the optimum
solution. Consider, for example, the case of a network where the critical path is an
inputloutput path with a (high) weight on the tail edge. The corresponding registers
cannot be distributed by the algorithm along that path.
Let us now consider the following optimum pipelining problem. Given a combinational circuit, insert appropriate registers so that the cycle-time is minimum for
a given latency h. The circuit can be modeled by merging all primary inputs and
outputs in two distinguished vertices and joining the output vertex to the input vertex
by means of an edge with weight h. Note that in this case the synchronous delay of
the environment is meant to be distributed inside the network. If our pipeline model
is such that primary inputs and outputs should be synchronized to the clock, then we
may require that the weight on the edge representing the environment is at least 1
after retiming. This can be modeled by the additional constraint ro - r , 5 A - 1.
By applying algorithm R E T I M E - D E L A Y to the circuit for different values of
h, we can derive the exact latencylcycle-time trade-off curve. Similarly, we can minimize the number of registers i n a pipeline, under latency and cycle-time constraints,
by using the linear programming formulation of the previous section.

9.3.2 Synchronous Circuit Optimization
by Retiming and Logic Transformations

-

When considering the overall problem of optimizing synchronous circuits, it is desirable to perform retiming in conjunction with optimization of the combinational component. It is obviously possible to alternate retiming and combinational optimization.
Indeed, we can think of optimization of synchronous circuits as the application of a
set of operators, where retiming is one of them. Other operators are the combinational
transformations described in Sections 8.3 and 8.4 and applied to the combinational
component.
Retiming and combinational optimization are interrelated. Retiming is limited
in optimizing the performance of a circuit by the presence of vertices with large
propagation delays, which we call combinational bottlenecks. Conversely, combinational optimization algorithms are limited in their ability to restructure a circuit by
the fragmentation of the combinational component due to the presence of registers
interspepad with logic gates.
Dey et a/. [I51 proposed a method that determines timing requirements on combinational subcircuits such that a retimed circuit can be made timing feasible for a
given @ when these conditions are met. The timing constraints on the propagation
delays of combinational subcircuits can guide algorithms, such as S P E E D - U P (see
Section 8.6.3), to restructure the logic circuit to meet the bounds. In other words,
the method attempts to remove the combinational bottlenecks to allow the retiming
algorithm to meet a cycle-time requirement.

Malik et a[. [28] proposed a complementary approach that removes the registers
temporarily from (a portion of) a network, so that combinational logic optimization
can be most effective in reducing the delay (or area). Since the registers are temporarily placed at the periphe~yof the circuit, the method is called peripheral retiming.
Peripheral retiming is followed by combinational logic optimization and by retiming.
Logic optimization benefits from dealing with a larger unpartitioned circuit.
Other approaches merge local transformation with local retiming, or equivalently perform local transformations across register boundaries. As in the case of
combinational circuits, they can have the algebraic or Boolean flavor.
PERIPHERAL RETIMING. Peripheral retiming applies to acyclic networks. When

synchronous logic networks have cycles, these can be cut by removing temporarily
some feedback edges. Vertices of synchronous logic networks can be partitioned into
peripheral vertices, defined as v P = V' U Y O , and internal ones, denoted by VC.
Similarly, edges can be classified as peripheral or internal; the former are incident to
a peripheral vertex while the lamer are the remaining ones.
In peripheral retiming, peripheral vertices cannot be retlmed. When peripheral
retiming can be applied, the internal vertices are retimed so that no internal edge has
a positive weight, i.e., all registers are moved to the periphery of the circuit.
Definition 9.33. A peripheral retiming of a network G,.(V, E, W) is an integer-valued
vertex labeling p : V + Z that hansfoms G,,(V, E, W) into G",,,(V,E , G), where
p(u) = 0 Vv E V P ,and for each intemal edge ( u , , u,) t E the weight after peripheral
retiming ur,, = w,,+ p, - pi = 0.

-

=

+

Note that a legal retiming (see Section 9.3.1) requires that wj, rj - r, 2 0 for
each edge, while a peripheral retiming requires wij p, - pi = 0 for each intemal
edge. As a consequence of the fact that peripheral retiming sets all weights to zero
(removes all registers) on internal edges, negative weights are allowed on peripheral
edges. The presence of negative weights means that we are allowed to borrow time
from the environment temporarily while applying combinational optimization.

+

Example 9.3.16. Consider the synchronous circuit of Figure 9.17 (a) 1281. One

AND

gate is redundant, but combinational techniques cannot detect it when operating on the
network fragments obtained by removing the registers. Figure 9.17 (b) shows the circuit
after peripheral retiming, where the registers have been pushed to the periphery of the
circuit. Note tkdt one register has negative weight, corresponding to borrowing time from
the environment.
The result of applying combinational optimization to the peripherally retimed circuit is shown in Figure 917 (c), where the redundancy is detected and eliminated. The
circuit after retiming is then shown in Figure 9.17 (d). Note that no negative delay is left
in the circuit.
The goal of peripheral retiming is to exploit at best the potentials of combinational logic optimization. Registers are temporarily moved to the circuit periphery, so
that combinational logic optimization algorithms can be applied to networks that are

FIGURE 9.17
(a) Synchronous network and circuit. (b) Modified network and circuit hy peripheral retiming. ( c j Optimired network and circuit after combinational optimization. (d) Synchronous network and circuit after tinal
retiming.

not segmented by the presence of registers. Eventually registers are placed back into
the circuit by regular retiming.
Two issues are important to determine the applicability of this method: first, the
determination of the class of circuits for which peripheral retiming is possible; second,
the characterization of the combinational transformations for which there exist a valid
retiming (i.e., so that negative weights can be removed).
The circuits that satisfy the following conditions have a peripheral retiming:
%.network graph is acyclic.
There are no two paths from an input to an output vertex with different weights.
There exists integer vectors a E z'"" and b E Zi' I such that w ( v , , . . . , uj j =
ai b, for all paths ( u i . . . . . u,) : u; E V ' , v, E v'.
II>

+

The correctness of this condition is shown formally in reference [281. Pipelined
circuits, where all input/output paths have the same weight, fall in the class of circuits
that can be peripherally retimed. Vectors a and b represent the weights on the input
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and output peripheral edges of a retimed circuit. Verifying the condition and computing a and b (which is equivalent to pcrfonning peripheral retiming) can be done in
O(IE1 V / )time [281.
Let us consider now the applicable logic transformations. Malik et al. [28]
showed that a legal retiming of a peripherally retimed network requires non-negative
inputloutput path weights. Obviously, it is always possible to retime a peripherally
retimed circuit whose topology has nor changed by restoring ihe original position of
the registers. On the other hand, some combinational logic transformations may inhoduce inputloutput paths with negative weights. When this happens, the transformations
must be rejected.
Example 9.3.17. Consider the synchronous circuit of Figure 918 (a) [28]. Figure 9.18
(b) shows the circuit after peripheral retiming, and Figure 9.18 (c) shows the circuit after

combinational optimization, where a three-input on gate has been replaced by a twoinput 0%.Unfortunately, this change induces an inputloutput path with negative weight,
impeding a valid retiming and hence a feasible implementation. Hence the combinational
transformation is not acceptable.

(C)

FIGURE 9.18
(a) Synchronous circuit. (b) Synchronous circuit modified by peripheral retiming. (c) Modified circuit after

combinational optimization.

Peripheral retiming may be applied to acyclic networks when the above conditions are satisfied or to portions of acyclic networks when partitioning is necessary
to satisfy them by breaking some paths. By the same token, peripheral retiming can
be applied to cyclic networks by deleting temporarily enough edges to satisfy the
assumptions for peripheral retiming. Unfortunately, partitioning the network weakens
the power of the method.
TRANSFORMATIONS FOR SYNCHRONOUS NETWORKS. We consider now logic
transformations that are specific to synchronous circuits, called synchrunous logic
transformations. They are extensions of combinational logic transformations and can
be seen as transformations across register boumdaries. In other words, they blend local
circuit modification and retiming.
Before describing the transformations, let us consider retiming as a transformation on synchronous logic networks described by time-labeled expressions. Retiming
a variable by an integer r is adding r to its time label. Retiming a time-labeled expression is retiming all its variables. Retiming a vertex of a synchronous logic network
by r corresponds to either retiming by r the corresponding variable or retiming by
-r the related expression.
Example 9.3.18. Consider the network fragment of Figure 9.9, reported for convenience
in Figure 9.19. Retiming of vertex u, by 1 corresponds to changing expression c'"' =

a'"'b'"' into c'"+" = ai"'b'"'or equivalently to c'"' = a ( " ~ " b ' " ~(With
" . the shorthand
notation, c = a b is retimed to r = as1 bal.) Therefore it corresponds to retiming
variable c by I , i.e., to replacing c'" by c'"'". Alternatively, it corresponds to retiming
expression ab by I .

.

Synchronous logic transformations can have the algebraic or Boolean flavor. In
the algebraic case, local expressions can be viewed as polynomials over time-labeled
variables [lo]. Combinational logic transformations can be applied by considering
the time-labeled variables as new variables, while exploiting the flexibility of using

FIGURE 9.19
(a) Circuit fragment. (b) Network fragment. ( c )Circuit fragment after retiming. id) Nelwork fragment after
retiming. (Zero weights are omitted.)
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retimed variables and expressions to simplify the circuit. Thus, the shorthand notation
is particularly convenient for representing synchronous transformations.

Example 9.3.19. Consider the circuit of Figure 9.20 (a), described by expressions c =
ab: x = d c a l . Variable c is eliminated after retiming the corresponding vertex by I
This is equivalent to saying that c = ab implies c s l = up1 h l and replacing cal in
the expression for I. leading to r = d o s 1 b a l . The elimination saves one literal but
adds one register.

+

+

Example 9.3.20. Consider the circuit of Figure 9.21 (a), described by expressions x =
n @ l b; y = am2 c ba l c. The local expression for y is simplified by algebraic
substitution by adding to its support set variable x retimed by - 1 , i.e., x a l . This is
possible because the local expression for x, i.e, awl b, is an algebraic divisor of
ai.2 c bi.1 c once retimed by I . The algebraic substitution leads tox = am1 h: y =
x @ lc while saving two literals and a register.

+

+

+

+

+

It is important to note that synchronous transformations affect the circuit area by
modifying the number of literals and registers in the network model. Similarly, they
affect the network delay by changing the propagation delays associated with the local
functions as well as the register boundaries. Hence, the computation of the objective
functions is more elaborate than in the combinational case.

FIGURE 9.20
(a) Fragment of synchronous network. (b) Example of \ynchronous elimination.

FIGURE 9.21
(a) Fragment of synchronous network. (b) Example of synchronous substitution

I1
1

The synchronous Boolean transformations require the use of logic minimizers,
as in the case of combinational circuits. In the synchronous case, the minimizers
operate on function representations based on time-labeled variables.
Example 9.3.21. Consider the network ,V2of Figure 9.22. Let us consider the simplification of function u 5 u associated with variable y. The local don't core conditions for
this function are not straightfonvard and will be derir,ed in Example 93.25, As far as this
example is concerned, we assume that the don't core conditions include u a l ' u' f u e l u'
and thus involve literals at different time points (different from the combinational case).
Note that y = u 8 u = au + a'u' and that u'u' = u'v'uml' + u'~,'umlis included
in the local don't cure set. Hence, the local function can be replaced by J = u v , with
a savings of two literals, by Boolean simplification. The resulting network i s shown in
Figure 9.23.

9.3.3 Don't Care Conditions in Synchronous
Networks
The power of Boolean methods relies on capturing the degrees of freedom for optimization by don't care conditions. Since the behavior of synchronous networks can be
described in terms of traces, the don't care conditions represent the degrees of freedom in associating output with input sequences. Hence the most general representation
for synchronous networks and don't care conditions is in terms of Boolean relations.
Nevertheless some don't care conditions can be expressed by sum of products expressions over time-labeled literals and computed by an extension of the methods for
don't care set computations of combinational circuits.
When the don't care conditions of interest are expressed by a sum ofproducts
form, we can perform simplification by applying any two-level logic minimizer. Oth-

FIGURE 9.22

Interconnected networks.

I
..........................

FIGURE 9.23
Optimized network ,b'?

erwise, specific relation minimizers or optimization methods are required. We describe
next the computation of don't care conditions expressed explicitly in sum ofproducts
forms. We shall then consider implicit specifications of synchronous networks and
their don't care conditions as well as the corresponding optimization methods.
EXPLICIT DON'T CARE CONDITIONS IN SYNCHRONOUS NETWORKS. External
don't care conditions of synchronous logic networks are related to the embedding
of the network in the environment, as in the combinational case. Differently from
combinational circuits, sequential networks have a dynamic behavior. As a result,
sum ofproducts representations of don't care sets may involve literals at one or more
time points.
External don't care conditions consist of a controllability and an observability
component.
Definition 9.3.4. The input controllability don? care set includes all input sequences
that are never produced by the environment at the network's inputs.
Definition 9.3.5. The output obsewability don'r care sets denote all input sequences
that represent situations when an output is not observed by the environment at the current
time or in the future.
We denote the input controllability don't care set by CDC;,. We use the vector notation ODC,,,,for the output observability don't care set by associating each
entry of the vector with the observability conditions at each output. Moreover, output observability may be restricted to be at a given.time point. When referring to
the ohservability at time n, we denote the observability don't cure set as ODC:),.
The overall observahility don'r care set ODC,., is the intersection of the ODC sets
at the time points of interest. The external don't care conditions are denoted by
DC,, = CDC,,UODC,,,,, where CDC,,is a vector with no entries equal to C D C i , .
Example 9.3.22. Consider the circuit of Figure 9.22. Let us consider the input controllability don'r care conditions for network J\(~. Assume that the network i s initialized by
the sequence (b(-'l. bW3',b'-") = (1.0. 1).
The limited controllability of the inputs of N2 is reflected by the set of its impossible input sequences. For example, u'"'u'("+" is an impossible input sequence for N2.
Indeed for u'"' to be 1, it must be that a'"' = b'"' = 1, but bi"' = 1 implies u("+'J= 1.
Hence, for N2:
1,,", ,(,,+I,
L'
C CDC,,?; V n ? -4
As a consequence of the initializing sequence, output v cannot assume the value 0 at
time 3 . I . Hence:
r,"' +","I
C CDC,,
Similarly, because of the circuit initialization, u cannot take value 0 twice consecutively,
as will be shown in detail in Example 9.3.26. Consequently:
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The interconnection of the two networks limits the observability of the primary
outputs of N,. We now compute the output observability don'r care conditions for hrj.
We concentrate on the scalar companent related to output u. In particular, the output of
N, can be expressed in terms of u and u as:

(by expanding the 5 operator and removing redundant terns and literals).
The value of u'"' can be observed at the output of ,U2 only at time n or at time
n + I. In particular, u'"' is observable at time n if ?'"-'I = 0 and u'" 'I = 1. The
observability don'r rare of u at time n can thus be described by the function:

while the observability don'r care at time n

Conditions for never observing

F'"'

+ I is described by:

at the primary output of N2 are described by:

in particular containing the cube u""~"~""'. Since u'"' = a'"'h'"', then (a""-"+
b""-")(a""' b""') belongs to the component of the ODC set of JU, associated with
output u . Thus a'{"-"a""' is an input sequence for
that represents a situation when
output u is not observed by the environment.
An intuitive explanation of the ODC set is that t m consecutive FALSE values at
u suffice to keep both z and x TRUE, in particular being x independent of the value of
v. Two consecutive FALSE values at o cause two consecutive FALSE values at U.

+

It is interesting to note that synchronous don't cure conditions contain a timeinvariant and a time-varying component. The latter may have a transient subcomponent, due t o the initialization of the circuit, and aperiodic subcomponent, due to some
periodic behavior. The transient component may not be used for circuit optimization.
It may be difficult to exploit the periodic component. Therefore, most approaches t o
Boolean simplification using synchronous don'r care conditions take advantage of the
time-invariant component only.

Example 9.3.23. Consider again the circuit of Figure 9.22. Let us consider the input,controllability don'r care conditions computed in Example 9.3.22. Then (u'"'
v*"))u""+" Vn ? 0 is a time-invariant don'r care condition, while c''-~' + u'"'
is a

+

transient condition.
An example of a periodic don'r core component can be found in a network comprising a two-input OR gate and an oscillator feeding one input of the OR gate. Hence the
value at the other input of the OR gate is irrelevant at every other time point.
When considering the intemals of a synchronous network, it is possible to define
the corresponding satisfiability, controllability and obsewability don't care sets. The

satisfiability don't cure set can be modeled by considering, for each time point n and
variable x , the term x'"' fBf,,.,.The internal controllability and observability sets can
be defined by considering them as external don't care sets of a subnetwork of the
synchronous logic network under consideration.
The complete computation of internal controllability and observability don't care
conditions is complex and not detailed here. When compared to combinational circuits,
additional difficulties stem from the interaction of variables at different time points and
from the presence of feedback connections. It is the purpose of the following sections
to give the reader a flavor of the issues involved in deriving and using don't care
conditions for synchronous network optimization, without delving into the technical
details, for which we refer the interested reader to reference [6]. We shall first comment
on acyclic networks and then extend our considerations to cyclic networks.
ACYCLIC NETWORKS.* The acyclic structure of the network makes it possible to
express its inputloutput behavior at any time point n by a synchronous Boolean expression f'"' in terms of time-labeled primary input variables. Similarly, all internal
variables can be associated with a local expression in terms of time-labeled primary
input variables. Thus the internal controllability don't cure sets can be computed by
network traversal by extending the methods presented in Section 8.4.1.
The notion of a perrurbed network (Section 8.4.1) can also be extended to
acyclic synchronous networks, and it is useful to define observability don't cures and
feasible replacements of local functions. Let us consider an arbitrary vertex v, E V
and let us denote by f" the behavior of the network at time n when perturbed at u,
at time m 5 n. Let p denote the maximum weight on a path from u, to any primary
output vertex. Since the output of the network c a b b e affected by perturbations at
different time points, we consider sequences of perturbations S ' " ) , . . . ,6("-J') and we
denote the behavior of the perturbed network explicitly as fX(6'"', . . . , 6("-"'). Note
that f = fX(O. . . . -0).

Definition 9.3.6. We call internal observability don't care conditions of variable
at time n rn the function:

Note that in the present case ODC.:',
I , i f m.

may depend on perturbations

a(') at time

Example 9.3.24. Let us compute the ODC sets for vertex u? in Figure 9.22. Since
+ ?,("' + ,,""-H , then:

xm) - vl"-u

oocj:i,
= (vl"-ll

+y'l,fl +,,~lr2-l1)

5 (yll-ll

+1,101

+u,l"-Il)

= ?I"-ll

+,"I"-I)

and:
ODC;;,-,,

= lgln-l'

+ ,,"n'

+ u'~n-ll)

(v'08-1)

+ $In'

+ u'ln-l))

= ).,("I

+ ,,,In-l)

and thus:
ODC'"-l,
l,nl

-

\.',"+I\

+ ,"l"'

Variable y"'' is never observed at the primary output of .% when:

When performing simplification of a combinational function in a synchronous
logic network, the effect of replacing a local function on the network behavior can also
be expressed by means of perturbations. Namely, the behavior of the network obtained
where
by replacing the local function f, with g , is described by fx(S'"'.. . . ,
8"' = f v , i , @ g l , i , : I = n . l I - l ,.... n - p . .
The problem of verifying the feasibility of a replacement of a local function
bears similarity to multiple-vertex optimization in the combinational case. Instead of
having multiple perturbations at different vertices at the same time point, we now
have multiple perturbations at the same vertex at different time points.
It is possible to show [6] that sufficient conditions for network equivalence are:

e'"'

i_

DC::',

vn

>o

(9.8)

where e(") = fX(S'"', . . . , S i n - P I ) @ f X ( O .. . . , 0). In other words, e'"' represents the
error introduced at time I = n . n - I , . . . , n - p , by replacing f , by g, as measured
at the output at time n. A sufficient condition for equivalence is that the error is
contained in the external don't care set, which represents the tolerance on the error.
In general it is not possible to transform Equation 9.8 into unilateral bounds
on the perturbation 6 , such as ( f , CB g,) 1 & DC,, whore DC, is a complete local
don't care set, as in the case of single-vertex combinational logic optimization. This
should not be surprising, because of the simiiuity to multiple-vertex optimization.
Nevertheless we can always determine a set DC, such that a constraint of type ( f , @
g,)l G DC, is sufficient to guarantee the validity of Equation 9.8, or equivalently the
validity of the replacement.
On the other band, it is possible to derive unilateral bounds on the perturbation
when all paths from u, to the primary output have the same weight p . In this case,
e'"' depends only on 8'"-P'. It has been shown formally, and analogously to Theorem
8.4.2 for the combinational case, that Equation 9.8 holds if and only if the following
inequality holds [6]:

A network models a pipeline when, for each vertex, all paths from the vertex
to any primary output have the same weight. Equation 9.9 shows that these don't
care conditions fully describe the degrees of freedom for the optimization of these
networks. Note also that the computation of don't care sets in pipelined networks is a
straightforward extension of the combinational case, represented by p = 0 in Equation
9.9. As a result, Boolean optimization of pipelined networks is conceptually no more
difficult than Boolean optimization of combinational networks.
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In the general case, when considering arbitrary acyclic networks, a vertex may
have multiple paths with different weights to a primary output, so that the function
e("' has multiple dependencies upon S'"', . . . ,6'"-P', and the associated don't care
conditions expressed by Equation 9.8 are correspondingly more complex.
Techniques similar to those used for computing CODC sets in combinational
circuits (see Section 8.4.2) can be applied to the present situation. Indeed we search
for subsets of the observability don'r care sets that are independent of the multiple
A possible approach is to derive bolnds on each perperturbations S("', . . . ,
turbation, make each bound independent on the other perturbations and then consider
their intersection. We refer the interested reader to reference [61 for the details of the
method. We repon here an example.
Example 9.3.25. Consider again the circuit of Figure 9.22 and the optimization of
v,. The conjunction of the observability don't care sets at times n and n + 1 yields
0 D C y t n ,=
+ u""-" )(j""+" u""'), which contains cube u""-"u""', which is
independent of variable y.
Thetime-invariant controllability don'r care set contains cube u("-"u'("). Hence
'~2
~ ~0.' ~
Replacing
"~
the EXNOR gate by an AND
the set DC, contains u ' ' " ~ " ~ ' ' " ' + u ' " ~Vn
gate is equivalent to the following perturbation: 6'"' = ( u ' " ' u ' " ' + u " " ' u " " ' ) ~ ( u ' " ' u ' " ' ) =
u , ~ nu ,,,>I
, ~ , , ~ ~ r - l l u ~ l ~ ~ ~ uu,cn, ~ u~, c n~, v ~ n
~ >
+ u0.~ The
~ ~ tixterm
~ - l ~
is included in the CDC
component and the second in the ODC component of DC,. Hencethe replacement is
possible. The optimized network is shown in Figure 9.23. Note that DC, can be expressed
as u s I ' u' + a w l r.' in the shonhand notation, as used in Example 9.3.21.

+

CYCLIC NETWORKS.* The computation of internal controllability and observability don't care conditions is more complex for cyclic networks, due to the feedback
connection. The simplest approach to dealing with cyclic networks is to consider the
subset of internal don'r care conditions induced by any acyclic network obtained by
removing a set of feedback edges. Note that the acyclic network may be combinational or not. In the affirmative case, this simplification is equivalent to resorting to
combinational don't care set computation techniques.
In the general case, controllability and observability conditions are induced by
the feedback connection and are inherent to the cyclic nature of the network. For
example, some feedback sequences may never be asserted by the network and may
therefore be considered as external controllability don't care conditions for the acyclic
component. Similarly, some values of the feedback input may never be observed at
the primary outppts, thereby resulting in external observability don't care conditions
of the feedback outputs of the acyclic component.
Iterative methods can be used for computing the don't care conditions related to
We feedback connection. The principle is to consider at first the feedback connection
fully controllable (or observable). This is equivalent to assuming a corresponding
empty CDC (or ODC) set. Then, the impossible feedback sequences (or unobservable
feedback sequences) are computed for the acyclic network, possibly using the external
don't care conditions. If the corresponding CDC (or ODC) set is different than before,
the process can be iterated until the set stabilizes [6]. A particular form of iterative
method is used for state extraction, described later in Section 9.4.1.

FIGURE 9.24
Netwurk ,k$ redrawn to highlight the feedback

of Figure 9.22, redrawil in Figure 9.24 to
Example 9.3.26. Consider again network
highlight the feedback connection. Assume that the initialization sequence (b1-4',b(-".
b'-2') = ( I , 0,I) is applied to the network. It follows that u'-" = I and t'-2' = r'"'.
Thus, only (0. 1) and (I. 0) are possible sequences for t'-'l. r'"'.
Consider now the acyclic component of the network obtained by removing the
feedback connection. We denote the dangling feedback connection as i. External (vanMoresient) don't care conditions on the subnetwork are DC,,, = i'-"i"'+i""-"r
over, if we assume that ?'"-'I.
i""' can never be an input sequence, it follows that
I""-", f""' cannot be produced by the acyclic component at the feedback output V n .
since? I - ? I ~ , - ~ IDC ,,,, ~ V - I I -I , , " , vn ? -2 is an impossible sequence. Hence
v""-"u""' V n > -I is also an impossible sequence and it is part of the output controllability don't cure set of network ,%'I.
Note that similar considerations apply when we neglect the initialization sequence,
but we assume that at least one register has an initial condition equal to l k u ~ .

'

IMPLICITDON'TCARE CONDITIONS IN SYNCHRONOUS NETWORKS.* We stated
previously that traces model best the behavior of sequential circuits. Therefore the
most general representation of synchronous networks and their corresponding don't
care conditions is in terms of relations that associate the possible input sequences
with the corresponding possible output sequences. Consider the optimization of a
synchronous network confined to Boolean simplification of the local function associated with a single-vertex or a single-output subnetwork. It may be necessary to resort
to a relational model if we want to be able to consider all possible degrees of freedom for optimization. Unfortunately, don't care sets expressed as sum t,fproducts of
time-labeled literals are functional (and not relational) representations, and they may
fall short of representing all degrees of freedom for optimization.
Example 9.3.27. Consider the circuit fragment of Figure 9.25 (a). Assume that the
external don't cure set is empty. for the sake of simplicity. It can be easily verified that
the inverter can be replaced by a direct connection. leading to the simpler and equivalent
circuit of Figure 9.25 (b).
We uy to interpret this simplification with the analysis methods learned so far.
First note that the circuit fragment has two inpuLloutput paths of unequal weight, ruling
out the use of (peripheral) retiming techniques. Second, note that removing the inverter
yielding variable x is equivalent to a perturbation 6'"' = a''"' EJ a'"' = 1 V n . This could
lead us to the erroneous conclusion that DC,,.,= I V n and hence that .r could be
replaced by a permanent TRUE or FALSE value.
Whereas the inclusion of the perturbation in a local don'r care set is a sufficient
condition for equivalence, it is by no means necessary in the case of synchronous
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networks. Therefore we must search for more general conditions for stating feasible
transformations.
When considering single-vertex optimization, say at v,, the most general method
for verifying the feasibility of the replacement of a local function f, by another one g,
is to equate the terminal behavior of the network in both cases. A feasible replacement
must yield indistinguishable behavior at all time points (possibly excluding the external
don't cure conditions of the network).
Example 9.3.28. Consider again the circuit fragment of Figure 9.25 (a) and assume that
the external don't care set is empty. The input/output behavior of the network is:

Consider the subnetwork A; shown inside a box in the figure. Any implementation of
hf,is valid as long as the following holds:

The above equation represents the constraints on the replacement for subnetwork MI.
Possible solutions are the following:
- a""' Vn > 0. This corresponds to the original network, shown in Figure 9.25
X(~i)

.
.

(a).

> 0. This corresponds to removing the

inverter, as shown in Figure 9.25 (b). (It can be derived by noticing that the parity function is invariant to
complementation of an even number of inputs.)
- at"' e a i " - ~ ~ e x ' " - " Vn /n 0. This solution can be derived by adding the term
@x'"-" to both sides of the constraint equation after having complemented a'" and
a""+". The corresponding circuit is shown in Ftgure 9.25 (c).
X1n)

- a'"' Vn

Note that the last implementation of the network introduces a feedback connection.

A few issues are important in selecting a replacement for a local function. First,
feasibility must be ensured. Second, we may restrict our attention to replacements

i T ~ + @ ~
.....-..

........,
(c)

FIGURE 9.25
(a) Circuit fragment. (b) Optimized circuit fragment. ( c )
Other implementation of circuit Fragment.

that do not introduce further cycles in the network. Third, the substitution of the local
function must satisfy some optimalily criteria.
A method for computing a minimum sum of products implementation of an
acyclic replacement subnetwork is described in reference [7]. We present here the
highlights of the method by elaborating on an example.
The first step is equating the terminal behavior of the original network and of
the network embedding the local replacement. This yields an implicit svnchronous
recurrence equation that relates the network variables at different time points. A
tabulation of the possible values of the variables leads to the specification of a relation
table describing the possible input and output traces of the subnetwork that satisfy the
equation.
Example 9.3.29. Consider again the circuit fragment of Figure 9.25 (a). The coresponding synchronous recurrence equation is:

which can be tabulated as follows:

The right part of the table shows the possible traces for x in conjunction with the input

traces.
The synchronous recurrence equation, and equivalently the relation table, specifies implicitly the subnetwork and all degrees of freedom for its optimization. Hence
don't care conditions are represented implicitly.
An implementation compatible with the relation table is a specification of x(")
as a function of the network inputs at different time points. Note that the relation
table expresses the possible traces for x and thus the values of the same variable at
different time points. This differs from the specification of a combinational Boolean
relation, specifying the values of different variables at the same time. Therefore,
combin+onal Boolean relation minimizers (as described in Section 7.6) cannot be
applied tour court to the solution of this problem. A specific synchronous relation
minimizer [33] has been developed to solve this problem. Alternatively, the solution
can be sought for by representing the desired replacement by a truth table in terms
of unknown coefficients 171. Constraints on the feasible values of the coefficients can
be inferred from the relation table. As a result, truth tables satisfying the constraints
correspond to feasible network replacements. Among these, an optimal solution may
be chosen.
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Example 9.330. Assume that network

Ni of Figure 9.25 (a) is replaced by a function

specified by the following truth table:
ain-ll

J

0
0
1

0
1
0

fo

1

1

J3

Ji
Jl

We can now re-express the constraints of the relation table in terms of the coefficients. Consider traces x'"'. x'"-" = (00, 1 1 ) implying x'"' = xi"-", or equivalently f'"J(al"',a'"-") = J i " - ' l ( a ' " " ,a'"-"). Such traces imply also that z'"' is TRUE,
which happens in correspondence with the following input traces al"',a'"-",al"~":
(000,OOI. 110, 111). For input trace 000, fl"'(O,O) =
(0.0) implies fo = fo
or (J;+ Jo)(Jo+f;)= I. For input trace 001, fi"'(O,O) = J'"-"(0, I ) implies Jo = Ji
or ( f ; + J , ) (fo + J;) = I. Similar considerations apply to the remaining input traces
( 1 10, 1 1 1 ) and to those related to output traces (01, 10). The resulting constraints on the
coefficients, excluding the tautological ones and duplications, are:

+ fi)Cfo + f;) = I
CJ; +
+ J;) = 1
( f ; + f,')(Ji + f 2 ) = 1
( f ; + f;)CJi + J3) = I
(J; +
+ fo, = 1

(Ji

f2)(13

fA)(f2

.

Solutionsare J o = l ; J i = l ; J z = O ; f3=Oand Jo=O; J i = O ; J 2 = 1 ; f i = I .
The first solution corresponds to selecting x'"' = a""' and the second to selecting x'"' =
a'"'. The second situation is preferable, because it does not require an inverter. Note that
this method does not consider solutions with additional feedbacks, as shown in Figure
9.25 (c).
It is interesting to note that approaches to solving exactly the simplification
problem for synchronous networks involve the solution of binate covering problems.
This fact is rooted in the need for considering, even for single-vertex optimization,
the values of the variable at multiple time points and therefore modeling the problem
by relations rather than by functions.

9.4 .IMPLICIT FINITE-STATE MACHINE
TRAVERSAL METHODS
Traversing a finite-state machine means executing symbolically its transitions. If a state
transition diagram representation is available, an explicit traversal means following all
directed paths whose tail is the reset state, thus detecting all reachable states. States
that are not reachable can be eliminated and considered as don't care conditions. If the
finite-state machine is described by a synchronous logic network, a traversal means

determining all possible value assignments to state variables that can be achieved,
starting from the assignment corresponding to the reset state. In this case, reachable and
unreachable state sets are represented implicirlj by functions over the state variables.
lmplicit methods are capable of handling circuit models with large state sets
(e.g., 1060).The potential size of the state space is large, because it grows exponentially
with the number of registers. Consider, for example, a circuit with 64 state variables,
( x , , x 2 , . . . , X M ] . The condition X I
x2 denotes all states with one of the first two
state variables assigned to 1. There are 3 . 2@ l o t 9 states that can be represented
implicitly by this compact expression.
Finite-state machine traversal is widely applicable to verification of the equivalence of two representations of sequential circuits 14, 5, 26, 341. We limit our comments here to those applications strictly related to synthesis and to the topics described
in this chapter, namely, we consider state extraction and we revisit state minimization.

+

*

9.4.1 State Extraction
The extraction of a state transition diagram from a synchronous logic network requires
us to identify the state set first. If the network has n registers, there are at most 2"
possible states. In general only a small fraction are valid states, i.e., reachable from the
reset state under some input sequence. Thus, finite-state machine traversal is performed
to extract a valid set of states.
Example 9.4.1. Consider the synchronous network of Figure 9.26 (a), with one input
( x ) , one output ( z ) and two state variables ( p . q ) . Let the reset state correspond to the state
assignment p = 0: q = 0. There we at most four states, corresponding to the different
polarity assignments of p and q. We question if all fwr states are reachable from the
reset state. Next we shall anempt to construct a consistent state transition diagram.

We first consider an intuitive method for reachability analysis and then comment
on some refinements. Let the network under consideration have n i inputs and n state

FIGURE 9.26
(a) Synchronous network. (b) Exuacted state transition diagram

variables. Let f : Bn+", + B" define the state transition function (denoted elsewhere
as 6 ) which defines the next-state variables in terms of the present-state variables and
primary inputs. Let ro represent the reset state in terms of the state variables.
The states directly reachable from r~ are the image of r~ under f and can be
expressed implicitly as a function of the state variables. Similarly. the states directly
reachable from any state set represented implicitly by rk are the image of rk under f.
By defining r k + , : k 2 0 to be the union of ri and the image of ri under f, we specify
an iterative method for implicit reachability computation. The iteration terminates
when a fixed point is reached. i.e., when rk = ri,t for some value of k = k*. It
terminates in a finite number of steps. because the functions r i , k = 0. I , . . . , k*,
denote monotonically increasing state sets and the number of states is finite. The
expression for rk. encapsulates all reachable states, whereas the complement of rx.
denotes unreachable states and represents dorz'f care conditions that can be used to
optimize the circuit.
Example 9.4.2. Consider again the synchronousnetwork of Figure 9.26 (a), whose reset
state is represented by ( p = 0:q = 0). Thus ro = p'q'. The state transition function is
f=

1{::I,
-1.
LJ

where

f 1= .r'p'q'+pq

and f'

= xp3+pq'. The

image of p'q' underf can

J

be derived intuitively by considering that when ( p = 0: q = 0). the function f reduces to
?

(

L

who~erange is represented by vectors [OI]' and

(The formal computation

'. 1

is shown in Example 9.4.4.) Equivalently, the states reachable from the reset state are
encuded as ( p = 1: q = 0) and ( p = 0: q = I). Therefore r , = pZq'+pq'+p'q = p'+q'.
The image of r , under f is represented by vectors LOO]', [0117 and [lO]T.(The
detailed computation is shown also in Example 94.44 Thus the reachable states can be
encoded as ( p = 0: q = 0). ( p = 1: q = 0) and ( p = 0: q = 1). Since r> = p'+q' = r , ,
the iteration has converged. Thus p' + q' represents implicitly all reachable states. Each
state can be associated with a minterm of 11' + q'. Namely so corresponds to p'q', sl to
pq' and s2 to ~,'q.The state corresponding to pq is unreachable and thus pq can be
cnnsidered as a don'r core condition.
Once the state set has been identified, the state transition diagram can be constructed by determining the transitions which correspond to the edges of the graph. The
transition edges and the qualifying inputs on the edges can be derived by computing
the inverse image of the head state representation under f.
Example 9.4.3. Transitions into .s, corresponding to p'q' are identified by those patterns
that make f = [OOIT. Equivalently, they satisfy ( f ' = O)( f 2 = 0) = (x'p'q'+pq)'(xp'+
p y ' ) ' = s'p'q. Hence there is a transition into state .so from state .r2 (encoded as p'q)
under input 1'. The corresponding primary nutput can be derived by evaluating the
network in a straightforward way. In this case. input x = 0 and state p'q yield z = 0.
All other transitions can be extracted in a similar fashion. The extracted state
transition diagram is shown in Figure 9.26 (h).
The image computation can be performed efficiently using ROBDDs [4, 5, 26,
don't care computation of combinational circuits

341, as in the case of controllability
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(see Section 8.4.1). Some variations and improvements on the aforementioned scheme
have been proposed.
Reachability analysis can be performed using the state transition relation, which
is the characteristic equation of the state transition function and can be efficiently
represented as an ROBDD. Namely, let y = f ( i . x ) denote the state transition
function. Then ~ ( ix,, y ) = 1 is the corresponding relation, linking possible triples
( i , x , y ) of inputs, present states and next states. Let r k ( x ) be a function over the state
variables x denoting implicitly a state set. The image of rk under the state transition
function can be computed as S i , x ( x ( i ,X . y ) - r k ( x ) ) [26, 341.
The inverse image of a state set under the state transition function is also of
interest, because it allows us to derive all states that have transitions into a given
state subset. The inverse image can also be computed with the same ease. Namely,
let r k ( y ) be a function over the state variables y denoting implicitly a (next) state set.
Then, the inverse image of rk under the state transition function can be computed as
S i , y ( ~ ( Xi , y ) . r k ( y ) ) . With this formalism, it has been possible to develop algorithms
for finite-state machine traversal in both directions, applicable to sequential circuits
with potential large state sets (e.g., lo6').

4 denote the next-state variables. The state transition relation is represented by the characteristic equation:
Example 9.4.4. Consider again Example 9.4.1. Let j and

~ ( xp,. q , j .

4 ) = ( j ?%

(r'p'q'

+pq))

(4 ?% (xp' + pq')) = l

By expanding the expression, we get:
x ( x , p. q . j .

4 ) = ji'(x'p'q' + p q ) + T G ( x p i+ P<) + T ~ ' ( x ' P ' ~ )

The states reachable from ro = p'q' are those denoted by:

s,,,,, ( x ( X p, 4 . j.4 ) p'q0

= S ,&,, ($4'(x'p'q')

+Ti(xp'q')) =

be' + T i

corresponding to s, and sl. Similarly, the states reachable from r , = p'
denoted by:
S , . , , . , ( X ( XP. . 4 - j .

+ q' are those

G ) (P' + 4 ' ) ) = S i . , , . q ( ~ 4 ' ( - r ' ~+' qj '') 4 ( ~ +~ ~' 4 '+) T G ' ( x i p ' q ) )
j"i' + j"j + i i '

.

representing states ($I. s, s2].
The inverse image of r,, = T i ' can be computed as:

.

S,.:.,j(x(x, p . 4 , j . 4 ) ) j'4' = S r . p . ~ ( T 4 ' ( x ' p ' q )=
) p'q

Therefore state .so can be reached from state s?.
Example 9.4.5. Consider again the control unit of the complete differential equation
integrator, described in Example 4.7.6 as a synchronous logic network. This description
uses a 1-hot encoding and it entails 46 literals and 6 registers.

The corresponding state transition diagram, extracted from the network, is shown
in Figure 9.27. (The output signals are omitted in the figure.) There are six states and
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FIGURE 9.27
Stale transition diaffarn for the control unit of the complete differential
equalion integrator.

state s, is the reset state. No state can be eliminated by state minimization. State encoding
requires 3 bits. The encoding produced by progrdm NOVA,called by program $IS, yields
the network reported in Example 8.2.10. Such a network entails 93 literals and 6 registers.
After logic optimization, the network can be reduced to 48 literals and 3 registen.

9.4.2 Implicit State Minimization*
State traversal methods can be used for finite-state machine state minimization using
an implicit model, which is appealing because it can handle much larger state sets
than other explicit methods do. We consider here state minimization of completely
specified finite-state machines, in particular the derivation of the equivalence classes
as suggested by Lin er a / . [26]. Classes of equivalent states are determined by considering pairwise state equivalence by exploiting thetransitivity of the equivalence
relation.
Given a sequential logic network representation of a finite-state machine, we
duplicate the network to obtain a pruducr machine representation, as sketched in
Figure 9.28. The states of the product machine are identified by the state variables.
Each state of the product machine corresponds to a pair of states in the original finitestate machine. As a result, all states of the product machine whose output is TRUE for
all inputs denote state pairs in the original finite-state machine whose outputs match
for all inputs. This is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for equivalence. So,
we call these state pairs candidate equivalent pairs.
Candidate state pairs are represented implicitly by a characteristic function. Since
state pairs correspond to a single state in the product machine, the inverse image of
any state of the product machine under the transition function yields the state pairs
that are mapped into the state under consideration. As a result, it is possible to check
if [state pair has next states that are candidate equivalent pairs for all inputs. This
can be performed by multiplying the characteristic function hy the inverse image of
the candidate set under all input conditions.
An iterative procedure can thus be defined that updates the characteristic function
by its product with the inverse image. Equivalently, the state pair information stored
in the characteristic function is refined by requiring that such pairs have next states
that are also represented by the characteristic function. It is possible to show [26]
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FIGURE 9.28
(a) Original finite~stalemachine. (b) Product finite-state machine.

that this iteration converges in a finite number of steps to a characteristic function
representing implicitly all equivalent pairs.
It is interesting to compare this method with the classical methods described
in Section 9.2.1. Classical methods perform iterative refinements of state partitions.
They require explicit representations of the states, and &us they are limited by the
state set cardinality. The implicit method performs an iterative refinement of a set
of state pairs that are described implicitly in terms of state variables of the product
machine (which are just twice as many as those of the original machine). Since implicit methods leverage efficient set manipulation based on ROBDD representations
and operations, they can handle problems of much larger size than classical methods
do. We refer the interested reader to reference 1261 for details.

9.5 TESTABILITY CONSIDERATIONS FOR
SYNCHRONOUS CIRCUITS
The synthesis of testable sequential circuits is a broad area of research. We limit
ourselv$s. to a few comments, and we refer the reader to specialized books on the
subject [17, 291. To be precise, we use single sruck-at fault models and we consider
fully testable those sequential circuits where all faults can be detected.
Different testing strategies are used for synchronous sequential circuits. Scan
techniques were introduced and divulged by 1BM Corporation and are used today with
different flavors. In this design and test methodology, registers can be configured to be
linked in a chain so that data can be introduced andlor observed directly while testing
the circuit. Therefore, scan methods provide full controllability and obsewability of
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the registers. As a consequence, the sequential testing problem reduces to that of the
corresponding combinational component.
The overhead of using scan techniques varies according to the circuit technology
and clocking policy. In some cases, a considerable area penalty is associated with the
replacement of regular registers with those supporting scan. To alleviate this problem,
partial scan techniques have been proposed where only a fraction of the registers
are in the scan chain. The controllability and observability of the remaining registers
is either achieved by exploiting features of the combinational logic component or
compromised partially.
Testing sequential circuits without scan registers may require long sequences of
test vectors. The circuit has to be driven first to a state that excites the fault, and then
the effects of the fault have to be propagated to the primary outputs. This is caused
by the lack of direct controllability and observability of the state registers.
Recent approaches to design for testability of sequential logic circuits have
explored the possibility of using the degrees of freedom in logic synthesis to make
the circuit fully testable with relatively short sequences of test vectors. The degrees of
freedom are, for example, don't care conditions and/or the choice of state encoding.
The starting points for these methods are either state transition diagram [I 21 or network
[I71 representations of sequential circuits. The advantages of these methods are that
both eliminate the area overhead due to the scan registers and that they provide support
for faster testing by avoiding to load and unload the scan chain.
There is a wide spectrum of methods for designing fully testable sequential
circuits not based on scan. On one side of the spectrum, there are techniques that
constrain the implementation of the sequential circuit. On the other side, we find
synthesis techniques that eliminate untestable fault& by using optimization methods
with appropriate don't care sets. Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages.
The first family of methods requires simpler synthesis tasks but possibly an overhead
in terms of area. Conversely, the second group requires computationally expensive
(or prohibitive) synthesis techniques but no implementation overhead [14]. We shall
consider two representative examples of these approaches.
We explain first a method for achieving full testability using an appropriate
state encoding and requiring a specific implementation style based on partitioning (and
possibly duplicating) a portion of the combinational component [12]. This technique is
applicable to sequential circuits modeled as both Moore-style and Mealy-style finitestate machines. We comment on the first case only, for the sake of simplicity.
Consider the Moore-style finite-state machine shown in Figure 9.29 (a). Assume
first that the circuit is partitioned into registers, a combinational output-logic block
and,a combinational next-state logic block (feeding the registers). To detect a fault
in'the oulput-logic circuit, the finite-state machine has to be driven by a sequence of
vectors into the state that propagates the effect of the fault to the primary outputs.
To detect a fault in the next-state logic block, we must find first a state and an input
vector which propagate the effects of the fault to the state registers, which would
represent a faulty state instead of the corresponding non-faulty next state. We must
then be able to distinguish the faulty state from the non-faulty state by observing the
primary outputs. In general, this problem is complex unless the state variables are
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FIGURE 9.29
(a) Original Moore-style finite-state machine. (b) Moore-style finite-state machine with partitioned next-state
logic.

directly observable at the outputs. Moreover, if the faulty state is equivalent to the
non-faulty state, the fault is not detectable.
A fully testable implementation of a Moore-style finite-state machine can be
achieved as follows. Assuming that n registers are used, all possible 2" states must
be made reachable from the reset state, possibly by adding transitions to the state
transition diagram. The states are encoded so that two state codes have distance 2
(differ in 2 bits) when they assert the same output. Then the next-state logic block
is further partitioned into independent combinational circuits each feeding a state
register, as shown in Figure 9.29 (b). The combinational circuits are made prime
and irredundant using the techniques of Section 8.5. As a result, any single fault in
the next-state logic will affect one state variable and its effect will be observable at
the primary outputs. Thus, the testing method requires just consmcting sequences of
input test vectors that set the machine in the desired state. This task can be done by
reachability analysis.
We consider next a synthesis method to achieve testable sequential circuits that
relies on optimization techniques. For this purpose, we need to characterize faults in
sequential circuits.
Afundamental problem in sequential synthesis for testability is relating faults to
the sequential behavior of the circuit. Untestable faults can be divided into two categories: combinational and sequential faults. Combinational untestable faults are those
that are untestable in the combinational component of the circuit, even if the registers
were fully observable and controllable. They can be detected by using combinational
logic optimization methods and removed by making the combinational component
prime and irredundant. (See Section 8.5.) Sequential untestable faults are faults in the
combinational component of the circuit that cannot be tested because of the sequential

behavior of the circuit. Sequential untestable faults can be grouped in the following
three classes:
Equivalent-sequential untestable faults cause the interchangelcreation of equivalent statea.
Invalid-.sequential untestable faults cause transitions from invalid states corresponding to unused state codes.
Isomorphic-sequential untestable faults cause the circuit to behave as modeled
by a different, but isomorphic, state transition diagram, with a different state
encoding.

Devadas era/. [13, 171 showed that thesrare all possible types of untestable sequential
faults.
Example 9.5.1. This example of untestable faults is due to Devadas er al. [13]. Consider
the state transition diagram of Figure 9.30 (a), whose network implementation is shown
in Figure 9.30 (b). The circuit has one primary input (i), one primary output (0)and five
states encoded by vxiables p , . pl. pi. The states encoded as 010 and 110 are equivalent.
Consider a sruck-ar-0 fault on input wl, as shown in Figure 9.30 (b). The fault
changes the state transition diagram to that of Figure 9.30 (c). The cormpted transition is
shown by a dotted edge in the figure. Since states 010 and 1 LO are equivalent, the fault
causes an interchange of equivalent states and so is an equivalent-sequential untestable
fault.
Consider next a sruck-or-I fault on input w2. The fault changes the state transition
diagram to that of Figure 9.30 (d). The fault creates an extra state, encoded as 111, that
was originally invalid (unreachable),and that is equivalent to state 110. This is again an
example of an equivalent-sequential untestable fault.
An example of an invalid-sequential fault is a fault that affects the circuit when
in an invalid state, e.g.. 101. An example of an isomorphic-sequential untestable fault
is shown in Figure 9.30 (e), where the faulty machine represents an equivalent machine
with a different encoding. Namely the states with codes 000 and 001 have been swapped.

Designing a fully testable sequential circuit involves checking for and removing untestable sequential faults as well as removing combinational untestable faults.
Devadas et a/. [13] proposed a method that uses three major steps: state minimization,
state encoding and combinational logic optimization with an appropriate don't care
set that captures the interplay of equivalent and invalid states. A special state encoding
is used that gumntees that no single stuck-at fault can induce isomorphic sequential
untestable faults. Don't care set extraction and combinational logic optimization are
iterated, and the overall method is guaranteed to converge to a fully testable sequential
circuit. We refer the reader to references 1131 and [I71 for the details.

9.6

PERSPECTIVES

Synthesis and optimization of sequential synchronous circuits has been a research
playground for a few decades. There are a wealth of techniques for optimizing statebased representations of finite-state machines, including algorithms for decomposition,
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inability of current algorithms to forecast precisely the effects of the choice of the
codes on the area and performance of the resulting circuits.
Sequential optimization methods using network models evolved from retiming
and multiple-level combinational logic synthesis. Once again, the flexibility in implementing multiple-level circuits allows us to develop a rich set of circuit transformations
but makes it hard to devise algorithms yielding optimum implementations. Thus, most
network-based optimization algorithms are heuristic in nature; with the exception of
retiming, which, on the other hand, exploits only one degree of freedom (i.e., register
positioning) for circuit optimization.
Network transformations affect the encoding of the states of the circuit being
optimized. Whereas state transition diagrams can be easily extracted from network
models, the implication of network transformations on the corresponding properties
of the state transition diagrams are not yet fully understood and exploited. To date,
most sequential circuit optimiration programs use different modeling paradigms (e.g.,
state transition diagrams or networks) without exploiting the synergism between the
two representations. Even though these programs are used routinely and successfully
for digital design, we believe that this field still has many open problems for further
research and that progress in sequential logic synthesis and optimization will lead to
even more powerful design tools in the years to come.
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9.8 PROBLEMS

-

1. Consider the state table of Example 9.2.3. Derive a completely specified cover by replacing
the don't care entries by 0s. Minimize the machine using the standard and Hopcroft's
algorithms. Repeat the exercise with the don't rare entries replaced by 0 and 1.

2. Consider the state table of Example 9.2.3. Derive a minimum symbolic cover and the
corresponding encoding constraints. Then compute a feasible encoding. Can you reduce the
encoding length by using constraints derived from a non-minimum cover? Show possible
product tendencoding length trade-off.

3. Consider the state encoding problem specified by two matrices A and B derived by symbolic minimization. Assume that matrix B specifies only covering constraints (i.e., exclude
disjunctive relations). Let S be the state set. Prove the following. A necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of an encoding of S satisfying both the constraints specified by
A and B is that for each triple of states ( r ,s,t ) G S such that b,, = 1 and b,, = 1 there
*e'xists no row k of A such that al;, = I , ak, = 0, ax, = 1.
4. Consider the network of Figure 9.8. Draw the weighted graph modeling the search for a
legal retiming with cycle-time of 22 units using the Bellman-Ford method. Compute the
retiming and draw the retimed network graph.

5. Suppose you want to constrain the maximum number of registers on a path while doing
retiming. How do you incorporate this requirement in the retiming formalism? Would
the complexity of the algorithm be affected? As an example, assume that you require
at most one register on the path (ud. u h ) in the network of Figure 9.8. What would the
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minimum cycle-time be? Show graphically the constraints of the Bellman-Ford algorithm
in correspondence with the minimum cycle-time as well as the retimed network graph.
6. Give examples of synchronous elimination and algebraic substitution as applied to the
network of Figure 9.7.

7. Show that for a pipelined network, for any single perturbation at any venex v , representing
the replacement of a local function f, by g , . necessary and sufficient conditions for the
feasibility of the replacement are:

for a suitable value of p.
8. Consider the acyclic synchronous logic networkobtained from that of Figure 9.7 by cutting
the loops and using additional input variables for the dangling connections. Determine the
obsemability don't care sets at all internal and input vertices.

CHAPTER

CELL-LIBRARY
BINDING

Cum legere non possis yuanrum habuerir, saris est habere quantum legas.
S i r r e you connot read all rhe books which you m y p o s ~ s s ,
it is enough to possess only as many books as jou can read.

Seneca. Epistulae ad Lucilium.

10.1 INTRODUCTION
Cell-library binding is the task of transforming an unbound logic network into a bound
network, i.e., into an interconnection of components that are instances of elements of a
given library. This step is very important for standard-cell and array-based semicustom
circuit design, because it provides a complete structural representation of the logic
eircuit which serves as an interface to physical design tools. Library binding allows
us to retarget logic designs to different technologies and implementation styles. Hence
it is of crucial importance for updating and customizing circuit designs.
Library binding is often called technology mapping. The origin of this term is
due to the early applications of semicustom circuits, which re-implemented circuits,
originally designed in Tn SSI bipolar technologies, in LSI CMOS technologies.
Circuit technological parameters are fully represented by the characterization of a
library in lerms of the area and speed parameters of each cell. Therefore we prefer the

name library binding, because the essential task is to relate the circuit representation
to that of the cell library and to find a cell interconnection.
The library contains the set of logic primitives that are available in the desired
design style. Hence the binding process must exploit the features of such a library in
the search for the best possible implementation. Optimization of area andlor delay,
as well as testability enhancement, is always associated with the binding process. We
shall show that the optimization tasks are difficult, because they entail the solution of
intractable problems.
Practical approaches to library binding can be classified into two major groups:
heuristic algorithms and rule-based approaches. In this chapter we consider both
methods in detail and highlight their advantages and limitations. Whereas most binding
algorithms are limited to single-output combinational cells, rule-based approaches can
handle arbitrarily complex libraries, including multiple-output, sequential and interface
elements (e.g., Schmitt triggers and three-state drivers). The drawbacks of the latter
methods are the creation and maintenance of the set of rules and the speed of execution.
Most commercial tools use a combination of algorithms and rules in library binding
to leverage the advantages of both.
Even though digital circuits are often sequential and hierarchical in nature, the
most studied binding problems deal with their combinational components, because
the choice of implementation of registers, inputloutput circuits and drivers in a given
library is often straightforward and binding is done by direct replacement. Therefore
we consider here the library binding problem for multiple-level combinational circuits.
Two-level logic representations are decomposed into multiple-level networks before
library binding unless they are implemented with a specific macro-cell style (e.g.,
PLAs).
After having formulated and analyzed the library binding problem in Section 10.2, we describe algorithms for standard libraries of combinational gates in
Section 10.3. Next, in Section 10.4, we consider algorithms for specific design styles,
such as field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), where the library can be defined
implicitly, instead of by enumeration. We describe rule-based library binding in Section 10.5 and we compare it to the algorithmic approach.

.

10.2 PROBLEM FORMULATION AND
ANALYSIS
A cell library is a set of primitive logic gates, including combinational, sequential
and interface (e.g., driver) elements. Each element is characterized by its function,
terminals and some macroscopic parameters such as area, delay and capacitive load.
In the case of standard-cell libraries, a cell layout is associated with each element.
For array-based design, information is provided (to the physical design tools) on bow
to implement the cell with the pre-diffused patterns.
We are concerned in this chapter with the logic abstraction level of cell libraries.
We also restrict our attention to libraries of combinational single-output cells. Even
though this assumption may seem restrictive, practical approaches to library binding
involve several techniques. Specific multiple-output functions (ex., adders, encoders,
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etc.), as well as registers, may be identified, and bound to the corresponding cells.
using simple replacement rules. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our attention
to non-hierarchical combinational logic networks.
We assume that the library is a set of cells, each one characterized by:
a single-output combinational logic function;
an area cost;
the inputloutput propagation delays (that are generally specified as a function of
the load, or fanout, for risindfalling transitions at the output, or by worst-case
values).
Binding for other design styles, such as look-up-table-based FPGAs where the library
is best characterized otherwise, is presented in Section 10.4.
Let us consider a combinational logic network that may have been optimized by
means of the algorithms described in Chapter 8. The library binding problem entails
finding an equivalent logic network whose internal modules m instances of library
cells. Note that cell sharing is not possible at the logic level, as done for resources at
the architectural level, because cells evaluate logic functions concurrently.
It is usual to search for a binding that minimizes the area cost (possibly under
some delay constraints) or the maximum delay (possibly under an area constraint).
The binding problem is computationally hard. Indeed, even checking the equivalence
of an unbound and a hound network (tautology problem) is intractable.
A common approach for achieving library binding is to restrict binding to the
replacement of subnetworks (of the original unbound network) with cell-library instances [19, 23, 261. This is called nehcork cob,ering by library cells. Covering entails
recognizing that a portion of a logic network can be replaced by a library cell and selecting an adequate number of instances of library elements to cover the logic network
while optimizing some figure of merit, such as area and/or delay. A simple example
of network covering is shown in Figure 10.1.
We say that a cell matches a subnetwork when they are functionally equivalent.
Note that a cell may match a subnetwork even if the number of inputs differs and
some of these are shorted together or connected to a fixed voltage rail. For example, a
three-input A N D cell can be used to implement a two-input A N D function. We neglect
these cases in the sequel, because libraries usually contain those cells that can be
obtained from more complex ones by removing (or bridging) inputs.
An unbound logic network, where each local function matches a library cell,
can be translated into a bound network in a straightforward way by binding eacb
vertex to an instance of a matching library cell. We call this binding trivial. Even
when the unbound network is area and/or timing optimal, a trivial binding may not be
so, because optimization of unbound networks involves simplified models and ignores
the actual cell parameters. Thus, library binding often involves a restructuring of the
logic network.
We describe now the covering problem of an unbound network G,(V, E ) in
more detail. A rooted subnetwork is a subgrapb of G,(V, E ) that has a single vertex
with zero outdegree. In the covering problem, we associate with eacb internal vertex

FIGURE 10.1
(a) Simple network. lb) T~ivialbinding by using one gate per vertex. (c) Network cover with library cells
including two-input and three-input A N D and OR gates. (d) Alternative network cover.

u of G,,(V, E ) the.subset M, of library cells that match s&e subnetwork rooted at u.
We say that a cell in M,.covers u and the other vertices of the matching subnetwork.
Let M be the set of all matching cells associated with the internal vertices of the
network, i.e., M = - M,,.

U
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The covering problem can be modeled by selecting enough matches in M that
cover all internal vertices of the unbound network. For each selected match, we must
ensure that the vertices bound to the inputs of the corresponding cell are also associated
with the outputs of other matching cells. Thus the choice of a match implies the choice
of some other matches, and the network covering problem can be classified as a binate
covering problem. An example of an optimal solution is one that minimizes the total
cost associated with the'selected matches. For example, the cost may be the area taken
by the individual cells.
A a e c e s s a q condition for the network covering problem to have a solution is
that each internal vertex is covered by at least one match. This condition is usually
satisfied by decomposing the unbound network prior to covering so that all local
functions have at least one match in the library.
Example 10.2.1. Consider the simple librlry shown in Figure 10.2 (a) and the unbound
network of Figure 10.2 (b). We consider the problem of finding a network cover that
minimizes the total area cost associated with the chosen cells.
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m l : (vl.OR2)
m2: (v2.AND2)
m3: (v3,ANDZJ

m4: [vl,v2.OA21)
m5: (vl,v3,OA21)

FIGURE 10.2
(a) Simple lihrary. (h) Unbound network. (c) Trivial binding. (d) Match set. ie) Network cover. (fl Alter
native bound network which is not a cover of the unbound network shown in lb).

There are several possibilities for covering this network. For example, a trivial
binding is shown in Figure 10.2 (c). A more interesting binding can be found by considering the possible matches. Consider, for example, vertex r , , which can be bound to
a two-input on gale ( 0 ~ 2 ) .and venex u2, which can be bound to a two-input AND gate
(ANDZ). Moreover, the subnetwork consisting of ( u , , u?] can be bound to a complex gate
(OAZI). We can associate binary variables lo denote the matches. Variable m , is TRUE
whenever the o n 2 gate is bound to I!,, variable ,nz is TnuE whenever the AND2 gate is
bound to R , and rn4 represents the use of o h 2 1 for covering the subnetwork (I!,, u21.
Similar considerations apply to vertex L.,. We use variable mi to denote the choice of
a two-input A N D gate (ANUZ) for u3 and m s to represent the choice of OA21 for ( u l , u i ) .
The possible matches are shown in Figure 10.2 (d).
Therefore we can represent the requirement that u , be covered by at least one gate
in the library by the unate clause r n , + m d + m 5 . Similarly, the covering requirements of
"2 and I!,can be represented by clauses n12 + m r and rn3 + ms, respectively.
In addition to these requirements, we must ensure that the appropriate inputs are
available to each chosen cell. For instance, binding an A N D 2 gate to v l requires that its
inputs are available, which is the case only when an o m gate is bound to vc. The former
choice is represented by rnl and the latter by m , . This implication can be expressed by
m2 + rn,, or alternatively by the binate clause mi + m , . Similarly, it can be shown that

m? + ml,

or m;

+ m , . Therefore, the following overall clause must hold:

The clause is binate. An exact solution can be obtained by binate covering, taking into
account the cell costs. For each cube satisfying the clause, the least-cost one denotes the
desired binding. In this case, the optimum solution is represented by cube m;m;m;mnmi,
with a total cost of 10, corresponding to the use of two on21 gates. The optimal hound
network is shown in Figure 10.2 (e).
The bound network obtained by covering drpends on the initial decomposition.
For example, Figure 10.2 (0 shows another bound network, which is equivalent to the
network of Figure 10.2 (b), hut not one of its covers.
An exact algorithm for solving the network covering problem must cope with
binate covering. The branch-and-bound algorithm of Section 2.5.3 can be used for
this purpose, but experimental results have shown that this approach is viable only
for small-scale circuits, which are not of practical interest [26].
It is important to remember that library binding could he solved exactly by
methods other than covering. Unfortunately, the difficulty of the covering problem
stems from its binate nature, due to the f a c t that the choice of any cell requires
selecting other cells to provide correct connectivity. Any other formulation of library
binding will face the same problem. and thus we conjecture that solving library hinding
is at least as complex as solving it by network covering.
For this reason, heuristic algorithms have been developed to approximate the
solution of the network covering problem. Alternatively, rule-based systems can perform network covering by stepwise replacement of malching subnetworks. We shall
review heuristic algorithms next.

-

10.3 ALGORITHMS FOR LIBRARY BINDING
Algorithms for library hinding were pioneered at AT&T Bell Laboratories by Keutzer
[19], who recognized the similarity between the library binding problem and the code
generation task in a software compiler. In both cases, a matching problem addresses
the identification of the possible substitutions and a covering problem the optimal
selection of matches.
There are two major approaches to solving the matching problem which relate
to the representation being used for the network and the library. In the Boolean approach, the library cellsand the portion of the network of interest are described by
Boolean functions. In the stnrctlrral approach, graphs representing algebraic decompositionspf the Boolean functions are used instead. Since the algebraic representation
of an expression can be cast into a graph, expression pattern matching approaches
can be classified as structural techniques. The structural approach was used by pro[241, while the Boolean approach was
grams DAGON[191, MIS [lo, 261 and TECHMAP
implemented first in program C E R E[23]
~ and in Fujitsu's binder 1291.
The structural and Boolean approaches differ mainly in the matching step. We
define formally the matching of two scalar combinational functions, representing a
cell and a subnetwork, as follows.
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Definition 10.3.1. Given two single-output combinational functions f (x) and g(y),
with the same number of suppon vaahles, we say that f matches g if there exists a
permutation matrix P such that f(x) g(P x) is a tautology.

--

The degrees of freedom in associating input pins is modeled by the permutation
matrix. We refer to this type of matching as Boolean matching because it is based on
the property of the function and to distinguish it from another weaker form of matching. Given a structural representation of two functions by two graphs in a pre-defined
format (e.g., sum of products representations or networks of two-input NAND gates
and inverters), there is a structural match if the graphs are isomorphic. A structural
match implies a Boolean match, but the converse is not true.

+

+

Example 103.1. Consider the following two functions: f = a b c and g = p q r .
Since it is possible to express g as a function of { a ,b, c ] with a suitable input variable
permutation so that f = g is a tautology, it follows that f and g have a Boolean match.
decomposition graphs, as
Functions f and g can be represented by their OR-AND
shown in Figures 10.3 (a) and (b). Since the two graphs are isomorphic, f and g have

a structural match.
Consider now the following two functions over the same support set: f = x y +
x'y' + y'z and g = x y + x'y' + xz. They are logically equivalent and hence they yield
a Boolean match. Nevertheless, they are entirely different in the expression patterns and
in their structural representation. Note that different structures for a given function arise
because there exist different possible ways of factoring an expression and there are even
different sum of producrs representations of the same function.
Matching algorithms are described in Sections 10.3.1 and 10.3.2. The Boolean
matching problem is intractable, because the complement of the tautology problem
belongs to the NP-complete class [12]. The structural matching problem for general functions, represented by dags, is also conjectured to be intractable, because it is
transformable into the graph isomorphism problem [12]. Nevertheless, efficient algorithms for matching have been developed, because the size of the matching problem
is usually small, since it is related to the maximum number of inputs of the library
cells.
The major difficulty in solving the library binding problem lies in the network
covering problem, as we have shown in the previous section. To render the problem
solvable and tractable, most heuristic algorithms apply two pre-processing steps to the
network before coyering: decomposition and partitioning.

RGURE 10.3
(a) Representative graph for f = ob +
forg=p+qr.

c

(b) Representative graph

Decomposition is required to guarantee a solution to the network covering problem by ensuring that each vertex is covered by at least one match. The goal of decomposition in this context is to express all local functions as simple functions, such
as two-input NORS or NANDS,that are called basefirncrions. The library must include
cells implementing the base functions to ensure the existence of a solution. Indeed, a
trivial binding can always be derived from a network decomposed into base functions.
Conversely, if no library cell implements a base function f , there may exist a vertex
of the network whose expression is f and that is not included in any subnetwork that
matches a library element. The choice of the base functions is important, especially
for those approaches based on structural matching, and it is obviously dependent on
the library under consideration.
Different heuristic decomposition algorithms can be used for this purpose, hut
attention must be paid because network decompositions into base functions are not
unique and affect the quality of the solution. Therefore heuristics may be used to bias
some features of decomposed networks. For example, while searching for a minimaldelay binding, a decomposition may be chosen such that late inputs traverse fewer
stages.
The second major pre-processing step in heuristic binding is partitioning, which
allows the covering algorithm to consider a collection of multiple-input single-output
networks in place of a multiple-input multiple-output network. The subnetworks that
are obtained by partitioning the original network are called subject graphs [19]. Subject
graphs are then covered by library elements one at a time.
The rationale for partitioning is twofold. First, the size of each covering problem
is smaller. Second, the covering problem becomes tractable under some additional assumptions, as described in Section 10.3.1. In the case of ~ n e r a networks,
l
partitioning
is also used to isolate the combinational portions of a network from the sequential
elements and from the UOs.
Different schemes can be used for partitioning. When considering a combiuational network, vertices with multiple outdegrees can be marked, and the edges whose
tails are marked as vertices define the partition boundary. This method implies that
library binding will not try to improve the previous structure of the network as far
as changing multiple-fanout points. Another approach is to iteratively identify a partition block consisting of all vertices that are tails of paths to a primary output and
to delete them from the graph [lo]. While this approach privileges the formation of
larger partition blocks, it suffers from the dependency on the choice of output.
It is important to stress that, although the pmitioning and decomposition steps
are heuristics that help reduce the problem difficulty, they can hurt the quality of the

solution.^

Finally each subject graph is covered by an interconnection of library cells. For
selected portions of the subject graph, all cells in the library are tried for a match,
and when one exists and is selecred, rhar portion of the subject graph is labeled
with the matching cell along with its area and timing attributes. The choice of a
match is done according to different covering schemes, as described in detail in the
following sections. The decomposition, partitioning and covering steps are illustrated
in Figures 10.4, 10.5 and 10.6.
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FIGURE 10.4
Network decornposilion into base Cnnctions (two-inpul ans and two-input aruos)

10.3.1 Covering Algorithms Based on Structural
Matching
Structural matching relies on the identification of common patterns. For this reason,
both the subject graph and the library functions must be cast into a form that is comparable. Hence they are both decomposed in terms of the same set of base functions. The
graphs associated with the library elements are called pattern graphs. Some library
cells may have more than one corresponding pattern graph, because the decomposition
of their representative functions may not be unique.
The subject and pattern graphs are acyclic and rooted, the root being associated
with the subnetwork and cell outputs. We assume in the sequel that decomposition
yields either trees or dags where paths that stem from the root reconverge only at
the input vertices (leaves). Such dags are called in jargon leaf-dags When the decomposition yields a tree, all corresponding input variables are associated with different vertices. Otherwise, an input variable may be associated with more than one
vertex.
We also assume in the sequel that inverters are explicitly modeled in the
subject and pattern graphs. In some cases, we shall represent these graphs by their

FIGURE 10.5
Network partilioning into subject graphs.

trivial binding, because operations on this representation are easier to visualize and
understand.
Example 10.3.2. Consider the lollowing cells in a library: a two-input A N D gate, a twoinput EXOR gate and a four-input AND gate whose representative functions are f l = ah,
f , = a fBb and f, = ahcd, respectively. The pattern graphs are expressed using a
decomposition in two-input NANDS and inverters.
The pattern graphs are shown in Figure 10.7. In the iirst case the graph is a tree:
in the second it is a leaf-dag. In the last case, there are two pattem graphs associated
with the cell (excluding isomorphic graphs). Non-terminal vertices are laheled by the
letter "K" to denote a two-input NANn and by the letter "I" to denote an inverter.
Structural matching can he verified by checking the isomorphism between two
rooted dags. Even though this problem is conjectured to be intractable [12], experimental results have shown that the computation time is negligible for problems of
practical size [lo]. Nevertheless, the matching problem can be simplified by noticing
that most cells in any lihrary can be represented by rooted trees and that tree matching
and free covering problems can be solved in linear time. For those cells, such as EXOR

FlGURE 10.6
Covering of a subject graph.

and EXNOR gates, that do not have a tree-like decomposition, it is still possible to use a
tree representation (by splitting the leaves of the leaf-dag) with an additional notation
for those input variables associated with more than one leaf vertex. An example of
a simple library and the corresponding pattern trees are shown in Figures 10.8 (a)
and (b).
We consider now stmctural matching and covering using the tree-based representation as proposed by Keutzer 1191. We assume that the subject graph is represented by a rooted tree, obtained by splitting the leaves of the corresponding leaf-dag.
We describe first tree-based matching and then tree-based covering. In particular,
we descrihe two methods for tree matching. The first is a simple and intuitive appmach that applies to trees obtained by decomposition into base functions of one type
only. The second approach is more general in nature, because it supports arbitrary
sets of base functions and it uses an automaton to capture the library and check for
matching.
SIMPLE TREE-BASED MATCHING. We describe tree matching in the case that only
one type of base function is used in the decomposition. We consider two-input NANDs,

FIGURE 10.7
(a) Pattern graph for

f i = ob.

(b) Pattern graph for f2 = n @ b. (c,d) Pattern graphs for f? = obcd.

-

but the same considerations are applicable to two-input NORS.Thus, each vertex of
the subject and pattern trees is associated with either a two-input N A N D and has two
children or an inverter and has one child. Note that an inverter can be seen as a
single-input NAND. Since only one type of base function is used, vertices need not
he labeled by the base function. The type of a vertex (e.g., NAND, inverter or leaf) is
easily identified by its degree, i.e., by the number of its children.'
There are several algorithms for tree matching. We describe a simple algorithm
that determines if a pattern tree is isomorphic to a subgraph of the subject tree. This
is performed by matching the root of the pattern tree to a vertex of the subject tree
and visiting recursively their children. The isomorphism can be easily verified by
comparing the degrees of pairs of vertices in both the subject and the pattern trees,
starting from the initial vertices and proceeding top down until the leaves of the pattern
tree are reached. If there is a mismatch, the algorithm terminates with an unsuccessful
match. oihenvise, the corresponding children are recwsjvely visited.
Algorithm 10.3.1 is invoked with u as a vertex of the subject graph and u as
the root of the pattern graph.

'It is customary to call the degree of a venex in a rwted tne the number of its children rather than
the number of edges incident to it.
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FIGURE 10.8
(a) Simple cell library. (h) Pattern trees ( 1 = white, N = hlack, v = gray.) (c) Pattern strings. (d) Pattern
wee identifiers.

When visiting a vertex pair, if the vertex of the pattern graph is a leaf, then a
path from the root to that leaf in the pattern graph has a match in the subject graph.
Conversely, when the vertex of the subject graph is a leaf, and the vertex of the pattern
graph is not a leaf, a match is impossible. When both vertices are not leaves, they
must have the same number of children which must recursively match for a match to
be possible. The algorithm is linear in the size of the graphs.

Example 10.3.3. Consider the subject tree for function x = a+b' in terms of a two-input
NANO decomposition, as shown in Figure 10.9 (a,b). Let us consider the pattern trees of

MATCH(u, ") (
I* Leaf of the pattern graph reached *I
if ( U is a leaf) return (TRUE);
else (
I* Leaf of the subject graph reached *I
if (z is a leaf) return (FAI.SF.):
I* Degree mismatch *I
if (degree(") f degree(u1) retorn(FaLsE);
I*
One
child
each:
visit
subtree recursively *I
if (dejir~e(u)== I) 1
u, = child of u ; u, = child of v ;
rrturn (mntch(u,, u . ) )

t
else

I

I* Two children each: visit subtrees recursively *I
ui = left-child of u ; u , = right-child of u ;

= left-child of v ; u, = right-child of u ;
rehrn (MATCH(u1,"1) . MATCH(+, u,)
u,

+ MATCH@,, "1). MATCH(uj. v,));

I

1
1
ALGORITHM 10.3.1

the simple library shown in Figure 10.8. Two patterns are also reported in Figures 10.9
(c) and (d) for convenience.
We use algorithm MATCH to determine if a pattern tree matches a subtree of the
suhject tree with the same root. First, let us apply the algorithm to the subject tree and
the inverter (TNV)pattern tree. Since the root of the subject tree has two children and that
of the INV pattern tree has only one, there is no match. Next, let us apply the algorithm
to the subject tree and to the NANDZ pattern tree. Both mots have two children. In both
recursive calls, the children of the pattern tree are leaves and the calls return Tnue. Hence
the NANDI pattern tree matches a subtree of the suhject tree with the same root.

TREE-RASED MATCHING USING AUTOMATA.* W e consider now a method for tree
matching that uses an automaton to represent the cell library. This approach is based on
a n encoding of the trees by strings of characters and on a stringrecognition algorithm.

FIGURE 10.9
(a) N A N D 2 decomposition of x = o
NANDZ.

+ h'. (b) Subject Vee. (c) Pattern tree for IN". (d) Pattern tree for
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This method supports library descriptions in terms of arbitrary base Functions, each
one encoded by a single character. Thus, it is more general in nature than the simple
algorithm of the previous section.
Tree matching using string matching is based on the Aho-Corasick algorithm,
which was devised to recognize strings of characters in a given text [I]. It constructs an
automaton that detects the matching strings. In our context, there is one automaton for
the entire cell library, i.e., all pattern trees contribute to the automaton. The automaton
processes strings that encode paths in the subject tree and recognizes those that match
paths in the pattern trees. This mechanism, detailed later in this section, is used to
detect all matching patterns.
A tree can be represented by a set gf strings, where each string corresponds to a
path from the root to a leaf. Since a path is a sequence of vertices and edges, a string
has a character denoting each vertex in the path and its type (i.e., corresponding base
function) alternated with a number denoting the edge.
Example 10.3.4. Consider the subject tree of Figure 10.9 (b). Let us label edges according to this convention. When a vertex has two children, the left edge is labeled by 1
and the right edge is labeled by 2. When a vertex has one child, the edge to its child is
labeled by 1.
There are two paths from the root to the leaves. They can be labeled by strings
[NlIlv,N2v], where "v" denotes a leaf.
We summarize now the algorithm for constructing the automaton, which is
fully detailed in reference [I]. The automaton consists of a set of states, a set of
transitions that are partitioned into goro and failur&transitions corresponding to the
status of detection of a character in a string and an output Function that signals the full
detection of a string. The automaton is constructed once for all elements of a given
library.
The automaton is constructed incrementally, while considering the strings corresponding to the pattern trees. Initially the automaton contains only the reset state.
Then each string is processed in turn one character at a time, a new state being added
for each of the characters not recognized by the automaton under construction. These
characters are used as labels of the goto transitions into the states being added. The
output function that signals the full detection of a string is specified in conjunction
with each transition to a state corresponding to the last character of the string itself.
Once all strings have been considered, the automaton transition diagram has a tree
structure. The states can be assigned a level equal to the number of transitions from
the reset state and a parentlchild relation can be established among state pairs.
,
Next the automaton is revisited to add the failure function, which indicates
which next state to reach when an incoming character does not match the label of
any outgoing edge from the current state. Initially the failure function of states from
level 1 is set to the reset state. Next, while traversing the automaton by breadth-first
search, the failure function for a state s reached by state r under input character c is
set to the state reached by a transition under c from the failure state for r. The output
function is updated while deriving the failure functions. In particular, we append to

the output function of a given state the output function associated with the transition
into the failure state under the corresponding character.
The automaton may recognize arbitrary suhtrees of a given tree. In practice, it
is convenient to detect subtrees that have the same root or the same leaves. This can
be easily achieved by using a distinguished character for the root or the leaves.
Example 10.3.5. Consider a library of two cells: a three-input NAND and a two-input
The corresponding pattern trees are shuwn in Figure 10.10, where we assume that
the base functions are a two-input N A N D and an inverter. Hence, vertices are labeled by
"N," "1" and "v," where "v" denotes a leaf.
The following strings encode the first pattern tree: (Nlv, N211NIv. N2IINZvJ.
These strings are labeled by r I.l,t1.2. 11.3, ieapectively. Similarly, the second pattern is
encoded by (Nlv, N2vJ, denoted as 12.1.12.2. Note that the first string in both patterns
is the same.
We want to ConSlNCt an automaton that recognizes the strings related to the two
cells just mentioned. This automaton is shown in Figure 10.1 1. We consider now the
individual steps for assembling the automaton.
While processing the fin1 string. i.e., Nlv, three states are added to the reset state,
forming a chain with transitions labeled by N, I and v. The last transition is coupled with
the output value 11.1, denoting the detection of the first string. Next the second string
is considered: N211NIv. Starting from the reset state, the existing automaton would
recognize the first character (e.g., N), but not the following ones. Hence new states and
transitions are added to the automaton: the first transition to be added is from state 1 to
state 4, and so on.
When all strings have been considered and the state set finalized, the remaining
transitions are determined based on the failure function. The failure function for state 1
is the reset state. This means that when in state 1. if an input character r does not yield a
goto transition (i.e., c I and c # 2). the next state is determined by the transition from
the reset state under c. In particular, when c = N, the next state is state 1. And so on.
NAND.

+

Let us now consider the use of the automaton for finding the pattern trees
that match a given subject tree. We shall consider the particular case where we
search for pattern trees isomorphic to subtrees o f the subject graph and with the
same leaves.

%A
12.1

Y

11.2

11 3

12.2

FIGURE 10.10
T w o pattern graphs

FIGURE 10.11

Aho-Corasick matching automaton. The gom imnsitionr are indicated by edges and the failure function is
denoted by subscripts.
T h e subject tree is visited bottom up, and for each vertex all strings that correspond t o paths to the leaves are processed. A match exists if the strings are recognized
by the automaton a s belonging to the same pattern tree. T h e algorithm complexity is
linear in the size of the subject graph.

,

Example 10.3.6. We consider here the simple library and the patterns trees of Figure 10.8. The corresponding automaton is shown in Figure 10.12.
Let us assume that the subject tree models the function x = a + b', as shown in
Figure 10.9. The subject tree can be modeled by striigs (NIIlv,N2v).
Let us feed these strings (representing the subject tree) to the automaton of Figure
10.12 (representing the library). It can be seen that the automaton would recognize both
strings, leading to output functions 15.1 and 12.2. respectively (states 30 and 32 in Figure
10.12). Since these functions belong to different pattern graphs, there is no cell in the
library that can implement the subject graph directly.
Nevertheless, substring Ilv can be recognized by the automaton, yielding output
I I . I (state 3 in Figure 10.12). This means that an inverter covers a p
art of the subject tree.
After pruning the corresponding pan of the tree. the subject tree is reduced to the strings
(Nlv,N2v), which can be recognized by the automaton (states 27 and 32 in Figure 10.12).
The corresponding output functions are r l l and 11.2, denoting to two-input NAND cell.
Thus, a N A N D ~cell and an rNv cell provide a cover.
When comparing this example with Example 10.3.3, the reader may be surprised to
notice that the' MATCH algorithm tinds a match for the NAND2 cell, while the automaton
finds a match for the I N V cell. Note first that these matches cover part of the subject tree
a n d that in both cases a tree cover can be achieved by using both a NAND2 cell and an
I N Y cell. Second. the difference in the matches detected by the two algorithms is due
to the fact that the former algorithm looks for a pattern tree isomorphic to a subtree of
the subject graph with the same root. The autornaton-based algorithm looks instead for
a pattern tree isomorphic to a subtree of the subject graph with the same leaves. It is
possible to modify the automaton algorithm by using a distinguished character for the
root instead for the leaves and by reversing the strings, so that it detects if a pattern tree
is isomorphic to a subtree of the subject graph with the same root.

FIGURE 10.12
Aho-Corasick automaton for the rimple libraly

In @e previous examples, the subject and pattern trees where represented in
terms of N A N D ~and INV base functions. Thus, all strings contained only three characters, including the terminator (e.g., "v"). The automaton recognizer can support tree
recognition with decompositions into arbitrary sets of base functions by just associating each base function with a character. The automaton construction and recognition
algorithms remain the same.
When compared to the simple MATCH algorithm, the automaton-based approach has the additional advantage that it considers all patterns available for match-

ing at the same time, while the MATCH algorithm compares one tree at a time.
This advantage is offset by the increased complexity of handling trees as separate
strings.
The set of base functions useful for library binding is usually small. The choice
of the base functions affects the quality of the solution as well as the number of pattem
graphs and consequently the computing time for binding. There are some arguments
and experimental results favoring the choice of using one base function only (e.g.,
NANDZ or NOR^ plus inverters) [26]. In this case, the MATCH algorithm is preferable
due to its simplicity.
TREE-BASED COVERING. Optimum trke covering can be computed by dynamic

programming [2, 191. Here we consider the algorithm described in Section 2.3.4 in
the context of solving the library binding problem.
We describe first the minimum-area covering problem. Each cell has an area
cost, representing its area usage. The total area of the bound network is the objective
to minimize. The tree covering algorithm traverses the subject graph in a hottomup fashion. For the sake of this explanation, we consider matching of pattern trees
whose roots correspond to the vertex of the subject tree under consideration. Other
approaches yield equivalent results.
For all vertices of the subject tree, the covering algorithm determines the matches
of the locally rooted subtrees with the pattern trees. There are three possibilities for
any given pattern tree:

1. The pattern tree and the locally rooted subject sgbtree are isomorphic. Then, the
vertex is labeled with the corresponding cell cost.
2. The pattern tree is isomorphic to a subtree of the locally rooted subject subtree
with the same root and a set of leaves L. Then, the vertex is labeled with the
corresponding cell cost plus the labels of the vertices L.

3. There is no match
If we assume that the library contains the gates implementing the base functions,
then for any vertex there exists at least one cell for which one of the first two cases
applies, and we can label that vertex. Therefore, it is possible to choose for each vertex
in the subject graph the best labeling among all possible matches. At the end of the tree
traversal, the vertex labeling corresponds to an optimum covering. Note that overall
optimality is weakened by the fact that the total area of a bound network depends
also'on the partitioning and decomposition steps. The complexity of the algorithm is
linear in the size of the subject tree.
Example 10.3.7. Consider the network shown in Figure 10.13 with the library and
patterns of Figure 10.8. (The network is represented by its trivial binding after a NAND2
decomposition, for the sake of clarity.) While visiting the subject tree bottom up, only
one match is found for vertices x. y.; and LU. The corresponding pattem is recorded

FIGURE 10.13
Exdmple of stmctuml covering: network; subject graph: possible matches at each vertex and corresponding
costs.

along with the cost of the network bound to the rooted suhtree. Let us consider then the
root vertex o . Three matches are possible:

.
.
.

One INV gate. Hcnce the cost is that of an inverter plus that of the subtree rooted
in w .
One ANDZ gate with inputs y, z. Hence the cost is that of an ANDZ plus those of the
subtrees rooted in y and z.
One Aorzl gate with inputs x , d, a. Hence the cost is that of the a0121 gate plus that
of the subtree rooted in x .

.

Assume now that the area costs of the cells (INV,NANDZ,
ANDZ, AOIZI) are ( 2, 3, 4, 6 I
respectively. Then, the optimum binding is given by thc third option, i.e., by choosing
gate AOIZI fed by a N A N D ~gate (Figure 10.14).
Let us now consider delay minimization in conjunction with library binding.
When considering the network partitioned into subject graphs, the problem reduces
t o minimizing the data-ready time (see Section 8.6.3) at the output corresponding t o
the root of the subject graph. In this case, the cost o f each cell is its inputfoutput

FTGURE 113.14
(a) Subject graph with area-cost annotation
(b) Optimum cover for area.

propagation delay. For the sake of simplicity, we consider the worst-case delay for
the cells' rising and falling transitions at the outputs, and we assume that the cell
delay from each input to the output is the same. The algorithms still apply, with some
slight modifications. i f these assumptions are removed.
Therefore the propagation delay of a cell can he measured in terms of a constant
plus a load-dependent term, which depends on the cell (or cells) being driven and the
wiring load. First, we consider the case in which the propagation delay is constant,
and then we look at the more general case.
When the propagation delay is constant, the cost associated with a cell is just
a single positive number. The overall cost is the maximum path delay, assuming thal
all paths can be sensitized. The data-ready time at a cell output is then the sum of
its propagation delay plus the maximum of the data-ready time at the cell inputs. A
bottom-up traversal of the subject tree would allow us to determine the binding that
minimizes the data-ready time at each vertex and hence the minimum time at the
root. The input data-ready times can be easily taken into account. Note again that
the delay optimality is valid within the tree model and is dependent on the chosen
decomposition.
Example 10.3.8. Consider again the network of Figure 10.13 with the lihrary and
pattcms of Figurc 10.8. Assumc that a minimum-dclny cuvcr is scarchcd for, that thc
delays of the cells ( I N V , NAND% ANDZ, ~ 0 1 2 1 )are 12, 4. 5, 10). respectively. and that all
inputs are available at time 0 except for input d , which is available at time 6. While
visiting the subject tree bottom up, the dala-ready limes of vertices x , s, z and ur are
thcn 4 . 2 . 10 and 14. Thrcc matchcs are again possible for vertcx o. If an invcrtcr is
chosen. the output data-ready time is 16. 11 an A N I X gate is chosen, it is 5 plus the
maximum data-ready time at its inputs y and r. i.e.J+max(2. 10) = 15. The choice of
an AOIZI gate leads to an ourput data-ready time of 10 + max((l,4,h]= 16. Hence the
binding corresponding to the fastest netwurk comspontis to Lhe second choice. It entails
the interconnection of an ANnz, two NANDZ and an I N V gate (Figurc 10.15).
Let us now consider the general case, where the propagation delay depends
on the load. This model is highly desirable for an accurate delay representation.
Most libraries have multiple gates with different drive capabilities for the same logic
function. The higher the driving capability, the shorter the propagation delay for the
same load and the higher the input capacitance, because larger devices are employed.

FIGURE 10.15
(a) Subject graph with vertex dava-ready annotation.
(hl Optimum cavcr f i r delay.

The problem of selecting a cell in a bottom-up traversal of the subject graph is
not straightforward, because the input capacitance loads of the following stages are
unknown when matching. Indeed the following stages correspond to vertices closer
to the root and therefore that are yet to be bound.
Rudell realized that for most libraries the values of input capacitances are a
finite and small set [26].Therefore he used a load binning technique, which consists
of labeling each vertex with all possible total load values or by an approximation.
This can be done as a pre-processing step.
The tree covering algorithm is extended by computing an array of solutions for
each vertex, corresponding to the loads under consideration. For each match, the arrival
time is computed for each load value. For each input to the matching cell, the best
match for driving the cell (for any load) is selected and the corresponding data-ready
time is used. If all possible load values are considered, then the algorithm guarantees an
optimum solution for the delay model within the tree modeling assumption. Otherwise,
it represents a heuristic method approximating the exact solution. The computational
complexity of the tree covering approach is linear in the size of the subject tree and
in the number of load values being considered.
Example 10.3.9. Consider again the network of Figure 10.13 with the library and patterns
of Figure 10.8. Assume that a minimum-delay cover is searched for, that the delays of
the cells (INV,NANDZ,
ANDZ, AOUI) are now ( 1 + I .1,3+1 1 , 4 + 1 .I, 9+1 .I], where I is
the load at the output of the gate. All cells load the previous stage by 1 = I . If the output
load is also 1, the problem reduces to the previous one described in Example 10.3.8.
Assume next that a super-inverter cell is available, SINV, with load 1 = 2 and delay
( I + 0.5 - I ) .Hence, the possible loads on the cells are 1 and 2. The algorithm would
compute the best binding for each load. In this case, the best match at vertices x , y and
z are the same as in Example 10.3.8. Nevertheless, at vertex w a load of either 1 or 2
may be possible, with corresponding data-ready times of either 14 or 15.
Assume the output load is 1. There are four choices for matching. The regular
inverter I N V would have a propagation delay of 1+ I . I and a load of 1, yielding an output
data-ready time of 14 + 2 = 16. The super-inverter SINV would have a propagation delay
of 1 +0.5 - I and a load of 2, yielding an output data-ready time of 15+ 1 +0.5.1 = 16.5.
The A N 0 2 would yield an output data-ready time of 4 + 1 . 1 + max(2, 10) = 15 and the
~ o t z would
t
yield an output data-ready time of 9 + 1 . I +max[O, 6.4) = 16. Hence, the
ANOZ solution would be preferred as in the previous example.
Assume now that the output load is 5. The regular inverter INV would have a
propagation delay of 1 + 1 - 5 and a load of I, yielding an output data-ready time of
14 + 6 = 20. The super-invelter slNv would have a propagation delay of 1 + 0.5. 5
correspondmg to an output data-ready time of 15 + 1 + 0.5.5 = 18.5. The ANDZ would
yielaan output data-ready time of 4 + I . 5 +max(2. 10) = 19 and the ~ o t t would
t
yield
an'hutput data-ready time of 9 + 1 . 5 + max(0,6,4) = 20. Hence, the s t ~ vsolution
would now be preferred.
Whereas the tree covering and matching approach is very appealing for its simplicity and efficiency, there are three pitfalls. First, there are multiple non-isomorphic
patterns for some cells, because the decomposition into given base functions is not
necessarily unique. Therefore, a library cell may correspond to more than one pattern
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graph. As a result, each vertex of the subject graph must be tested for matching against
a potentially larger number of pattern graphs, increasing the computational burden of
the algorithm.
Second, some cells, such EXORand EXNOR gates, cannot he represented by trees.
A partial solution is to extend tree covering to use leaf-dags [lo, 261, which does not
change the complexity of the algorithm. Pattern leaf-dags can match vertices of the
subject graphs as long as the corresponding leaves match. Thus, a limited use of these
cells can be achieved.
Lastly, and more importantly, structural matching can only detect a subset of
the possible matches and it does not permit the use of the don't care information in
library binding. This can lead to solutions of inferior quality.

10.3.2 Covering Algorithms Based on Boolean
Matching
Boolean matching can overcome the aforementioned pitfalls of structural matching.
Boolean matching requires an equivalence check between two functions, one representing a portion of the network and called clusterfunction and the other representing
a cell and named pattern function. Boolean covering consists of identifying subnetworks whose corresponding cluster functions have matches in the library and selecting
an adequate set of matches that optimize the area and/or delay of the bound network.
Whereas Boolean covering and matching are potentially more computationally
expensive than structural covering and matching, recent implementations have shown
that computing times may be comparable. In addition, Boolean matching can find
matches that are not detected by structural matchingand it may exploit the degrees of
freedom provided by don't care conditions. As a consequence, it may lead to better
quality solutions.
BOOLEAN MATCHING. We consider Boolean matching of completely specified func-

tions in this section, and we defer consideration of the use of don't care conditions
to Section 10.3.4. We represent the cluster function by f (x) and the pattern function
by g(y), where x and y denote the input variables associated with the subnetwork and
library cell, respectively. We assume that x and y have the same size n.
Boolean matching addresses the question of whether functions f (x) and g(y)
match according to Definition 10.3.1, i.e., if a permutation matrix P exists such that
f (x) = g ( P x).is a tautology. Thus, Boolean matching requires solving a factorial number of tautology checks. Fortunately, this number can be greatly reduced by
applying the techniques described next.
The equivalence between two functions can be detected using ordrr~dbir~ury
decision diagrams (OBDDs) in various ways (see Section 2.5.2 and reference [23]).
The order of the variables of one OBDD can be arbitrary and fixed, while different
orderings of the variables in the other OBDD are tried until a match is found. Boolean
matching can be made practical by using filters that drastically reduce the number of
variable permutations to be considered. Similarly, filters can prune the set of pattern
functions that need to be tested against a cluster function. Filters are based on prop-

enies of the Boolean functions that represent necessary conditions for matching and
that can be easily verified. Namely:
Any input permutation must associate a unate (binate) variable in the cluster
function with a unate (binate) variable in the pattern function.
Variables or groups of variables that are interchangeable in the cluster function
must be interchangeable in the pattern function.
The first condition implies that the cluster and pattern functions must have the
same number of unate and binate variables to have a match. In addition, if there are
b binate variables, then an upper bound on the number of variable permutations to he
considered in the search for a match is b! . (n - b ) ! .
Example 10.3.10. Consider the following pattern function from a commercial library:
g = slsla + s l s ; b + s ; s 3 ~ + s ; s ; d with n = 7 variables. Function g has 4 unate variables
and 3 binate variables.
Consider a cluster function f with n = 7 variables. First, a necessary condition for
f to match g is to have also 4 unate variables and 3 binate variables. If this is the case,
only 1! 4! = 144 variable orders and corresponding OBDDs need to be considered in
the worit case. (A match can be detected before all 144 variable orders are considered.)
This number must be compared to the overall number of permutations, 7 ! = 5040, which
is much larger.

The second condition allows us to exploit symmetry properties to simplify the
search for a match [23, 241. Consider the support set of a function f (x). A symmetry
set is a set of variables that are painvise interchangeablt?without affecting the logic
functionality. A symmet!y class is an ensemble of symmetry sets with the same cardinality. We denote a symmetry class by Ci when its elements have cardinality i ,
i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n. Obviously classes can be void.
Example 10.3.11. Consider the function f = x l x 2 x 3 + x 4 x s + x 6 x 7 . The support variables
of f (x) can be partitioned into three symmetry sets: ( x I x ~ x ~{ x] ~. x s ]( ~. 0 x 7 1There
.
are
two non-void symmetry classes, namely, C2 = ((I+..rS], (x,,, x , ) ] and C3 = ( ( x , ,x*, x 3 ) ] .

Most libraries have pattern functions exhibiting symmetries, and the symmetry
classes can be used to simplify the search for a match in different ways [23]. First,
they can be used to restrict the set of pattern functions that can match a given cluster
function as follows. The symmetry classes of the pattern functions can be computed
beforehand, and they provide a signature for the patterns themselves. The symmetry classes of the cluster function can be quickly determined before comparing the
OBDDs. A necessary condition for two functions to match is having symmetry classes
of the same cardinality for each i = 1 , 2 . . . . . n . Thus, pattern functions not satisfying
this test can be weeded out.
Second, the symmetry classes are used to determine non-redundant variable
orders. Indeed, variables can be paired only when they belong to symmetry sets of
the same size, and since all variables in any given symmetry set are equivalent, the
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ordering of the variables within the set is irrelevant. As a result, only permutations
over symmetry sets of the same size need to be considered. Thus another upper bound
on the number of permutations required to detect a match is
((C;I!).

n:=,

Example 10.3.12. Consider again function f = x l x z x l + x 4 x 5 + x6x7. There are two
non-void symmeuy classes, one of cardinality 2 and one of cardinality 1. Thus, when
considering the library panem functions, only those with IC2I,= 2 and /C,I = 1 are retained. For each retained pattern function, only 2 ! = 2 variable orders and corresponding
OBDDs need to be considered.
For example, assuming that the OBDD of f has variables ordered as ( X I ,XI, x i , xa.
x 5 , x 6 , x,), the relevant variable orders for the OBDDs of g are ( x , X ? , x j , x1. x 5 . xg, x i )
and ( x ~ . x z X, , , X g . X 7 . X ~ , X S J .

.

In addition, the unateness information and symmetry classes can be used together
to derive a tighter hound on the number of non-redundant variable orders. Unate
and binate symmeuy sets are disjoint, since both unateness and symmetry properties
have to be the same for two variables to be interchangeable. Thus we can write
Ci = c P u C y , i = 1 , 2 , ..., n,andIC,I = ~C~l+~CyI,wherethesn~erscriptsbandu
denote binate and unate, respectively. Thus the number of non-redundant permutations
are at most
jCPl!. l C r ( ! =
IC!I!. (IC,I - ICPI)!.

n:=,

n:=,

BOOLEAN COVERING. We describe here a procedure for Boolean covering of a
subject graph. We assume that the network has been partitioned into subject graphs
and decomposed into base functions beforehand. The procedure is reminiscent of the
tree-covering algorithm, because it uses a bottom-up traversal of the subject graph.
However, the subject graph is not required to be a trze, but just a rooted dag. As with
structural covering, the library is required to include the base functions.
We define a cluster as a rooted connected subgraph of the subject graph. It
is characterized by its depth (longest path from the root to a leaf). The associated
cluster function is the Boolean function obtained by collapsing the logic expressions
associated with the vertices into a single expression.
Example 10.3.13. Consider the subject graph shown in Figure 10.16. The base functions for the decomposition of the subject graph are 2-input A N D and on functions. The
expressions associated with the subject graph are the following:

'

We consider the clusters rooted at vertex u, of the subject graph and shown by
different shadings in the picture. The corresponding cluster functions are:

6'= x y ; 6'

=x(a+c):

f: = ( e + z ) y ;

&? = (=(e+z)(a+c); f : = ( e + c ' + b ) y :

fp=(e+c'+b)(a+c)

Let us consider first the minimum-area covering prohlem. The covering algorithm attempts to match each cluster function to a library element. For each match,

k

c'

h

FIGURE 10.lh

Clusters of the Boolean covering algorithm

the area cost of a cover is computed by adding the area cost of the matching cell to
the area cost of the covers of the subgraphs rooted at the vertices providing the inputs
to lhe matching cell. There is always at Icast one match for each vertex, because the
library contains the base functions. When matches exist for multiple clusters rooted at
a given vertex, the algorithm selects the cluster that minimizes the cost of the cover
of the locally rooted subgraph.
A similar procedure is used to minimize the data-ready time at the root of the
subject graph under the assumption of constant propagation delays. The data-ready
time at any vertex is computed by adding the propagatan delay of the matching cell
to the maximum of the data-ready times at the vertices providing the inputs to the
matching cell. When matches exist for multiple clusters, the algorithm selects again
the cluster that minimizes the local data-ready time.
The Boolean covering algorithm is based on the same dynamic programming
paradigm used for structural matching. However, its complexity is higher, because
many clusters exist for each vertex of the subject graph. An exact pruning procedure disregards those cluster functions whose support cardinality is larger than
the maximum number of inputs in any library cell. A heuristic method used in
CERES[23] limits the clusters to those whose depth is bounded from above by
a pre-defined parameter. Unfortunately, this may prevent reaching an optimum
solution.
The Boolean covering algorithm still yields optimum solutions for tree or leafdag decompositions of the subject graph when the depth of the clusters is unbounded.
As in the case of structural covering, the solution depends on the particular decomposition and panition into subject graphs. Therefore the global optimality of the covering
step per se has limited practical value, and near-optimal covering solutions are often
more than adequate to obtain results of overall good quality.
Example 10.3.14. We consider once more the control unit of the complete differential
equation integrator described by the optimized logic network in Example 8.2.10. The
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result of binding the network to a commercial library with program CERESis shown
next:
.nodel concral

;

reset c CLK :
.outguts sl s2 53 s 4 55 s6 sls3 s2s3 s2s4 8 1 5 2 ~ 3sls3s4
5 2 5 3 ~ 4sls>s6 ~ 2 ~ 4 52.3354~6
~ 5 ~ 6 5 3 8 4 ~ 5 ~;6
.ICPU~S

3FiL1.-tcP~OuLLv2 3F1 ("5.0. CLK :;LatchOutLv2 1 ;
DFlLiatctOuLLv3 D?: ("5.1. CLK ;;LatchOutLv3 I ;
DBl-iarchO2t_vL I
:
D
("5.2. CLK ::LatchOutLvl I ;
NOR2-51 NOH2 (La'chOui_vL. LarchOutLv3 ;;Sl 1 ;
1
1 I\ORZ3LsL UOiiB i L a t c h O - ~ ~ 4LatchOutLv3
.
;:sZ 1 :
.call .Lv32ALs3 ix3i; iLatc50~:-vZ. LatchOutLvL :;s3 1 ;
.call ~x32;~sS=mi?. I:at~>Oct-v4, LatchOutLv2 ; ; s 4 1 ;
.call A:J3iALsi XD2.A (LarchOut_v2. LatchOutLv3 ;;s5 1 ;
.call AxDi.:,Ls6 AND23 1La:chOut-"3,
LatchOutLv2 ;;s6 1 ;
.call 03.iLsis3 OR2 153, si ::s:s3
1 :
.ca::
m-D2;_sZs3 .AND2A (s6, lia:chOutLv4 ;;s2s3 1 ;
.call 082-5254 OR2 li4. si :;s2s4 1 ;
.czll OPZLsls2s3 032 (s2s3, sls3 ::s:sZs3
1 ;
.call OA:BLsls3s4:
0A:B
(LatchOutLv4, s 5 , sls3 ::sls3s4I 1 ;
.call OR2_s2s314 032 is254, s2s3 ;;s2s3s4 I ;
.call OAIB-sls5s6: OAiB (;atcMutLv3, s253, 85 ::sis5s61 ) ;
.call O R Z - S ~ S L S S S ~Oh2 1LarchOut-"3, ;atchOutLv2 ;;s2s4s556 1 ;
.cal; ?R2_52535456 OF2 (La:chOlt-~4, ;atcllOutLv2 i i s 2 ~ 3 ~ 41 ~ :6
.call 401~.Ls?s4sis6ROlA (s2s3, ~ 2 ~ 4 ~ 53
5 ~::s3s4sSs6
6 ,
;
.call NOP2Lv5.0 NO42 (LatchOutLv2, reset ;;v5.0 1 ;
.call 402i-"5.1 A024 (reset, s 4 . 22-7. zz-4 ;;v5.1 1 ;
.call AOl;-v5.2
AOiA (sis3sSs6, v5.R. 22-8 : :v5.2 1 ;
.call .?ND3BLrrLL kl4D3B (reset, LatchOutLv2, c ; ; z z - 4
1 :
.Gill NOR2L~Z-7 KORZ ~52545556,reset ; ; z z - 7 1 ;
.till ViD2.~.-rr-B 1AKD2% (reset, s2 ; : z z - 8 1 ;
.call Ih7-sls354 INV (sls3s4I ;;sls3s4 1 :
.call IPu"~:-sls5s6 I W IsisSs6I ;;sls5s6 I ;
.endnodcl control ;

.call
.call
.ia11
.ci;l

The network is represented as a module-oriented netlist. Each record corresponds to a
cell instance: the first label is an arbitrary instance identifier, the second label denotes the
cell type and the argument in parentheses denotes the names of the nets that are inputs
and outputs to each cell. Note that the original signal names of Example 4.7.6 have been
preserved.

103.3 Covering Algorithms and Polarity
Assignment
In this section we describe the polarity assignment problem in conjunction with the
matching problem, because together they impact the cost of an implementation. Therefore we consider the possibility of matching a subnetwork to a libraly cell that implements the complement of the subnetwork's function andlor uses complemented input
signals.

The goal of considering the polarity assignment problem together within library
binding is to find the best cover, regardless of the polarity of the signals. Hence a cover
of lower cost can be found as compared to approaches that disregard the flexibility in
choosing the signal polarities.

STRUCTURAL COVERING. In the case of structural covering, the optimal polarity
assignment can be achieved by using a clever trick [lo, 261. consider the network
and the library cells after decomposition into base functions. All connections between base gates are replaced by inverter pairs which do not affect the network
and cell behavior. (Connections to or from inverters do not need to be replaced.)
This transformation can be easily applied to both the subject graph and the pattern
graphs by replacing selected edges by edge pairs with an internal vertex labeled as an
inverter.
The dynamic programming covering algorithm can now take advantage of the
existence of both polarities for each signal in the subject graph in the search for
a minimum (area or delay) cost solution. It is important that the newly introduced
inverters are removed when they do not contribute to lowering the overall cost. For
this reason, a fake element is added to the library. It consists of an inverter pair
whose actual implementation is a direct connection and whose cost is zero. Because
of the optimality of the covering algorithm, the cost of the bound network starting
from an unbound network with inverter pairs has lower (or at most equal) cost than
the cost of a bound network derived without using inverter pairs. Note again that the
optimality is within a tree. Heuristics can be used to minimize the inverters across
different subject graphs [26].The only drawback of using the inverter-pair heuristic
is a slightly increased computational cost due to the lzsger size of the subject and
pattern graphs.
Example 10.3.15. Consider the network of Figure 10.13, repeated for convenience in
Figure 10.17 (a). Figure 10.17 (b) shows the network after the insertion of inverter pairs
and Figure 10.17 (c) the subject graph. We assume that input signals are available in
both polarities and this is modeled by adding a zero-cost inverter on all inputs. Let us
assume that library cells available are those shown in Figure 10.8. (Note that inverter
pairs should be added to the pattern trees of the last two cells of Figure 10.8.)
We search for a minimum-area cover. Let us visit the subject graph bottom up.
The best cover at u, and v2 is provided by a zero-cost INV gate, because input signals
are available in both polarities. The best cover at u3 is provided either by a NANOZ gate
(plus two zero-cost wv gates) or an OR2 gate. When considering vertex "4, there are
three possible covers: (I) an INV gate plus a NANDZ gate (and two zero-cost INV gates);
1.27 an ANDZ gate (and two zero-cost INV gates); (3) a NORZ gate. And so on. The choice
depends on the actual cost of the cells.
ANDZ,
~ 0 1 2 1 )are (2, 3, 4, 6)
Assume that the area costs of the cells (INV,NANOZ,
respectively, as in Example 10.3.7. In addition, assume that the cost of a NOR2 cell is 2.5
and the cost of an inverter pair is 0. Then, a minimum-area cost cover can be derived
that uses three NOR^ cells, with a total cost of 7.5. Note that the cost is inferior to that of
the cover computed in Example 10.3.7, which was 9. Note also that inputs b, c, d have
been used with the negative polarity.

FIGURE 10.17
(a) Original network. (b) Network after the inscnion of inveneFpairs. (c) Suhject tree (The nurnhen are
vertex identifiers.) (dl Network cover.

BOOLEAN COVERING. In the case of Boolean covering, the polarity assignment
problem can be explained with the help qf a formalism used to classify Boolean
functions. Consider all scalar Boolean functions over the same support set of n variables. Two functions f (x) and g(x) are said to belong to the same NPN class if
there are a permutation matrix P and complementation operators Nj,N , such that
f (x) = No g ( P Ni x) is a tautology [15]. The complementation operators specify
the possible negation of some of its arguments. In other words, two functions belong
to the same NFN class, and are called NPN-equivalent, when they are equivalent
morlulo the negation ( N ) of the output, the permutation ( P ) of the inputs and the
negation ( N ) of the inputs.
When considering the Boolean covering problem jointly with the polarity assignment, the definition of Boolean match is extended as follows. Two single-output
combinational functions f(x) and g(y) (with the same number of support variables)
match when they are NPN-equivalent.
Note that the extension to Definition 10.1.1 entails the use of the complementation operator that models the freedom in choosing the polarity of the input and output

signals. As a result of the more general definition of a match, more library cells can
match a given cluster function and vice versa.
Example 10.3.16. Any cluster function f ( a , b) in the set:
(a

+ b, a' + b, a + b', a' + b', ab, u'b, ah', a'b')

can be matched by the pattern function g ( x , y ) = x
cluster functions in the set:
{a'b

+y

(on2 cell). Note, however, that

+ ab'. a'b' + ab]

cannot be matched to that panem function.
The covering algorithm described in Section 10.3.2 can still be used, provided
that the search for a match is extended to consider all inputloutput polarities and input
permutations. Because of the extension to the definition of a Boolean match, the polarity information of the unate input variables is irrelevant. This has two consequences.
First, the search for a match can be simplified by complementing the negative unate
variables. Second, the search for a match can be reduced to a sequence of equivalence
tests while considering the possible polarity assignments to the binate variables [23].
Filters that quickly check necessary conditions for matching and that are based
on the unateness and symmetry properties (Section 10.3.2) can still be used to reduce
further the number of equivalence checks [23].
Example 10.3.17. Consider the cluster function f , = d

+ b and the pattern function

+ q , which have a match provided that input a is complemented. It would be
wasteful to consider the polarity assignments of all input variables of fiLbecause there
are no binate variables in f , . The polarity of a can be changed, and f , = a + b is

gl = p

+

compared to g, = p q .
Consider now the cluster function f, = a'b' + ac and the pattern function g2 =
pq p'r, which also have a match provided that inputs a and b are complemented. Let
us consider the equivalence tests requjred to detect the match. First, the polarity of the
unate variable b can be changed and f* = u'b + o r be considered instead of f 2 . Second,
since there is only one binate vanable (i.e.. 5). the polarity assignments to be considered
are those of a, corresponding to functions fi = a'b + ac and f,2= ob + a'c. These two
functions are compared to the pattern function gi = pq + p'r. (Note that a permutation
of the unate variables, i.e., exchanging b with c, would lead to the same functions in this
case.)

+

-

10.3.4 Concurrent Logic Optimization and
Library Binding*
It is customary to perform library-independent logic optimization and library binding
as two separate tasks. Multiple-level optimization techniques based on logic transformations do not impose constraints on the local expressions, such as having to
match some library element. For example, the extraction of a subexpression is done
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regardless of whether this subexpression has a match. It is conjectured that if logic
transformations were constrained to provide only valid matches, the solution space
would be reduced and the results would be poor.
We consider now the possibility of combining logic transformations and library
binding in a single step. In particular, we concentrate on the relations between logic
simplification (see Section 8.4.2) and binding. Since simplification takes advantage of
the degrees of freedom expressed by don't care conditions, 'we consider those don't
care sets that are specified at the network boundary and those that arise from the
network interconnection itself. Since the topology of the network changes during the
covering stage, don't care conditions must be computed dynamically.
We consider first the problem of extracting the don't care information of a
logic network during binding. A sketch of a partially bound network is shown in
Figure 10.18. The interconnection of the cells in the bound portion of the network
induces a satisfiability don't care (SDC) set (see Section 8.4.1). For example, if vertex
v,, corresponding to variable a , is bound to an 0 ~ cell
2
with inputs b and c , the
assignment a = b + c implies that the relations among the variables given by a $
(b C ) = a'b + a'c + ab'c' can never happen and belong to the SDC set.
Consider now the problem of matching a cluster to a cell using the same local
inputs or a subset thereof. The degrees of freedom in matching the corresponding
cluster function f are the impossible local input patterns and those whose effect is
unobservable at the network outputs. The former are given by its local controllability
don't care (CDC) set and the latter by the local observability don't care (ODC) set.
(See Section 8.4.1.) Note that by the nature of the binding algorithms that progress
from the network inputs to the outputs, it is easier to use CDCs than ODCs, because
CDCs depend on a bound portion of the network while ODCs depend on an unbound

+

FIGURE 10.18
Example of a partially bound network.

part, and hence are subject to change. Therefore ODCs must be either updated after
each cell binding or approximated 1e.g.. by using compatible ODCs).
The purpose of using the don't care conditions in library binding is to increase
the possible number of matches, as allowed by the dun't cures, in the search for a
lower cost cover. To exploit don't care conditions in library binding, the concept of
matching needs to be generalized further. Let us consider a cluster function f (x) and
a pattern function g(y). The don't care conditions are represented here as a function
d(x). Thus, they are expressed in terms of the variables that are in support o f f (x). The
pattern function can replace the cluster function if there exists a completely specified
function f (x) that matches g(y) such that f (x) . d'(x) g f (x) & f (x) d(x).

+

Example 10.3.18. Consider again the subject graph of Figure 10.16. Let us assume
that vertex u , has been bound to a three-input on gate, i.e., x = on 3(c',b, e ) . Hence
x @ (c' + b + e ) = x'c' + x'b + x'e + xch'e' belongs to the satistiability don't care
set. Consider now the cluster function for vertex u,, namely f = x(a + c ) , and its
corresponding controllability don't care set. The controllability don't care set expresses
that portion of the SDC that is independent of the values of the variables that are not in
sup( f).Namely, CDC = C 6 . E ( ~ +
' ~x'b
' + r'e + xcb'e') = x'c'. Pattem x'c' cannot be
an input to the cluster represented by cluster function f = x(a c).
Let us consider now the matching of f = r(o + c) with don't care2onditions
d = x'c'_Equivalently. we can consider the po-ssible matches for function f such that
f .d' G f G f +d,or equivalently x a + x c s f c xu +xc+x'c'. Whereas f can match
g , = p(q + r), it can also match g? = qr + q's. (This is possible because f = cx + c'a
satisfies the bounds and matches g,.) Pattem function g2 represents a multiplexer. The
choice of g* is preferable to gl in some libraries, due to efficient implementation of the
multiplexing function with pass transistors (Figure 10.19).

+

-

By using the controllability (and possibly observahility) don't care conditions
of the cluster function f while trying to match it to a cell, we combine Boolean
simplification with library binding. Indeed we search for the local best match allowed
by the degrees of freedom specified by the don't care conditions. A further extension
to this method is to allow the matching cell to use as inputs any output of a bound
cell. In this case, the CDC set is replaced by the SDC set induced by the portion of
the network already bound. This approach is then analogous to the use of Boolean
division, which is now performed concurrently with library binding.

f

c

n c

c' b e
(a)

FIGURE 10.19
(a) Bound network. (b) Bound network exploiting don't cure
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Let us consider now Boolean matching with don't care conditions. The simplest approach to using don't care conditions in library binding is to simplify the
cluster functions before matching. This entails the computation of the don't cares
induced by the partially bound network and invoking a two-level logic minimizer.
This approach has a potential pitfall. Minimizers for multiple-level designs target the
reduction of the number of literals of a Boolean expression. Whereas such an approach leads to a smaller (and faster) implementation in the case of a design style
based on cell generators [4], it may not improve the local area and timing performance in a standard-cell based or array-based design style. For example, cell libraries
exploiting pass transistors may be faster andlor smaller than other gates having fewer
literals.
Example 10.3.19. Consider agln the network of Example 10.3.18.After binding vertex
v, to a three-input on gate, the CDC set for cluster function f = x ( a + c) is d = x'c'.
The simplification o f f with this don'r core set would leave f unaltered. Thus f would
be bound to a cell modeled by pattern function g, = p ( q r ) and not to a multiplexer.
This choice is unfortunate in the cases in which the multiplexer implementation is smaller
and faster.

+

Example 10.3.19 has just shown that applying Boolean simplification before
matching may lead to inferior results, as compared to merging the two steps in a
single operation. Thus, the degrees of freedom provided by don'r care sets is best
used in selecting an appropriate Boolean match that minimizes area (or delay).
Boolean matching with don't care conditions can be verified using ROBDDs bv
performing the containment tests f (x) .d'(x) 2 f"(x) Z f(x) +d(x) while considering
all possible polarities and input assignments of ~ ( x to
) f (x). Savoj et al. [28] proposed
a ~ o o l e a nmatching method based on ROBDDs that exploits the symmetry information
an alternative formulation
to shorten the sear'h of a match. Mailhot et al. [23]
based on a traversal of a matching compatibiliry graph representing all N'PNclasses
of functions of n variables and annotated with the library information. Both methods
have been shown to yield hound networks of superior quality when compared to
methods that do not exploit don't care conditions.

-

-

10.3.5 Testability Properties of Bound Networks
The testability of a network is affected by all logic synthesis and optimization techniques, including library binding. We restrict our attention in this section to testability
of bound combinational networks with stuck-at fault models. We use the definition of
testability introduced in Sections 7.2.4 and 8.5, where a fully testable circuit is one
that has test patterns which can detect all faults. We assume that the library cells are
individually fully testable.
Let us consider first a circuit implementing a subject tree. Tree covering techniques which replace subtrees by logically equivalent cells preserve the circuit's testability. This is true for both structural matching and Boolean matching without the
use of don't cares.

Let us now consider multiple-input, multiple-output networks. The following
theorem, due to Hachtel et al. [14], gives conditions for full testability for multiple
faults.
Theorem 10.3.1. Consider a logic network decomposed in terms of NAND base functions
and partitioned into trees. Let the network be bound to library cells in such a way that

each tree is replaced by a tree of cells that is fully testable for single stuck-at faults,
and let the fanout pints of the unbound network match the fanout points of the bound
network. Then, if a circuit implementing a trivial binding of the original decomposed
network is fully testable for multiple faults, so is a circuit realizing the bound network.
The practical significance of this theorem is the following. If we can design an
unbound network which is fully testable (using logic synthesis methods such as those
shown in Section 8.5). then the covering methods shown in Sections 10.3.1 and 10.3.2
yield fully testable networks for multiple stuck-at faults when applied while satisfying
the assumptions of Theorem 10.3.1.
Lastly, let us consider the testability properties of bound networks constructed
using Boolean matching techniques with don't care conditions and non-tree-based
decompositions. Two extreme cases can be detected while matching a cluster rooted
at a vertex, say v,. The first is when the cluster function f is included in the don't
care set and the second is when the disjunction (i.e., union) of the function f and the
don't care set is a tautology. In these two cases, vertex u, is associated with either a
FALSE or a TRUE value, which is then propagated in the network. No cell is bound to
v,. When the complete controllability don't care set can be computed for each cluster
function f , Boolean matching binds a cluster to a cell when there exist test patterns
at the circuit input that can set the output of that cell to F ~ L S Eand to muE. Therefore,
the bound network is fully controllable. If redundancy removal is applied to the bound
network to remove unobservable cells, then the resulting network is fully testable for
single stuck-at faults regardless of the properties of the original network.

10.4 SPECIFIC PROBLEMS AND
ALGORITHMS FOR LIBRARY BINDING
Standard-cell and mask-programmable gate array libraries can be described well as
collections of cells, and so the binding algorithms of Section 10.3 are directly applicable. We consider now other design styles where libraries are represented implicitly,
i.e., without enumerating their elements. This is the case of some macro-cell andjieldprogrammable gate array (FPGAs) design styles where special techniques for library
binding +re required.
h e r e are several types of macro-cell design styles where module generators
construct the physical view of a macro-cell from an (optimized) unbound logic network. Some macro-cell generators construct the macro-cell by placing and wiring
functional cells, which are similar in principle to standard cells but are not stored in a
library. Their physical layout is automatically synthesized from logic expressions. To
satisfy area and performance requirements related to the corresponding physical view,
the logic expressions must satisfy some constraints. Typical constraints are related to
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the maximum number of inputs andlor the maximum number of transistors in series or
in parallel in any given cell. Logic expressions and cells that satisfy these functional
constraints constitute a vinual libran.. Library binding consists of manipulating the
logic network until all its expressions satisfy the functional constraints and the network
has some desired optimality properties. Berkelaar and Jess [4] proposed a heuristic
binding algorithm for this task where functional constraints are the maximum number
of transistors in series or in parallel in any cell. When the functional constraint is only
the maximum number of cell inputs, the problem is similar to a binding problem for
FPGAs, described in Section 10.4.1.
Field-programmable gate m a y s are pre-wired circuits that are programmed by
the users (on the field and after chip fabrication) to perform the desired functions.
(See Section 1.3.) Today. there are several FPGA providers, and circuits differ widely
in their programming technology and implementation style. We consider here just
their major features, without delving into implementation details, to explain the relation to the library binding problem. Broadly speaking, FPGAs can be classified as
either soft or hard programmable. Circuits in the first class are implemented by a programmable interconnection of registers and look-up tables, which store the personality
of local combinational logic functions. They can be programmed by loading an onchip memory that configures the tables and the interconnection. Circuits in the second
class consist of an array of programmable logic modules, each implementing a logic
function and that can be personalized and connected by programming the antifuses.
Library binding for FPGAs is an important and complex problem. Its difficulty
stems from the fact that binding pre-wired circuits is deeply related to physical design
issues 1271. Bound networks must be routable, and routability depends on the binding
itself. In addition, path delays are heavily conditioned by wiring, because of the
programmable interconnect technology. Thus iterative improvement techniques have
been shown to be important in achieving good quality solutions. At present, this topic
is still the subject of ongoing research. A review of the state of the art is reported in
reference [27].
Since FPGA architectures are novel and quickly evolving, it is hard to present the
binding problem in a comprehensive way. We therefore consider here the fundamental
problems and solutions at the logic level of abstraction. We neglect pulposely physical
design issues, as these are beyond the scope of this book and also because they are
often dependent on the specific architecture.

10.4.1

Look-Up Table FPGAs

The virtual library of look-up table FPGAs is represented by all logic functions that
can be realized by the tables. Even when considering just those tables implementing
single-output functions of a few variables (e.g., 5 ) . enumerating the library cells is
not practical.
Example 10.4.1. Let us consider the FPGAs marketed by Xilinx Inc. In the 3000 series,
each look-up table implements any single-output function of five variables or any twooutput function of five variables. where each component has no more than four variables
in its suppon.
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Let us concentrate on the first option only. There are 2' different functions of n
variables. Hence, there are 221,or about 4 billion, possible single-output functions.
The organization of the look-up tables differs in various FPGA products. For
this reason, we concentrate here on hinding comhinational networks and in particular
on the following problem that is important for all look-up-table-based FPGAs. We
assume that look-up tables can implement any scalar comhinational function of n
input variables. Given a combinational logic network, binding consists of finding an
equivalent logic network, with a minimum number of vertices (or minimum critical
path delay) such that each vertex is associated with a function implementable by a
look-up table, or equivalently with a local function having at most n input variables.
Example 10.4.2. Consider the network of Figure 10.20 (a). Assume that the look-up
tables can implement any combinational function of n = 5 inputs. Then the network can
be covered by t h e tables, as shown by Figure 10.20 (b).

The algorithms of Section 10.3 are not applicable to this problem because the
library cannot he enumerated. Some specialized hinding algorithms have been recently
proposed, but at the time of writing this topic is still under investigation. Thus, we
present only the flavor of two approaches [6, 251 and refer the reader to specific
articles [17, 221 for the others.
Usually, the starting point for binding is a logic network decomposed into base
functions, such as ANDS and ORS.When considering n-input look-up tables, the hase
functions are required to have at most n inputs, hut it is usually convenient to use
two-input hase functions to achieve a finer network granularity.
The tree covering paradigm has been adapted to this problem by Francis et al.
[25], whose heuristic approach to binding involves covering a sequence of subject
graphs into which the decomposed network has been partitioned. Covering is driven
by the principle of packing as much functionality as possible into each look-up table
subject to its input size constraint n. This leads to the need for solving the following
subproblem.

FIGURE 10.20
(a) Subject rree. (b) Cover by three five-input look-up tables
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Consider a sum of products representation of a single-output function whose
product terms have at most n variables. Assume first that the product terms have
disjoint support. as in the case corresponding to a tree-like decomposition. If the
function has at most n inputs, it can be trivially implemented by one table. Otherwise,
groups of product terms must be assigned to different tables. This problem bears a
strong resemblance to the bin packing problem, which consists of packing a given
set of objects (here product terms) of bounded size into bins (here tables) of a given
capacity. Unfortunately bin packing does not model the problem precisely, because
partitioning the set of product terms into b tables requires more than b look-up tables
to implement the function, the additional ones being devoted to performing the sum
of the partial sums.
Example 10.43. Let the table size be n = 3. Let the function to be implemented into
tables be f = ab + cd. Even though the two product terms have 2 < n = 3 variables
each, function f has 4 > n = 3 inputs and cannot be implemented by a single table. If
two look-up tables are used to implement each product term, then one additional table
should be devoted to performing their sum. This is equivalent to a decomposition into
three tables, implementing f, = o b ; fi = r d ; f = f , + f2. Note that two tables can
cover the function, according to the following decomposition: f = rrb + fi; f2 = cd.
This problem can be solved by modifying a bin packing procedure as follows

1251. The algorithm selects iteratively the product term with most variables and places
it into any table where it fits. (Recall that each table handles at most n variables.) If
no tahle has enough capacity, a new table is added to the current solution containing
the selected product term. When all product terms have been assigned to tables, the
following steps are iterated. The tahle with the fewest unused variables is declared
final, and a variable is associated with this table and assigned to the first table that
can accept it. The procedure terminates when one table is left; this table yields the
desired output. Even though this algorithm is heuristic, it can be shown that when the
product terms are disjoint (i.e., for subject trees), the solution has a minimum number
of tables when n 5 6.
Example 10.4.4. Consider the problem of Example 10.4.3. The algorithm assigns a
table to each product term. Without loss or generality, let the first table correspond to
product term cd. Then, this table is declared final and a variable, say z , is associated with
it. It represents the assignment := cd implemented by the table. Then the algorithm
tries to fit the single-variable product term I into the other table. Since the second table
has an unused input, product term z can be added to yield f = u b + z.
s . This algorithm has been implemented in program CHORTLE-CRF
[25]with a few
extensions. First, subject graphs are not restricted to be trees and as a consequence
product-term pairs may share variables. To cope with this extension, CHORTLE-CRF
exhaustively explores all possible assignments of product terms with intersecting support
to the same table. The second extension addresses the inefficiencies due to the network
partition. CHORTLE-CRF
attempts to duplicate prodnct terms in exchange for reducing
the total number of look-up tables. We refer the interested reader to references 1251
and 1271 for further details.

A second remarkable approach to the look-up table binding problem was recently
proposed by Cong and Deng [6]. They considered the problem of minimizing the
critical path delay in a bound network. Since all tables are alike and display the same
propagation delay, this problem is equivalent to minimizing the maximum number of
tables on any inputloutput path. This problem can be solved exactly in polynomial
time, given a network decomposed into base functions with no more than n inputs.
Unfortunately, the bound network depends on the particular network decomposition
that is used as the starting point for this procedure.
The algorithm is based on a transformation of the binding problem into a network
flow computation that can be solved exactly by standard algorithms. The transformation is fully detailed in reference [61. Recently, the same authors proposed another
algorithm that minimizes the number of look-up tables required under a bound on
the critical path delay [7]. The algorithm assumes that overlapping look-up tables in
the cover are not beneficial as far as minimizing the number of tables and avoids it.
This algorithm has been implemented in program FLOWMAP-R,
which can be used to
obtain area-delay trade-off curves for a given network.

10.4.2 Anti-Fuse-Based FPGAs
The virtual library of anti-fuse-based FPGAs is represented by all logic functions that
can be implemented by personalizing the logic module. This is usually achieved by
shorting inputs either to a voltage rail or together, by programming the antifuses.
Example 10.4.5. Let us consider the FPGAs marketed by Actel Inc. In the Acrl series,
the module implements the function rnl = (so+s,)(.r!a +sib) +~;Is;(s,c+s;d),while in
the Act2 series it implements the function r n 2 = (so+ sl)(slrja+ (s2a)'b)+s;s;(s2s,c+
(s2si)'d).In both cases, the module is a function of n = 8 inputs.
As an example of programming, by setting so = s, = 1, function r n l implements
the multiplexer s2a + sib. This is achieved by providing a path from inputs so and s, to
the power rail through an antifuse.
There are about 700 functions that can be derived by programming either module.

The organization of the FPGAs and the type of logic module differ in various
products. For this reason, we make a simplifying assumption that defines a fundamental problem common to different anti-fuse-based FPGAs. We assume that all pmgrammable modules implement the same single-output combinational function, called
the module function. We concentrate also on the binding problem of combinational
logic networks. Namely, given a combinational logic network, binding consists of
finding an equivalent logic network with a minimum number of vertices (or minimum
critical pith delay) such that each expression can be reduced to a personalization of
the module function. Note that a module personalization can be seen as inducing a
stuck-at or a bridging fault on its inputs.
In some cases it is practical to derive the library explicitly, by considering all
possible personalizations of the module function, because the size of the library is
limited (e.g., fewer than 1000 functions). This approach has some advantages. First,
standard binding algorithms can be used. Second, a library subset can be considered

that excludes gates with undesirable delays or pin configurations. Third, the precise
area and delay cost of each cell can be established.
We comment here on the general case where the virtual library is so large that it
is not practical to enumerate it. Specialized algorithms for binding have been proposed
based on structural and Boolean representations [I 1, 18, 22, 271.
Structural approaches exploit the specific nature of the uncommitted module. For
example, commercial implementations of FFGAs use programmable modules based
on signal multiplexing. In this case, it is convenient to decompose the subject graph by
choosing a multiplexer as the base function. The entire library can then be implicitly
represented by pattern graphs that use a similar decomposition. Binding can then be
done by structural covering using the dynamic programming paradigm [22, 271.
Example 10.4.6. Consider the module function m = s, (sza + s i b ) + s ; ( s 3 c + s ; d ) . There
are four corresponding pattern graphs that represent the functions that rn can implement.
The pattem graphs are leaf-dags and are shown in Figure 10.21.
When the module differs from a cascade of multiplexers, the number of pattem
graphs increases and may include dags that are not leaf-dags. In particular, this applies
to module function ml = (so + sl)(sza + s;b) + s;s;(s,c + s i d ) . By using a restricted set
of palterns to represent ml, namely eight leaf-dag patterns, good-quality solutions were
achieved using program MIS-PGA [22].

The Boolean covering algorithm of Section 10.3.2 can be combined with a specialized Boolean matching algorithm that detects whether a cluster function can be
implemented by personalizing the module function and that determines the personalization at the same time. Let us consider only personalizations by input stuck-ats, for
the sake of simplicity. Then, the module function~animplement any cluster function
that matches any of its cofactors.
ROBDD representations can be very useful to visualize and solve this matching problem. Indeed, given an order of the variables of the module function and a
corresponding ROBDD representation, its cofactors with respect to the first m variables in the order are represented by subgraphs of the ROBDD. These subgraphs are
rooted at those vertices reachable from the root of the module ROBDD along m edges
corresponding to the variables with respect to which the cofactors have been taken,
or equivalently to those variables that are stuck at a fixed value by the personaliza-
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FIGURE 10.21
(a) Module funcoon. (b) Pattem graphs

tion. Unfortunately, to consider all possible personalizations, all variable orders of the
module function and the corresponding ROBDDs must also be considered. This can
be done by constructing a shared ROBDD that encapsulates the virtual library corresponding to the module function. Extensions to cope with personalization by bridging
have also been proposed [ I I].
Example 10.4.7. Consider the module function m = s,(szu + .sib).+ s;(.Y$' + s;d) and
cluster function f = .rJ + 1':. shown in Figures 10.22 (a) and (d), respectively. Figure 10.22 (b) shows the ROBDD of m for variable order (s,. s,, o , b. c, 33, d), and
Figure 10.22 (c) shows the ROBDD o f f for variable order (I.y. I ) . Since the ROBDD
of f is isomorphic to the subgraph of the ROBDD of m rooted in the vertex labeled s?
(which is the right child of s t ) . the module function can implement f by sticking s f at 1.
Note that other cluster functions that can be implemented by the module function
may have ROBDDs that are not isomorphic to any subgraph of the ROBDD of Figure
10.22(b). This is due to the fact that a specific variable order has been chosen to construct
this ROBDD.

Recently, Burch and Long [51 developed canonical forms for representing functions under input negation and permutation that can be used efficiently for Boolean
matching as well as for matching under a stuck-at constant andlor bridging of some
inputs. These forms have been applied to the development of efficient algorithms for
library binding of anti-fuse-based FPGAs [5].

FIGURE 10.22
(a) Programmable module. (b) Module ROBDD (c) Cluster ROBDD (d) Representation of the cluster
functiun.

10.5 RULE-BASED LIBRARY BINDING
Rule-based library binding is a widely used alternative and a complement to the
algorithmic approach described in the previous sections. Some of the early logic
synthesis systems, such as LSS [8, 91, used rules for both logic optimization and
library binding. Some current commercial and proprietary design systems use rulebased binding, sometimes in conjunction with algorithmic binding [13, 16, 301.
In a rule-based system, a network is bound by a stepwise refinement. The network undergoes local transformations that preserve its behavior. Eacb transformation
can be seen as the replacement of a subnetwork by an equivalent one that best exploits
the cell library. Since rule-based library binding is similar to rule-based optimization
of unbound networks, which was presented in Section 8.7, we shall describe only
those issues that are specific to the library binding problem.
Eacb entry in the rule database contains a circuit pattern, along with an equivalent replacement pattern in terms of one or rnore library elements. Entries may
represent simple or complex rules. Simple rules propose just the best match for a
subnetwork. Complex rules address situations requiring a restructuring of the network.
A s an example, a complex rule may be applicable to a cell with a high load, which
may require the use of a high-drive cell, or insertion of buffers, or even duplication
of some gates.
Example 10.5.1. Consider the rules shown in Figure 10.23. The first two can be called
simple, the third complex.
The first rule shows that two cascaded two-input AND gates can be bound to a
three-input AND gate.
The second rule indicates that a two-input AND gate with an inverted input and
output can be bound to a two-input NOR gate with an inverted input.
The third rule shows that an AND gate on a clitical path with a high load can be
replaced by a NAND gate followed by two inverters in parallel. The first inverter drives
the critical path and the second the remaining gates, which amount to a large load.

The execution of the rules follows a priority scheme. For each rule in a given
order, the circuit patterns that march the rules are detected and the corresponding replacements are applied. The overall control strategy of rule-based systems for binding
is simllar to that used for optimizing unbound logic network7 and described in Section 8.7. Some rule-based systems, such as LSS [ 9 ] and LORESIEX[16], use a greedy
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search. Namely, the rule-based binder repeatedly fires the rules corresponding to the
local best improvement of the network cost according to some metric.
Other systems, such as SKRATES[ 131, use a more refined search for choosing the
transformations in an attempt to explore the different choices and their consequences
before applying a replacement. For example. SOCRATES
tries a set of sequences of
rules in the search for the best move. Recall from Section 8.7 that the size of this set
is the breadth of the search and the length of the sequences is its depth. The results
depend often on the breadth and depth parameters, which can be varied dynamically
by the binder during its execution. Metorules decide upon the breadth and depth of
the search and on the trade-off between area and delay or between the quality of the
solution and the computing time.

10.5.1 Comparisons of Algorithmic and
Rule-Based Library Binding
Let us consider first the technical differences and then the overall merit of the two
approaches. Present algorithms for library binding use a covering approach, where
the network is systematically scanned in a prescribed order and covered. On the
other hand, most rule-based systems execute rules in a given order, and replace all
circuit patterns that match the rules, either in the entire circuit or in a selectively
chosen subcircuit. Whereas covering algorithms bind a subnetwork to a cell only once,
iterative re-binding and stepwise improvement are supported by rule-based systems.
Let us consider the generality of both approaches. Rules can be thought of for
all kinds of library cells without any restriction. Rules can be complex at times, but
all cases can in principle be covered. By contrast. algorithms for library binding have
been conceived to only handle single-output combinational logic cells. Extensions to
other types of cells involve ad hoc methods.
The overall quality of the solutions is comparahle for both approaches. However,
for restricted classes of circuits, provable optimality and testability properties can be
claimed by some algorithmic approaches. On the other hand, it is hard to prove that
networks bound by rule-based systems have similar attributes, unless the rule set
satisfies some completeness property and the order in which rules are applied follows
some particular discipline.
Some binding algorithms can execute in a short time, because of their low
computational complexity, but the speed of running a rule-based system varies. The
number of rules under consideration and the metarules can be tuned so that a desired
quality can be achieved with a predictable execution time. Therefore, the same rulebased system can provide for better or worse solutions, according to the amount of
time illowed to perform a binding and possibly improve upon it.
Whereas the library description is straightforward in the case of the algorithmicbased approach, rule databases are large and complex. As a result, programs, often
assisted by human experts, are used to compile the rule database. Maintaining a rule
set is difficult, because rule sets must be continuously updated to reflect any change
in the library, as cells are added or deleted and library cell parameters are updated
when faster fabrication processes become available.
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In summary, both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. Complex design systems for library binding often couple algorithms and rules. Binding algorithms
are usually applied to a large portion of the circuit and provide a first solution, which
can be improved upon by the application of rules.

10.6 PERSPECTIVES
Library binding is the key link between logic synthesis and the physical design of
semicustom circuits. Library binding tools are widely available and successfully used.
Nevertheless, the present techniques leave space for improvements, which are always
highly desired because they are directly.coupled to the circuits' quality. In particular,
binding algorithms are dependent on the initial network decomposition into base functions. It would be highly desirable to develop algorithms whose solutions depend only
on the network behavior. Similarly, it would be useful to be able to compute precise
lower bounds on the area andlor speed of bound networks to evaluate the closeness
of the solutions provided by heuristic binding algorithms and rule-based binders.
There is a wealth of techniques that are applicable to binding which have not
been presented in this chapter for various reasons. Algorithms and strategies for rulebased systems of most commercial and proprietary binders are described only in
documents with restricted access. Other techniques which have been shown to be
promising are applicable to specific subproblems of library binding. We mention three
examples. Spectral analysis of Boolean functions is useful for determining criteria for
Boolean matching and for filtering probable matches. Iterative binding techniques
have been used for performance-oriented binding, where gates along critical paths
are repeatedly identified and re-bound. Algorithmsbave been studied for determining
the optimal usage and sizing of buffers to drive highly loaded nets. As in the case
of multiple-level circuit optimization of unbound networks, there are still interesting
open research challenges to be solved in the years to come.
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10.8 PROBLEMS
1. Consider the binding of a network implementing the conjunction of 10 variables. Available
cells are only two-input AND gates with cost 2, three-input A N n gates with cost 3 and
four-input AND gates with cost 4. Find an optimum cover of a balanced bee decomposition
of the network using two-input AND gates as base functions. Is this the best implementation
of the given network with the available cells? Is there another decomposition into the same
base function leading to a lower cost solution?

2. Derive a formula that yields the number of distinct decompositions of a function f , implementing the conjunction of n variables, into t w ~ - & ~ AND
u t gates. Tabulate the number
of distinct decompositions for n = 2.3,. . . , 10.
3. Consider the simple library of cells of Figure 10.8 (a). Derive all pattern trees and corresponding strings for a decomposition into NOW and INV base functions. Repeat the exercise
by considering NOW, N A N D ~and I N V as base functions.

4. Consider the simple library of cells of Figure 10.8 (a) and the pattern trees according to
a decomposition in NO=, N A N D ~and INv (see Problem 3). Compute the automaton that
represents the library.

5. Consider a library including the following cells: (ANDZwith cost 4;

OR2 with cost 5; INV
with cost 1). Draw the pattern trees for these cells using NANM and INV as base functions.
Then consider function f = a b ' f c ' d ' b . Determine the subject graph for f using the same
base functions. Find a minimum cost cover of the subject graph using the inverter-pair
heuristic. Hint: use the following decomposition: f = N A N D ~( p , q); p = NAN^ (a, b'); q
.= NAND2 (c'T'); r = NAND2 (d', b).

6. Consider a scalar function of n variables with a symmetry set of cardinality m. How many
of the cofacton of f , w.r.t. all variables in the set, differ?

7. Consider the library of virtual gates corresponding to static CMOS implementations of
single-output functions with at most s transistors in series and p transistors in parallel.
What is the size of these libraries for s = 1.2.. . . ,5, p = 1 . 2 , . . . , 5 ?

8. Enumerate the different NPN classes of functions of three variables, and show one r e p
resentative function for each class.

CHAPTER

STATE OF THE
ART AND
FUTURE TRENDS

I libri non sono farti per crederci, ma per essere sonoposri a indagine.
Books are nor made ro be believed, bur to be subjected to inquiry.
U. Eco. I1 nome della rosa.

11.1 THE STATE OF THE ART IN
SYNTHESIS
In the introduction to this book we commented on the importance of computer-aided
synthesis and optimization methods for the advancement of the electronic industry.
We also~presenteda concise history of the major breakthroughs in this field in Section 1.8. We now critically review the use of synthesis techniques in the support of
microelectronic circuit design. For this reason, we consider the implementation of the
ideas presented in this hook in current computer-aided design systems and their use
for digital circuit design. We refer to synthesis and optimization methods as synthesis
for brevity.
The success of many ideas in CAD can often be measured by their use in design
systems. Some algorithms failed to be applied because they either were not practical
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or did not address prnbletns relevant to the design tnethodologies being used. Some
techniques disappeared because they were superseded by newer ones. As an example,
algorithms with lower computational complexity or with more powerful heuristics
displaced others that executed in longer time or provided lower-quality solutions.
Generally speaking, most of the techniques presented in this hook arc currently used
by CAD systems.
On the other hand, CAD systems are very complex and their usability depends
not only on the algorithms being supported hut also on the user interface, database
and adaptability to the user environmcnt and nccds. Softwnre engineering techniques
play a major role in the development of robust and user-friendly CAD systems. In
other words, this book has described some of the algorithms that constitute the inner
engine of CAD systems.
Overall, the impact of synthesis methods on microelectronic design has been
extremely positive. Some microelectronic circuits could never have been designed at
the required performance levels without the aid of CAD systems. Many synthesis
and optimization tools are now commercially available, and most designers of digital
circuits use them for at least some part of the designs. Recently, sales of synthesis
systems have soared, as shown in Figure 11.1 [7]. The market growth has been
impressive, especially for synthesis tools at the architectural and logic levels.
As in many other fields, the directions in grouath have been driven by trends.
For example, the use of specific hardware description languages and design formats is
often dictated by company policies or by marketing issues. Standards in design representations have evolved through the years and design synthesis tools have followed
the evolution by trying to match the standards.
In this chapter, we focus on the present state of the art and the likely future directions. We present first a taxonomy of synthesis systems and describe some
representative ones. We shall take then a broader view of the problem and put
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into perspective the growth of circuit synthesis as a fundamental design method.
Eventually, we shall consider requirements for electronic circuit and syqtem design in the close and distant future and mention relevant open and unresolved
problems.

11.2 SYNTHESIS SYSTEMS
Synthesis systems can be classified according to different criteria. Therefore we consider different factors that are useful for evaluating the fitness of a synthesis system
for a given design task and for comparing different synthesis systems.
A first differentiation among synthesis systems can be done by considering
their primary goal, i.e., according to whether they are used for commercial circuit
production or for research and exploratory reasons.
Production-level synthesis systems are conceived to be used for designing circuits to be manufactured and either marketed as off-the-shelf components or incorporated into electronic systems. Since the reliability of the CAD tools is of primary
importance, they are based upon mature (i.e., well-experienced) techniques. They can
be classified further as commercial or internal tools. The former are available for sale,
while the latter are designed within companies for proprietary use. The difference between internal and commercial tools is beginning to blur, as some companies are now
selling CAD programs originally developed for internal use.
Research synthesis systems are designed to explore new ideas in synthesis
and optimization. Hence they tend to incorporate the most novel and advanced algorithms, which in turn may not have reached an adequate degree of maturity and
stability. They are prototypes of production-level synthesis.tools and they are occasionally used for designing circuits that will be fabricated. Universities, research
centers and indrrtries are rln~~ally
involved in designing ruth systems. Some research
synthesis systems developed in universities are available for free or for a nominal
charge.
Design systems can be classified according to the circuit abstraction level they
support, namely as architectural, logic and geometrical design tools. Some synthesis systems can claim full top-down synthesis, i.e., support synthesis at all levels.
Other systems are limited to particular levels and tasks. In addition, specific synthesis systems have been designed for some application domains such as digital signal
processing.
Synthesis systems should be classified according to the quality of the designs
they produce, measured in terms of area, performance and testability. While such a
figure would be extremely useful, specific comparative data are still not available. On
the other hand, indicative measures support the belief that successful systems have
targeted either full top-down synthesis i n a restricted application domain or a restricted
set of synthesis tasks for general circuits.
Users of CAD synthesis systems also evaluate them on the basis of their integration in the current design flow. which varies from site to site according to
the circuit technology, implementation style and overall design methodology. The
user is often confronted with the problem of mixing and matching tools from
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different sources andlor blending them with other tools developed in-house for specific purposes. Thus, an important feature of synthesis systems is the possibility
and ease of augmenting them by incorporating user-designed or other programs.
Standard data representation formats play a key role in tool integration. Fast and
easy access to internal data representation is very important for combining tools
efficiently.
CAD frameworks have gained much attention in recent'years. Frameworks support the integration of CAD systems and isolated tools, by providing guidelines for
links to a common user interface. data representation formats and inter-tool communication. The scope of CAD frameworks goes beyond circuit synthesis at all levels,
and it includes circuit simulation, verification and testing support. When thinking of
the increasingly difficult challenge of designing larger and larger microelectronic circuits, the key role played by CAD tool development, integration and management is
immediately recognized.

11.2.1 Production-Level Synthesis Systems
Limited published information is available on details of the algorithms used by
production-level synthesis systems. The scarcity of detailed information is due to
the attempt to protect proprietary ideas. Therefore we shall restrict our comments io~
the major features of these systems.
Proprietary internal production-level synthesis tools have been developed by
several companies, such as AT&T, Fujitsu, HP, IBM, Intel, NEC, NTT, Philips and
Siemens among others. IBM developed the first preduction-level logic synthesis and
optimization system: LSS 141. LSS was a major success not only for IBM but for
the entire field, because it showed the practicality of using synthesis and optimization
techniques for large-scale designs. Recently, a novel implementation of IBM's archihas been put on the market.
tectural and logic synthesis system, called BOOLEDOZER,
Also other companies (e.g., Philips) are selling design systems that were originally
developed as internal tools. Most ASIC vendors, especially field-programmable gate
array suppliers, provide their customers with synthesis tools that are targeted to their
libraries.
Several commercial synthesis tools are now available [13]. Most systems accept
circuit specifications in hardware description languages like Verilog or VHDL. For
architectural synthesis, specific synthesis policies are mandated to make unambiguous
the interpretation of behavioral models. Some companies provide physical design
tools that are directly coupled to the corresponding logic synthesis and optimization
programs. Others provide synthesis from HDL models to the specification of bound
networks in standard netlist formats, thus providing a well-defined interfacr lo external
physical design tools.
Commercial CAD syst~ms,their current features and their costs are often described in trade magazines [I, 21. We report in Table 11.1 a summary of the offerings
of some synthesis vendor companies in 1993. This table is only indicative, as these
data evolve with time.
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TABLE 11.1
Some commercial synthesis systems in 1993.
Organization
Cadence Design Systems

srstem

Comoass

ASIC SYNTHE~IZER

Separate synthesis of data path and control from
VHDL, Verilog and graphical inputs.
Resource sharing.
Logic synthesis and optimization.
Library binding.

Daziflntergraph

ARCHSYN

Synthesis from VHDL and Verilog.
Resource sharing.
Logic synthesis and optimization.
Library binding.

Exemplar Logic

CORE

Synthesis from VHDL and Verilog.
Logic optimization and binding far mGAs.

Mentor Graphics

Au~oLoGlc

Synthesis from VHDL and M.
Logic synthesis and optimization.
Library binding.

Synopsys

HDUDESIGNCOMPILER Synthesis from VHDL and Verilog.
DESIGNWARE
Resource sharing.
Loeic
and oorimization.
- svnthesis
,
Library binding.

Viewlogic

SILCYSN
V#EWSVNTHESI~

SYNERGY

Main futures
Synthesis from VHDL and Verilog.
Logic synthesis and optimization.
~ibrary~binding.

Synthesis from VHDL.
Resource sharing.
Control syntheas for Imps.
Logic synthesis and optimization.
Libbindine.

11.2.2 Research Synthesis Systems
Several research synthesis systems have been developed, and it is impossible to comment on all of them here. Some specialized books 14, 5, 151 describe these systems
in detail, and thus we just summarize their major features in Table 11.2.
We describe instead the most salient features of four synthesis systems, which
have been selected because they represent archetypes of different research ideas and
directions.

THE SY~TEMARCHITECT'S WORKBENCH. Several programs for architectural synthesis and exploration have been developed at Camegie-Mellon University for over
one decade. The SYSTEM
ARCHITECT'SWORKBENCH
(or SAW) [I41 is a design system that encapsulates some of these architectural synthesis tools. Inputs to this design system are circuit specifications in the ISPS or Verilog languages that are compiled into an intermediate data-flow fonnat called value trace. The value trace can be
edited graphically to perform manual operations such as partitioning and expansion of

.
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TABLE 11.2

Some research synthesis systems in 1993 (FSM = finite-state
machine specification, A S 0 = architectural synthesis and
optimization, LSO = logic synthesis, optimization and binding,
M G = module generation).
Organization

System

AT&T

BRIDG~CHARM FDL2
HAL
Graph models
SAW
Verilog, ISPS
HIS
VHDL
ASYL
FSM, networks
Silage
CATHEDEAL
I-IV
PYRAMID.
PHIDEO Silage
PUBSS
FSM
OLYMPUS
HardwareC
SIS
FSM, networks,
HYPER,LMER
Silage
FSM, networks
BOLD
VSS
VHDL
CADDYICALLAS DSL, VHDL
SLLDE, DDS
ADAM

Carleton University
CMU

IBM

MAG
IMEC
Philips
Princeton University

Stanford University
U.C. Berkeley

U.C. Berkeley
U.C. Boulder
U.C. Wine
U. KarlsnihelSiemena
USC

Input

Scope

AS^
AS0
AS0
AS0

LSO
ASO, MG

BDS

ASO.
ASO.
ASO,
LSO
ASO,
LSO
AS0
AS0
AS0

MG
LSO
LSO
MG

selected blocks. The synthesis outcome is a structural circuit representation in terms
of a network of hardware resources and a corresponding control unit.
The workbench includes the following tools. APARTY
is an automatic partitioner
based on a cluster search. CSTEPis responsible for dqiving the hardware control portion: it is based on a list scheduling algorithm which supports resource constraints.
E ~ u c is
s a global data allocator that binds resources based on the interconnection
cost. BUSSERsynthesizes the bus interconnection by optimizing the hardware using
a clique covering algorithm. SUGARis a dedicated tool for microprocessor synthesis
which recognizes some specific components of a processor (e.g., an instruction decode unit) and takes advantage of these structures in synthesis. CORALmaintains the
correspondence between the behavioral and structural views. All tools are interfaced
to each other and share a common data structure and user interface.

THE SEQUENTIAL INTERACTIVE SYNTHESIS SYSTEM. The SEQUENTIAL
INTERACTIVE SYNTHESIS
system (or SIS), developed at the University of California at Berkeley, is a program that supports sequential and combinational logic synthesis, including library binding. The SIS program evolved from the MULTILEVEL
INTERACTIVE
SYNTHESIS
program (or MIS), which was limited to synthesis and optimization of
combinational circuits.
The MIS program has been very popular and widely distributed. Some commercial tools have drawn ideas from MIS, and some proprietary internal CAD systems
have directly incorporated parts of the MIS program. MIS supports logic optimization
by means of both algebraic and Boolean transformations. It uses the ESPRESSO
pro-
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gram for Boolean simplification and it performs library binding by using a structural
covering approach.
Program SIS has now replaced MIS. SIS supports all features of MIS as well
as sequential logic optimization using either state-based or structural models. SIS is
an interactive program with batch capability. Script files can be used to sequence
a set of commands, each related to a set of logic transformations of a given type.
Example 8.2.9 of Chapter 8 reports the rugged script, often used for optimization of
combinational circuits.
Specific transformations for sequential circuits include state minimization and
encoding as well as retiming to reduce the cycle-time or area. The state transition graph
can be extracted from a structural representation of the circuit. Don't care conditions
can also be computed for sequential circuits. In addition, SIS supports a variety of
transformations among network representations. The output of SIS can be transferred
to the OCTTOOLS
suite, a package that supports physical design, also developed at the
University of California at Berkeley.
THE CATHEDRAL SYNTHESIS SYSTEMS. The Cathedral project was developed at

IMEC in connection with the Catholic University of Leuven in Belgium and other
partners under the auspices of project Esprit of the European Community. One of the
guiding princides of the project is the tailoring of synthesis tools to specific application
programs have
domains and implementation styles. Therefore, different CATHEDRAL
been designed to transform behavioral models of a particular class of designs, namely
digital signal processors (DSP), into circuits with particular design styles. The Silage
language is used for circuit modeling.
CATHEDRAL-I
[51 is a hardware compiler for bit-serial Q i t a l filters. CATHEDRAL11 [3,5]is a synthesis system for DSP applications using concurrent bit-parallel processors on a single chip. Typical applications are speech synthesis and analysis, digital
[I I] targets hard-wired bit-sliced architectures
audio, modems, etc. CATHEDRAL-I11
intended for the implementation of algorithms in the real-time video, image and comis planned for implementing very repetitive algomunication domains. CATHEDRAL-IV
rithms for video processing. Commercial versions of CATHEDRAL-I
and CATHEDRAL-I1
are also available. CATHEDRAL-I1
has been recently extended to cope with retargetable
code generation. We describe here CATHEDRAL-I1
and CATHEDRAL-I11
because of their
relevance in connection with the topics described in this book.
The general design methodology in CATHEDRAL-I1
is called meet in the
middle strategy. There are two major tasks in the system:'architectural synthesis and
module generation. Architectural synthesis maps behavioral circuit models into interconnections of instances of primitive modules, such as data paths, memories, It0
units and controllers. Architectural optimization includes the following tasks: system
partitioning into processes and protocols, data-path synthesis (i.e., mapping the partition blocks into execution units while minimizing the interconnection busses) and
control synthesis based on a microcode style. Data-path synthesis is done with the
aid of an architecture knowledge database. Control synthesis is based on a heuristic
scheduling algorithm. The physical layout is achieved by invoking module generators
which can be seen as a library of high-level cells described in a procedural style.

Module generators are designed to be portable across different, but similar, circuit
technologies.
CATHEDRAL-I11
exploits the concept of application-specific units, which are clusters of resources tailored to specific tasks [I I], such as sorting an array, performing a
convolution or computing the minimum/maximum. Thus, data-path synthesis is centered on the optimal use of application-specific units. Architectural synthesis provides
operation clustering in the signal-flow graph representation into which the behavioral
model is compiled. Clusters identify application-specific units. Optimizing transformations include distributivity and associativity exploitation as well as retiming. Memory
management is provided in the CATHEDRAL-I11
environment by supporting different
storage models and the synthesis of the addresses of the memory arrays where data
are held.
THE OLYMPUS SYNTHESIS SYSTEM. The OLYMPU~
synthesis system, developed
at Stanford University, is a vertically integrated set of tools for the synthesis of
digital circuits, with specific support for ASIC design. Circuits are modeled (at the
architectural level) in a hardware description language called HardwareC, which has
both procedural and declarative semantics and a C-like syntax [lo].
The OLYMPU~
system supports architectural and logic synthesis. A front-end tool
performs parsing and behavioral-level optimization. Program HEBE
called HERCULES
executes architectural optimization. It strives to compute a minimal-area implementation subject to performance requirements, modeled as relative timing constraints.
HEBEapplies the relative scheduling algorithm after having bound resources to operations. If a valid schedule cannot be found that satisfies the timing constraints, a new
resource binding is tried. Binding and scheduling m iterated until a valid solution
is found, unless HEBEdetermines that the constraints cannot be met and need to be
relaxed. Details are reported in reference [lo].
Logic synthesis and library binding are used in OLYMPUS
for estimating area
and delay of application-specific logic blocks during architectural synthesis as well as
for generating the system's output in terms of a hierarchical logic network bound to
library elements. Program CERESperforms library binding using a Boolean matching
approach. Program MERCURY
supports some logic transformations, an interface to
the SIS program and gate-level simulation. Programs THESEUSand VENUSprovide a
waveform and a sequencing graph display facility, respectively. OLYMPUS
does not
support physical design, hu{ it provides netlist translation into a few standard formats.

11.2.3 Achievements and Unresolved Issues
The major achievements of synthesis and optimization techniques are an improvement
in the quality of circuit implementations (smaller, faster, more testable) and a reduction in their design time. These two factors are so important for circuit design that
synthesis systems have become pervasive. The continuous increase in complexity and
improvement in performance of microelectronic circuits could not have been achieved
without the use of automated synthesis systems.
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Several authors described examples of VLSI circuits that have been synthesized in full from architectural models. Thomas and Fuhrman [3] reported on the
industrial use of the SYSTEMARCHITECT'S
WORKBENCH
in connection with a commercial physical design tool for the design of applications for the automotive market.
Nakamura [3] described the full synthesis of a 32-bit RISC processor (called FDDP
because it was designed in four days) and of a v e y long instruction word (VLIW)
vector processor for DSP. Both designs were achieved with the PARTHENON
synthesis system developed at N l T and required about 14,000 and 400,000 transistors,
respectively. Application-specific circuits for the consumer industry, such as compactdisk controllers and interfaces, have been fully synthesized by several systems, e.g.,
CATHEDRAL-11,
BRAMID
and OLYMPUS.
Moreover, many examples of applications of
logic synthesis and optimization to chip design, including popular processors, have
- ~~~~~
been reported.
Hurdles have been encountered in applying synthesis techniques to the engineering design flow. Designers had to he educated to think of circuits in a more abstract
way and to rely on the tools for decisions they used to make themselves. To gain
acceptance, synthesis systems had to support all (or almost all) circuit features that
handcrafted designs have.
Other difficulties are intrinsic to the nature of the design problem. Even though
heuristic algorithms are often used to cope with the computational complexity of many
synthesis tasks, circuit designs can always be found that are too large for existing
design systems. This has limited the use of some optimization techniques to portions
of VLSI circuits. Unfortunately, synthesis and optimization methods are needed the
most wher, the circuit scale is so large that human design is unlikely to be effective.
Moreover, due to the heuristic naNre of the algorithms, there are also pathological
circuit examples where optimization leads to poor results.
There are still some problems that limit the use of synthesis systems and that
are due to the lack of maturity of this field. Some specific design tasks have not
been satisfactorily addressed by automated synthesis methods. An example is logic
optimization of data-path units, including arithmetic functions. Most logic optimization
algorithms have been devised for coping with sparse or control logic and are unable
to exploit the special structure of arithmetic functions that is key to their optimization.
Today, the use of architectural synthesis is still limited by a few factors. The
synthesis of efficient pipelined circuits, which supports all features of handcrafted
designs, is not available yet. Similarly, the design of efficient data storage in memory
hierarchies is crucial for. the design of some circuits, but it is supported only by a
few synthesis tools and to a limited extent. We believe that these problems will be
overcome with time due to their technical, rather than fundamental, nature.

11.3 THE GROWTH OF SYNTHESIS IN THE
NEAR AND DISTANT FUTURE
The ideas presented in this book are typical of an evolving science. Computer-aided
design methods started as applications of algorithms to circuit design. Today, CAD
techniques have matured and acquired the strength of an independent discipline. This
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is corroborated by the fact that the CAD research and development community has
grown in size through the years.
Synthesis of digital circuits is part of design science. Design science encodes
the engineering design flow in a rigorous framework and allows us to reason formally
about design problems and their solutions. Improvements in science are either evolutionary or revolutionary, The former consists of compounding little steps, each related
to perfecting the solutions to some problems. The latter invohes radical changes in
the way in which problems are modeled and solved.
Architectural and logic syn€hesis have been revolutionary, because they changed
the way in which we reason about circuits and address their optimization. Describing
and synthesizing circuits from HDL models instead of using gate-level schematics can
be paralleled to the replacement of assembly languages with high-level programming
languages in the software domain.
An evolutionary growth of synthesis is likely in the near future. Many techniques
need to be perfected, and many subproblems, which were originally considered of
marginal interest, need now to be solved. In particular, the evolutionary growth will
involve the horizontal extension of present techniques to less conventional design
styles and circuit technologies as well as the full integration of present synthesis
methods.
Examples of the horizontal growth of logic synthesis are the application of
library binding to novel field-programmable gate arrays or to circuit families with
specific connection rules, such as emitter-coupled logic (ECL) circuits (which support
dotting). The horizontal growth of architectural synthesis can be related to extending
its application domains. To date, architectural synthesis has been most used for signal
processing circuits. We expect the growth of its use ip the application-specific circuit
and instruction-set processor domains.
Whereas synthesis and optimization of the geometric features of integrated circuits is a mature field, the integration of logic and architectural synthesis techniques
with physical design is still only a partially solved problem. In the future its importance will grow as circuit density increases and wiring delays tend to dominate,
thus affecting cell selection (in library binding) and resource selection and sharing.
Hence, logic and architectural synthesis programs will need to access accurate information of the physical layout. The integration of different synthesis tasks is not simple,
because architectural and logic synthesis are performed before physical design. Estimation techniques have been used for this purpose, but their level of accuracy needs
to be raised to cope with forthcoming circuits with an increasingly higher level of
integration.
As circuits become more and more complex, validation of properties by means
of fdrmal verification methods becomes even more important. By the same token, implementation verification by comparing synthesized representations at different levels
will be relevant to ensure that the circuit has no flaws introduced by the synthesis
process. Indeed, even though synthesis and optimization algorithms have guaranteed
properties of correctness, their software implementation may have bugs. The coupling
of synthesis and verification for circuit design will become common practice in the
future.

Revolutionary changes in synthesis methods will be required when considering
circuits with both synchronous and asynchronous operation modes as well as with
analog components. Due to the wide disparity of design paradigms, objective functions
and constraints, new modeling, synthesis and optimization methods will be necessary.
At present, isolated synthesis and optimization algorithms exist for some asynchronous
styles and for some analog components. On the other hand, design systems in these
domains are not yet available. The integration of synthesis techniques for synchronous,
asynchronous and analog components, as well as the support for the concurrent design
of heterogeneous chip sets, is a major challenge for the years to come.
In the longer term, the vertical growth of synthesis methods will lead to the
extension of the scope of synthesis beyond the design of integrated circuits. Synthesis
of composite electrical (and electromechanical) systems, possibly involving both hardware and software components, will be a forthcoming major revolutionary conquest
in the sphere of CAD and it will change the practice of engineering jobs in several
sectors.

11.3.1 System-Level Synthesis
System-level design is a broad term, as different meanings can be associated with
the word system. It is customary to refer to computers as information systems. The
scale of systems may vary widely. Consider, for example, a laptop computer and a
distributed computing environment or a telephone and a telephone switching network.
To be concrete, we consider systems that are single physical objects and that have
an electrical component with, possibly, interfaces andlor a mechanical component.
In particular, we shall consider here issues related to thrsynthesis of the electrical
component of a system that can be thought of as an interconnection of integrated
circuits. Computer-aided design of electromechanical systems is a subject of ongoing
research, but synthesis of such systems is still far on the horizon.
Computer-aided design of multiple-chip systems involves several tasks, including system specification, validation and synthesis. System specification may be multiform, because different system components may be heterogeneous in nature. Consider, for example, the specification of a cellular telephone, handling both digital and
analog signals at different frequencies. Distinct functional requirements can be best
described with different modeling paradigms, e.g., hardware description languages,
circuit schematics and constraints. System validation may be solved (at least in part)
by mixed-mode simulation. Whereas many mixed-mode simulators are available on
the market, few address the real problems of modeling heterogeneous systems. Among
these, ROLEMY
is a research design environment and simulator [9] for signal processing and communication-system design that provides a means for heterogeneous
co-specification by supporting several modeling styles, including data-flow, discreteevent and user-defined models.
System-level synthesis is a challenging field still in its infancy. We shall consider synthesis at different levels of abstraction. Whereas placement and routing tools
for electronic boards have been available for a long time, the physical design of
electronic systems has evolved as the physical means of composing systems have

progressed. Multiple-chip carriers provide a means of connecting efficiently several
integrated circuits. A well-known example of a multiple-chip carrier is IBM's thermal conduction module (TCM). Important issues for multiple-chip physical design are
wiring delay estimation and performance-oriented placement and routing. At present,
several research and some production-level tools have been developed for solving
these problems.
Logic design of electronic systems must address data conimunication and clocking problems. Systems may have synchronous and asynchronous components. Synchronous subsystems may operate on different clocks. Communication among the
various system components must satisfy protocol requirements and possibly different
data rates. As a result, system-level logic design is a very challenging task which is
performed by experienced designers due to the lack of CAD tools. With the increasing complexity of system design, system-level logic design will become prohibitively
time-consuming and risky in the future, thus motivating the development of specialized
tools.
A major task in the architectural synthesis of systems is defining a partition
of the system's function over components (i.e., integrated circuits) which can be
seen as system resources. Even though this problem seems to be an extension of
architectural synthesis methods from the circuit to the system level, the cost functions
and constraints are different. In system design, it is often convenient to leverage the
use of components that are already available on the market (as off-the-shelf parts)
or in-house (from previous system designs). Thus synthesis methods must support
the use of pre-designed components which impose constraints on the synthesis of
the remaining parts. In this case, the overall cost of an electronic system depends
on the cost of designing and manufacturing some cwponents and on the actual cost
of the available components. Hence system-level partitioning can heavily affect the
cost of the system as well as its performance. Since architectural-level decisions may
affect strongly the costlperformance trade-off of a system, CAD tools for this task,
though not yet available, will be very important.
System-level design is not confined to hardware. Indeed most digital systems
consist of a hardware component and software programs which execute on the hardware platform. A given system can deliver higher performance when the hardware
design is tuned to its software applications and vice versa, Computer designers have
exploited the synergism between hardware and software for many years, while defining hardware architectures and providing architectural support for operating systems. An important problem for architectural-level synthesis of any composite digital system is to find the appropriate balance between hardware and software. This
problem falls into the domain of hardwarelsoftware co-design, described in the next
section.

11.3.2 Hardware-Software Co-Design
The hardware/sojhare co-design problem is not new but has bee" receiving more
and more attention in recent years, due to the search for computer-aided design tools
for effective co-design.

There are several reasons for using mixed hardwarelsoftware solutions in a system design. First, we can search for implementations where the performance provided
by&stomized hardware units can balance the programmability of the software components. Second, the evolution of a system product may be better supported by allowing
the software programs to undergo upgrades in subsequent releases of the system. By
the same token, the development of a product may he eased by supporting prototypes
where most (if not all) functionality is assigned to the software component, reducing
(or avoiding) circuit fabrication in the prototyping stage.
Several problems are encompassed by hardwadsoftware co-design. We coms ment here on those related to general purpose computing and to dedicated computing
and control. The design of instruction-set processors falls in the former class, while
design of embedded controllers is an example of the latter.
Relevant hardwarelsoftware co-design problems for instruction-set processors
are cache and pipeline design. The design and sizing of a memory cache require
a match between circuit performance and the updating algorithm and its parameters.
Most cache designs are based on validating the design assumptions through simulation
with specialized tools. No tools are yet available for the full automatic synthesis of
caches and of the related updating algorithms.
The design and control of a pipeline in a processor requires removing pipeline
hazards. Hardware or software techniques can he used for this purpose. An example
of a hardware mechanism is flushing the pipe, while a typical software solution is
reordering the instructions or inserting No-Operations. The overall processor performance is affected by the choice. Furthermore, performance estimation is not trivial
and requires appropriate models for both hardware and software. Computing the most
effective number of pipe stages for a given architecture is_thus a hardwarelsoftware
co-design problem. CAD tools can explore the hardwarelsoftware trade-off and suggest an implementation which meets the needs of the design problem. The PIPER
synthesis program is an example of a co-design tool that addresses this problem 181. It
provides pipe-stage partitioning and pipeline scheduling and determines the appropriate instruction reorder that the corresponding back-end compiler should use to avoid
hazards.
We consider now embedded systems that are computing and control systems
dedicated to an application (Figure 11.2). The most restrictive view of an embedded
system is a micro-controller or a processor ruming a fixed program. This model can
be broadened to a processor, assisted by application-specific hardware and memory,
that performs a dedicated function. Sensors and actuators allow the system to communicate with the environment. Embedded systems often fall into the class of reactive
systems. They are meant to react to the environment by executing functions in response t6 specific input stimuli. In some cases, their functions must execute within
predefined time windows. Hence they are called real-time systems. Examples of reactive real-time systems are pervasive in the automotive field (e.g., engine combustion
control), in the manufacturing industry (e.g., robot controllers) and in the consumer
and telecommunication industries (e.g., portable telephones).
Computer-aided synthesis of embedded systems, called here co-synthesis, is the
natural evolution of existing hardware architectural synthesis methods. A working
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FIGURE 11.2
Ernhedded system: a simplified structural view.

.

hypothesis for co-synthesis is that the overall system can be modeled consistently and
be partitioned, either manually or automatically, into a hardware and software component. The hardware component can be implemented by application-specific circuits
using existing hardware synthesis tools; the software component can be generated automatically to implement the function to which the processor is dedicated. Co-synthesis
must support a means for interfacing and synchronizing the functions implemented in
the hardware and software components.
The overall system cost and performance are affected by its partition into hardware and softwarc components. At one end of the spectrum, hardware solutions may
provide higher performance by supporting parallel execution of operations at the expens? of requiring the fabrication of one or more ASICs. At the other end of the
spectrum, roftware solutions may run on high-performing processors available at low
cost due to high-volume production. Nevertheless, operation serialization and lack of
specific support for some tasks may result in loss of performance. Thus a system
design for a given market may tind its cost-effective implementation by splitting its
functions between hardware and software.
At present, the overall CAD support for co-synthesis is primitive. Nevertheless,
the potential payoffs make it an attractive area for further research and development.

Several open problems still impede the rapid growth of the field. First and foremost,
there exists a need to define better abstract models for hardwarelsoftware systems and
to develop consistent languages to express them. Possible solutions range from the extension of existing hardware and software languages to the use of new heterogeneous
paradigms. Second, cost and performance evaluation of mixed systems play an important role in driving partitioning and synthesis decisions. The problem is complicated
by the remoteness of the abstract system models from the physical implementation.
Last, hut not least, methods for validating hardwarelsoftware systems are very important. Co-simulation provides a simple way of tracing the input/output (and internal)
system behavior. However, for large system design, co-simulation may provide insufficient evidence to prove some desired system property. Extending formal verification
techniques to the hardwarelsoftware domain would thus be desirable.
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11.4

ENVOY

Research and development in the CAD field has progressed tremendously in the last
three decades. Computer-aided synthesis of digital circuits has become a scientific
discipline attracting a large number of researchers, developers and users. The CAD
industry, and in particular the digital design sector, has grown in size and occupies
an important place in the overall electronic market.
The knowledge accumulated in this field to date should stimulate us to think,
as Socrates suggested, of all other important design problems that are not solved yet.
The limit to our engineering design capabilities lies in the instruments we have. In
the case of electronic design, CAD is one of the keys to the future evolution.
This book could only mention some of the relevant problems in the synthesis
field. Nevertheless, we hope it has raised enough interest in the reader to motivate
him or her to search for additional information in the referenced articles and books
and to follow the evolution of this discipline in the regular conferences and scientific
journals.
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